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Chapter 1

The context of competition

1.1 Prolog: the reality that lies beyond General
Equilibrium

This volume is devoted to the study of control, guidance and coordination prob-
lems of government for an enterprise economy Our basic approach requires an
understanding of the roles of money and financial institutions. Our viewpoint
di"ers from most current approaches in stressing together specifically game the-
ory, methods of physics and experimental gaming; and more generally a broader
evolutionary viewpoint from the biological and behavioral sciences.

Our intended audiences are economists, physicists, experimental gamers,
accounting theorists, legal scholars and other behavioral scientists willing to ex-
plore beyond their own specialist disciplines. In a single book it is not possible to
be all things to every audience. Our biases run primarily to an exposition most
congenial to mathematical economists, experimental gamers and physicists, but
we aim to have the concepts we consider, be understandable regardless of the
technical approach. We attempt to provide a map through these diverse ap-
proaches below in this chapter.

As admirers of general equilibrium theory as exposited in the elegant book
of Gerard Debreu [74] we are aware of both its great strengths and weaknesses.
Initially we were tempted to consider that style, but we believe that the math-
ematical elegance and tight abstraction aimed only at equilibrium analysis and
not at process can strangle the development of our understanding of a living
mutating economic system acting and interacting with the polity and society
through many formal and informal institutions. Our goal is the understanding
of economic dynamics and the institutions called forth by the many mutations it
has to face in an environment replete with contingencies. This is a daunting task
and will not be achieved for many years to come. Here, as is explained below we
o"er two steps beyond the abstraction of the general equilibrium system that
are necessary before we can even start to consider anything more than an ad
hoc approach to some low dimensional models of economic dynamic processes.
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1.2 Contact with sciences of both the material
world and other domains of behavior

It is not the purpose of economics to describe all aspects of life. It should be
the purpose of economics to treat those domains it does describe with concepts
and models that can be made consistent with sound scientific understanding of
the other aspects of life, when they are needed to provide context.

At a minimum, economic behavior is embedded within the organic system
we call the society; it a"ects extraction, production, utilization, exchange, con-
sumption, and disposal of physical entities and services which exist in the mate-
rial world and in time; it is supported by both informal and formal institutions,
both of which rely on cognitive propensities and frequently on supporting arti-
facts of people, both individual and socially conditioned. Finally, the economy
itself, as well as the people, things, and organizational states which are its con-
text, has intrinsic dynamics, sometimes of a mechanical and sometimes of an
evolutionary character.

Two main questions about how to contextualize economics are: what concep-
tual frameworks outside of economics should guide our representation of formal
systems; and, do these a"ect what we think economics itself is?

It could be argued that the economy is a mechanism to organize a subset
of the decisions in a larger, highly distributed society. The social organization
obeys no simple model of control flow; its dynamics is often evolutionary at
many scales of time, space, and material content; and with these, it is subject
to both historical contingency and great complexity.

Within this dynamic context, the economy can be an organ of memory and
of control (particularly to enable coordination), but we must understand what
conditions on society support the emergence of institutions for memory or stabi-
lize control functions, and how these conditions may limit capacities for memory
or control. (This discussion is already ongoing in biology, and there is nothing
in the nature of the argument that would make it less relevant to the economy
within society.) Such limitations are often reflected in historical contingency
of the institutions that support economic life, and a contextualized economics
should reflect the dependence on institutions when their contingencies can have
consequences.

Within the economy as well as in its embedding in context, actors with dif-
ferent natural scales interact. Di"erences in scale exist between private citizens,
firms, central banks, and the government. In cases of incomplete contract —
which should be regarded as the norm rather than the exception — any of these
may also interact informally with social norms, cognitive constraints, or other
frameworks that carry power. Although such cases are di!cult to model for-
mally, it must be acknowledged that they reflect much of reality. Our models
will typically contain only two levels, private citizens and a central government,
but they are intended to represent the more general case of interaction between
agents of di"erent scale.1 In reality there are many other legal persons beyond

1Power in particular may be one of the most important contexts that economics should
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government who are not natural persons.

The interface of economics with both cognition and social institutions should
reflect the quantitative consequences of a realization that economic organization
is not the only kind that exists. Many economic models assume both a law of
one price (i.e. well-formed prices) and exponential discounting, and it may
indeed be that e!cient market function involving intertemporal loans requires
exponential discounting over short terms.2. However, both the default cogni-
tive discount structure for individuals, from pigeons to citizens of industrialized
countries, and that for societies in the aggregate, may well be hyperbolic, in-
ducing a mismatch between market and agent discounting. In such cases it
is possible even for ideal markets to produce systematic mispricing accompa-
nied with far larger trading than the conventional assumptions would predict
and mechanisms other than markets might also be required to compensate. A
theory of “rational” participation which assumes that individual cognition is en-
trained onto market discount structures is unscientific when it is systematically
denied by observation, for reasons that the theory cannot incorporate. Leaving
explicit roles for both government and cognition within the formal structure of
economic theory can acknowledge this mismatch without necessarily having to
explain it, and can provide a starting point to study scientifically the limitations
of markets as well as their capabilities.

One of the defining features of governments is pre-commitment as an al-
ternative to contract, with mechanisms of policing based on power to enforce
commitments. In this respect governments are fundamentally di"erent from ei-
ther markets or the other participants in market activity, though they may play
roles as participants in formal models. A scientifically valid approach to the
limitations of markets can also be part of a theory of the functions of govern-
ments as, among other things, their complementary institutions. We emphasize
discounting mismatch here only because it is perhaps the easiest to formalize
within existing economic thought; incompleteness of contract, and cognitive
deficits in dealing with extremely large, rare, or long-term events may be even
more important defining contexts for a theory of governance, along with no-
tions of moral value and power which are not naturally represented within the
economy.

It is somewhat of a side note, but the larger goal of a properly contextu-
alized economics is a valid theory of the dynamics of the society within which
it is embedded. It is well understood within evolutionary dynamics that the
mechanistic constraints on economic life can feed back, through cognitive devel-
opment and social niche construction, to determine the foundations of habit and
relations on which the economy rests.3 The evolutionary dynamics of policing

acknowledge explicitly. The assumptions of complete contract and symmetric information
attempt to define economics as the sphere of decision-making that remains after power has
been excluded. However, correct conceptualization of many of the spheres with which the
economy interacts depends inherently on the characterization of one or another form of power.

2It is possible that the discount rate may vary, and that averages over longer times with a
stochastic discount factor can yield non-exponential aggregate discounting [118]].

3The concept of human capital can be seen as an attempt to represent this relation at some
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is already an active area of study, and one in which economics and theories of
power naturally meet.

While most of our models treat the “physical” function of institutions that
support the economy, it is not incidental that such “physical” description also
refers to the physical world in a way that constrains economic reality. Long-
range constraints in physics arise because both resources and wastes are often
conserved, and conversion processes must be performed jointly or they cannot
take place at all. The rich webs of joint transformation which make up the state
space over which agents choose actions can themselves be the source of much
economic regularity.4

1.3 General equilibrium and its natural gener-
alizations

The three conceptual foundations of general equilibrium are preferences, pro-
duction technologies, and price systems. Koopmans [208] has perhaps most
clearly abstracted the roles of these, explaining price systems as the boundary
surfaces that separate production from consumption decisions. Production and
consumption then provide contexts of convexity from which notions of optimal-
ity can be defined.

Simplifications which GE has made include the assumption of complete and
costlessly produced and enforced contracts, and the elimination of time through
contract mechanisms. Through the assumption of completeness, it has sep-
arated itself from the formal treatment of contingency, both in the sense of
the complexity with which outcomes can depend on prior circumstance, and in
the history dependence that contingency permits them to record. The same
assumption has made institutions epiphenomenal, in that both the concept of
optimal allocation, and the proof of existence of such allocations, comes directly
from preferences and production technologies, with no role for institutions ex-
cept perhaps as compact descriptions of aggregated consequences of preference.
GE has only separated itself from formal treatment of these realities in placing
them outside the domain of solutions for price systems; they are still required
as inputs to problem specification.

In these senses, GE may be considered both an attempt at a formally closed
theoretical system, and yet one which is in practice excessively open because of
the limitations of its formalism. The closure arises from the exclusion of bound-
ary inputs through any formal representations except preferences or production

level.
4To emphasize that this is not a light observation, we consider that the input-output ma-

trices of von Neumann-Gale growth theory are equivalent to the stoichiometric matrices of
chemistry, whose structure is responsible for the vast array of chemical complexity, which is
studied in its own right and is far from understood, and that involves no notions of strategic
agency. In particular, the equivalence of these two representations renders capital stocks for-
mally equivalent to reaction catalysts, which are responsible for all of physiological complexity
in ways that are far from understood.
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methods. The implicit openness comes because GE takes for granted the mech-
anisms of signaling, computation, coordination, and enforcement which in life
as we know it, carry significant costs, without accounting for them.

A major goal for a new paradigm beyond GE should be to render both its
formal closure and its implicit openness less artificial, and in that sense bring
the formal representation more explicitly into line with the description it pur-
ports to give of the world. This may be done by enriching the treatment of
the interaction between the economy and its boundaries, in institutions, in cog-
nition, and in the material world. A criterion for good institutional modeling
is that institutions should be the carriers of process, and in that sense capable
of representing contingent constraints on economic function which do not come
from its preferences or production methods alone, but from a variety of other
sources “outside” these. Another criterion is that solutions should be construc-
tive, rather than emphasizing only existence as GE has done. This is not merely
an aesthetic preference. In some cases the existence of a solution is su!cient
for it to be found by a number of informal mechanisms, but in other cases, the
absence of a constructive algorithm for the members of a society to use results
in paralysis. It can be argued that much of the function of institutions is to
make such algorithms publicly available. In this way institutions can be used
to formalize more of the structure that GE takes as given, as well as accounting
for the necessity and costs of such structure.

Boundaries may exist either within the economy, between sectors such as
decisions made at di"erent times, or they may exist between the economy and
fundamentally non-economic modes of organization, such as social norms or
government. The formal representation of boundary conditions is not itself a
representation of dynamics, but it is a precondition for representing most forms
of dynamics, which are mediated by boundary conditions.

1.4 A change in paradigm

We believe in the importance of abstraction and invariance in economics. The
invariance is manifested in function, not form. Form is manifested in the mul-
titude of institutions mutating at di"erent rates in order to adjust to the many
vicissitudes of the societies in which the economies are embedded. General Equi-
librium analysis presented the right level of abstraction to start to understand
e!cient prices. It was a pre-institutional first step which paid a great price to
obtain the right level of abstraction for the appropriate mathematization and
proof. In particular it suppressed dynamics and randomness, both of which are
needed to reconcile models of economic optimization with an evolving uncertain
world.

The modeling constraints in general equilibrium were too great to take the
next broader steps toward dynamics. It concentrated on the existence of e!cient
equilibria – in doing so it failed to describe process, it had no explicit role for
dynamics, no role for information, and government was, at best only implicit in
the context of the model.
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The mathematization of micro-economics was given a great impetus by the
work of Arrow and Debreu and McKenzie [12, 13, 74, 252], and other math-
ematicians and economists such as von Neumann and Morgenstern[408, 407],
Nash, Shapley, Scarf, David Gale and others. Unfortunately, to a certain extent
unlike the use of mathematics in much of Physics, in Economics the mathemat-
ics almost took on a life of its own and the gap between elegant mathematical
models and the ongoing reality of the phenomena has widened.5

The approach here calls for a change of paradigm, in two phases, first from
a General Equilibrium formulation of exchange with n nonstrategic agent types
trading in m commodities6 to the construction of full process models. We
utilize Strategic Market Games with n types of small strategic agents trading
in m commodities and utilizing various forms of money and credit to do so.
We then introduce government explicitly into the model as a large controlling
player formulating the economy as a Strategic Market Game with n types of
small agents plus one large atomic agent.

The switch from a timeless equilibrium model stressing e!ciency to a pro-
cess model with control requires a switch in mathematical emphasis away from
the perfect balance of equations. Instead in a process economy the system of-
ten has positive shadow prices measuring the pressures calling for the change
in constraints, or may signal slack conditions of oversupply. The constraints
themselves may reflect financial or economic shortages, or government laws and
impositions.

Through the property of closure, GE is permitted to be the mathematics
of equalities, which in the narrow sense means the unconstrained clearing of
all markets. Boundaries on the economy often take the form of constraints on
inequality, such as budget constraints or bankruptcy conditions. In that sense,
an open-system description of the economy will be based on the mathematics
of inequalities. The sense in which the inequalities are not new is that they
all ultimately arise from convexity of preferences or production functions. The
sense in which they are new is that they are quantitatively represented in a
range of shadow prices dual to institutionally imposed constraints.7

Shadow prices in open-economy modeling play a parallel role to equilibrium
prices in the Koopmans abstraction: they represent the transfer of constraint
between a focal sector of the economy and something else. This transfer may
occur across time, as when a budget constraint sets an interest rate for intertem-
poral loans, or it may take place between the economy and a non-economic actor
such as government, when a consumption cap rather than a tax is used as a reg-

5The preponderant development of General Equilibrium theory, as well as much of game
theory and finance has been on equilibrium models, to such an extent that little is known
even about the convergence of the formal systems when of out of equilibrium beyond some
turnpike results [251].

6We stress exchange models because exchange and production models already introduce
considerable extra complications.

7The transformation from preferences to their dual representations in constraints and
shadow prices is the Legendre transform, and it distinguishes closed from open represen-
tations of the economy in the same manner as it distinguishes closed from open systems in
physical thermodynamics.
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ulatory mechanism. Ensuring that a sensible – and generally, that an explicit –
interpretation is available for the shadow prices is a major part of checking that
the economic paradigm is compatible with those of the other aspects of reality
to which it has interfaces.

1.5 The relationship between Micro- andMacro-
Economics

A critical question in economics and in physics is the relationship between the
behavior of the individual person or particle and the aggregate or mass behavior
of these entities. The desire in economics has been to reconcile the theories of
micro-economic behavior with the macroeconomic models of economic control.
We take some preliminary steps in this direction, stressing that the carriers of
process are the institutions of a society. Thus unlike a preinstitutional general
equilibrium theory of an e!cient price system, institutions cannot be avoided
when considering process. As the carriers of process institutions provide much
of the context for individual economic competition and reflect the rules of the
game whereby the government provides guidance to the individual agents and
helps to provide means to coordinate behavior.

The study and utilization of macroeconomics has been directed primarily
towards the practical problems of the running and control of the everyday econ-
omy. There is a considerable distance between application and theory. Some
steps that di"er from conventional monetary and macroeconomic theory are
needed to bridge this gap. We suggest that the contributions of theory at this
time are in the understanding of function and relating function to minimal
form. The role of applied macroeconomists is to understand the actual com-
plex institutional forms that exist in our economies of today and to base their
advice on the governance and change of these institutions on detailed empirical
knowledge; but these may be modified with insights gleaned from the analysis
of highly abstracted models of the minimal institutions required to perform the
basic functions of a control system.

1.6 On minimal institutions

Both the introduction of boundary conditions, and following on that the intro-
duction of dynamics, can introduce a bewildering array of distinct models, and
also an indeterminacy of solution paths within even a single model. Part of this
is not new. GE chooses as a basis for definition of a competitive equilibrium, a
restrictive and rather arbitrary assumption about market clearing that is at odds
with the generality of treatment given to preferences, production, and prices,
and also an assumption empirically invalid for most markets. If that assumption
is removed, trading paths to equilibrium become completely indeterminate in the
general case [265, 168, 374], a much more fundamental indeterminacy than the
acknowledged discrete indeterminacy among many competitive equilibria. The
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admission of that indeterminacy, and the weakness it implies for GE without a
Walrasian mechanism for price-setting, is a major motivation for specifications
of process. However, some of the indeterminacy may persist even when explicit
mechanisms for market clearing have been introduced and validated. The latter
form prevents us from naively associating formal understanding with prediction,
leaving us to emphasize problems of control.8

The potential problem of model diversity is of a di"erent kind, and bears
on how complex the world really can be, and how much of that complexity
economic models can or should represent. Attempts to weaken the assumption of
complete and symmetric information but otherwise retain GE methodology led
to the coinage of bounded rationality by Simon [366]. The model diversity met
even within this sphere has been correspondingly referred to as “the wilderness
of bounded rationality”.

We approach the problem of model diversity from the dual perspectives of
function and form (again closely mirroring the way similar problems have been
studied in biology). The function of a market, an institution, or a whole econ-
omy can be defined from the transformations it makes possible in a society
supplied with resources and production capabilities, and driven by preferences
for consumption. In general many formal models provide the same or similar
functions, and among these we focus on those that are minimal by some crite-
ria of cost or complexity. We refer to a formal model of minimal complexity,
associated with some function, as a minimal institution.

Counterparts to the concept of minimal institution have been independently
derived in many sciences. Typically they used domain-specific measures of com-
plexity, but many of them are broadly applicable outside their domain of origin.
Formal criteria of minimal complexity exist for the problem of communication,
leading to the notions of minimum description length for messages [299] and the
associated algorithmic information content [218] for programs.9

It is worth remembering that both the map from form to function, and its
converse, can be many-to-one. It has long been appreciated in biology that
opportune re-use of old forms for new functions, known as exaptation [166], is
one of the leading determinants of evolutionary possibilities. Because we do not

8Two directions can be developed in the absence of predictability for particular trajec-
tories of prices and exchanges. One is the development of theories of distributions, and of
the behavior of samples that are in principle not predictable, a theme that has dominated
evolutionary biology [165, 216]. A second direction is to recognize that, even if the individual
motivations that jointly determine coordination outcomes cannot be understood or dictated,
it may be possible to place bounds on the possible outcomes which leave markets within a
regime of acceptable function.

9In the statistical mechanics of many-particle systems, functionality has been learned to
derive from the symmetries and dimensionality of the degrees of freedom which are active,
and minimum-complexity models are those with the lowest-order algebraic representations
consistent with these symmetries and dimensions. Apologies to the reader for the shortness
of this description. These will be familiar to physicists as the e!ective field theories [289,
161, 412]. They are minimal in the sense of Taylor’s series expansions for functions such
as an Energy or Action, being expanded to the lowest consistent powers of both fields and
derivatives in time and space. We will use an organizing scheme very similar to this when
considering the function of market clearing, in Ch. 4.
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attempt to treat dynamics fully in this volume, we give less attention to the
latter kind of degeneracy than it deserves.

In many domains it has been found – despite the fact that opportunities
for bewildering complexity appear to exist – that a relatively small diversity of
attested forms actually describes much of nature.10 In some cases evolutionary
dynamics can be invoked to explain such simplicity, on the grounds that only
coarse-grained and modular forms can adapt before drifting to extinction. It
is reasonable to look for similar forms of convergence or universality in social
institutions, such as norms for property rights or symmetries in market-clearing
function. In such cases, minimal institutions serve not only as convenient mod-
els, but sometimes as class-level descriptions of certain aspects of function. The
freedom to make quantitative predictions about a functional class from any rep-
resentative instance has led to the extremely important concept of universality
classification in statistical systems.

1.7 An observation on structure and behavior

Rational behavior: Greed, modified by sloth
surrounded by formless fear and justified ex post

by rationalization.

In the first five chapters we use (with caution) the usual economic assump-
tions of the agents being composed of a set of highly intelligent agents, without
personality, but able to compute and remember without bound. They are fur-
thermore assumed to be endowed with coherent well-defined preferences that
can be expressed by utility functions. These strong simplifying conditions are
useful to start with: They enable us to connect closely with equilibrium the-
ory; but our interest is far more in mechanism structure than in details about
imaginary utility functions and ideal economic agents. As we approach actual
dynamics they undoubtedly need modification. Although we do not deal with
these modifications at this point we suggest that a break down of the population
into several behavioral types is called for.

Much of work in mathematical economics and in game theory has been based
explicitly or implicitly on an abstract homo economicus or von Neumann man.
This individual has perfect recall and an ability to compute everything. We
suggest that for the development of economics it is probably worth while to
recognize around eight di"erent behavioral types. They are the:

Random player with the state space unknown;

Random player with the state space known;

10Examples from other disciplines include: theories with Lie-group symmetry in funda-
mental physics [153]; an apparently universal set of ! 1000 protein folding motifs which
coarse-grain the protein space of typical amino acid chains of length ! 100, whose nominal se-
quence diversity is 20100 [76]; or small numbers of cell states produced by regulatory networks
seemingly capable of much greater diversity in cell development [404].
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Optimal response player with global scope;

Optimal response player with local scope;

Non-specialist human;

Specialist human;

Expert specialist human;

von Neumann player.

The lower and upper bounds on intelligence are usually the easiest to study
and serve as useful benchmarks when studying behavior in experimental games.
A market such as a one commodity double auction market provides an example
of institutional design where the average random player with state space known
appears to do approximately as well as the ideal utilitarian player (see [159,
185]).

The first player noted is the random player with the state space unknown.
This is noted as a reminder that the statement that a player chooses randomly,
to be made precise, requires the assumption that the player knows the domain
over which she is randomizing. If the domain is not specified an individual must
provide some subjective closure to take care of the uncertainty.

In experimental gaming considerable use has been made of the random
player. This is seen in the work of Gode and Sunder (1993) [159], and oth-
ers.

Even the concept of a know-nothing cannot be modeled easily without taking
some context into consideration. The know-nothing can be so ignorant that
he/she does not even know the bounds on the choice to be made. Fortunately
in many economic situations the bounds are given by mechanism and context.
Thus the economically näıve is prevented by the mechanism from bidding a
negative amount and cannot bid more than she has plus the amount she can
borrow.

1.8 A guide to a multiple technique approach

As our intent is to connect intangibles and quantifiable features involving eco-
nomic institutions and the society in which they are embedded we are forced
to utilizing di"erent techniques. In order to cover the scope we wish to cover
we mix essay sections and purely verbal descriptions, with numerical models
to illustrate specific points; with formal mathematical models and when it is
feasible to do so with proof.

We argue explicitly with illustrations, why certain techniques from physics,
game theory, operations research and biology are useful. Our attitude is oppor-
tunistic, di"erent facets of the same topic may require di"erent approaches that
depend on scope and detail.

In our concern for the study of the control mechanisms over a dynamic
economy we note that the apparent generality of general equilibrium analysis
was bought at the cost of the omission of time, government and process. By
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utilizing the strategic market game constrained to a single time period it is
possible to construct a set of minimally complex process models whose solutions,
under the appropriate qualifications, include those of General Equilibrium. But
out of equilibrium, with money and credit as part of the models, they are loosely
coupled. Furthermore the mechanisms in each of the models can be interpreted
as minimal institutions.

Limited to one period these models are few in number, but as soon as one
wishes to consider several periods there is a hyperastronomical proliferation
of models where the quantitative change signals a qualitative change. In the
dynamics we enter the domain of a multiplicity of fluid institutions.

The techniques of mathematical economics can at best assist in the explo-
ration of ad hoc models. The link from General Equilibrium statics to dynamics
exists and can be cleanly exposited mathematically, but once that is done the
steps into the exploration of both structure and behavior call for the change in
paradigm discussed here and in considering links to evolutionary processes.

1.9 A sketch of chapters

Chapter 2 is entitled “Minimal institutions: Game Theory and Gaming”. We
set up the preliminaries needed for the formal models in Chapters 4 and 5.
The properties of money are discussed together with further observations on
minimal institutions. An extension is constructed of the model given by Jevons
to illustrate the failure of the double coincidence of wants in binary trading.
This extension enables us to use considerations of symmetry to examine the
basically simple market trading structures utilizing di"erent forms of money
and credit.

A key link is described between the static general equilibrium approach
and the process oriented strategic market game approach. The latter supplies
process models, but not full dynamics as the models cover only one period. This
is su!cient to illustrate general equilibrium and noncooperative equilibrium
solutions, but not su!cient to illustrate trajectories.

Chapter 3 on “Modeling and Measurement:, Economics and Physics” is ex-
plicitly devoted to providing the physics background to the approach to the
economic problems considered here. This involves discussing the basics of mea-
surement, aggregation and the concept of dimension. The role of scaling is dealt
with, and the uses of symmetries are explored. These are all useful in exploring
a generalized version of the Jevons failure of the double coincidence of wants.

In many of our models we make the assumption of a linear separable term
that for the exploration of many monetary control problems provides a consid-
erable simplification of the mathematics and appears to be a reasonable simpli-
fication. It also provides an analogy with the physical concept of work.

Chapter 4 entitled “Supporting attainable solutions: symmetry and com-
plexity in one-period exchange mechanisms”, applies basic game theory in con-
cert with the methods described in Chapter 3 to the one period models. The
roles of symmetry and e!ciency are considered and the asymmetric imposi-
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tion of constraints are considered in their relationship with money and credit.
Information and clearing rules are discussed. We consider graphical represen-
tations of the basic models and a partial taxonomy of the one period exchange
mechanisms is presented. Comments are made on the relationship between the
concepts of trading structures that have been called the trading post [346, 333]
and the widows model of trade [330]. However a full comparison of these two
models is given in Chapter 12.

Chapter 5, on “Endogenising the choice of the monetary system”, presents
two fully developed models that illustrate the organizational distinctions be-
tween a commodity and fiat money. The first considers the control problem
in an economy utilizing gold or any other commodity of value employed as a
money where the production of the means of exchange is left in private hands.
The second considers an economy where the government controls the means of
exchange and contrasts this with the more laissez faire economy with gold and
no direct government ability to produce money.

Historically there has been an evolution from barter to the use of an evolving
monetary medium, involving a governmentally issued coinage and eventually
to a governmentally controlled symbolic money or fiat. This chapter o"ers
the first opportunity to consider multistage processes with di"erent interacting
time-scales where we can still o"er a full analytical treatment.

The first five chapters and Chapter 11 constitute an exposition, advocacy and
execution of a change in modeling and analysis that leads to a generally scoped
set of mathematically rigorous, but context rich and institutionally open set of
economic models. They are still explored for their equilibrium properties but
are structured to be amenable to be used as experimental games and simulations
and provide a platform for dynamics.

The remaining chapters are more tentative. They intermix a large set of open
questions many of which still need tighter definition, with work in progress.

Chapter 6 on “The economy: time, size and complexity” returns to the
theme of control or prediction in the economy. Switching from the emphasis on
static equilibrium, the first steps are taken in a sequence of three developments
beyond general equilibrium needed to comprehend economic dynamics. They
are: The production and exchange economy in a process setting; the economy
with innovation, or: Schumpeter revisited; and finally a change in emphasis from
innovation to evolution. In this chapter a mathematical exemplar of the first
item is dealt with in some detail. The other two are dealt with in Chapters 9
and 10.

Even at the relatively simple level of production treated here, in the light of
Chapters 2 to 4, we have entered into the realms of mathematical institutional
economics, in the sense that even at its simplest the multistage models with
more than one time scale present require considerable parametric description.
We provide a check list of around twenty items that need specification prior to
be able to develop the equation of motion of even a reasonable ad hoc model of
production. For our ad hoc production and control model we consider a rural
community building a communal good such as a farming valley constructing
communal silos with gold currency with and without elementary banking.
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A reasonably complete model and dynamic noncooperative equilibrium so-
lution shows the interplay between the technology, the demographics and the
monetary aspects of the model.

Full mathematical details of the model are presented in the text with much
of the analysis and graphics consigned to the appendices.

Chapter 7 on “Building theories of economic process” leads o" with the
observation that the strength and attraction of the general equilibrium analysis
is that it is not a solitary model, but rather a set of principles for building
models. When we consider dynamics this is the goal to which we believe that
the methodology of strategic market games contributes.

With the introduction of capital stock (already in Chapter 6) and a monetary
system with government a further change away from the general equilibrium
paradigm becomes central. That is the relationship between ownership and
control.

In a previous publication one of us [350] suggested that a useful way to
connect trade with financial instruments represented by contracts and physical
goods and services would be by considering a sequence of one period trans-
formation matrices. This is in keeping with the dynamic approaches of von
Neumann [407] and Leontie" [214]. A 20 * 21 description of the economy is
sketched and linear production spaces are discussed.

We turn to the consideration of the catalytic function of capital stock in
economic dynamics with finance and in doing so somewhat of a detour is taken in
attempting to devise a satisfactory linguistic structure for economic and financial
activities. A transformation description for capital stock is presented and as
this is somewhat of a work-in-process we consider some further examples in an
appendix.

The contrast between game theoretic and general equilibrium analysis is
illustrated in the need to be explicit about the state space. In dynamics this
shows up in the ability to handle velocity, loose coupling and transients. We
illustrate the application of our methodology to two old classics. The first is
Adam Smith’s “Real bills only” and to the equation of exchange PQ = MV
first formulated mathematically and discussed by Simon Newcomb [269].

We close with some comments on income distribution in the economy and
the problem of indexing the complexity of an economy.

Chapter 8 is entitled “Uncertainty and Velocity”. We commence with a
discussion on time, dynamics and uncertainty noting Marshall’s comments on
the melding of the long and short run. A sketch of the many types of risk is
given. Possibly the key task of a financial system is to provide for the smooth
functioning of a loosely coupled dynamics involving perception as well as choice
in an uncertain environment.

A central problem in monetized economies has been the presence of bubbles
and panics and how to control them. Diamond and Dybvig [79] provided a sem-
inal example in terms of a simple game with two equilibrium points. Morris and
Shin [262] embedded their model in a larger extensive form game and considered
correlated equilibria. We connect this analysis to an evolutionary game theory
solution.
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In the last part of the chapter the meaning of liquidity and the usefulness
of the concept of the velocity of money are considered. In each instance the
definitions of these blanket terms appear to be highly context and question
sensitive. In particular we suggest that what may pass for a change in the
velocity of money may be better described as changes in the various sources
for the creation and destruction of credit. The customary lack in distinction
between fiat money and various forms of bank and other credit reported in the
multidimensional monetary statistics make any simple interpretation of velocity
of dubious value.

Chapter 9 is devoted to “Innovation and Breaking the Circular Flow”. Up
until this point progress has been made from games in strategic form solved for
their noncooperative equilibria to multistage models with mass agents and a
government player. The solution concept has still been a modified equilibrium,
in particular a perfect or Markovian equilibrium where history does not matter.
We take the next step towards an evolutionary economics by incorporating the
concept of economic innovation into a process model. We show that this can
be done for a single innovation still utilizing the concept of a noncooperative
equilibrium; but an important new phenomenon appears. It is, in general, not
possible to avoid having to deal with transient periods of virtually any length
caused by the dynamics of the introduction of an innovation. The viability
of the innovation may well depend on the speed of adjustment. We contrast
the innovation possibilities for Robinson Crusoe in a nonmonetary economy
and a small firm in a monetary economy. This brings out the relationship
between the physical economy and physical and financial economy where trade
of both goods and risk may vastly enlarge the strategic possibilities. This type
of model opens up the vistas toward finance as providing a control, sensing and
evaluating mechanism on top of the physical economy. In this enlargement of a
loose structure the door is opened to an array of di"erent structures in which
management and ownership are separated.

The intellectual task in attempting to explore analytically a fully mathe-
matized version of a multistage process involving uncertainty calls for radical
simplification. There is just one type of manufacturing firm and one innovation
that involves replacing one process with another. This amounts to reassigning
the utilization of the existing resources.

The basic central point of this chapter is to show that while in the Robinson
Crusoe economy innovation poses a well-defined operations research optimizing
problem, innovation in a monetary economy is not only far more complex, but
involves as Schumpeter suggested: “the breaking of the circular flow of capital”
and calls for the introduction of more money and credit into the system. There
are many ways in which the gist of his verbal statement can be mathematized;
we note the proliferation and then consider one model with a relatively simple
computable example fully worked out.

The models and analysis presented were based on the presence of one ran-
dom variable. Noted, but not solved, is the model with a repeated stream of
investment opportunities, but even without formal solution it may be seen that
an overlay of transient states may leave the whole system in constant turmoil
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with a history dependent dynamics.
Chapter 10 continues the theme of Chapter 9 but with emphasis on growth

and control, hence the title “Innovation and evolution: growth and control”.
This chapter is primarily verbal, sketching many of the new factors that fit in an
evolving economy as further di"erentiated functions require further elaborated
institutions. A review is given of the new aspects of an innovation economy
starting with a reconsideration of the utility function that underlies so much
of economics and finance. We argue that the utility for money must dominate
economic concerns after needs and most ‘want’s are satisfied.11 It supplies a
natural measure that is of considerable help locally in time and space, even
though globally its worth varies. Furthermore the presence of many assets that
are means of production and do not enter directly into individual preferences
provide security for many assets whose “worth” is being estimated constantly to
determine how wealthy individuals are. Such a question may seem to be almost
metaphysical to the careful theorist; yet its one number or scalar answer is of
considerable operational interest to the tax-collector.

Reinforcing the comments on money it is noted that fiduciary decision-
making dominates the economy. The fiduciaries need to consider their con-
stituencies in some form of aggregate. Given other people’s money as a quasi-
linear abstraction the role of a quasi-sidepayment game is noted where, in
essence, ownership claims to the means of production are redistributed. A
sketch is given of the many sub-problems in dealing with innovation in an asset
rich economy including the possibility of two way causality where either finance
leads innovation or vice-versa. The key role of bankruptcy as the delimiter of
risk in a loosely coupled system is noted.

Section 10.4 touches on the role of increasing returns in its many forms.
Section 10.5 notes the importance of a far more elaborate banking system than
in Chapter 9. Even the basic coverage of the institutional variations feasible
here merit a separate volume.

An elementary discussion of the problems involved in varying the money
supply is given.

Sections 10.8 to 10.11 provide an opening primer on the relationship between
economics and biology as means to understanding complex emerging systems.

Chapter 11 provides an integration and overview of the previous chapters. It
commences with a basic consideration of what is meant by a theory, in science
in general and economics in particular.

It picks up in Sections 11.5 and 11.6 an even more basic theme on strategic
market games than was developed in Chapters 2–5. By considering the nature of
the transmission of messages in a trading network, utilizing several reasonably
natural axioms provided by Dubey and Sahi [93] the special roles of the trading
post and windows models as G-mechanisms is noted. By adding some simple
measures of the complexity of trading mechanisms and of trading messages the
emergence of markets and a single trading good is established [99]. The basic

11At some point the somewhat ill-defined, but nevertheless omnipresent drive for power may
intermix with the desire for wealth. An adequate discussion of this is beyond the scope of this
work.
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distinction between a highly decentralized and highly centralized mechanism for
price formation is clarified.

Chapter 12 lays out our approach to the problems encountered in integration
of the description of the structure of financial and other economic institutions
and the behavior of the economic agents. We have stressed describing and un-
derstanding mechanisms (the current rules of the game); one can learn much
from structure without going into details on motivation and behavior, but if
economic motion is to be described they must be described. The conditions
assumed about behavior are implicit in a rational expectations approach to
dynamics, but attached to it are the many counterfactual simplifications ac-
ceptable in producing a proof of an e!cient price system in a static utopian
world; but are woefully inadequate and counter factual in this world.

We argue that the transition from the unique abstract specification of the
general equilibrium formulation of a one period exchange economy into a full
process model involves “one model, then few models” and then the opening of
the flood gates to the multitude of institutions.

The step from GE to SMG involves the elaboration of an austere GE model
devoted to the study of equilibrium conditions to a small set of SMG that
portray minimal institutions where the key is the accommodation of models
with process. The emphasis is no longer on equilibrium, but on compatibility
with process.

The hyperastronomical proliferation of process models commences as soon as
many periods and information conditions are considered. At this point further
understanding calls for further detail relevant to the institution and questions
about it. Our predominant stress has been on structure as providing the carriers
for behavior. The use of the behavioral assumption of simple noncooperative
behavior in this work illustrates how the process models fit with equilibrium
analysis. What constitutes a good behavioral solution to an economic model
brings with it context laden problems in perception, learning and teaching that
are not amenable to broad generalization at this time.

The production of dynamic models conforming with our methods is, how-
ever, amenable to ad hoc dynamics where each parameter laden model is di-
rected towards helping to answer some appropriate question. We note that the
dynamic models selected here throughout our chapters provide exemplars of this
approach.

We close this chapter with comments on dynamics and complexity, stress the
danger of the false dichotomy between “rational” and behavioral agents (they
are all behavioral), stress again the central importance of context in describing
dynamics and the key relationship between the existence of process and a basic
role for money.

In Chapter 13 we permit ourselves the luxury of some obiter dicta including
some comments on fads in theorizing and “the king has no clothes”.

In keeping with our concern with invariant properties of economic systems
and the delicate relationship between abstract theory and practice; we make
some notes on current a"airs and the relevance of our theorizing to policy.

Some observations on economics and its relationship to a general theory of
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organization are made.

1.10 A Multidiscipline Reading Map

In this volume we deliberately have taken the risk in writing for an interdis-
ciplinary audience where we have attempted to supply formally sound connec-
tions among macroeconomic, microeconomic and game theoretic methods and
the appropriate aspects of both physics and biology; taking into account that
the economy is embedded in a polity and society with laws and customs. We
acknowledge but have not tried to supply, in any detail, the called for formal
connections with social-psychology, psychology, political science, law and his-
tory.

Ideally we would welcome all readers to read the whole volume in order
to appreciate our central theme that money and financial institutions provide
the guidance and coordination mechanism for an enterprise economy. However
we note that there many approaches to viewing the themes presented here at
di"erent levels of technical, mathematical and disciplinary depths. Chapter 1
needs to be read by all as a general introduction. Beyond that there are several
paths, a few of which are noted below.

1. An economist or game theorist concerned with appreciating the role of
money and minimal financial institutions in providing the basis for strate-
gic models of a market economy with government as well as a private sector
may obtain a reasonably complete formal set of mathematical models of
strategic market games in Chapters 2, 4, 5 and 11.

2. A microeconomist, econophysicist and biologist interested in how does in-
novation fit in with economic competition and how does evolution fit with
economic innovation could confine their reading primarily to Chapters 2,
4, 9, 10 and 12.

3. An econopyhysicist or economist interested in the measurement and sym-
metry properties of money could read Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 11.

4. A literary political economist could keep mathematics at a minimum, but
still see the full structure of the approach to evolutionary models in polit-
ical economy by reading Chapters 1, 2, Sections 6.1–6.5, 12 and 13.

5. A mathematical economist or an experimental gamer concerned with fully
worked out multistage models can use the models in Chapters 5, 6, and 9
with little modification as experimental games to examine the predictive
power of rational expectations or other hypotheses.
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Chapter 2

Minimal institutions: game
theory and gaming

2.1 An approach to money and credit

Prior to beginning the formal modeling and analysis an overall sketch of our
approach and how it unfolds is presented. We argue that the General Equi-
librium system provides the appropriate pre-institutional modeling structure to
start to study the allocative properties of the price system. The economies we
live in are encompassed by their polities and societies. They involve dynamics
and strategic behavior. Our task is to build process models of the economy that
are consistent with the General Equilibrium basis, but build out in a systematic
manner towards the multitude of institutions that are the carriers of process in
an ongoing society.

We argue that this can be done in such a manner that there is a natural
cascade of process models consistent with General Equilibrium; but these be-
come progressively more complex as new functions are required to support the
dynamics of a society.

The first step of our venture into a mathematical institutional economics
involves the invention of money and markets and the endogenisation of price
formation. A nonzero supply of money is a critical ingredient in providing
the extra degree of freedom to permit the functioning of the system out of
equilibrium.

The distribution of money as well as the su!ciency of the amount of money
both have roles in determining e!cient trade.

Questions concerning the presence of enough money raise problems involving
the type of money. The possibility appears of switching from a valuable com-
modity such as gold, to a symbolic currency such as fiat. This in turn calls into
question the roles of custom, trust, power and government in the management
of the money supply. And this raises consideration of the powers of, and trust
in government involvement with the means of payment.

41
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If the distribution of money is skewed there will be pressures to borrow and
lend. We may expect a loan market to appear. In an economy with a loan
market, if we attempt to describe all points in the outcome space there will
often be situations where an individual is unable to repay a loan. The “rules of
the game” require that default and bankruptcy conditions be specified.

We show that the presence of default rules destroys the property that the
level of the prices can be scaled up or down without a"ecting the distribution
of real assets.1 Furthermore the price system links the utility of fiat to the
preference system of an individual.

In turn the specifications of the societal rules of default have considerable
influence on an individual’s risk and rewards in managing any risky enterprises.

By considering the possibility of a risky outcome to an investment, even
limiting ourselves to just one random variable being manifested only once it is
possible to illustrate the essence of Schumpeter’s observations on the breaking
of the circular flow of capital. This in turn leads to the need to specify the
sources of the extra capital required to break the circular flow and this poses
problems of ownership and power if financial investment is required to procure
real resources in the process of innovation.

Once the Pandora’s box of process models is opened it is easy to demonstrate
that hyperastronomical numbers of potential institutions appear as soon as one
considers the alternative constructions with even two or three time periods.
This is consistent with an evolving adapting society; but it is also consistent
with only a few minimal institutions appearing with the first attempts to build
a minimal playable game form. Without worrying about the specific strategic
behavior of the individuals many of the basic functions of a financially guided
economy appear in the one period models.

We note and discuss in Ch. 11 that it has been possible to establish the
existence of markets and a money from basic axioms on abstract messages and
their e!ciency in networks [99].

Our approach stresses the presence of basic financial functions in the political
economy where the financial guidance mechanism provides the functions clothed
in a myriad of institutions congenial to the specifics of the society, its laws and
customs.

In this chapter the stress is on the economic and institutional aspects of
trade. In the next, somewhat more technical Chapters 3 and 4 we relate these
observations and the solutions to the strategic market games to phenomena
encountered in physics. In particular in Sec. 4.4.2 we show that an important
distinction in physics, between locally and globally defined symmetries, arises
in the solution of market games in the same mathematical form. In all cases
symmetries reflect the presence of apparent strategic degrees of freedom, which
actually have no e"ect on allocations. When these are locally defined, it is
possible for agents individually to factor them out of decision making, and arrive
at the noncooperative equilibria of the game. When they are globally defined,
they are under the control of no one, and the uncertainty they create for each

1The G. E. system has the h(0)property.
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agent can make it highly unlikely for the economy to arrive at any pure-strategy
equilibrium. This is reflected in Chapter 11 in the discussion of the trading post
and windows models of trade.

2.2 Some preliminaries

The usual definitions of the properties of a money are given, and an extra game
theoretic consideration is included along with system properties. Observations
are made on minimal institutions and a technical question concerning the mod-
eling of many agents is considered.

2.2.1 Some of the properties of a money

In any elementary textbook the three usual properties of money that are spelled
out are money as:

1. A means of payment.

2. A store of value.

3. A numéraire.

There is a fourth item that needs to be considered when we examine its role in
any strategic game required to reflect the basics of a monetary economy.

4 Money provides a way to distinguish the strategic power of agents.

You, your bank and the central bank do not have the same strategy sets with
respect to money.

Cognitive factors also enter. Money is a universal measure of economic
worth. The national government is, in essence the only institution in society
that is recognized by all, along with its legitimized powers. The money it issues
may be fiat or a commodity; but in either instance it exists in a positive quantity
with the stamp of government on it. Total monetization of individual assets,
while logically feasibly is highly improbable in societal and technological reality.

2.2.2 Further comment on minimal institutions

In Chapter 1 the concept of a minimal institution was noted. Here the concept
of a minimal market is considered. We are concerned with the minimal level
of complexity at which a phenomenon of relevance appears. This relatively
imprecise statement will be clarified below in examining the simplest mechanism
for producing a market price.
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2.2.3 On the treatment of finite size in economics

Many of the statistical methods that have been successful in physics have not
been expected to do as well in economics, not only because agents are inten-
tional, but because economic systems are comparatively small compared with
mass biological and physical phenomena. Nonetheless, it is often a great sim-
plification in problem solving to first assume a large population of agents,2 and
then to treat the population as a continuum, so that granularity of agents or
of actions is ignored. Similarly, the passage between discrete-period and con-
tinuum models of time, or between a large finite time horizon, and a formally
infinite horizon, are often convenient to make. This only becomes a hazard
when solution concepts rely on removable singularities3 in the agent continuum
or time horizon, which are not properties of their regular, finite or discrete lim-
its.4 It is not a conceptual innovation, but merely a matter of care, not to use
solutions which rely on singular limits or removable singularities.

In approaches to modeling rooted in principles of statistical inference, there
is a close relation among the regular treatment of the continuum, principled
treatment5 of ignorance, and the concept of robust model selection and analysis.

Some formal methods, akin to manual sensitivity analysis but with a fuller
axiomatic and technological foundation, exist to ensure that subtle limits such
as continuum spaces or infinite horizons do not introduce artifacts that merely
reflect ambiguities in the definitions of the limits. As with other robustness
criteria derived from ad hoc sensitivity analyses, the formal methods identify
results that characterize classes of cases or models rather than isolated cases.

Many formal methods of robust modeling consist of either replacing definite
model specifications with distributions over parameters, or deterministic dynam-
ics with stochastic dynamics, usually evaluated in a suitable small-fluctuation
limit. The distributions over parameters or stochastic events are often chosen to

2How many is many often depends on context. In the economics of competition many is
often between 2 and 20. In macroeconomic control the object of attention may be the whole
or part of the population of the nation state. When international agencies attempt to deal
with items such as climate control they face a world population of less than 233 represented
by around 200 nation states. In biology in investigating the internal control problems of a
single human there are of the order of 242 or 243 cells in the organism.

3The term is drawn from the mathematical domain known as Analysis, and is defined
as follows. Let {xn} , n " 1, . . . ,# be a sequence with limit limn!" xn $ x̄. (For our
purposes, the xs will be either real scalars or vectors with real components.) Let f(x) be a
function defined on all xn and on x̄. Suppose that the limit limn!" f(xn) $ f̄ exists. If
f(x̄) %= f̄ , then f is said to have a removable singularity at x̄. The singularity is removable in
the sense that the function f could be replaced by a function f̃ defined by f̃(xn) $ f(xn)&n
and f̃(x̄) $ f̄ , with f̃ uniquely defined from f and non-singular.

4Such problems have arisen in providing a salvage value for commodity money to resolve
the Hahn paradox, or in obtaining cooperation in certain infinitely repeated games such as
the Prisoners’ Dilemma. We illustrate a further such case for stabilizing correlated equilibria
such as bank runs in Chapter 8.

5By a principled treatment we mean that the formulation of problem statements and
models is itself constrained by criteria that limit the extent of ad hoc formulation permitted.
Generally these criteria are chosen so that the treatment is consistent within some larger body
of theory that uses the same concepts.
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maximize some axiomatically-defined measure of entropy6 as a principled way
to introduce least systematic bias over quantities that are left ambiguous by
the coarse-grained model specification [189, 190]. Robustness of the properties
derived from coarse-grained models against unknown (and generally infinite-
dimensional) possibilities for model refinement may be analyzed by using a
variant on the central-limit theorem to determine which higher-order model pa-
rameters are self-averaging under aggregation, an approach that is known as
universality classification where it has been formalized [416, 289, 161].

A use of minimum-bias (or equivalently, maximum-ignorance) methods in
economics comes from the zero-intelligence approach to finance from Gode and
Sunder [159] and others [48]. We have applied minimum-bias methods to the se-
lection of simplified stochastic models of game solutions derived from stochastic
replicators [372], and have used self-consistent averaging of solution trajectories
in the distribution of fluctuations generated by the system’s own dynamics [376],
to show which continuum limits are robustly approximated by näıve estimates of
expected payo"s, and which take on systematic o"sets from the näıve estimates
due to fluctuations, even in the continuum limit.

2.3 Playable games, prediction and control

The phenomena of money and financial institutions are essentially associated
with dynamics. Trade is carried out by two interlinked networks that are often
considered as one. They are the system of market mechanisms that initiates the
trade and provides for physical delivery, and the payments network that settles
the trade. The first deals with the sale and purchase of goods and services while
the second handles credit evaluation and the nature of the means of payment
and the settlement and accounting for the trade.

In this work we represent both the activities of trade and settlement by
means of fully defined playable games. Our concern is explicitly with games
that can be played in a laboratory or classroom. The incentive to do this is
twofold. It enables us to consider whether we can obtain evidence to confirm or
refute conjectures about economic behavior in extremely simple situations and
it provides a valuable debugging device for formal economic models. In setting
up a playable game one must include items such as the specification of what
constitutes a bid or o"er, when and why bankruptcy and default conditions
must be specified, and what happens to price in a market when there are bids
but no o"ers.

6Maximization of entropy may be shown in many situations to be equivalent to minimizing
the information implicit in the prior distribution [327, 58].
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2.4 The Jevons failure of the double coincidence
of wants

Jevons (1875) [191] provided a critical example illustrating a key di!culty in
utilizing barter in an economy with more than two individuals. He considered
three individuals trading in three commodities. He was able to select conditions
to show that bilateral trade with utility improvement after each exchange was
not su!cient to bring about optimal trade.7 A simple example illustrates this:

Let xij = the amount of commodiy j held by individual i. Their initial
endowments are (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0). Consider three utility functions of
the form

u1(x11, x12, x13) = 2x11 + x12

u2(x21, x22, x23) = 2x22 + x23

u3(x31, x32, x33) = 2x33 + x31.

No pair has an incentive to trade yet the CE solution is (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1).
In our analysis we contrast the generalized Jevons example with the situation

in which all individuals own a general supply of all commodities. In our notation
the starting allocation of commodity j to individual i will be aji . We consider
both the extended Jevons’ example aji = a!ji ,

8 which we denote by a vector
aspec, and a more general endowment (aji ) denoted by agen.9 We generally
consider m consumable goods to which m types of producers correspond in the
specialist case. The total number of traders is set to rm, with r > 1 traders
of each type. A goods-type (m+ 1) may be introduced when money is not
one of the consumables. Using the intrinsically symmetric set up of the Jevons
example enables us to carry out an exploration of the basic structure behind
several elementary models of trade.10

2.4.1 Games with aggregated strategies

Among the desirable properties of a market, anonymity and aggregation are
suggested. These properties alone are su!cient to provide considerable struc-
ture to games in strategic form. They provide an important link between micro
and macroeconomic models of economic behavior. In general the payo" func-
tion for an individual i is a function of n variables, the strategies of each player.

7This paradox can be overcome by the invention of a middleman in trade see [350].
8Here !ji is the the Kronecker !-function, equal to one if i = j and zero otherwise. That is,

with specialist endowments, each type of agent is endowed with a unique good characterizing
his type.

9If all aji = a and utilities are the same there will be no trade, but shadow prices can be
established.

10It is of interest to note that Mrs. Robinson [300] in her attempt to study oligopolistic
competition introduced the model of a “world of monopolies” where each individual was
endowed with a di!erent commodity. This relatively unnatural model where the number of
individuals equals the number of commodities has the advantage that it exposes clearly the
aspects of symmetry in trying to define markets and trade.
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If a strategy amounts to naming a quantity of one or more goods then each
individual’s payo" depends upon only two strategic variables, his own and an
aggregation of the actions of the others. The simple classical Cournot oligopoly
game illustrates this property. The key features of aggregation and anonymity
are provided by a strategic market game. It becomes meaningful to talk about
the individual playing against “the market”, a faceless aggregate. Without the
presence of exogenous uncertainty the macroeconomic concept of the “repre-
sentative agent” and the type symmetric behavior of many identical individual
agents may be treated mathematically in the same way. When exogenous uncer-
tainty is present the behavior of the representative agent and identical individual
agents may di"er fundamentally (see for example [195]).

2.4.2 Strategic market games and payment systems

In the past few years, one of us together with several colleagues [346, 333,
89] developed a set of games called strategic market games. They are fully
formulated games which can be played, simulated and analyzed. They serve to
contrast a game theory and gaming approach to the functioning of competitive
markets for the exchange of individually owned economic goods and services
with the general equilibrium analysis [74]. The stress in the formulation of
strategic market games is upon the explicit specification of the mechanisms for
trade: in other words, upon the complete definition of the state space or the
outcome set of an economy considered as a process model.

Let N stand for the set of all n agents; &m represents an m-dimensional
endowment space, R is the set of real numbers. A strategic market game for
traders i % N , with endowments ai % &m and utility functions ui : &m ( R, is
defined by specifying the market structure M and the strategy sets Si for each
i % N .

Under fairly weak assumptions indicated below [92], it can be shown that
noncooperative equilibria exist for all of the class of games described above,
where the participants in the markets use only simple messages. The conditions
required are:

(A) Each ui is concave and nondecreasing in each variable.

(B)
!

i#N ai > 0.

(C) For any (j, k) % M , there exist at least two traders who have positive
endowments of j and desire k, as well as two traders who have positive
endowments of k and desire j. (A trader i is said to desire commodity j
if ui is a strictly increasing function of the jth variable.)

There are three minimal market forms that produce price from simple strate-
gies. They are called (1) the sell-all market; (2) the buy-sell market and (3) the
bid-o"er or simultaneous double auction.

The sell-all model, where all goods except money are put up for sale is the
tax collector’s dream. All assets (excluding the individuals themselves) are put
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up for sale thus giving the tax collector his much needed accurate evaluations of
what anything will sell for. The size of the individual’s strategy is one number
per good bought, his bid. The buy-sell game as defined by Dubey and Shubik
(1978) [89] requires a strategy of dimension 2 for each good. An agent names a
quantity of each good he wishes to sell and names an amount of money he wishes
to spend to buy each good. The simultaneous sealed bid or o"er (dimension
4) or the somewhat more complex sequential double auction market have been
favorites in much experimental gaming and have moves involving four numbers
per good, a price bid and amount or bound on the amount to be bought; and
a price o"ered together with an amount for sale. Details concerning why these
three representations can be regarded as minimal mathematical representations
of exchange, with slightly di"erent functions satisfied have been given elsewhere
[350].

2.5 Degrees of freedom and symmetry in cash
and credit markets

In our discussion here we limit our concern to simple one period Cournot-Nash
equilibria and observe how some of the set of the noncooperative equilibria may
approach the competitive equilibria when the number of small agents becomes
large.11

In the economics of money and financial institutions there have been several
problems that have for the most part eluded careful modeling and have been
treated primarily by verbal methods and historical commentary. They include,
with some exceptions, items such as what di"erence does it make to the economy
if di"erent goods or instruments are selected as the numéraire; can a system
operate with everyone being an issuer of money, using their own IOU notes as a
means of payment; are the bankruptcy and default laws institutional curiosities
or do they represent logical necessities in a system designed to promote trade;
how do the roles of a central bank di"er or overlap with those of a money market
and what is a merchant banker? In our analysis these questions are answered
in the development of models of a competitive system assisted and coordinated
with a government sector and a financial system.

2.5.0.1 Price-taking and an NCE solution

The GE formulation assumes price taking. All individuals regard themselves as
without influence on price. A way to make this precise is to consider each of the
n consumer/trader agents as being composed of a continuum of small agents
and prove that the lack of influence on price is true. We may then show that

11Underlying all of the variations of the buy-sell market given here is the presence of an
inactive equilibrium where no one trades. This is easily seen by observing that if all but one
individual stay out of the market then the last individual has no motivation to enter. This is
a highly implausible state, but formally fits the definition of a non-cooperative equilibrium.
It disappears with a small randomization.
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with some additional modeling the GE and the SMG solutions can be linked
(see [92]).

2.5.0.2 A distinction with or without a di!erence?

When the modeling decision is made to consider that all agents are so small that
they are represented as being on a continuum there is a temptation to conclude
that there is no operational distinction between the GE and SMG models of
the economy. This has to be considered with extreme care. In almost all of the
references given here the underlying SMG considers a finite number n of traders
and then passes to some form of limit to illustrate how direct power over price
attenuates. Even then, as is illustrated in [8] the relationship between the type
symmetric noncooperative equilibria (TSNE) of the SMG and the CEs of the
GE may not be 1 : 1.

It is often viewed by non-game theorist economists that the distinction be-
tween a GE model and an associated SMG with a continuum of agents is a dis-
tinction without a di"erence, yet the whole procedure of modeling is essentially
di"erent as are many results. The GE tradition has purposely (and usefully for
their problems) ignored the detail that the process models of the SMG cannot
ignore.

2.5.1 Functions and institutional forms

Mass economies with mass (more or less anonymous) markets require many
functions to be performed in facilitating the completion of trade. Among the
functions are:

1. Aggregation of bids and o"ers;

2. Identification, verification and auditing;

3. Credit evaluation;

4. Record keeping;

5. Insurance, storage and transportation;

6. Credit granting;

7. Clearance and payment;

8. Final settlement and default resolution.

These functions are necessary parts of a financial system designed to facili-
tate trade in a dynamic economy involving both space and time.

In many economies these functions are supplied by a variety of institutions
and individuals. For example there are individual traders, retailers, wholesalers,
and non-financial firms. There are markets, credit evaluation agencies, banks,
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central banks and other government agencies, insurance companies, clearing-
houses, accountants, lawyers, notaries and courts. At first glance the names on
the list appear to be peculiarly institutional, yet the functions they perform are
an integral part of defining the dynamics of trade.

In our analysis here we do not propose to dwell in any detail on all of
these institutions, but we show that even with extremely stripped down models
considered at a high level of abstraction several institutions are called for. In
particular some form of credit evaluation agency, a clearinghouse, goods mar-
kets, a money market, the central bank and the courts must appear even in
relatively simple models.

2.5.2 Barter, commodity money, IOUs and clearing

By limiting ourselves to a single move game we are able to provide a formal
structure to cover many institutional di"erences in monetary systems. Yet, as
is shown in Table 2.1 there are only a small number of structures that cover most
of the essentials of monetary institutions found in the history of economics and
finance.

In the Table 2.1 the salient features of 8 market structures are illustrated.
They are each considered below in some detail.
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2.5.2.1 Barter

Barter involves bilateral trade between pairs of agents or coalitions. It describes
a state before the existence of formal markets. As exchanges are postulated to be
face to face with value given for value received there is no need for institutions.
No numéraire is needed and all agents are implicitly in the same position.

The emergence of markets and financial institutions poses empirical prob-
lems in economic anthropology, history and in the investigation of long term
economic dynamics. There is little hard evidence about pre-tribal trade and
much economic writing from Adam Smith on appears to be, at best, plausi-
ble conjecture cut from the whole cloth and not particularly germane to our
understanding of trade in highly organized societies. In Chapter 11 we report
on an axiomatic approach to derive both markets and money that we took as
primitive concepts in the SMG noted above.

2.5.2.2 Money: gold

The formal buy-sell game [89], where individuals o"er quantities of goods for
sale and amounts of money to buy them provides an abstract description of
trade with gold. An initial allocation to agent i is given by the vector

ai =
"

a1i , . . . , a
m
i , am+1

i

#

,

with gold as the (m+ 1)th good. The numéraire may also be set in terms of
some measure of gold, such as a new sovereign. A strategy for a trader i is
vector (qi, bi) of dimension 2m such that:

bji . 0, 0 & qji & aji for j = 1, ...,m and
m
$

j=1

bji & am+1
i

where bji is the bid for and qji is the o"er of good j by i. A money is utilized to
bid in all markets, while a non-monetary good is o"ered for sale only in its own
market. Thus, in general, a strategy for an individual i whose good is not the
means of exchange is:

"

b1i , q
1
i ; . . . ; b

m!1
i , qm!1

i

#

This has dimension of 2 (m$ 1).
In the special extended Jevons example a strategy is of the form

"

b1i , 0; . . . ; b
m!1
i , 0

#

for the moneyed individual. This has dimension m $ 1, while the individuals
without money each have a strategy of dimension of 1.

Even in this simple model a question concerning bidding and o"ering ap-
pears. It involves the possibility of wash sales. A wash sale occurs when an
individual both buys and sells the same commodity thus creating the impres-
sion that the net market activity is greater than it is. Price formation for
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commodity j in general is given by:

pj =
n
$

i=1

bji/
n
$

i=1

qji .

A minor item which requires comment is that we have not included the spot
market of gold for gold. Such a market is not ruled out by logic, but will be
inactive by virtually any type of optimizing solution.12

2.5.3 Bimetallism: an economy with both gold and silver
as money

The medium-of-exchange function can tolerate more than one money
without too much trouble; the unit of account function cannot.

Kindleberger (1984) [203], p. 55

A well known old question in monetary theory has been the feasibility of
using two or even three metals simultaneously as a means of payment. The
usual physical argument is that individuals need to make three types of payment.
Large payments to buy a house, for instance; middling payments to buy a bicycle
and small payments to buy a glass of beer. Gold is too valuable for the last two;
silver fits best in the middle range and copper fits at the bottom.

Unfortunately if two or more commodities are used as a means of payment,
and there is any change in the endowments of any commodity of value, as there
almost certainly will be, the relative prices between the two moneys will change.
If a country has open trade with others, silver or gold may flow in or out as a
function of relative prices (see Kindleberger 1984, Ch. 4 for a nice summary).
A central government will have to adjust the relative prices of silver and gold
coinage if it wishes to keep both in circulation. In 1717, Sir Isaac Newton,
Master of the Mint observed that a lewidor (louis d’or) was worth 17s and 3f
(f = farthing) in France, but 17s 6d in England, which brought a large inflow
of gold to London (Kindleberger, 1984, p.54). Newton set the price of gold at
£3 17s 10 1/2d in an attempt to adjust the ratio between gold and silver.

If we are concerned only with a one period market with fixed endowments
then an all-seeing government could do the appropriate calculations and an-
nounce a fixed mint price between gold and silver. The number of free markets
in an m-commodity world would be reduced to m $ 2. At equilibrium, in this
special case law, custom and free markets would coincide and there would be no
net inflow or outflow of gold or silver if there were no arbitrage opportunities.
The static equilibrium theory shows that it is logically feasible for a country to

12If individuals are assumed to act not fully rationally; randomly or in error or under
misperception it is possible to design games such as the “Dollar auction game” where in
an open auction the highest bidder obtains the object, yet the second highest bidder also
pays [345]. There are variations such as where all bidders are required to pay a small “entry
fee” for each bid. Actual play appears to be irrational yet a profitable business has been based
on this.
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impose an extra constraint by fixing the price between gold and silver. But the
hope for running a dynamic economy without constant readjustment is negligi-
ble.

In terms of the buy-sell model the concept of a single money is well-defined
strategically. If good m is the money it can be used to purchase all other goods
directly. It enters the numerator of the price-formation mechanism for all the
goods it purchases. Thus if an individual i of typem has as his initial endowment
(0, 0, . . . , a) where the mth good is deemed to be the money, his strategy is of
the form

"

0, b1im, 0, . . . , 0, bm!1
im

#

where

m!1
$

j=1

bjim & a

and bjim . 0. The bid has dimension m$ 1.
Suppose however, that there are two monies, say gold and silver, the mth

and the m $ 1th commodities. For simplicity our remarks are confined to our
closed one-period economy model. If a money is a means of payment but is not
sold as a commodity then we can construct a well-defined playable one period
game for the extended Jevons example as follows.

An individual i of type m has as his initial endowment (0, 0, . . . , a) where
the mth good (gold) is deemed to be the money, his strategy is of the form
"

0, b1im, 0, . . . , 0, bm!2
im

#

where

m!2
$

j=1

bjim & a.

The bid has dimension m$ 2. Similarly an individual i of type m$ 1 (who
owns silver, and has an endowment (0, 0, . . . , a, 0)) has a bid of dimension m$2.

A strategy of a trader of type g where g = 1, 2, ...m $ 2 is of the form
"

0, 0; 0, 0; . . . , qgig, 0; . . . ; 0, 0
#

which is of dimension 1.
With the two monies how is price formed? We can specify generally for good

j where j = 1, 2, ...,m$ 2

pj =
f
%

!k
i=1 b

j
i,m!1,

!k
i=1 b

j
im

&

!k
i=1 q

j
ij .

If by government law a linear relationship in the valuation of gold versus silver
has been set (for example around 1700 the gold/silver ratio was in the range of
1 to 15 or 16) then the price formation is specified as:

pj =

!k
i=1 b

j
i,m!1 + '

!k
i=1 b

j
im

!k
i=1 q

j
ij

.

We now have a completely well-defined game whose solution will depend
on the parameter '. It is here that law clashes with custom and free markets
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and context free mathematical economic models may mislead us away from
institutional understanding. If governments rule out by law market structures,
black markets will spring up and ways to avoid the laws will be devised. The
legal restrictions will become a cost of doing business and not a pure barrier.

In economic history as the relative prices of gold and silver moved, coins or
ornaments were melted down and recast as ornaments or coin. This suggests
that gold and silver could be considered as both monies and commodities for sale.
If we were to consider them as both then a somewhat di"erent model from the
above can be considered. We may add in two extra markets. The market where
the commodity, silver is sold for the money, gold and the market where the com-
modity, gold is sold for the money, silver. The strategy of an individual i of type
m (those who own gold) now becomes of the form

"

0, b1im, 0, . . . , 0, bm!1
im , qmim, 0

#

where
m!1
$

j=1

bjim + qmim & a where bjim . 0 and qmim . 0.

The bid has dimension m. Similarly an individual i of type m$1 (who owns
silver) and has an endowment (0, 0, . . . a, 0) has a bid of dimension m.

Can the government enforce the fixed rate between the two numéraires? If
the government mint had a large supply of gold and silver and were willing to
buy or sell in unlimited quantities at the rate it had set it could control the ratio
with some e"ort. The tradeo" between the convenience of the simultaneous use
of gold, silver and copper as legal currencies and the motion of their relative
prices could have been “good enough” within limits in an error correcting (and
generating) economy.

2.5.3.1 All goods a money? Case 1: money or goods?

In some writings ([53] for instance), it has been suggested that when all goods
can be used as a means of payment then every good acting as a money is
the equivalent of barter. This misses the important distinction concerning the
existence or nonexistence of mass markets which produce a single price for many
agents trading simultaneously through some form of aggregating/disaggregating
mechanism (see [8]).

Constraining ourselves to the buy-sell game when all goods may be utilized
as a means of payment we have complete markets. There is a market between
every pair of goods. But at the risk of nitpicking we must distinguish between
a uni-directed and a bi-directed graph. In the former A may buy B, but B
cannot buy A. In our extended Jevons example, if an individual has only one
commodity, say oranges which may be used as a money to make purchases, can
it also be sold as a good? If a good selected as a money can only be used for
bidding then in the extended Jevons example nothing can be o"ered for sale as
all individuals have only a money. We have a pathological but well defined case.
The game is completely symmetric, but requires one of two breaks with our
treatment of all the other markets. If bids and o"ers retain a unique definition,
so that the notation agrees with the other cases, then any individual i of type g
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has a strategy of the form:
%

0, b1ig; . . . 0, b
g!1
ig ; 0, 0; 0, bg+1

ig , . . . , 0, bmig

&

. This has

a dimension of m $ 1 and the only equilibrium is inactive. By definition only
m (m$ 1) /2 markets can be considered and none of them can go active because
there are no goods for sale, there are only monies which can be bid. Although
logically feasible, cost, custom and common sense would rule out this structure.

2.5.3.2 All goods a money? Case 2: money and goods

If any money utilized for purchasing can also be used as a good for sale, then it
is reasonable, in this instance to consider the existence of all m (m$ 1) markets
not m (m$ 1) /2. The owner of oranges buys apples in the oranges/apples
market but can, if she wishes sell oranges in the apples/oranges market. There
is no need to specify a numéraire. The game is completely symmetric and each
individual has a strategy of 2 (m$ 1) dimensions.

2.5.3.3 A commodity money and a money market

In an economy which employs a single commodity money such as gold without
other money substitutes the equilibrium will be interior if there is enough money
which is well distributed (the specific inequalities are given in [350], Ch. 9). If the
distribution of money is inappropriate, even if there is a su!ciency of money
a boundary solution will exist.13 E!ciency can be improved by introducing
a money market. A money market is a financial market. It requires a new
instrument, the individual IOU note, and calls for both a collection agency and
the courts to fully specify its functions under all contingencies. The price in the
money market can be regarded as an endogenous rate of interest. It is formed
by bidding IOU notes for a supply of money o"ered in the money market. In
the extended Jevons example the rate of interest will be:

1 + & =

!r
i=1

!m!1
g=1 zmig

!r
i=1 w

m
im

,

where the z are the IOU notes for which the money is o"ered and wm
im denotes

the amount of commodity money an individual i o"ers for loan in the money
market.

We must consider that the IOU notes are redeemed after trade. But it is
possible that the economy could reach a state where an individual would not
be in a position to redeem her IOUs. The default rules must be specified. The
dimensions of the penalty will be utility/money.

The simplest game can still be defined with only one information set per
individual. The extensive form has the individual borrow before bidding in
the goods market. Realistically he would be informed before he bids, but this
information can be finessed if we permit the individual to allocate percentages
of his (unknown) buying power. In the extended Jevons example the strategy

13The specific inequalities are given in [350], Ch. 9.
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of a borrower is of the form:
"

0, b1ig; 0, . . . q
g
ig , b

g
ig; 0, b

m!1
ig ; zmig , 0

#

, where bjig . 0
and zmig . 0.

The strategy has dimension m+ 1.

The strategy of a lender is of the form:
"

0, b1im; 0, . . . ; 0, bm!1
im ;wm

im, 0
#

which
has dimension of m.

In this model as all transactions are for cash, all sellers can be paid directly
from the market posts in cash, but then a collection agency must solicit each
borrower for repayment and the courts must take care of any defaults.

A variation of this model can have accurate credit evaluation which attaches
a discount to each individual bid in a manner that avoids bankruptcy. We
discuss this variation for the model in 4.4.

2.5.3.4 Everyone their own banker (a): all issue IOUs with no credit
evaluation but default rules

Suppose that each individual is permitted to issue her own IOU notes as a means
of payment. We may impose some arbitrary upper bound M on the amount of
notes that any individual can bid. Furthermore we select an imaginary money
“the Ideal” as the numériare, thus an individual IOU is a promise to redeem
the paper in Ideals. The utilitarian value of the Ideal in default is established
by the laws or rules of default.

We consider the extended Jevons example. A strategy by an individual i of
type g, g = 1, 2, ...,m is of the form

"

0, b1ig; 0, . . . q
g
ig, b

g
ig; 0, b

m!1
ig ; bmig, 0

#

. It is of
dimension m+ 1.

We develop two models. In this model each market immediately ships all
goods to all the bidders, but before it settles with the suppliers it sends all of
the IOU notes to a clearinghouse together with its intended payments. The
clearinghouse nets all IOUs along with the intended payments. If all net to
zero, its work is done. The clearinghouse informs all individuals who are in
default and all individuals who are creditors and it turns over these accounts to
be settled by the courts.

The symmetry among all agents in this model is obtained by introducing
the two societal agencies, the clearinghouse and the courts. In institutional fact
the clearinghouse could be an agency of the government such as the Fedwire of
the United States or it could be a privately owned institution such as CHIPS
(Clearing House Interbank Payment System).

The courts should reflect their society; at any moment of time the laws are
part of the rules of the game, but in a longer horizon they will be subject to
change. The modeling and analysis of such a system is highly dependent on the
time horizon considered. If only a few months or years are under consideration
it is reasonable to accept the institutions as given. If several decades or centuries
are being considered it makes sense to investigate the trade-o" between law and
custom.
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2.5.3.5 Everyone their own banker (b): all issue IOUs with credit
evaluation to balance the books

Suppose that, as in Case (a) above each individual is permitted to issue her
own IOU notes as a means of payment. We may impose some arbitrary upper
bound on bids as was done above. The strategy sets of the individuals are as
before; but settlement rules are changed and we are able to introduce a credit
evaluation agency to dispense with the courts and default rules by imposing a
balancing of all accounts under all circumstances. This is done by utilizing the
clearinghouse as both a clearing agency [305, 388] and a credit evaluator.

All markets receive rm di"erent IOU notes in bids for the goods for sale.
In order to make this game reasonably playable we envision that each market
bundles all of the IOU notes and sends them to the central clearinghouse where
they are all matched and netted. As they are all denominated in the Ideal which
does not have a physical existence, the clearinghouse can impose a settlement
rule by solving a simple linear system requiring the full balance of each individual
by imposing a relative valuation of the notes. There are some technical problems
with division by zero when individuals o"er no goods whatsoever for sale, but
nevertheless bid. We may evaluate all bids accompanied with a zero o"er as of
zero value and 0/0 is interpreted as no trade.

2.5.4 A comment on the clearinghouse versus cash-in-advance

The explicit introduction of a clearinghouse is consistent with the no transac-
tions costs aspects of general equilibrium theory. The di"erence being that we
present a formal process oriented model where, in essence, the clearinghouse
provides a zero interest loan in clearinghouse credit for the small period of time
during which accounts are netted [392]. The clearinghouse approach contrasts
with the cash-in-advance models where a full time period lag is attributed to
settlement.

A fundamental social distinction between the trading post model using gold
such as that described above, and the model with a central clearinghouse is in
the amount of information and trust required. The economy with gold is far
more decentralized. The gold itself is a substitute for trust and removes the need
for calculation, centralization of information and matched clearing. In a related
investigation experimental games have been run with all individuals issuing their
own IOU notes as money and a central clearing house balancing the books [10].
The experimental results indicate that if the combination of a perfectly e!cient
clearing house is present with a system that has su!ciently harsh penalties
against those who fail to deliver the experimental subjects (university students)
act in a manner that supports the basic economic theory.

2.6 Summary comment

In this chapter we have attempted to illustrate the power of utilizing a highly
stripped down set of models of trade where the basic physical considerations
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of symmetry and degrees of freedom in the various systems point out the need
for and nature of elementary financial instruments and institutions such as a
commodity money, government or fiat money, and individual IOU notes as well
as commodity markets, a money market, a central bank, bankruptcy and default
laws, the commercial code and a central clearing house. These appear as a
manifestation of a mathematical institutional economics. The models have been
examined primarily from the view point of more or less conventional economic
theory. In the next chapter these models ar revisited with more concern for
their relationship with the underlying physics relevant to the economics.
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Chapter 3

Formalizing measurement
and modeling: the
pre-institutional society

3.1 Concepts that enter in formalizing the pre-
institutional society

In this chapter we introduce the concepts of symmetry, dimensions, and scaling,
which will be fundamental to principled construction and interpretation of mini-
mal models in the remainder of the book. Here we also introduce formal models
for production and preferences, which we call the “pre-institutional society”.
Society defines the context within which the institutions of the polity and the
economy exist. The pre-institutional society is meant to represent the shared
layers of constraint within which di"erent economic institutions must function.

3.1.1 On the role and interpretation of simple models

Economic life is potentially complex in all its dimensions: material, strategic,
institutional, and behavioral. In comparison to reality, the space of tractable
models is small and in most respects drastically oversimplified. If we wish to
develop an empirically grounded theoretical economics capable of representing
dynamics and in some cases capable of prediction, we must answer two classes of
questions. First, is the purpose of simple models to suggest what can happen in
an economy or what does happen, and how can we know whether simple models
are even capable of representing a much more complex reality? Second, is there
a systematic way to construct, classify, and select simple models to represent – in
whatever approximate way – the behavior of identifiable classes of more complex
cases? The subject of this chapter will be criteria for categorizing models, and
the interpretation of minimal models as representatives of categories.

61
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Models may be oversimplified in many ways. They may substitute homo-
geneity for heterogeneity, coarse few-parameter descriptions for more refined
ones, or deterministic decisions and actions for stochastic ones. An example
of oversimplification by homogenizing is the representative-agent assumption of
General Equilibrium. A famous example of parameter oversimplification is the
Newcomb Fisher equation MV = PQ for money supply and velocity, which
has become the basis of the quantity theory of money. Both the Competitive
Equilibrium concept of General Equilibrium theory, and almost all solution con-
cepts in game theory, are based on precise choice and reliable action; solution
concepts based on stochastic action are less developed and mostly elaborate the
paradigm of the “trembling hand”.1

If simple models are to provide an adequate theory of more complex reality
in any of these respects, we must be able to show that their results are universal,
in the technical sense of the term. Technical universality is the formal theory
of abstraction.2 Its underlying idea is that, while models that di"er in detail
will generally show some di"erences of behavior, sometimes a particular set of
questions and a particular classification of models can be demonstrated, for
which all models in a class provably behave in the same way with respect to
these more-limited questions.

The greatest successes of universality classification have been achieved for
problems of aggregation in stochastic processes.3 The intuition that aggregated
systems approach universal behaviors is the motivation behind the represen-
tative agent theory and the Fisher equation, but the problem of validation in
these more complicated cases has not been formalized. The problem of proving
convergence of chaotic or stochastic dynamical systems to low-dimensional de-
terministic behaviors (the “as if rational” assumption of General Equilibrium)
is considerably more di!cult, because convergence must be demonstrated in the
context of structured dynamics.4

If a universality classification can be derived, then example models may be
chosen for convenience within each universality class. In general there will be
a unique simplest model in each class, which we will call a minimal model.

1For significant departures from this pattern, see [128] for a statistical model of price
formation and [Karatzas Shubik and Sudderth] and [375] for inherently statistical definitions
of equilibrium. The formulation of statistical equilibria has been extensively pursued in finance
and the econophysics literature [86, 87, 88], as an explanation for widely observed exponential
or lognormal distributions of income and wealth.

2By “abstraction”, we mean the substitution of each of a set of particular detailed cases,
with a less-detailed description that refers to the set as a whole. In a formal theory of
abstraction, specific and falsifiable claims should be provable from the simplified description,
and they should be shown to follow as well for each particular member in the set for which
the abstract description stands.

3Examples that were the starting points of universality classification include the Lévy-
Khinchin proof of convergence of summed variables under the central limit theory, and the
Fisher-Tippet proof of convergence to the class of extreme-value distributions.

4The required convergence is convergence of measure, both for stochastic processes and for
deterministic chaos. In the theory of stochastic processes, the emergence of low-dimensional
deterministic behavior is the domain of large-deviations theory. Convergence of chaotic dy-
namic systems onto low-dimensional attractors corresponds qualitatively to the emergence of
compact summary statistics for stochastic processes.
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Specific, and sometimes predictive, theory based on minimal models becomes
possible when we know the set of questions that can be asked within each class,
for which the answers will not depend sensitively on complexity within the class.

In much of economic theory, models are used as “proofs of principle” to il-
lustrate that a particular response to incentives or constraints is possible in a
highly simplified example. The interpretation of significance for simple models
in a complex world is left to the judgment of experts, and is not itself formal-
ized as part of economic methodology.5 This situation has a certain resemblance
(which some believe is intentional [260]) to the use of “toy” models in statistical
physics, and more generally to the “phenomenological” models that have arisen
in the formative decades of all natural sciences. It is possible that lessons about
minimal modeling may be learned from these other fields, but for this empirical
validation will be the key. Toy models have pointed the way toward univer-
sality classification in the natural sciences only in cases where their predictive
accuracy or generality was far greater than their simplicity seemed to warrant.
In addition to an emphasis on aggregation and averaging, the concepts of mea-
surement, dimensionality and scaling, and symmetry have proved to lead to the
most reliable criteria for model categorization and simplification in the natural
sciences. We will make extensive use of these concepts in this and the following
chapters.

3.2 Measurement, aggregation, and the concept
of dimension

The concept of measurement is closely related to the process of aggregation, in
the multiplicity of ways this idea can be applied in economics. Continuously
measured quantities such as endowments of goods, or bids or o"ers at market,
may be aggregated if the goods are of the same type, but not necessarily if they
are of di"erent types.6 Aggregation is unavoidable if the time period can be
varied, over which production and consumption occur. The measure of time
itself can be aggregated, a topic which we will consider in depth in Chapter 7.
Combined aggregation of time, and of amounts of production and consumption
in the same proportion, provides a principled distinction of stocks from flows in
models. In particular, it may be used to test for well-defined continuum limits,
in which the discrete periodization of time is a model artifact, not fundamental
to observable economic facts. The distinction between monetary systems which
have continuum limits, and those which do not, will reflect in a formal way

5We feel that the econometric practice of “calibration” should not be mistaken for the
more fundamental and much more di"cult process of genuine model validation. Calibration
amounts to identifying the best-predictive parameters within an arbitrarily specified model
class. It is a weaker process than model-comparison [6, 322], which asks how much complexity
is justified by prediction, or than model justification [152].

6The question of the equivalence of goods for purposes of aggregation is the di"cult eco-
nomic problem of assessing fungibility. When are red and white billiard balls perfect substi-
tutes, and when not?
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the increased independence of fiat money over commodity money in Chapter 5,
which frees fiat to take on functions of control.

We will use the term measurement to refer to operations which quantify
the count or the volume of something, and which possess three properties: 1)
the measurement operation is performed in essentially the same way, no matter
how much is measured; 2) measurement consists of comparing one quantity
against another – called the unit of measure – and the unit of measure may be
switched without changing the meaning of the measurement; 3) either measured
quantities or the units of measure may be subdivided without changing the
meaning of the measurement.

The concept of a dimension arises out of the process of measurement. It
is the criterion by which elementary quantities either may or may not be ag-
gregated while retaining the same measurement operation. Measurement and
dimension are fundamental to the use of quantitative models in all sciences, a
point which is both subtle and under-appreciated. In the natural sciences, it is
taken for granted that quantities with di"erent dimensions cannot sensibly be
added or subtracted. Yet at the same time, it has been possible to reduce so
many natural phenomena to descriptions in terms of a few universal dimensions,
enabling modes of aggregation where none had been suspected,7 that it is often
forgotten within the natural sciences how much freedom can exist to identify
new dimensions. In contrast, in the social sciences where observables are often
complex and heterogeneous, the di!culty is deciding when two quantities are
similar enough to justify aggregating them and adding their respective mea-
sures. We believe that the only reliable notions of measurement and dimension
are those based on an operational understanding of the problems of aggregation.

Dimensionality is among the most robust criteria for categorizing models. It
must be respected by both deterministic and stochastic processes, and indeed
by any quantitative process model. When aggregation is expressed by means of
averages, many complex details may be suppressed, and the coarsest descrip-
tion of a system consistent with its dimensions may survive as the only robust
description at the aggregate scale. Examples of drastic reduction of model com-
plexity as a result of aggregation include both the Lévy family of solutions to the
central-limit theorem, and the Fisher-Tippet extreme-value distributions. The
most general possible limiting distribution in either family is specified by only
a few parameters. The model of the representative agent assumes that individ-
ual actions which are both complicated and unpredictable on the microscale,
average to aggregate behavior which is both simpler and more deterministic.
Importantly, however, it assumes that the consistency of utilitarian preferences
is a property preserved under aggregation, which is known to be true in some
cases and not in others [401, 162].

The use of dynamically simple models is similar in spirit to the use of the
representative agent. It is assumed that the detailed consequences of complex
interactions will be more fragile under averaging than the results of simple or

7The reduction of complex dimensions to simpler universal factors is the basis of dimen-
sional analysis. We introduce this system in Sec. 3.2.2, and develop its general form and apply
it to economic problems, in the following chapters.
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coarse interactions. Simple models of agent behavior are then hoped to describe
aggregates better than they describe individuals. While results of this kind have
been shown for important classes of dynamical systems [161], in general they
are more di!cult, and less is known about when they are true, than is known
about aggregation in utility theory.

We do not formally derive a universality classification of models in this vol-
ume, nor are we able to prove that this idea applies to general problems in game
theory and gaming. We have chosen, however, to organize models on the basis
of dimensions and symmetry, because these have proved to be the most robust
properties under aggregation in other areas of stochastic processes. A somewhat
fuller discussion of our motivation is provided in Ref. [379].

3.2.1 Aggregation and scaling symmetries

Aggregation of continuous quantities such as produced goods or monies leads to
the concept of rescaling, and the possibility for scaling symmetries.8 Dimensions
in the sense familiar from physics (such as mass, length, time) are usually derived
from measurements of continuous quantities, including continuous changes over
time in dynamical systems.

The primary use we will make of dimensions associated with continuous
rescaling is the selection of minimal utility functions and price-formation rules.
We will consider distinct consumable goods to be incommensurable and so to
have di"erent dimensions. Prices, which reflect rates of exchange, must have
dimensions which are the ratios of dimensions of two traded quantities. These
dimensional consistency requirements act as primary constraints on the possible
forms of price formation rules. When they constitute the only information about
those rules, they may uniquely specify price formation to be of some minimal
form, as we demonstrate below.

Similarly, the dimensions associated with utility, whether they are regarded
as economically meaningful or not, are distinct from those of any goods. If
the components of the marginal utility, which define o"er prices, are chosen
to be specified only by the dimensions of those prices, the resulting utilities
are uniquely determined up to monotone transformation. Our construction of
utilities in this manner has the character of a minimum information prescription.
Their indi"erence surfaces are homothetic, meaning that they are self-similar
under rescaling of the demands [401]. As a result, the General Equilibrium
problem defined by such utilities has a strong property known as aggregatability,
which we will use to define natural measures of the value of trade and the

8The concept of homogeneity used throughout economics is defined by the behavior of
equations under the rescaling of their arguments. The homogeneity of order zero of real goods
and prices in general equilibrium theory with respect to the scale of the numéraire reflects
a symmetry under scale change. Examples where we will use scaling symmetries to make
non-trivial choices in later chapters include Sec. 4.4.2 on the the foreign-exchange solution to
market clearing among markets with multiple currencies; Sec. 5.9 on the dimensional analysis
predictions for relations between the money supply and the institutional scales in a society; and
Sec. 7.13.2 on the implications of a time-continuously-accessible markets for the assumptions
of quasilinear utilities.
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e!ciency of sub-optimal allocations. Aggregatability thus follows directly from
minimizing the description of an economy to the least complex form consistent
with its scaling dimensions.

These utilities lead to Marshallian demand functions that are diagonal,9

meaning that a change in the price of any good at fixed wealth leads to a de-
mand change only for the corresponding good. (Equivalently: the income e"ect
exactly compensates the substitution e"ect for all demand levels.) While this
response to prices is highly restrictive and thus cannot be taken to reflect general
economies, it is restrictive in appropriate way to reflect a minimum-information
assumption about preferences governed only by the dimensions of goods. More
general substitution and income e"ects require additional information about
relations among goods to be specified.

3.2.1.1 Other continuous symmetries

In this chapter we will concentrate on symmetries associated with dimensions,
which a"ect game definitions and minimal forms.

A di"erent, important class of symmetries arises when a game (or class of
games) has a set of non-cooperative equilibrium solutions in which the strategic
variables may take di"erent values but the economically relevant outcomes are
indistinguishable. In this case the change in values of the strategic variables
(which may only be defined as a joint change of several variables in a coordi-
nated manner) is a symmetry with respect to the outcome. Such symmetries can
make non-cooperative solutions un-identifiable by agents, a topic considered in
depth in Chapter 4, and illustrated particularly in Market model 5. Such cases
can arise when private rather than centralized credit is used for exchange, but
no mechanism is provided to compute the relative denomination of IOU notes
written by di"erent agents. A global symmetry from rescaling the numéraire
relates any non-cooperative equilibrium to any other, but precisely the symmet-
ric nature of the change makes the determination of this scale factor impossible
within non-cooperative solution concepts. Only upon the introduction of fur-
ther institutions can the symmetry be removed into appropriate constraints or
mechanisms, so symmetry is a key link between institutions and the existence
of market-clearing solutions.

3.2.2 Dimensional analysis for estimation and prediction

Consistent use of dimensions leads to one of the most universally useful systems
in science, known as dimensional analysis. Recall that addition or subtrac-
tion of quantities is justified only if it reflects their aggregation in the material
world. Similarly, setting two quantities equal must represent their comparison
by some operation of measurement. If these two conditions are met, the causal
influence that components exert, over the behavior of systems comprising them,

9Let u be a utility function of demands {xi}, denote the corresponding prices {pi},
and denote wealth as w $

!
i xipi. Then we say the Marshallian demand is diagonal if

"xi/"pj |w ' !ij , where !ij is the Kronecker !, equal to one if i = j and zero otherwise.
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can sometimes be inferred from their dimensions alone. Dimensional analysis
has been presented for use in economics [70], and has been shown in applied
problems (in finance [373, 123]). It can provide surprising predictive power for
absolute magnitudes and relations among quantities such as prices and price
volatilities, transaction costs, and rates of order flow through markets. We will
provide an explicit illustration of the method for estimation of money supply
and velocity in the fiat-money model of Chapter 5, and will make extensive
use of arguments involving dimensions and continuum limits in our approach to
dynamics in Chapter 7.

3.3 Discrete symmetries in society and in the
economy

A distinct class of symmetries from those associated with aggregation and scal-
ing is the class of permutations. Permutations apply to collections of discrete
entities, such as agents or goods, when their particular identities or types are of
interest, rather than their aggregate magnitudes. Symmetry under exchange of
agents or goods does not lead to a dimensional analysis and resulting minimal
forms such as those we will derive for utility or price formation. Instead, it leads
to criteria of simplicity and complexity based on counting. Symmetric treat-
ment of all agents and all goods requires no parameters to distinguish subsets.
Permutation symmetry may also be used to study markets for equal treatment,
which in turn may be related to their allocative e!ciency.

3.3.1 Uses of symmetry in analysis

Our main use of symmetry in the model of pre-economic society, and in the
subsequent analysis of market models, is to separate sectors and their e!ects on
outcomes. We will suppose as high a degree of permutation symmetry among
agents and among the goods they produce as is compatible with distinguishing
durable from non-durable goods, or goods from monies. It is important to
emphasize that this does not mean we suppose that the actual societies on which
markets act are symmetric in any similar degree, or that our model analyses
apply only to permutation-symmetric classes of agents and goods. Rather, the
use of symmetry in society is to study sources of asymmetry which first enter
with the economic coordination and control system.

Asymmetry due to economic mechanism can be important in two respects.
First, it can be a source of systematic distortion from the competitive equilib-
rium which reduces allocative e!ciency. The economy may act directly in an
asymmetric manner on agents of di"erent types, as happens when one commod-
ity among many is selected to serve as money. Alternatively, it may act sym-
metrically on all agents and all goods, but it may cause agents to treat goods
they produce di"erently from those they must buy through markets, leading to
correlations between agents and goods which impair allocative e!ciency in a
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di"erent way.10 The form of this e"ect that we will see repeatedly is reservation
of some goods from passing through the common economy. The tendency is
for producers to overconsume goods they produce, and to underconsume goods
purchased from others, to save on transaction costs and discounted future util-
ity associated with trade. The mechanism that produces this asymmetry is a
wedge in prices.

The asymmetry that is created by a price wedge will also be a source of
model simplification that we use. Trading posts in which the same commodity
is used as money and as goods are a logical possibility and, like wash selling,
there are cases in which they should be considered. However, in the minimal
models developed here, agents never trade in such trading posts for the same
reason they reserve goods that they can attain without trading. For simplicity
we therefore omit such unused trading posts at the outset in defining our games.

The second way in which asymmetry can create distortions is essentially
political, and we will not attempt to formalize it even though it is important,
because it falls outside the scope of the strategic market games we use. Asym-
metric treatment of agents or the goods they produce under economic rules can
provide a reason to reject those rules, in the political or social domains.

A symmetric society provides a tabula rasa which imprints the symmetry
properties of the economy on allocation outcomes. In some circumstances a
normative goal in society may be to make the interfaces between society, econ-
omy, and polity as symmetric as possible, on the grounds that it will not be
possible to anticipate asymmetries in the various sectors, or to correlate them
across sectors in an equitable way. Asymmetric rules at any level are then re-
garded as a source of systematic bias which is better avoided than hoped to be
useful.

3.4 On counting degrees of freedom

Symmetries form an abstract algebra of transformations that leave the structure
of a system (a society, economy, etc.) invariant. This algebra alone is not enough
to specify the consequences of symmetry for complexity. One must also know
the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) on which the symmetry acts. The
same symmetry group may have a range of representations when acting on
di"erent numbers of DOF. The complexity or structure of a society or economy
will generally depend on how many types of goods or agents it distinguishes,
and more important for our purposes, how many strategic choice variables are
made available to the agents by the institutions of market clearing or monetary
control.

Independent strategic choices count as (positive) DOF, and controls such as

10In the case where markets act asymmetrically on goods, the distribution of the consump-
tion levels of goods breaks permutation symmetry among agents. In the case where markets
produce correlation between self-production and consumption level, agents’ internal alloca-
tions are asymmetric and therefore ine"cient, but there remains a joint permutation symmetry
acting on both agents and goods.
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budget, or the absence of credit in cash-only markets, count as negative DOF.
In strategic market games, the strategy choices are represented by continuous-
valued variables (bids, o"ers, loans, etc.), while constraints are enforced by
continuous-valued Kuhn-Tucker multipliers. For these the counting of DOF is
straightforward. In a few cases that will be of conceptual importance to us,
unconstrained variables which have no a"ect on economic allocations – similar
to the numéraire in General Equilibrium Theory – will arise and will require
to be identified by other means than variable-counting. We will find that neg-
ative DOF which are not explicitly reflected in constraints and Kuhn-Tucker
multipliers often lead to serious problems of strategic indeterminacy in process
models. Therefore it will often be possible to guess whether a process model
is strategically well-defined, simply by checking whether all of its DOF, both
positive and negative, are fully represented by strategy variables and explicit
constraints.

3.5 The generalized Jevons failure in pre-economic
society

In the next two chapters we adopt a standard model of society based on produc-
tion technologies for m distinct non-durable, consumable goods. This produc-
tion model, together with utilities of consumption for these goods, will define
a basic set of capabilities and preferences, which it is the goal of all economic
mechanisms to serve.

The m basic consumable goods are augmented in more specialized model
economies by production of a single durable good, or by production of services
such as formally modeled contract enforcement. The lifetime of non-durable
goods – termed a “day” – is the basic timescale in the society, whose underlying
activity will consist of an indefinitely repeated daily cycle of production, trade,
and consumption of these goods. Durable goods, when we need to introduce
them, have a longer persistence period which is some (usually large) number
of days. Their persistence will allow them to mediate many daily periods of
production and consumption.

In this chapter we introduce notation for the generalized Jevons failure using
the base case of m non-durables and a single-day time period as an example.
Our emphasis is the kinds of symmetry that may be used to reduce models to
minimal forms, and the meanings attached to such symmetries. When extra
goods or rules are introduced, primarily in Chapter 5, they will extend this
basic pattern in a natural way, which we will define as it is required.

Following the General Equilibrium paradigm, we suppose that goods are
associated with production functions, which simply furnish endowments of goods
in each period, in fixed quantities per agent. In cases where the number of
agents is conserved, but the adoption of production functions is modeled as a
strategy choice, it is convenient to think of each production function as a map
from a quantity of labor, measured in (agent-numbers) * (trading periods), to
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consumable goods.
Situations corresponding to the Jevons failure arise because limits to time

and energy place joint constraints on productivity, of whatever kind. Such
constraints are e"ectively a form of interaction between production functions
without regard to their type. We wish to define models in which low complexity
is enforced by by imposing high degrees of symmetry, and which will capture
the two opposing cases: those in which productivity constraints are not binding
on trade and the satisfaction of consumer wants, and those in which they are.
We refer to these minimal idealized cases, respectively, as the alternatives of
generalist and specialist production.

All goods are considered essential. In models this is expressed in marginal
utilities of consumption that diverge when the demand for any good goes to
zero. The generalist “production function” assigns a small and equal quantity
of all goods to the agent who adopts this production strategy. Specialist pro-
duction functions come in m types, and each type assigns an endowment (also
equal for all types) of only one good to the agent for whom it is her production
strategy. We treat the production functions for generalists and for each spe-
cialist type as mutually exclusive. Informally generalists may be considered as
autarchic agents who pay for being Jacks-of-all-trade with relatively low pro-
ductivity in comparison with the specialists who stand to benefit considerably
from coordinating their division of labor.

The Jevons failure only arises if production generates returns to special-
ization, else all agents would simply be generalists. Therefore we choose the
amounts of endowment from specialist versus generalist production functions so
that specialist production, equally divided over the members of a society, yields
a larger aggregate output of consumable goods than could be produced by an
equal number of generalist producers. The essentiality of all goods ensures that
an individual specialist, without the ability to obtain the goods she does not
produce, is much worse o" than a generalist, because distinct goods are not
substitutable. A society of specialists who can achieve symmetric allocations
through trade are then much better o" than generalists. These three levels of
welfare may be made arbitrarily divergent. We do not assume a particular origin
for the returns to specialization, but because the relative magnitudes of produc-
tion will be fixed beforehand, we are not attempting to represent open-ended
sources of return such as innovation. Inovation requires a di"erent treatment,
as is noted in Chapter 9.

3.5.1 Goods, agents, production, preferences

In the models of Chapter 4, agents have pre-assigned production functions.11

Agents like goods therefore come in a number m of types. We assume that for
each type, a number r of replicas make up the population, whose total size will
be n - mr. Replication allows treatment of those aspects of competition not

11The models of Chapter 4 are all one-period exchange models, which are not rich enough
to capture the adoption of specialist production as a strategic action.
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arising from specialization. Each agent is indexed by a subscript i % (1, . . . ,mr).
In the one-period models of Chapter 4, it is frequently convenient to arrange
the replicas serially, so that agent indices i % (1, . . . ,m) may also be taken
to represent types. The m types of goods are indexed with superscript j %
(1, . . . ,m).

Market trade in all cases takes place in a single period. All the models
solved in detail will use a “buy-sell” model for market price formation defined in
Ref’s [89]. We compare this clearing process to both simpler and more complex
market mechanisms in later sections, when measures of market complexity are
of interest.

3.5.1.1 Notation for endowments and demands

The initial allocation of good j to agent i will be called an endowment, and
denoted aji . The final allocations resulting from interaction with the markets
are denoted Aj

i . A utility for agent i is a function of the final allocations of i’s
consumable goods Ui

"

A1
i , . . . , A

m
i

#

.
Markets aggregate and disaggregate both consumable goods o"ered for sale

and bids, which may be consumable or may be essentially financial in nature.
Even nonconsumable bids are treated by the mathematical models as goods in
one important respect: they enter and leave the system according to specified
rules, and are preserved in the act of exchange. Non-consumable goods, however,
are distinguished from consumable goods because we assume no direct utility
from the holding of non-consumables.

Either consumable or non-consumable goods may function in the markets as
monies; indeed, the comparison of the cost and flexibility a"orded by the two
is central to much of our analysis. For non-consumables, their use as money is
their only function. We therefore denote the amounts of these goods held with
a di"erent letter. For each agent i the initial holding will be mi (possibly zero),
and the holding after a cycle of trade will be Mi.

3.5.1.2 Agent symmetry, dimension, and minimal utilities

We will suppose that both the types of goods and the types of the agents who
produce them are interchangeable – formally, we wish to consider problems in
which both the statement of the problem and all properties of its solution are
preserved under permutation of either the goods index j or the agent index
i. Permutation symmetry among the production technologies is ensured by
equality of the various endowments. Generalist production by agent i yields
an endowment aji = *, equal for any i and j. Similarly, specialist production
will yield an amount aji - a, the same for all types of goods, if the good j is
produced by agent i, and zero otherwise.

Full permutation symmetry of goods then requires that each agent have a
utility which is a symmetric function of allm demand components. Permutation
symmetry among agents, as long as only ordinal utilities are required, is a weaker
requirement that all agents share the same set of indi"erence functions. For a
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utility Ui
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The unique form of relative price that is

• Symmetric in all goods

• Constrained by the dimensions of relative price

• Involves no other dimensional or dimensionless parameters

is given by
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The most general utilities producing this form are

Ui = fi

(

)

*

j

Aj
i

+

, . (3.3)

The fi may be any monotone, concave functions. In many cases involving
default, for which we model penalties as direct impacts on utility, the cardinality
of fi will be significant. In such cases, essentiality of all goods requires that fi
be unbounded below as its argument

-

j A
j
i ( 0. Adopting utilities of the

form (3.3) will enable us in Chapter 5 to use dimensional arguments to easily
estimate quantities such as money supply and velocity, for which the derivation
of exact forms at non-cooperative equilibria may be quite complicated. We use
a dimensional argument similar to the one motivating Eq. (3.2) to choose a
minimal market-clearing rule (3.4) in the next section.

3.5.2 Trading, borrowing, and default

The primitive unit which forms prices and clears goods is called a trading post. A
single post will receive all o"ers of one good to be sold. Each agent i strategically
chooses a set of o"er quantities qji for all posts j, and in the models below we
will restrict 0 & qji & aji . That is, consumable goods cannot be lent or borrowed.

Each post clears all bids and o"ers at a common price. The institutional
guarantee of a law of one price distinguishes market trading from barter, even
in cases where independent posts provide direct exchange of any good for any
other.

The buy-sell trading post algorithm is our first concrete example of a unique
minimal institution defined by dimensional analysis together with the number of
strategic degrees of freedom assumed. The unique clearing rule consistent with
the dimensions of price, synchronous strategy choice by each agent without
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knowledge of other agents’ choices, and the absence of any other dimensional or
dimensionless constants, is

pj -
!

i b
j
i

!

i q
j
i

-
Bj

Qj
. (3.4)

The final allocation for agent i resulting from trade at the post for good j is

Aj
i = aji $ qji +

bji
pj

. (3.5)

Post j delivers a fraction of the total goods to agent i, proportional to i’s
fraction of the total bids at that post. In addition, i may retain any excess
of his endowment that he did not o"er for trade.12 The final allocation of i’s
means of payment is

Mi = mi $
$

j

bji +
$

j

qji p
j. (3.6)

Each trading post disburses a fraction of its total bids to i, in proportion to i’s
fraction of the goods delivered to that post.13

In Chapter 4, we introduce promissory notes as well as bids denominated in
consumable goods. Notes require processing at a clearinghouse, which represents
a further level of centralization beyond the trading posts. When clearinghouses
are used, the clearing rule for the means of payment becomes

Mi = max

.

/mi +
$

j

%

qji p
j $ bji

&

, 0

0

1 . (3.7)

The purpose of promissory notes is to operationalize various forms of credit.
In many of our models incorporating personal or bank credit, it is impossible to
exclude agent move-profiles that result in default on promises to repay debt obli-
gations. The default may result intentionally from the first-order conditions on
utility (termed “strategic default”), or it may result from badly-defined market
mechanisms that leave agents unable to identify a mutually consistent scale for
bids at trading posts, even if they do not intend to default. Whatever its source,
default conditions must be handled by a well-defined process model. We adopt
a uniform model of a linear default penalty, represented as a direct subtraction
of utility in the form

Ui ( Ui +'min

.

/mi +
$

j

%

qji p
j $ bji

&

, 0

0

1 . (3.8)

12The ability to withhold endowments distinguishes the buy-sell model from the simpler
sell-all model of Ref. [350]. The sell-all model requires only one strategic degree of freedom
per trading post (the bid level), whereas buy-sell requires two degrees of freedom (amount
bid and amount o!ered). A subset of the most symmetric exchange models considered in
Ch. 4 are not definable within a sell-all trading-post model, because they treat bids and o!ers
identically.

13In Markets 1 and 2 of, Ch. 4, where each good serves both as commodity traded and as
means of payment, this rule will require minor modification, though its overall form and its
property of proportional clearing will be retained.
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The penalty constant ' formally induces a relation between market struc-
ture and the scale for cardinal agent utilities. In market models that do not
involve uncertainty, no-default solutions may often be found in which the con-
straint (3.8) is tight but not binding.14 In these cases, neither the constant
' nor the cardinalization of utility enters quantitatively, and we may consider
utilities to be ordinal so long as their gradients are su!ciently small compared
to '. In Chapter 5 it becomes necessary to consider the magnitude of ', but
in that chapter we introduce an intertemporal context where the comparison of
utilities across time periods already requires limited use of the cardinal forms.

In reality courts and police provide penalties corresponding to Eq. (3.8),
whereas clearing of goods and notes happens at markets. In the minimal mod-
els we consider, it does not matter whether the action of the clearinghouse is
represented as a combination of a pure clearing activity with a court activity,
or the court is represented as a degenerate clearinghouse with no requirement
to handle goods.

We find (Market 5 in Chapter 4) that while clearinghouses and courts may
lead agents to “prefer” consistent solutions without bankruptcy, these insti-
tutions alone may not make such solutions identifiable from the information
available to agents within a non-cooperative game. This limitation leads us to
introduce a degenerate form of credit evaluation agency (degenerate in the sense
that no exogenous uncertainty is assumed). Surprisingly, such an agency has
nontrivial function, though it is intuitively closer to that of a foreign-exchange
pricing body than a risk-assessing credit evaluator.

3.6 The value of trade and quantifiers of alloca-
tive e!ciency

The Competitive Equilibria (CE) furnish the most general standard of alloca-
tive e!ciency possible in General Equilibrium theory. For any endowment, the
associated CE are the discrete set of wealth-preserving Pareto optima. These
are the allocations at which no agent can propose a utility-improving trade that
any other agent will voluntarily accept. At the CE, the value of the demand
bundle for each agent is further required to equal the value at her endowment
point, as computed at the equilibrium prices. Pareto optimality is a criterion by
which to identify endpoints of trade, which applies to continuous re-contracting
as well as to one-shot clearing. However, in keeping with the GE emphasis on
existence but not on attainability, the CE definition provides no algorithm by
which agents can act non-cooperatively to determine prices or to move toward
optimal allocations. Moreover, in general cases where multiple equilibria ex-
ist, no constructive algorithm – decentralized or centralized – exists within the
General Equilibrium paradigm to select among them.

Process models that provide constructive solutions for non-cooperative equi-

14It is shown in Ref. [350], that as long as # is su"ciently harsh to preclude strategic
bankruptcy by some limiting agent, such interior solutions are assured.
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libria will generally produce outcomes that lie o" the Pareto set. At such al-
locations, the o"er prices of di"erent agents will generally di"er, both from
each other and from the prices at any competitive equilibrium. Therefore, it
is not meaningful to speak of preserving the value of the initial endowments at
non-cooperative equilibria. No preferred price system exists to define such a
value. The very limited criteria by which “e!ciency” is formalized in General
Equilibrium therefore become inapplicable to such non-cooperative equilibrium
allocations.

For non-cooperative equilibria, one does not need a binary classification
that separates the CE (a set of measure zero) from all other allocations, but
rather a way to quantify the ine"ciency of any allocation attainable by the
society. If we wish to define quantitative measures of e!ciency for general al-
locations, it will be necessary to have a standard reference for welfare, and it
makes sense if the Pareto optima are ideally e!cient under this standard. It is
well known from game theory [173] and from the economic literature on aggrega-
tion [401, 265, 168, 162, 374], that no unique measure of the relative e!ciency of
Pareto optima exists outside the domain of aggregatable economies. Therefore
we assume aggregatability in our minimal models.15 Within the class of aggre-
gatable economies, it is possible to define quite natural e!ciency measures that
do not rely on the cardinalization of utility, and which may be computed en-
tirely from measurable quantities. By these measures, all competitive equilibria
will be perfectly e!cient and therefore equivalent.

The basis for welfare measures in aggregatable economies is themoney metric
cardinalization for utilities [401]. One assigns to each indi"erence surface a
utility level equal to the expenditure an agent would willingly make to attain
the equilibrium allocation in that indi"erence surface. The e!ciency of any
allocation is then defined as a ratio between the sum of money-metric utilities
for agents at that allocation, and their utilities at a Pareto optimum.

In the same spirit as our other assumptions of minimality, our construction
of a unique, natural e!ciency measure associated with aggregatable economies
enables us to understand how symmetries and the strategic freedoms o"ered to
agents can a"ect allocative e!ciency. The aspects of our use of money-metric
utilities that may be retained under weaker assumptions than aggregatability
are worked out in Ref. [374].

3.6.1 Aggregatable economies and money-metric utility

If our concern were primarily directed at consumer choice, rather than wealth
and the overall functioning of a financially guided economy we would hesitate in
assuming away the income e"ect central to the microeconomic study of consumer
demand. As in much that follows details of consumer choice are played down
we believe that the limitations on the utility function noted here are well worth
considering and they are discussed further in the appendix to this chapter.

15The Cobb-Douglas preferences that we have already presented, motivated by symmetry
and dimensional analysis, are also aggregatable.
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Economists have justified the use of representative agent models formally in
economies where any collection of agents, having well-defined utilities and hav-
ing arrived at some competitive equilibrium with each other, engage as a group
in trade activities with the outside world that can be rationalized as the trades
of a single representative agent who also has well-defined utilities. Economies in
which all subsets of agents have this property are called aggregatable. A general
property of aggregatable utilities is that all allocations in the Pareto set di"er
by re-allocations among the agents of a single bundle of goods, which we will
refer to as the Gorman bundle.16

The Cobb-Douglas indi"erence surfaces defined by utilities (3.3) are within
the aggregatable class. In much of Chapter 5, we will use the cardinalization
fi(x) = log(x) in Eq. (3.3), for convenience.

A di"erent cardinalization, fi(x) = mx1/m, corresponds to the direct money-
metric utility for level Ui, as we show in the Appendix. If we adopt a coordinate
system for demands in which the Gorman bundle serves as a numéraire, the
direct money-metric utility will equal the value of the unique Pareto optimum
within any indi"erence surface. Because the Pareto set is a linear subspace in
the m * n-dimensional space of possible allocations, the sum of direct money-
metric utilities in the economy is constant for all points in this set. The sum of
direct money-metric utilities therefore furnishes a social welfare function which
increases with all voluntary trade, and equals a constant value at all competitive
equilibria. We will assign a money-metric value to any allocation for the whole
society, which is the sum of the direct money-metric utilities of the agents. The
sum is a social welfare measure, and the contribution from any single agent is
illustrated in Figure 3.1.

3.6.2 Legendre transforms of utility and the economic quan-
tity corresponding to physical “work”

The economic notion of e!ciency was originally an analogy to the use of this
term in engineering. In engineering, e!ciency is the fraction of the possible
useful work that an energy store can provide, which is successfully extracted by
a physical process. The limits to work arise both from the finite capacity of the
energy store, and from the parasitic sources of waste and loss in the extraction
process. Loosely, trade has been envisioned as a process to extract economic
surplus, and the “e!ciency” of trade has been intended to capture the degree
to which surplus is not “wasted” by failures of economic coordination.

In aggregatable economies subject to individual utility maximization, these
terms need not be used metaphorically. It is possible to show [374] that the
optimization problem in such economies is mathematically equivalent, in all es-
sential respects, to the maximization problem that underlies the notion of work
in physics and engineering. Samuelson [307] appreciated both this equivalence
and the importance of the restriction that aggregatability entails, but he did not
import into economic analysis the large range of useful comparative methods

16See Ref. [374] for a proof of this property and further discussion.
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Figure 3.1: Edgeworth box construction for two specialist producers with util-
ities of the form (3.3). Hyperbolae are preference surfaces for agent 1, whose
origin is in the lower left corner. NT identifies the initial allocation, which is
also the no-trade solution for the final allocation. NE(1) and NE(2) are two final
allocations as might arise from non-cooperative equilibria in two di"erent mar-
ket situations (if this pair is replicated r > 1 times). The dashed line P. S. is
the Pareto set, and PO(1) and PO(2) are points (also Pareto optima) to which
a speculator external to the system could move agent 1 by voluntary trading,
from the corresponding NE allocations. CE is the competitive equilibrium for
this system. The limit of the thin dashed hyperbola indicated by the small
arrow suggests a regularization of the speculator’s actions from the initial en-
dowments. In this limit, agent 1 is indi"erent between his initial endowment
and the origin, in which case the speculator can extract a. !S1 is the profit
the speculator would lose from such external manipulations, if the agents were
somehow able to attain NE(2) by internal trading, instead of NE(1).

that have been developed for optimizing systems, based around the notion of
work. In this section, we sketch the equivalence and use it both to define and
to interpret a general measure of e!ciency.

The details of our construction are presented in App. 3.7. Here we summarize
the result, which is easy to understand, for the specialist endowments aji =
(a, 0) and utilities (3.3) as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. A given allocation, such as
a no-trade solution (NT) or a noncooperative equilibrium (NE) is less than
perfectly e!cient if agents have potential welfare that remains unrealized at
that allocation. A natural measure of the unrealized welfare for each agent
is some bundle of goods that an external speculator could extract from her
by a sequence of infinitesimal trades along her indi"erence surface from that
allocation. (These are the worst kind of trading sequence she could be induced
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to accept voluntarily.) If the agent is left at some point on the contract curve17

by the speculative extraction of goods, the speculator can then decouple. Even
if all agents are allowed subsequently to trade internally, by any algorithm, no
further advantageous trade will be possible. Since the price vector for goods
at the final allocation will be common to all the agents, it defines (up to a
normalization) the value of the bundle of goods that a speculator can extract
together from all the agents.

We therefore define the welfare gain of each agent, resulting from internal
trade, as the value of the goods-bundle that she has kept a speculator from ex-
tracting, relative to what would have been extractable from the NT solution.
In the case of specialist production, every agent’s endowment is indi"erent to
an all-zero allocation bundle. Thus, from the NT solution a speculator could
extract all of

!

j

!

i a
j
i = rma from the collection of agents. The value of these

extracted goods could be computed from the prices normalized to pj = 1, /j
on the contract curve. In comparison, if the agents can trade internally to any
point on the contract curve, by any path, the sum of their final allocations will
be the entire endowment. Hence their gains from trade, expressed in money-
metric, are rma. Note that for each agent, this gain is just the length of the
segment of contract curve from the origin to the Pareto optimum, obtained by
taking the inner product of the allocation vector with the normalized price vec-
tor. While this result is immediately clear for the CE by symmetry, a moment’s
reflection shows that it is true for any other Pareto optimum as well. Relative
to the CE, these di"er only by exchange among the agents of a uniform bundle

!Aj
i = !Aj!

i , /j, j$, for each i. Thus we verify that the (wealth-preserving) CE
has no special role in the welfare definitions relevant to allocative e!ciency.

The value of a bundle extractable by an external speculator is the economic
equivalent of the physical notion of work, extracted by a load from a thermal
system. The agents’ utility gain in trading to the contract curve is measured by
the reduction in work they could do on external a speculator (i.e., by profit they
could voluntarily surrender). The reduction in the amount surrendered to any
speculator who trades with a single agent will depend on the Pareto optimum
at which the collection of agents finally arrives. However, the reduction in work
(speculative profit) from combined exploitation of all the agents is an invariant.
This invariant shared gain provides the reference standard from which e!ciency
may be measured. Although our measure of welfare is written as a utility gain,
it is expressed in a money-metric induced by voluntary trade, and it sensibly
aggregates to a measure of social welfare. The welfare gain by the agent shown
in Fig. 3.1, in going from NE(1) to NE(2), is just the length of the dark segment
labeled !S1. This quantity is also the increase in the utility-version of agent 1’s
entropy S1 from the transition NE(2) ( NE(1).18

We therefore define the e"ciency , of any allocation as the ratio of the sum

17The contract curve is the subset of the Pareto surface contained in the interior of the lens
formed by the union of the indi!erence surfaces of all agents in the economy. No sequence
of voluntary exchange, within the economy or interacting with the external world, can take
agents outside this lens.

18See Ref. [374] for motivation, and App. 3.7 for derivation of this case.
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of utility gains by all the agents from the NT solution, to the gain rma that
they could realize upon trading to the contract curve. This definition provides
an intrinsic measure to the fraction of the contract curve for the endowments
captured by any other allocation bundle. We show in App. 3.7 (following this
verbal description) that
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By construction, , = 0 at the NT solution, and , = 1 anywhere on the contract
curve. The index , will be computed for each distinct allocation bundle that
arises in the analyses of Chapters 4 and 5.

For allocations of goods that are symmetric under exchange of agent roles,
the results of our e!ciency measure will be unsurprising: increasing distance
from the contract curve monotonically decreases e!ciency. The index (3.9) will
also allow us, however, to compare such symmetric outcomes with the more
complex agent-nonsymmetric solutions produced by some of the markets in
Chapter 4. When we come to consider intertemporal decisions, where the nat-
ural utilities of durable and non-durable consumables will di"er, we will extend
the one-period utilities in this chapter to what we call “e"ective” utilities for
committed decisions. These also have Cobb-Douglas form, so it will remain
appropriate to apply the e!ciency measure (3.9) to the allocation sequences
that result from repeated trades. The derivation of e!ciency for these cases is
performed in App. 5.15 of Chapter 5.

3.7 Appendix: optimizing systems, wealth ex-
traction as economic work, and natural mea-
sures of value and e!ciency

Walras originally [410] conceived utility as a measurable quantity, a kind of
economic counterpart to the potential energy of Newtonian mechanics [260].
Economic equilibrium achieved by utility maximization was to correspond to
minimization of total energy.19 The local description of equilibrium at the level
of inter-agent interactions was to be a kind of force balance, in which forces (the
gradients of the potential) would be expressed as prices in utility theory.

The neoclassical program culminating in the formulation of Arrow, Debreu,
and McKenzie, demonstrating the existence of an e!cient price system has
had no need for the idea of measurable utility and the interpretation of prices
as (normalized) gradients of utilities. When we consider monetary economies
however many questions are naturally answered, however, by labeling utility
levels with the amounts of wealth that agents would voluntarily spend to reach

19Energy minimization turns out not to be a principle of Newtonian mechanics, but this
was not understood in Walras’s day.
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them. This program restores many of the Walrasian concepts about utility. It
replaces unmeasurable ordinal utilities with values derived from market prices
and transfers of real goods among agents. The indeterminacy that rendered the
Walrasian potential idea untenable, and which led to the abandonment of car-
dinal utility in much of neoclassical theory, re-appears as a path-dependency of
money-metric cardinalizations, which may be characterized explicitly. For ag-
gregatable economies, no path-dependence arises in the welfare measure defined
from money-metric utilities, so that in fact the Walrasian potential formulation
can be carried as far as the construction of social welfare functions.20

When a potential formulation of utility exists in economics, it has many
mathematical correspondences with the theory of thermodynamic potentials,
as has been recognized imperfectly by many economists starting with Irving
Fisher.21 The correspondence is useful because thermodynamic potentials not
only describe internal relaxation to equilibrium, they provide ways to character-
ize the states separated by irreversible, internal transformations in terms of work
and heat flows that, if permitted as exchanges with the environment, achieve
the same state changes through reversible transformations. In the economic
correspondence, an analysis with the same overall structure enables us to ex-
press welfare as a function of o"er prices – the quantities actually constrained
by utilities – and removes references to exchange prices which are not central
for disequilibrium trades in closed economies.

The welfare measures we will obtain correspond numerically to Debreu’s co-
e"cient of resource utilization [73] for Cobb-Douglas economies. Our construc-
tion by means of money-metric utilities, and our emphasis on the role of o"er
prices, di"ers from Debreu’s, as does the range of extensions for our approach
outside the domain of aggregatable economies [374].

3.7.1 How seriously does one ever take cardinal utilities?

Our attitude toward cardinal utilities, social welfare measures, and e!ciency
in this chapter reflects our approach in the book as a whole. Maximization of
utilities subject to constraint provides a formal exposition of certain classes of
economically relevant structures of institutions and the decisions they support.
It formalizes questions we may ask about processes in real economies, but we
do not mistake severely simplified formal systems for the real world.

20Money-metric utility does not extend the Walrasian potential formulation as far as dynam-
ics, even in general aggregatable economies. Only in the subclass of quasilinear economies are
both welfare and the preferences that may a!ect arbitrary trades rendered path-independent
in money-metric.

21Fisher was a student of J. W. Gibbs, the inventor of modern statistical mechanics and,
with Boltzmann, among first to understand its connection to classical thermodynamics. Yet
Fisher’s attempt to map economics to thermodynamics was fraught with many elementary
mis-understandings and conceptual inconsistencies, which precluded his ever recognizing the
actual deep di!erences that make such a correspondence problematic. Fisher’s writing formed
part of a long sequence of analogy-making that drove the topic of utility/thermodynamics
correspondence into disrepute. Some of the correct observations and fundamental errors in
this literature are reviewed in Ref. [374].
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We do not assign much validity to utility functions as a pre-specified, global,
and invariant trait of economic decision makers. On the other hand, agents do
make trade-o"s and often attempt to perform certain (usually short-term) op-
timizations, and indi"erence surfaces may capture in approximate form certain
habitual trade-o"s, at the same time as aggregate expenditures and incomes
may reflect aspects of agent’s perceived welfare as it a"ects their behavior. The
statement that cardinal utilities are probably not a realistic characterization
of the global properties of most agents’ economic decision making does not
mean that all cardinalizations for a given set of preferences are equally unreal-
istic. Money-metric cardinalizations provide several desirable characteristics in
models, and are reasonable coarse guesses at measurable variables that may be
correlated with agent preferences in real economics.

Social welfare functions based on money-metric cardinal utilities address
the important general problem of defining a partial order on non-equilibrium
allocations, to express how far they are from the Pareto set (as does Debreu’s
Coe"cient of Resource Utilization through di"erent measures). Our measures
have the feature of uniqueness in aggregatable economies, and in economies that
are not aggregatable, their contour-dependence provides a quantitative measure
of how far welfare functions can deviate while still being derived from measures
of expenditure. In real economies, ambiguity and context-dependence as much
as habit a"ect real decisions, so having ways to model them may be useful.

3.7.2 The dual system of expenditure functions and money-
metric utilities

The totally-symmetric Cobb-Douglas economy is simple enough that the form
of direct money-metric utility could be inferred from symmetry alone. By exten-
sion of the Cobb-Douglas property that the Pareto set is a linear space, to the
more general class of Gorman-aggregatable economies, the form of the direct
money-metric utility in the more general case could then be inferred as well.
Such an approach yields a valid welfare measure, but it makes no connection to
the concept of work, the relation between internal trade and wealth extraction
when the economy interacts with outside agents, or with the meaning of o"er
prices in the context of non-equilibrium trades.

We therefore develop the potential formulation of utilities and money-metrics
systematically from the more fundamental property of duality between prices
and demands in utility theory.22 Samuelson [307] refers to systems in which
convex objective functions are maximized subject to linear constraints as mini-
mum systems. Their essential structure is mostly the same in utility theory and
physical thermodynamics. Duality in minimum systems means that a given so-

22The dual structure of expenditure and utility economics is reviewed by Varian [401], and
its parallels with the theory of stability and extremization in thermodynamics are reviewed
by Samuelson [307]. The Samuelson treatment is concerned with revealed preference in the
most general case, for which unique equilibria will not generally exist. Therefore he does not
pursue analytic methods based on the parallels to thermodynamic work. These are therefore
developed in Ref. [374].
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lution may be specified either by the demands
2

Aj
i

3

held by agents, or by the

utility levels Ui and the o"er prices
2

pji

3

which are the gradients of utility func-

tions of those demands.23 Not only do demands and prices furnish alternative
ways to specify any allocation within an economy, but their roles as arguments
and gradients are also dual. That is, it is possible to construct a function of
prices, so that its gradient gives the demands at those prices. In particular, it
is the dual potential to utility that characterizes wealth extraction from open
economies, and which corresponds to the work potential in thermodynamics.

The mathematical relation between dual potentials is known as the Legendre
transform. Its general structure is that a potential function f(x) generates a
dual f̃(p) - x+f/+x$ f , where p - +f/+x and x is expressed as a function of
p. Then +f̃/+p = x. Prices and demands play strictly symmetric roles under
Legendre transform, and as emphasized by Samuelson [307], in a multivariate
minimum system, an entire suite of mixed Legendre transforms may be used to
describe mixed quantity- and price-constraints. The asymmetry between prices
and demands in economic theory arises from their interpretation in terms of the
behavior of economies under aggregation. When economies in mutual equilib-
rium are aggregated, their demand variables from the original factor economies
add to form the demand variables of the aggregated economy. The price vari-
ables, which are required to be equal in the factor economies as a condition for
their mutual equilibrium, remain unchanged in the aggregated economy. For this
reason, demands are sometimes referred to as extensive variables, and prices as
intensive variables, to distinguish their meanings in the dual representation.

The potential function of demands in neoclassical economics, whose gradient
is proportional to prices, is of course the utility. The dual potential function
of prices, whose gradient gives demands, is called the expenditure function. Its
form is

ei (p,Ui) -
$

j

pjAj
i , (3.10)

in which p -
4

pj
5

is a vector of prices, and the demands are evaluated as

functions Aj
i = Aj

i (p,Ui), which minimize ei on the utility level Ui at prices p.
These are known as the Hicksian demands at prices p and utility level Ui. Ui

is required as an explicit argument of ei because the price vector has one fewer
meaningful degree of freedom (the normalization, which sets the numéraire)
than the demand vector.

The utility level sets the magnitude of a particular combination of the de-
mand components. For Cobb-Douglas utilities, under the cardinalization given
in Eq. (3.3), the product of the demands for all goods is set by the relation
-

j A
j
i = f!1

i (Ui). The remaining independent components of o"er price are
then determined from the remaining independent components of the Hicksian

23Here we sketch the common features of duality that are shared between utility economics
and thermodynamics. We will return below to idiosyncratic features of the economic case,
including the arbitrary normalization of prices and the role of utility level in the dual relation.
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demand (and vice versa) by the relation
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The resulting explicit expression for ei becomes

ei (p,Ui) = m

(

)f!1
i (Ui)

*

j

pj

+

,

1/m

. (3.12)

If Eq. (3.12) is inverted to express Ui as a function of p and ei, the resulting
function is known as an indirect utility of prices and expenditure.

For quasiconcave utilities, the choice of price vector used in ei (p,Ui) to
create the indirect utility is arbitrary. For aggregatable economies, however, a
natural choice will be the vector of competitive equilibrium prices. Not only are
the competitive equilibria the unique points where the o"er prices of all agents
coincide, it is a property of aggregatable economies that the price system is also
the same at all of their competitive equilibria [374].

The expenditure function at equilibrium prices is used to create a utility

function of demands
2

Aj
i

3

known as the direct money-metric utility. It is per-

haps easiest to understand the duality between this utility and the expenditure
function by thinking of the direct money-metric utility as the integral

8

p · dAi

of the expenditure needed to acquire a vector of goods Ai along some path in
the Pareto set, which terminates at the utility surface Ui. It is clear, then, why
the gradient of the direct utility with respect to Ai should be the vector of
prices. This construction is path-independent for aggregatable economies. The
most general construction possible in non-aggregatable economies is a path-
dependent cardinalization that we have termed the contour money-metric util-
ity in Ref. [374]. The contour utility preserves many desirable properties of the
path-independent utility of aggregatable economies, and represents the most
general extension of Negishi’s prescription for constructing social welfare func-
tions [265].

To compute an expression for the direct money-metric utility in the Cobb-
Douglas economy, we restrict to the case that preferences are symmetric in all
goods (as in the main text), and we suppose that labor is allocated among
the production functions (whether generalist or specialist) so that the endow-
ments of all commodities are also symmetric. This situation will represent the
competitive-equilibrium labor allocation in the Chapter 5, and it serves as a
natural reference case for the calculation of surplus. Under these assumptions,
the vector of equilibrium prices p" is likewise symmetric:

p"j = p"j
!

, /j, j$. (3.13)
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Using Eq. (3.11), the Hicksian demands at equilibrium prices (at any point in
the Pareto set), also take equal values, which we denote

Bj
i = Bj

!

i , /j, j
!

. (3.14)

The vector of demands that passes through the same indi"erence surface as any

bundle of demands
2

Aj
i

3

for agent i is therefore given by
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The direct money-metric utility (at equilibrium prices p") for the bundle
2

Aj
i

3

is defined as the expenditure function of the bundle
2

Bj
i

3

satisfying

Eq. (3.15),
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µi defines the cardinalization f in Eq. (3.3) by fi
%
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With this choice for f , and taking the money-metric values µi to quantify the
utility levels, the expenditure function (3.12) (at any prices) becomes linear in
utility,

ei (p,Ui) = µi

(

)

*

j

pj

+

,

1/m

. (3.17)

3.7.3 Measures of value based on expenditure

Let wj =
!

iA
j
i denote the endowment of good j in a closed economy, for

whichever case is of interest. Generally, we will be interested in symmetric,
specialist production, for which wj = ra, /j, since this case leads to the highest
level of social welfare attainable in our minimal models. It is straightforward
to check that the sum

!

i µi of direct money-metric utilities is equal at all
allocations on the Pareto set, and indeed that

!

i µi = rma everywhere in this
set for specialist production. Therefore we could simply declare , -

!

i µi/rma
to be our e!ciency measure, and it would be both unique and natural for
aggregatable economies.

Although we will, ultimately, use this definition of e!ciency, we develop it
indirectly in this and the next section, in order to make e!ciency an operational
concept, as we have made direct money-metric utility an operational concept by
defining it as an integral of expenditures

8

p" · dAi in the Pareto set. Our eco-
nomic goal is to define e!ciency in terms of wealth transfers that are constrained
by the agents’ o!er prices – recalling that these are the subjects of theory and
estimation in utility economics – eliminating reference exchange prices that are
unconstrained for disequilibrium trade. In the course of fulfilling this economic
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goal, we make contact with the thermodynamic notion of work, which is the
mathematical counterpart to wealth transfers constrained by o"er prices. This
way of constructing measures of value in terms of constrained wealth transfers
applies to non-aggregatable as well as to aggregatable economies, though in
general these transfers will become path-dependent.

We begin by noting a property of aggregatable economies which is related
to the property that they lead to constant price systems p" at all competitive
equilibria.24 All points in the Pareto set di"er only by the transfer among agents
of a bundle of goods in fixed proportions – that is, the Pareto set is a linear
space. We will refer to this transferred bundle as the Gorman bundle. For the
Cobb-Douglas economy, it is the bundle from Eq. (3.14), with all goods in equal
portions. An agent’s budget constraint at a Pareto optimum is the value of the

Gorman bundle at equilibrium prices, here
!

j p
"jAj

i =
%

1
m

!

j p
"j
&%

!

j A
j
i

&

,

by symmetry of p".
In any competitive equilibrium, agents optimize utility against their budget

constraint, conditionally independent of each other’s choices given equilibrium
prices p". In aggregatable economies, this property extends to configurations
in which goods are extracted from the economy, as long as all agents have the
allocations they could have at some competitive equilibrium. In other words,
the agents cannot “see” whether their optimization problem is constrained by
other agents, or is constrained by an outside actor who has extracted wealth
from the system. This property only holds, however, if the bundle of goods that
has been removed from the system is the Gorman bundle. Therefore, we identify
the value of the Gorman bundle at equilibrium prices as a natural measure of
the wealth kept within an aggregatable economy, or extracted from it. We wish
to establish the relation between the social welfare function and the wealth of
the economy when multiples of its Gorman bundle are removed from it through
voluntary trade.

We first consider the optimization problem of a single agent, since the whole-
economy problem will factor into such optimization problems. We choose, for
convenience, a normalization convention for prices

!

j p
j = m that will produce

p"j = 1, /j, in the symmetric Cobb-Douglas economy. Denote the projection
of an agent i’s allocations onto the Gorman bundle by Ui -

!

j A
j
i .

25 Ui

will function as a natural numéraire for values. We now choose a “rotated”
coordinate system for demands and prices such that the demand vector Ai may

be written in terms of Ui and a transverse component -Ai as Ai -
9

Aj
i

:

-
%

Ui, -Ai

&

. In the same coordinates, the normalized price vector becomes p -
(1, -p).

Now consider the decomposition of the expenditure function, where we take

24See Ref. [374] for a derivation of these properties in terms of the usual Gorman conditions
for aggregatability.

25Ui corresponds to the internal energy state variable in physics, not to be confused with
the utility Ui. This unfortunate notation may be due in part to a belief by Walras that
utility would be the economic counterpart to physical internal energy. We now know that this
correspondence is not the correct one, as explained in Ref. [374].
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p and Ai to be o"er prices and Hicksian demands related by Eq. (3.11),

p · Ai -
$

j

pjAj
i

-

(

)

1

m

$

j

pj

+

,

(

)

$

j

Aj
i

+

,+ -p · -Ai

= Ui + -p · -Ai. (3.18)

Because o"er prices are always normal to the indi"erence surface at the cor-
responding Hicksian demands, the variation of Eq. (3.18) under any change

!Ai -
9

!Aj
i

:

may be written in terms of a change in the direct money-metric

utility, as

p · !Ai =

(

)

*

j

pj

+

,

1/m

!µi. (3.19)

Simply by decomposing p · !Ai in terms of its components (3.18), and using
Eq. (3.19), we obtain an expression for the change of the Gorman bundle in
terms of o"er prices, Hicksian demands, and money-metric utility, in the form

!Ui - !

(

)

$

j

Aj
i

+

, = $-p · ! -Ai +

(

)

*

j

pj

+

,

1/m

!µi. (3.20)

Eq. (3.20) is an identity, which follows from the definition of Hicksian de-
mands as utility-maximizing arguments, and from the money-metric for µi.
Readers familiar with thermodynamics will recognize that it has the same form
as the conservation of energy relation for a system i whose extensive quanti-
ties (corresponding to demands) are internal energy Ui and volume Vi. The
thermodynamic version,

!Ui = $p!Vi + T !Si, (3.21)

is likewise an identity, and follows from the definitions of temperature T and
pressure p as gradients obtained by maximizing entropy Si. The correspondence
between aggregatable economies and thermodynamic systems in equilibrium is
only partial,26 but it is su!cient that we may legitimately (and without making

analogies) map temperature T 0
%

-

j p
j
&1/m

= exp
2

$ 1
m

!

j log (1/pj)
3

and

entropy Si 0 µi to money-metric utility. Note, for later reference, that the fixed-
temperature surfaces T = const. correspond to (m$ 1)-spheres in the space of
Hicksian demands. These spheres are “centered” on points in the Pareto set,
where T attains its maximum value of unity.

The correspondence to thermodynamics is useful because it alerts us that the
combination p !Vi in Eq. (3.21) measures the physical quantity known as work,

26This correspondence is exact only for the subset of aggregatable economies that are quasi-
linear, as proved in Ref. [374].
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which an expanding system can do on its surroundings. The quantity of work
that a system can deliver is completely specified by its state transformation,
because the values of both pressure p and volume Vi are uniquely defined for any
(thermodynamic) equilibrium state. We have similarly constructed Eq. (3.20)
so that the term -p · ! -Ai is a function of o"er prices which are uniquely defined
at any demands Ai. Therefore we expect that the wealth change captured in
-p · ! -Ai will correspond to a maximal measure of extraction that an economy
can provide. We need only make explicit the class of transformations for which
it has this interpretation. Clearly, -p · ! -Ai = $!Ui (the numéraire) whenever
!µi = 0, so these will be the class of reversible transformations in which agents
are moved along their indi"erence surfaces, making infinitesimal trades at their
o"er prices.27

3.7.4 Measures of value in “open” aggregatable economies,
and Walras’s “potential functions” for prices

At this stage, before considering the meaning of welfare improvement from in-
ternal trading in a closed economy, we first consider the possibilities for wealth
extraction by an external speculator who can dictate prices to agents, under
situations when the agents cannot trade with one another. Examples of such
agents might be uncoordinated individuals who deal with monopoly or monop-
sony firms, or agents in a country with missing markets, whose trade is con-
ducted through the government. We will assume, however, that trades remain
voluntary so that utilities remain meaningful.

The speculator’s goal is to extract the maximum possible wealth from an

economy, contingent on the allocations
2

Aj
i

3

at which he finds it. Maximum

extraction will be attained only if he leaves agents with equal o"er prices, so that
when the speculator decouples they have no further utility-improving trades to
pursue. This is always possible if the agents are left at bundles (3.14) satisfying
the conditions on the Pareto set. Because, in this section, we have introduced
the speculator as a device to analyse the value of competitive equilibria, we will
furthermore assume that the he has no way to convert other demand bundles to
the numéraire U , so that he seeks to extract only the numéraire, and maintains
zero inventory of other bundles of goods.

The speculator can induce each agent i to exchange a bundle ! -Ai by paying
!Ui given by

!Ui = $-pi · ! -Ai. (3.22)

where -pi are that agent’s o"er prices at her particular Ai. The increment ! -Ai

obtained from one agent may be sold to others at equal or better prices, leav-
ing the speculator with a net bundle $

!

i !Ui of the numéraire. The process
terminates when the speculator leaves all agents with their o"er prices pi = p",
or equivalently, -pi = 0.

27We will return in a later section to the relation of µi to entropy, and to the economic
counterparts to “heat transfers” as flows coupled to changes in entropy.
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Suppose we consider the speculator’s best outcome if the agents start with
specialist endowments (an allocation in amount a of a single good to each agent),
and no trade has occurred within the economy. Each agent is indi"erent at the
endowment point to having zero endowment of all goods, from the form (3.16)
of utility. Therefore the speculator can extract, at best,

$
$

i

;

!Ui = rma. (3.23)

leaving each agent i at the origin,28 where

Ui (0) = 0. (3.24)

We may now make use of the particular cardinalization given by money-
metric utility to relate the welfare gain to the previously considered speculator’s
problem of extraction. In the process, we will obtain an expression that relates
the change in value to the o"er prices, even if these are not the prices at which
agents trade.

By the identity (3.20), if we construct the quantity

Ai - Ui $ TSi

=
$

j

Aj
i $m

(

)

*

j

pjAj
i

+

,

1/m

, (3.25)

with (as usual) p and Ai in the relation of o"er prices to demands, then its
variation under any change !Ai is just $-p · ! -Ai. This identity arises in open-
economy trades where !Si = 0 and agents trade at their o"er prices. It also
arises in closed-economy trades, where

!

i !Ui = 0 because total endowments
do not leave the system, no matter what exchange prices are used. Thus the
role of the o"er prices, when properly normalized, is to assign a value to the
gains that agents attach to any change !Ai relative to the component !Ui.

(As something of an aside regarding the normalization of prices, note that
Eq. (3.25) is equivalent to a partial derivative along the contours !T = 0,

+Ai

+Aj
i

'

'

'

'

'

T

= $pj . (3.26)

That is, Ai is a potential function whose gradient along !T = 0 gives the
actual-market prices of goods. This potential function is as close as one can
get, in general, to Walras’s conception of utilities as potentials for prices, and
of utility maximization as a kind of force balance that obtained when agents’
o"er prices were equal and oppositely directed. Note, however, that Ai is not
simply the utility, which corresponds to Si, and that the gradient is subject to
the restriction !T = 0.)

28This is not an artificial limit. It may be obtained by considering the regular limit of
extraction along the indi!erence surface dashed hyperbola in Fig. 3.1.
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In thermodynamics, Ai is known as the Helmholtz free energy, and it is con-
structed as the Legendre transform of the entropy Si. The sum of free energies
!

i Ai of a collection of subsystems measures the maximum work that an exter-
nal load can extract from the collection. Similarly in utility economics,

!

i Ai

measures the maximum wealth that an external speculator can extract. Thus
we arrive at the operational definition of welfare: If agents can trade internally
by any mechanism, the sum $

!

i !Ai is the wealth (counted in numéraire U)
that an external speculator can no longer extract through voluntary trade with
them.

The relation between extraction and social welfare is most immediate to
check for allocations within the Pareto set, where T = 1. These are the alloca-

tions to which the speculator can bring an agent from any initial value
2

Aj
i

3

by exchanging the agent’s original allocation incrementally for one that consists
only of the Gorman bundle,

Ui

%2

Bj
i

3&

= Si

%2

Aj
i

3&

. (3.27)

Joint changes
2

!Aj
i

3

that agents might make through internal trade, which

increase their welfare by
!

i !µi, fix total
!

i Ui, but reduce the fraction of this
numéraire that the speculator can extract by trade at their raised utility levels.
The amount of the reduction is

!

i !Ui =
!

i !Si governed by Eq. (3.27).
We have now assigned a meaning to direct money-metric social welfare, and

to o"er prices at non-equilibrium allocations, operationally in terms of wealth ex-
traction. Finally, we return to the use of this measure to define e!ciency. From
symmetric, specialist production, the sum of agents’ holdings of the numéraire
at any Pareto-optimal distribution is

$

i

Ui|P.O. =
$

i

$

j

aji = rma. (3.28)

If we suppose that any allocation
2

Aj
i

3

results from trade beginning at the

same initial conditions, it is natural to define the e!ciency of trade , as the

ratio between the sum of their money-metric utilities at the outcomes
2
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3

and the sum on the Pareto set,
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. (3.29)

The e!ciency (3.29) may be further interpreted as a weighted average of the
e!ciencies with which all agents satisfy their wants, in which the weight func-
tions are the fractions of equilibrium value each holds. Define the normalized
relative allocation for any agent i by

Âj
i -

Aj
i

!

j! A
j!

i

. (3.30)
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Then we may express the economic entropy (the direct money-metric utility) as
a product
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in which the expression
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is called the Kullback-Leibler divergence [58] of the distribution Âi from the
uniform distribution over goods, whose components all equal 1/m.

!

j A
j
i is

agent i’s share of the economy’s value, and the exponential is the e!ciency of
her relative distribution. In terms of these individual e!ciency measures, the
e!ciency of the allocation in the whole society then decomposes as

, =
$

i

<
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j A
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rma

=

e!D(1/m||Âi). (3.33)

3.7.5 Mixed boundary conditions and the use of economic
“reservoirs”

Readers familiar with thermodynamic methods will recognize that our use of the
Helmholtz potential and the notion of work in the previous section were slightly
di"erent than their usual usage in physics. The Helmholtz potentialA = U$TS
is generally derived as a Legendre transform of the entropy S(U, V ) with respect
to only one of its extensive arguments: the energy U . A measures the maximum
possible work extracted from a system when its extensive argument V is used
as a control variable, and the gradient value T is held fixed by contact with
an external reservoir. In economics such transformations correspond to expan-
sion paths controlled by mixed price- and demand- (or budgetary) boundary
conditions.

An economic construction of this form could not be performed while pre-
serving the permutation symmetries (in i and j) of the totally-symmetric Cobb-
Douglas economy. In that economy only one good – the Gorman bundle –
has a fixed price at all competitive equilibria. In this section we extend the
Cobb-Douglas economy, in a way that addresses three elements not present in
the previous example. 1) Our extension incorporates the use of monetary vari-
ables and linear terms in the utility, which in the following chapters arises from
budget constraints and bankruptcy penalties. 2) By introducing a separate,
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linear good (which we will think of as money) in the utility construction, we
may naturally introduce a market for trades between money and the Gorman
bundle Ui at fixed prices, permitting the usual use of the Helmholtz potential
along expansion paths with mixed boundary conditions. 3) By making the util-
ities quasilinear with money as the linear good, we arrive at economic models
that are strictly equivalent to thermodynamic systems. The pure Cobb-Douglas
example without money was equivalent in the necessary respect to define a con-
sistent welfare function, but not in the computation of elasticities, as reviewed
in Ref. [374].

We introduce a money which we call “cash”, and extend the description of

an agent’s demands to a vector xi -
%

Mi,
2

Aj
i

3&

. We suppose that agents

are given no endowment of cash, but that they can trade the Gorman bundle
Ui with a large market at a fixed price ). Thus, all exchanges with the large
market satisfy the constraint

$

j

!Aj
i + )!Mi = !Ui + )!Mi = 0. (3.34)

The large market o"ers trades only between the Gorman bundle and cash.
Extending the model of the disaggregated agents and the speculator to in-

clude these cash-trades, we may think of a small country selling an export good
on a world market large enough to stabilize prices. Internal exchanges by the
agents in the small country may be subject to missing markets, so that their
trade in other goods is mediated by the government (the speculator), who can
now exchange wealth for cash on the world market as well.

For simplicity, we do not suppose in this appendix that cash has direct
utilitarian value. We suppose, however, that (as “cash”) the value of Mi . 0 for
all agents i in all situations. This constraint on purchases is enforced by adding
a Kuhn-Tucker multiplier to the utility

Ui (xi) - m

(

)

*

j

Aj
i

+

,

1/m

+ .iMi, (3.35)

making the resulting function e"ectively quasilinear in Mi, with a marginal
utility of wealth .i that will be determined dynamically by budget constraints.
.i runs over the range [0,1), and is chosen to minimize the expression (3.35).29

We have also assumed the direct money-metric form for utility as a convenience,
though this is not essential.

The utility maximization problem subject to a budget constraint
!

j p
jAj

i +
)Mi, which now includes the value of cash, is defined by variation of the modified

29We discuss in later chapters, where we consider finite-range Kuhn-Tucker multipliers to
model bankruptcy, the interpretation of the Kuhn-Tucker variational problem as a game.
Agents choose their decision variables to maximize constrained utility, while an adversary
chooses the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier to minimize constrained utility. For unbounded multipli-
ers such as #i, this minimax problem requires that agents always keep Mi ( 0.
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Lagrangian
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/Ui $ /i
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+

,

0

1 = 0, (3.36)

in which /i is a second Kuhn-Tucker multiplier enforcing the total budget con-
straint.

Solving Eq. (3.36) gives the marginal utility of Mi in units of the numéraire
Ui,
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T
. (3.37)

The expenditure function now depends on m prices (including )) and on
utility Ui, and takes the form

ei (), p,Ui) = )Mi +
$

j

pjAj
i

- )Mi + Ui + -p · -Ai. (3.38)

The direct money-metric utility is simply Ui of Eq. (3.35), evaluated at .i = ).
The Helmholtz potential is now constructed strictly as in thermodynamics, as
(), p) · (Mi, Ai)$ -p · -Ai $ Tµi - Ui $ TSi

30 taking the form

Ai = ei $
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µi $ -p · -Ai. (3.39)

Terms involving Mi cancel exactly, recovering the form (3.25) above. The eco-
nomic counterpart to entropy remains the function of the previous section,
though it is now significant that it is a function only of the nonlinearly-valued
goods of the original Cobb-Douglas economy,

Si = µi $
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. (3.40)

We see that it is now possible for the (formal) utility level µi to change together
with Mi while leaving the entropy function of the nonlinearly-valued goods
unchanged.

The extraction problem for a speculator interacting with an economy coupled
to a world market for cash is worked out in Ref. [374]. There it is shown that
money flows between the agents and the world market have the same relation
to entropy change as heat flows do in thermodynamics. This correspondence
is only possible in all respects for quasilinear economies, in which the path-
dependence of disequilibrium trades to the Pareto set a"ect the linear part of

30This construction is worked out and explained in detail in Ref. [374].
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the utility level, which can be entirely projected out of the first-order conditions
and hence of the agents’ decision processes. These more elaborate uses of the
correspondence to thermodynamics and work will not be needed in the models
we develop here.
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Chapter 4

Supporting attainable
solutions: symmetry and
complexity in one-period
exchange mechanisms

4.1 From the pre-institutional society to the sim-
plest level of market exchange

In Ch 3 we introduced a system of types, along with basic symmetrized models
of production and preferences, which will form the social foundation for our
comparative analysis of economies in this and the next chapter. In this chapter
we begin to compare economies at the least-structured level of dynamics: mar-
ket systems characterized by one-shot clearing and hence a single timescale for
strategic choices. We choose that timescale to coincide with the social “day”
that is the natural cycle of production and consumption.

The one-shot clearing mechanisms di"er in the trade-o"s they make between
simplicity and allocative e!ciency. We compare di"erent clearing mechanisms
according to a number of structural properties that can be used as measures
of complexity. We use the the measure of allocative e!ciency from the previ-
ous chapter to quantify distortions from the competitive equilibrium for each
mechanism, arising both within agents’ consumption bundles and in relative
distribution among agents.

4.2 Symmetry, equity, and e!ciency

The attainability of an allocation equilibrium can have two facets. One is the
e!ciency of an attainable solution relative to the solution at a competitive

95
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equilibrium. It is well-understood that the competitive equilibria for an arbi-
trary endowment in an arbitrary economy cannot be constructively computed
or selected in general. Therefore constructive solutions must deviate from some
competitive equilibria in some economies. General constructions such as the
non-cooperative equilibria of strategic market games will deviate from Pareto
Optima even in cases where the CE are unique and could in principle be iden-
tified from the information assumed.

The second facet of attainability is that apparently constructive solution
concepts may have harmful or even fatal ambiguities in the selection of rational
strategies. Agents may be able to work out the desired equilibria in goods,
and market mechanisms may provide them strategies which determine prices
and allocations. Yet these mechanisms may admit a range of strategic actions
which are strictly equivalent with respect to allocation. If such solutions require
coordination among agents, and are surrounded by sub-optimal solutions at all
coordination failures, the very degeneracy of solutions may make identification
of strategies impossible in principle.

Both facets of attainability of solutions involve symmetry in a fundamental
way. The deviations from Competitive Equilibrium that are the cost of construc-
tive solutions often result from asymmetric treatment of agents by markets, or
from correlations between agent production and trading strategies that lead to
asymmetric treatments of goods. Symmetry in the treatment of agents can in
principle be restored, but without considerable centralization of information, do-
ing so generally leads to ambiguities in the strategic path toward optimization,
which undermine coordination.

In this chapter, we will use a comparative analysis of one-period trading
mechanisms to study how arbitrary degrees of freedom are removed by market
mechanisms or constructive solution concepts – whether they are taken out of
the choice sets of individual agents or are somehow distributed over the econ-
omy – and how this di"erence a"ects the equity of the allocation or the need
for complex market redundancies or information centralization. We will also
compute the consequences of asymmetry for allocative e!ciency. The trade-o"
between attainability and e!ciency will be considered from a di"erent perspec-
tive (existence or non-existence of rules) in Chapter 5.

4.2.1 Counting degrees of freedom, and the problem of
the undetermined numéraire

Much of the importance of process analysis can be illustrated with a single
dilemma: the meaning and determination of the value of the numéraire for
exchange. In an exchange economy with m goods and a corresponding m types
of agents who produce them, the General Equilibrium solution fixes m $ 1
components of the price vector. The specification of these is exact at any given
equilibrium, even if it is ambiguous up to the choice of equilibrium within a
countable set. The m $ 1 components are those corresponding to the ratios
of marginal utility among any of the m goods. The value of the numéraire
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component of prices is arbitrary, and is defined in General Equilibrium to be
meaningless.

The duality of prices and demands in neoclassical economics1 directly relates
not only the counts, but also the meanings, of these two properties of any
equilibrium. Each agent nominally expresses m o"er price components, which
are the gradient components of her utility function at its m demand arguments.
Them$1 components in the tangent space to the indi"erence surface correspond
to relative prices, while the magnitude of the last component depends on the
cardinalization of utility, which is irrelevant to the existence of a competitive
equilibrium.

If a non-cooperative and constructive procedure is required to arrive at an
equilibrium, however, agents must make either bids or o"ers on each of m goods,
and so must contribute to formation of m price components. This is true even
if they hold only ordinal preferences, so that in the gradient of their utilities
one component is considered economically irrelevant. One of the price com-
ponents will indeed be irrelevant even to the specification of non-cooperative
equilibria, but agents have no way to know ahead of time (that is, while making
their strategic choices at market) which component will be the irrelevant one.
The market mechanism must therefore provide a way to make clearing indepen-
dent of the irrelevant component, or else to ensure that it never arises. If the
market cannot do this, agents have no way to rationally choose strategies, and
coordination on a non-cooperative equilibrium becomes impossible. The models
below will illustrate cases of both possibility and impossibility of constructing
non-cooperative equilibria, which will depend on the approach taken to fix or
eliminate the arbitrary numéraire.

4.2.2 Symmetric versus asymmetric imposition of constraints:
equity and e!ciency considerations

In general we see that three considerations are in conflict in removing or speci-
fying the arbitrary choice variable. These are: 1) redundancy and therefore cost
in the trading algorithm itself, 2) the symmetry with which the choice variable is
denied to agents, and 3) the information-intensiveness of centralized institutions
that promote market clearing.

In an economy where goods and agents are symmetric a priori, the ambigu-
ous numéraire is not anyone’s to specify or anyone’s to be individually denied.
Yet choice variables are discrete, and a single choice variable cannot be denied
to each agent without removing too many choices. If it is denied as a strategy
variable to one type of agents while it is permitted to the others, the denied type
will have fewer choices at market and will be arbitrarily disadvantaged by the
market structure. In markets where one of the goods is used as a commodity
money, this asymmetry generally arises to the disadvantage to the agents who
are money-providers. In the one-period setting illustrated by Market 3 below,

1For an elegant treatment see Samuelson [307]. See also Thomas Russell [303, 304], which
relate this duality of minimum systems – known as Legendre duality – to duality under a
simplectic structure of goods and prices.
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this asymmetry can be so severe that non-cooperative equilibria approach the
no-trade solution. Asymmetries of this kind may be removed at the cost of us-
ing all goods equivalently as monies (illustrated as Market 1), or of providing a
central clearinghouse which monetizes personal credit consistently (Market 6).
The former is costly in redundancies of trading-post markets and monies, while
the latter requires extensive information gathering and processing.

Asymmetry of the market opportunities o"ered to agents violates the equal
treatment property of competitive equilibria, which assures that all a priori
equivalent agents arrive at equal allocations at an equilibrium. Equal treatment
may be considered a normative requirement for trading mechanisms, and its
violation by a market design may constitute a reason not to adopt that design.
Equal treatment also underpins the economic notion of a representative agent.
While precisely equal treatment will usually be unrealistic, purely random vio-
lations of the equal treatment property (as by search or sampling e"ects) may
permit some version of representative-agent modeling to be retained with equal
treatment in the aggregate [375]. Systematically unequal treatment which is
structurally essential would, in contrast, be expected to apply similarly to ag-
gregates as to individuals.

4.3 Components of a one-period taxonomy

4.3.1 A complexity hierarchy for information and clearing
rules

We will not attempt in this chapter to provide a formal definition of the com-
plexity of a market’s function.2 The six market models presented here have
been chosen to illustrate the constraints on rational action from asymmetry
of the market mechanism, or from strategically ambiguous degrees of freedom.
The models have su!ciently many shared features that they roughly represent
successive stages in the elaboration of a few common ideas. Therefore we may
choose a small number of criteria based on the degree of elaboration of a market’s
strategy sets or information requirements, which will provide a commonsense
complexity ordering of the models. In some cases these have an obvious map-
ping onto measures based on description length for data or for algorithms. We
will use the following rules:

• Simultaneous actions are simpler than serial actions.

• Fewer decision variables for agents in their interactions with markets are
simpler than more variables. The fewest nontrivial variables is one per
agent-market pairing, and it is natural to make this a choice of a bid for
goods. Markets at this level, to be nontrivial, must require that agents

2Attempts at measures of complexity for purely formal computational algorithms already
suggest that distinct, mutually incommensurable notions of complexity may be needed to
address di!erent aspects of performance, and show that lack of formalization is often less of
a problem in assessing relative complexity than of unclearly defined goals.
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put their entire initial allocations up for sale, removing the choice of how
much to o"er. Such cases, called “sell-all” markets, are treated thoroughly
in Ref. [350], and will not be reconsidered here.

The next simplest structure creates two variables per agent-market pair-
ing, and it is natural to make these bids and amounts of supply. These
markets include the sell-all case, and allow a broader and more interesting
set of possible means of payment. The examples in the following taxonomy
will all be of this type.

The next simplest market structure admits four decision variables, which
may be taken as bids and quantities o"ered, and prices for these whose lim-
its must be specified. For these four decision variables, however, the sim-
plest clearing mechanism requires clauses for incomplete clearing, through
either queuing or cancellation of orders. These more complex games in-
clude examples in Ref. [90], and references therein, and lead into auction
theory.

• Within the realm of solution concepts, non-cooperative concepts are sim-
pler than cooperative ones.

• Finally, among non-cooperative solution algorithms, pure-strategy Nash
equilibria with full knowledge of other-agent utilities and endowments are
the simplest possible. While the mechanics of the computation may be
more involved than that for more knowledge-restricted algorithms, the
full-knowledge Nash equilibrium is theoretically simpler than a bounded-
rationality concept, because it does not require the additional distinction
between what is shared knowledge and what is knowledge particular to
each agent.

4.3.2 Some notation for handling dimensions

Chapter 3 introduced the concept of dimension, its relation to measurement and
scaling symmetry, and its use in the estimation procedure known as Dimensional
Analysis. There we argued for a minimal form of one-period utility with homo-
thetic indi"erence surfaces, and a minimal price-formation rule associated with
the buy-sell game. The example market mechanisms presented below require a
somewhat richer treatment, because a variety of goods, promissory notes, and
bank credit are considered as means of payment at trading posts. To perform
an equivalent analysis of minimal price-formation rules in this more diverse set-
ting, it is helpful to have a standard notation for referring to dimensions and the
operations performed by market-supporting institutions that interconvert them.
This notation will also permit a compact presentation of all market forms, and
easy comparison among them.

• Each consumable good is given a dimension, and the name given to the
dimension of the jth good will be gj (think: “apples”, “oranges”, “ba-
nanas”).
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• There is in general a numéraire, which is a specific quantity of a specific
good (think “one orange”). The numéraire therefore has both quantity
and dimension (in this case, the name of the dimension is “oranges”).
The numéraire is denoted N .

• Personal credit takes the form of promissory notes denominated in the
numéraire. Specification of the game must include defining who may pro-
duce these, when they are to be paid, how they are exchanged for the
denominated goods, and when or if they may be destroyed. Promissory
notes may be written by individual agents or institutions such as central
banks, and in general these are not substitutable and thus have di"erent
dimensions. The name given to the dimension of a promissory note writ-
ten by agent i in numéraire N is Ii (N). Promissory notes from a central
bank will be given dimension ICB (N).

• The notation [ ] is used for the operator on a dimensional quantity that
gives the name of its dimension (example: [“one orange”] = “oranges”).

• The notation C ( ) is used for the clearing operator that maps a promissory
note for a good to an amount of that good. The operator represents
the actions of a clearinghouse, and the need for it will become apparent
when we demand dimensional homogeneity of equations. An example
will illustrate the relation of clearing operators, promissory notes, and
dimensions: If bji is a promissory note from agent i for one unit of the

numéraire N ,
9

bji

:

= Ii (N), and C
%

bji

&

= N .

4.3.3 Graphical representations

A complete specification of a minimal market may now be done easily, by listing
the dimensions of the bids, o"ers, and numéraire, and diagrammatically repre-
senting which goods are directly exchangeable for which others. Rather than
do this merely with lists, we introduce a graphical representation that makes
visual comparison of the market forms easy. Only goods, penalties, and the
institutional relations between them require graphical representation, since the
interaction of agents with the institutions is uniformly applied according to the
clearing rules given above, and since all markets will follow a uniform event
sequence that we describe in the next subsection.

• A good, whether consumable or financial, is represented by a filled dot .

• The penalty variable applied by the courts is an open circle .

• A trading post that takes in two goods is represented by a solid line
between the dots representing the goods . The goods may be
consumables directly exchanged, or consumables o"ered and notes used
in payment. They may have specifically-assigned roles as bids and o"ers,
or there may be freedom in this assignment, as in Market 2 below. When
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there is more than one market between the same two goods, as in Market 1
below, the specification of which is bid and which o"er distinguishes the
posts, in which case the line between them is made into a directional arrow

.

• A clearinghouse relation between goods is a dashed line between the dots
representing the goods . In all the models built here, one of the
goods will be a promissory note, and the other the underlying consumable.

• A court relation between a balance of goods and a penalty assignment
is also a dashed line . The court and the clearinghouse share a
linestyle that is di"erent from that of the trading posts, as a reminder
that the relation to the agents is essentially coercive within the rules of
these games, whereas the market relation is essentially voluntary.

• A credit-evaluation relation between two forms of promissory notes is given
the same graphical representation as a market relation. Since they are
both goods, and the action of the credit evaluator is linear (involves no
threshold relations), it functions the same way as a di"erent type of market
with a di"erent clearing rule.

4.3.4 Structure of moves within a single trading period

Markets, clearinghouses and courts, and credit evaluators, all participate in
trade with a definite sequence, which may be stylized by dividing a single period
into a sequence similar to Hicks’s “week” [180]. We will refer to this period as a
“trading day”. O"ers and bids are delivered by agents to the trading posts “in
the morning”. If bids are in promissory notes, and a credit evaluation agency is
used to evaluate their worth, this takes place through an exchange between the
trading posts and the evaluation agency “at noon” (if not, noon is an irrelevant
time). Bought goods and disbursements of payment for sold goods are delivered
from the markets to the agents “in the afternoon”. If bids are in promissory
notes, and these notes must be cleared, an exchange takes place between the
agents and clearinghouses “in the evening”. This is the time when promissory
notes are returned to their creators, and if necessary, penalties are assessed (if
payment is in consumables, evening is an irrelevant time). Agents consume
their final allocation bundles entirely “at night”. Passage of one day defines one
complete period of production, exchange, and consumption.

Agents’ ignorance of each other’s strategies is formalized by supposing that
agents choose their qji and bji sets before going to market in the morning. If
bids are in promissory notes, agents also write these de novo at the time of
determining bji .

The goal of clearinghouses is to exchange promissory notes, possibly at an
exchange rate determined by a credit evaluator, so as to allow each agent to “buy
back” his own promissory notes by paying with the notes of others. Agents are
then free to destroy notes of their own writing at night, together with consuming
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their final allocations. The rules of the game prohibit agents from destroying
any promissory notes besides their own.

4.4 A partial taxonomy of one-period exchange
mechanisms

We now present the taxonomy of one-period exchange mechanisms, emphasizing
in each the counting of its degrees of freedom and its dimensional content. The
price-formation and clearing rules described in general form in Chapter 3 will be
refined where necessary to be consistent with the dimensional structure of each
market. In all cases, however, the basic structure of the buy-sell game will be
retained, and the clearing rules will continue to be the simplest ones consistent
with dimensional homogeneity and having no additional arbitrary constants.

Market 1 (All-for-all, directed).

9

qjki

:

= gj /j, k
[N ] = various
9

bjki

:

= gk /j, k
4

pjk
5

= gk

gj /j, k
g1      . . .       gm-1

gm

m (m$ 1) markets. Payment in goods; no short sales, no credit. NE
constructable, symmetric, and robust to allocation constraints.

This is the market structure that most closely resembles barter; it di"ers from
barter and defines a true market only in that it aggregates all bids and o"ers
and enforces a law of one price at each trading post. Direct-exchange trading
posts exist between all commodities j and k, and are indexed superscript jk.
O"ers qjki in these markets thus have dimension gj and bids have dimension gk.
Each commodity serves as means of payment in m $ 1 markets, and is o"ered
for sale in m $ 1 others. No credit is o"ered in this market system, meaning

that 0 &
!

k %=j

%

qjki + bkji

&

& aji , for all agents i and all goods j.

At general endowments agen, each agent i has 2m (m$ 1) strategic DOF,

the
2

qjki , bjki

3

in all markets. Markets accepting bids and o"ers in the same

quantity (which would appear as self-loops in the diagram) are not considered,
because the only sensible clearing rule would simply return to each agent what
he had delivered. The total number of strategic DOF for allm agents is therefore
2m2 (m$ 1).

The price for the jk market is defined by the notational generalization of
Eq. (3.4),

pjk -
!

i b
jk
i

!

i q
jk
i

. (4.1)
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It is not required by the institutional structure that the prices (4.1) satisfy
the dimensionally-allowed relation pjk = 1/pkj, though many sensible solution
concepts may lead to solutions with this property. The allocation rule for agent
i as a result of trades in all markets combines Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6):

Aj
i = aji +

$

k %=j

<

$qjki +
bjki
pjk

=

+
$

k %=j

%

qkji pkj $ bkji

&

. (4.2)

Since bids are consumables, there are no separate monetary state variables, and
agents’ holdings of each good change through both of its roles, as a sold item
and as a money.

Note that failure of the double coincidence of wants aspec reduces each agent

to 2 (m$ 1) DOF, the
2

qjki 2= 0
3

in the (m$ 1) markets for his endowed good,

and the (m$ 1)
2

bjki 2= 0
3

in markets for other goods, for which the endowment

is used as means of payment. The resulting total number of DOF is 2m (m$ 1),
and the system leads to symmetric exchange solutions for specialists, which
are constructable at any m, as derived in App. 4.6.1. The e!ciency of these
allocations is less than unity, but by the smallest margin the one-period non-
cooperative solutions can achieve.

Market 1 is thus agent-permutation symmetric and robust in allowing nonzero-
trade solutions under allocation constraints. If the costs of operating trading
posts were considered, though, it would also be the most costly of the structures
considered here at large m, because the costs to maintain m (m$ 1) trading
posts must be paid, even if agents can only use 2m (m$ 1) of the degrees of
freedom they provide.

Market 2 (All-for-all, undirected).

9

qjki

:

= gj /j, k
[N ] = various
9

bjki

:

= gk /j, k
4

pjk
5

= gk

gj /j, k
g1      . . .       gm-1

gm

m (m$ 1) /2 markets. Payment in goods; no short sales, no credit.
NE constructable, symmetric, but limited by allocation constraints
for m . 3.

This market allows all-for-all exchange, like Market 1, but reduces the num-
ber of trading posts needed in a natural way. Markets are again indexed super-
script jk, but there is now a unique trading post for direct exchange of any pair
of goods.

The cost of this simplification is that bids and o"ers, rather than having
separate roles in every market, become defined by context. All goods of type
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j delivered to post jk are interpreted as q-values, and all goods of type k at
that post are interpreted as b-values. Since the name jk or kj of the post
is arbitrary within this convention, this implies the identity qjki - bkji . At
general endowments agen, each agent is thus reduced to m (m$ 1) strategic

DOF, the
2

qjki , bjki

3

in the symmetrized markets, and the total number of DOF

is m2 (m$ 1).
Price is computed just as in Eq. (4.1), with the context-dependent definition

of the bs and qs, but now by definition pjk - 1/pkj . There is a natural modifica-
tion of the disaggregation rules for both goods, from Equations (3.5) and (3.6):
each agent receives a fraction of the total both of the j and the k good, equal
to his contribution to the value at the jk post, (this fraction is independent of
which good is regarded as the money and measure of value). The value fraction
for an agent i may be written

qjki pjk + bjki
!

i!

%

qjk
i!
pjk + bjk

i!

& =
1

2

<

qjki
!

i! q
jk
i!

+
bjki

!

i! b
jk
i!

=

, (4.3)

and the allocation rules that follow from it (written with either market naming
order) is

Aj
i = aji +

1

2

$

k %=j

<

$qjki +
bjki
pjk

=

= aji +
1

2

$

k %=j

%

qkji pkj $ bkji

&

= aji $
1

2

$

k %=j

6

qjki $ qkji
Qjk

Qkj

7

. (4.4)

In the first line of Eq. (4.4) good j is treated as the bought and sold consumable,
while in the second line it is regarded as the means of payment for the other
k 2= j bought and sold consumables. In the last line (where Qjk -

!

i q
jk
i ), the

order of jk is permuted so as to express all quantities as qs, a convenience when
maximizing utilities in App. 4.6.

Under failure of the coincidence of wants aspec, each agent still has (m$ 1)
DOF for a total of m (m$ 1) DOF, because there are precisely (m$ 1) markets
for any single endowed good in exchange for other goods. The solutions are still
symmetric and constructable at all m, and the collection of markets is half as
costly as those in Market 1, in exchange for o"ering half the strategic freedoms.
However, the clearing rule leads to large fractions of returned goods, so if there
is no short sale, for m . 3 there is a shortage of either o"ers or means of pay-
ment to attain the interior solution. This is demonstrated in App. 4.6.2. Thus
agents would be better o" spontaneously breaking the symmetry of solutions in
Market 1, and abandoning one of the two markets for each good, but continu-
ing to use the conventional clearing rules. While one might have expected that
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thinning of the markets in the directed case would a"ect final allocations, this
turns out not to be the case in either the symmetric or fully broken solutions,
since only the replication index a"ects the impact assessments.

Market 3 (Commodity standard, cash payment).
9

qji

:

= gj /j 2= m, qmi = 0

[N ] = gm
9

bji

:

= gm /j 2= m, bmi = 0
4

pj
5

= gm

gj /j 2= m, pm undef
g1      . . .       gm-1

gm

m $ 1 markets. Payment in a preselected good; no short sales, no
credit. NE constructable, but approach the no-trade solution under
allocation constraints.

This structure has m $ 1 trading posts indexed simply by the good j 2= m
sold at them. Payment is in good m and, as we excluded goods-for-themselves
markets in the previous cases, we do not introduce a market here exchanging m

form. At agen there are 2 (m$ 1) strategic DOF per agent – the
2

qj %=m
i , bj %=m

i

3

–

for a total of 2m (m$ 1) DOF. A version of this market is treated in Ref. [350],
Ch. 7, where the role of the mth good as money is given precedence over its
consumable status.

Under failure of the coincidence of wants aspec, the m $ 1 agents of type
i 2= m are reduced to one o"er qii each, while agents of type m have m$ 1 bids
>

bj %=m
m

?

. There are thus 2 (m$ 1) total DOF. However, the solutions are highly
asymmetric because only one agent type may bid in the commodity money.
This asymmetry renders the exchange mechanism nearly useless; the strategic
market game produces solutions that approach the no-trade allocation at large
m. Because we have defined the e!ciency of no-trade to be zero, the e!ciency
of the solutions to this game decay as O (1/m).

Market 4 (Commodity standard, personal credit).
9

qji

:

= gj /j 2= m, qmi = 0

[N ] = gm
9

bji

:

= Ii (N) /j 2= m, bmi = 0
4

pj
5

= Ii(N)
gj /j 2= m, pm undef

g1      . . .       gm-1

gm

Ii(N)

m $ 1 markets for goods. Payment in promissory notes for a pres-
elected good, with one clearinghouse for notes and that good. NE
constructable at large m and survive under allocation constraints,
but are not symmetric.
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This structure has the same asymmetry as Market 3, but softens the impact
of the failure of coincidence of wants by adding credit in the form of personal
promissory notes to deliver the mth good. All notes are given credit by the
trading-post pricing and allocation mechanisms (3.4 - 3.6) at face value. In
other words, promissory notes are substitutable and the various dimensions
Ii (N) , i % 1, . . . ,mr may be regarded as a single dimension. With the addition
of credit, bankruptcy rules are formally required to handle the possibility of
default in the promissory notes. However, for the interior solutions that credit
was introduced to render attainable, the bankruptcy constraint never becomes
binding, because the consumption value of the commodity money ensures a net
flow of good m to all of the type i 2= m agents, enabling them to repay loans.

While a “money market” for the mth good is now definable, with bids in
promissory notes for that good, we define the model not to include such a
trading post. With this choice, each agent under generalist production agen has

2 (m$ 1) of the
2

qj %=m
i , bj %=m

i

3

DOF, for total of 2m (m$ 1). The allocation

rule for the mth good replaces Eq. (3.5) with the clearinghouse value

Am
i = ami +

$

j %=m

C
%

qji p
j $ bji

&

. (4.5)

(When this interior solution is impossible because ami is too small, the bankruptcy
penalties modify Eq. (4.5), and induce an endogenous rate of interest, which is
the shadow price of the capacity constraint.)

The importance of credit is that at aspec, each agent of type i 2= m is reduced

only to m DOF, the qii for his own endowment and m$ 1 bids
2

bj %=m
i

3

(recall

that agents had only 1 DOF in Market 3 where cash payment was required).
Agents of type m retain the m$ 1 bids

>

bj %=m
m

?

that they have in Market 3, for
a total of m2 $ 1 DOF in the system.

Final allocations at aspec, derived in App. 4.6.3, while no longer converging
to the no-trade solution at large m as in Market 3, are nonetheless still not
symmetric. Although at m ( 1 and r ( 1 they converge to the competitive

equilibrium, at large m and fixed r, they converge at O
%

(1/m)0
&

to a relation

of the form

*

j

Aj
m (

6

1$
1

r

7

e1/r
*

j

Aj
i%=m ( e!

1
r(r"1)

*

j

Aj
CE , (4.6)

where Aj
CE is the final allocation (the same here for all agents and all goods)

that would be attained at a competitive equilibrium. At a level of resolution
where there are many goods in the world produced by specialists, but relatively
few truly equivalent producers of any one good (small r), the agents called on to
provide the standard of value are penalized relative to the rest. Such a penalty
arises because, whereas all other agents have some strategic freedom to impact
the prices of their own goods, the provider of the numéraire loses this freedom.
Though he has reduced purchasing power relative to other agents, in other
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respects he e"ectively becomes a price taker (as borne out by the symmetry
of his final allocations Aj

m among j, a property of the CE allocations but not

the other
2

Aj
i%=m

3

in the NE. The reduction in allocative e!ciency due to the

penalty on type-m agents is not compensated by the slight windfall given to the
other types, so the e!ciency of this Market is the lowest of those that retain
finite levels of trade at large m.

The practical relevance of the asymmetry in this Market arises if one con-
siders embedding its function into a larger game in which agents may choose to
become specialist producers versus generalists. In such a game they may (on an
even longer timescale) choose their desired market structure as well. If agents
may strategically re-allocate labor, a tragedy of the commons results. The voca-
tion of money-producer is strictly dominated by all other vocations. Therefore
in a NE, even though the consumption utility without trade and without con-
sumable good m becomes infinitely negative, it is the unique equilibrium. If,
instead of being committed to a structurally unfair market, the rules of the
larger game give agents “veto” power over the adoption of a market structure,
Market 4 will be avoided to escape the labor-allocation ine!ciencies it creates.

The solutions in this case exist at allm, but they are formally non-constructable
due to an unspecified degree of wash selling by each producer. This formal am-
biguity occupies an interval of relative size 1/m in price and final allocation,
though, and so it can practically always be placed below some threshold of
severity at large m. In practical terms, then, NE are “constructable” in a limit
of su!ciently many types.

Market 5 (Personal credit with bankruptcy law).
9

qji

:

= gj /j
[N ] = free
9

bji

:

= Ii (N) /j
4

pj
5

= Ii(N)
gj /j

g1        . . .         gm-1

gm

Ii(N)

Π

m markets for goods. Payment in personal promissory notes for an
arbitrary numéraire, credited at face value, with a court imposing
bankruptcy penalties. NE are not constructable.

One can attempt to patch up the asymmetry in Market 4 by adding a trading
post for good m, in e"ect a commodity money-market. With this modification,
since bids for all goods are denominated in the same set of promissory notes
credited at face value, their denomination, and hence the numéraire, becomes
arbitrary up to its interpretation in the bankruptcy laws. Thus with the adop-
tion of a money market, the commodity that previously served as money returns
to being just another consumable good, at interior solutions.

Each agent näıvely has 2m DOF at agen, in the form of
2

qji , b
j
i

3

/j, giving
2m2 total DOF for the system. However, correct counting of the strategic
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DOF requires more careful treatment of the bankruptcy penalty as it applies to
interior solutions.

The min operator in Eq. (3.8), having undefined derivative at zero argu-
ment, is unsuited to evaluating the gradients required by Nash equilibria. The
discontinuous derivative may be regularized for each agent by replacing Eq. (3.8)
with

Ui ( Ui + .iMi (4.7)

where Mi is defined in Eq. (3.6). Since there is no source of initial debts,
mi = 0, /i. The discontinuous derivative is replaced in Eq. (4.7) with a set
{.i} of Kuhn-Tucker multipliers, one for each agent i. This formulation of
bankruptcy has the interpretation of a game between each agent and the courts,

in which the agent tries to maximize Eq. (4.7) with respect to the
2

qji , b
j
i

3

, and

the courts try to minimize it with respect to .i. Linear debt penalties di"er
from simple Kuhn-Tucker constraints in that the courts are only permitted the
variation 0 & .i & '. (The .i are shadow prices associated with the constraints,
and bankruptcy is a form of limited liability.)

At nonzero values of Mi, the derivative is manifestly that of Eq. (3.8), while
at Mi = 0, the derivative of the penalty term with respect to Mi is .i. This
gradient is set equal to the gradient of Ui to obtain the first-order conditions on
the final allocations. Symmetric, interior solutions exist, and at these solutions
no agent goes bankrupt. Rather, the mi = 0, /i, and by the accounting identity
!

iMi =
!

imi, these satisfy exactly Mi = 0, /i, and 0 < .i < ', /i.
If the Kuhn-Tucker expression of the min were nothing more than a regular-

ization method for derivatives, it would say that agents sample all bji values, and
then compare the relative merits of going bankrupt to buy a little more of good
j to that for a little more of good j$. Obviously this is the wrong interpretation
for interior values of .i, which are set by the utilities and not the legal value '.
Interior values are a device for comparing the relative prices of all pairs j and
j$ of goods. They thus represent a strategy evaluation in which bankruptcy is
not considered, and the relative values of the goods are compared directly. In
other words .i, like an ordinary binding Kuhn-Tucker or Lagrange multiplier, is
one negative DOF per agent, leading to $m DOF relative to the näıve count of
2m2 for the whole system. (This manner of counting Kuhn-Tucker multipliers
as negative degrees of freedom is general.)

2m2$m is still not the correct DOF count for this system, however. Promis-
sory notes have an overall rescaling symmetry bji ( $bji , as long as the same $
is applied by all agents. This scaling freedom corresponds to the arbitrariness
of the numéraire familiar in competitive equilibria. It obviously does not a"ect
a strategic ability of agents to change either allocations or utilities, and results
only in an overall rescaling of prices. Therefore the correct number of total
DOF is 2m2 $m$ 1 = (2m+ 1) (m$ 1). Catastrophically for the functioning
of this market, however, this negative strategic degree of freedom is distributed
over the agents, leading to two consequences. First, the negative degree of
freedom resulting from symmetry is not fixed by a simple constraint such as
a Kuhn-Tucker multiplier; all institutionally explicit constraints in the model
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have already been represented. Second and more important, and related to the
fact that the negative degree of freedom is not made institutionally explicit, the
presence of the rescaling freedom implies that no choice process exists for agents
to arrive at a solution, even if they are fully rational, as long as we remain within
the noncooperative-game framework.

The way to see the non-constructibility of solutions is to recognize that,
even knowing everything about all agent utilities and endowments, there is no
way any agent can know the scale that other agents will use for all of their bji ,
because he cannot know their moves in a noncooperative game. Since this scale
factor is not constrained by the NE solution itself, there is no other information
besides knowledge of other-player moves that could resolve this indeterminacy.

Were it not for the fact that agents have no way to find NE solutions, a
continuum of such solutions indexed by the scale factor $ exists, both at agen,
and aspec. In the latter case they even have the symmetry that the allocations

of Market 4 lack. Allocation constraints remove m$ 1 o"er DOF
2

qj %=i
i

3

from

each agent’s strategies, or m (m$ 1) from the total, leaving m2 $ 1. These are
the same DOF as in Market 4 except for two: Agent m can now o"er qmm in a
market for his endowment, but this localized freedom is o"set by the distributed
constraint that overall rescaling by $ has no consequences for equilibrium allo-
cations.

Market 6 (Personal credit monetized).
9

qji

:

= gj /j
[N ] = free
9

bji

:

= ICB (N) /j
4

pj
5

= ICB(N)
gj /j

g1        . . .         gm-1

gm

ICB(N)

I1(N) Im-1(N)

Im(N)

m markets for goods. Initial payment in personal promissory notes
for an arbitrary numéraire, exchanged at a credit evaluator for central-
bank promissory notes, at a computed rate of exchange. NE con-
structable at large m, symmetric, and robust under allocation con-
straints.

Market 5 attempted to recover symmetry and introduced a new, severe form
of indeterminacy. The reason for this failure is that substituting un-refereed
personal credit for a commodity standard replaces a localized constraint on
agents of type m in Market 4, with a global scaling symmetry that was under
the control of no-one, and not deducible by anyone. The institution that retains
symmetry while restoring computability is e"ectively an exchange-rate service,
here considered as one function of a central bank. (In Ref. [388], exactly
the process used here was modeled, but rather than considering exchange-rate
computation to define a new institution, Sorin described it as a modification to
the clearing rule of the posts, which were then necessarily regarded together as
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a trading mechanism with a centralized clearinghouse or central bank that also
calculates exchange rates.)

Agents again o"er and bid in the mornings at markets for all m goods, in
qji and personal promissory notes. As in the previous model, the denomination
of the notes is arbitrary. In the current model, however, the personal notes
are not evaluated at face value, and the trading posts do not deliver goods or
disbursements right away. Rather, they bring the notes along with a record of

the received
2

qji

3

to a central bank, which computes a set of exchange rates /i,

and returns central bank promissory notes on behalf of i to the trading posts
according to a formula

bjCB(i) = /ib
j
i . (4.8)

These notes then become the e"ective deposit by agent i at post j. The dimen-
sions of /i are thus

[/i] =
ICB (N)

Ii (N)
. (4.9)

Because notes not credited at face value, the bji at di"erent i are no longer
directly interchangeable. They must therefore be regarded as separate goods
with distinct dimensions, which we have illustrated graphically in the Market 6
diagram.

Equations (3.4 - 3.6) are then evaluated by the markets in the afternoon,
as before, but with the bids for each agent i now represented in the uniformly

denominated
2

bjCB(i)

3

. Disbursements of central bank notes to the agents are

made, and the central bank takes the agents to a clearinghouse in the evening.
There, promissory notes are exchanged back to their originators at the rates /i
defined earlier in the day.

The rule that the central bank uses to compute the /i is that all promissory
notes will clear exactly at the end of the day, Mi = 0, /i. This “mechanical”
institutional function, which deprives agents of the ability to set meaningful
overall scales of their notes, also eliminates any need (or indeed, any role) for
bankruptcy penalties. The {Mi} are linear functions of the {/i! }, with coef-

ficients
2

M i
!

i

3

that are functions of the
2

qji , b
j
i

3

. Assembling the constraints

and the /s into column vectors, the condition of perfect clearing may be written

[Mi] -
9

M i
!

i

:

[/i! ] = [0] . (4.10)

From Eq. (3.6) it is straightforward to compute the diagonal values

M i
i = $

$

j

<

1$
qji
Qj

=

bji , (4.11)

and the o"-diagonal

M i
!

%=i
i =

$

j

qji
Qj

bj
i!
. (4.12)
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It is then an elementary accounting check that
$

i!

M i
i! = 0, /i. (4.13)

Thus
9

M i
!

i

:

is degenerate, and so has at least one eigenvector [/i! ] of zero

eigenvalue. (If more than one null eigenvector exists, this indicates that the
bids and o"ers allow the market to break up into more than one independently-
valued subsystems of exchange.)

The null eigenvector(s) maps any
2

bji

3

that are consistent with an interior

NE, up to a uniform but independent rescaling by each agent i, to the NE
with a single consistent scale factor. Since [/i! ] is null, its overall scale is of
course undetermined. This scale factor again corresponds to the ambiguity of
the numéraire in General Equilibrium. The bank may adopt any convention it
likes to set a scale for [/i! ], and nothing about the final allocations will depend
on this choice. Note that the central bank is not required to compute a General
Equilibrium solution, in the manner of a Walrasian auctioneer. Only the much
simpler, linear note-clearing condition (4.10) is required, and this remains exact
whether or not agents’ bids are consistent with a NE.

The agents’ strategies are now well-defined, and the NE are constructable
within the context of Nash optimization. Each agent is rational to compute

his
2

bji

3

as if all other agents were generating
2

bj
i! %=i

3

with the same assumed

numéraire and scale, and as if all promissory notes were to be credited at face
value. In general, of course, the scales assumed by di"erent agents will have
no relation. As long as each agent’s bids have the correct ratios internally, the
absolute scale factors they choose will not matter.

The scale-freedom of the
2

bji

3

, fixed in Market 5 by the Kuhn-Tucker mul-

tiplier but restored as a bidding freedom in Market 6, is not a new degree of
freedom. It is fixed by the clearing rule (4.10) as a market service, rather than
by threat from the courts. Thus one DOF per agent has been both added and
subtracted, and in this respect the the markets are the same. The only new
feature in Market 6 is that the previously untraceable strategic symmetry – the
overall scale – is now explicitly fixed by any choice of normalization made by
the central bank, which counts as the required $1 DOF. The counting of DOF
in both the agen, and aspec is thus the same as argued in Market 5. Further,
all of the NE are the same. The only consequence of the institutional di"erence
is to make such solutions identifiable within the standard paradigm of rational
choice. It remains a feature of this market, as in the previous two, that the solu-
tions retain a small indeterminacy in the degree of wash selling, which becomes
harmless in the large-m limit. App. 4.6.4 shows that the solutions achieved by
this market are the same as those in the all-for-all markets.

In the one-period setting of this chapter, with its single timescale and no
strategic labor re-allocation, we do not attempt to assign explicit costs according
to the complexity of di"erent markets. Nor do we attempt to compare these
to the e!ciency in money-metric of the noncooperative equilibria that they
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generate. It is therefore convenient that the maximally distributed, barter-like
Market 1, and the maximally centralized Market 6, generate solutions with the
same symmetry and allocative e!ciency. We may therefore compare, ceteris
paribus, the trading-post infrastructure, decision complexity, and information
requirements in these two diametrically opposed, minimal models directly.

4.4.1 Foreign exchange or credit evaluation?

The evaluation service institutionalized here in a central bank has two inter-
pretations, both relevant to economic life, but emphasizing di"erent concepts.
One could be called Foreign Exchange evaluation, and the other credit evalua-
tion. Both interpretations are forms of monetization of personal credit, which
generalizes in a di"erent way when issues of trust and visibility are introduced
to solution concepts to compensate for incomplete rationality or incomplete
information.

In Market 6, every agent e"ectively produces his own currency. The exchange
rate evaluation occurs as if each were a country bringing goods and otherwise-
valueless notes for trade to a set of international markets. The real goods o"ered
and bid for, together with the distribution of the currency, can be used by a
“world central bank” to determine exchange rates, at which no country is left
holding another country’s valueless notes at the end of the period. Values of
real goods o"ered play an essential part in the relative valuation of currencies,
a topic to which we return in more depth in Chapter 6 where we consider the
backing of fiat monies.

Alternatively, exchange rate evaluation makes sense as a form of credit eval-
uation in the absence of exogenous uncertainty, and it is under this charac-
terization that we generalize it here. The function of credit evaluation in the
monetization of credit is to exchange unreliable notes for reliable ones. The
exchange rate is chosen to preclude only the strategic (and thus preventable)
defaults, and as a consequence it enables trades that would not be possible with
cash payment alone. When default can result from exogenous uncertainty in
the world, as well as from strategic intentionality, this tradeo" is nontrivial and
depends on some marginal valuation of more trade versus more default.

With or without uncertainty about the world, endogenous uncertainty can
exist about the consistency of agent strategies. This form of uncertainty arises
in Market 5 from the undeterminability of a reference scale for bids bji made by
di"erent agents i. The purely endogenous component is special, though, in that
it is entirely preventable with no sacrifice in trade, because it requires only a
coordination mechanism. The mechanism for removing default solutions is the
same for both forms of uncertainty – the imposition of exchange rates between
personally- and centrally-generated credit. When uncertainty is introduced,
its source will matter because an exchange rate generates an interest rate to
balance default under exogenous uncertainty. The role of exchange in the model
sequence presented here is that of a pure accounting tool to address a structural
deficiency in market function.
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4.4.2 The gauge structure of monetized credit

The relation of Markets 5 and 6 illustrates a new kind of symmetry di"erent
from those raised in Chapter 3. It is a symmetry in the space of strategic
solutions, as opposed to a symmetry in the scales of production, consumption,
or time, or the discrete permutation symmetries that define market structures.
For these markets, the space of bidding strategies is one dimension larger than
the space of optimization conditions that agents use to choose their bids. As
a result, there must be a continuous space of solutions that are identical with
respect to allocation in the real-goods sector, but distinct from the perspective
of agent choices. Markets 5 and 6 distinguish between a symmetry that is a local
freedom of agent strategies, and one that is a global freedom left to the market
as a whole, but which requires that agents first be coordinated. Both forms
appear local to agents who act non-cooperatively, but a true local symmetry
permits solutions, whereas one that applies only to the market as a whole does
not.

We may understand the distinction by considering how undetermined agent
choices must propagate information to arrive at solutions. If only the global
symmetry exists, the problem of coordination among the local elements to find
any consistent set of bids can only be carried out by dynamics. This situation is
familiar in statistical physics, where slight dynamical mis-alignments which con-
vey information about the coordinated state are known as Goldstone particles.
The problem of identifying a scale for prices from the dynamics of expectations
has already been formulated as one of exchanging these particles [21].3 The con-
sequence of this fact for one-period models is that, if no time elapses to make
dynamics definable, the coherent best solution cannot be formed, as has been
shown in Market 5.

A physically di"erent origin for degenerate (and therefore symmetric) solu-
tions arises from what is called gauge symmetry in statistical physics. A gauge
field is a globally-defined excitation whose value serves as a reference for the
scale of each of the locally defined symmetry transformations.

Gauge fields create a new class of local symmetries, which consist of changing
the “gauged” value of the local variable, while adjusting the reference value (the
“gauge”) of the field together with it to indicate no change in the actual physical
state. In the example of Market 6, such a so-called gauge transformation is the
combination of

bji ( e"ibji , /j at some i (4.14)

with the corresponding adjustment that the central bank will make:

/i ( e!"i/i. (4.15)

3The use of this terminology in di!usive models, such as that of Ref. [21], requires slight
clarification. The theorem known as Goldstone’s theorem, which relates a global symmetry to
a long-range propagating degree of freedom, was originally proved for the vacuum structure
of zero-temperature quantum mechanics. The same kinds of symmetry can exist in classi-
cal reaction-di!usion systems, such as the stochastic process of Ref. [22]. In these systems,
however, they are related to the existence of non-mean-regressing degrees of freedom that
propagate as Brownian random walks, as described in Ref. [372, 376].
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Any agent is free to induce a gauge change independently of what the others
do, and such a rescaling leads to no change in the market allocations (or indeed in
any aspect of trading-post function). A layer of paper re-monetizing promissory
notes could be added to any market with credit. However, for markets such
as Market 4, in which optimal non-cooperative bids can be determined directly
from utilities, the additional paper degree of freedom would serve no purpose,
and a constraint akin to Eq. (4.10) would simply remove it without adding any
coordination or control function.

Gauge fields become functionally important when, as in Market 6, a global
symmetry of the solutions can be absorbed as a degree of freedom in the gauge
variation which does not a"ect allocations. Then the remaining, economically
meaningful bidding degrees of freedom can be specified instantaneously and in
a symmetric way by the gauge conditions.

In economics as in physics, a mechanism with gauge fields is di"erent from
one without. The di"erence both a"ects the instantaneous specification of a
model’s state space, as in the one-period models of this chapter, and it a"ects
the larger specification of a model’s dynamics over multiple periods. An inter-
esting issue when one comes to dynamics is that the evolution of gauge fields
(financial instruments) and the underlying (commodities) is in general indepen-
dently specified. While one must consider fluctuations about an optimal solution
for this dynamics to have any consequence, such fluctuations are expected when
one weakens ideal rationality to limited information or computational capacity
(introduces “trembles” of whatever sort). Then the multiperiod solution states
with financial instruments can be di"erent from those without, even if under
perfect rationality they would be specified to be the same at every instant.

4.4.3 Summary of complexity and symmetry in the one-
period markets

Table 4.1 summarizes the various indices computed for the six market cases
considered in Sec. 4.4. We note a number of overlaps across columns in the
table as institutions are added or changed, in either the specialist or generalist
allocation situations.

Market 3 and Market 4 have the same DOF at agen, because this is the case
of “enough cash, properly distributed”, in which the additional availability of
credit is irrelevant to the Nash solutions. The models di"er in their robustness
against boundary solutions, but this does not a"ect the DOF count. It is,
however, reflected in the collapse of the cash market under aspec due to inability
to overcome the Jevons failure, as reflected in the reduced DOF.

On the other hand, Markets 4 - 6 are indistinguishable for aspec, and indeed
all provide finite-trade solutions under allocation constraints. Their di"erence
is in the computability of these solutions.
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Prop.\Mkt. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Num. Mkts. m (m$ 1) m (m$ 1) /2 m$ 1 m$ 1 m m
agen DOF 2m2 (m$ 1) m2 (m$ 1) 2m (m$ 1) 2m (m$ 1) (2m+ 1) (m$ 1) (2m+ 1) (m$ 1)
aspec DOF 2m (m$ 1) m (m$ 1) 2 (m$ 1) m2 $ 1 m2 $ 1 m2 $ 1

Sym. Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Comp. any m m < 3 NT large m N/C large m

Table 4.1: Summary of the properties of the one-period markets. First line is
the number of trading posts, which would be input for costs if larger institution-
choosing games were being considered. Second line is DOF for unconstrained
bids and o"ers; third line is for the case of specialist producers. Fourth line
indicates whether the NE have the same symmetry as the agents in the specialist
case. Last line is constructibility, where NT means degeneration to the no-
trade solution, and N/C means not constructable. Large m denotes a limit not
specifiable within the setting posed, but defined qualitatively in the solutions
of App. 4.6. The value qualifying as “large” in a larger game would depend on
a tradeo" between costs of maintaining trading posts, and either cardinality of
the utility or the costs of bankruptcy.

4.5 Conclusions

4.5.1 Relations of symmetry to e!ciency

The one-period exchange mechanisms summarized in Table 4.1 produce three
qualitative types of solutions, which become more e!cient as they become more
symmetric, both under permutation of each individual’s goods, and under per-
mutation of individuals. There is an intrinsic asymmetry of endowments in the
generalized Jevons failure aspec, while the preferences are assumed completely
symmetric. The e!ciency of any market system considered here turns out to
measure how e"ectively it erases the endowment asymmetry as a property of
the allocations, and replaces it with the symmetry of the preferences, preferably
without introducing any new asymmetry under permutation of agents. The
di"erence in e!ciency between any two market types, multiplied by the initial
wealth rma of the system, may be thought of as a money-measure of utility
gain available to pay for any additional institutions required by the more e!-
cient system. We will formally model this interpretation in Chapter 5, where
gains from trade must o"set labor costs of the institutions which agents choose
strategically.

If one assigns the pure no-trade solution as the consequence of strategic un-
certainty of Market 5, this solution has e!ciency ,NT - 0. Barely better, the
severely allocation-constrained solution of Market 3, in which total exchange is
limited by the endowments of the cash holders, produce e!ciencies , ) 1/m.
Market 2, for which symmetric interior solutions are limited by boundary con-
straints, are a more complex intermediate case in which e!ciency should asymp-
totically approach a limit associated with trade by half the desired amount at
large m.
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In contrast, as soon as credit is introduced, most goods are traded, and
e!ciencies approach unity at largem and r. The least imprint of the endowment
asymmetry on the final allocations is produced by Markets 1 and 6, which
preserve the joint permutation symmetry of agents together with their endowed
goods, and attain the result (4.26): , ) 1 $ 1/2m(r $ 1)2 (though the latter
does so only at large m).

When the joint permutation symmetry of agents with their goods is violated
by the institutional structure itself, as in Market 4, even though most goods are
traded, the cost is a slightly reduced e!ciency (4.52): , ) 1 $ 1/2m(r $ 1)2 $
1/2mr2. At large r, the reduction in welfare of the type-m agents, relative to
the others, lowers e!ciencies as much as the entire goods-asymmetry for all
agents combined in Markets 1 or 6.

4.5.2 The sequence from barter to credit evaluation

We wish to interpret the e!ciency gains in the various markets as measures of
the wealth that is made available to pay for the institutions that support trade.
Relative to this measure of welfare gain, the multiplicity of institutions and their
computational or informational complexity set the scales of what must be paid
for. We formalize both of these ideas for a more limited class of market models
starting in the next chapter. Here, making use of the rich taxonomy of markets
even in a simple one-period setting, we argue qualitatively that di"erent market
types should be preferred according to the diversity and scale of trade desired by
the underlying society. The complexity of production and consumption profiles
may be partly exogenous to the economy, but it may also be a"ected by the
opportunities to specialize which trade enables.

For su!ciently infrequent or specialized trade, we expect that only barter
would exist. The choice of whether or not to form markets turns on whether the
cost of sustaining even one post per good can be supported by the opportunity
cost that is mitigated by a law of one price. If the volume of desired trades in-
creases, but still involves only few types of goods and relatively little redundancy
among their suppliers, then all-for-all markets could achieve the best noncoop-
erative equilibria possible. They are robust and permit constructable equilibria
at any m. For this social context, we would not attempt to explain the ab-
sence of centralized credit markets as developmental primitiveness or historical
contingency. Such markets would not exist because they fail to make optimal
non-cooperative equilibria constructable when few types of goods m exist.

As the diversity of traded goods increases, however, the cost of the all-for-
all trading posts grows quadratically in the number m. At the same time, the
errors from mis-estimation of wash sales in the credit markets declines. Given
any structure of costs per post and even admitting the maximal ine!ciency
from mis-estimation of wash selling, there will be some diversity above which
all-for-all markets become unsustainable and centralized credit markets become
the preferred institutional form.

These conclusions can be qualitatively drawn without reference to exogenous
uncertainty or the other roles of credit evaluation, to money as a surrogate
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for trust, or to the heterogeneity of volumes and market types that a"ects
real economies. If we add in these complicating factors, we could assess their
importance by studying deviations from the market progression we have outlined
here in the risk-free setting.

4.6 Appendix: Allocation-constrained solutions

We compute here the noncooperative equilibria for all of the nontrivial market
models at aspec endowments. Only solutions with the maximal symmetry re-
spected by both the endowments and markets will be derived. These exist for
all six models, but only for a subset, which we will note, are they unique. We
will not attempt to prove non-existence of solutions that spontaneously break
the symmetry of the endowments or markets. However, in many cases, such as
replica-asymmetric solutions in the all-for-all markets, it is elementary to show
that these do not exist as long as preferences are convex and once-di"erentiable.

Because we are pursuing symmetric allocations, we will restrict utilities to
the form (3.3). The cardinalization functions fi will never matter. To factor
these out of the optimization equations, we introduce the notation for the log-
derivatives

f (l)
i -

d

d log
%

-

j A
j
i
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j

Aj
i

+

, . (4.16)

The arguments of the fi will, however, be objects of recurring interest. This
combination is the (measurable) function of consumables that determines the
e!cacy of markets, enabling us to compare both users within a single economy,
and market structures across economies. We use as a reference point the most
symmetric outcome possible, and the one leading to the largest utility that
all agents can simultaneously have. This is the (totally symmetric) allocation
product produced by a competitive equilibrium,
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In the derivations below, other allocations will be compared to the solution (4.17).
We will find that at large m they di"er by factors of the form

1 + x

ex
< 1, /x 2= 0, (4.18)

in which x will be various functions of the replication index.

4.6.1 Market 1

The final allocations are given as a function of the strategic variable choices
by Eq. (4.2). Varying these, and adopting the notation Bjk -

!

i b
jk
i , Qjk -
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The parenthesized factors involving Bjk and Qjk arise from the agents’ own
assessment of their impacts on prices. It it through these factors that the NE
di"er from the CE in all cases.

The condition of maximal utility for any agent i follows from Eq. (4.19) as
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(4.20)
The most symmetric solutions that can be generated by the markets are

those in which all agents o"er the same amount q - qiki and bid the same
amount b - bkii , for any i 2= k. The price at any trading post in terms of these
is p - pjk = b/q, for any j 2= k. The only nonzero impact factors, respectively
for bids and o"ers, are
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The notation A+ may be introduced for the final allocation of any agent in
terms of his endowed good, and A! for his final allocation in any of the non-
endowed goods; by symmetry all non-endowed goods take the same value. In
terms of b and q, these are

A+ -
Ai

i

a
= 1$ (m$ 1)

q + b

a
,

A! -
Aj %=i

i

a
=

q + b

a
. (4.22)

The intrinsic symmetry of the endowments, since it is respected by the mar-
ket structure, implies that for symmetric solutions p = 1 3 b = q. Substituted,
with the reduced notations (4.21-4.22) into Eq. (4.20), these fix the only unde-
termined ratio in the problem,
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Eq. (4.23) is exactly solvable and unique for both A+ and A! at all m > 1, but
it is useful to expand the solution as a power series in 1/m for comparison to
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nonunique solutions of the markets that we will consider next:
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The consequence of correlating agent consumption levels with the goods that
they produce as specialists is a reduction in the term

-

j A
j
i . This term sets

utility levels and determines allocative e!ciency. At large m and any r > 1, it
approaches the limit
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The allocative e!ciency (3.9) corresponding to Eq. (4.25) is then
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This solution, generated by a redundant barter-like market structure, turns out
to be the best that can be achieved in one-period exchange by agents who
account for their own price impacts. Markets 1 and 2 are unique in making
this solution constructable for any m, a feature that even the institutionally
more complex credit markets do not attain. However, only Market 1 makes the
solution accessible without short selling at finite m . 3.

4.6.2 Market 2

We begin with the expression for final allocations from Eq. (4.4), in which
all submissions are treated as qjki . The market-index order rather than a q/b
distinction is then used to identify which goods serve as bids and which as o"ers.
Then the variation in final outcomes as a result of variation in bids and o"ers
takes the simple form
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with Qjk defined as for Market 1. The variation of any Ui is then
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Agents can o"er only their endowed goods, and for symmetric solutions,
the volume o"ered will be the same for all goods. Therefore we may introduce
an abbreviated notation q - qiki , for any k. This symmetry is the same as the
b = q property in Market 2, and it implies Qkj/Qjk = 1. The o"er impact in the
second line of Eq. (4.21) is as before, only now it includes the bid impact (up to
the renaming of bids and o"ers at a post). The expressions for final allocations
of the endowed and non-endowed goods are also much the same, with the only
di"erences coming from factors of 2:

A+ -
Ai

i

a
= 1$ (m$ 1)

q

2a
,

A! -
q

2a
. (4.29)

Eq. (4.23) again follows from maximization, so that the final allocations for all i
are just those given by Eq. (4.24). The argument of the utility therefore remains
as in Eq. (4.25).

We note that q/2 in Market 2 takes the same value as q + b in Market 1.
The interpretation is that each undirected market is “thicker” than its directed
counterpart. The importance of thickness in Market 2 is that the best the
agents can do under their allocation constraints is to reach a boundary solution
approximating the NE at m > 3. Often this approximation is not close. By
combining Eq. (4.29) with the second line of Eq. (4.24), we arrive at the total
o"er level

(m$ 1)
q

a
=

2 (m$ 1)

m+ 1
r!1

. (4.30)

Eq (4.30) evaluates to a number greater than unity for m . 3. More than half of
this required o"er at market, of course, is returned to the agents by the clearing
rule. However, as the absence of credit requires them to o"er this quantity up
front, the clearing rule has made the optimal solution inaccessible to them. This
is an ine!ciency not created by Market 1.

4.6.3 Market 4

The allocations (3.5) and (3.6) finally become simple with this market, and the
notation for total bids and o"ers reduces to Bj -

!

i b
j
i , Q

j -
!

i q
j
i . The

variation of the consumable goods takes the simple form
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Market 4 also introduces money as a separate state variable for the first time, in
the form of a final balance of promissory notes. The variation in this quantity
is

!Mi = $
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. (4.32)
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Using the bankruptcy-modified utility (3.8) within a range where the the min
is identically zero, the optimization condition becomes
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This market structure has the least symmetry of those in our taxonomy. It
admits a single o"er variable q - qii , and as in the previous markets it renders
two bid variables strategically asymmetric: one b+ - bii for the endowed good,
and another b! - bj %=i,m

i for the non-endowed non-money goods i 2= m. In
addition, Market 4 introduces a third bidding scale b0 - bj %=m

m by the provider
of the mth good for all other goods, which for him are not endowed. The total
bids on any market may be denoted mb - Bj = b+ + (m$ 2) b! + b0. In this
notation the price of each non-money good is p - pj = mb/q, for any j 2= m.

The absence of a trading post for the quantity denominating the promissory
notes removes an o"er-impact factor for agents of type m, separating goods into
three categories: endowed, non-endowed, and the commodity money. It is con-
venient to define the nondimensional variables of the most-symmetric solutions
by momentarily letting i be the index of a non-m agent and his endowed good,
and j any other non-money index, so that with i 2= j 2= m ,
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The o"er impact is then relevant only for type i:
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The final allocations for agents of type i are named as before,
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Market 4 generates three levels of consumption for non-type-m agents. The
allocations for agents of type m introduce two more scales, which we label as
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The two nontrivial relations arising from Eq. (4.33) for type i are now
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while the one relation for agents of type m is
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In terms of these, the product
-

j A
j
i for the agents of any type i 2= m

evaluate to
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It follows from the definition of p and Equations (4.36-4.37) that pM! =
Am. Therefore the two type of allocations have the ratio
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The second expansion is appropriate at large m as long as b+/b, b!/b, b0/b )
O
"

m0
#

, which we will demonstrate momentarily.
Also following from the price definition and Eq. (4.39) is the relation
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rmb
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, (4.43)

which has a unique solution for b0/b!, if b+/b ( 0. Unique solutions therefore
exist which involve no wash sales, and these can serve as a basis for the analysis
of more general NE. The final allocation Mm (4.37) may also be computed in
terms of the ratio b0/rmb at general b values, as
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Plugging this relation into Eq. (4.37) forM!, the o"er constraint of no short
sales q & a implies the bound
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Together with the relation (4.44), this implies the asymptoticallym-independent
scaling of all components of bji required to satisfy Eq. (4.42).

The nature of the NE parametrized by b+/b is easy to understand, but
implies a new form of indeterminacy for all solutions of this kind. It is clear
that, given any interior NE with b+/b ( 0 (which the above equations yield),
it is strategically neutral for any single agent i to engage in wash sales. At
b+/b ( 0, he has o"ered less than his total endowment permits (the solution
is interior in Ai

i). Therefore he may always o"er some additional increment of
qii, and thereby increase his bii, without incurring bankruptcy penalties. This
remains true as long as his wash sales do not change the price.

Of course, if other agents knew he were going to thicken the market, it would
change their own impact assessments, and so their bids would not remain the
same, by Eq. (4.43). Thus the neutral curve for any agent given b+/b ( 0
does not coincide at general m with the one-parameter family of NE obtainable
by the group as they vary b+ collectively. Since any bii is subject to a neutral
variation, nothing about the NE condition can fix it for any agent, and therefore
he has no way to infer the value that will be chosen by other agents.

If we were to alter the solution concept, for instance by ranking the NE
globally, the b+/b ( 0 solution would be the least preferred. This is an alge-
braically tedious result to compute, but it introduces the notion of salience and
cost-free signals to the solution concept, potentially allowing agents to guess a
scale of bidding that will bring them into coordination. The reason the alloca-
tion products of NE are smaller than those of CE is that suppliers hoard their
endowed good to some extent, because of a (1$ 1/r) decrease in the marginal
value of increasing o"ers, due to price impact. Any allowed increase in wash
selling stabilizes prices to some degree, placing each agent in a situation slightly
closer to that of a price taker, and so reduces the hoarding tendency and moves
every agent’s allocations closer to the symmetry of CE. Thus the maximum
wash sale possible is the globally Pareto superior NE. The trade-o" to Pareto
superiority is that any agent who chooses that outcome is maximally vulner-
able to bankruptcy, which is a more severe penalty than a slight reduction in
consumption level. Therefore any other NE is risk-dominant over the maximal-
wash-sale solution. Rather than pursue the question of salience in more refined
solution concepts on the basis of this one market, we simply acknowledge the in-
determinacy of the standard NE solution with the tools provided by bankruptcy
institutions alone.

The problem of indeterminacy is regulated at large m by Eq. (4.45). No
provider, through wash selling, can impact either the price or the total amount
of his own bids by an amount larger than 1/m. With vanishing price impact,
the corrections by other agents also disappear, and so the neutral curve for each
agent independently converges to coincidence with the collective change of b+

in the NE. Therefore both choices become strategically null. The entire range
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of NE then correspond to the allocations for type i 2= m of
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The corresponding solutions for type m are
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At large m (but only there), for each agent it becomes rational to engage
in any degree of wash sale within the bounds imposed by the NE. The product
Aj
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This solution is the same as the solution for agents of type i 2= m in Markets 1
and 2, except that in Market 2 the absence of short sales placed the equilibrium
outside the boundary constraints.

The corresponding product
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Their consumption level is smaller than that for the other types by the factor
in Eq. (4.42), which is in turn smaller by a factor of the same basic form (4.18)
than the CE solution.

The final allocation from this market is the only one in the one-period ex-
change taxonomy that falls o" the hyperplane
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Eq. (4.47) follows
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Although we have not extended Eq. (4.46) to the order in 1/m needed to deter-
mine Aj

i%=m, the symmetry of the solutions requires that
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These corrections to the type-i 2= m allocations only perturb the e!ciency at
O
"

1/m2
#

. The order-unity reduction for type m versus the rest, in Eq. (4.49),
perturbs the e!ciency at O (1/m). As a result, the overall e!ciency satisfies
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The allocations become progressively less e!cient as they become less symmet-
ric.

4.6.4 Markets 5 and 6

The NE for both symmetric credit markets are identical, and it is more di-
rect to compute them for the elementary Kuhn-Tucker form of the bankruptcy
constraint in Market 5. We therefore derive these solutions for Markets 5, dis-
regarding the fact that agents cannot achieve them due to the scale ambiguity
of bids. Since the rational solution concept in Market 6 is to assume a shared
scale of bidding and continued bankruptcy limits, the strategic evaluation is
the same, with the scale-factor corrections between di"erent agents’ solutions
merely supplied by the evaluation agency after the fact.

The variations of allocations and moneys are the same in Market 5 as Equa-
tions (4.31-4.32). However, because the denomination of the promissory notes
is now arbitrary relative to any of the consumables, the bankruptcy multiplier
enters in a meaningful way into the Nash optimization (interior solutions for the
consumables no longer make the bankruptcy constraint slack). The variation of
the Kuhn-Tucker form (4.7) of the utility then becomes
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where the magnitude of the penalty variable ' does not matter as long as the

cardinalization of fi makes f (l)
i su!ciently small.

There are now solutions entirely symmetric in the o"er variable q - qii , and
in terms of only two bid variables b+ - bii, b

! - bj %=i
i , for any i. The total bids

on any post may be denoted almost as before, mb - Bj = b++(m$ 1) b!, and
in that notation p - pj = mb/q, for any j.

The first two lines of Eq. (4.34), and Eq. (4.35), again describe the only
nonzero impact factors, and the final allocations A+ - Ai

i/a and A! - Aj %=i
i /a

again take the form in the first two lines of Eq. (4.36), in terms of the present
definition of mb. The first equality of Eq. (4.38) remains true, as the only
nontrivial relation. In these markets it defines a unique solution for b+/b ( 0.

To obtain a bound on wash sales, one can introduce the parameter 0 - b!/b,
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and show that
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As before, q/a & 1 implies a bound on 0 at order 1$1/m, showing that b+/b lies
in a range around unity of size &

"

m0
#

. Thus again, at large m but only there,
the neutral curve of independent wash sales for each agent converges to the joint
curve of b+-parametrized NE, for which the allocations become degenerate.

To estimate the allocations simply, we observe that b+/b ( 0 3 0 (
m/ (m$ 1). In this limit
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The allocations (4.55), at the indicated order for all allowed b+/b, agree with
Eq. (4.24) and the relevant lines of Eq. (4.46), for all agents i. The consumption
level

-

j A
j
i , and with it the e!ciency, is thus the same as the result (4.25)

produced by the all-for-all markets, in the large-m limit.



Chapter 5

Endogenizing the choice of
a monetary system1

5.1 “Rules of the game” within the optimization
problem, and the need for multiple timescales

In Ch 3 we have introduced an essentially timeless model of pre-institutional
society. Its continuously available production technologies and its preferences
for consumption of goods or services provide an invariant background on which
to compare economic functions. In Ch 4 we have introduced trade as a single-
timescale phenomenon overlaid on that background. Depending on the specific
mechanism of trade, the timescale selected may a"ect economically significant
observables. The mechanisms supporting trade in Ch 4 were exogenous to the
economy, and the cost of the supports was not deducted from trade. In this
chapter we introduce our first multi-timescale models of an economy. Longer
timescales are associated with commitment to productive specialization, and
to discounting and depreciation of durable goods. We compare an economy
mediated by a durable commodity money with one with a fiat money imple-
mented through a bureaucracy. The ine!ciency costs associated with asym-
metric strategic roles between money-providers and producers of consumption
goods are compared with explicit losses of material productivity due to labor
costs to maintain a bureaucracy. It is shown how a stable trade system can
emerge.

5.2 Material capital and institutional capital

The concept of capital in a production economy is an essentially dynamical one.
The material goods that make up the capital stock in an economy cost resources

1Much of the work in this chapter is based on a publication by Smith and Shubik [381].
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to produce. Once produced, they mediate the conversion of other resources from
lower-value to higher-value forms, without themselves being consumed as part
of the output stream of consumable resources. Capital stock generally decays
or otherwise depreciates, but this is a qualitatively distinct process from being
consumed as an input to production, and occurs on a timescale that is typically
longer – and what is more important – variable with respect to the input ratios
of normal factors in production.

The capital stock in an economy acts much like the stock of catalysts used
to enable a chemical reaction. It necessarily participates in material conversion
in fixed proportions to the reactants and products. Without it the conversion
cannot take place, and the quantity of the catalyst determines the maximal rate
of conversion, with the constant of proportionality set by catalytic rate of trans-
formation. Although its quantity matters because it participates in reactions,
the natural lifetime of the catalyst is generally much longer than that of the
resources whose conversion it mediates. In a framework such as General Equi-
librium, capital stock (including ideal, long-lived chemical catalysts) vanishes
from the net input-output relation in an abstract “production function”.

Everything that has been said here about physical capital in relation to
production applies, equally well, to the institutions that support trade and lead
to the extraction of surplus value through re-allocation of goods in an exchange
economy. The supports of trade cost resources to produce, and like durable
capital stocks or chemical catalysts, they vanish from the input-output relations
recognized by General Equilibrium. Without a process-based analysis, we are
unable to provide a measure of the value of capital or trade that can o"set the
cost to provide its supporting institutions. We are left unable to do for capital
and institutions what the economic optimization problem seeks to do for all
other resources in the economy: to explain why they are produced and what
factors set the scale at which they are used.

The growth theory of John von Neumann and David Gale, or the similar
input-output analysis of Leontiev, provided the appropriate process analysis to
describe material capital in a production economy. In this chapter we will con-
struct an equivalent process description for the institutional supports of trade.
Much as von Neumann-Gale-Leontiev input-output matrices quantitatively de-
fine the material conditions on which an abstract production function of General
Equilibrium is contingent, we will define quantitative market-clearing services
on which Pareto-superior re-allocation of goods is contingent.

We will focus on the problem of providing a monetary system, in the same
way as the problem of describing local trading-post mechanisms has been treated
extensively in the previous chapter and elsewhere. A monetary system consists
of a recognized money and a means for its adequate distribution. Money acts
as a substitute for trust in the models we will consider, and its quantity and
therefore its value in trade are set either by the cost of its production if it is a
commodity, or by penalties imposed on default if it is government-issued fiat.
Both of these are reducible ultimately to labor costs within the economy in the
context of some production technologies. The tie between value in trade and
labor costs is what makes provision of trading mechanisms a quantitative, as
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opposed to merely rule-based, sector of the economy, comparable to physical
capital.

5.3 The emergence and eventual separation of
money systems from the real-goods sector

The invention of a monetary system as an additional layer over the production
technologies and consumption preferences that we take to define pre-institutional
society is in one sense a singular event, comparable to the innovation of any
other production technology. The monetary system introduces new conventions
(recognition of money) and globally known constraints (related to limitations
in money supply), which enable self-consistent choices of moves in underlying
trading games. Here, as in Chapter 4, we take the trading-post mechanism to
be pre-existing and we study the problem of creating coordination mechanisms
as a choice whether to employ an innovation.

However, in another sense money can be said to “emerge” from the under-
lying material economy, through a sequence of stages that we find historically
attested and which may be understood in terms of the transfer of control from
the informal society to the formal actions of government.2 We will make explicit
both the singular and the gradual nature of the emergence of monetary function
by comparing two models: one of a durable commodity money and the other of
a government-issued fiat.

At the lower stage, the value-in-trade of commodity money depends on its
consumption value as a durable good; in general, that consumption value will
also be augmented by a scarcity price arising from its store-of-value function
during repeated trading. The dependence of the monetary function on material
consumption value in this stage is reflected in a tight coupling of the money
supply and velocity to the quantities and velocities of traded goods in the un-
derlying production sector.

At the higher stage where control depends on centrally defined rules rather
than on consumption utility distributed over the members of the society, two
new institutions – a bureaucracy for the creation and collection of money, and
a central bank to enable its distribution – decouple the means of payment from
the time structure of repeated trading and thus from stocks and flows in the
underlying economy. This decoupling is reflected in a money supply and velocity
which are permitted to diverge from those of production goods as the trading
period is made short. Money supply remains limited, but its limits now come
from explicit penalties on default also enforced by the bureaucracy. Because
enforcement is limited by the labor supply, trade in underlying goods remains
regular under arbitrary variations in the trading period, even though flows in
the financial sector now take on independent dynamics.

2By treating the one-period trading mechanism as an invariant, along with the pre-
instutional society, we may isolate these stages of emergence of money, and compare them
as stages in the evolution of control.
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Our model of a fiat money is another attempt to introduce the conceptual
distinction between distributed and centralized control in minimal form. It is
more di!cult to characterize the nature of minimality in this model than it was
for the comparison of one-period markets in Chapter 4, where we could directly
compare symmetry groups and count strategic degrees of freedom.

Yet we believe that most features of the model are inevitable to the use of a
fiat money system. The principle commitments are these:

1. If a fiat money is centrally produced, it is not globally available to agents.
If its denomination is essentially arbitrary and requires to be stabilized
by the rules, we cannot even treat its distribution as a cumulative e"ect
of history, as we can to some degree with a commodity money such as
gold. Therefore fiat money requires some institution with the function
of a central bank to enable its distribution, in a way that a commodity
money does not.

2. If money is distributed through the mechanism of loans, this process in-
troduces strategic default as a part of the feasible state space. Therefore,
default must somehow be “trapped” as a condition, and handled within
the rules of the game. We have chosen to do this with a linear default
penalty added directly to utility, and this choice is to some extent arbi-
trary. However, it does capture the separation between market functions
and coercive functions, and a linear default penalty added to a concave
utility captures the “public goods” aspect of default as a form of limited
liability.

3. Clearly the provision of economic services comes at a cost; how shall we
model such costs minimally? If we have already introduced linear penal-
ties into the model, then a way to assign costs which assumes no further
institutions, and uses only the parameters already required to define the
play of the game, is to make costs linearly proportional to the capacity
of the service that handles default. A direct and not-unrealistic way to
implement such costs is to suppose that the service of handling default
consumes an amount of the productive labor pool proportional to the ser-
vice capacity. Closing the model in this way leaves the costs of other
trading mechanisms unchanged – the costs of the trading posts, which
were also left implicit in Chapter 4 – and separates the optimization of
the control system into one that can be studied in isolation.

5.4 Specialization in production defines a com-
mon coordination problem

We continue to use the generalized Jevons failure of coincidence of wants to
define a setting which is “pre-institutional” with respect to monetary coordina-
tion, though we will permit considerable complexity by assuming that produc-
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tion technologies and buy-sell trading posts are provided “free of charge” in the
pre-monetary society.

While the fiat-money model that we introduce here could be analyzed in
a one-period setting like that used in Chapter 4 (constituting a conversion of
Market 4 from personal credit to bank credit), its performance can only be
compared meaningfully to that of a commodity money in a setting of repeated
trade.3 Therefore we abandon the one-period setting in this chapter and in-
troduce a hierarchical extensive-form game, in which a money system is chosen
once at the beginning of the game and then mediates trade in a sequence of re-
peated rounds resembling those modeled in Chapter 4. It is this extensive form
that introduces a second timescale into the economic optimization problem.

In general the production of money or of services such as contract enforce-
ment required for the use of money will alter the distribution of other goods at
the non-cooperative equilibrium of the trading games. Therefore if the money
choice is endogenous, the choice of specialist production cannot naturally be
pre-assigned as it was in Chapter 4. We therefore adopt a di"erent separation
of labor and production from that in the last chapter. The number of agents re-
mains a property of the pre-monetary society, but the allocation of these agents
among production functions is a strategic variable in the outer move of the
extensive-form game, along with the choice of money system.

This modeling choice allows us to cast the extraction of surplus from special-
ist production as a standard social coordination problem, which may be solved
in di"erent ways by adopting either commodity or fiat monetary systems. This
coordination problem, often assumed away in conventional economic models,
has no satisfactory solution in the absence of any monetary system – to sharpen
the problem, we model it as a no-trade situation – because specialist production
requires a long-term commitment, leading to a generalized Jevons failure of the
kind considered in Chapter 4.

This way of representing pre-commitment to the acquisition of means of
production (which could represent skill or sunk costs in capital) makes explicit
the sense in which the introduction of money creates both new “rules of the
game” for trade, and new mechanisms of solution for pre-existing strategies.
The systematic comparison of the solutions created by distinct money systems
is therefore a problem in mechanism design.

Absent money, agents in society still have the choice between generalist
production (which we will refer to as autarchy) and committed specialist pro-
duction. We suppose that generalist production is Pareto-inferior to specialist
production with e!cient trade, but that specialist production without trade
is Pareto-inferior to generalist autarchic production. The general structure of
optima limited to these classes of strategies is shown in Figure 5.1. Without
the ability to predict outcomes of trade, agents have no mechanism to attain
Pareto-superior production and e!cient allocation, and their strategy sets are
e"ectively reduced to autarchy versus ine!cient specialization under the Jevons

3Recall that the commodity money-mediated Market 3 of Chapter 4 converges to a no-trade
solution in the one-period setting.
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failure. Finally, the introduction of a multi-period setting allows us to charac-
terize the relative independence of the money from the underlying commodities
by studying the relative scaling in the two sectors as the time-structure of the
periods is varied.

A

B
B'

C

D

generalist

specialist

Figure 5.1: Qualitative features of the transition to specialization represented as
regions in strategy space, and the valuation with or without trade mechanisms.
Convex preferences in two goods are represented here by solid lines. Possible en-
dowments achievable within the generalist or specialist production technologies
represented as shaded regions with dashed boundaries. Solid dots are outcomes
realizable by certain combinations of production decision and trade technology,
and open circles are reference points in the analysis. A is the best outcome
one can achieve as a generalist, and B the (Pareto-inferior) best outcome as a
specialist without trade. B

!

is the endowment that produces a best outcome
(C) with the non-cooperative equilibrium of some trading game, and D for
reference is the competitive equilibrium at the same endowments. Utility in
money-metric, measured by integration along the Pareto Set (diagonal dashed
line) [379, 374], defines a natural measure of the relative commodity value of
the di"erent outcomes. The value of C (open circle on the Pareto set indi"erent
to C) stably dominates A but is dominated by D, capturing the gains to trade
as well as ine!ciencies associated with finite population size. (Other ine!cien-
cies associated with costs of markets not shown in this figure, for simplicity.) In
minimal models the endowment di"erence between B and B

!

is suppressed, as it
depends sensitively on representations of both utility and specialist production
at small arguments.
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5.4.1 Endogenous labor allocation: symmetric treatment
in a non-symmetric production sector

Chapter 4 emphasized the importance of symmetry for both equal treatment
and e!ciency. There we observed that the seemingly-straightforward desire to
independently give both agents and goods permutation-symmetric treatment re-
quired monies not drawn from within the sector of consumable goods. Moreover,
the näıve way to introduce such monies – using promissory notes – caused the
ambiguous scale of the numéraire to ramify to a strategic indeterminacy and a
failure of market function. We will encounter a similar problem of symmetric
treatment in this chapter, because for both commodity and fiat monies, the
specialists responsible for providing the money system necessarily participate in
markets di"erently from producers of consumable commodities. In this chap-
ter, making labor allocation strategic is what restores symmetric treatment of
agents within a structurally asymmetric economy. In contrast to the last chap-
ter, where we identified agent types with pre-assigned production functions,
but then treated those production functions as permutation-symmetric in order
to test the symmetry properties of the economy, here we will consider agents
as providing a single un-di"erentiated input called labor, with all subsequent
conversion of labor performed within the economy. Production of distinct non-
durable consumables will continue to be treated as permutation-symmetric, for
simplicity of solutions, but the multi-period structure requires an inherent asym-
metry between durable and non-durable consumables, so that the durable good
may serve as a commodity money. With strategic labor allocation, permutation
symmetry of the non-durable production functions is no longer needed to test
for equal treatment under the rules of the economy, and is merely a convenience.

In this respect, the models of the current chapter resemble classical “labor
theory of value” models. However, the discussions in Chapters 3 and 4 provide
a more appropriate interpretation for our use of symmetry than classical Labor
Theories. We do not propose that actual labor is undi"erentiated in the society,4

and we capture an element of this by making the labor allocation a committed
move covering a long period in the game. Rather, we use a model of society in
which labor is an undi"erentiated commodity as a benchmark against which to
measure the symmetry properties of the economic system, and to relate these
to sources of allocative ine!ciency.

In the current chapter, we will pass quickly over small strategic indetermi-
nacies, of types that were considered explicitly in previous chapters. One such
indeterminacy in the strategic choice of labor allocation will be an uncertainty
in how an agent should choose a specialization. Specifically, even if all agents
know the optimal allocation of labor to each productive activity in the economy,

4The problem of realistically representing the constraints on the use of labor is a major
reason to model institutions explicitly. In General Equilibrium Theory, where institutions
are epiphenomenal – at most serving as transparent representations through which individual
preferences are expressed – the problem of optimizing production is, equivalently, either in-
stantaneous or timeless. A severe di"culty with many forms of economic change in reality is
that most people rely on the institutional frameworks of society to create jobs through which
their labor can be converted into a means of survival.
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that provides them no way to choose a particular specialization for themselves.
In a large economy, even if each agent chose a profession by rolling an appro-
priate m-sided die, this uncertainty would only result in small deviations from
optimality of the solutions. It would not render them undecidable, and the de-
viations themselves could be made arbitrarily small by a subsequent process of
job-switching.5

5.5 Definition of the multiperiod setting for spe-
cialization and trade

Time in our models has two characteristic scales, a long episode in which a
money is adopted and labor is assigned to production functions, and a series of
shorter periods for production, trade, and consumption. As in the one-period
models, we define the substructure of a period on the model of a trading day.
The general structure of the game is introduced below, and its refinements for
the cases of gold or fiat monies are defined in respective sections.

5.5.1 Labor, production, primary goods, and capital

The society S comprises n interchangeable agents, so n defines the labor con-
straint. Primary production goods are broadly categorized only as durable or
non-durable. We introduce m types of non-durable goods which are distinct
arguments of utility functions but are otherwise treated symmetrically with
respect to permutation of types, and one durable good which we call “gold”.
Unconsumed amounts of the non-durable goods vanish after each consumption
round in the game, whereas gold may be carried forward across rounds. We will
consider m+ 2 primary production technologies, of which m + 1 output mate-
rial goods and the remaining one provides enforcement of default penalties, in
a manner defined below.6 One type of primary production good is associated
with each production technology. We set n = mr for some positive integer r,
so that optimal production and trade involves redundancy in each productive
activity and limits the price impact of any single agent’s trading activities. A
final quantity which is durable (meaning that it may be carried forward) but
does not directly confer utility is fiat money. We do not model the production
activities that create and disburse fiat explicitly, but we do define a specializa-
tion and “production function” for the enforcers of contracts transacted in fiat.
Specialist production functions for each of the primary goods or for contract
enforcement are mutually exclusive.

For expository convenience we refer to producers of each non-durable good
as farmers, producers of gold as prospectors, and enforcers of fiat contracts as
bureaucrats. The society optimization problem of labor allocation is shown in

5More formally, random asynchronous job-switching.
6For brevity we will often refer to this service as “contract enforcement”. However, its

important property, which is the scale of the labor force it requires, is set directly and solely
by the model of default.
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Table 5.1, introducing notation for the numbers of agents who choose each allo-
cation, and the rates of production of goods or contract enforcement per agent
associated with each specialization. Mutual exclusion of the specialist produc-
tions implies that, if all non-durable goods receive the same labor allocations,
m( + (0 + (̄ & n - mr, with equality if no agent chooses autarchy.

Labor Labor Good Production
specialization allocation produced rate
Farmer ( Non-durable consumable a
Prospector (0 Durable gold e0

Bureaucrat (̄ Contract enforcement )

Table 5.1: Labor choices and their associated production functions. ( refers to
the number of agents who elect to farm each non-durable good, while (0 is the
number of all prospectors, and (̄ the number of all bureaucrats. Production rates
a of non-durable goods have elementary dimensions (bushels / day), and the
extraction rate e0 of gold is similar (ounces / day). The contract enforcement
parameter ) has a more complex definition in terms of disutility of default
penalties, and is developed in the text below.

We treat gold as ideally durable (meaning that it is not worn out or lost)
to simplify its properties in those cases where it is used as a money. To create
a commodity value for it and to provide an exit pathway so that steady-state
solutions exist, we introduce a separate, non-primary good that we call capital
stock, into which gold may be converted when it is not being used as a money.7

Capital stock is durable but carries across periods with depreciation, and yields
utilitarian services in proportion to the amount agents hold in each period.

5.5.2 Definition of the extensive-form game

The extensive form of the game is shown in Table 5.2. The long time period
that we have called an episode begins with an initialization round in which
agents adopt specializations and in doing so establish the parameters both of
production and of the money system they will use. Following initialization,
the agents play a repeated stage game of production, trade, consumption, and
carry-forward in short periods of length t0.

5.5.3 Stocks and flows in production and consumption

The cost and the value of a money system adopted in the initialization round
arise from its repeated use in the stage game. The scarcity constraint that re-
lates utilities of services from gold used as a money, to utilities of consumption
of non-durables in the stage game, motivates us to treat durables as stocks and

7Because it is not the purpose of these models to consider the emergence of material
production technologies, we do not use capital stock in a von Neumann-Gale-Leontiev model,
but the definition of capital stock that we adopt could be extended to such a usage if desired.
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Game round Simultaneous move by all agents
Initialization round Choice of production function

Production / conversion of gold to capital / salary
Repeated rounds (t0) Trade of non-durables & possibly gold for money

Consumption / taxation & penalties if applicable
Depreciation of capital & carry-forward

Table 5.2: Extensive form of the repeated game. Allocation of labor among
productive specializations in the initialization round determines the conditions
for trade in the subsequent repeated rounds. The utility of trade outcomes,
summed over these rounds, implicitly determines the utility of the initial labor
allocation.

non-durables in terms of flows. In the primary production sector, both stock
quantities and flow rates remain well-defined without reference to the trading-
period length t0, so that the true scarcity constraint on the society over an
episode is the product of the labor constraint with the time duration (hence
“man-hours”). This constraint will turn out to determine the value-in-trade of
real goods within either monetary system. A question of fundamental impor-
tance in the evaluation and comparison of money systems is whether properties
of the monetary sector, such as supply and velocity of money, or measures of
e!ciency and cost of trade, depend on t0, and if so, in what way?

The way such questions are answered is by considering classes of structurally
equivalent models in which t0, a, e0, and other parameters defining production
or utility are treated as having dimension, as introduced in the general discus-
sion of Chapter 3. Changes of t0, a, e0 are instances of scale transformations.
Properties shared by classes of models, which take constant values either ex-
actly or asymptotically in some limit such as t0 ( 0, are properties of the whole
equivalence classes of models under scale transformation, and not only of indi-
vidual models. In particular, those which become independent of t0 in the limit
t0 ( 0 are said to have a continuum limit with respect to modeling of time.

We consider it a fundamental principle of modeling to choose explicitly
whether discreteness of time in models is meant to reflect an important fea-
ture of reality, or is merely a computational convenience that must eventually
factor out of solutions. The use of continuum limits, defined as equivalence class
of discrete-time models, implements the distinction in a precise way.

5.5.4 Intertemporal utilities

We retain the utility of consumption for single trading rounds from previous
chapters, here using the logarithmic form

Ut = %
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The utility for the whole episode is simply the discounted sum of one-period
utilities of consumption,

U =
&
$

t=0

(&Dt0)1
t/t0Ut, (5.2)

The discrete-period discounting factor 1/1 - 1+ &Dt0 identifies &D as the tem-
poral discount rate, and 1t/t0 converges to the discount function e!$Dt with
measure &D in the continuum limit. In Eq. (5.1), variables Ajt0 designate
agents’ consumed quantities of non-durable goods, and C designates the quan-
tities of capital stock rendering services, within each discrete period. These are
optimization variables in the trading stage of the game. To express the scal-
ing symmetry with respect to amount of production as well as length of the
trading round, we render the per-period consumption Ajt0 non-dimensional by
normalizing relative to a farmer’s per-period productivity at0. C is rendered
non-dimensional with the prospector’s extraction rate e0 and the discount rate
&D.8 In the game with fiat money we will use bankruptcy penalties to ensure
that money payments are costly signals of commitment, and these will be mod-
eled as direct impacts on utility. Therefore we introduce a parameter % to
convert the dimensionless logarithm into a unit of measure for utility.

The final feature of the material economy which is common to all models is
carry-forward of the durable capital stock. We introduce a variable $t (for each
agent) in each repeated round, with $tt0 designating the amount of gold con-
verted to the agent’s capital stock in that round. Conversion and depreciation
both happen in the last move in each repeated round (see Table 5.2), and the
carry-forward equation is

Ct+t0 = (1$(t0)Ct + $tt0. (5.3)

( is the depreciation rate, common to all agents.

5.5.5 E"ective utilities for committed decisions

Perishability of the non-durable goods imposes a degree of independence be-
tween the repeated rounds of production, trade, and consumption. Both the gold
and fiat money systems enable agents to optimize investment or carry-over of
durable goods against consumption of non-durables, leading to time-stationary
solutions for all of the strategic variables chosen each round – although they
achieve this in very di"erent ways. The nested structure of the extensive form
shown in Table 5.2, together with stationarity of moves in the inner, repeated
rounds, leads to the concepts of committed moves in the inner rounds which
vary jointly – !$t = !$, /t, etc. The joint variation of the committed moves
is attributable to the production decisions in the first round. Their aggregated

8Once quantities are regarded as having dimensions, dimensional homogeneity requires that
only non-dimensional combinations may appear as arguments to transcendental functions such
as the logarithm.
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first-order conditions can then be rationalized by an e!ective utility for the allo-
cation of labor among professions in this outer round of the game. We provide
the derivation of the form of this e"ective utility in App. 5.15. The result is
that the sum (5.2) evaluates to

Ucomm =
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where $ = (C is a representation for the capital stock in steady-state. The
coe!cient s in Eq. (5.1) has been replaced by

'0 =
s(

&D +(
, (5.5)

which corrects the marginal utility of investment in capital to account for the
combined e"ects of depreciation and discounting as the investment rate is varied.

The e"ective utility (5.4) for committed decisions may be converted by a
monotone transformation to the money-metric form [401]
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just as the Cobb-Douglas utility was expressed in money-metric in defining the
value of trade in Chapter 3. Eq. (5.6) is the expenditure function at equilibrium
prices corresponding to the utility level Ucomm from repeated consumption at

rates
2

Aj
i

3

, $i.

The e"ective utility (5.4), like the original period utilities (5.1), has Cobb-
Douglas form and so satisfies the Gorman conditions for aggregatability [401].
Therefore the sets of competitive equilibria for both utilities are linear spaces
with the same equilibrium price systems at all points. The money-metric util-
ity (5.6) is the basis for the e!ciency measure relating the values of consump-
tion resulting from autarchy to those from non-cooperative equilibria of the two
strategic market games with gold or fiat monies. By comparing either of these
non-cooperative equilibria to the competitive equilibrium, the money-metric
also permits a definition of the e"ciency of extraction of economic surplus
made possible by either money system [374].

5.6 The monetary system based on durable gold

The model of a pre-institutional society, including buy-sell trading posts for non-
durable consumables, is converted to a model of an economy based on commod-
ity money by denominating bids at the trading posts in gold, and formalizing
the constraint of cash-up-front.

To refine the notation for moves in the extensive form game, from the single-
agent definitions of Sec. 5.5 to the multi-agent setting, we expand the collection
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of production rates for non-durable consumables to a set
>

aj
?

indexed by good
j. In solutions we will consider only permutation-symmetric values aj = a, /j.
We expand the consumption variablesAj to include indices for the agent and the
time period, Aj

i,t, and similarly for the capital stock variables Ci,t, and the rates
at which agents convert gold to capital in each period, $i,t. The utilities (5.2)
of whole histories of consumption take on agent indices Ui, and the per-period
utilities (5.1) become Ui,t.

In each repeated stage of the extensive-form game, each agent begins by pro-
ducing an “endowment” aji,tt0 of each consumable good, with aji,t = aj if agent i
has committed to producing good j as a specialist (farmer) in the initialization
round, and zero otherwise. Agents specializing in gold extraction (prospectors)
produce an endowment e0t0 of money in a simultaneous move. The next activ-
ity in each repeated round is the conversion of an amount $i,tt0 of each agent’s
gold to capital stock, which we return to describe when we consider money and
capital-stock utility. Following gold conversion, agents buy or sell each of the
non-durable goods at a particular trading post for that good using the bid-o"er
model where a quantity bji,t of (gold) money is o"ered in payment and a quan-

tity qji,t & aji,tt0 of good j is o"ered for sale. The post-trade allocations which
appear as arguments to the utilities Ui,t are determined from the bids and o"ers
(either of which may be zero) by the clearing relation

Aj
i,tt0 = aji,tt0 $ qji,t +

bji,t

pjt
. (5.7)

As in previous chapters, pjt -
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money as payment at trading posts for non-durables provides a means for its
distribution through the society, so we omit a trading post for gold.9

We define the consumption utility of services from capital stock appearing
in Ui,t of Eq. (5.1) in each period t to depend on the amount Ci,t held at the
very beginning of the period, after depreciation from the previous round of the
stage game but before augmentation by $i,tt0 in the current round. Capital
stock carries across periods according to Eq. (5.3).

5.6.1 Durable gold and the introduction of shadow prices

Gold money carries forward across periods, similarly to capital stock but in-
dependently of it and without depreciation. Following the same convention
as for Ci,t, we introduce the notation µi,t for the quantity held by agent i at
the very beginning of period t. Because we are excluding mechanisms of con-
tract enforcement from the (non-bureaucratic) gold economy, we do not provide
ways to borrow gold. Trading posts require “cash on the barrel”, so the bud-
get constraint for farmers is µi,t $ $i,tt0 $

!

j b
j
i,t . 0; for prospectors, who

9In anticipation of the next model, we note that such a post will be required in a fiat-money
economy to make the services from gold as a consumable good available to the agents who
are not prospectors.
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have an autonomous endowment, it is µi,t +
"

e0 $ $i,t
#

t0 $
!

j b
j
i,t . 0. These

constraints apply in each round of the stage game, and they are incorporated
into the model by converting each period utility Ui,t to a Lagrangian with a
Kuhn-Tucker multiplier /i,t % [0,1]. The Lagrangian for the farmers becomes
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while that for prospectors is
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The Kuhn-Tucker multipliers / create the shadow prices for gold which aug-
ment its value from conversion to capital stock. They therefore distort per-
period consumption from rates which would be optimal in the absence of a
scarcity constraint. The service that gold provides as money, compensating for
this distortion, is that the non-cooperative equilibrium for the trading game
approximates the competitive equilibrium at large r.

The last event that takes place in the stage game is the return of gold money
from trading posts as proceeds for sales, in the amount

!

j q
j
i,tp

j
t to each agent

i. Gold carries forward without depreciation, so the carry-forward relation for
farmers is

µi,t+t0 = µi,t $ $i,tt0 $
$

j

bji,t +
$

j

qji,tp
j
t . (5.10)

Since prospectors necessarily have qji,t - 0, /j, they simply carry forward what-
ever they have not spent or converted to capital stock,

µi,t+t0 = µi,t +
"

e0 $ $i,t
#

t0 $
$

j

bji,t. (5.11)

We do not introduce a market for the trade of capital stock, because its
primary purpose in the model is to regulate the long-period limit. Capital stock
provides a consumption-based salvage value for gold, thus avoiding the Hahn
paradox of unraveling of the chained equilibria, while also providing a regular
exit pathway without requiring that gold itself depreciate. Since all agents
hold gold and are capable of independently converting it to utilitarian capital,
a further market for its exchange is not needed to serve these purposes, and
would be a needless complication.

The first-order conditions following from this model lead to steady-state
solutions for all bids, o"ers, conversion rates, and consumption values, which
are computed in App. 5.13.
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5.7 Solution properties for the gold economy

The stationary, optimal allocations in the stage game derived in App. 5.13.1
follow the general pattern of solutions for a bid-o"er strategic market game,
developed in Ref. [89] and further elaborated in Ref’s. [350, 379]. They show
how a closed system can consistently provide a commodity money of stable value
at the same time as it supports trade of both durable and non-durable goods.
Moreover, the allocations produced converge to those of the Pareto optima for
the preferences of Equations (5.1,5.2) as the time period &Dt0 ( 0.

5.7.1 Labor allocation and stability of the money price

Gold-prices of non-durable goods are set by the rate of money entry into the
society, e0(0, as a result of two optimizing conditions: 1) that all available gold
is used in the markets in every period, and 2) that prospectors who use their
entire period-production of gold have utility comparable to that of producers
of non-durable consumables. The stability of the money-price of goods thus
depends on the continual entry and exit of gold at some finite rate. However, as
shown in Eq. (5.100) of App. 5.15.1, the optimal fraction of social labor devoted
to prospecting is given by (0/n = '0/

"

'0 +m
#

. Hence the rate of injection of
gold may be made arbitrarily small if capital stock is very durable and requires
little replacement, the condition when (/&D ( 0.

Although the analyses in App. 5.15.1 concern the deterministic optimiza-
tion problem, they partly suggest the structure of stochastic extensions to the
model, which bear on two important questions. One is the trade-o" between
robustness and e!ciency. The other is the empirically relevant way to think
about backward induction in the limit of long, many-period episodes.

In the e!cient limit (/&D ( 0 of the deterministic model, vanishingly small
injections of gold are required to support trade. Thus vanishingly small labor
(to support consumption of the utility of capital stock) is serving to stabilize
the exchange price of gold. In this limit of vanishingly small stabilizing force per
unit time, the importance of supply shocks to the price of non-durable goods
will dominate even at low levels of stochasticity. The price of gold will then
come to depend primarily on prices in the recent past and on distributional
anomalies. In this context, the demand for new injections will be driven by
scarcity shocks rather than by maintenance of a steady state between gold supply
and depreciation.10 As is typical of stochastic systems, there exists a trade-
o" between the e!ciency of the stock of gold in mediating exchange, and the
robustness of the predictability of prices.

The second important role of stochasticity is to remove the removable sin-
gularity at ' ( 0 that leads to the Hahn paradox, but which should actually
be understood as a modeling artifact. In deterministic models the money price
is well-defined and independent of '0 at all values '0 > 0. Yet in a model
with '0 - 0 it would be undefined, and the absence of a salvage value would

10In physics terminology for a corresponding phenomenon, in this stochastic domain money
becomes a Goldstone boson [21].
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unravel the backward induction through the periods, which enables gold to take
a finite shadow price and serve as a store of value. Expectations or some other
mechanism would need to be invoked to produce short-term price stability, as in
Ref. [22]. If we bear in mind implicitly that stochastic e"ects are always present
in the real economy, the singularity disappears. To emphasize that stability is
a matter of degree but not of principle in the stochastic context, consider that
'0 ) m, on par with the totality of other consumable goods, defines a money
price that would be stable under almost any realistic model of fluctuations.
This stability diminishes, so that more of the short-term price stability comes
to rely on expectations or other mechanisms, regularly as '0 ( 0. The principle
we wish to emphasize is that properties of a deterministic model that are not
robust under stochastic extensions of the model are probably not economically
meaningful.

The final aspect of stability we note is that of the labor allocation move
itself. The concavity of the utility functions automatically leads to a stable
labor-allocation problem in the gold economy. A simple equilibrium of supply
and demand gives greater bidding strength to any specialist class which is in a
minority relative to the marginal utility set by the corresponding good. Thus
uncoordinated individual re-allocations of labor from lower to higher consump-
tion utilities can converge to the labor equilibrium. In the fiat economy model
of the next section, we break concavity by introducing a linear default penalty,
and this leads to a potential for instability because linear disutility of default is a
protection if agents are driven to default at all. One of the technical challenges
of defining a fiat economy is therefore to design a taxation protocol capable
of avoiding this instability, making the fiat economy inherently more complex
dynamically, as well as institutionally, than the gold economy.

5.7.2 The money value of money systems

The simple abstraction we have developed here of an economy mediated by com-
modity money, although a closed system constrained by its total labor, lacks
representations of “waste” or other diversions of labor from primary productiv-
ity. Therefore the only form of cost it can represent, of a trade mechanism, is
utility loss from non-Pareto-optimal allocation.11

In any strategic market game involving intertemporal utility and discount-
ing, shadow prices will lead to a departure from Pareto-optimal allocation of
agent’s budgets to their consumption profiles. Agents will hoard goods they
produce to compensate for small shadow prices on the budget constraint for
bidding on others’ goods (shown in Equations (5.34,5.35) of App. 5.13.2). These
distortions are the counterparts for this set of intertemporal models, to the va-

11App. 5.15.2 derives a result first introduced in App. 3.7 of Ch. 3: For each agent, this cost
depends on the positive-semidefinite and Hausdorf Kullback-Leibler divergence, or relative
entropy D (P ) Qi), of the agent’s budget distribution Qi from a Pareto-optimal allocation
P. Although infrequently encountered in economics, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is widely
used as a pseudo-distance to measure the di!erence between two probability distributions, and
its development in the fields of probability and information theory is extensive [58].
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riety of distortions resulting from asymmetry between monies and production
goods demonstrated in Chapter 4. In economies mediated by commodity money,
shadow prices come from carry-forward across periods and the need for cash.
We show in the next section that in fiat-mediated economies, separate periods
are decoupled by the mechanism of central-bank lending, and instead shadow
prices come from liability for interest within periods, and for taxes that stabilize
the money value.

This distortion from Pareto-optimal allocation is due to discounting &Dt0 in
the gold economy, and we will see, through terms with identical functional forms,
to taxation and money-interest " +&t0 in the fiat economy. The cost of this dis-
tortion is that, for any allocation Qi of an individual at a non-cooperative equi-
librium of the strategic market game, the corresponding ine"ciency measure
D (P 4 Qi) 5 (&Dt0)

2/m, from Eq. (5.113). Upon comparing the two monetary
systems, we find that prospectors in the gold economy share the consumption
profile of bureaucrats in the fiat economy, while farmers are comparable between
the two economies. The strategic distinction imposed by markets is therefore
between the providers of the money supply and everyone else, as it was in the
one-period models of Chapter 4. It is not a distinction based on the durability
versus non-durability of the goods.

5.8 The monetary system based on fiat

Our pre-institutional society model is converted into a model of an economy
based on fiat money by the addition of fiat itself as an economic quantity,
of institutions for salary, lending, taxation, and more abstractly of contract
enforcement, and of a variety of rules for the use of fiat which lead to constraints
and other modifications of the utility functions of agents. A fiat economy is
somewhat more complex than a gold economy in structure and in the precise
specification of the extensive-form game, and therefore also in the range of
solutions it permits.

5.8.1 Refinement of the general extensive-form game for
the case of fiat

We begin with a refinement of the notation for utilitarian values introduced in
Sec. 5.5. At the same time, we introduce new variables associated with the use
of fiat, and provide a more precise description of the substructure of the trading
day.

The collection of production rates for non-durable consumables is general-
ized as it was in the treatment of the gold economy. In this case, because gold
is not automatically distributed through the trading posts for non-durable con-
sumables (bids now being denominated in fiat), an additional trading post for
gold is introduced. To make the distinction of types easier to follow in the no-
tation we use overbars and indices k to distinguish bureaucrats, for whom the
overall and per-period utilities become, respectively, Ūk and Ūk,t.
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Each repeated round of the stage game of production, trade, and consump-
tion in the fiat economy now has the following sequential structure:

• Endowment or salary: In the first move of the round, each agent pro-
duces an “endowment” aji,tt0 of each consumable good, with aji,t = aj if
agent i has committed to producing good j as a specialist (farmer) in the
initialization round, and zero otherwise. Each prospector extracts an en-
dowment of gold equal to e0t0, and no other agents receive endowments
of gold. Simultaneously, each bureaucrat is paid a salary of fiat money in
the amount µ̄t0; no other agents are paid fiat.

• Borrowing: Fiat will be used as the means of payment for goods at
market, and of taxes and interest at the end of each round, which will
cause it to exit the economy. (For convenience, we will specify that all
fiat is collected at the end of each round no matter what strategies agents
employ; full collection is a property of optimal solutions, and we simplify
the notation and analysis by ruling out fiat carry-forward across rounds.)
Since only bureaucrats are paid salaries, other agents must borrow fiat
if they are to participate in exchanges. We therefore introduce a central
bank which lends fiat, and denote by gi,t the amount borrowed by any
producer (farmer or prospector) i in period t, and by ḡk,t the amount
borrowed by any bureaucrat k. Borrowing takes place after the creation
of endowments and salaries, but precedes all other moves in the stage
game. The magnitudes of gi,t and ḡk,t are not restricted by the rules of
the game.

• Trading: Following endowment, salary, and borrowing, agents buy or sell
any of the goods (non-durables or gold) at a particular trading post for
each good using the same bid-o"er model and cash-up-front constraint
as in the last section, but with bids denominated in fiat. (We take
trading-post index j = 0 to refer to gold.) As with gold money, any
agent’s bids are limited to

!

j b
j
i,t & gi,t for producer i or

!

j b̄
j
k,t &

µ̄t0 + ḡk,t for bureaucrat k. Each trading post then clears at a price

pjt -
%

!

i b
j
i,t +

!

k b̄
j
k,t

&

/
%

!

i q
j
i,t

&

- Bj
t /Q

j
t , and goods in the amount

bji,t/p
j
t , and proceeds of sale in the amount qji,tp

j
t are returned to each

producer i. (Bureaucrats have no non-durable goods to o"er, and for sim-
plicity we rule out carry-forward and o"ering of gold by them – another
property of optimal solutions – so they receive only purchased goods in
quantity b̄jk,t/p

j
t).

• Conversion of gold to utilitarian capital: Because gold may be traded
in this economy, all agents have a mechanism to acquire it. Therefore,
following market clearing, any producer i may convert an amount $i,tt0
of his current stock of gold to utilitarian capital. (To make our use of
notation consistent, we use conversion rate $̄k,t to refer to bureaucrat k.)
In the fiat economy, since gold is no longer used as a means of payment,
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conversion to capital stock after trading is equivalent to the sequence of
conversion before trading that we invoked in the gold economy of Sec. 5.6.

• Taxation and repayment of loans: Each loan gi,t or ḡk,t is associated
with a money interest &t0gi,t or &t0ḡk,t, along with the principle amount.
Similarly, all bids at market attach to the bidder a proportional tax lia-
bility, "

!

j b
j
i,t for producers or "

!

j b̄
j
k,t for bureaucrats. " , a sales tax

fraction, will actually be defined in the rules of the game as a function of
the labor allocations

>

(j , (̄
?

. Since this function may be evaluated im-
mediately upon the completion of the initialization round, it is therefore
known to agents in all subsequent trading rounds. The form that leads to
stable trade-optimizing solutions is complicated and defined in terms of an
implicit function, so we defer the details to an appendix. To complete the
definition of the stage game here, the sum of borrowed principle, interest,
and tax is due to be repaid by each agent as the last move in each re-
peated round. Failure to pay the full amount leads to a linear subtraction
from the period utility (enforced by the bureaucracy) proportional to the
amount of underpayment. The linear form of default penalty has been
considered in Ref. [350].12

The identification of an extensive-form game capable of endogenously sta-
bilizing optimal trade is unfortunately somewhat cumbersome, and we have
adopted shortcuts by writing certain properties of optimal solutions into the
game rules when doing so leads to no important loss of generality. We intro-
duce the last such simplification at this point. Both producers and bureaucrats
will need to borrow fiat to support trade at general interior solutions to the
game we have defined. Producers receive fiat income from trading posts with
which to pay debts, while bureaucrats have no such income. We therefore re-
gard taxes as the bureaucrat income, and credit the sum of tax liabilities, equal
to "

!

j B
j , to the collection of bureaucrats as income prior to the imposition

of default penalties at the end of each round of the stage game. Since all fiat
is collected, this credit is always possible within a closed system. The account
credit given to bureaucrats may be thought of in the trading-day’s sequence
given above as taking place after fiat is collected from the private sector, but
before bureaucrats are held liable for repayment.

5.8.2 Budget constraints and penalties on default

The clearing rule for all trading posts (non-durables or gold) remains that of
Eq. (5.7) above. For bureaucrats k in Ūk,t we introduce the corresponding
notation

Āj
k,tt0 =

b̄jk,t

pjt
, (5.12)

reflecting the fact that bureaucratic production leads to no endowments of con-
sumables.

12The linearity is by no means necessary, but is convenient for the calculation here.
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Money values determine both constraints on bidding and repayment obliga-
tions, and so we introduce an additional notation for them. Producer i’s holding
of fiat at the end of borrowing and trading is

Mi,t = gi,t $
m
$

j=0

bji,t +
m
$

j=0

qji,tp
j
t , (5.13)

while bureaucrat k’s is

M̄k,t = µ̄t0 + ḡk,t $
m
$

j=0

b̄jk,t +
"

(̄

(

)

m
$

j=0

Bj
t

+

, . (5.14)

The tax payments which take the place of bureaucrat “proceeds” are evenly
divided among the number (̄ of individuals.

A quantity to be considered in the analysis will be the total money supply
Mt in the period, which we define as the sum of salaries and borrowings

Mt =
$

k

(µ̄t0 + ḡk,t) +
$

i

gi,t. (5.15)

5.8.3 Default penalties as generators of shadow prices for
fiat

We implement the budget constraint on bids at market with Kuhn-Tucker mul-
tipliers /i,t, /̄k,t % [0,1] as in the gold economy, thus converting the producer
and bureaucrat utilities into Lagrangians, with independent multipliers for each
period. The budget constraint for producers is gi,t $

!m
j=0 b

j
i,t . 0, limited by

borrowing alone, while for bureaucrats it is µ̄t0 + ḡk,t $
!m

j=0 b̄
j
k,t . 0, from

salary plus borrowing.

Since all agents pay back all fiat at the end of each round, the over- or
under-payment of debts comes from Mi,t or M̄k,t and their respective tax and
loan liabilities. For producer i the total liability is gi,t (1 + &t0) + "

!m
j=0 b

j
i,t

and for bureaucrat k it is ḡk,t (1 + &t0) + "
!m

j=0 b̄
j
k,t. Penalties on underpay-

ment are imposed with a min function, added to the utilities in each period like
the budget-constraint multipliers. We introduce a parameter ' as the inten-
sity of the default penalty, deferring until the next section the question what
value should be assigned to it. We may think of this trapping of Kuhn-Tucker
multipliers and min functions, which convert a raw consumption utility to a
complex constrained Lagrangian, as reflecting the conversion of an agent in the
pre-institutional society into a member of the economy. Producer i is described
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by Lagrangian

Ui,t ( Ui,t + /i,t

(

)gi,t $
m
$

j=0

bji,t

+

,

+'min

.

/

(

)Mi,t $ gi,t (1 + &t0)$ "
m
$

j=0

bji,t

+

, , 0

0

1 , (5.16)

and bureaucrat k by

Ūk,t ( Ūk,t + /̄k,t

(
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, , 0

0

1 . (5.17)

When budget constraints are binding on solutions, their associated Kuhn-
Tucker multipliers /i,t, /̄k,t are generally non-zero, representing shadow prices.
The discontinuity of the min function defining the default penalty should gen-
erally be associated with a similar set of shadow prices, for interior solutions on
which debt and taxes are binding constraints, but in which they are not yet su!-
cient to lead to intentional strategic default. To capture this feature, e"ectively
regularizing the min function, we introduce a pair of finite-range Kuhn-Tucker
multipliers ,i,t, ,̄k,t % [0,']. As shown in Ref. [379], all solutions to the opti-
mization problem defined by Lagrangians (5.16,5.17) are also solutions to the
Lagrangians

Ui,t ( Ui,t + (/i,t + ,i,t)

.

/gi,t $
m
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j=0
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1
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1 - Uecon
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in addition to which the latter provide a way to treat binding, non-default
solutions. We denote these the “economic-actor” utilities Uecon

i,t and Ūecon
k,t for
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the stage game. In Equations (5.18,5.19), we have further rearranged linear
combinations of the two Kuhn-Tucker multipliers so as to make the later analysis
of first-order conditions more transparent. It is the sum of multipliers / and ,
in the fiat economy which set the scale for fiat as a numéraire. Because it has
no consumption utility, the only price for fiat is its shadow price.

5.8.4 Labor allocation and the intensity of default penal-
ties

We turn finally to the appropriate modeling of the intensity for the default
penalty. We have introduced a parameter, ), into the definition of the economy,
to represent whatever technologies set the scale of the capacity to enforce default
penalties. So far in the construction, however, the only representation of default
that has arisen is the parameter ' in the utilities of agents receiving default
penalties. ' is a constant of proportionality between an amount of default,
denominated in money, and an amount of utility reduction. It is natural, since
we have not yet specified the meaning of ), to let it take the same units as ',
and to also serve as a constant of proportionality between money and utility.
Equivalence between the dimensions of ) and ' will not be quite strong enough
as a constraint to imply that these to constants must simply be equal. To
complete the derivation of the relationship the two constants must have, we
argue that the capacity constraint, as defined in the macro-economy by ) and the
supply of bureaucrat labor, must equal the aggregate demand for enforcement,
coming from individual utilities and levels of default.

In order for the default penalty terms to mean what their functional forms
suggest, the micro-economic constant ' must be defined so that the largest
aggregate level of penalty enforcement that may arise for a given move profile
by the agents is consistent with the level of enforcement that technology enables
the bureaucrats to provide. The upper bound on the level of default that may
arise from a given allocation of labor is attained when the whole money supply
Meq goes into default. In this case the need for enforcement called out by the
sum of the min functions in utilities equals Meq'. We will estimate Meq on
dimensional grounds in the next section, and provide a detailed derivation in
App. 5.14. Here we consider the macro-economic supply variable that must
match this demand.

) must map a bureaucrat labor supply (̄ to an amount of dis-utility. Since ),
like ', is a measure of utility per unit of money, another constant that maps (̄
to a money level is needed to define a numéraire that sets a scale for ). The only
parameter in the game definition that sets such a scale is the bureaucrat salary
rate µ̄. However, µ̄ is a salary rate, while ) requires an absolute amount of money
and not a money-rate, to map labor to utility levels. Therefore a time constant
is required. The time constant that relates overall utilities (5.2) to one-period
utility rates (5.1) is the preference discount rate &D. Therefore we define the
meaning of the constant ) through the combination of these other parameters,
by declaring that )µ̄/&D is the level of total disutility a single bureaucrat has
the capacity to inflict in serving default penalties. The requirement of equality
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between this supply and the aggregate demand then becomes

Meq' -
)µ̄(̄

&D
. (5.20)

We will show that this condition closes the fiat system in a way that enables
stable interior solutions whenever the constant ) is su!ciently large.

5.9 Dimensional analysis and general properties
of solutions in the fiat economy

Optimal solutions for trade, in the stage game of our fiat-economy model, follow
the general pattern of solutions developed in the previous chapters for a bid-
o"er strategic market game. They are not noteworthy, except as confirmation
that the fiat money system supports trade in the expected way. Therefore we
relegate details of the analysis to App. 5.14.

The relevant new features of the fiat-money game are 1) the manner in which
the penalties that discourage default depend on the endogenous labor-allocation
solution, and 2) the resulting money supply and size of the bureaucracy. Most
of the algebraic detail resulting from solution of the first-order conditions is not
needed to obtain the leading behavior of these quantities. These may be esti-
mated directly from dimensional analysis, which we invoked as a general method
in Chapter 3. Here we use the case of the fiat economy to provide a worked
example of a dimensional-analysis solution, both to illustrate the procedure and
to show how, by extremely simple constructions, it can arrive at correct approx-
imations to much more complicated functional forms. The detailed solutions to
the first-order conditions are referenced back to their dimensional estimates in
App. 5.14.

5.9.1 Dimensions: notation and conventions

Square brackets around a variable denote the name of its dimension. For brevity
we call the unit of time “days”, and the numéraire of fiat “dollars”. In this
notation [%] - util.13

Salaries have dimension [µ̄] - dollar/day. Ordinarily we would regard only
these continuously-measured quantities as the scalable quantities that are cap-
tured by dimensions. In this section, however, it will be easier to follow the
reasoning based on scaling, if we also regard the (discrete) size of the bureau-
cracy as a “dimensional” variable, and regard the dimensions of the salary rate
as [µ̄] - dollar/ (day · bureaucrat).

All pure rates in the problem have dimension [&] = [&D] = [(] - 1/day.
The existence of more than one quantity with dimensions 1/day in the model

13The use of default penalties, like the use of expected utility or a variety of other extensions
of the deterministic General Equilibrium formulation, inevitably assigns meaning to cardinal
utilities, and not just to their ordinal forms. Here we accept that inevitability, and derive its
consequences for scaling.
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poses a formal problem for dimensional analysis – any dimensionally consistent
solution may be converted to another consistent solution by any (arbitrarily ill-
behaved) function of the non-dimensional ratios &/&D, &/(, or &D/(. Although
in some cases the resulting ambiguity can render dimensional analysis e"ectively
unusable, in many cases we may guess which pure rate to use in a dimensional
estimate, if there is a clear distinction between which of &, &D, or ( controls
the scaling of a given subset of the solution variables.

The penalties have dimension ['] = [)] - util/dollar. Recall that ' is a
derived quantity, not a fundamental parameter specifying the model. Therefore,
we always treat ) as the dimensionally-controlling parameter.

5.9.2 Scaling predictions

We begin by considering the scaling of the money supply and the size of the
bureaucracy. We noted in Chapter 3 that one reason dimensional analysis can
simplify complex problems is that dimensions retain their role as constraints
across scales of aggregation in the economy. Our use of this feature in the
consistency relation (5.20) is one approach to aggregating the microeconomy of
agents to the macroeconomy of centralized supply variables.

Dimensionally [M] - dollar, and its value must be determined by the pa-
rameters µ̄, ), and & that define the game structure, together with the size of
the labor force (̄, which is one of the solution variables. The only combination
of these quantities that has the same dimensions as [M] is

[M] =

B

µ̄(̄

&

C

=

6

dollar

day · bureaucrat

7

(bureaucrats)

6

1

1/day

7

(5.21)

We therefore expect that, if the values given to any of µ̄, &, or (̄ are changed,
the money supply must likewise change. Moreover, the ratio of the new value
for M to its old value, which we will call a rescaling factor, must depend on
the rescaling factors of the parameters µ̄, &, or (̄, in the form of a product as
suggested by Eq. (5.21). The detailed derivation in App. 5.14 confirms thatM #
µ̄(̄/& is also the correct leading-order approximation as t0 ( 0. Scaling relations
of this form, which also furnish leading-order approximations, are denoted as
M ) µ̄(̄/&. We note as a corollary that the velocity of money, which is a rate
and hence does depend on the trading period length (and not on the discount
horizon), should scale as M ) µ̄(̄/&t0. From the scaling of M and Eq. (5.20)
we obtain the scaling of ', the micro-economic penalty variable, in terms of ),
the globally defined technology parameter of the game:

' ) )
&

&D
. (5.22)

Since all agents and all goods are symmetric a priori with respect to per-
mutation, the magnitude of any single agent’s bid, on any single good, should
be an equal fraction of the entire money supply, and thus

b #
M
nm

)
µ̄(̄

mn&
. (5.23)
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Again imposing consistency between the macro- and micro-economy, we may
attempt to relate Eq. (5.23) to an independently estimated scale for b from the
single-agent decision variables. These are the penalty parameter ' in relation
to the utility scale %,

b )
%

'
#

%&D
)&

. (5.24)

In the second approximation, we have used the consistency relation already
imposed on penalty scales, which led to Eq. (5.22). Setting equal Eq. (5.23) and
Eq. (5.24) we obtain a dimension- and symmetry-based estimate for the scaling
of the fraction of society in the bureaucracy

(̄

n
)

%&D
)µ̄

m. (5.25)

If we had had, from the start, only dimensions and no other information
about the structure or symmetries of the game, we could have arrived at the
scaling relation in Eq. (5.25) apart from the factor m. We followed the slightly
longer sequence of analysis, relating micro- to macro-economic variables, and
using symmetries, so that e"ectively we could treat discrete variables such as
the number of goods (m) as scaling variables, and thus obtain the form (5.25)
that closely approximates the exact solution.14 Substituting Eq. (5.25) back
into the scaling relation (5.21), we obtain the estimate for the money supply in
terms of elementary model parameters, given in Table 5.4.

Finally, we may use a similar line of reasoning, based on dimensions and
scaling, to form a clearer understanding of the meaning of default penalties in
relation to cardinal utility. The combination

[)µ̄] =

6

util

dollar

76

dollars

day · bureaucrat

7

=

6

util

day

7

/ (bureaucrat) . (5.26)

Default penalties are only meaningful in combination with the numéraire, and
we may think of Eq. (5.26) as the disutility rate that would result from a reduc-
tion in consumption of all goods in each period. Because, in this chapter, we
have assumed the logarithmic form (5.1) for cardinal utility, a unit reduction in
the logarithm corresponds to a reduction in consumption level by a fraction of
order unity, relative to the total that agents could have achieved under best cir-
cumstances. (Historically, this would have been an appropriate minimal model
of debtor’s prison as punishment.) Then, if we recognize %&Dm as a utility
rate per agent associated with consumption of all m goods, the ratio )µ̄/%&Dm
has the interpretation of a number of individuals who can be “imprisoned”, per
bureaucrat enforcing the default laws.15

14It is not required that only continuous-valued variables may be assigned dimensions, as we
have done in this construction. Dimensional analyses may be constructed to capture any scale-
invariances that a problem has, including those in which large, discrete population-counting
variables such as m, n, $̄, etc., approximate a continuum and thus induce a scaling symmetry.
Because such counting variables play a minor role in the constructions of this chapter, we
have not pursued such a more-involved construction of dimensions.

15We note that our stock-flow distinction remains well-defined under this interpretation
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5.9.3 Comparison of dimensional estimates to economet-
ric data

Dimensional analysis, and minimal models more generally, are coarse tools for
quantitative estimation, though they become more useful for comparative anal-
yses among multiple systems with common structure but di"erent characteristic
scales. We have used them here to illustrate the problem of endogenously sta-
bilizing a money system based on an arbitrary currency, in a model where all
flows are closed, and for that use they are appropriate.

However, we may push both tools outside their natural ranges of applica-
bility, and we expect that the estimates they provide should compare to reality
within factors that can be sensibly assigned to model simplifications. In that
spirit we begin by considering Eq. (5.21) for the money supply. The size of
the federal bureaucracy in 2003 was (̄ # 2.7 million employees (SAUS 2003).
Supposing a bureaucrat’s salary to average µ̄ # $40, 000 per year, and an av-
erage monetary rate of interest to be & # 0.06 per year, gives an estimated
money supply of M # $1.8 trillion. Estimated M1 in 2003 was $1.1 trillion,
for comparison. From Eq. (5.23) we may consider bm, any individual’s spend-
ing constraint at any time, as a share of the national limitation in the money
supply (irrespective of how many e"ectively symmetric goods m it buys). For a
population of 288 million (SAUS 2003), and continuing within the dimensional
estimate for M, we obtain bm # $6, 250, comparable to consumer credit limits
that for most Americans define their primary spending constraint. Dimensional
estimates are therefore fairly successful at relating money supply to the rates of
money injection and of interest, as they should be.

Our estimates of the size of the bureaucracy are more artificial, in one re-
spect due to oversimplification of the dimensional analysis, in another to the
use of Cobb-Douglas utilities and linear default penalties, which from an econo-
metric perspective are arbitrary. We have interpreted the combination of model
parameters )µ̄/%&Dm as a number of individuals per bureaucrat over which
the bureaucracy can exercise strong coercive control. In a modern economy
bankruptcy law rather than debtors prison provides an interpretation for pe-
nalization. The number of total (business+personal) U.S. bankruptcies in year
1999 was 1,391,964 (SAUS 2001 Table 736). At the same time the number
of police, legal, and judicial employees was about 1,473,000 (SAUS 2001 Table
453).16 The resulting crude measure of the strength of the bureaucracy becomes
%&Dm/)µ̄ # 1.47/1.39 # 1.06. To treat this number as an interpretation for
the estimate (5.25) for (̄/n would of course be unwarranted:17 bankruptcy is an

and its associated dimensional analysis. $%Dm is dimensionally a utility rate, while &µ̄ is a
rate at which penalties are imposed. Their ratio, &µ̄/$%Dm, is therefore a “stock variable”
corresponding to a number of private citizens over whom each bureaucrat can exercise control.

16Note that this estimate of the explicitly legal component is comparable to the federal
bureaucracy quoted in the preceding estimate for the money supply, within a factor of 2.

17In Eq. (5.25) doing so would also generate the result of a bureaucracy equal in size to the
population, but this is an artifact of the dimensional estimate. The corresponding number in
the exact game solution is given in Eq. (5.81) in App. 5.14. It provides for a solution $̄ < n
at all values of $%Dm/&µ̄, which by any of these estimates for bureaucracy size would yield
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economic more than a directly utilitarian combination of protections and penal-
ties, and at the same time only a minute part of enforcement labor services
bankruptcies. The existence of such measures of force, however, gives meaning
to models in which a coercive bureaucracy forces cardinal utility comparisons
by agents, between decisions which determine private consumption rates, and
interventions imposed by the government.

The exercise of correcting the dimensional analysis to a form that would be
consistent with realistic estimates for the coercive force of the government is
informative, however. Eq. (5.25) reflects the assumption explicit in Eq. (5.20),
that the bureaucracy stands ready to enforce quite severe penalties on default
of the entire money supply. This is the best that a dimensional analysis can
provide, because we have not modeled the threat capacity of law to prevent
most strategic default by actively pursuing a few instances. Since at interior
solutions none of the money supply is in default, the actual requirement for
enforcement is something more like

)µ̄(̄

&D
( fMeq', (5.27)

where 0 < f 6 1 is the fraction the bureaucracy actually needs to enforce.
With Eq. (5.27), Eq. (5.25) becomes

(̄

n
) f

%&Dm

)µ̄
. (5.28)

Taking (̄/n # 1.47million/288million # 0.005, we generate a value for f #
1/200.18 The empirical evidence that threat or the trust of enforcement per-
mit leveraging the money supply by factors such as 1/f is that economy-wide
contractions or collapses often result from cascading defaults exacerbated by
tightening margin requirements [146]. During good times, much trade is medi-
ated by near-monies and other forms of credit not fully policed by government
or other institutions. When trust in these near-monies collapses, the scale of
trade supportable with fully margined securities is revealed to be considerably
smaller.19

5.9.4 E!ciency of the fiat-mediated economy

Parallel analysis of the gold-mediated and fiat-mediated economies makes it pos-
sible to distinguish sources of allocative ine!ciency, and from the distinctions,
to understand qualitative di"erences in the ways these systems encapsulate time
periods. We may generally group the deviations of the non-cooperative equilib-
rium allocations in strategic market games, from the allocations of competitive

$̄/n * 0.5+ 0.6.
18Note that this is just the fraction of the society in bankruptcy, from which the estimate

used for bureaucracy size cancels.
19Here again a realistic comparison would would need to take into account the di!erence

in velocity of money in financial and banking sectors than in markets directly mediating
production and commerce.
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equilibria, into three types: 1) deviations that converge toward zero in the con-
tinuum (large-population) limit of agent numbers; 2) deviations that converge
toward zero in the continuum (short-period) limit of the trading round, and; 3)
deviations resulting from the execution of a round of trade whatever its length
and population number, which cannot be removed by scaling.

Ine!ciencies of the first kind are recognized, and are explicitly removed
within General Equilibrium theory by the assumption that trade equilibria are
defined between types of agents, and not between finite numbers of distinct in-
dividuals. They appear in our market-clearing solutions through price impacts,
and in the example solutions of this chapter we have mostly eliminated them
by assuming the replication index r ( 1.

Ine!ciencies of the second kind are explicitly temporal in origin, and these
appear as primary e"ects in the gold-mediated economy, and as secondary ef-
fects in the fiat economy. In both these models, scarcity constraints fill the
role played by budget constraints in General Equilibrium, establishing the rela-
tive marginal utilities of consumption. In games with time-lags and discounting
(whether monetary or utilitarian), the di"erent value given to present and fu-
ture consumption renders these marginal utilities unequal and thus not Pareto-
optimal. Ine!ciencies of this form may be removed in the continuum limit
t0 ( 0. They are therefore associated with other regular properties of the con-
tinuum limit, such as finite velocity of money, or a money supply that vanishes
linearly in small t0.

Ine!ciencies of the third kind can arise either from costs per-event of trade
(as opposed to per-volume), or from labor lost to primary production. These
costs remain in the fiat economy as t0 ( 0. (If we had explicitly modeled
the costs of operating trading posts, they would have been a feature of the
gold model as well.) Costs that do not vanish in the continuous-time limit
are associated with other properties of the economy that diverge (formally) as
t0 ( 0, such as velocity of money, or the ratio between money supply and traded
volume.

Whether a source of ine!ciency will persist in continuum limits is determined
by its scaling with t0. As we show in App. 5.17, the cost of contract enforcement
is the leading loss of e!ciency in the fiat model. It depends on the same shadow-
price terms as the allocative ine!ciencies, but the labor cost is linear in t0,
while the utility lost to ine!ciency is quadratic in t0. Another way to say this
is that, because in the fiat model the tax rate is a regular flow that scales in
proportion to the labor allocation to the bureaucracy (a stock variable), these
two cannot be made to vanish in a continuum limit. Beyond this explicit labor
cost, the fiat model, like the gold model, also has a quadratic cost from ine!cient
allocation 5 (" + &t0)

2/m, which vanishes relative to the consumption utility
rate as t0 ( 0.
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5.10 Summary comparison of the two monetary
systems

We may summarize the results of this chapter by observing that the introduction
of money necessarily turns one-period models into multiperiod models. Even in
a setting where the “rules of the game” – that is, the technologies and norms for
using money – are given, the commitments that make money useful are made
on a longer timescale than the use of money in trade.

The principle function of money in these models has been to separate the
trading decisions made on di"erent time intervals, so that these influence each
other only through the uniform interface of shadow prices.20 When the money
is a commodity, it separates periods through carry-forward. The store of value
in a durable commodity enables much higher e!ciencies from trade than was
possible with only the use of perishable-commodity monies in the one-period
market 3 of Ch. 4.

Fiat money has a fundamentally di"erent structure, in that it creates many-
period dynamics by concatenating one-period dynamics, but not connecting
them directly to one-another. Instead, it connects trade in each period to
boundary conditions that are recreated within that period by institutionally
centralized spending, loans, interest, and taxation. For this reason the many-
period fiat models in this chapter are not so di"erent in form, or in the e!ciencies
they can attain, from the credit-based markets in Ch. 4.

In this chapter we have made a larger proportion of the real costs associated
with evaluation explicit than was possible in the one-period setting. We have
not tried to model the cost of quality-verification of gold which was historically
an important burden on the function of gold denominated markets and the
reason for adoption of state issued gold currencies that possess legal as well as
commodity aspects. The fiat-money model reflects certain costs of the monetary
system that the gold model leaves implicit.

5.10.1 Shared essential functions of monies, and di"er-
ences between commodity and bureaucracy imple-
mentations

Both money systems have been required to include mechanisms to inject money
across the society, to provide a salvage value that defines its worth in trade for
other goods and a signal of commitment, and to remove it from the system in
order to permit stationary prices. Optimal trade further requires some form of
decoupling of trading rounds, to yield stationary consumption of both durable
and non-durable goods. Di"erences in the ways gold and fiat monies serve these
functions determine their sources of cost, and the scaling of quantities in the
financing system relative to the flows of real goods. Table 5.3 compares the

20Thus we see that, with respect to dynamics, the principle function of money and the
price system is to define a separating hyperplane between decisions, much as the price system
separates production and consumption in the timeless context of General Equilibrium [208].
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sources of these fundamental functions and costs for the two systems, which
result from the distinct structures of the two extensive-form games.21

Money Mode of Mode of Period budget Constraint Source of
system injection extraction supplied by ensuring cost

scarcity
Commodity Direct Capital Carry- Cash on Delayed
gold production depreciation forward the barrel consumption
Government Salary Taxation & Borrowing Bankruptcy Lost primary
fiat Interest penalties production

Table 5.3: Comparison of money systems: structural properties. Cost, source
of commitment, and salvage value of gold all stem from the labor cost of its
extraction and ultimately from the consumption services of capital stock. The
same services are provided by fiat money only through its participation in a
cycle of salary and taxation that links contract enforcement by specialists to
the valuation an otherwise arbitrary currency.

Mechanism to separate periods: In the economy mediated by commodity
money, shadow prices came from carry-forward across periods and the need
for cash. In fiat-mediated economies, separate periods are decoupled by the
mechanism of central-bank lending, so that instead of resulting from a cash
constraint, shadow prices arise out of the liability for interest within periods,
together with the taxes that stabilize the money value.

Scaling of money supply and velocity: The structural di"erences between
gold and fiat monies lead to qualitatively di"erent solutions for the money supply
and velocity, and for the e!ciency of trade, as shown in Table. 5.4. In both
systems the injection of money per period scales 5 t0 and so defines a finite rate
in the continuum limit. However, carry-forward makes gold money available
across the society, resulting in a money supply also 5 t0 and therefore a finite
velocity, while central-bank action is required to make fiat money available.
Borrowing leads to a non-vanishing money supply as t0 ( 0 and thus a divergent
velocity of money.

Sources of cost: Ine!ciencies of trade exist in both systems, and take the
same functional forms of &Dt0 for gold and " +&t0 for fiat, where " is a taxation
rate and & a money-rate of interest on loans defined for the fiat model. For gold,
these allocative ine!ciencies are the leading sources of lost surplus, while the fiat
system also explicitly represents a loss of primary productivity 5 (" + &t0) #
(̄/n (the fractional size of the bureaucracy), which is expressed in terms of

21In comparing the two closed systems we note that even if the lending of gold were per-
mitted, without invoking the standard Deus ex Machina, a small country international trade
model that permits the outflow or influx of gold; the model with gold is unable to vary the
money supply in the flexible manner that is feasible with fiat.
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Money Supply Injection per Velocity Carry- Borrowing Ine!ciency
system M/n period per n forward of trade

Commodity e0t0 e0t0* e0 used not- (&Dt0)
2/

gold '0/m used (2m)
Government (m%/)) (m%/)) (m%/)) /t0 not- used (m%/))
fiat * (&D/&) *&Dt0 * (&D/&) used * (&D/µ̄)

Table 5.4: Comparison of money systems: solution properties. Only leading-
order terms in 1/m are shown, to preserve readability; exact results are derived
in the respective essays. Money supplies and injections per period are reported
per agent, and Velocity is defined as the quantity of money traded, divided
by the period length. Ine!ciency - (1$ e!ciency) is defined from App. 5.16.
The “enforcement” technology parameter ) is defined by the interpretation of
the combination )µ̄/ (m%&D) as the number of agents each bureaucrat could
penalize for default by imposing a drastic loss of consumption, as explained
more fully in the companion essay.

primitive model parameters in the table. The former term can be made to
vanish as t0 ( 0, while the latter, like the money supply, remains finite. The
“extra” loss of e!ciency in the fiat system arises because we have made the cost
of contract enforcement explicit within the system, whereas it is unformalized
and treated (presumably unrealistically) as free in the gold-denominated model.

5.11 Further Coment and Caveats

A central theme implicit in this chapter is the aspect of an administrative struc-
ture called for when fiat is introduced. In most societies, in many ways, the time
horizon of the bureaucracy is longer than the time horizon of the politicians who
are meant to be in control of the bureaucracy. Any attempt to capture this phe-
nomenon requires at least three time scales.

Our basic concern has been to contrast gold and fiat and to show that the
creation of the bureaucracy plays a central role in the introduction of fiat, but in
maintaining a tight closed structure involving only two timescales we have only
deconstructed the first stage of the eternal question underlying social systems
Quis custodiet ipsos Custodes.22 In understanding the choice of gold versus fiat,
the roles of economics, bureaucracy and politics and their di"ering timescales
are centrally relevant.

22From Latin “who will guard the guardians themselves”.
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5.12 Appendix: Summary of notation for the
two-timescale, extensive-form games

This appendix provides a summary of notation used in the two repeated-period
models. Parameters defining the game are listed first, followed by dynamical
variables.

Parameters
m Number of types of consumption goods
n - mr Number of agents in the society, r is a replica number
t0 Time interval for a cycle of production, trade, and consumption
aj ( a Allocation rate of consumption goods to farmers
e0 Allocation rate of gold to prospectors
s Utility weight of service from capital stock
'0 Weight of service from capital stock in e"ective utility
µ̄ Bureaucrat salary rate
) Penalty technology of the bureaucracy
' Penalty function of technology and labor allocation
( Rate of decay of capital stock
& Rate of interest on borrowing
" Fraction of gross receipts from sales demanded in taxes
% Scale factor for utilities
&D Temporal utility discount rate
1 Per-period discount fraction

Table 5.5: Structural variables defining the extensive-form game. Where we
have used symmetry to set values equal among many agents as an aid for analytic
solutions, the reduced notation is shown as well.
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Individual decision variables (period notation ( stationary notation)

aji,t Rate of self-production of a good by a farmer
$i,t Gold converted to capital stock by a farmer or prospector
$̄k,t Gold converted to capital stock by a bureaucrat
q0i,t ( q& Gold o"ered by any prospector per period

qji,t ( q Self-produced consumption good o"ered by any farmer per period
gi,t ( g0 Borrowing by a prospector per period
gi,t ( g Borrowing by a farmer per period
ḡk,t ( ḡ Borrowing by a bureaucrat per period
bji,t ( b0 Bid by prospector on any consumption good
b0i,t ( b& Bid by any farmer on gold

bji,t ( b Bid by any farmer on any other-produced consumption good
b̄0k,t ( b̄& Bid by any bureaucrat on gold

b̄jk,t ( b̄ Bid by any bureaucrat on any consumable good
Labor, price, and allocation variables (period notation ( stationary notation)
(0t ( mr0 Number of prospectors at any time t
(jt ( r̂ Number of farmers of any consumption good at any time t
(̄t ( (̄ - mr̄ Number of bureaucrats at any time t
aji,tt0 ( ajt0, 0 Endowment of non-durable goods to farmers per period

Qj
t ( Q Total quantity o"ered of a single consumable

Q0
t ( Q& Total quantity of gold o"ered

Bj
t ( B Total money bid (gold or fiat) on a single consumable

B0
t ( B& Total fiat bid on gold

pjt ( p Price of any consumption good at any time t
p0t ( p& Price of gold at any time t
/i,t ( /, /k,t ( /̄ Kuhn-Tucker multipliers for budget constraints
,i,t ( ,, ,k,t ( ,̄ Kuhn-Tucker multipliers for default in the Fiat model
Aj

i,t ( A0 Prospector’s final allocation rate of any consumption good

Aj
i,t ( A' Farmer’s final allocation rate of self-produced consumption good

Aj
i,t ( A( Farmer’s final allocation rate of other-produced consumption good

Āj
k,t ( Ā Bureaucrat’s final allocation rate of consumption good

$i,t - A0
i,t ( $0t0 Prospector’s final allocation rate of gold in each period

$i,t - A0
i,t ( $t0 Farmer’s final allocation rate of gold in each period

$k,t - Ā0
k,t ( $̄t0 Bureaucrat’s final allocation rate of gold in each period

Ci,t ( $0/( Capital stock of prospectors
Ci,t ( $/( Capital stock of farmers
C̄k,t ( $̄/( Capital stock of bureaucrats
Mi,t Period-end money held by producers
M̄k,t Period-end money held by bureaucrats
Mt ( Meq Money-metric budget of agent i for repeated strategies
2i Arbitrary price normalization for General Equilibrium solutions
Wi Money supply used in a period

Table 5.6: Individual decision variables, followed by variables produced by the
clearing rules. Reduced notation indicated as in Table 5.5.
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5.13 Appendix: Optimizing solutions for the gold
economy

Here we solve the first-order conditions for the general equilibrium model de-
fined by the utilities, market-clearing conditions, and carry-forward relations in
the gold-mediated economy. App. 5.12 summarizes the parameters and strate-
gically optimized variables of the game, for time-stationary and type-symmetric
solutions.

The gold economy has four important qualitative properties, which we wish
to emphasize over and above the detailed algebraic forms: 1) in the repeated
stage game, solutions with stationary levels of production, trade, and consump-
tion exist; 2) the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers from the budget constraint act on the
carry-forward relation to impose a shadow price from future cash constraints on
bids in the current period; 3) agents use all gold currently in their possession
to bid on non-durable goods – for farmers carry-forward is possible only from
the proceeds of sales, and for prospectors bids are paid for from new extrac-
tion each period; 4) agents never bid on the same good as they o"er, and this
asymmetry creates a slight distortion of the consumption profile from that of
Pareto-optimal allocations.

These properties of the stage game break the independent permutation sym-
metry that is a prior property of both agents and types of goods, replacing
the independent symmetries with a single symmetry under joint permutation
of farmers with their produced-goods types. This violation of symmetry is a
source of allocative ine!ciency, and arises in the fiat-denominated economy, as
it did in the one-period economies of Ch. 4.

5.13.1 First order conditions for the spot markets

Utilities in the Gold economy are functions only of the final allocation variables
in the rounds of the stage game. We therefore begin by computing these as
functions of the strategic decision variables produced by the clearing rules. The
variation of the consumption level Aj

i,t of Eq. (5.7), which results from variation
of the underlying bids and o"ers, is

!Aj
i,tt0 = $

<

!qji,t $
!bji,t

pjt

=<

1$
bji,t

Bj
t

=

. (5.29)

A consequence of finite replication index r (together with a finite numberm+
1 of goods) is that variations in agent bids and o"ers impact the prices at which
the goods on which they are bidding clear. Such “price impact factors” represent
finite-economy hoarding e"ects, and cause the non-cooperative equilibrium of
strategic market games to di"er from the competitive equilibrium at equivalent
preferences, even in the absence of other ine!ciencies such as nonzero discount
factors or spot interest rates (fiat model only). Impact factors include 1$bji,t/B

j
t

and 1$ b̄jk,t/B
j
t a"ecting consumption in Eq. (5.44,5.45), and we will note other
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consequences of impact in the Fiat model in App. 5.14. In the interest of
simplifying equations where no important loss of generality results, we suppress
these terms by considering the infinite-replica limit r ( 1, in which the price
impacts di"er from unity by terms O (1/r) or smaller.

The variation of a farmer’s intertemporal utility (5.8), using the carry-
forward relation (5.3) to accumulate the consequences of strategies over suc-
ceeding times, then becomes
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The index of summation j % 1, . . . ,m because there is no trading post for gold.

The sum over periods t and t$ – in which, respectively, decisions are made
and later consumption takes place – may be re-arranged, so that instead of
grouping all decision variables that contribute to consumption in a given around,
they group all consequences of consumption are a"ected by variation of a given
decision variable. This re-arrangement in Eq. (5.30) applies the “shadow of the
future” to present decisions, resulting in the form
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(5.31)

The sums of discounted /i,t! are di"erent for the q and b variations due to
their di"erent positions in the stage game relative to carry-forward. Both sums
cannot be made to cancel against the marginal utility at the same j, forcing
either qji,t or b

j
i,t to be zero and enforcing a condition of no wash selling.23 The

shadow of the future looms one period larger on bids than it does on o"ers,
introducing a hoarding e"ect which depends on (t0 and on 1.

The variation of the utility of prospectors can be similarly rearranged simi-

23A wash sale involves both buying and selling the same commodity by a single individual,
thus giving the impression of a higher volume of trade than is justified by actual demand and
supply.
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larly to Eq. 5.31 for farmers, but takes the somewhat simpler form:
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5.13.2 Stationary, type-symmetric trade solutions

We search for and confirm the existence of solutions to the first-order conditions
which are stationary in t and symmetric under permutations of agents of a
given type, and under permutation of the types of goods j. For such stationary,
symmetric solutions, it improves readability to replace the indexed decision
variables with a simplified notation, indicating only the distinct values taken by
each variable.

Such a reduced notation sets the o"er levels q0i,t - q& for prospectors, qji,t - q

for farmer i who produces a good of type j, and qji,t - 0 for goods of the types he

does not produce. Similarly, bids are set to bji,t - b0 from prospectors on goods

j % 1, . . . ,m and zero otherwise, b0i,t - b& from farmers on gold, and bji,t - b
for farmer i on goods other than the value j % 1, . . . ,m he produces. Otherwise
bji,t - 0. In the reduced notation, we must distinguish the carry-forward of gold
with µ0 for prospectors and µ for farmers.

For variables referring to final allocations, we let Aj
i,t ( A0, A', and A(,

respectively for prospectors, farmers consuming the good they produce, and
farmers consuming goods produced by other types of specialists. Finally, to
provide a notation for the labor allocation problem usable for both the gold and
fiat economies, we set (0 - mr0 and rename (j = ( ( r̂ in all type-symmetric
solutions, so that n = mr = (0 +

!

j (
j ( m

"

r0 + r̂
#

. The full and condensed
notations are summarized in Table. 5.6 of App. 5.12.

We sum the geometric series of discount factors and solve for the K-T multi-
pliers / in the above !Ui, to relate consumption of non-durables and conversion
of gold. Only nondurable goods are priced, and their prices are all equal, so the
marginal utilities reduce to the set

1

pA0
=

t0
b0

=
'0

$0
(5.33)

for prospectors,
1

pA'
=

t0
p (at0 $ q)

=
1

(1 + &Dt0)

'0

$
(5.34)
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for farmers on their own goods, and

1

pA(
=

t0
b

=
'0

$
(5.35)

on other’s consumable goods. A new combination of the original game param-
eters has appeared,

'0 =
s1(t0

1$ 1 (1$(t0)
=

s(

&D +(
(5.36)

which sets the scale for marginal utilities of capital stock in the presence of
intertemporal discounting. (Eq, 5.36 is reproduced as Eq. (5.5) in the main
text).

All K-T multipliers are nonzero, so farmers either bid or convert all their
gold every period, µ = $t0 + (m$ 1) b, and prospectors carry nothing forward
µ0 = 0. Their extraction endowment covers bids and use in capital stock e0t0 =
$0t0 +mb0. Note that as a result the bids like the o"ers scale as t0 rather than
with a fixed money supply, so that the velocity of circulation goes to a constant
as t0 ( 0. From Equations (5.33 - 5.35) as &Dt0 ( 0, bids and consumption
become equivalent for all agents, implying that farmers carry forward the same
quantity of gold as prospectors extract, and the money supply and velocity to
O (1/m) are those shown in Table 5.4 of the main text.

A general property of the bid-o"er game in an intertemporal context is hoard-
ing of endowed goods. Farmers hoard just to the point where the marginal utility
of their less-than-Pareto-optimal o"ers matches the added shadow price on bids
from future cash constraints. The result is that A'/A( = 1 + &Dt0. A simi-
lar distortion exists between prospectors and farmers, and at optimal solutions
individuals will allocate labor among these professions just to the point where
the scarcity-price of consumable goods versus gold balances the di"erent market
ine!ciencies su"ered by the two types. The condition for equal utilities is the
relation

(m+ s) log
b0
b

= log (1 + &Dt0) . (5.37)

The absence of a gold market prevents prospectors from hoarding, so that
their overall level of consumption is reduced to a utility equivalent to the
suboptimal utility of hoarding farmers. All money is used each period, and
returned to farmers from the posts to begin the next period, and therefore
pq = µ 3 mb0r0/

"

r $ r0
#

= $t0, implying that

m
r0

r $ r0
b0
b

= '0. (5.38)

5.13.3 Stabilization of the labor allocation problem

Because both consumables and goods are scarce, the bidding strength of prospec-
tors versus farmers is inverse, through Eq. (5.38), to their numbers in the pop-
ulation. Equality of utilities (5.37) under labor tatônnement therefore defines
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a stable equilibrium. Combining solutions of Eq. (5.34) for q with Eq. (5.35)
to remove the 1/1, and making use of Eq. (5.38), sets the vector of consump-
tion levels proportional (to ensure proper normalization) to a vector of bidding
parameters, as

6

A0

a
,
A'

a
,
A(

a

7

=

6

1

m+ &Dt0 + '0

7

"b0
b
, (1 + &Dt0) , 1

#

, (5.39)

The budget constraint and equal marginal utilities of prospectors set e0t0 =
"

m+ '0
#

b0, from which follows the gold investment distribution

%$0
e0

,
$

e0

&

=

6

'0

m+ '0

7

"

1,
b

b0

#

. (5.40)

5.14 Appendix: Optimizing solutions for the fiat
economy

Here we solve the first-order conditions for the general equilibrium of the model
of the Fiat-mediated economy, parallel to the solutions for the Gold economy
derived in App. 5.13.

The Fiat economy has four important qualitative features, which we again
emphasize over and above details of the algebraic solutions: 1) solutions with
stationary levels of production, trade, and consumption exist; 2) all Kuhn-
Tucker multipliers associated with both the budget and the default constraints
are non-zero; 3) agents use all borrowed fiat to purchase the goods that they
do not produce (so there is no wash selling), and 4) in optimal solutions the
re-collection of fiat that we have written into the rules of the game is exactly
su!cient to pay all debts without strategic default. The taxation rule, which is
the government control parameter used to enable optimizing trade, is presented
below in Eq. (5.71).

5.14.1 First order conditions for the spot markets

For Farmers, the bid and o"er variables in the Fiat economy are the same as
those in the Gold economy. Therefore the dependence of the final allocation of
good j to producer i on these bid and o"er variables is the same as in Eq. 5.29.
The bureaucrats have no goods to o"er in trade, so their only strategic variables
are bids. For bureaucrat k the variation in the period-end allocation is

!Āj
k,tt0 =

!b̄jk,t

pjt

<

1$
b̄jk,t

Bj
t

=

. (5.41)

For the Fiat economy we must consider not only allocations of consumable
goods at periods’ ends, but also the magnitudes of default, if these are greater
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than zero. For a farmer or prospector i, the degree of default in fiat is

!
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(5.42)
The variation for a bureaucrat k is slightly simpler:
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(5.43)
If we now apply the variations (5.29,5.42) in consumption and default to

the non-bureaucrat utility form in Eq. (5.18), and recognize that the rate of
conversion of gold to capital stock defines the final allocation rate for gold,
$i,t = A0

i,t, we obtain the first-order condition
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Applying the corresponding variations (5.41,5.43) to the bureaucrat utility in
Eq. (5.19), and using $̄k,t = Ā0

k,t, gives
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The variations in gi,t, ḡk,t, /i,t, and /̄k,t in both equations are permitted
to range over unbounded intervals, so their coe!cients must vanish. Hence the
bidding constraint is always tight (gi,t =

!m
j=0 b

j
i,t, µ̄t0 + ḡk,t =

!m
j=0 b̄

j
k,t), and

we may also set /i,t = &,i,t, /̄k,t = &,̄k,t in what follows. As ,i,t and therefore

/i,t are nonzero, it is impossible for the !bji,t and !q
j
i,t variations both to cancel

in Eq. (5.44). Hence one of bji,t and qji,t takes the boundary condition 0 for any
good j, leading (as in the gold economy) to the result that there is no wash
selling in the private sector.

We seek and confirm the existence of stationary solutions, symmetric un-
der permutation of agents of a given type, and under joint permutations of
nondurable goods-types with the agents who produce them. Again, a reduced
notation renders solutions more readable. O"ers are set equal to q0i,t - q& for

prospectors, qji,t - q for farmer i of a good of type j, and qji,t - 0 otherwise. Bids

are set to bji,t - b0 from prospectors on goods j % 1, . . . ,m and zero otherwise,

b0i,t - b& from farmers on gold, and bji,t - b for farmer i on goods other than
the value j % 1, . . . ,m he produces, and zero otherwise. Bids from bureaucrats
are b̄0k,t - b̄& on gold, and b̄jk,t - b̄ on all nondurable goods. The K-T multiplier
for default by prospectors is denoted ,i,t = ,0, for farmers it is ,i,t = ,, and
for bureaucrats ,̄k,t = ,̄. Finally, we denote ḡk,t - ḡ for stationary bureaucrat
borrowing, gi,t - g0 for i a prospector, or gi,t - g for i a farmer.

Type symmetry presumes equal numbers of each type of farmer, which we
denote (jt = ( - r̂, j % 1, . . . ,m, and we further introduce notations (0t - mr0,
(̄t - mr̄, so that r0 and r̄ are respectively the number of agents from each replica
who become prospectors and bureaucrats. With this notation, r0 + r̂ + r̄ - r
by definition. Total bids on gold are then denoted B0

t - B& = mr̂b& +mr̄b̄&,
and on nondurables Bj

t - B = mr0b0 + (m$ 1) r̂b + mr̄b̄. O"ers of gold are
Q0

t - Q& = mr0q&, and of nondurables are Qj
t - Q = r̂q. These notations are

summarized in Table. 5.6 of App. 5.12.
The price of gold, in the reduced notation, is then

p0t - p& =
B&

Q&
=

r̂

r0
b&

q&
+

r̄

r0
b̄&

q&
. (5.46)

The price of the nondurables j % 1, . . . ,m is

pjt - p =
B

Q
= (m$ 1)

b

q
+m

r0

r̂

b0
q

+m
r̄

r̂

b̄

q
. (5.47)

Because of the way we have treated capital stock as a sink for gold, the
final allocations of gold are denominated in terms of the investments in capital
stock they produce: to prospectors A0

i,t = e0 $ q& - $0, to farmers A0
i,t =

b&/p& - $, and to bureaucrats Ā0
k,t = b̄&/p& - $̄. As a result of summing the

geometric series for depreciation of capital stock, in a solution with stationary
conversion rates $i,t or $k,t, the capital stock itself has the value Ci,t = $0/( for
prospectors, Ci,t = $/( for farmers, and C̄k,t = $̄/( for bureaucrats. We will
show in App. 5.15 how the variations in utilities (5.44,5.45) involving Ci,t and
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C̄k,t then reduce to forms equivalent to those from Cobb-Douglas preferences,
for the stationary values $0, $, $̄. In this “e"ective” Cobb-Douglas utility, the
exponent for all nondurable goods is 'j = 1, j % 1, . . . ,m, and for investment
in gold is again '0 defined by Eq. 5.36.

In type-symmetric solutions, we introduce a reduced notation A0, A', A(, Ā
for the four distinct values that final allocation rates can take. They refer
respectively to the consumption levels of di"erent types of agents in their own
or others’ produced goods. Final allocations of nondurable goods to prospectors
are denoted

Aj
i t0 - A0t0 =

b0
p
, (5.48)

to farmer i who produces good j they are

Aj
i t0 - A't0 = at0 $ q, (5.49)

and for farmers i of all types j that they do not produce,

Aj
i t0 - A(t0 =

b

p
. (5.50)

Final allocation to all bureaucrats is the same for all nondurable goods, and is
given by

Āj
kt0 - Āt0 =

b̄

p
. (5.51)

As in the Gold-economy’s solutions in App. 5.13, here we again set the
replication index r ( 1 for the Fiat model. In addition to removing terms
1$bji,t/B

j
t and 1$b̄jk,t/B

j
t from the final consumption level, this large-population

limit also removes terms 1 $ qji,t/Q
j
t that a"ect the default level, and the term

,̄k,t/(̄t from Eq. (5.45) induced by the subsidy. (In this model, the limit r ( 1
leaves r0/r and r̄/r fixed.)

With these simplifications, the q0i,t variation in Eq. (5.44) from prospectors
requires

%'0

p&$0t0
=

%'0

p& (e0t0 $ q&)
= ,0. (5.52)

Their bji,t variations on j 2= 0 require

%

pA0t0
=

%

b0
= ,0 (1 + " + &t0) . (5.53)

The b0i,t variation from farmers gives

%'0

p&$t0
=

%'0

b&
= , (1 + " + &t0) . (5.54)

Their qji,t variation requires

%

pA't0
=

%

p (at0 $ q)
= ,, (5.55)
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and their bji,t variation on their non-endowed nondurable goods requires

%

pA(t0
=

%

b
= , (1 + " + &t0) . (5.56)

The b̄0k,t variation in Eq. (5.45) from bureaucrats gives

%'0

p&$̄t0
=

%'0

b̄&
= ,̄ (1 + " + &t0) , (5.57)

while their b̄jk,t variations on j 2= 0 gives

%

pĀt0
=

%

b̄
= ,̄ (1 + " + &t0) . (5.58)

The set of first-order conditions (5.52-5.58) establish relations between the
scale for utility, the stationary values of the strategic variables, and the various
K-T multipliers, in terms of the parameters of the problem. These parameters
include the taxation rate, for which we must now choose a functional form.

5.14.2 The taxation rule and interior solution

We consider here solutions in which the default constraint is tight but not vio-
lated. These are the solutions in the well-functioning economy where the laws
support trade without creating incentives for agents either to allocate labor, or
to bid and o"er at market, in ways that will lead to default.

The one-period utilities of Eq. (5.18) for prospectors at r ( 1 stationary
solutions, in the reduced notation, are

Ui,econ/% ( s log
%$0&D
e0(

&

+m log

6

A0

a

7

, (5.59)

while for farmers they are

Ui,econ/% ( s log
%$&D
e0(
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+ log
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+ (m$ 1) log

6

A(

a

7

. (5.60)

The corresponding one-period utilities for bureaucrats from Eq. (5.19) become

Ūk,econ/% ( s log
% $̄&D
e0(

&

+m log

6

Ā

a

7

. (5.61)

The condition for an interior solution is that in the move where agents choose
livelihoods, there is no incentive to change from the current choice; thus the
utility levels given by Equations (5.59 - 5.61) must be equal.

Comparing the first-order conditions Eq. (5.52) and Eq. (5.54) to Eq. (Eq. (5.56),
we find that the relation $0/$ = (1 + " + &t0) b0/b = (1 + " + &t0)A0/A(
must hold. Similarly from Eq. (5.55) and Eq. (5.56), we must have A'/A( =
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(1 + " + &t0). From Equations (5.54, 5.57,5.56, 5.58), we find that $̄/$ =
b̄&/b& = b̄/b must hold. Combining these relations, condition for neutrality
between prospectors and farmers becomes

(m+ s) log
b0
b

= (1$ s) log (1 + " + &t0) . (5.62)

The corresponding condition for neutrality between bureaucrats and farmers is

(m+ s) log
b̄

b
= log (1 + " + &t0) . (5.63)

A further useful relation comes from the requirement of equal marginal utili-
ties given by Eq. (5.54) and Eq. (5.56), requiring that b&/b = '0. Corollary rela-
tions from the cash payment constraint are then: mb0 = g0,

"

'0 +m$ 1
#

b = g,
"

'0 +m
#

b̄ = ḡ + µ̄t0.
We now consider the parameter values for which these first-order constraints

on bids and borrowing are compatible with the full payment of obligations.
The no-default condition for prospectors is that revenues must pay principle
and interest on borrowings, plus tax on total bids (which equal the amount
borrowed). Expressed as an inequality:

(1 + " + &t0) g0 &
r̂

r0
b& +

r̄

r0
b̄&. (5.64)

When equality holds (the bound is tight), this converts to

r0b0
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6
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7

1
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6

1 +
r̄b̄

r̂b

7

. (5.65)

Farmers must pay taxes on bids and interest on borrowings (for which they
reclaim the principle spent on other farm goods through revenues from the
trading posts), plus the principle they bid for gold (which they do not recover),
out of revenues from bureaucrats and prospectors. As an inequality,

(" + &t0) g + b& &
r0

r̂
mb0 +

r̄

r̂
mb̄. (5.66)

When the bound is tight, together with Eq. (5.65), this reduces to

r̄b̄

r̂b
= (" + &t0)

@

"

'0 +m$ 1
#

(1 + " + &t0) + '0

m (1 + " + &t0) + '0

A

. (5.67)

Bureaucrats, on the other hand, reclaim taxes on their bids as part of revenue
from taxation. Therefore they need only pay principle and interest on borrow-
ings out of the taxes on private-sector bids (which consume all borrowings). The
resulting no-default inequality is

(1 + &t0) ḡ & "

6

r̂

r̄
g +

r0

r̄
g0

7

(5.68)
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When combined with Eq. (5.64) and Eq. (5.66) and made tight, this yields a
scale for bureaucrat bids

b̄ =
µ̄

& ('0 +m)
·
(1 + &t0) (" + &t0)

(1 + " + &t0)
. (5.69)

By combining all three of these bidding levels with the levels of borrowing
required to support them, we may obtain an expression for the total money
supply. At an interior equilibrium, the money supply is given by the simple
expression

Meq =
µ̄(̄

&
(1 + &t0) . (5.70)

Note that, at t0 ( 0, Eq. 5.70 converges to the dimensional-analysis estimate
given in Eq. (5.21).

For the purpose of this model as a constructive proof that games with stable
solutions exist, it is su!cient to choose a tax law that is convenient to express in
terms of the population structure. From Eq. (5.67) and Eq. (5.63), the following
relation, if satisfied functionally by " , ensures optimal distribution at interior
equilibria:

r̄

r̂
=

(" + &t0)

(1 + " + &t0)
1/(m+s)

@
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'0 +m$ 1
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A

. (5.71)

Eq. (5.71) is the implicit-function relation defining the taxation rule. In Sec. 5.14.4
we will show that as &t0 ( 0, this form ensures stability arbitrarily close to the
no-default boundary.

Equality of all the no-default bounds gives allocations whose forms directly
express the influences on marginal valuation. Writing these as sets of pro-
portionality relations, the conditions on investment of gold into capital stock
become
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while the consumption levels of non-durable goods become
J
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(5.73)
The relative amounts borrowed by di"erent agent types also have direct

expressions in terms of their relative bids, parameters, and the tax laws. For
the ratio of bureaucrat to farmer borrowing,

ḡ

g
=

b̄

b

6

'0 +m

'0 +m$ 1

7

1

(1 + &t0) (1 + &t0/")
, (5.74)

where we have used Eq. (5.63) for b̄/b. For the ratio of prospector to farmer
borrowing, the corresponding relation is

g0
g

=
b0
b

6

m

'0 +m$ 1

7

, (5.75)
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where we have used Eq. (5.62) for b0/b.

5.14.3 Scaling of the penalty function

Note that the money supply (5.70) is proportional to (̄. Since the borrowing
and bids are comparable among all agents (at large m), the money supply per
agent then scales as ) Meq/n. Hence the scale for the largest possible penalty
needed for default enforcement is ) 'Meq/n ) (̄/n.

Agents optimize toward tight bounds on default by reallocating labor in the
outer game into the private sector (this step could be implemented in a con-
vergent tatônnement without explicit exogenous coordination). Reducing the
bureaucracy reduces the money supply, driving the K-T multipliers in equa-
tions (5.52 - 5.58) upward toward their limits '.

From Eq. (5.62) and Eq. (5.63), the multipliers at any interior solution have
ratios ,0

,̄
= (1 + " + &t0)

s
m+s . (5.76)

,

,̄
= (1 + " + &t0)

1
m+s . (5.77)

Either prospectors or farmers will default first, and by choosing s < 1 (simply
for definiteness in this example), we may take this to be the farmers. Farmers
default when , = ', giving the scale for the tax rate (evaluated at the interior
function of population structure) at first default,

(" + &t0)

(1 + " + &t0)
1/(m+s)

=
%&D

"

'0 +m
#

)µ̄
. (5.78)

An expression for the population structure at these solutions, not involving
the tax rate explicitly, may be obtained by combining the various first-order
conditions on bids and borrowing from the preceding section, as

r̄g

r̂g + r0g0
=

%&D
)µ̄

"

'0 +m$ 1
#

. (5.79)

This ratio approaches r̄/ (r $ r̄) at large m, by Eq. (5.75).
Alternatively, we can convert Eq. (5.79) to an expression for the sector bor-

rowing, expressed in terms of the self-consistently determined tax rule, in a form
that becomes simple in the limit of continuous-time trading, given by &t0 ( 0,
µ̄t0 ( 0:

(̄ḡ

Meq $ (̄ḡ
(

%&D
)µ̄
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'0 +m
#
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1

m+s . (5.80)

At large m, this simplifies to the dimensional analysis result (5.25), but extends
it to apply over the entire range 0 & (̄ & n:

(̄ḡ

Meq $ (̄ḡ
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. (5.81)
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5.14.4 Stability of the labor allocation problem

Central-bank lending – and with it the need to discourage runaway strategic
default – create the potential for instability of the society’s labor allocation.
The di!culty is that a linear default penalty is, like real bankruptcy, a form
of protection. If consumption utility is concave, a linear penalty is preferable
to further-reduced consumption, for any agent whose marginal utility reaches
the penalty intensity '. If the group to default first are private producers, this
protection creates an incentive to abandon the bureaucracy, leading to a spiral
of decreased enforcement, smaller penalties ', and ultimately the collapse of
interior solutions.

The reason a proportional sales tax can overcome this instability is that
bureaucrats reclaim the taxes on their own bids, and need pay only interest
on borrowed fiat, while producers in the private sector pay a fraction of the
entire money supply per period in taxes. The leveraging e"ect when the ve-
locity of money is large (finite Mt as &t0 ( 0) makes it impossible for private
producers to benefit relative to bureaucrats. Bureaucrats can always ultimately
out-borrow the private producers at a comparable or lesser penalty. The smaller
rate, at which the penalty on bureaucrats increases, maintains the incentive to
man the bureaucracy and keeps ' above a lower bound, which in turn prevents
a spiral of strategic default, as we now demonstrate.

We consider what happens if ' is insu!cient for Eq. (5.56) to hold b in the
no-default region, as a result of the labor allocation in the outer game. Since
this insu!ciency of enforcement will be known to all agents, we compute the
optimal allocation in the regime of strategic default by farmers (supposing s < 1
so that they default first), and we take as a conservative bound the condition of
no-default for the other two types (even if they could improve utility slightly by
defaulting). As long as the no-default solution by bureaucrats remains superior
to the default condition by farmers, a labor allocation that leads to default by
underpopulating the bureaucracy will not be an optimum of the outer game. We
suppose that farmers deviated from the no-default condition by a small fraction
#. Specifically, rather than having b/b̄ satisfy Eq. (5.63), we suppose that

b = (1 + " + &t0)
!1/(m+s)b̄ (1 + #) . (5.82)

Eq. (5.65) still holds, and the specialists can internally allocate r0/r̂ so that
b0/b satisfies Eq. (5.62). On this surface, the monetary amount of farmer default
is

(" + &t0) g + b& $
r0

r̂
mb0 $

r̄

r̂
mb̄ = #

r̄

r̂

6

m+
'0

1 + " + &t0

7

b̄. (5.83)

At the same time, the overall scale for borrowing is set by the bureaucrat no-
default condition, which changes from Eq. (5.69) to

b̄ =
µ̄

&
·

(1 + &t0) (" + &t0)

(1 + " + &t0) ('0 +m)$ ("#/&t0)
%

m+ %0

1+!+$t0

& . (5.84)
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Bureaucrats need only pay interest on borrowings, allowing them to escalate
the scale of bidding by 1/&t0 relative to the degree of farmer default.24 From
the utilities (5.16, 5.17), with the former only in default, using the penalty defini-
tion (5.20) and equilibriummoney supply (5.70), and approximating log (1 + #) #
#, the approximate utility di"erence resulting from farmer-only default is

Ui,econ/%$ Ūk,econ/% # #

.

/s+m$
6

)µ̄

%&D

7

(" + &t0) r̄/r̂
(1+!+$t0)(m+%0)
m+%0/(1+!+$t0)

$ !'
$t0

.

0

1 (5.85)

Using )µ̄/%&D to approximate the tax function at first default through Eq. (5.78),
we simplify Eq. (5.85) to

Ui,econ/%$ Ūk,econ/% # #
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r̂

&

"

'0 +m
#
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1/(m+s)

(1+!+$t0)(m+%0)
m+%0/(1+!+$t0)

$ !'
$t0

.

0

1

(5.86)
At nonzero &t0, for r̄ < r̂, there is generally a range of # > 0 for which

farmers benefit from excess consumption, inducing strategic default and with
it defection from bureaucracy to the private sector in the outer optimization,
relative to # = 0. Such a situation illustrates the potential instability described
above. However, " and the equilibrium allocation change only by O(#) from
equilibrium values, and ' does not change at all under these rules. Meanwhile,
at any nonzero # there is a bound on &t0 below which Eq. (5.86) becomes
negative due to the pole in "#/&t0 in the fraction, making farmers worse o" by
default than non-defaulting bureaucrats. This is true even though we have not
supposed that the bureaucrats have fully optimized their own consumption by
a small amount of default 5 # allowed to them. When farmers are worse o",
the equilibrium of the outer game must have a population allocation closer to
the interior (no-default) solution. Thus at su!ciently small &t0 we may place
the equilibrium of labor allocation arbitrarily close to the no-default boundary,
and # 5 &t0 ( 0 in the continuum trading limit.

5.15 Appendix: Money-metric utilities for com-
mitted decisions

The adoption of a money system e"ectively commits a society to a specific
labor allocation and trade strategies, by making those the rational strategies
within the setting of each trading period, for as long as they use that money
system. Both the labor allocation and the per-period trading strategies are
non-cooperative equilibria of a Strategic Market Game, and are generally dif-
ferent from the strategies that would lead to any Pareto-optimal allocation.

24Note that when this bid-up is severe, # will also be insu"cient to prevent bureaucrat
default. The point is that the amount they borrow in a default equilibrium is only O(') larger
than the no-default limit that is our bound.
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We may think of the comparative statics between money systems as inducing
a joint change in all of the one-period strategies, corresponding to the change
in stationary solutions that would result from change of the underlying game.
Likewise, among the full set of variations that define the first-order conditions
for optimization, we may consider a subset that preserve the property of time-
stationarity and permutation-symmetry, corresponding to variation in the re-
duced notations introduced in the previous two appendices.

The per-period preferences induce preferences for these variations in the re-
duced notation, which correspond to joint committed variations of the individ-
ual strategic moves over the full sequence of periods. Preferences for committed
variations may be described by a utility function that we call an e!ective utility,
the form of which is generally not the same as that in the intertemporal model.
However, for the goods-space and preferences modeled here, it will be possible
to show that the e"ective utility remains of Cobb-Douglas form, and indeed its
only change from the form of the single-period utilities will be that the Cobb-
Douglas weight s in the period utilities (5.1) is replaced by the parameter '0

of Eq. (5.5). The shift from s to '0 for the durable commodity, which is not
matched by any shift of the Cobb-Douglas parameter for non-durable goods,
factors in the repeated service delivered by durable goods, jointly with both
their decay and with discounting.

The time-stationary allocations which are the arguments of the e"ective
utility are identical to the time-stationary subset of possible allocation histories
in the underlying intertemporal game, and the Pareto optima of the e"ective
utility are exactly those of the original multiperiod utility. Because the e"ec-
tive utility, like the per-period utilities (5.1), will have Cobb-Douglas form, it
therefore satisfies the Gorman conditions for aggregatability [401] discussed in
Ch. 3. Recall that in aggregatable economies, the entire Pareto set is identified
with a single price system, and the associated money measure of any utility
level is the expenditure function for that level at equilibrium prices, known as
the direct money-metric utility. Thus, for committed repeated moves, as for
moves in the one-period setting, the money-metric cardinalization of the e"ec-
tive utility assigns a natural and unique valuation to all stationary consumption
profiles. Also as in the one-period setting, the ratio of money-metric value at a
non-cooperative equilibrium, to that of any of the Pareto optima, measures the
e!ciency of any trade process that could produce the final allocation from an
initially completely asymmetric endowment point [379, 374].

5.15.1 E"ective preferences for repeated decisions

We construct the e"ective utility from the multiperiod utility (5.2) considering
only the consumption term and omitting Kuhn-Tucker multipliers or other terms
associated with constraint or penalties (such as arise in the model for a fiat
economy). These extra Lagrangian terms are always zero at the interior non-
cooperative equilibria we have derived, and the purpose for the e"ective utility
is to define a money-metric for consumption, not to produce the stationary
solutions from its first-order conditions.
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For any agent i, combining Equations (5.2, 5.1) gives the discounted utility
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&
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I

. (5.87)

As in the previous two appendices, we denote by rj the number of agents pro-
ducing nondurable good j in steady state, and by mr0 the number producing
gold. However, for the variations considered in this appendix, it will not matter
to which of these types i belongs. Recursively applying Eq. (5.3), we may ex-
press i’s capital stock as a function of depreciated conversions, from any initial
value Ci,0,

Ci,t = (1$(t0)
t/t0Ci,0 +

t!t0
$

t!=0

(1$(t0)
t"t0"t!

t0 $i,t!t0. (5.88)

The variation of Eq. (5.87) as a function of its per-period consumption vari-
ables is
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(5.89)
Expanding about any stationary solutions Aj

i,t - Aj
i , $i,t = $i of the kinds

derived in App. 5.13 or App. 5.14, in which Ci,t = $i/(, /t, Eq. (5.89) becomes
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'0 is the quantity defined in Eq. (5.36).
Commitment to a repeated strategy sets !Aj

i,t - !Aj
i , !$i,t - !$i, /t. The

resulting utility change under committed variation,
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is the variation of the e!ective utility for a committed strategy
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reproduced in the text as Eq. (5.4).
Following the development of Ch. 3, Eq. (5.92) is equivalent, under monotone

transformation, to the Cobb-Douglas utility
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If we wish to find the Pareto optima of a society with utilities of this form,

we must know the constraints on the arguments {$i},
2

Aj
i

3

. Conversion of gold

to capital stock is limited by the whole-society production rate, determined by
labor mr0 and the production function e0, so at full utilization,

$

i

$i = mr0e0. (5.94)

Similarly, consumption of non-durables is limited by farming labor rj allocated
to each type, and by the production rates that we have set equal to a for all
types,

$

i

Aj
i = rja. (5.95)

The first-order conditions for a Pareto optimum of trade under these whole-
society endowments take the usual form for an economy with Cobb-Douglas
utilities,
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In Eq. (5.96) we have introduced the arbitrary price normalization 2i of General
Equilibrium, in terms of which the budget for agent i in any period is

(
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, t0 = 2it0. (5.97)

The rate of wealth input to the society as a function of its labor allocation is

$

i

2i = p0mr0e0 +
m
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pjarj . (5.98)

At any Pareto optimum of trade, therefore, the gold-conversion and consump-
tion levels are proportional to labor input, as
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. (5.99)

The individual values 2i distinguish among Pareto optima, according to the
wealth distribution over individuals. However, the allocation of wealth to con-
sumption by any individual has the same proportions at all equilibria, as for all
Gorman-aggregatable economies [374].

Independently of variations in their budget allocations, agents can individ-
ually alter the labor allocation, subject to the constraint of a fixed size of the
society:

!

j !r
j + !

"

mr0
#

= 0. Enforcing this constraint on Eq. (5.91),25 and

25We do not write the Lagrangian multiplier here to simplify the presentation. It takes the
standard form for a capacity constraint.
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using Eq. (5.99) to relate variations in Aj
i and $i to rj and mr0, gives the prop-

erty of prices and labor allocations at any Pareto optimum of these preferences
subject to a fixed labor force and production technology:

p0e0 = pja 3 mr0 = '0rj , j % 1, . . . ,m. (5.100)

If we normalize prices by the condition p0e0 = 1,26 the society wealth (5.98) on
the Pareto set becomes

$

i!

2i! = mr. (5.101)

The money metric for this repeated game, then, in which total available labor
is the prior constraint that commits all repeated trade decisions, is therefore a
labor metric. We may, thus, speak precisely about the sense in which this model
defines a labor measure of value.

5.15.2 Direct money-metric utility for repeated strategies

As was shown in Ch. 3, the direct money-metric utility [401] for any agent i
at equilibrium prices is the expenditure function of an equilibrium consumption

bundle indi"erent to i’s actual bundle
%

$i, A
j
i

&

. With the labor-normalization

for prices (5.101), the equilibrium-price direct money-metric utility correspond-
ing to Eq. (5.93) is
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We repeat here for convenience the definition of the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence [58],

D (P 4 Qi) - P log
P
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(5.103)

of the actual distribution of i’s budget over the consumables,
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from a reference distribution which is the one adopted by any agent in the
Pareto set:

P -
1

'0 +m

"

'0, 1, . . . , 1
#

. (5.105)

Recall that D (P 4 Qi) is positive semidefinite and Hausdorf, vanishing only for
Qi = P .

26The straightforward normalization %Dt0/ (1+ () = 1/(, corresponding to the infinite
sum of discounted values of one producer’s gold in each period of the game, di!ers from unity
only because we have scaled utilities with %Dt0 rather than 1 + (, using Euler’s formula to
normalize the utility weights to one at t0 , 0.
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At any allocation of the economy, the sum over agents i of utilities (5.102)
gives an intrinsic money measure of that part of the Pareto set assigning posi-
tive allocations to all agents, but falling outside the indi"erence surfaces which

for each agent i pass through i’s consumption bundle
%

Ci,
2

Aj
i

3&

. This sum

is the part of the Pareto set “captured” by trade, relative to the initial endow-
ments, and therefore has the interpretation of the economic surplus extracted
collectively by the agents if they can pass from a point on the boundary of the
allocation space (all agent utilities UDMM

i,comm = 0) to the allocation under consid-
eration. The maximum possible for the sum, equal to total labor mr, is attained
everywhere in the Pareto set and serves as a reference for optimal welfare. The
ratio

1
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Wie
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is the labor-metric measure of the e"ciency of any allocation produced by a
stationary labor and trade strategy. Wi in Eq. (5.106) are the weight functions
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measuring the fraction of the total labor which generated i’s consumption bun-
dle. These weights satisfy

!

iWi = 1 for all outcomes in which every agent
adopts one of the primary production technologies. Note that Eq. (5.106) is a
function only of rates of consumption relative to rates of production, but that
Eq. (5.107) converts these ratios into the fractions of a stock variable (popula-
tion) provisioning any individual i.

5.16 Appendix: E!ciency in the gold economy

Drawing on the solutions of App. 5.13 we now compute the weight functions
and labor distributions for farmers and prospectors. Define a parameter

3 -
b

b0

6

m+ &Dt0 + '0

m+ '0

7

. (5.108)

3 will control distortions from allocative e!ciency due to aggregate e"ects of
discounting and depreciation. The forms with which it appears in distributions
in this appendix will closely resemble those in which a slightly di"erent distortion
parameter x will appear in the solutions of App. 5.17.

The Pareto-optimal consumption profile for the utilities (5.92) is given by
Eq. (5.105) in App. 5.15. Solving progressively from Eq. (5.39), the ratio of
distributions of wealth that determines the K-L divergence of farmers from
Pareto optima is

Q
P

=
m+ '0

m+ &Dt0 + '03
(3, 1, . . . , 1, (1 + &Dt0) , 1, . . . , 1) , (5.109)
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where (1 + &Dt0) appears in the jth entry corresponding to the good a particular
farmer produces. A farmer’s weight, evaluating Eq. (5.107) in App. 5.15, is
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The labor distribution ratio for prospectors is

Q0
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and a prospector’s weight is
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We may check immediately that m
"

r $ r0
#

W+mr0W0 = 1, saying simply that
all labor is utilized in production of consumable goods. The distributions Q and
Q0 di"er from P by terms ) &Dt0, (3 $ 1).

To extract an e!ciency measure from these weights and distributions, using
Eq. (5.106) of App. 5.15 in an algebraically simple limit, we suppose '0/m 6
1. This limit, in which durables have high price elasticity of demand, can be
achieved at large m, small salvage value s, or durable capital stock (/&D 6
1. In this case W = 1 $ O
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at large m+ '0. Translating the e!ciency measure (5.113), at leading order in
'0/m, into an amount of lost labor whose disutility would equal the disutility
of imperfect trade, yields,
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7
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2
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2. (5.114)

Expression (5.114) equals mr times the ine"ciency of the gold-mediated econ-
omy appearing in Table. 5.4. Eq. (5.114) shows that the utilitarian cost to each
set of agents su!cient to make up a full suite of specialist production, from the
imprinting of the discount horizon onto a monetary interest rate, is equivalent
to having lost the output of ) (&Dt0)

2/2 agents’-worth of labor deployed with
the same durable capital stock but without interest.
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5.17 Appendix: Conversion of the consumption
profile to e!ciencies in the fiat economy

In the fiat economy, sub-optimal e!ciency relative to a competitive equilibrium
results both from budget distributions di"erent from Eq. (5.105) due to hoard-
ing, and to a

!

i Wi strictly less than unity because not all labor is allocated to
primary production of consumables.

The distributions (5.72, 5.73) derived in App. 5.14 are simple functions of a
variable

x -
b

b0
, (5.115)

which corresponds to the quantity 3 of Eq. 5.108 in App. 5.16. The ratio of
distributions determining the divergence from ideal allocation for prospectors is
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For farmers it is
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Here (1 + " + &t0) appears in the jth entry corresponding to the good pro-
duced; recall that in App. 5.16 the corresponding quantity was (1 + &Dt0). For
bureaucrats the ratio of distributions is
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The corresponding weight functions for the three types are
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It follows from the no-default conditions (5.42, 5.43) that now mr0W0 +
mr̂W +mr̄W̄ = (1$ r̄/r) – that is, labor is not fully utilized in the production
of consumable goods. The distributions (5.117, 5.118) correspond, respectively,
to Equations (5.109, 5.111) in App. 5.16 for the gold economy, under the re-
placements 3 ( x and &Dt0 ( " + &t0. In this sense, bureaucrats in the fiat
model replace prospectors of the gold economy, as the providers of the money
supply, while farmers in both models have equivalent profiles. The reason the
bureaucrat in the fiat model allocates goods as the prospector does in the gold
economy is that neither has a money-market trading post. In the fiat model,
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Eq. (5.116) for prospectors is a new form because prospectors produce the only
non-permutation-symmetric good.

It follows from exactly the arguments of App. 5.16 that at small " + &t0, the

ine!ciencies resulting frommis-allocation by all agents areO
%

(" + &t0)
2, (x$ 1)2

&

.

Meanwhile, from Eq. (5.75, 5.79), we may extract the leading source of lost ef-
ficiency in the fiat model, which comes not from allocative distortions but from
labor lost to primary production, m (r $ r̄) /mr. This fraction of lost labor,

r̄

r
#
'0 +m$ 1

'0 +m
(" + &t0) , (5.122)

equal to (̄/n, remains finite as &t0 ( 0 and is linear rather than quadratic in
the small quantity " . It therefore dominates the ine!ciencies due to hoarding.
Making use of Eq. (5.25), this term is reported in Table. 5.4.
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Chapter 6

The Economy: Time, Size
and Complexity

6.1 Comments on changes in paradigm

The first five chapters have been devoted to reformulating a pre-institutional
static theory of general equilibrium to considering the economy in terms of pro-
cess where markets and other economic institutions exist embedded within and
interacting on di"erent time scales with the polity and society. This embedding
of the economy within the framework of government and society provides both
a natural formal and informal control system. The government provides the
formal rules with the laws and their enforcement and the society and polity on
di"erent time scales provide the pressures on the government on rule formation
and the direct pressures on the economy to conform to custom as well as law.
The price system where it exists provides a perception device where the pres-
sures of disequilibrium are signaled by the shadow prices that develop both on
commodities and the price of loans and other financial instruments.

From the emphasis on static equilibrium in an institution free environment,
the first steps are taken here in a sequence of three developments beyond general
equilibrium needed to comprehend economic dynamics. They are:

1. The production and exchange economy in a process setting.

2. The economy with innovation: Schumpeter revisited.

3. From innovation to evolution.

We deal here with the first in some detail, leaving the other two to a later
discussion in Chapter 8 re-addressing the problems of complexity, control and
prediction.
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6.2 The production and exchange economy in a
dynamic setting.

The simple transformation to a fully defined multistage economy immediately
exposes the di!culties with the forward looking features of the noncooperative
equilibrium solution and calls for the need for coordination. The literature on re-
peated games (Mailath and Larry Samuelson [233], Fudenberg and Levine [142],
for example) illustrates many inadequacies and redundancies in the unqualified
concept of the noncooperative equilibrium. Do individuals look ahead and com-
pute infinite horizon strategies that are exceptionally consistent, or do they
use simpler rules of thumb such as a local backward looking optimal response
strategy? As soon as one writes down some form of di"erence or di"erential
equation to describe process it is easy to spell out time paths with virtually
any trajectory including cycles, bubbles, inflations and deflations of any magni-
tude. There is a formal mathematical literature on cycles dating from at least
Harrod [172] and Domar [81]. The mathematical literature on growth theory
includes Frank Ramsey [296], von Neumann [407], Phelps [285] (on the golden
rule), and many others. Hicks [182] provides simple di"erence equation models
with easy macroeconomic interpretations that display growth, decline and cyclic
behavior in more or less elementary mathematical models.

A way of coping with these situations appears to lie more in the realm
of political economy with government providing a control mechanism than in
refining the concept of a noncooperative equilibrium. An example of the need
to exploit the interface with other disciplines is provided by the concept of a
coordinated equilibrium point suggested by Aumann [18]. A simple example is
provided by the (often called “battle of the sexes”) matrix shown in Table 6.1.

1 2
1 3,1 0,0
2 0,0 1,3

Table 6.1: Battle of the sexes.

A married couple wants to go to the movies. He prefers the strategy pair
(1, 1) whose outcome is to go to movie A while she prefers (2, 2) with movie B,
but both want to go together. How can they decide? The correlated equilib-
rium has them flip a single coin deciding between (1, 1) and (2, 2) giving them
an expectation of (2, 2) as contrasted with the mixed strategy equilibrium where
each randomizes, (1/4, 3/4) for him and (3/4, 1/4) for her and they obtain an
expectation of (3/4, 3/4), symmetric but mutually unsatisfactory. In this ex-
ample with a context of husband and wife the mathematics is impeccable, and
the explanation of where the coordinating device comes from is provided for by
context.1 But for the abstract game illustrated in Table 6.1 there is no cor-

1Mas-Colell and Hart (2010) [246] have shown that under reasonable conditions for the
repeated game the correlated equilibrium will emerge.
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relating device provided within the theory. Society, at a financial, political or
socio-psychological resource cost provides the coordinating devices.

One can argue that the nature of dynamics might best be immediately re-
flected in agent based models with the agents projecting into the future in a
very limited manner. Even in the most advanced of corporate planning, be-
yond a five year horizon long range planning appears to consist more of moral
imperatives and broad statements of intention and desire than calculation and
computation. Yet the rational agent model has served microeconomics as a ba-
sic approximation and scholars such as Friedman [141], Lucas [229] and others
have advocated and applied this model to the macro-economy.

We believe that there is a false dichotomy made between the model of ratio-
nal behavior and other behavioristic theories. In simple enough environments,
with a short enough time scale and a conscious short term goal such as minimize
this year’s tax payment “rational man” may be a good approximation. But in
human a"airs for extremely short times in a local environment action tends to
be instinctive; for times involving a few hours in a formally structured relatively
local environment such as a workplace or closed network the rational decision-
maker provides a reasonable approximation of behavior. However in a long term
and broad environment characterized by high complexity with an intermix of
considerations arising from the economy, polity and society, the decision-maker
is at best a creature of habit, values and the environment. He/she may well
utilize rules of thumb and convention to simplify the high levels of complexity
and uncertainty.

6.2.1 Social and political process and jointly owned goods

Even were we to imagine a society with no innovation or evolution, but nev-
ertheless with consumption, production and jointly owned goods we would be
required to solve two di"erent types of coordination and control process. They
are the production and distribution of private goods and jointly owned goods.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 have been directed towards building the control apparatus
for a production and exchange economy without considering the broad array of
joint enterprises and public goods extant in organized economies of any com-
plexity. We do not deal directly with public goods in this volume beyond inter-
preting bureaucracy as a very special public good – i. e. the jointly owned and
designed good of a society that provides it with a self-policing capability that
can withstand considerable stress. However we note that joint enterprises are
soon called for in many evolving forms including communal enterprises, coop-
eratives, partnerships and corporations. In Sec. 6.6 below we note that natural
problems of scale can easily call forth the need for joint forms of ownership and
the needs for financing in even elementary situations.

In sequential experimental games simple alternations have been observed after a few moves.
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6.2.2 Pareto optimality, welfare functions and political
process

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we developed and stressed a physical process oriented
notation and milked the usage of aggregating, symmetry, conservation and the
quasi-linearity of a money in an economic control system because we believe
that these tools provide insight into the control structure. In particular at
the cost of what may appear to be a cumbersome notation stress has been
laid on the careful distinction between stocks and flows and on the operational
aspects of services, perishables and capital goods. In our simplifications we
have resurrected older somewhat ill-defined concepts such as a social welfare
function (SWF) and money measure in a modern garb because we believe that
as approximations they are productive and can be justified methodologically. In
particular when all individuals have identical preferences a SWF can be defined
and e!ciency can be measured. This is important because although Pareto
optimality (PO) can be well defined in a no-process or cost-free-process world,
when the enforcement and coordination mechanism itself absorbs resources PO
must be replaced with optima in a cost reduced feasible set. A comparison of
mechanisms within an appropriate domain is called for.

In fact the distribution of public goods is primarily a socio-political and only
secondarily an economic process. Direct representative government, indirect
representation and a host of other mechanisms guide both the procurement
and allocation of these goods. Jointly owned accumulations of capital assets
such as public utilities and privately held corporations lie somewhat closer to
the simple world of individually owner-fungible chattels than do many complex
public goods.

In this volume there is no opportunity to deal with either the theory or
applications of voting beyond noting that voting methods are simultaneously
mass perception, control and evaluation devices. These features are stressed in
the perceptive theorizing of Owen and Shapley [275] and the work of Balinski
and Laraki [23] who argue that an approach to political choice via grading all
candidates avoids many of the paradoxes in various voting schemes.

6.2.3 The bureaucratic production function

In chapter 5 we built and analyzed two models of a society with a government
bureaucracy2 that in actual economies may account for anywhere between 10
and 30% of the work force (as can be viewed in the statistics from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund or in part in The Statistical Abstract of the United
States). The size depends heavily on whether and how one aggregates National
and other political subdivision bureaucracies such as state, city and town em-
ployees. Government expenditures may run approximately anywhere from 15 to
50% of GDP or possibly slightly more. As we merely used an abstract bureau-

2In much political rhetoric it often appears as if the bureaucratic structure only pertains
to government. In fact in a world with many corporations with hundreds of thousands of
employees the presence of bureaucracies characterizes both the public and the private sectors.
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cratic production function to illustrate the linkage among governmental costs,
the size of the bureaucracy and governmental control and enforcement of the
laws we did not go into any serious estimates of the nature of the “black box”
of bureaucracy. We believe, however that an empirical understanding of even
a highly simplified estimate of the bureaucratic production function is called
for. There is a fair amount of empirical work, as is exemplified by Rauch and
Evans [297] indicating the role of bureaucracy as of considerable importance
in understanding the economic performance di"erences manifested when the
bureaucratic, legal and social structure of di"erent countries are taken into ac-
count.

Beyond observing the importance of the accounting conventions, the com-
mercial code, the bankruptcy laws and the laws of contract we do not expand
further the remarks on this work. The work of Shleifer and Vishny [313] and
colleagues on financial structure is highly pertinent as an empirical start in the
formulation of the structure of the bureaucratic production function and its
interaction with the economy.

6.3 The economic control problem restated

The control apparatus we have constructed in Chapter 5 has been presented
primarily in economic terms, contrasting the economy with gold miners with
the economy with bureaucracy controlling and enforcing paper money. The
richness of the political, legal and educational system may well provide for, and
be influenced by, the honesty and e!ciency of the bureaucracy; but these are
factors shaping institutions playing out on di"erent time scales than most of
what we call either micro- or macro-economic analysis.

The distinguished macroeconomist, Jim Tobin regarded macroeconomic anal-
ysis as utilizing a short run closed general equilibrium model of the economy
open in the longer run to the polity and society so that many key parameters
and institutional structures required re-estimation or restructuring frequently to
take into account the changes caused by the polity, the society and technology
providing feedback of di"erent lengths on an evolving economy that nevertheless
for periods ranging from a few months to a few years could be usefully regarded
as a closed general equilibrium system for the answering of some economic ques-
tions. Although this insight can be easily expressed verbally, the making of the
formal connections between the evolving system and the static analysis calls for
the structure of fully defined process models with a parsimonious representation
of how the economy connects to its polity and society.

In his inaugural address the great mathematical economist Edgeworth posed
the problem that has illustrated the gap between pure abstraction and applica-
tion, for many years

It is worth while to consider why the path of applied economics is so
slippery; and how it is possible to combine an enthusiastic admira-
tion of theory with the coldest hesitation in practice. The explana-
tion may be partially given in the words of a distinguished logician
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who has well and quaintly said, that if a malign spirit sought to an-
nihilate to whole fabric of useful knowledge with the least e"ort and
change, it would by no means be necessary that he should abrogate
the laws of nature. The links of the chain of causation need not be
corroded. Like e"ects shall still follow like causes; only like causes
shall no longer occur in collocation. Every case is to be singular; ev-
ery species, like the fabled Phoenix, to be unique. Now most of our
practical problems have this character of singularity; every burning
question is a Phoenix in the sense of being sui generis.

F.Y. Edgeworth, 1891[102]

We are in accord with Edgeworth but do not interpret this as a counsel of
despair. Instead it says to us that general theory is no substitute for knowing
your business. In application the perceptors need micro-detail. As in military
theorizing the selection of goals and grand strategy when applied must be in
concord with tactics. And tactics require the appreciation of detail. The cries
of the practical businessman against the theorist need to be considered seriously
by the theorist.

We argue that the act of converting a timeless static equilibrium model into
a playable game forces us to open the elegant but lifeless static model to its
environment. Little details like default rules, inheritance rules, accounting rules
emerge even at a minimalist level as necessities in constructing a minimally vi-
able organization. There may be a vast array of minimal organizations reflecting
the ecological richness of an economy embedded in a polity and society. But
these all still obey the general laws.

The criterion of minimality can be well defined and is at the essence of eco-
nomics. Any item removed from a minimal model will prevent the performance
of some function it is meant to perform. Thus minimality is associated with the
level of complexity reflected by the functions.

In our introduction of a bureaucracy, central bank and money we have
changed the paradigm of a closed static preinstitutional model of the economy.
Money provides the life blood of the economy and the bureaucracy, government
and other institutions provide the control mechanism for the economy generated
by the polity and society.

Money and credit provide not only the possibility for a decentralized sys-
tem but a part of the need for various levels of coordination and control. They
provide the su!cient conditions for the functioning of a loosely coupled sys-
tem. Any system that remains robust under change must, perforce, be loosely
coupled.

In this chapter as a specific example we develop and analyze an OLG model
with publicly owned capital stock such as an irrigation system, community silos
or a power plant or other utility to demonstrate how the needs for financing
arise from the basic physical dynamics. The problems encountered are related
with but di"erent from those of Chapter 5. We note that the utilization of a
fiat monetary system may be both more flexible and more dangerous than the
gold economy.
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This chapter provides a proof in principle that one can take a relatively
explicit OLG microeconomic model with production, capital stock and a finan-
cial structure and explore its properties analytically; but even at this relatively
simple level such an exploitation requires numerical analysis to illustrate the
implications of the dynamics given by the laws of motion. Nevertheless the fun-
damental questions to be answered are: can we illustrate formally the roles of
finance in controlling and improving the e!ciency of a simple dynamic economy?
The answer is yes, but at the cost of considerable simplification.

We suggest that our abstraction reflects the economic history of the devel-
opment of nineteenth century agricultural finance in the western United States.

6.3.1 The problem of bu"ering scale from structure

We may abstract the problem introduced in the OLG model of this chapter,
and developed further in our analysis of money velocity and the quantity theory
in subsequent chapters, as that of bu"ering the structure of an economy from
fluctuations or shocks in its scale. Structure includes – beyond the inputs of in-
stitutional mechanism – such output properties as prices including interest rates,
velocities of trade and of money, consumption levels, and sources of uncertainty
such as default rates. Stability of these structural outputs may be essential for
even the most limited bounded-rational planning, as it underpins the role of
money as a store of value, and provides a basis for longer-term commitments
such as labor specialization. Yet, even within the institutional structure of a
stable economy, the institutions may be capable of functioning at a range of
scales, and some scale fluctuation may be necessary for the economy to serve
its purposes. Population, endowment inputs (including labor), consumption
demands, or requirements for liquidity may all fluctuate as a result of natural
events, seasonality, lifecycles, or the temporal fine structure of clearing.

In a sub-optimal economy, fluctuations in scale may drive fluctuations in
structure as a result of institutional limitations, even when such structure fluc-
tuations are deleterious and would be suppressed or altered if they could be
controlled independently. An optimal economy places control of structure un-
der control mechanisms independent of scale, so that the coupling between the
two can be driven by policy objectives, and suppressed altogether if desired.
The OLG models of this chapter show an intrinsic scale fluctuation driven by
the lifetime of a large and long-lived capital stock. In a society where popu-
lation, endowments, and consumption demands are all time-stationary, and in
which there is no uncertainty, the need to recycle capital stock creates asym-
metric and temporally cyclic demands for some goods, which may lead to price
or consumption cycles. The contrast of di"erent financing mechanisms shows
how these may transmit the investment cycle into not only di"ering degrees but
di"erent patterns of fluctuations in price and allocation.
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6.3.2 An aside on bureaucracy

Initially in the formal models presented below we had intended to include the
roles of intermediaries and bureaucrats as active agents, but as we have covered
the public bureaucrats in chapter 5 and as our prime purpose here is to illustrate
the influence of di"erent time-lags in economic activity even though we believe
that the role of private bureaucracies are of considerable importance we omit it
in order to concentrate the implications on financing of the lags and to contrast
the results with the static treatment of an OLG model most closely associated
with with GE.

6.4 Power, prediction and control

The basic di"erence between prediction and control of the economy is that the
first is concerned with the details of the dynamics and the path prediction of the
variables under consideration. In contrast those interested in control are less
concerned with the specifics of a time path and more concerned with keeping
the dynamics within an acceptable boundary.

The analogy with practicing medicine as contrasted with research medicine
is clear. Before the claims for the need to provide macroeconomics a sound
microeconomic basis, it is perhaps more important to provide microeconomics
a stronger and richer basis than the general equilibrium paradigm, yet main-
taining the rigor and precision it provided. In applied medicine the theoretical
fine points of understanding why a cure works do not need investigation un-
less unaccounted-for side e"ects appear or the cure stops working. In applied
macroeconomics, undoubtedly theoretical argument of every variety may serve
to bolster the decision-making but the mere fact that it is possible to assemble
with ease two teams of economic experts with highly divergent views on almost
any important macroeconomic topic is su!cient to indicate that macroeconomic
advice is part of an evolutionary process where the advice serves as part of a
hunting device aimed at providing trade-o"s among views of social preferences,
technical and political feasibility and economic insight.

We re-emphasize, control is not prediction, it uses prediction to improve
its e!cacy in cutting out segments of the feasible set of actions available to the
economic actors; but the trade-o" between power and perception is ever present.
Flexibility and decisiveness are balanced against the perceptions of economic,
bureaucratic, political and social feasibility.

6.5 On the time structure of assets and individ-
uals

The time structure of society’s assets and population feature as important fac-
tors in considering the basic constraints on dynamics. All of our previous formal
models have been with perishable consumables and individuals who live as long
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as the economy exists; but societies – especially rich ones – abound with longer
term assets that outlast a single generation. These physical facts, even in most
simplified and abstract form place considerable constraints on the dynamics and
call forth a financial structure consistent with their features. Thus as is well
known the development of the overlapping generations model by Allais [7] (pp.
238–241) and Samuelson [306] was a critical development in economic thought,
as was the life cycle model proposed by Modigliani and Blumberg [261]. These
facts of life combined with lives and production aspects of capital stock pro-
vide su!cient economic structure that, when embedded in a polity they remove
much of the arbitrary aspects of the financial system. The choices are broad
and a myriad of institutional arrangements may be feasible each of which may
depend on history and random events; but all still obey the basic economic laws.
The application of the laws, however requires detailed institutional knowledge.
It is worth noting that Maurice Allais, in the 1940s, hand-computed a macro-
micro-economic OLG model with production, banking and a government sector
of over well 100 pages in an appendix of his book. This appears to be one of
the earliest mathematical economics model where the importance of institutions
and assets was taken into account in a process and control description.

6.5.1 The roles of experimental and operational gaming

Before laying out an economic model accounting for the features noted above
some further comments are made on the importance of experimental gaming in
the development of basic knowledge about the economic process.

As already noted the value to setting up a playable game cannot be un-
derestimated in well-defining models of economic and financial control. In a
directly operational mode this has been manifested in the form of institution
design as evinced in the work of Charles Plott [286] and others. Experience in
both operational and experimental gaming shows that critical details that are
easily overlooked in untested formal models appear with great regularity. The
playable game provides the test for a fully defined structure.

The second set of uses is directly aimed at testing economic and social sci-
entific theories of behavior.

Evidence from Smith [384], Gode and Sunder [160], Siegal and Fouraker [364]
Fouraker, Siegel and Shubik [131], Huber, Shubik and Sunder [186] and many
others appears to point to basic economic theory’s being reasonably well borne
out in highly simplified situations, but behavioristic features involving learning,
cognition, and memory limitations appear quickly with any level of complex-
ity and much gaming is devoted to investigating the play for heuristic rules of
behavior and for learning and the evolution of competition or coordination in
various contexts. In our work we explicitly do not deal with the many important
questions of behavioral dynamics as we believe that for the eventual understand-
ing of economic dynamics there is still much to be learned from adding the basic
limiting conditions that must be present in structures that support economic
dynamics. They re-emphasize our central theme, that the opening up of the
tight non-process model of GE indicates where the parameters must go in order
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to build a loosely coupled system.

6.6 A production and exchange OLG economy

The models developed below illustrate the need for the introduction of new fi-
nancing and control features in a system where durables have finite lives larger
then one. When construction time, length of life time of the asset and consump-
tion timing all di"er, e!ciency considerations call forth somewhat sophisticated
finance.

6.6.0.1 Construction of a playable OLG SMG

Our view of economic process models is that there are myriads of plausible
feasible models and in virtually any area of investigation there is a multiplicity of
choices. However these can be judiciously pruned in concert with the questions
being asked. In the listing below we present a large shopping list of features
pertaining to OLG models and indicate by a “*” or a comment the modeling
choices we have made.

1. Time segment: (a) [T1,T2], (b) [T1,1)*, or (c) (-1,1)

2. Number of types of legal persons, (a)natural persons alone, (b) nat-
ural and corporate persons*. The latter are directly or indirectly fully
owned by the former.

3. Life span of Natural persons: They live T1 years. We select T1 = 2.

4. Life span of Corporation: They live T2 years; but if they are extant
at the end of a finite game they (including the government) are liquidated
on the day of final settlement. We select T2 = 3.

5. Agents: (a) Representative* or (b) individual agents* (c) both. When
there is no exogenous uncertainty the distinction between representative
agents and type-symmetric individual agents may not matter.

6. Price formation: The economy may be modeled as (a) sell-all, (b) buy-
sell, or (c) a bid-o"er strategic market game.

7. Number of types of goods and services: They are: (a) labor/leisure*;
(b) services; (c) perishable consumables*; (d) storable consumables; (e)
reproducible durables*; (f) non-reproducible durables or land.

8. Depreciation rates: There are many but as an extreme case simplifi-
cation rather than dealing with various discount rates we give all entities
specific lives (the one-hoss shay phenomenon)*.

9. Length of production time: For simplicity we may assume that the
length of production for all producible items is 1 period. We note however
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that for many services such as supermarkets, electric plants one may build
the durable, it then supplies services for may years and new construction
may not be needed for many periods. This is central to our models*

10. The role of the banks: We model a dummy inside bank that makes
loans or accepts deposits of gold at a fixed rate of interest &, or an outside
bank that stands ready to make one-period loans of fiat. The interest rate
& is determined by policy objectives of the banks and properties of solutions
determined by the markets.

11. The default condition is given as part of the rules of the game. For
simplicity it is introduced as a quasi linear term that connects money with
utility.

12. Type of money: (a) barley, (b) gold*, (c) fiat* An o!cial government
money is specified. All trades are made in government money. All bor-
rowing and lending is via the bank. We consider both gold and fiat in
di!erent models.

13. Initial conditions consist of a vector of initial physical resources and
financial instruments owned by all the n natural persons together with
a set of production transformation sets that are owned by the k existing
firms (here k = 1). We assume that there is a vector of estimated or
predicted initial first period prices that exists for all real and financial
assets. This enables us to place an estimated monetary value on the
initial bundle of assets.

14. Terminal conditions: In full generality terminal conditions should be
full algorithms dependent on the path down the tree. We make a great
simplification by defining models for which terminal conditions do not
propagate more than a finite number of individual life-cycles into the in-
terior solutions of the OLG, so that steady-state solutions we compute in
the interior are independent of a large class of changes in detail of the
terminal conditions.

15. The process of liquidation: At the end of the game this would require
that all non-real corporate legal persons be liquidated at the day of
final settlement. The order of settlement is that all firms pay back their
loans and if they have negative money this is flowed through to the real
persons. The firms are then liquidated at the initial prices assigned in the
first period. Any profits or losses of the central bank are flowed through;
all real and financial assets are then liquidated at the initial prices. At
this point the real persons must settle their accounts. We avoid these
complications here.

16. The behavior of the firms: firms can be modeled as (a) strategic
dummies* (b) price taking agents, (c) power strategic players. Here there
is only a communal enterprise that mechanically converts non-consumable
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inputs into consumable service streams. The proceeds from the sale of
these streams are distributed in the manner of dividends or partnership
shares. The conversion e"ciency or payout is a parameter of the system.
Here for simplicity we assume it is 100%.

17. The definition of short term profits is another free parameter of the
system as it is in accounting systems. We define short term profits as the
revenues from sales minus the direct costs of the directly relevant inputs.

18. Inheritance conditions: There are many mixed monetary and non-
monetary ways this can be defined. We want the inheritance conditions to
reflect the condition “I want the next generation to be as well o! as I am”.
To define minimal models that introduce the fewest new ad hoc parameters,
we will use only the utility functions already defined for agents, and we
will introduce inter-generational transfers only when these are needed to
overcome constraints of the production functions that would lead to zero
consumption of some essential quantities and thus to singular solutions.

19. Preferences and utility: The utility function, together with complete
preferences is a hard pill to swallow; but for many purposes, without
enormous complication it appears to be about as good a crude economic
approximation as one can produce.3 Edgeworth included a quasi-concave
term for concern of others and one can consider his “coe!cient of concern”
(conventionally denoted %) with % = 1 to be the equivalent of your children
should have at least the chance you had. For purposes of our producing a
model for the financing of a capital good that can be explicitly analyzed
we select a specific simple form for the utility function as is noted below.

6.7 Production and Exchange OLG Economies
with Gold, Fiat and Inheritance

The first model below is a continuation of the model with gold as currency pre-
sented in Ch. 5 where we considered the microstructure of production, trade,
and consumption within a single generation, modeled with a large number of
symmetric periods. Here we consider multiple timescales created by lifetimes of
institutions or capital goods with sunk costs, which may be longer than a gener-
ation for agents. The relation of periods in the lifecycle of goods to the lifecycle
periods or generations of agents may also be heterogeneous, creating a mismatch
with agent preferences in situations where the latter are time-symmetric. The
stress on the market system comes from the need to smooth over such mis-
matches between material constraints and agent preferences. A further source
of stress that we introduce comes from non-convexity in the production pro-
cess, particularly in the form of capacity constraints to exploit higher-e!ciency

3We need to seek some form of sensitivity analysis to help to justify this simplification that
is di"cult in the extreme to measure. This is discussed further in Sec. 10.2.1 and Sec. 10.2.2.
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production methods. Thresholds for feasible production together with long life-
times are common characteristics of goods produced by firms or publicly held
utilities.

6.7.1 Introduction to particular OLG models

The time structure we consider is shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Structure of the overlapping generations model with episodic con-
struction of capital stock. Boxes represent periods. Columns represent time,
indexed " , and rows indicate birth-time, indexed ("). Cascading two-period
rows indicate generations of farmers or prospectors, with the endowment indi-
cated by the parameters a or e0 in the boxes representing the young period.
Three-period heavy boxes at the bottom indicate the service cycle of capital
stock, with the period of production indicated by ". Vertical arrows show the
times at which intergenerational transfers of gold may be made by farmers.

We abstract to two types of production functions: one for non-durable con-
sumables which we consider in aggregate and refer to as “food”, and the other
for a durable that we call “gold”, which may be used as money but is also an
input to production. As in Ch. 5, the choice of a production function remains
a commitment over an agent’s lifetime, so agents have two types, again termed
farmers and prospectors.

6.7.1.1 Time structure for capital stock as a “One-Hoss Shay”

Capital stock introduces the new longer timescale into the model. A minimal
model of agents is a standard two-period overlapping-generations (OLG) model,
for which initial conditions must be specified, but which may be indefinitely
repeated thereafter.4 We term the two periods “young” and “old” for any
generation of agents.

4While initial conditions are required for a well-defined game, we typically regard them as
an aggregate representation for the legacy of a long past. For the models we will introduce,
even though agent generations repeat indefinitely, for a wide range of terminal conditions,
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We suppose that a production/retirement cycle for capital stock requires
three periods, and we distinguish the generations that are young in each period
with superscript " % {0, 1, 2} cyclic, where period 0 is the period in which
capital stock is built. We consider an endless sequence of cycles of capital-
stock production and retirement. Capital stock consumes a finite quantity of
gold to be constructed, delivers utilitarian services at a fixed rate over its life,
and disappears entirely at the end of its third period. (It is a “One-Hoss Shay”
rather than a smoothly depreciating asset.) It therefore provides the mechanism
by which non-depreciating gold exits the system.5

6.7.1.2 Production with thresholds

We wish to consider the general class of cases in which e!ciency gains from
scale are possible, but a threshold unit size is required to capture them. This
problem is similar to the problem of exploiting the gains from specialization
considered in Ch. 5, but in an OLG setting.

Publicly owned (government or large-scale corporate) works are often of this
kind, including dams, power plants, mass-production assemblies, etc. Typically
a unit capacity C exists for a minimal unit, and these units can then be replicated
in integer numbers. We avoid the complexities of integer programming as far
as possible by focusing on the threshold for production of the first unit, and
considering production thereafter to be linear in the invested amount.

Fig. 6.2 shows a rationale for this model of production. Three production
functions are shown on a log-log scale. For a society large enough to far exceed
the capacity C for investment, the steps of integer production are minor per-
turbations. For a society that cannot reach the capacity at any allocation of
labor, only linear production with a reduced e!ciency # can be attained. This
low-yielding production serves the same function as a fallback position that
autarchy served in Ch. 5.

Our interest is in the intermediate range, where the society under a strained
labor allocation can meet the capacity constraint, but su!cient strain makes
this no more favorable for some class of agents than autarchy. Our model
of production (the blue curve in Fig. 6.2) treats production above capacity
C with the same linear form as autarchy, but higher e!ciency. This upper-
semicontinuous function permits an invariant utility when agents can meet the
threshold at the non-cooperative equilibrium of the OLG game, because all
production and consumption are homogeneous of order one in population size.
At an expanding population equilibrium the extra production provides enough
to sustain a constant living standard.

cross-generation interactions truncate over a finite number (here, zero or one) of generations.
Therefore, the precise statement of the role of terminal boundary conditions is that among
a wide range of specifications (all those that do not involve divergent salvage values for any
gold held by agents in the last period), di!erences do not a!ect strategic choices su"ciently
prior to the last generation.

5It may be still physically present but in a form that makes its reclaim uneconomic.
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Figure 6.2: Three production functions. Red is the low-yield proportional pro-
duction, with # = 1/100, as used in the later numerics. Green is the granular
production we might consider realistic, with a fixed unit size, resulting in a
stairstep. Blue is our model, which keeps the first step – the most important,
in relation to the low-yield fall-back – but replaces the subsequent steps with
a linear production function for ease of handling. The range shown for labor
below the capacity constraint – between 10!1 and 100 – is the range of stress
that we model in numerical simulations.

6.7.1.3 Production e"ciency for the low-yield capital stock

The utility value of capital stock is determined by its rate of delivery of a
service which we denote S. We measure the service in the same units as the
gold invested to build the capital stock, to avoid introducing a distinct type
of unit. The important feature of capital stock is that, once built, the rate of
services it yields is constant over three periods until its service life ends and it
must be replaced. Therefore, for each amount of capital stock shown in this
and later sections, the total service stream delivered multiplies that amount by
three.

We represent the quantity of capital stock built as an upper-semicontinuous
function of the investment level, and we distinguish low-yielding from high-
yielding production by labeling these functions C< and C>, respectively.

The amount of capital stock formed with the low-yielding production process
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corresponds to the linear functional form

C<

<

$

i

$i

=

- #
$

i

$i, (6.1)

where
!

i $i represents the investments of all agents who can invest in period
" = 0. The sum takes the value

!

i $i = n ($0 + $1) + n0 ($̂0 + $̂1) where:

$i - investment by farmers,

$̂i - investment by prospectors.

There is considerable notation associated with the model; we define the
new symbols as they are introduced, but for convenience at the front of the
appendices a full listing is given.

6.7.1.4 Production e"ciency for the high-yield capital stock with
threshold

The amount of capital stock formed with the high-yielding production process
defines the function C> in terms of a threshold function c,

C>

<

$

i

$i

=

- c

<

$

i

$i

=

, (6.2)

where c(y) approximates the discrete threshold function

c(y) # y#(y $ C) . (6.3)

In Eq. (6.3) # is the Heaviside function and C the threshold to produce the
first unit.6 The nature of this approximation, and the relation to the low-yield
production process, are shown in Fig. 6.3, and discussed in App. 6.13.

6.7.1.5 Time-symmetric and type-symmetric consumption utilities

All agents are given identical functional forms of consumption utility for both
food and the services delivered by capital stock. The endowment a for food
to farmers and the endowment e0 for gold to prospectors set the scales for
consumption. A fully-specified consumption bundle is a quantity A or S of food
or services, a subscript index i for the agent, superscript (") for the generation
in which the agent was born, and further subscript 0 or 1 to indicate whether
the agent is in the young or old period of life. A Cobb-Douglas consumption

6The Heaviside function %(x) $ 0 if x < 0 and %(x) $ 1 if x ( 0.
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Figure 6.3: Low-yielding (heavy-dashed) and high-yielding (heavy solid) pro-
duction functions. Low-yielding function C<(y) = #y, while the high-yielding
function has form c(y) # y#(y $ C), with derivatives at transitions smoothed
to make optimization criteria well-defined.

utility7 for agent i then becomes

Ui
(!) = log

<

Ai
(!)
0 Ai

(!)
1

(a/2)2

=

+ s log

<

Si
(!)
0 Si

(!)
1

e20

=

+ %s log

<

Si
(!+1)
0 Si

(!+1)
1

e20

=

.

(6.4)
where:

A(!)
i0 = food consumption of the focal generation-(") agent i when young.

A(!)
i1 = food consumption of the focal generation-(") agent i when old.

S(!)
i0 = services consumption of the focal generation-(") agent i when young.

S(!)
i1 = services consumption of the focal generation-(") agent i when old.

S(!+1)
i0 = services consumption of the equivalent o"spring generation-(" + 1)
to agent i, when young.

S(!+1)
i1 = services consumption of the equivalent o"spring generation-(" + 1)
to agent i, when old.

7Originally the Cobb-Douglas function was introduced as a production function with two
inputs: land and labor, and exponents for these inputs that sum to unity. It has become
common to refer to the same functional form, when used in utilities, as a “Cobb-Douglas” form,
to relax the restriction that the coe"cients sum to unity (since the result of this relaxation
is at most monotone transformation), and to include in the “Cobb-Douglas” appellation all
cardinal utilities which share the same homothetic preferences as the original power-law Cobb-
Douglas form.
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Our parameter % is one exemplar of Edgeworth’s “coe!cient of concern” of
one generation for the next. It is mediated by the particular concern about
the o"spring-generation’s consumption of services from capital stock, which we
choose because the agents can avert shortages either by intergenerational trans-
fers or by borrowing.

We will quickly suppress the agent index i and pass to a notation that
refers only to agent type. Because the period subscript (0 or 1) will carry an
important distinction, in this chapter we will distinguish the strategic variables
and consumption bundles of farmers from those of prospectors by using carets
over all prospector variables. The buy-sell game will define market clearing,
with notation b for bids, q for quantities o"ered, and p for clearing prices. In
models with markets for both gold and food, bids, quantities, and prices in the
gold market will be explicitly subscripted bG, qG, and pG.

The lifecycle of capital stock is chosen longer than that of agents, so that
some generations of agents cannot directly finance the capital stock’s construc-
tion or own shares in the services it provides. The important catalytic function
of the constructed capital good is that it converts durable gold from a good with
no inherent consumption value into an entity delivering a stream of services with
direct utility of consumption. It is the episodic nature of this conversion oppor-
tunity that may leave some generations of agents with a surplus of gold and a
deficit of services rendered by gold, while other generations encounter a lumped
demand for gold which leads to under-consumption of other goods.

6.7.1.6 A comment on logarithmic utilities

In this chapter as in the preceding we use logarithmic utilities of consumption
as minimal models. Logarithmic utility reflects homothetic preferences and
leads to price elasticities of unity, which rule out modeling certain classes of
price response to scarcity. In the models below, this simplification has the
desirable feature of separating the types of agents and thus simplifying analysis
and solution of models where our interest is in demonstrating the nature of the
financing. Apart from these simplifications, the qualitative di"erences among
market systems that we demonstrate should not depend sensitively on our use
of logarithmic utility.

6.7.1.7 Population structure is not a strategic variable, but may be
optimized by adaptive adjustment

The abstraction that stress on market systems and allocative e!ciencies is cre-
ated by a mismatch between the timescales and cycles of physical assets, and the
needs of agents, entails the assumptions that agents cannot freely shift produc-
tion in response to cyclical exogenous constraints. We simplify this abstraction
into a minimal form by supposing that numbers n of farmers and n0 of prospec-
tors, in each of the two generations, are slowly changing variables even relative
to the cycle of capital stock, so that stationary solutions to strategic market
games can be computed treating these quantities as fixed parameters. We take
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the total number of agents 2 (n+ n0) as a fully fixed constraint, and consider the
adjustment of the allocation of labor n/n0 to be a slow process that equalizes
some aggregation of utilities across the three generations of farmers with the
same aggregation across the three generations of prospectors. (In the examples
solved below, we will take this aggregation to be simply the arithmetic mean.)
The process of adjusting the labor allocation is not modeled explicitly as the
strategic variables are, and the selection of the utility-equalizing value using
stationary solutions for the strategic variables is therefore akin to a problem in
comparative statics. Informally, we consider this a proxy for slow processes of
cultural adaptation that are outside the scope of our models.

6.7.2 The competitive rational expectations equilibrium
allocation and utilities

The temporal structure of OLG models exposes the di!culties with extending
the competitive equilibrium definition, because given the finiteness of expected
life many contracts implicit in GE are ruled out although, as noted by Samuel-
son [306] the presence of money helps to restore some contracts. Furthermore
the formulation of full dynamics calls for a treatment of initial and terminal
conditions that introduce many degrees of freedom that have to be accounted
for in well-defining the models. An easy, but not always satisfactory way in
which the infinite horizons can be treated, consistently with the spirit of GE
is to account for initial and terminal conditions by a “rational expectations as-
sumption” which solves only for dynamic equilibrium, but leaves unanalyzed
the influence of transient states.

For the examples below, we suppose that complete markets exist both within
and across the two periods of any individual’s life cycle and the three periods of
existence of the capital stock. That is, young farmers purchase forward contracts
for food in their old periods, at prices equal to the spot-market prices in those
periods, in which both young and old prospectors also trade.

The assumption that complete contracts must include forward contracts re-
quires that, in an OLG setting with a definite starting period, it is necessary to
suppose that agents who are already old in that period have initial allocations
of gold, or forward contracts for food, in amounts that are consistent with the
rational expectations equilibrium values inferred for later periods.

6.7.2.1 Consumption levels, population structure, and utility level

Suppose that the society is either large enough or small enough that, at the
equilibrium allocations of labor, we are in the linear regime of either the high-
yield or the low-yield production function. In a competitive equilibrium among
agents with identical preferences, relative prices between food and the services
from capital stock are the same for all agents, and only their budgets have
the potential to distinguish them. However, we consider the labor allocation
n0/n also identified by the criterion that all agent utilities be identical (so that
changing professions over long times is never advantageous to either type of
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agent), making the market value of all agents’ endowments equal.8 Therefore we
do not notationally distinguish consumption levels A or S either across periods
or between farmers and prospectors, and solve the equilibrium for the values
which are common to all of these.

With total production na of food per period, all equilibrium consumption
levels are

A(!)
0 = A(!)

1 =
na

2 (n+ n0)
. (6.5)

With production n0e0 of gold per period, and a durable capital stock that
consumes 3n0e0 units to produce, but then yields an equal level of services for
three periods, the service consumption level per period per agent becomes

S(!)
0 = S(!)

1 =
3n0e0

2 (n+ n0)
. (6.6)

At these symmetric allocations, the utility of any agent given by Eq. (6.4),
with high-yielding production, becomes

U (!) = 2 log

6

1

1 + n0/n

7

+ 2s (1 + %) log

6

3

2

n0/n

1 + n0/n

7

. (6.7)

Since the service stream delivered over an entire cycle, when measured in units
of invested gold, is three times the actual quantity of the scarce resource (gold)
produced by prospector labor, it is S(!)/3, rather than S(!), which appears
in marginal rates of substitution. (That is, the factor 3/2 in the logarithm of
Eq. (6.7) leads to a constant summand in utility for all agents, which does not
a"ect the optimization problem. The equilibrium price system defined by the
marginal rates of substitution is therefore

p!,CE =
S(!)/3

s (1 + %)A(!)
=

n0e0
s (1 + %)na

. (6.8)

The competitive-equilibrium labor allocation, obtained by varying Eq. (6.7)
with respect to n0/n becomes

n0

n
CE( s (1 + %) , (6.9)

giving p!,CE = e0/a.

6.8 Three economic systems: informal intergen-
erational transfer, gold banking, and fiat with
government as a reserve buyer of gold

We now consider the way that economies with this common OLG model of agent
preferences and threshold-limited production,but di"erent levels of institutional

8This is equivalent to the reduction to a labor-equivalent metric of utility developed in
Ch. 5.
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structure, meet the needs of distribution of food, concentration of gold for invest-
ment, and distribution of services. We will use total population as a control vari-
able that determines the stress on the system as measured by the shadow price of
the capacity constraint. For each model a non-cooperative equilibrium exists for
populations at or above a (model-dependent) critical size NC . At N = NC , and
the utility-equalizing allocation n0/n of the non-cooperative equilibrium, the
total prospector gold endowment over three generations meets the threshold
for high-e!ciency production: 3n0e0 = C. All of these non-cooperative equi-
libria require critical populations NC larger than the competitive-equilibrium
value (6.9), which provides one measure of their ine!ciency.

In each case, for N < NC , the capacity constraint develops a nonzero shadow
price, which quantifies the stress on the system. The rate at which the economy
can allowN/NC < 1 to decrease, relative to the rise of the shadow price, provides
a measure of the robustness of its functions of distribution.

6.8.1 Synopses of the three cases

6.8.1.1 Case 1: food markets denominated in gold money, with in-
tergenerational transfers of gold

We model an “informal” economy without financial support as one with trading-
post markets for food denominated in gold, and individual bequests of gold by
agents in their old period to furnish an initial endowment of gold for agents of the
same type in the next generation, in their young period. These bequests are the
only mechanism of intergenerational transfer (IGT). The prospector endowment
of gold flows primarily through the food markets to accumulate in period " = 0
when it is needed for capital stock construction. The internalization of o"spring
utilities of consumption of services from capital stock is su!cient to produce
interior solutions in which those farmers who require gold to purchase shares in
period " = 0 receive nonzero IGTs from the previous generation. Stress from
an insu!cient population leads to asymmetric contribution from farmers and
prospectors to meet the capacity constraint, and strong divergence of the utilities
of di"erent prospector generations despite producing only mild divergence of
food prices if the overall budget share from gold remains small.

6.8.1.2 Case 2: an inside bank for gold in place of intergenerational
transfers

The concentration of stress on a single period of agents, and its resulting impact
on the investment levels and on divergent consumption bundles of agents born
in di"erent generations, can be mitigated by introducing an inside bank, which
provides a repository and pass-through institution to redistribute gold. In place
of IGTs that propagate gold forward in time through the capital cycle, bank
loans couple consumption between the young and old periods within each gen-
eration. A limited intergenerational flow of gold occurs through the payment
of interest on loans and deposits. However, the need of an inside bank to bal-
ance interest payments of debtors and creditors creates a complicated coupling
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among the roles of gold as an input to production, a medium of exchange, and an
inter-period (and hence, indirectly through the food markets) inter-generational
store of value. This coupling is expressed in a counterintuitive requirement for a
nonzero interest rate (indeed the maximal rate in the model) in the unstressed
non-cooperative equilibrium, and a dependence of prices on this interest rate
that moves them away from the competitive-equilibrium value and contributes
part of the non-CE allocation of labor in the population.

6.8.1.3 Case 3: a central bank for fiat and a reserve buyer for gold

The role of gold as a durable consumable can be decoupled from the function
of the money system by introducing fiat exchange, which places all producers
on an equal footing with respect to purchasing and interest. In the particular
model we present here, multiple functions must be introduced, because the
replacement of gold as a medium of exchange requires the introduction of both
a gold market and of a reserve buyer for gold in periods when there is no demand
in the open market of non-cooperative agents. We combine these functions in
a model of a policy-guided central bank, which provides loans in fiat money,
collects interest, provides gold demand in slack periods and restores stored gold
when it is needed for production. The introduction of a fiat exchange system
creates multiple control parameters by which the central bank may influence
policy objectives. We show, however, that no single value for these parameters
is generally utility-improving or price-stabilizing; rather the parameters must
generally be tuned to the particular configuration of population constraints and
shadow prices faced by the society.

6.8.2 The markets used to allocate food, gold, and services
in all models

6.8.2.1 A notation for agent-symmetric solutions within each type

We look for non-cooperative equilibria in which all agents of a given type make
the same bids and o"ers, and have the same consumption levels. We denote the

bid and o"er variables for farmers by
%

b(!)0 , q(!)
&

in the young period, and by b(!)1

in the old period. Their bids on gold in the young and old periods are denoted
%

b(!)G0 , b
(!)
G1

&

. Their consumption levels of food and services are
%

A(!)
0 , S(!)

0

&

in

the young period and
%

A(!)
1 , S(!)

1

&

in the old period. The clearing price for food

in period " is denoted p! .

The corresponding quantities for prospectors are
%

b̂(!)0 , b̂(!)1 , b̂(!)G,0, q̂
(!)
G b̂(!)G,1, Â

(!)
0 , Ŝ(!)

0 , Â(!)
1 , Ŝ(!)

1

&

. The gold clearing price is pG! .

The prospector variables replace an o"er q of food with an o"er q̂G of gold in
cases when gold markets exist.
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6.8.2.2 Price formation and market clearing

The clearing price for food markets relates to bids of both types, and to o"ers,
as

p! =
nb(!!1)

1 + n0

%

b̂(!!1)
1 + b̂(!)0

&

nq(!)
. (6.10)

The comparable clearing price for gold (in models with a gold market) is ex-
pressed as

pG,! =
nb(!!1)

G,1 + n0

%

b̂(!!1)
G,1 + b̂(!)G,0

&

nq̂(!)G

. (6.11)

The consumption level of food for farmers is

A(!)
0 = a$ q(!) +

b(!)0

p!

A(!)
1 =

b(!)1

p!+1
. (6.12)

and the level for prospectors is

Â(!)
0 =

b̂(!)0

p!
.

Â(!)
1 =

b̂(!)1

p!+1
, (6.13)

6.8.2.3 Private share rights and publicly-held utilities for services

In the following models, we will solve separately for the non-cooperative equilib-
ria with investments in either low-yielding or high-yielding capital stock. Agents
who are alive in the period when capital stock is built can purchase proportional
shares in the stream of services. When these agents die, the part of the ser-
vice stream un-purchased becomes a publicly held utility, which we distribute
equally among the remaining agents.

Letting C stand for either C< or C> in Sec. 6.7.1.3 above, according to
the production function under consideration, the service consumption levels
measured in units of invested gold, for the three generations of agents and their
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two periods, are given by

S(0)
0 = S(0)
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i $i
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i
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(6.14)

In the first and third lines, for generations " = 0 and " = 2, the factors $0, $̂0
and $1, $̂1 represent explicit ownership rights of the focal agent, from invest-

ments in the " = 0 period. The expressions for S(1)
0 , Ŝ(1)

0 in the second line
represent the proportional publicly-held service allocation of all explicit (farmer
and prospector) rights from " = 2 agents who have died. The important fea-
ture of the sum

!

i $i $ (n$0 + n0$̂0) in the numerator is that it contains only
decision variables from the generation " = 2. Therefore, while it a"ects the con-

sumption levels of " = 1, which appear in the utilities U (0)
i , those consumption

levels do not depend on the " = 0 decision variables except at higher order in
1/N (hence, on finite replicates), which terms we omit. Note that in the linear
ranges of either production function, the factors of C(

!

i $i) and
!

i $i cancel,
leaving only simple linear functions of $0 or $1.

6.8.2.4 Budget conditions and budget constraints

If we take µ(!)
0 to be the initial budget from exogenous variables, whether endow-

ment or inter-generational transfers, then a general Lagrangian for the budget
constraint that can encompass all three models may be written

L(!)
Common = U (!) + ,(!)0

%

µ(!)
0 + g(!)0 $ $0!!,0 $ b(!)0 $ b(!)G,0

&

+ ,(!)1

%

µ(!)
1 $ g(!)1 $ $1!!,2 $ b(!)1 $ .!

&

, (6.15)

with hatted variables used if the agent is a prospector. Here g are amounts
borrowed from a bank (in either gold or fiat), with negative values representing
lending to the bank. In models where the institutions entailed by the use of
some variable are not included, that variable is set to zero. We provide the
general form here so that we may write in one place the relations between

marginal utility of consumption, and the K-T multipliers ,(!)0 , ,(!)1 for the budget
constraint, in those first-order conditions that are common to all agent types in
all models.

The second-period initial budget for the two types is given in terms of the
first period budget, expenditures, and proceeds of sale for farmers and prospec-
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tors respectively by

µ(!)
1 = µ(!)

0 + g(!)0 $ $0!!,0 $ b(!)0 $ b(!)G,0 + q(!)p!

µ̂(!)
1 = µ̂(!)

0 + ĝ(!)0 $ $0!!,0 $ b̂(!)0 $ b̂(!)G,0 + q̂(!)G pG,! . (6.16)

6.8.3 Representation of a jointly-binding capacity constraint
with an e"ective Kuhn-Tucker multiplier and asso-
ciated shadow price

Constraints on individual strategic variables are readily implemented with Kuhn-
Tucker multipliers, which have the interpretation of shadow prices. The jointly-
binding capacity constraint, that investment must reach a threshold before high-
yielding production is possible, is not in general similarly representable by such
a multiplier, because the threshold is not under the strategic control of any sin-
gle agent. Often in such cases an additional market would be required in reality,
to propagate real price signals to individuals.

In these models, we exploit a property of logarithmic utilities that permits
us to represent the jointly-binding capacity constraint in terms of a single Kuhn-
Tucker multiplier $ which is common to the optimization problems of all agents,
which which has the interpretation of a shadow price. Our approach is to first
regularize the threshold behavior of the production function to a smooth but
non-convex and sharply curved function. The strongly nonlinear dependence
of the derivative of this function, on the investment level in a neighborhood of
the capacity threshold value, together with logarithmic dependence of utility on
the consumption level, permits us to treat the log-derivative of the non-convex
production function as a K-T multiplier. The detailed construction is presented
in App. 6.13.

6.8.4 Common first-order conditions and their consequences
for consumption

6.8.4.1 Farmer bid and o!er variables

The common terms in the first-order condition for farmers in all models are

0 = !L(!) =

@

1

A(!)
0 p!

$ ,(!)1

A

%

!b(!)0 $ p!!q
(!)
&

$ ,(!)0 !b(!)0 +

@

1

b(!)1

$ ,(!)1

A

!b(!)1

+

B

2s

$0
+ 2 (1 + %)$ $

%

,(!)0 + ,(!)1

&

C

!$0!!,0

+

B

s

$1
+ (1 + 2%)$$ ,(!)1

C

!$1!!,2.

(6.17)

Where $ is the e"ective K-T multiplier for the capacity constraining on high-
yielding production, derived in App. 6.13.
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(In Eq. (6.17) and all subsequent equations, !!,0 is the Kronecker !-function,
which takes value 1 when " = 0 and zero otherwise, and !!,2 is the corresponding
Kronecker !-function with respect to " = 2.) Because the utility (6.4) does not
saturate, farmers will always consume a part of their food, and the first and
third conditions in Eq. (6.17) therefore give

A(!)
0 p! = b(!)1 . (6.18)

To provide a complete analysis we must consider the (unlikely) possibility
that farmers engage in wash selling in their young period, as we did for models

in previous chapters. The equation that determines the value of ,(!)0 , which
excludes wash sales if it is positive in Eq. (6.17), is

2s

$0
+ 2 (1 + %)$$

1

b(0)1

= ,(0)0 . (6.19)

We provide a systematic analysis covering all cases in App. 6.14. There we
show that wash selling may be excluded from all solutions derived below, either
because it cannot occur or because it cannot a"ect prices or allocations, so that
any solution with wash sales can be replaced by an equivalent solution without
them.

6.8.4.2 Prospector bids on food

Prospectors bid on food in both periods, and generations (" = 2) or (" = 0) will
invest in capital stock in period " = 0. The common terms in their first-order
conditions including budget constraints are
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(6.20)

The general relation between bids in the two periods is

1

b̂(!)0

$
1

b̂(!)1

= ,̂(!)0 . (6.21)

Situations in which prospectors carry gold over between periods, requiring ,̂(!)0 =
0, are distinguished from those in which the periods are related through lending

at interest, requiring ,̂(!)0 &,̂(!)1 = &/b̂(!)1 , and the relation between bids and total
budget is then given by Eq. (6.21) in either case.
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6.8.5 The model with intergenerational transfers and with-
out banking

In this model, the Lagrangian L(!) = L(!)
Common of Eq. (6.15). The defining

feature of the model is the introduction of intergenerational transfers (IGTs)
.(!) from each generation (") of farmers to their successor generation. The
IGTs appear in through the budget conditions as

.(!!1) = µ(!)
0

µ(!)
0 $ b(!)0 $ $0!!,0 = µ(!)

1

µ(!)
1 + q(!)p! = b(!)1 + $1!!,2 + .(!). (6.22)

The first-order conditions and their consequences in this economy are derived
in detail in App. 6.15. We summarize the major properties of the model here
in a series of figures.

Analytic results for the labor allocation in the unstressed equilibrium give
n0/n ( s (1 + %) /6. Pinning 3n0e0 = C at the lower limit of this equilibrium,
we arrive at a critical lower population for N = 2 (n+ n0) of

NC -
2C
3e0

6

1 +
n

n0

7

=
2C
3e0

6

1 +
6

s (1 + %)

7

, (6.23)

roughly six times larger for s 6 1 than the corresponding CE critical population.
The stress level on the price system, represented as the shadow-price value of

the capacity constraint, $e0, is shown versus the population below its threshold
level N/NC in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Stress level as measured by the shadow price $e0 % [0, 3.5], as a
function of N/NC & 1.
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The response of food prices to N/NC < 1 is shown, both in absolute terms
and with the three-period mean subtracted, in Fig. 6.5. In the unstressed equi-
librium, prices approximate the CE value ap!/e0 ( 1 to O(s).
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Figure 6.5: BGR are absolute prices ap!/e0 for periods 0, 1, 2. Left panel is
absolute; right panel is relative to mean: (ap! $

!

! ! ap! !/3) /e0 for periods 0,
1, 2.

The relation of investment to the market value of food in the competitive
equilibrium is just that of the optimal labor allocation: n0e0/ (napCE + n0e0) =
n0/ (n+ n0) # s (1 + %) for s 6 1. In the simulations we show % = 1/2,
leading to a CE investment level of 3se0/2. In the unstressed noncooperative
equilibrium, prospector investment levels $̂0 # se0, and $̂1 # se0/2 for s 6 1. In
the farmer sector, where generation (" = 0) depends on IGTs from the (" = 2)
generation, which are discounted by %, the unstressed equilibrium investment
levels are $1 = e0s/2 and $0 = .(2) = e0s%.

The distribution of investments needed to meet the constraint n ($0 + $1)+
n0 ($̂0 + $̂1) = C = 3n0e0 in noncooperative equilibria with shadow prices is
shown in Fig. 6.6. With decrease of N/NC < 1, an increasing fraction of invest-
ment is met by prospectors.

While three-period average utility has been set equal for farmers and prospec-
tors as the condition that determines the labor allocation n0/n, the utilities
within individual periods may still di"er. Measures of this di"erence such as
variance over the three generations may be used as a measure of the failure of
allocative e!ciency by the IGT mechanism, or the minimum single-generation
utility may be used as a fragility threshold in a coalitional-form solution con-
cept: if it falls below the noncooperative equilibrium-utility for low-e!ciency
production, this generation has no incentive to remain within the coalition that
cooperates to produce high-yielding capital stock.

Fig. 6.7 shows the absolute utility levels versus N/NC & 1. The utility
levels of the CE with high-yielding and with low-yielding production are shown
for comparison. The generation (" = 0)-prospectors su"er utilities far below
autarchy for N/NC < 0.4. The lower limit for population shown is N/NC )
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Figure 6.6: Investment levels: or who is contributing most to meet the capacity
constraint for the jointly-constructed good. Values $ are normalized by se0.
BG is period 0, 2. Solid is farmers, dashed are prospectors. Left panel is linear;
right panel the same data on log scale.

1/50, so still twice the sacrifice in total rate of capital services encountered in
going from high-yielding production to autarchy.

6.8.6 An inside bank as a pass-through entity for gold, in
place of intergenerational transfers

In the banking model agents of both types borrow or lend gold at a fixed rate of
interest & to couple the expenditures between their own young and old periods,
rather than across generations as in the IGT economy. Since the purpose behind
banking is to optimize utilities, the bank will return all gold to the market
economy within each cycle of generations. Since it is an inside bank, it has
no other source of gold, and thus cannot return more than it receives. The
condition that gold flow balance within each production cycle therefore closes
the system.

The bank has no remaining degrees of freedom if it is constrained to balance
gold flows. However, unlike Ch. 5, we are not modeling the costs of banking, so
the bank is not required to make a profit in order to function. In this sense the
bank is a strategic dummy, implicitly representing a banker who is equivalent
to an unpaid bureaucrat.

The model introduces loan variables
%

g(!)0 , g(!)1

&

for farmers, and
%

ĝ(!)0 , ĝ(!)1

&

for prospectors, in each period, along with their associated KT-multipliers $(!)
B

and $̂(!)
B . The $B values are varied on a finite interval to implement the linear

bankruptcy constraint of previous sections. We give values for these shadow
prices of the bankruptcy constraint at interior solutions, but will assume that
the penalty is strong enough that strategic default is always excluded, and will
therefore not introduce a separate notation for the strength of the penalty. The
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Figure 6.7: BGR are utilities for generations 0, 1, 2. Dashed lines mark prospec-
tors, solid lines are farmers. Solid black is the average, which is equal for both
types. Upper black dotted level is the CE utility, and lower black dotted level
is the CE minus the correction for autarchic production 2 (1 + %) log (0.01).

sign convention will be that positive g denotes borrowing by agents from the
bank, while negative ĝ denotes lending to the bank.

The Lagrangians for farmers are then expansions of the common terms from
Eq. (6.15) of the form

L(!) = L(!)
Common $ $B

9

(1 + &) g(!)0 + g(!)1

:

, (6.24)

with an equivalent with hatted variables for prospectors. The same constraint
term works for both borrowing and lending, ensuring that the amount with-
drawn can never exceed the discounted negative of the amount deposited.

The corresponding budget sequences for farmers and prospectors, respec-
tively, become

0 = µ(!)
0

µ(!)
0 + g(!)0 $ b(!)0 $ $0!!,0 = µ(!)

1

µ(!)
1 + q(!)p! = b(!)1 + $1!!,2 + g(!)1 (6.25)

e0 = µ̂(!)
0

µ̂(!)
0 $ b̂(!)0 $ $̂0!!,0 $

%

$ĝ(!)0

&

= µ̂(!)
1

µ̂(!)
1 + ĝ(!)1 = b̂(!)1 + $̂1!!,2. (6.26)
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6.8.6.1 Solution properties, and a review of the problem of achieving
high-yielding production below the critical population size

A full analysis of the first-order conditions and budget conditions, and their
solutions, is given in App. 6.16. There we show that the full return of gold
from the banks to the individual sector is not compatible with the first-order
conditions governing farmer investment, at arbitrary combinations of interest
rate & and population composition n0/n. The two conditions can be met only for
a function & which approaches unity at $e0 = 0, and decreases with increasing
$e0, shown in Fig. 6.10. To understand the meaning and consequence of this
interest rate, we review the problem of achieving high-yielding production in a
society whose population N is below the critical value NC required to invest
the required gold without a shadow price.

The unstressed, noncooperative equilibrium with low-yield production is al-
ways a joint solution (autarchy) to this strategic market game at all populations
N & NC . If we consider the comparative statics of this class of solutions with
fixed n0/n as population is increased, we find a class of solutions homogeneous
of order one in population size, bids, and investment levels, with a fixed inter-
est rate & = 1. At N = NC , the utility level undergoes a discontinuous jump
2 (1 + %) log (1/*) as low-yield production is replaced with high-yield production
at the same investment level.

For N . 2C/3e0, however, agents may also lower the interest rate, re-allocate
labor until n0 = 2C/3e0, invest at a higher absolute rate with most investments
made by the expanded prospector sector, and adopt a noncooperative equilib-
rium in which the marginal utility of scarce food and uneven consumption of
services is balanced by the shadow price of the capacity constraint. As N ( NC

from below, n0 remains fixed at 2C/3e0, the excess gold per capita declines,
prospector deposits and interest payments on them decline as well, and farmer
investment levels for services in the young and old periods are driven nearly
equal by cash-flow constraints. This solution – $0 = $1 + O(s) – is also a
property of the competitive equilibrium, but not of any of the noncooperative
equilibria we construct in this chapter, because the returns on investment and
hence the first-order conditions di"er for $0 and $1. In order to make the opti-
mal investment levels converge, the discount factor to interest payments 1 + &,
must approach 2, returning the economy to the value & = 1 of the unstressed
equilibrium. This sequence provides a continuous interpolating path between
low-yield and high-yield production, as the population size is increased to its
critical value.

6.8.6.2 Consumption, prices, and critical population size

For s 6 1, utility levels are dominated by food consumption. Because prospec-
tors borrow in both periods to buy food, their consumption becomes uneven
(by the factor 1 + &) in the old versus the young periods. Their young-period
consumption is governed by their endowment and remains high, while their
old-period consumption is further augmented by interest that they earn.
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Since farmers always borrow and prospectors always lend, food prices ap!/e0
must compensate the farmers for the this interest factor (1 + &) by which the
gold-value of prospector consumption is inflated. For logarithmic utilities of the
form (6.4), this compensation gives the scaling of prices

ap!
e0

(
L

1 + &. (6.27)

for s 6 1. Therefore in the unstressed equilibrium ap!/e0 (
'
2+O(s), a large

distortion from the CE value of unity.
The corresponding critical population size, derived in App. 6.16, becomes

NC -
2C
3e0

6

1 +
n

n0

7

=
2C
3e0

6

1 +
3'
2s

7

. (6.28)

Numerical solutions for absolute and relative price levels, investment levels
by each type and period, stress level $e0 and interest rate &, and single-period
absolute utility levels, for comparison to those in the IGT economy without
banking, are shown in Figures 6.8–6.11.
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Figure 6.8: BGR are absolute prices ap!/e0 for periods 0, 1, 2. Left panel is
absolute; right panel is relative to mean: (ap! $

!

! ! ap! !/3) /e0 for periods 0,
1, 2. Relative prices shown on the same scale as for Fig. 6.5 (absolute prices
approach

'
2 in the unstressed equilibrium, rather than unity as in the IGT

economy or the competitive equilibrium). Note that for banking ap2 > ap1 >
ap0, and we can confirm with the analytic expressions (6.90) that this must be
the case. For IGTs the order was ap1 > ap2 > ap0

6.8.6.3 Gold requirements of the bank

The gold requirements of the bank in order to meet net withdrawals with a
minimum balance of zero are shown in Fig. 6.12. To interpret the per-capita
version refer to Fig. 6.8 showing that at the lower end of the N/NC range,
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Figure 6.9: Investment levels: or who is providing the public good. Values $ are
normalized by se0. BG is period 0, 2. Solid is farmers, dashed is prospectors.
Left panel is linear; right panel the same data on log scale. The pairings in
the unstressed equilibrium are now di"erent than for the IGT economy with
both-period farmers grouping together and both-period prospectors grouping
together. Here the cause should be that the interest rate &( 1 in the unstressed
equilibrium causes 1+& to cancel the factor-of-2 di"erences that would otherwise
distinguish $0 from $1.

ap!/e0 ) 1. A (gold stock) / (n+ n0) e0 ) 0.3 means that gold stored in the
bank to bu"er prices equals almost 1/3 the total value of the food markets. (At
the lower limit shown here, n/n0 ) 5, so ) 5/6 of the economy’s value is still
represented by the food market. However this condition is still stressed relative
to the unstressed equilibrium value n/n0 ) 50.)

The combination of price distortions, and the requirement that significant
amounts of gold be taken maintained out of circulation, show the main weak-
nesses of banking with a commodity money that is also an input to production,
and motivate the features of a fiat-banking model considered next.

6.9 An economy with a central bank that lends
fiat and serves as a reserve buyer for gold

Our third OLG model changes the means of payment from gold to fiat money
issued by a central bank.

6.9.1 Institutional structure of a fiat OLG economy

The removal of gold as a means of payment requires the introduction of a gold
market, which we make a buy-sell market equivalent to the food market. This
move immediately converts prospectors into a class of producers on an equal
economic footing with farmers, and leads to prices in the unstressed noncooper-
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Figure 6.10: Interest rate & (b), and stress level (g) as measured by the shadow
price $e0, as a function of N/NC & 1. Note that now $e0 % [0,) 1], so banking
permits a lower shadow price for the capacity constraint at comparable N/NC .

ative equilibrium that converge to those in the CE. Fiat is introduced into the
economy through loans which are recollected with interest at rate &.

The removal of gold as a means of payment also eliminates a form of cross-
generation transmission through the food markets, removing demand for gold
from the open markets in the two periods when it cannot be used to invest
in capital stock. Therefore in addition to being a lender of fiat, the central
bank must become a buyer of gold in two periods, and a net supplier in period
" = 0. Its role as a gold buyer defines the numéraire for fiat. At the same
time, the government’s freedom to dictate o"er prices for gold in periods when
there is no open-market demand, together with the interest rate, provide control
degrees of freedom that may be set to achieve policy objectives of the central
bank. These degrees of freedom are not all independent. As in the inside-gold-
banking model of the last section, we suppose that the central bank returns all
gold to the private sector within each production cycle, and we also assume that
it balances the flow of fiat to stabilize its price. The result of these constraints
is that the central bank is left with two independent control variables that it
may set freely within finite intervals.

6.9.1.1 The period structure for a model with gold markets and fiat
money

The natural use of the existing OLG period structure makes gold markets paral-
lel to food markets in their operation. Bids and o"ers are placed in one period;
purchases and proceeds are distributed as the initial values of goods and money
for the next period. Under this market structure, (" = 0)-farmers – who were
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Figure 6.11: BGR are utilities for generations 0, 1, 2. Solid is farmer; dotted is
prospector. (The greater demands of the numerics for resolution permitted the
dotted line to show here.) Solid black is the average, again set equal for the two
types. Upper black dotted is the CE utility, and lower black dotted is the CE
minus the correction for autarchic production 2 (1 + %) log (0.01). Axes are the
same as those in Fig. 6.7 for comparison

not yet born in the previous period " = 2 – have no way to secure delivery
of gold in time for them to invest in capital stock. Since all investors will still
be alive in their young period, these farmers also have no publicly-held service
stream from which to draw. This situation results in zero consumption and sin-
gular ($1) utilities, unless we re-introduce intergenerational transfers, which
are now no longer money but simply durable property. The re-introduction of
IGTs restores the relation between investments and IGTs in the farmer sector
which are the first two lines of Eq. (6.61), except for a factor (1 + &) because
the money must be borrowed to buy gold.

6.9.1.2 The use of control variables in the fiat economy

The fiat economy admits a regular & ( 0 limit of solutions for the unstressed
equilibrium.

Maintaining &6 1 for all values of N/NC is not optimal policy for a benev-
olent central bank. If interest rates are set to zero for populations below the
critical size, the model solution becomes identical to that of the pre-financial
IGT economy shown in Fig. 6.7. The stresses lead to price reductions and severe
dispersion of utilities for agents in di"erent generations. The following sections
show that a policy objective of minimizing dispersion of utility between the gen-
erations of prospectors leads to a schedule for interest rates and payments that
remains closer to the competitive equilibrium for smaller populations N < NC

than either of the previous two models.
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Figure 6.12: Prior gold balances of the bank in the three periods, normalized
by n0e0 (left) or by (n+ n0) e0 (right), as a function of N/NC . (Recall that n0

is fixed by the capacity constraint C = 3n0e0.) BGR are prior balances coming
into periods " = 0, 1, 2. (Prior balance for " = 1 is zero, and coincides with the
lower boundary of the figure.)

6.9.2 Farmer budgets, preferences, and first-order condi-
tions

Because fiat rather than gold is the money in this economy, two separate bud-

gets coexist, for gold and for money. Parallel to the notations
%

µ(!)
0 , µ(!)

1

&

for

beginning young-period and old-period money budgets, we introduce notations
%

4(!)0 , 4(!)1

&

for beginning young-period and old-period gold stocks. Intergener-

ational transfers (which in most periods may be zero) provide the young-period
endowment of gold for farmers, and the old-period gold stock may be augmented
with gold purchases. Gold in either period may be used for investment and in
the old period part of it may also provide an IGT to the next generation. The
equations for gold stocks of farmers are

.(!!1) = 4(!)0

4(!)0 $ $0!!,0 = 4(!)1 . 0

4(!)1 +
b(!)G0

pG!
$ $1!!,2 $ .(!) . 0. (6.29)

The Lagrangian for farmers contains the common terms (6.15) as well as a
constraint term for repayment of young-period borrowing (now denominated in
fiat), as well as two new constraint terms for gold stocks, which we enforce with
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K-T multipliers ,(!)G0 and ,(!)G1 , both on the interval [0,1):

L(!) = L(!)
Common $ $(!)

B

9

(1 + &) g(!)0 + g(!)1

:

+
%

4(!)0 $ $0!!,0
&

,(!)G0 +

<

4(!)1 +
b(!)G0

pG!
$ $1!!,2 $ .(!)

=

,(!)G1 .(6.30)

The loans, bids, and repayments that determine the forms of the money
balances in the budget terms of the common Lagrangian (6.15), for the farmers
in this economy, become

0 = µ(!)
0

µ(!)
0 + g(!)0 $ b(!)0 $ b(!)G0 = µ(!)

1 . 0

µ(!)
1 + q(!)p! $ b(!)1 + g(!)1 . 0. (6.31)

Bids may now be made for gold as well as for food, but investments in capital
stock are now made from the gold supply (6.29) rather than from the money
budget (6.31).

The terms in the farmer first-order conditions that follow from these pref-
erence and budget expressions (suppressing the variations in K-T multipliers
which simply enforce the inequality constraints), are then

0 = !L(!) =

@

1

A(!)
0 p!

$ ,(!)1

A

%

!b(!)0 $ p!!q
(!)
&

$ ,(!)0 !b(!)0 +

@

1

b(!)1

$ ,(!)1

A

!b(!)1

+
9

,(!)0 + ,(!)1 $ (1 + &)$(!)
B

:

!g(!)0 +
9

,(!)1 $ $(!)
B

:

!g(!)1

+

B

2s

$0
+ 2 (1 + %)$ $

%

,(!)G0 + ,(!)G1

&

C

!$0!!,0

+

B

s

$1
+ (1 + 2%)$$ ,(!)G1

C

!$1!!,2

+

B

2%s

.(!)
+ 2%$$ ,(!)G1

C

!.(!)!!,2

+

@

,(!)G1

pG!
$
%

,(!)0 + ,(!)1

&

A

!b(!)G0 (6.32)

6.9.3 Prospector budgets, preferences, and first-order con-
ditions

For prospectors, the endowment e0 from their production function, rather than
intergenerational transfers, furnishes their initial stock of gold, and they may

o"er part or all of this (a quantity q̂(!)G ) for sale on the gold market to provide
money for food, as well as investing it in capital stock. The equations for the
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prospectors’ gold stocks, denoted
%

4̂(!)0 , 4̂(!)1

&

, are then

e0 = 4̂(!)0

4̂(!)0 $ $̂0!!,0 $ q̂(!)G = 4̂(!)1 . 0

4̂(!)1 $ $1!!,2 . 0. (6.33)

The Prospector Lagrangian is directly parallel to Eq. (6.30) for farmers (with

hatted variables in L(!)
Common), and with modified gold-stock constraint terms

enforced with K-T multipliers ,̂(!)G0 and ,̂(!)G0 :

L̂(!) = L(!)
Common $ $̂(!)

B

9

(1 + &) ĝ(!)0 + ĝ(!)1

:

+
%

4̂(!)0 $ $̂0!!,0 $ q̂(!)G

&

,̂(!)G0 +
%

4̂(!)1 $ $̂1!!,2
&

,̂(!)G1 . (6.34)

The loans, bids, and repayments that determine the forms of the money bal-
ances in the budget terms of the common Lagrangian (6.15), for the prospectors
in this economy, then become

0 = µ̂(!)
0

µ̂(!)
0 + ĝ(!)0 $ b̂(!)0 = µ̂(!)

1 . 0

µ̂(!)
1 + q̂(!)G pG! $ b̂(!)1 + ĝ(!)1 . 0. (6.35)

The terms in the prospector first-order conditions that follow from these
preference and budget expressions (again suppressing the variations in K-T mul-
tipliers which enforce the inequality constraints), are then

0 = !L̂(!) =

@

1

b̂(!)0

$
%

,̂(!)0 + ,̂(!)1

&

A

!b̂(!)0 +

@

1

b̂(!)1

$ ,̂(!)1

A

!b̂(!)1

+
9

,̂(!)0 + ,̂(!)1 $ (1 + &) $̂(!)
B

:

!b̂(!)0 +
9

,̂(!)1 $ $̂(!)
B

:

!b̂(!)1

+

B

2s

$̂0
+ 2 (1 + %)$$

%

,̂(!)G0 + ,̂(!)G1

&

C

!$̂0!!,0

+

B

s

$̂1
+ (1 + 2%)$$ ,̂(!)G1

C

!$̂1!!,2

+
9

,̂(!)1 pG! $
%

,̂(!)G0 + ,̂(!)G1

&:

!q̂(!). (6.36)

6.9.4 Price formation and the central bank as a reserve
buyer for gold

Food clears according to the price-formation rule (6.10). If an analogous rule (6.11),
which we write here as,

pprivate only
G,! =

nb(!!1)
G,1 + n0

%

b̂(!!1)
G,1 + b̂(!)G,0

&

nq(!)G

, (6.37)
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receiving bids only from private individuals, then a price of zero would result
in periods " = 0, 1, because in these generations no individual has a salvage
value for gold in his old period, when it would be delivered from the markets.
The (" = 0, 1)-prospectors would then have no source of income, and interior
solutions would be unattainable.

The solution we adopt here to this market failure is to make the central bank

a reserve buyer and seller of gold. Denoting the bank’s bids and o"ers by B(!)
G

and Q(!)
G , respectively, we modify the price-formation rule (6.11) to the form

pG,! =
nb(!!1)

G,1 + n0

%

b̂(!!1)
G,1 + b̂(!)G,0

&

+B(!)
G

nq(!)G +Q(!)
G

. (6.38)

Participation by the central bank in the open gold markets does two things.
First, it defines the numéraire of fiat, which would be left undetermined by the
mere existence of a nonzero interest rate. Second, it gives the central bank sev-
eral control variables, by which it may achieve policy objectives for distribution
and welfare in the society.

To identify the control variables as well as to make a minimal model, we
constrain the central bank’s policies to be drawn from those which return all
purchased gold to the economy within each three-period cycle, and which bal-
ance all payments of fiat aggregated over gold purchases and sales, and interest
payments. The former constraint may be seen as a social-welfare condition:
since gold has value as an input to production, and since the central bank (a
strategic dummy) does not take profits or pay for labor, net extraction of gold
would constitute waste of part of the endowment. The latter constraint ensures
stable fiat prices for food and gold (no net fiat injected into the private econ-
omy) while enabling solutions without strategic default (no net fiat extraction
required to avoid default).

We may finally require that the bank not engage in wash selling either as
a buyer or a seller of gold. Any allocation that can be achieved by a solution
with wash selling can be achieved by another solution without it, which di"ers
only by additive constants in the accounts of gold and fiat held by the bank.
Excluding wash selling results in bank moves that return all gold to the private
economy in (at least) one round when the bank is a net seller, giving the lowest
level of reserved gold in that class of solutions. (Solutions of the model will
show that the bank is a buyer in two periods and a seller only in period " = 2.)

The four strategic parameters available to the central bank are the interest

rate &, its two bid levels B(0)
G and B(1)

G , and the o"er level Q(2)
G . Of these, the

o"erQ(2)
G is constrained by the requirement to recycle gold, and one combination

of the bids and & is constrained by the requirement to recycle all fiat.

6.9.4.1 The central bank’s policy objective: minimizing the cross-
generation dispersion of prospector utilities

We demonstrate the use of the two remaining unconstrained variables as control
parameters, by choosing the policy objective of the bank to be minimization of
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the cross-generation variance of prospector utilities,9

var
%2

U (!)
Pros

3&

-
1

3

$

!

%

U (!)
Pros

&2
$

<

1

3

$

!

U (!)
Pros

=2

. (6.39)

Any feasible policy objective could, of course, be implemented by the central
bank. The motivation to minimize the variance (6.39) is that it extends the pre-
sumptive region of validity of the joint high-production non-cooperative equilib-
rium. While we have not considered the problem of strategic labor-reallocation
at the level of individuals, the justification for the joint non-cooperative equilib-
rium clearly becomes questionable if one generation of one profession system-
atically has very disparate and very low utility. To avoid secession of such a
generation, a more fully-specified game might require other constraints against
individual labor re-allocation.

In whatever domain the central bank can maintain all population utilities
above the level of the joint non-cooperative equilibrium with autarchy, there is
no utility improvement for any single generation or profession to secede, and the
high-production non-cooperative equilibrium stands on its own without further
qualification.

6.9.5 Properties of the fiat economy without and with ac-
tive control from the central bank

The first-order conditions, budget conditions, price cycle, and consequences of
central-bank purchases and sales are solved in App. 6.17.

The availability of control in the fiat economy enables both higher mean util-
ities, and lower prospector-utility variance, than either the IGT or gold-banking
economies at almost all values of n0/n. The non-cooperative equilibrium with
zero interest rate, as noted above, is identical to that for the pre-institutional
IGT economy. Since the optimal interest rate &( 0 as the shadow price on the
capacity constraint $e0 ( 0, the fiat economy has the same critical population
size (6.23) as the pre-institutional IGT economy. With decreasing population
size N/NC < 1, increasing interest is required to redirect money flows, and most
bids for gold are made in period " = 0, causing a rise in gold prices pG0.

6.9.5.1 How interest rate and bid structure serve to reduce variance
of prospector utilities

Fig. 6.13 illustrates the e"ects of interest rates, and the relative bids o"ered by
the government when it is the sole buyer of gold, on utility levels. When & = 0,
gold prices become constant over periods, the prospector gold o"ers and invest-
ment levels (6.102,6.103) become those of the IGT equilibrium, central-bank
bids in fiat (6.108) substitute for prospector bids in the IGT gold-denominated
markets, and farmer consumption and intergenerational transfers become those

9Here we are not concerned with the best estimator for the variance, but simply with the
second moment around the mean, so we normalize with 1/3 rather than with 1/2.
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of the pre-institutional IGT model. In this limit the solution to the fiat model
converges to that of the IGT model. In particular, under increasing shadow
price $e0 with decreasing N/NC < 1, uneven per-period demand for gold causes
prospector utilities to diverge.

If instead parameters & = 0.069, ' = $0.522 are chosen, di"erent-generation
utilities become very di"erent in the $e0 ( 0 equilibrium, but at a particular
value N/NC < 1, they compensate for uneven gold demand to bring di"erent
generations’ utilities together.
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Figure 6.13: The use of interest to reduce variance in the prospector utili-
ties. (Left) are generation-(0,1,2) utilities for farmers (solid) and prospectors
(dashed) at & = 0 for a range of N/NC < 1. Divergence of prospector utilities
creates an incentive for some generations to leave the economy, because they are
worse-o" than they would be under autarchy. (Right) generation-(0,1,2) utilities
the same range of N/NC < 1 for values & = 0.069, ' = $0.522, which minimize
variance of the three-generation prospector utilities at a particular value N/NC .
Black dotted curve is 1 + 8 * log (variance), used for illustration to show the
extent of reduction.

Fig. 6.14 illustrates the use of full control over interest rates and the o"er
prices in periods (1,2), by choosing values (&, %) as functions of N/NC to min-
imize the cross-generation variance of the prospector utilities at each value of
N/NC < 1. In the absence of control (& = 0), gold prices remain stable but
food prices decline in all periods with decreasing N/NC . Prospector utilities di-
verge sharply, making (" = 0) prospectors worse-o" than they would be under
autarchy for N/NC < 0.425. If the government raises interest rates and bids
appropriately, a rising price of gold in period " = 0 stabilizes all prospector
utilities, and also food prices.

The variance-minimizing contour of & and % is shown in Fig. 6.15, together
with the shadow price that it generates as a function of N/NC .
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Figure 6.14: The use of tuned values of & and ' to minimize variance of prospec-
tor utilities at each value of N/NC < 1. (Left panels) food (solid) and gold
(dashed) prices; (Right panels) single-generation farmer (solid) and prospector
(dashed) utilities. (Top panels) with & = 0; (Bottom panels) & and ' along the
variance-minimizing contour.

6.9.5.2 Properties of the variance-minimizing fiat economy

The remaining price and investment-level plots in the fiat economy, for compar-
ison to the other cases, are shown in Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17. Qualitatively, the
investment levels closely resemble those of Fig. 6.6 for the IGT economy, even
when interest rates become nonzero. Note that the largest value of & found in
Fig. 6.15 is & ) 0.5, only half of the interest rate at the unstressed noncoopera-
tive equilibrium of the gold-banking economy.

6.10 Summary and comparisons

The non-cooperative equilibria are ine!cient relative to the competitive rational
expectations equilibrium. This is expressed both in lower average utilities (true
by the definition of e!ciencies), and also in a larger critical size of the population
required to meet the capacity constraint in an unstressed equilibrium (no shadow
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Figure 6.15: (Left) & and ' values that minimize cross-generation variance of
prospector utilities; (Right) stress level measured as the shadow-price value of
the prospector endowment $e0, both as functions of N/NC < 1. This control
contour was used to produce the utilities and prices in the lower panels of
Fig. 6.14.

price for the capacity constraint).
The critical population size and the market value of the food endowment

relative to the gold endowment are shown in Table 6.2.

CE Fiat Bank IGT
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C
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ap!/e0pG2 1 1
'
1 + &(

'
2 1

Table 6.2: NC values and relative wealth values ap!/e0pG2 for the competitive
equilibrium (CE), and the unstressed non-cooperative equilibria with banking
and balanced interest payments (Bank), and intergenerational transfers without
banking (IGT). (In all models except the fiat economy, gold may be taken as
numéraire, in which case pG2 - 1. In the fiat economy, this factor removes the
numéraire dependence from ap! . p! values di"er only by O(s) in this regime, so
which " is chosen does not matter. The CE price system is drawn from Eq. (6.8)
and Eq. (6.9).

Gold banking bu"ers prices and equalizes utilities for the three genera-
tions significantly more e"ectively than inter-generational transfers, and for
% &

'
2 $ 1/2 # 0.9, it leads to lower critical population size. However, since

the mean utility at the critical size is lower than the utility maintained with a
nonzero shadow price, the lower value of NC simply means that this ine!cient
noncooperative equilibrium attains for a larger range of absolute population size
than for the other models. It is also a property of this model that, for small
populations, a significant fraction of the wealth of the economy is stored in the
bank in some periods to bu"er prices.
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Figure 6.16: Absolute and relative food (solid) and gold (dashed) prices for the
fiat model, using full control. Only food-price divergence is shown relative to
the mean in the right panel to reduce clutter; gold-price divergence is dominated
by period " = 0, as shown in the left.

In a real society, the relation of a population to the critical value for its non-
cooperative equilibrium with each money supply is not the relevant variable for
comparison of financing systems. Rather, it is the absolute population size rela-
tive to the size of the gold supply required to meet the capacity constraint. We
illustrate the interaction of NC and utility levels by plotting mean utility ver-
sus N normalized relative to the critical population (NC)CE at the competitive
equilibrium, in Fig. 6.18. The fiat and IGT economies have the same critical
sizes and unstressed noncooperative equilibria, but over the range N < NC the
controlled fiat economy yields higher utility, closely approaching the CE utility
when N ) (NC)CE.

Mean utilities only present one aspect of social welfare. It must also be re-
membered, from Fig. 6.11 vs. Fig. 6.7, that the gold-banking economy maintains
much lower cross-generation variance of utilities at comparable N/NC , as well
as having a lower critical population size NC . Therefore, if the possibility of se-
cession of some producers from the economy is considered, the superior average
welfare of the gold-banking economy over the pre-institutional IGT economy
for N/(NC)CE < 1 actually extends to a more robust solution to much larger
values of N .

6.11 Concluding comments

Process models of the economy are by definition institutional because they re-
quire carriers of process that are abstractions of institutions. Basic game theory
considerations tell us that the proliferation of reasonable models is hyperastro-
nomical in size. However by adding the time structure of individuals and goods
to a closed T period economy we can obtain enough special structure to build
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Figure 6.17: Investment levels for farmers (solid) and prospectors (dashed). BG
is $0,$1. Right panel is linear scale; left panel is log scale.

models that reflect many of the specific features that abound in an economy with
physical assets and individuals existing on many di"erent time scales. Many of
these combinations call for the creation of the vast array of special financial
instruments designed to cope with the timing and coordination. These mis-
matches must and can be overcome by a well designed financial system. The
system however is open to its environment and requires considerable parametric
specification, where each choice provides a somewhat institutionally di"erent
mechanism, fitted ad hoc to the micro-micro detail of the part of the econ-
omy under scrutiny. Yet all models obey the economic optimization structure
reflecting Edgeworth’s inaugural observations.

The transition from a general economic model illustrating static equilibrium
to economic dynamics calls for the invention of financial institutions and in-
struments to guide the economy in motion. The optimization problem does not
disappear, but it is manifested in economy and e!cacy of the institutions and
instruments called forth to provide an economic way to handle the needs of the
economic dynamics.

Our models presented here were designed to provide illustrations of the phys-
ical richness of durable asset laden economy and some of financial arrangements
called forth to supply the needed financial engineering. It is fairly evident on
considering this relatively simple example that even elementary sensitivity anal-
ysis, let alone further complexity calls for simulation and computational meth-
ods beyond the type of analytical methods employed here and on other low
dimensional economic models.

At the start of this chapter we noted that we wished to indicate the new
layers of complexity introduced into the dynamics by considering production and
exchange. The problems of durable capital stock and the time di"erentials that
occur naturally in a specialize economy call for an important role for financial
institutions and instruments to facilitate the transfer of funds involving saving
and investment and inheritance, but once in place their existence o"ers the
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Figure 6.18: Cross-generation average utilities (by construction the same for
farmers as for prospectors) in the three models, as a function ofN now measured
in absolute size relative to (NC)CE of the competitive equilibrium, rather than
relative to the NC specific to each economy. BGR are respectively the IGT,
gold, and fiat economies. The fiat economy produces the highest maximal utility,
converging to the CE value when the actual population is close to the CE critical
value (1 on the abscissa).

possibilities of social and politico-economic control over the outcomes. In our
simplifications in the models here it can be easily argued that contrasting the
role of the gold miners is a caricature, but even with these gross simplifications
the implications of di"erentials between gold and fiat and the added feature of
inheritance can be illustrated as is indicated in Sections 6.7 to 6.10.
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6.12 Appendix: Notations used in the chapter

n0 number of prospectors of each generation
n number of farmers of each generation
N = 2 (n0 + n) total number of agents alive at any point
NC critical population size for high-yielding production w/o shadow price
C threshold of investment to achieve high-yielding production
# ratio of low-yielding to high-yielding production, per unit gold
" subscript indexing a period of time
(") superscript indexing a generation of agents
& interest rate on either gold or fiat money
% Edgeworth’s “coe!cient of concern”
a food endowment to farmers
e0 gold endowment to prospectors

Table 6.3: Parameters defining model properties, and parameters optimized
outside the strategic context, either by adaptive adjustment or by optimizing
policy objectives.
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U (!) consumption utility for an agent of generation (")
L(!) Lagrangian for an agent of generation (")

A(!)
i food consumption of a farmer in (young/old) period i

Â(!)
i food consumption of a prospector in (young/old) period i

S(!)
i services consumed by a farmer in (young/old) period i

Ŝ(!)
i services consumed by a prospector in (young/old) period i

b(!)i bids by a farmer on food in (young/old) period i

b̂(!)i bids by a prospector on food in (young/old) period i
q(!) quantity of food o"ered by a young farmer in period "
p! price of food in period "

b(!)Gi bids by a farmer on gold in (young/old) period i

q̂(!)G quantity of gold o"ered by a young prospector in period "

Q(!)
G quantity of gold o"ered by a central bank as seller

B(!)
G bids on gold by a central bank as buyer

' parameter representing relation of B(0)
G to B(1)

G
pG,! price of gold in period "
$0 investment by young (" = 0) farmers
$1 investment by old (" = 2) farmers
$̂0 investment by young (" = 0) prospectors
$̂1 investment by old (" = 2) prospectors

g(!)i loan or deposit (gold or fiat) by a farmer in (young/old) period i

ĝ(!)i loan or deposit (gold or fiat) by a prospector in (young/old) period i
.(!) intergenerational transfer by a farmer from generation (")

µ(!)
i starting money budget of a farmer in (young/old) period i

µ̂(!)
i starting money budget of a prospector in (young/old) period i

,(!)i K-T multiplier for farmer budget constraint in (young/old) period i

,̂(!)i K-T multiplier for prospector budget constraint in (young/old) period i
$ K-T multiplier for the capacity constraint on high-yielding production

4(!)i starting gold stock of a farmer in period i (fiat model)

4̂(!)i starting gold stock of a prospector in period i (fiat model)

,(!)G,i K-T multiplier for farmer gold-stock in period i (fiat model)

,̂(!)G,i K-T multiplier for prospector gold-stock in period i (fiat model)

Table 6.4: Strategic variables in the models
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6.13 Appendix: Regularizing the threshold con-
straint on capacity with logarithmic utili-
ties

Consider the optimization problem for an economy with one consumption good,
the demand for which by each agent i we denote Si, and which we think of as
services from capital stock in the manner defined in Ch. 5. Here, however, rather
than considering the capital stock and its delivery of services disaggregated, we
suppose that the capital stock is produced in a single package and that its
services are distributed in proportions to shares in the package that agents own.
We suppose that each agent i has a utility of demand

Ui(Si) = s logSi. (6.40)

We will begin with the general notation for a strictly concave utility, to indicate
its role in the calculation, and then use the logarithmic form to propose a specific
simplified representation for the optimization problem.

Suppose that capital stock is built with contributions from agents, which we
denote $i. The contributions must come entirely from endowments ei that the
agents receive, so that they maximize the Lagrangian

Li($i, ,i) = Ui(Si) + ,i (ei $ $i) . (6.41)

in which ,i % [0,1] is the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier enforcing ei $ $i . 0.
We must now specify how the set of service streams {Si} is determined from

the set of contributions {$i}. The integer programming problem that we wish
to solve is a threshold problem: qualitatively, if the sum of investments

!

i $i
exceeds some threshold capacity C, then the total output is

!

i $i; otherwise
it is zero. Because both the value and the derivative of this function are dis-
continuous at

!

i $i = C, we replace the discontinuous function with a strongly
non-convex but twice-di"erentiable function

c

<

$

i

$i

=

,

of the form indicated in Fig. 6.3.
The service streams are then allocated in the proportions of the buy-sell

clearing rule for markets:

Si =
$i

!

i! $i!
c

<

$

i!

$i!

=

. (6.42)

The first-order condition for any agent’s optimization problem is

dUi

dSi

dSi

d$i
$ ,i = 0, (6.43)
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in which

dSi
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!
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+ Si
d log c(y)
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'

'

y=
!

i! &i!

(6.44)

The important property of d log c(y) /dy is that it is a function only of the
total contributions by all agents, and it runs from a minimum of 1/C for

!

i $i >
C to a maximum of 1 for

!

i $i slightly less than C. By making the “corner”
of the transition in the function c very sharp, we may compress the interval of
this transition as much as desired.

In the special case (6.40) that the utility is logarithmic, the marginal utility
dUi/dSi = s/Si, and we may rewrite the first-order condition (6.43) as

dUi($i)

d$i
+ $$ ,i # 0. (6.45)

In Eq. (6.45) we have used Si # $i as an upper-semicontinuous function
in Eq. (6.42) to replace the argument of Ui, we have ignored terms at order
$i/
!

i! $i! in Eq. (6.44) as a large-population approximation, and we have in-
troduced a lumped representation

$ -
dUi

dSi
Si

d log c(y)

dy

'

'

'

'

y=
!

i! &i!

= s
d log c(y)

dy

'

'

'

'

y=
!

i! &i!

, (6.46)

making use of the logarithmic utility. Note that $ is a function only of the total
contribution

!

i! $i! but not otherwise of $i.
The result is that we may solve the original optimization problem by maxi-

mizing (over {$i}) and minimizing (over {,i} and $) the expression

L -
$

i

[Ui($i) + ,i (ei $ $i)] + $

<

$

i

$i $ C

=

, (6.47)

treating $ as a Kuhn-Tucker multiplier shared among all the agents.
This solution is chosen for simplicity in the case of logarithmic utility, and it

retains this form even when Ui has more complex dependence on $i, as occurs
in the inheritance model of this chapter. The generalization of this method
of regularizing threshold functions to more complicated utilities, or to utilities
with di"erent functional forms for di"erent agents, is straightforward though
the solution that results will no longer have the general form of a simple Kuhn-
Tucker multiplier.

6.14 Appendix: The exclusion of wash selling in
the OLG models

It is possible simply to rule out wash selling from the rules of the game, but it is
cleaner to model the economy as treating agent types symmetrically, so that all
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constraints that di"erentiate their types originate in their choices of production
function. In these models it will be possible to show that wash selling does not
arise, as a property of solutions.

The first line of Eq. (6.17) shows that b(!)0 will be zero if either ,(!)0 > 0, or

the initial budget µ(!)
0 = 0 (there is nothing to spend). Wash selling does not

occur if either of these conditions can be established.

6.14.1 No wash selling in banking models

Borrowing at inter-period interest rate & from any kind of bank (gold or fiat)
will produce a K-T multiplier from the default constraint that will always set

,(!)0 = &,(!)1 > 0, (6.48)

so wash selling will not arise in models with banking.

6.14.2 No wash selling in models with intergenerational
transfers and without banking

The case with inter-generational transfers (IGT) among farmers, but without
banking, is more complicated but still tractable. (" = 1)-farmers cannot invest
and their consumption level is not directly influenced by IGTs, so the (" = 0)

first-order conditions set transfer .(0) = 0. Hence the (" = 1) budget µ(1)
0 = 0

also and so b(0)0 = 0.

6.14.2.1 No transfers from generation (" = 0)

For " = 0 and transfer .(2) from the previous generation, it is possible to show
that as long as % < 1, the transfer in the unstressed equilibrium is always

smaller than the minimum for ,(0)0 in Eq. (6.19), excluding wash sales in this
limit. While we do not o"er an analytic argument, the numerical solutions pre-

sented in this chapter show that as the capacity constraint binds, ,(0)0 increases
monotonically with the shadow price $e0, becoming linear at large $e0. (This
result is not surprising, as a shadow price for the capacity constraint lowers all
investment levels relative to their unstressed-equilibrium values, but does not
similarly force food consumption downward.) Therefore wash sales are excluded
from all solutions in the farmer (" = 0)-generation.

6.14.2.2 No transfers for a large range of shadow prices from gener-
ation (" = 1)

For (" = 2)-farmers, the first-order condition from the o"spring-regarding utility
at generation (" = 1), which determines whether transfers .(1) > 0, is compli-
cated because these transfers may be partly used by (" = 2)-farmers for invest-
ment. It is again possible to show that for a very large range of stresses includ-
ing the unstressed-equilibrium, the first-order condition never permits .(1) > 0,
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so the budget constraint sets b(2)0 = 0. However, allocations consistent with
.(1) > 0 do fall within the configuration space for su!ciently large $e0, and
the fact that all investment for generation " = 2 occurs in the second period

requires ,(2)0 = 0 if any non-binding level of wash selling is chosen. The required
parameter range for .(1) > 0 is never encountered in the solutions we present,
however, so for these wash selling is excluded by the budget.

6.14.2.3 Any solution at (" = 2) with wash sales may be replaced by
an equivalent solution without wash sales

We note for completeness one precise sense in which the degree of wash sales
has no e"ect on any macro-variables and thus does not matter. We consider the
case that, whatever the degree of wash selling, it is the same for all agents.10

The budget for (" = 2)-farmers in the IGT is

.(1) +
%

q(2)p2 $ b(2)0

&

= b(2)1 + $1 + .(2). (6.49)

The quantity in parentheses on the left-hand side does not depend on strategic
variables of the (" = 2)-farmers, so the entire left-hand side is for them a bound-
ary condition. The first-order conditions (given in Sec.6.15.2.2) then make the

right-hand side a monotonic equation in b(2)1 , which is solved uniquely for $b(2)1

in terms of $
9

.(1) +
%

q(2)p2 $ b(2)0

&:

. Thus the (" = 2)-old-period expenditures

are fixed, independent of wash selling.
But then, the first-order condition (6.18) may then be used to write the price

level as

ap2 =
%

q(2)p2 $ b(2)0

&

+ b(2)1 . (6.50)

The term in parentheses is an input, and b(2)1 is a wash-sale-independent func-
tion of the inputs, so the price p2 is also independent of wash sales. At fixed

prices, q(2) becomes an a!ne function of b(2)0 with coe!cients determined only

by .(1) +
%

q(2)p2 $ b(2)0

&

, which then also leaves all consumption levels and

budgets invariant.
Since nothing depends on wash selling, and since it is not dis-favored by the

first-order conditions, we could exclude it by a secondary criterion of simplicity

and identifiability by agents. It is one of two boundary cases (b(2)0 = 0 or

b(2)0 = .(1)), and of these it the simpler because it does not depend on .(1).11

10This assumption maintains the framework of type-symmetric solutions assumed for all
other analyses of the monograph. The first-order conditions never exclude type-symmetric so-
lutions, so at most we are failing to look for a high-dimensional set of non-symmetric solutions
which we haven’t proved do not exist.

11This analysis has been for the infinite-replicates limit. We note, however, that in other
chapters with finite rather than infinite replicates in same buy-sell game, wash selling was
weakly but explicitly excluded (at O(1/N)) by the first-oder conditions.
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6.15 Appendix: Analysis of the OLGmodel with
intergenerational transfers but without bank-
ing

For the OLG model with intergenerational transfers but without banking, we
analyze the prospector sector first because the logarithmic utility separates
prospectors’ decision variables from the rest of the economy except through
the shadow price of the capacity constraint and the labor allocation required to
equalize three-period average utilities between farmers and prospectors.

6.15.1 Prospector sector

The prospector first-order conditions are given in Eq. (6.20).
The prospectors get all endowments in the young period and must spend in

both periods, so they must have carry-forward, which means that their ,(!)0 - 0,
and they are governed by Eq. (6.51) with k = 2. If we disallow IGTs for them,
then their total wealth is just the endowment e0 for every generation, and the
results become very simple.

The solutions to a variety of first-order conditions of the form (6.20) are
given in terms of the net worths of individual endowments by solutions to a
closely-related set of quadratic equations. Therefore we introduce the notation
for a function

2(k)
z (s; y) -

k + zs+ (z + 2%) y

2 (z + 2%) y

@

1$

M

1$
4k (z + 2%) y

(k + zs+ (z + 2%) y)2

A

. (6.51)

The sign convention for the square roots is that 2(k)
0 (s; y) - 1, /k, s, y. y ( 0

will define the unstressed non-cooperative equilibrium for each model ($e0 ( 0,
or non-binding capacity constraint), so we note that

2(k)
z (s; 0) =

k

k + zs
. (6.52)

For the case of prospectors in the no-banking IGT model, their bids on food
are given by

b̂(!)0 = b̂(!)1 =
e0
2
2(2)
!!1(s;$e0) . (6.53)

The investment levels $̂0, $̂1 are then given by the general budget relation

e0 = b̂(!)0 + b̂(!)1 + $̂0!!,0 + $̂1!!,2. (6.54)

6.15.2 Farmer sector

For the farmers we give forms for the marginal utilities and budget constraints
individually for each generation, because the o"spring-regarding term presents
di"erent di!culties of evaluation in each generation. The general method of
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solution begins with recognizing that the lack of an investment opportunity
for " = 1 gives .(0) = 0 directly from the (" = 0)-first-order conditions. This
creates a break-point for IGTs in the cycle, from which we can recursively solve
the remainder of the allocation variables from any sequence of prices (p0, p1, p2).
The prices are determined by matching gold inflow to markets with farmer
investment by which gold exits the system.

6.15.2.1 " = 0

The extension of the consumption-first-order condition (6.17) to include the
IGT variable .(0) is

0 = !L(0) =

@

1

A(0)
0 p0

$ ,(0)1

A

%

!b(0)0 $ p0!q
(0)
&

$ ,(0)0 !b(0)0 +

@

1

b(0)1

$ ,(0)1

A

!b(0)1

+

B

2s

$0
+ 2 (1 + %)$$

%

,(0)0 + ,(0)1

&

C

!$0 $ ,(0)1 !.(0). (6.55)

We start with an educated guess that ,(0)0 > 0, to which we will return and

verify at the end. This requires both b(0)0 = 0 and $0 = .(2) from the IGT cycle.

It also sets .(0)0 = 0, making the bid and o"er variables

$b(0)1 =
$ap0
2

, (6.56)

q(0)

a
=

1

2
. (6.57)

6.15.2.2 " = 2

Working backward in time, the condition $0 = .(2) enables (" = 2)-farmers to
evaluate all first-order conditions, for their own consumption and the o"spring-
regarding term for (" = 0)-farmers. These take the form

0 = !L(2) =

@

1

A(2)
0 p2

$ ,(2)1

A

%

!b(2)0 $ p2!q
(2)
&

$ ,(2)0 !b(2)0 +

@

1

b(2)1

$ ,(2)1

A

!b(2)1

+

B

s

$1
+ (1 + 2%)$$ ,(2)1

C

!$1 +

B

2%s

.(2)
+ 2%$$ ,(2)1

C

!.(2).

(6.58)

(Note in passing that for the value % = 1/2 used in numerical solutions, the
first-order conditions for $1 and .(2) in the unstressed equilibrium are the same.
Therefore (" = 2)-farmers invest the same amount as they transfer to their
(" = 0)-o"spring for investment. In the s 6 1 limit, where prices ap! ( 1,
this is equal to the investment level of (" = 2)-prospectors, and half that of
(" = 0)-prospectors. These relations may be seen in Fig. 6.6 in the main text.)
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From the first-order conditions and the budget constraint, the relation be-
tween any received transfers .(1), the market value of the endowment ap2, and
the expenditures is

.(1) + ap2 = 2b(2)1 + $1 + .(2). (6.59)

We may express this as a relation between the worth of the farmer endow-
ment and the received transfers scaled by the shadow price of the capacity

constraint, $ap2 + $.(1), and the similarly-scaled bids $b(2)1 , in the form of a

cubic equation in $b(2)1 :

$b(2)1

@

2 +
s

1$ (1 + 2%)$b(2)1

+
2%s

1$ 2%$b(2)1

A

= $ap2 + $.(1). (6.60)

For numerical solution in the IGT model and also the banking model (pre-

sented next), we treat $b(2)1 as an implicit function of prices and transfers

through Eq. (6.60), meaning that we will take $b(2)1 as an independent variable,
and express other quantities as functions of it, leaving the inverse functions
implicit. The key to a constructive solution – a consequence of the separation
between farmer and prospector sectors provided by logarithmic utilities – is
that prospector bids and investment are functions of the absolute stress level
in the economy $e0 only, while price levels, and farmer bids and investments,

are matched to these scales through their dependence on the bid level $b(2)1 , on
population n0/n, and on explicit prospector bids.

For use in all following sections, introduce the notation x - $b(2)1 . If we can
simultaneously solve for x and $.(1) in terms of prices, then we will have the
(" = 2)-bid, and we can compute the following cascade of o"er, investment, and
transfer variables:

$$1 =
sx

1$ (1 + 2%)x

$$0 = $.(2) =
2%sx

1$ 2%x

q(2)

a
($ap2) = x

B

1 +
s

1$ (1 + 2%)x
+

2%s

1$ 2%x

C

$ $.(1). (6.61)

We will require a simultaneous solution in general, because x and $.(1) are
not independently identified. To resolve their dependence, we must analyze the
previous period.

6.15.2.3 " = 1

Because (" = 2)-farmers may now make investments that depend on .(1) if
.(1) > 0, but because their level of use is no longer expressed in a simple
constraint, the first-order condition for the o"spring-regarding terms of (" = 1)-
farmers are defined implicitly in terms of this partial use. The full first-order
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conditions, including this implicit dependence, may be written

0 = !L(1) =

@

1

A(1)
0 p1

$ ,(1)1

A

%

!b(1)0 $ p1!q
(1)
&

$ ,(1)0 !b(1)0 +

@

1

b(1)1

$ ,(1)1

A

!b(1)1

+

B6

%s

$1
+ %$

7

d$1
d.(1)

$ ,(1)1

C

!.(1),

(6.62)

Before considering the value of .(1), the result .(0) = 0 that we already have
from " = 0 gives the bid and o"er relations to prices

$b(1)1 =
1

2

%

$ap1 $ $.(1)
&

,

q(1)

a
($ap1) =

1

2

%

$ap1 + $.(1)
&

. (6.63)

Now return to .(1). If, on the first-order condition for b(1)1 , the resulting
coe!cient

6

%s

$1
+ %$

7

d$1
d.(1)

$
2

ap1 $ .(1)

of !.(1) in Eq. (6.62) cannot be made non-negative, then .(1) ( 0. Other-
wise, vanishing of this coe!cient determines the interior value for .(1). The
alternative between these two cases can be written

$.(1) = max

N

0,$ap1 $
2

%

B6

s

$$1
+ 1

7

d$1
d.(1)

C!1
O

. (6.64)

The expression (6.64) can be evaluated, because in the range where .(1) > 0 an
analytic form can be written for the sensitivity

6

s

$$1
+ 1

7

d$1
d.(1)

=
s (1$ 2%x) /x

s+ 2[1$ (1 + 2%)x]2
9

1 + %s/(1$ 2%x)2
: . (6.65)

This is a non-monotonic function that starts at 1 (when x = 0), rapidly de-
creases to O(s), and then increases (passing through a weak interior maximum)
to value 1 at x ( 1/ (1 + 2%). The small-x branch of solutions is never the
relevant one to Equations (6.60,6.64), and the large-x branch will only make
Eq. (6.64) positive for x ) 1/ (1 + 2%)$O(s). From the second term in brack-
ets on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.60), we may recognize that this is the extreme
range of stressing where $1 accounts for a fraction of ap2 + .(1) comparable to

the fraction from b(2)1 .

Once the value of x = $b(2)1 is found from any pair of values ($ap2,$ap1),
jointly with the value of $.(1) from Eq. (6.64), then all other quantities in the
three periods are determined. Included in these (if we also supply $p0) is an

expression for ,(0)0 , which we may verify is nonzero. Numerical checks show that
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the coe!cient of !.(1)/e0 in Eq. (6.62) remains within a few tenths of $2 over
the range $e0 % [0, 3.5].

Note that there is a strong non-equivalence in the roles of prices. Only the

expression (6.56) for b(0)1 depends on p0, and that through a constant relation.
(Likewise q(0) is simply a constant.) All other quantities – even $0 – are explic-
itly functions only of the pair of prices ($ap2,$ap1).

6.15.3 The price cycle

Once we have excluded wash selling, for any relative numbers n0 of prospectors
and n of farmers, the amount of gold bid in each of the markets is straightforward
to express from Eq. (6.53):

q(!)p! = b(!!1)
1 +

n0

n

e0
2

%

2(2)
!!1(s;$e0) + 2(2)

!!2(s;$e0)
&

(6.66)

The first term is from old farmers, the second is from young prospectors, and the
third is from old prospectors. (In the following equations, where no ambiguity

results, we will adopt the shorthand 2! for 2(2)
z (s;$e0) to improve readability.)

The expression (6.66) for inputs may be combined with the general budget
relation for expenditures, which takes the form

.(!!1) + q(!)p! = b(!)1 + $1!!,2 + $0!!,0 + .(!). (6.67)

Adding the bids in all three periods from Eq. (6.66), canceling the explicit

b(!)1 terms that appear on both sides, and using the budgets (6.67) to resolve the
remaining q(!)p! terms, we arrive at a relation between aggregate prospector
bids and farmer investments:

n0

n
($e0) (1 + 21 + 22) = $ ($1 + $0) = $

%

$1 + .(2)
&

= $b(2)1

@

s

1$ (1 + 2%)$b(2)1

+
2%s

1$ 2%$b(2)1

A

= x

B

s

1$ (1 + 2%)x
+

2%s

1$ 2%x

C

. (6.68)

(Recall, using Eq. (6.53), that prospectors invest n0e0 (2$ 21 $ 22), resulting
in a total of 3n0e0 over the economy.)

The following re-arrangements of the bid and budget equations then produce
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explicit relations among the three price levels:

$ (ap1 $ ap2) =
n0

n
$e022

$
%

ap2 + .(1)
&

= $ap0 +
n0

n
$e0

and recall Eq. (6.60) = x

B

2 +
s

1$ (1 + 2%)x
+

2%s

1$ 2%x

C

now use Eq. (6.68) = 2x+
n0

n
($e0) (1 + 21 + 22)

subtract l2 from l4

$ap0 = 2x+
n0

n
($e0) (21 + 22) . (6.69)

The foregoing equations are solved numerically as follows: To any pair of
values of (x,$e0), Eq. (6.68) assigns a value of n0/n. From this, the first
line of Eq. (6.69) assigns the di"erence $ap2 $ $ap1, and the last line assigns
$ap0. In the range where .(1) = 0, the third line assigns a value for $ap2, fully
determining the system. We need only search for the contour of equal utilities to
specify the other variables as functions of n0/n. We will show numerically that
over the range $e0 & 3.5, the first-order conditions remain far from permitting
.(1) > 0, so the foregoing assignments are consistent and exact.

6.15.3.1 Utility di!erences

The utility di"erences have fewer terms than the absolute utility magnitudes,
because the allocations of publicly-held services are the same to both types in
the periods where they occur. Therefore we first identify the utility di"erence
expressions that will select a particular contour of (x,$e0) values from the two-
dimensional space.

The di"erences from the consumption utilities for food, using Equations (6.18,6.53),
may be written as a general function of " , as

U (!)
Farm,food $ U (!)

Pros,food = 2 log

<

2b(!)1

e02!!1

=

(6.70)

The di"erence in utilities from consumption of services by the agents themselves
is

U (!)
Farm,self $ U (!)

Pros,self = (" $ 1) s log

6

$0!!,0 + $1!!,2
e0 (1$ 2!!1)

7

, (6.71)

where all expressions " $ 1 are understood to be evaluated cyclically.
The di"erence in utility of services consumed by o"spring are cycled in "

and scaled by %:

U (!)
Farm,o!spr $ U (!)

Pros,o!spr = %
%

U (!+1)
Farm,self $ U (!+1)

Pros,self

&

. (6.72)

It may be clearer to write these for each period independently, filling in
evaluations for bid variables using the preceding relations. An evaluation that
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emphasizes the role of prices is

U (0)
Farm,food $ U (0)

Pros,food = 2 log

6

ap0
e0

7

+ 2 log

6

1

22

7

U (1)
Farm,food $ U (1)

Pros,food = 2 log

6

ap1 $ .(1)

e0

7

U (2)
Farm,food $ U (2)

Pros,food = 2 log

6

ap2 + .(1)

e021

7

$ 2 log

<

ap2 + .(1)

2b(2)1

=

= 2 log

6

ap2 + .(1)

e0

7

+ 2 log

6

1

21

7

$ 2 log

<

2 + s
1!(1+2()x + 2(s

1!2(x

2

=

(6.73)

The di"erence for services consumed by self become

U (0)
Farm,self $ U (0)

Pros,self = 2s log

6

$0
e0 (1$ 22)

7

= 2s log

6

.(2)

e0 (1$ 22)

7

= 2s log

6

ap2 + .(1)

e0

7

+ 2s log

6

s

1$ 22

7

$ 2s log

(

)

(1$ 2%x)
9

2 + s
1!(1+2()x + 2(s

1!2(x

:

2%

+

,

U (1)
Farm,self $ U (1)

Pros,self = 0

U (2)
Farm,self $ U (2)

Pros,self = s log

6

$1
e0 (1$ 21)

7

(6.74)

A numerical analysis from the condition that the equally-weighted sum
!

! U
(2)
Farm $ U (2)

Pros = 0 gives the shadow-price, food-price, and investment levels
shown in the main text.

To convert the expressions for utility di"erences into absolute utility mag-
nitudes, it is easiest to use the prospector variables. The prospector utility of
food consumption is

U (!)
Pros,food = log

<

(e02!!1)
2

ap! ap!+1

=

. (6.75)

The prospector investment levels are given in Eq. (6.54), and the service levels
derived from them for the three periods are given in Eq. (6.14) in the main
text. From these values for both the focal agent and the o"spring generation,
we obtain the utility levels plotted in Fig. 6.7 in the main text.
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6.16 Appendix: Analysis of the OLGmodel with
an inside bank for gold

The first-order conditions for the banking model follow from the Lagrangian (6.24).
The reason this model brings prices in the unstressed noncooperative equilib-
rium close to those in the competitive equilibrium is that now all agents face a
similar relation between their bids and the market value of their endowments,
apart from interest payments. Therefore solutions for farmers and prospectors
are structurally more similar than in the IGT economy.

6.16.1 Farmer sector

The first-order conditions for farmers are

0 = !L(!) =

@

1

A(!)
0 p!

$ ,(!)1

A

%

!b(!)0 $ p!!q
(!)
&

$ ,(!)0 !b(!)0 +

@

1

b(!)1

$ ,(!)1

A

!b(!)1

+

B

2s

$0
+ 2 (1 + %)$$

%

,(!)0 + ,(!)1

&

C

!$0!!,0

+

B

s

$1
+ (1 + 2%)$$ ,(!)1

C

!$1!!,2

+
9%

,(!)0 + ,(!)1

&

$ $(!)
B (1 + &)

:

!g(!)0 +
9

$(!)
B $ ,(!)1

: %

$!g(!)1

&

(6.76)

The option to lend or borrow sets $(!)
B = ,(!)1 > 0, and this in turn sets ,(!)0 =

&,(!)1 for all " . There is no wash selling (b(!)0 = 0) and the remaining expenses
satisfy the budget relations

g(!)0 = $0!!,0

A(!)
0 p! = b(!)1 + $1!!,2 + (1 + &) g(!)0 . (6.77)

The other first-order condition we will use is the general relation Eq. (6.18).
(We will show below that the interest rate in the unstressed equilibrium goes

to & ( 1 +O(s). Note that in Eq. (6.76) this value for & makes the first-order
conditions for $0 and $1 the same, leading to the same investment level in both
generations " = 0, 2. We will see a similar equality between generations for
prospectors, but prospectors will invest at the higher level because they can
lend rather than borrow. This di"erence (nominally a factor of 2) will be partly
compensated (to a factor of

'
2) because the unstressed-equilibrium price levels

ap!/e0 (
'
2 rather than 1 as in the CE and the IGT economy. All these limits

are met in numerical simulations in Fig. 6.9.)
The budget and first-order conditions lead to a relation between bids, in-

vestment, and prices of the form

ap! = 2b(!)1 + (1 + &) $0!!,0 + $1!!,2. (6.78)
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The first-order conditions between $ and b variables also lead to quadratic
relations between b and ap levels comparable to those for prospectors in both
the IGT and banking models. They are

b(0)1 =
ap0
2
2(2)
2

6

s;
$ap0
(1 + &)

7

.

b(1)1 =
ap1
2

b(2)1 =
ap2
2
2(2)
1 (s;$ap2) . (6.79)

6.16.2 Prospector sector

The first-order conditions for the prospectors are

0 = !L(!) =

@

1

b(!)0

$
%

,(!)0 + ,(!)1

&

A

!b(!)0 +

@

1

b(!)1

$ ,(!)1
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!b(!)1

+

B

2s

$0
+ 2 (1 + %)$$

%

,(!)0 + ,(!)1

&

C

!$0!!,0

+

B

s

$1
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C
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+
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,(!)0 + ,(!)1

&

$ $B (1 + &)
:

!g(!)0 +
9

$B $ ,(!)1

: %

$!g(!)1

&

(6.80)

Two general conditions that follow immediately are ,(!)0 = &,(!)1 and b(!)1 =

(1 + &) b(!)0 .
The budget relation is

e0 = b(!)0 $ g(!)0 + $0!!,0

$ (1 + &) g(!)0 = g(!)1 = b(!)1 + $1!!,2, (6.81)

which converts into an expression counterpart to Eq. (6.78), of the form

e0 = 2b(!)0 + $0!!,0 +
$1

(1 + &)
!!,2. (6.82)

From these, the same algebra used for the IGT economy produces three
relations for the bids in terms of the endowment

b(0)0 =
b(0)1

(1 + &)
=

e0
2
2(2)
2 (s;$e0)

b(1)0 =
b(1)1

(1 + &)
=

e0
2

b(2)0 =
b(2)1

(1 + &)
=

e0
2
2(2)
1 (s; (1 + &)$e0) . (6.83)
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These equations can be compared to Eq. (6.53) for the IGT economy. The
relative forms are the same, but all positions of e0 for prospectors are scaled by
(1 + &) relative to their counterparts for ap! .

If we want a single expression that covers all three periods, we may write

b(!)0 =
b(!)1

(1 + &)
=

e0
2
2(2)
!!1(s; (1 + &!!,2)$e0) . (6.84)

6.16.3 The price cycle

The three equations that relate bids to prices in the banking model, taking the
place of Eq. (6.66) for the IGT model, are

(1 + &)$0 + b(0)1 = q(0)p0 = b(2)1 +
n0

n

e0
2
(22 + (1 + &)21)

b(1)1 = q(1)p1 = b(0)1 +
n0

n

e0
2
(1 + (1 + &)22)

$1 + b(2)1 = q(2)p2 = b(1)1 +
n0

n

e0
2
(21 + (1 + &)) ,

(6.85)

where all 2s here are shorthand references to the prospector functions in Eq. (6.84).
Again adding all three equations, and canceling the b variables which appear

on both sides, gives the relation of total prospector bids to the farmer level of
investment, counterpart to Eq. (6.68) of the IGT economy:

(1 + &)$0 + $1 =
n0

n
e0
%

1 +
&

2

&

(1 + 21 + 22) . (6.86)

Price levels in this loop are fixed when we demand that interest payments on
loans and deposits balance. Equality between total borrowing and total lending
reads

$0 =
n0

n

e0
2
[22 + 1 + (2$ 21)]

=
n0

n

e0
2
(3$ 21 + 22) , (6.87)

where the expressions on the right-hand side in the first line refer to the prospec-
tor investments that draw interest in periods 0, 1, 2, respectively.

The condition (6.87) for balance of interest payments will not generally be
compatible with the form for $0 from the first line of Eq. (6.79), at the price levels
generated by balanced interest payments. Hence they will violate the first-order
condition in the second line of Eq. (6.76). The contours of compatibility of these
two conditions in (x,$e0) space can be determined numerically, and they are
isoclines along which the utility di"erences between farmers and prospectors
vary monotonically. Therefore, in numerical solutions, we must first assign
compatible & values throughout this space, and then show how & varies as a
function of N/NC & 1 along the contour of equal utilities. Examples showing
the contours associated with these two distinct constraints are given in Fig. 6.19.
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OLG-banking model rho in the (Lambda-e0, x) plain
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OLG-banking model log(abs(Udiff)) in the (Lambda-e0, x) plain
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Figure 6.19: pcolor plots of & (left) and U (!)
Farm$U (!)

Pros (right). (Utility di"erences
are plotted in log of absolute value so that the zero crossing shows as a sharp
valley.) See that the iso-contours of & with the associated values of n0/n that
balance interest and satisfy the first-order conditions are circle-like arcs around
the origin, while the iso-utility contours are rays from the origin that cut across
these arcs. (Fine-resolution versions of these figures are available at about four
time the filesize, in commented-out lines.)

Subtracting Eq. (6.87) from Eq. (6.86) gives the relation between x - $b(2)1

and $e0 that specifies n0/n:

$1 =
sx

1$ (1 + 2%)x
=

n0

n

e0
2
[(1 + 21 + 22)$ 2 (1 + &) (1$ 21)] (6.88)

Note that, at any $e0, Eq. (6.88) sets a limit on the interest rates that could
be compatible, of

& &
321 + 22 $ 1

2 (1$ 21)
, (6.89)

and this in turn limits the range of stresses $e0 over which this model has
stationary solutions with & . 0, to 321 + 22 . 1.

From these conditions it is possible assign all price levels as functions of x
and $e0, in the banking counterpart to the IGT-price cycle of Eq. (6.69),

$ap2 = 2$b(2)1 + $$1

= x

6

2 +
s

1$ (1 + 2%)x

7

$ap1 = 2
%

$b(2)1 + $$1
&

$
n0

n
($e0) [21 + (1 + &)]

= x

6

2 +
2s

1$ (1 + 2%)x

7

$
n0

n
($e0) [21 + (1 + &)]

$ap0 = $ap2 $
n0

n
($e0)

9

1 +
&

2
(1$ 21 + 22)

:

(6.90)
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From prices, the solutions (6.79) to the quadratic farmer first-order conditions
then assign all remaining bid and investment levels.

6.16.4 Equalization of utilities

The final contour of solutions parametrized by either $e0 or alternatively n0/n
is again given by equality of utilities. The banking-model utility di"erences
from food consumption, corresponding to to Eq. (6.73) for the IGT economy,
are given by12

U (0)
Farm,food $ U (0)

Pros,food = 2 log

6

ap0
e0

7

+ 2 log

(

)

2(2)
2

%

s; "ap0

(1+$)

&

.

2(2)
2 (s;$e0) .

+

,$ log(1 + &)

= 2 log

(

)

"ap0

(1+$) 2
(2)
2

%

s; "ap0

(1+$)

&

.

$e0 2
(2)
2 (s;$e0) .

+

, + log(1 + &)

U (1)
Farm,food $ U (1)

Pros,food = 2 log

6

ap1
e0

7

$ log(1 + &)

= 2 log

6

$ap1/
'
1 + &'

1 + &$e0

7

+ log(1 + &)

U (2)
Farm,food $ U (2)

Pros,food = 2 log

6

ap2
e0

7

+ 2 log

<

2(2)
1 (s;$ap2) .

2(2)
1 (s; (1 + &)$e0) .

=

$ log(1 + &)

= 2 log

<

$ap2 2
(2)
1 (s;$ap2) .

(1 + &)$e0 2
(2)
1 (s; (1 + &)$e0) .

=

+ log(1 + &)

(6.91)

The utility di"erences from an agent’s own consumption of services, coun-

12In the second lines of each of the following equations, we group terms to emphasize the
uniform way in which factors of 1+% interact with wealth levels measured either as &ap! (for
farmers) or e0 (for prospectors).
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terpart to Eq. (6.74) for the IGT economy, are given by

U (0)
Farm,self $ U (0)

Pros,self = 2s

.

/log

6

ap0
e0

7

+ log

(

)

1$ 2(2)
2

%

s; "ap0

(1+$)
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.

1$ 2(2)
2 (s;$e0) .

+

, $ log(1 + &)

0

1

= 2s log
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(1+$)
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1$ 2(2)
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.
&

$e0
%

1$ 2(2)
2 (s;$e0) .

&

+
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U (1)
Farm,self $ U (1)

Pros,self = 0

U (2)
Farm,self $ U (2)

Pros,self = s

@

log

6

ap2
e0

7

+ log

<

1$ 2(2)
1 (s;$ap2) .

1$ 2(2)
1 (s; (1 + &)$e0) .

=

$ log(1 + &)

A

= s log

(

)

$ap2
9

1$ 2(2)
1 (s;$ap2)

:

(1 + &)$e0
9

1$ 2(2)
1 (s; (1 + &)$e0)

:

+

,

(6.92)

The o"spring term continues to satisfy Eq. (6.72). Its role in the banking
economy is much simpler than in the IGT economy, as it acts only through
the shadow price of the capacity constraint.

Numerical solutions for for absolute and relative price levels, investment
levels by each type and period, stress level $e0 and interest rate &, and single-
period absolute utility levels, are shown in Figures 6.8–6.11 of the main text.

6.16.5 The distinctive response of interest rates to shadow
price on the capacity constraint in the gold-banking
model

An inside bank that returns all deposits is a highly-constrained entity, which
may be required to adopt particular interest rates at zero and non-zero shadow
prices in order to satisfy its constraints. In particular, the first-order conditions
for consumption of services for agents who invest in generations (" = 0) and
(" = 2), to be met, may require particular ratios of consumption levels $0/$1,
or $̂0/$̂1, while the fact that these investments (for farmers) are limited by
bidding levels for food may require other particular levels. The interest rate
is the only device the bank has a available to bring these two conditions into
compatibility and ensure its balance of deposits and withdrawals. We therefore
consider here in detail the set of constraints that determine interest rates, and
the way these depend on the shadow price of the capacity constraint.

6.16.5.1 Contribution from the first-order conditions

Comparison of the second and third lines in the first-order condition for farm-

ers (6.76), together with the relation between the K-T multipliers ,(!)0 = &,(!)1
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which will hold in any economy with lending at interest, lead us to expect the
coarse scaling $0 ) 2$1/ (1 + &). The greater marginal utility of investment $0
in the young period is weighed against the requirement to borrow gold to supply
it.

The full relations, obtained from Equations (6.78,6.79), are

(1 + &)$0 = ap0

B

1$ 2(2)
2

6

s;
$ap0
(1 + &)

7C

( ap0s (1 +O(s))

$1 = ap2
9

1$ 2(2)
1 (s;$ap2)

:

(
ap2s

2
(1 +O(s)) . (6.93)

The first expression on the right-hand side of each line is a closed form; the
second expression is the leading small-s approximation when the corresponding
$ap! ( 0. At interest rates & 6 1, the first-order conditions favor twice the
investment level in $0 as in $1.

6.16.5.2 Accounting identities and balance of interest payments

The requirement to balance interest payments, in the context of the income/expense
accounting relation for farmers, places an independent set of constraints on $0
and $1.

We may re-arrange the sum (6.86) of income and expenses for farmers into
the young-period and old-period bids by prospectors, as

(1 + &)$0 + $1 =
n0

n

e0
2
[(1 + 21 + 22) + (1 + &) (1 + 21 + 22)] , (6.94)

in which the expressions2! refer to the prospector allocations given in Eq. (6.83).
The equation (6.87) of total farmer loans with total prospector deposits,

necessary to balance interest payments, may be similarly re-arranged as

$0 =
n0

n

e0
2
[(1 + 21 + 22) + 2 (1$ 21)] . (6.95)

The remainder of the prospector payments that support farmer investment,
Eq. (6.88), which is simply the di"erence of the previous two equations, then
becomes

$1 =
n0

n

e0
2
[(1 + 21 + 22)$ 2 (1 + &) (1$ 21)] . (6.96)

By the prospector first-order conditions (6.80), their bids on food in the old
and young periods always have the ratio (1 + &). Moreover, in the unstressed
($e0 ( 0) equilibrium, almost all of the prospector endowment is used to buy
food; that is, the factors (1$ 21) # s/2 6 1 in equations (6.95,6.96). This
condition produces $0 ) $1, so that $0 (with interest) is both paid for by old -
period prospector bids, and in turn provides the interest stream to produce
them, while $1 is paid for with young-period prospector bids, nearly equal in
quantity to $0.

However, this condition, together with the property that when s 6 1, inter-
period fluctuations in food prices are O(s), then drives (1 + &) ( 2 in Eq. (6.93)
giving the consequence of the first-order conditions.
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6.16.5.3 Interest rates decrease from the unstressed-equilibrium value
& = 1 with increasing shadow price

It is not obvious a priori whether interest rates should increase or decrease as the
shadow price on the capacity constraint increases from zero due to insu!cient
population. Since the relative value of present to future consumption is inverse
to the interest rate the way interest rates response to shadow prices will depend
on the way payment streams respond. In the fiat-banking model considered
next, interest rates will increase from a value & = 0 in the unstressed equilibrium,
as $e0 increases. But in this model, interest rates decrease from their value
& = 1 in the unstressed equilibrium, as $e0 increases. Here we summarize how
that response is produced by the intersection of the first-order conditions and
balance-of-payment constraints.

It is important to remember that, while the formation of a shadow price
on the capacity constraint for capital stock represents a stress relative to the
$e0 = 0-noncooperative equilibrium, it corresponds to the situation N < NC , in
which there is a surfeit of gold per capita relative to the unstressed equilibrium.
Therefore, although all prospector bids on food decrease per capita as described
by Eq. (6.94), as prospectors supply a larger relative share of investments, their
deposits in the bank decrease less quickly than their bids on food, according
to equations (6.95,6.96). At an interest rate & that balances total interest pay-
ments, the farmer investment $0 on which interest is paid therefore declines
more slowly than the investment $1 on which interest is not paid. Moreover,
the term (1$ 21) responsible for the di"erence in bid levels increases with in-
creasing $e0, while the common term (1 + 21 + 22) decreases. When, at finite
$e0, these two contributions pass through the ratio 2 : 1, it is possible to satisfy
both the first-order conditions and the accounting identity with & ( 0, even if
food prices remain similar across periods.

6.16.6 Analytic solutions for limits in the unstressed non-
cooperative equilibria

Once it is recognized that these constraints determine the dependence of & on
$e0, closed-form solutions are easy to obtain at s 6 1, for the population
composition required for $e0 ( 0, and hence for the critical population size for
high-yielding production.

Utility levels are dominated by food consumption at s 6 1, and at $e0 ( 0,
all 2 terms cancel in Eq. (6.91), casting the condition of equal utility in the same
functional form for all generations ("). Therefore all gold-denominated food
prices converge to the same value ap!/e0 (

'
1 + &, reproduced in Eq. (6.27)

in the text.
Using the general budget relation (6.78), and the particular evaluation from

the first line of Eq. (6.79) to express $0 in terms of ap0, the interest-balance
condition (6.87) at s 6 1 and $e0 ( 0 gives the ratio of prospectors to farmers

n0

n
(

2s

3 (1 + &)

ap0
e0

. (6.97)
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As explained in the previous subsection, a similar but independent expression is
obtained for $1 in terms of ap2, using Eq. (6.78) and the second line of Eq. (6.79).
If these two relations are inserted in the remaining accounting identity (6.88)
between total bids and investment, together with the approximation at s 6 1
that all ap! take the same value at $e0 ( 0, we find that the required interest
rate in the unstressed equilibrium is & ( 1 + O(s). Eq. (6.27) then gives
ap!/e0 (

'
2, which in Eq. (6.97) goes to

n0

n
(

'
2s

3
. (6.98)

The resulting critical population size for the unstressed equilibrium to support
investment 3n0e0 = C is given as Eq. (6.28) in the main text.

6.16.7 How much gold does the bank need?

If we require that the bank lend physical gold, we may track the amount that
it must hold at the beginning of the period, in order to supply net demands by
the agents. The details of required bank reserves can of course depend on the
fine-structure of sequencing of deposits and withdrawals in each period. The
simplest choice (and one consistent with the interpretation of periods as entire
stages of life) is to not assume a detailed structure of lags between withdrawals
and deposits of various kinds, and to model deposits and withdrawals within a
period as being cleared in a single meeting of all agents with the bank in that
period. This is always possible, because prospectors hold all gold they deposit
from their endowments coming into the period, and farmers hold all gold they
may owe from clearing of the previous-period’s food market.

Total deposits in the bank, both lending by prospectors and repayment of
principle and interest by farmers, may be computed in each period as

(Deposits)0
n0e0

=
1

2
2(2)
2 (s;$e0)

(Deposits)1
n0e0

=
1

2
+ (1 + &)

$0
e0

n

n0

(Deposits)2
n0e0

= 1$
1

2
2(2)
1 (s; (1 + &)$e0) . (6.99)

Withdrawals in each period are

(Withdrawals)0
n0e0

= (1 + &)

B

1$
1

2
2(2)
1 (s; (1 + &)$e0)

C

+
$0
e0

n

n0

(Withdrawals)1
n0e0

= (1 + &)
1

2
2(2)
2 (s;$e0)

(Withdrawals)2
n0e0

= (1 + &)
1

2
(6.100)

The bank balance at the end of each period is the prior balance net of
Deposits and Withdrawals, and we choose the maximum balance so that the
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minimum over the cycle is zero. Recall that the capacity constraint is C = 3n0e0,
so (Deposits)!/C = (1/3) (Deposits)!/n0e0, and similarly for Withdrawals and
balances. We will see from the solutions that in the unstressed equilibrium, the
bank needs to hold approximately (2.5/3)C at the beginning of period " = 2,
and in the small population limit where & ( 0, this requirement falls below
(2/3)C for the value of % = 1/2.

Numerical solutions for the prior balance of the bank in all three periods are
shown in Fig. 6.12 in the main text. The absolute gold reserve required dimin-
ishes weakly with N/NC as interest rate diminishes, because it is determined
mostly by the scale of capital stock. Bank reserves per capita therefore increase
roughly as NC/N .

6.17 Appendix: Solutions for the economy with
fiat banking and control through purchase
and sale of gold

6.17.1 Solutions to the first-order conditions

In the fiat economy, the relation of the gold endowment for investment becomes
much more symmetrical with the role of the food endowment for single-period
consumption than it is in an economy with gold money. As in the previous exam-
ples, logarithmic utility leads to convenient simplifications of the optimization
for the prospectors, so we begin with them. Because the numéraire of fiat is
now an arbitrary choice of the central bank, all prices will be referenced to a
single price that fixes this numéraire, which we take to be the " = 2-price for
gold: pG2.

6.17.1.1 Prospector sector

The accounting identity for the fiat-value of the prospector endowment of gold
is

e0pG! = q̂(!)G pG! + ($̂0!!,0 + $̂1!!,2) pG!

= 2b̂(!)1 + ($̂0!!,0 + $̂1!!,2) pG! . (6.101)

In the second line we have used the budget relations (6.36), along with the fact

that the first-order conditions with lending at interest give b̂(!)1 = (1 + &) b̂(!)0 ,
as they did for the banking model in Eq. (6.84).

Then the first-order conditions for prospectors relate their bids on food to
total gold price levels in each period as

(1 + &) b̂(!)0 = b̂(!)1 =
e0
2
pG!2

(2)
!!1(s;$e0) , (6.102)
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the investment levels are given by

$̂0 = e0
%

1$ 2(2)
2 (s;$e0)

&

$̂1 = e0
%

1$ 2(2)
1 (s;$e0)

&

, (6.103)

and therefore the o"ered quantities satisfy

q̂(!)G = e02
(2)
!!1(s;$e0) . (6.104)

These inputs form the basis for all other price-formation rules, given any
shadow-price valuation of the gold endowment $e0.

6.17.1.2 Farmer sector

The first-order conditions for investment relative to old-period bids on food take
the same form as they did in the IGT economy,

$$1 =
sx

1$ (1 + 2%)x

$$0 = $.(2) =
2%sx

1$ 2%x
, (6.105)

in terms of a collection of variables that we abbreviate

x -
$b(2)1

(1 + &) pG2
. (6.106)

(Definition (6.106) di"ers from the x in Eq. (6.61) in the IGT model by the factor
(1 + &), and by pricing specifically relative to period-(" = 2) gold through the
factor pG2.)

6.17.1.3 Bank action

Only (" = 2) farmers in their young period can bid on gold in time for its
delivery to serve either their own investments or their transfers to support the
investments of their (" = 0)-o"spring. Therefore we may write the gold-price-
formation rule (6.38) more explicitly in the form

n

n0
b(2)G0 !!,2 +

B(!)
G

n0
=

<

q̂(!) +
Q(!)

G

n0

=

pG! . (6.107)

All other bids outside period " = 2 must come from the central bank. Using
the expression (6.104) for o"ers of gold in these periods, and descaling with pG2

to remove the numéraire of fiat, we arrive at two of the central bank’s control
variables expressed in terms of their e"ect on inter-period ratios of gold prices,
as

B(!)
G

n0e0pG2
=

pG!

pG2
2(2)
!!1(s;$e0) , (6.108)
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for " = 0, 1.
The exclusion of wash selling means that o"ers are not made in these periods,

so that the central bank o"ers gold only in period " = 2. Full return of gold
then requires

Q(2)
G

n0
= q(0) + q(1)

= e0
%

2(2)
2 (s;$e0) + 1

&

(6.109)

Evaluating the price expression (6.107) at " = 2, and using Eq. (6.109) for

Q(2)
G /n0 together with the fact that B(!)

G = 0 by exclusion of wash sales, gives a
relation between the total o"ered quantity (which depends only on e0 and $),

the labor allocation n0/n, and the farmer bid level set by b(2)G0, in the form

$1 + $0
e0

=
$1 + .(2)

e0
=

b(2)G0

e0pG2
=

n0

n

%

1 + 2(2)
1 (s;$e0) + 2(2)

2 (s;$e0)
&

=
sx

$e0

6

1

1$ (1 + 2%)x
+

2%

1$ 2%x

7

(6.110)

The expressions on the first line involve only relative quantities of gold, and
ensure that the total investment from farmers and prospectors equals 3n0e0 (by
Eq. (6.103)). The relation to x – the farmer bid-level in (" = 2)-gold prices in
the second line – follows from the farmer first-order conditions.

In numerical solutions, we will sweep the variables $e0 appearing in the
first line and x appearing in the second line of Eq. (6.110), and for each pair,
determine the consistent value for n0/n to appear in later relations.

6.17.2 Price cycles

6.17.2.1 Cyclic accounting identities for fiat and gold

The farmer budget equation that cycles fiat among periods in the food markets
is

q(!)p! = b(!)1 + (1 + &) b(!)G0

= b(!!1)
1 +

n0

n

%

b̂(!!1)
1 + b̂(!)0

&

= b(!!1)
1 +

n0

n

%

(1 + &) b̂(!!1)
0 + b̂(!)1

&

(6.111)

The first line includes the bids (along with interest on bids from the first period)
that farmers pay from proceeds of sales, and the second (and equivalently, third)
line lists the source of money from the pricing rule (6.10).

Summing Eq. (6.111) over " , and canceling the factors b(!)1 that appear on
both sides of the equality, gives the accounting relation between farmer income
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and expenses

(1 + &)
n

n0
b(2)G0 = (2 + &)

$

!

b̂(!)0 . (6.112)

The only farmer expenses that are not recycled are the bid on gold in period
" = 2, and the interest paid on it.

Summing, instead, the price-formation rule (6.107) over " , and then using
relations (6.104) and (6.102) for prospector gold o"ers and food bids, gives a
relation between central-bank bids and o"ers, prospector food bids set by e0
and $, and the farmer bidding scale set by b(2)G0,

n

n0
b(2)G0 +

$

!

B(!)
G

n0
=

$

!

q̂(!)pG! +
$

!

Q(!)
G pG!

n0

= (1 + &)
$

!

2b̂(2)0 +
Q(2)

G pG2

n0
. (6.113)

The di"erence of Eq. (6.113) from Eq. (6.112), multiplied by n0, is the cycle
identity for fiat,

&

<

nb(2)G0 + n0

$

!

b̂(2)0

=

+Q(2)
G pG2 =

$

!

B(!)
G . (6.114)

The left-hand side includes all expenditures by agents; the first term is interest
on borrowing, the second is payment for gold in period " = 2. The right-hand
side includes all fiat expenditures by the central bank, in bids for gold. This
equation is predicated on the repayment of interest in full without strategic
bankruptcy, which will imply one constraint on the interest rate in relation to

the bid levels B(!)
G , which is derived below.

6.17.2.2 The food price cycle

The relation between endowment and price for farmers in the food sector, par-
allel to Eq. (6.101) for prospectors in the gold sector, becomes

ap! = A(!)
0 p! + q(!)p!

= 2b(!)1 + (1 + &) b(!)G0 , (6.115)

where one first-order condition is used to evaluate A(!)
0 p! , and Eq. (6.111) is

used to evaluate q(!)p! .
Combining these expense relations with Eq. (6.111) for inputs gives an ex-

pression for the food price cycle
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The starting level for the cycle may be taken as the value of ap2 determined from
x appearing in Eq. (6.110), Eq. (6.115), and the first-order conditions (6.105):

$ap2
(1 + &) pG2

= x

J

2 +
s

1$ (1 + 2%)x
+

2%s

1$ 2%x

K

. (6.117)

6.17.2.3 Central-bank bid variables and control over gold prices

Eq. (6.110), together with the farmer income/expense balance (6.112) and the

expression (6.102) for b̂(!)1 gives a relation between inter-period ratios of gold
prices (or equivalently, their control through central-bank bids) and interest
rates, of

$
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!!1(s;$e0) = 0. (6.118)

Separating " = 2, in which in which the central bank does not bid, from the
other two periods, we obtain a constraint on one linear combination of bids:
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where the second line uses Eq. (6.108). The central bank cannot, thus, set all
gold prices equal and at the same time require full repayment of fiat, except in
the limit &( 0.

We will introduce an “angle” ' to express the two-period bids relative to
the interest rate, as
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(6.120)

Within the interior of the interval ' % [$)/4, 5)/4], either of the bids B(0),
B(1) may be taken to zero. The range ' < 0 places maximum bids in B(0);
the range ' > )/2 places maximum bids in B(1). In numerical solutions, we
will sample over the variables & and ' to minimize the prospector utility vari-
ance (6.39) at the values of x and $e0 that equate cycle-averaged utilities of
farmers and prospectors, and are compatible with a given value of n0/n through
Eq. (6.110).
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Chapter 7

Building theories of
economic process

7.1 Steps toward economic process

In the previous chapters, we have provided proofs of principle for represent-
ing institutions as the carriers of process, using strategic market game models
highly related in form to those of general equilibrium, but with extra constraints
imposed by the institutions su!cient to carry process. Nevertheless, except in
Chapter 6, we have avoided explicit treatment of dynamics. Structure may
limit, but does not fully specify enough to identify, equations of motion without
further consideration of intent and behavior.

In this chapter we turn explicitly to the problem of constraining dynamics,
and begin by considering in varying degrees of brevity modeling structures that
have been constructed which provide a true dynamics that meet the criterion
that they supply a time path out of equilibrium to a stationary state as well as
the proof of the existence of a stationary state or growth path.

Before considering dynamics we note that problems with general equilib-
rium models of an economy are encountered even with static analysis. There
is a considerable distinction between nonconstructive proof of existence and
computability of equilibria. Fortunately the work of Lemke [213] adapted by
Scarf [310] and others following him has provided a basis for computation.

True dynamics poses many other problems involving not only motivation,
learning, communication and information flow; but also the nature of the context
within which the economic behavior takes place.

In economics, the unifying power of general equilibrium analysis comes from
the fact that it is not a model, but rather a collection of principles for building
models. It suggests a uniform configuration space based on goods, services,
and extended in some cases to time periods or uncertainty, utilizing more or
less standard representations of ordinal and cardinal utilities and production
functions, and the dual structure responsible for prices. Models may be invented

257
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within this framework to illustrate particular points or to capture aspects of
particular systems, and they may be taken or left without entailing judgments
about the validity of the super-ordinate framework. In this regard the general
equilibrium framework behaves much like a theory in one of the natural sciences,
and its models behave like their representations of particular systems as those
instantiate the theory. To the extent that this correspondence is appropriate, we
might say that general equilibrium is a theory of economic constraint imposed
by exchange and production on optimal choice. It is presented at the level of
abstraction that there is no indication of what may be the aspects of trust and
information in trade and control and ownership in production.

7.2 A change in emphasis and a change in paradigm

We propose that the next steps towards an economic dynamics require both a
change in emphasis and a change in paradigm

The level of generality of General Equilibrium theory, while appropriate for
proof of the existence of equilibria requires more structure to be specified for
the development of dynamics. Full process models must be provided.

7.2.1 Capital stock and production

In considering dynamics one must weigh the intermix of both the structure and
behavior that are observed. Although we acknowledge the roles of both, our
emphasis is on structure. We concentrate primarily on the constraints imposed
by the production structure and the financial structure. As much as we can,
we finesse details from socio-economic and psycho-economic behavior, though
not because we do not regard them as important. They are critical and sup-
ply the rich sources that enable us to provide a multitude of plausible but not
adequately tested or solved equations of behavior. The two most popular hy-
potheses of behavior leading to equations amenable to some general analysis or
simulation have local optimizers or rational expectations optimizers. Yet even
with the rational expectations models proof of convergence of a given process
to an equilibrium is hardly ever provided.1

We conjecture that given the mutation rate of socio-politico-systems [201,
232], about the closest one will come to reasonably robust equations of motion
are those situations where the economic motive is high and conscious and where
the socio-politico-economic structure can be deemed to be reasonably stable for
the time horizon appropriate to the problem at hand.

7.2.1.1 The approach to dynamics via sequential learning behavior

We recognize that the study of learning behavior in sequential games is highly
important; but in our estimate, in spite of considerable work, there is still a

1In some instances it can be illustrated by simulation [257].
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morass of pure game theory with incomplete knowledge of rules and nonsym-
metric information, where little is known about the sensitivity of the mathe-
matical results to the socio-psychological, psychological and ad hoc contextual
aspects of these models. This is the domain where experimental gaming can be
of service. A hope lies in those situations where a reasonably stable context can
be postulated and there is a mass of small agents whose optimization can be
regarded by each as a one-person game against “Nature, or the market or the
economy”.

Our approach is presented not as a substitute for behavioral economics, but
as complementary with it. The stress is that for many economic problems of
importance the understanding of the general principles of how to build process
models indicates how to provide considerable constraints on the feasible motions.

7.2.1.2 The approach to dynamics via the time structure of produc-
tion

We argue that there is a structure underlying economic dynamics that requires
a larger list of basic elements beyond that required for static GE. In particular
an appropriate general set of SMG requires explicit considerations of the roles of
control, guidance and ownership in a far more specific manner than is provided
in GE. We deal with the basic ingredients of a dynamic economy below in
Table 11.2.

7.2.2 The further change in paradigm: ownership and
control

In Chapter 1 the first basic shift in modeling was to incorporate Government as
a significant player. As we move towards dynamics we note that not only is GE
not dynamic but it is clearly non-institutional and abstracts away considerations
of control. The shadow firms are pro forma profit maximizers. Dividends are a
needed convenience to balance books when profits are nonzero. Ownership and
control problems are irrelevant to the structure as is evinced by the introduction
of implicitly non-voting shares (see [338]).

In the (nevertheless masterful) abstraction of the various authors of GE the-
ory, at the cost of a nonconstructive existence proof approach, concern with
items such as perception, innovation and public goods, finances and private
and government control were fully abstracted. A natural change from GE to
an abstract but fully process class of models is given by the strategic market
games. They o"er the means to incorporate these features while maintaining
contact with the general structure now extended to process models. In par-
ticular the wonderment caused by results of individuals such as Geanakoplos
and Mascollel [150] showing enormous indeterminacy in trying to erect a mon-
etary and financial system on the general equilibrium structure was no surprise
whatsoever. The indeterminacy disappears in the complete specification of the
microeconomic details for the myriads of process models called forth by a loosely
coupled control system.
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7.3 Control, coordination and competition

In Chapters 5 and 6 the emphasis became far more institutionally oriented than
previously, even if the institutions performing the extra functions were minimal.
With the addition of a government bank and bureaucracy the financial and
political control and guidance systems that had been abstracted from the GE
system re-enter explicitly in a SMG version with bureaucracy in Chapter 5. As
we showed, the resource and political organization cost of a fiat or symbolic
monetary system becomes substantial when the overall system is to become self
policing to a su!ciently high degree.

In order to proceed from a classical preinstitutional economy we organize
the remainder of this chapter as follows:

First we consider a highly simplified transformation matrix indicating the
basic actors and physical and financial instruments that serve as the basic build-
ing blocks of a politico-economic system. This system is called for because the
dynamics requires that the strategic relationship between ownership and control
be made explicit.

We then consider briefly each of the items selected as building blocks inde-
pendently to justify their inclusion as basic items in a simple dynamic system.

The transformation matrix is too coarse grained to have production usefully
described. In Section 7.6 it is connected with some specific linear dynamic
models.

We raise some essentially ontological and linguistic problems in the pre-
cise definition of several economic concepts and consider applications to several
explicit problems. We regard this work as somewhat far from a traditional eco-
nomic approach and highly preliminary, but believe that eventually this type of
examination of basic economic concepts is called for and is of operational worth,
especially in the confrontation between economic thought and legal interpreta-
tion. This approach is utilized in the text to discuss the catalytic properties
of capital, but further discussion is relegated to Appendix 7.13 for the reader
interested in this type of application.

7.4 A transformation matrix and linear dynam-
ics

In a previous publication [350] a transformation matrix of the basic building
blocks of an economy was suggested. Upon further reflection we present a
somewhat modified version of this and connect it to the development of linear
dynamic models of the economy where true dynamics is first to be encountered
in the sense that these models include time paths for all states of the system.
Previously it was suggested that combinations of eight basic instruments were
su!cient to serve as a basis from which to construct all variations of economic
and financial instruments. Upon further reflection we have some what modified
this. Many definitions depend on the fineness of the time grid selected. We also
attempt to make a clearer distinction between point consumption and essentially
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continuous consumption and distinguish reproducible versus non-reproducible
assets.

The matrix conforms to our requirements of minimal complexity. It is re-
stricted to relationships involving only two periods of time and relationships
involving only one or two agents. A reasonable unit of time for much empirical
work is a calendar year. Given this time interval, a durable may be defined as a
good lasting more than one period. This simple matrix linking only two periods
fails to pick up the portrayal of an economy with a historical time profile in
its real assets and financial contracts. It also fails to portray the dynamics of
uncertainty overlaid on the profile of the assets; but it serves as the basis from
which to add these complexities.

The inclusion of uncertainty adds considerable complexity to the nature of
the transformations and the bringing in of more time periods can be accounted
for by multiplication of one period transformations; but this is not su!ciently
complex to pick up the di"erences in life spans of economic agents and goods
the importance of which has already been indicated in the analysis in Chapter 6.

7.4.1 On agents

We note above that contracts depend on two agents. The modeler concerned
with economic dynamics at a high level of abstraction requires at least two if
not three types of agent. In particular we introduce natural persons and other
legal persons as a representation of government and other corporations as basic
entities. Corporate persons are non-natural persons who are recognized as legal
persons. For many purposes it may be desirable to distinguish government from
other corporate persons. Simple contracts are written between any two agents
of these types.

The natural persons appear in two roles: both as owner-agents and as a
basic natural resource. The rules of the game determine whether this asset can
be traded.

The treatment of the natural person as a primitive unit in an economic theory
with preferences and ownership rights is reasonably natural. The treatment of
either government or other non-person legal entities as primitive units, while it
can be done and is often done, requires considerable care as in each case they
are complex institutional black boxes. As such they give rise to many of the
current paradoxes in political economy, such as: What are the goals of a central
bank; or a government? Are firms expected profit maximizers? What dividends
should they pay?

7.4.2 On real assets and contracts

The ten primitive assets intimated above are described below.

1. Natural persons viewed as the asset behind the service of labor

2. Perishable point consumption goods; many foods for example
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3. Storable point consumption goods; preserved foods, many o!ce and house-
hold supplies

4. Continuous services such as water, electricity, heat, communication service
products

5. Producible goods such as buildings, household durables, transportation
vehicles

6. Land

7. Non-reproducible natural resources

8. Labor

9. Fiat money

10. Ownership paper

A minimal contract is of the form: “Agent i supplies agent j with a quantity
of primitive resource a at time t in return for agent j supplying agent i with a
quantity of primitive resource b at time t+1”. If we limit ourselves to contracts
that are always intermediated with money there are (10 · 9) /2 = 45.

Several simple contracts are noted:

A service contract: “Agent i supplies agent j with a flow of services at time t
in return for agent j supplying agent i with a quantity fiat money at time t+1”.

A futures contract: “Agent i supplies agent j with a quantity of money at
time t in return for agent j supplying agent i with a quantity of wheat at time
t+ 1”.

A debt contract: “Agent i supplies agent j with a quantity of fiat money at
time t in return for agent j supplying agent i with a quantity of fiat money at
time t+ 1”.

The transformation matrix is of size 20 * 22 where the extra column is
required to indicate when an item existing at time t ceases to exist or is trans-
formed in nothing at time t + 1. If we limit ourselves to contracts always
involving money the size is reduced considerably.

We do not display the matrix, but note that its structure is easy to describe.
At this level of simplicity the ten basic units each map into the same item
category one period later except for services which disappear and those durables
at the end of their lives at time t which also disappear at time t + 1. Each
minimal contract maps into the item to be delivered. This holds under the
implicit assumption of no uncertainty or strategic default. At a higher level of
complexity this is no longer true.
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7.5 Linear production spaces

The models in Ch 5 and Ch 6 have illustrated the transition from pre-institutional
preferences to heavily institutionalized optimization problems in which increas-
ingly many of the strategic variables appear only in constraint terms and not
directly in the utility. The problem of defining the institutional constraints
on dynamics is much higher-dimensional, but it remains possible to identify
domains in which the structure and role of constraints can be studied system-
atically. Here we consider the space of linear transformations among demand
bundles defined at a sequence of times. This collection of models includes those
introduced by Ramsey, von Neumann, and Leontief, as well as the transfor-
mation matrix with which we opened the chapter. Linear production space
models may be used in three ways. They may be embedded within the general
equilibrium and strategic market game paradigms,2 deriving prices from utilities
subject to production constraints. Alternatively, the price system defined by in-
put/output ratios may be regarded as the primitive, and utilities derived which
are consistent with it. Finally, utilities may be bypassed entirely if we wish
to focus on the limits of feasible dynamical trajectories imposed by production
constraints.

7.5.1 Definition of linear transformations on multiperiod
demand spaces

Consider intertemporal models defined on a space of demands indexed by time
(x0, x1, . . .), in which each xt is a (column) vector of quantities of m distinct
goods [xi,t] with i % 1, . . . ,m. The sequence of periods {t} considered may be
finite or it may be infinite. Corresponding to the goods at all times, there may
be a set of vectors of endowments (e0, e1, . . .) which we regard as coming into
the economy from outside within each period.

Suppose that all of the goods have quantities that may not be negative. Then
if we wish to consider optimization problems involving these demand spaces, we
may restrict model solutions to lie within this space by introducing a set of
(row) vectors of Kuhn-Tucker multipliers

"

,T0 , ,
T
1 , . . .

#

, with each ,Tt - [,i,t]
T

and all ,i,t % [0,1).
The space of linear transformations of the intertemporal demands was intro-

duced by von Neumann, as a linear model of production [353]. The most general
linear space is generated by a set of pairs of matrices conventionally denoted
{(At, Bt+1)}, in which the columns of each At represent inputs to production

2von Neumann’s original accomplishment was to prove the existence of a vector of utiliza-
tion rates that would maximize an aggregate measure of growth in a complicated production
setting involving inputs and outputs of many goods, without recourse to utility or mediation
by price systems. One may, alternatively, introduce consumption utilities for goods which
compete with production, and use the von Neumann input/output matrices to define the
constraint space against which utilities are maximized. Such production models o!er a richer
space of constraints than scalar convex functions. Dual to any optimizing solution, one may
then derive the price system that will support that schedule of inputs to production and
outputs to consumption.
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in period t, and their respective columns in Bt+1 give the outputs in period
t + 1. We will suppose here that all coe!cients in the A and B matrices are
non-negative, but we do not otherwise restrict their form. In particular, at any
t, At and Bt+1 may be m* k matrices with k 2= m. Allowing these matrices to
di"er at di"erent t indices represents changing processes of production.

The columns of the input and output matrices may be used at arbitrary
levels which we denote by column vectors (j0, j1, . . .). For any such vector of
utilization rates, the relation between the endowments and the demands at a
time t is

xt = et +Btjt!1 $Atjt. (7.1)

7.5.2 Various uses of linear production models

7.5.2.1 General equilibrium

An immediate use for linear production models is found within the conventional
structure of general equilibrium. If we suppose that an intertemporal utility
U(x0, x1, . . .) exists, then we may form a Lagrangian

L(x0, x1, . . . ; ,0, ,1, . . .) = U(x0, x1, . . .) +
$

t

,Tt xt, (7.2)

in which the demands {xt} are functions (7.1) of the {jt}, which become the
optimization variables.

7.5.2.2 Strategic market games

With the utility and constraint structures in place, linear production may be
added to any of the intertemporal strategic market games of the forms we have
derived in the preceding chapters.

7.5.2.3 The original von Neumann model

The original von Neumann model, in contrast with the one-dimensional treat-
ment of Ramsey, dispensed with the high-dimensional assumption of an in-
tertemporal utility, and proceeded directly to the optimization problem for pro-
duction. It assumed constant production technologies At = A, Bt = B, /t, and
considered the producer’s optimization problem. If a set of prices {pt} and a
discount factor 1 are given, one can consider the optimization of the discounted
net present value

W -
$

t

1t!1pTt xt, (7.3)

or a variety of other objective functions [353].
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7.5.2.4 Relations to the transformation matrix introduced at the
beginning of the chapter

A particular subset of the von Neumann transformations is the one that fully
consumes all assets in each time period. This is possible if the columns of A
span the goods space, ensuring that we can find at least one assignment for the
vector jt at each t for which

Ajt = xt. (7.4)

Then, starting from initial endowments e0, we may recursively define a vector
of the demands produced at each time

xt+1 = et+1 +Bjt, (7.5)

in which each xt is understood to be evaluated before it is fully consumed to
produce xt+1.

In the particular case where A has an inverse, Eq. (7.5) simplifies to

xt+1 = et+1 +BA!1xt (7.6)

The matrix BA!1 in the von Neumann model provides a way to arrive at trans-
formations to the next period. In the case that multiple solutions jt to Eq. (7.4)
may be found at each time (because the matrix A has excess, linearly depen-
dent rows), then the space of demand histories (7.5) at each time forms a convex
polyhedron, whose coe!cients identify the subspace of the n2-dimensional space
of matrices compatible with the underlying linear production model.

7.5.2.5 From von Neumann to Leontie!

Wassily Leontief’s input-output methods [214] are less general, and may be un-
derstood as a projection of the von Neumann real-goods input/output matrices
via a price system to input/output matrices for money.

The projection to money flows removes the use of transformation matrices
one step further from the requirements of utility modeling in a direction that
permits empirical calibration, at the cost that prices become hidden parame-
ters within the accounting rather than either dynamic entities or even explicit
constraints on optimization. In the Leontie" input-output interpretation of a
matrix such as BA!1 from Eq. (7.6), instead of regarding components xi,t as
quantities of distinct goods, they are regarded as expenditures from di"erent
sectors. The sectors may be industrial, geographic, political, or more complex
combinations of these. They may in principle be disaggregated to the level of
individual firms,3 in which case the particular elements

"

BA!1
#

ij
xj,t have the

interpretation of expenditure flows from one industry to another. In this finely
resolved limit, such flows may correspond to the money value of a few or even
one good traded between pairs of firms or households.

3The data collection requirements for any extensive degree of coverage at this degree of
disaggregation often become prohibitive in practice.
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Since the quantities updated in Eq. (7.6) are denominated in money, the
endowments et become inputs to di"erent sectors from outside the domain of
the input/output analysis, and a further accounting identity is imposed on the
matrix BA!1. Expenditure results in a closed flow of money among the sectors,
leading to the accounting identity that4

$

i

xi,t+1 =
$

i

ei,t+1 +
$

i

xi,t.

Therefore BA!1 must have the property that its rows sum to the unit vector,
or

$

i

"

BA!1
#

ij
= 1, /j. (7.7)

What is achieved with these many assumptions, usually along with an as-
sumption of stationarity of the input-output matrices, is the ability to deduce
long-range constraints of money flow throughout an economy.

7.5.2.6 A comment on models, accounting and data gathering

Do data precede theory, or is it vice-versa? The answer is both. The models
serve as data organizers. Among the important influences of the development of
the Keynesian revolution was its role in the creation of macroeconomic statistics
and the linear models have stressed microeconomic statistics. The interfacing of
the financial control sector with the microeconomic structure of physical assets
is still heavily a work in process. When one takes into account the costs involved,
even in a highly computerized world with data banks, a natural locus for this
development lies heavily in the melding of accounting and data gathering with
both the needs of enterprises and the development of economics.5

7.6 Money, Credit Capital and Liquidity

7.6.1 The catalytic function of capital

Even so simple a transformation as the persistence of an economic good through
time may be an active process. Therefore in a system for modeling economic
dynamics, it may be appropriate to require the modeling environment to contin-
uously enforce contingencies, such as the persistence of a stock on the continuous
delivery of flows. A simple physical example is the requirement of ice cream for
refrigeration if it is to persist as a good delivering a certain kind of consumption.
Nowadays the refrigeration itself is a service delivered by a machine, which in
its turn requires the input of electric power, as well as a protected space and
occasional maintenance, and ultimately disposal.

4Here we assume that money remains fully utilized. Within his simplifying assumption,
even savings deposits in banks have o!setting outlays in the form of loans.

5A corporation may need three to four sets of books, One for the tax authorities, one for
the stockholders, one for corporate general control and possibly one for production.
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A rich type space is possible for goods that require or deliver services, and in
turn may be consumed or may become factors in production of other goods. We
sketch in this section one way that a type space might be formalized to support
a consistent imposition of constraints on a wide array of models. Our choice
of formalization is a natural generalization of linear input/output models, with
particular emphasis on the ability to incorporate topological concepts such as
continuity in the passage of time. As an example to illustrate formal denotations,
we consider only one such class, which we denote Capital Goods.6 We might
identify interesting subclasses of Capital Goods, like refrigerators, by a service
they deliver (cold preservation) and another that they require (electric power),
either to provide their service outputs or even to persist.

Suppose that X is name assigned to refer to an instance of an input service
(e.g. a type and amount of power) and Y the name of an output service (a
temperature and volume of cold preservation), and that we introduce a nota-
tion 5 (X,Y, ") to refer to the subclass of Capital Goods for which these are
input and output. We have also characterized the class by a remaining “service
lifetime” " , measured from the present, after which it will be transformed into
a di"erent good (for instance, a dead refrigerator requiring disposal).

It is conventional in general equilibrium economic modeling to represent
any collection of goods (for instance, the collection owned by some agent) as a
vector, whose basis elements are measures of each type of good, and whose scalar
coe!cients are real numbers multiplying the basis elements. Just as our types
can have dimension, we can regard them as basis elements in a vector space
describing the physical state of the world, only now there are distinct kinds of
basis elements for stocks and flows. We may represent all states in terms of
stocks in a discrete-time model, as long as the scaling of stocks representing
accumulations of flows respect time continuity.

We may then capture the interesting transformation properties of capital
goods by representing their action on the class 5 (X,Y, "), hence on all of its
subclasses and instances, in conjunction with the consumption of service X
and the production of service Y . The transformation on the basis elements,
represented as a map of vectors, induces the transformation on a general goods
space by multiplication with appropriate real coe!cients.

Over any short period (t, the modeling environment is required to perform
the replacement

(X(t) + 5 (X,Y, ") ( (Y(t) + 5 (X,Y, " $(t) , (7.8)

(and if it cannot do so, due to the unavailability of X , to transform the capital
good or its service in some specified way). Eq. (7.8) says that an amount
of accumulated power X(t (dimensionally, an energy), and a refrigerator of
service lifetime " , is transformed into an amount of cold preservation (volume
and time) Y(t and an older refrigerator of service lifetime " $ (t, and that
this transformation is the only admissible representation of the passage of time

6Class names will be denoted in boldface, as might be done for an object-oriented computer
language, to reflect their role in defining and organizing the language.
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for this class of goods. This is a surrogate for the “mechanical” action of the
world that functions beneath the level of economic choice, though the particular
functions may result from production enabled by the economy.

If 5 (X,Y, " $(t) di"ers significantly from 5 (X,Y, "), the good may be said
to depreciate. If we consider a multiple s giving some number of refrigerators
of the kind represented by 5 (X,Y, "), that collection of capital goods similarly
transforms sX(t into sY(t per interval (t, so both sides of Eq. (7.8) are
multiplied by s. The type space is thus made into a vector field, with 5 (X,Y, "),
X , Y . etc. as its basis elements, and s as scalar “coordinates”.

If, relative to the timescales of interest, " ( 1, Eq. (7.8) describes the
continuous conversion of services X ( Y , contingent on the presence of a good
in the class 5 (X,Y, ") capable of that conversion. The stipulation that this
transformation apply for any su!ciently short(t identifies X and Y as services,
and aging as a process consistent with a continuous topology for time. Such a
continuous but contingent conversion of services is the defining characteristic
of catalysis. A model that specifies the possible classes {5 (X,Y, ")} of capital
goods, and procedures and costs for the creation of each, defines the physical
constraints on transformation of services in an economy. As services can equal
the time rate of change of inventories of stocks, this conversion amounts to a
process model for production as well.

The discussion here is not only aimed at considering the catalytic aspects of
capital stock; it also contains our attempt to frame a linguistic approach to the
examination of basic economic phenomena. We believe that for greater precision
and clarity, not only is a mathematical approach required, but as many of the
phenomena are hard to define, let alone measure, a linguistic approach is also
called for. Appendix 7.13 o"ers a brief tour of this approach applied to several
further phenomena relevant to our modeling of capital but we believe that they
are still a work in process and we are not totally satisfied with the development.

7.7 Strategic process analysis

The general equilibrium model of a production and exchange economy was stud-
ied abstracting out both financial instruments and commodity and service flows.
The mathematization of the models of Arrow [13], Debreu [12, 74] and McKenzie
concentrated on prices and quantities of goods and services in the physical econ-
omy, supposing that the physical transformation properties we have described
above could be both modeled transparently and evaluated into an indefinite fu-
ture from the time of contracting. The legal constraints on money and financial
instruments were irrelevant for those purposes.

In a world with complete contracts and without transaction costs the finan-
cial structure would not matter to the equilibrium analysis. There could be vast
domains of indeterminacy involving trade in the financial assets. However once
the micro-economic details of process have been spelled out and it is realized that
every process consumes resources it is natural to assign resource consumption to
the construction and maintenance of markets, monies, and laws [357, 380]; thus
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the need to specify transaction costs is not merely an institutional detail but a
logical necessity of process description. Furthermore if the resource consump-
tion is relatively small in comparison with production processes this implies that
slight changes in relative costs could cause large changes in utilization.

The counterpart of the physical process language we have suggested above,
for strategic action, is provided by game theory. Games may be specified in so-
called extensive, strategic, and coalitional forms [348]. The first gives an explicit
description of the sequence of possible events and all strategic contingencies,
and is readily integrated with physical process models. The second provides
a compressed (hence non-unique) description of the structure of independent
strategic actions and the payo"s that accrue to them. The third assumes nego-
tiations, side payments, enforcement, or other mechanisms for forming coalition
strategies from individual strategies, and is appropriate to a meta-analysis of a
complete process specification, or for the formation of upper and lower bounds
on the requirements of money and financial services in cases where the external
influences on coalition formation cannot be well estimated.

7.7.1 Levels of game-theoretic analysis

As the real economy is in a sense a playable game and not an abstract problem of
equilibration, it is natural to require the same in models. A specification of trade
mechanisms at the strategic level results in the strategic market games [350].
They are more fully defined than the general equilibrium models, providing a
full specification of information conditions and payo"s in all states of the game.
They are more institutional in the sense that items such as price formation must
be specified. These games can be simulated or utilized in gaming experiments
as well as being analyzed for their non-cooperative equilibria.

A simple consideration of the price formation mechanisms shows that for
procedures as simple as department store pricing or English auctions or the
pricing of specialty steel, it is possible to specify millions of di"erent models
and it is scientifically di!cult to select the appropriate sensitivity analysis. The
local laws of motion require institutional detail. There is, however, a next step
to escape from non-process statics, which is to utilize the strategic form of
the game in the formal mathematical specification of what we have called a
minimal institution, a model that is su!ciently rich to display the basic prop-
erties of the instruments and institutions involved, yet which cannot be further
simplified without losing the properties being considered. It has been argued
elsewhere [350] that there are only three minimal price formation mechanisms.7

These have the technical property that the strategic and extensive forms of the
game coincide. These minimal strategic representations can be reasonably well
analyzed mathematically without having to become enmeshed in institutional
detail.8

7We revisit this discussion below in Sec. 11.5. It can be argued that, under appropriate
simplifying assumptions, this number can be reduced to two.

8In contrast with Strategic Market Games, we may use an approach based on Market
games and cooperative or coalitional game theory, presenting a higher level of abstraction
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The structural analysis of Ch. 4, and similar related work [350, 379, 355,
357, 380], shows the e"ects of di"erences in market structure and money type
on the costs and outcomes of non-cooperative strategic equilibria. Here, we
attempt to capture some aspects of the flexible and sensitive evaluation and
control structure of the web or skein of financial instruments, in a partly ag-
gregate representation. Attempts to formalize these issues without a structured
process description have led to descriptions whose meaning and application are
somewhat unclear as is suggested below.

7.8 Velocity, loose coupling, and transients

We have advocated a physical model-building methodology in this book. It is
reasonable to ask whether this methodology helps to provide any extra insight
into classical problems that have been under debate for many years. We select
three classical items: “Real Bills only”; the Equation of Exchange or
PQ = MV , and the quantity theory of money because in some sense
the compact equation (or identity?), whether implicit in Smith or Hume or
Newcomb or Fisher or von Mises or Friedman is an exemplar of the clash between
verbal description and the essay in the development of economic thought and
its reduction to symbols and formal mathematization.

There is a delicate balance between the qualitative and quantitative in eco-
nomic modeling. Political economy in particular requires a complex mixture of
hard and soft facts.

7.8.1 A preamble to analysis

Prior to our analysis we stress that, for the most part, we have left out of this
chapter four items central to economic dynamics but not immediately required
for the critique below, They are:

1. The critical role of both exogenous and endogenous uncertainty;

2. The logical necessity for bankruptcy and default rules;

3. The importance of transient influences in redirecting the dynamics;

4. The questions of behavioral economics and finance.

These are all considered in Chapters 8 and 9 but some brief observation are
called for here.

Uncertainty is a central unpleasant fact of economic life and any rational-
izations that o"er us an easy way out of facing up to the processes of politico-
economic prediction are welcomed by both the analyst and policy-maker. A

than general equilibrium theory. It is explicitly normative in the sense that it assumes joint
optimality as an expected property of any solution. Market games utilize the concept of
totally balanced games [328, 331]. This approach enables us to explore the properties of a
price system beyond the conventional feature of decentralized decision-making, and is covered
in Ref. [353].
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central task of good political economy is not prediction but the control and
amelioration of the havoc caused by di!cult-to-predict trajectories.

Bankruptcy and default are logical necessities in defining the economic arena
and the possibility of even partially strategic default links expected money wa-
gers directly with preferences.

Merely solving dynamic models for equilibrium states may easily obliterate
the importance of the transient states in changing the path of the economy.
Acts such as innovation (considered in Chapter 8), both in their rationale and
their consequences, are highly dependent on transients.

For the most part in this work we have adhered to the highly restricted view
of the economic agent employed in much conventional theory. To wit: the ex-
pected profit maximizing firm and the utility maximizing natural person. We
have never met a utility function we liked; but we believe that it has been a
fruitful approximation. This model of the economic agent is only one of the
many behavioral types that could be postulated. A false dichotomy can be eas-
ily made of the di"erences between the classical economic agent and the new
behavioral player. In some parts of his theorizing Keynes and other macroe-
conomists have suggested behavioral models of the consumer, other than the
classical utilitarian ones. Such selections depend on two features: empirical ev-
idence and Occam’s razor. Keep the models as simple as possible, unless there
are strong reasons to do otherwise.

7.8.2 Some relevant aspects of our methodology

In our approach to mathematical process models in the application to political
economy we believe that the framing of good questions is critical. The specifi-
cation of relevant ad hoc detail is still more or less an art form. We apply our
methodology to the items selected. A brief list of our considerations includes:

1. The selection of numériare

2. The physical properties of the money

3. The specification of minimal units (grid size, coarse or fine graining)

4. The laws of conservation

5. The presence of linear measures

6. The ability to assign dimensions to the symbols specified

7. The role of aggregation and index problems

8. Measures of e!ciency

9. The specification of types of agents

10. Few, finitely many, or a continuum of agents?

11. Initial conditions
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12. Terminal conditions

13. Ensuring that the state space is well-defined (default conditions, other
bounds, such as reserve requirements)

14. Specification of the equations of motion

15. Grid size on time (discrete or continuous, or both)

16. Event or clock driven updating? (or both)

17. The specification of time lags

18. The presence of strategic and exogenous uncertainty

19. Knowledge and information conditions

20. Behavioral assumptions

21. Sensitivity analysis.

The list is not meant to be complete, but it highlights most of the key items
that must be checked before a formal mathematical model can be accepted as
a representation of the observable aspects of the political economy it is meant
to represent. Almost all of the behavioral aspects of the model are in items 19
and 20. Without these assumptions the description of the economic situation
itself does not provide the extra assumptions to specify equations of motion, no
matter how crude or informal.

7.8.2.1 “Real Bills Only”

A history of the role of Real Bills in classical economics is given in Schumpeter’s
monumental history of economic thought [321]. An excellent brief summary
is provided by Roy Greene [167] and, more recently, an extensive perceptive
overview has been provided by Thomas Sargent [309].

In essence the two schools – the banking school and the currency school –
were distinguished with the banking school advocating the extension of credit
beyond 100% metallic reserves, while the currency school advocated no further
extension.

No attempt is made here to dive into a historical consideration of this contro-
versy on the nature of the size of the money and credit supplies and the velocity
of money. We note that unto this day there are still problems in making precise
distinctions in the functioning of payment systems concerning the boundaries
between clearance functions and short term circulating loans.

The clearance mechanisms of a modern economy as illustrated by institutions
such as the Clearing House Interbank Payment System (CHIPS) and the Federal
Reserve’s Automated Clearing House (ACH) are devoted to taking care of the
mechanics of final payments or settlements of trade where the terms have been
fully and finally agreed on.
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In essence to the practical person, as a good first order approximation all
risk has been removed from the transaction at the level of clearing and all that
remains is the mechanistic settlement of all accounts; but even here even though
the amount of time allocated to final clearance may be small and the amount
of uncertainty that remains is miniscule, it is not zero, even though it may be
deemed as such by approximation. How to model such a situation requires that
the nature of the approximation be made explicit.

Depending on time and place, many transactions in an organized economy
may easily involve two, three four or even more parties. The bill of exchange has
two parties at each end. Reinsurers may also be involved in laying o" special
risks.

Adam Smith [370] (p288) in his discussion of banking suggested, concerning
the issue of bank money:

What a bank can with propriety advance to a merchant or un-
dertaker of any kind, is not either the whole capital with which he
trades, or even any considerable part of that capital; but that part of
it only that he would otherwise be obliged to keep by him unenjoyed
and in ready money for answering occasional demands.
. . .
When a bank discounts to a merchant a real bill of exchange drawn
by a real creditor upon a real debtor, and which, as soon as it comes
due is really paid by that debtor; it only advances to him a part
of the value which he would otherwise be obliged to keep by him
unenjoyed and in ready money for answering occasional demands.

These perceptive words omitting the precise specification of time and essen-
tially squeezing out the amount of uncertainty present by the use of the word
“real” have provided a happy hunting ground for the economic modeler trying
to produce mathematical models that fit the facts.

Who finances and insures the residual risk for the minute gaps of time in-
volved in clearing and who finances the longer, but still relatively brief lengths
of time in the financing of working capital for retailers and the longer times for
producers? These all call for highly detailed ad hoc models requiring the explicit
selection of items such as: What is the fineness of the time grid at which the
sequencing of payments made can be ordered in time or else must be regarded
as simultaneous? What is the minimal time period for which interest bearing
loans can be made and who makes them?

Applying our methodology to Smith’s characterization we observe imme-
diately that it is straightforward to produce su"cient conditions for a formal
strategic market game with the following assumptions made explicit. Up to a
good first order approximation:

1. The time period considered is "1 days or less

2. The minimal loan length is "2 days
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3. There is no exogenous uncertainty

4. The banker’s assessment of the possibility of default is essentially zero

5. The bank’s paper is universally accepted on par with government money

6. The firm’s paper is accepted only by the banks

7. The agents are competent trustworthy retailers and reputable banks

8. Initial and terminal conditions are expected to be more or less normal

9. The markets are thick enough

10. The firms are profit maximizers

11. The model is open partial equilibrium

12. The velocity of money is essentially constant.

If all of the items above hold, the bank requires no contingent reserves what-
soever and Adam Smith’s implicit model can be mathematized easily; but they
are empirically challengeable assumptions and as they are weakened and various
forms of uncertainty become important the need for reserves will grow. Depend-
ing parametrically on the intensities attached to these assumptions cases can be
made out from anywhere between 0 and 100% reserves. Three hundred years
of experience indicates that reasonable safety probably lies somewhere between
5-15% for commercial banking.

It is straightforward to construct experimental games with the assumptions
above treated parametrically.

7.9 The equation of exchange or PQ = MV and
the Quantity Theory

In reality, of course it is very rarely possible to establish such
precise mathematical relations as theory demands. Both the advo-
cates and opponents of the quantity theory must content themselves
with asserting or denying that an increase or reduction in the rel-
ative quantity of money will cause a corresponding change in the
commodity price level and a reverse change in the value of money.

Wicksell [413] p.143

The attempt to quantify and mathematize the models underlying the verbal
debate over the centuries starting with the increasing rise of paper money and
central banks leads naturally to the examination of the quantity theory and
the equation of exchange as the starting point from whence a host of dynamic
monetary models can be constructed.
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Originally our intention was to consider the equation of exchange and the
quantity theory separately, however they are so closely intertwined that consid-
ering them together is more appropriate.

We do not pretend to be a work in the history of economic theory; if that
were so one could argue about the equation often referred to as the equation
of exchange or the quantity theory equation and ascribe its origins to Bernardo
Davanzati, John Locke, Jean Bodin, David Hume or Simon Newcomb. The
mathematician and astronomer Newcomb [269] (p. 328) appears to have been
the first to write down the specific equation that he called “The equation of
societary circulation”,9 that is associated with the Quantity Theory of Money.
Economists, following Irving Fisher [125] (p. 26), have attempted to formalize
the control function of the money supply in several variants of this stylized
equation PQ = MV , which was perhaps originally intended to resemble a ther-
modynamic equation of state. Here P is supposed to represent some kind of
aggregate price, Q the time rate of flow of goods traded at average price P , M
the amount of money used in trade, and V its average time rate of turnover;
that is, how many trades are mediated by each unit of money per unit time. V
is conventionally termed the velocity of money, and has units of (time)!1.10

Whereas money is abstracted away in the general equilibrium analysis, and
only allocation of physical resources matters, the quantity equation intuitively
captures the constraining capability of the money supply. In typical economic
period-based models of trade, cash in advance requires that money be circulated
at most once per period, meaning that the process description sets an upper
limit on V of one turnover per period. Thus limitations in M imply limits in
either the price or the quantity traded per period. Closely related to velocity
and frequently measured in commercial practice is the number of inventory
turns per annum, which is similarly utilized to gauge potential profitability in
industries with thin selling margins.

Yet in much of macroeconomic thought it has been noted that the velocity
of money may vary. Is this variation important? If so, why does it matter?
Among the factors influencing velocity that Fisher lists are: habit, technology,
rate of interest and cyclical e"ects. They are an intermix of technology, habit
and conscious economic behavior. The key question is how much is the variation
of velocity due to strategic behavior.

7.9.1 A brief review of the Newcomb-Fisher equation and
some of its cousins

“When I use a word” Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather scornful
tone, “It means just what I choose it to mean — neither more nor

9In his symbolism V -R = K - P . He also took great care to distinguish quantities from
flows.

10A better appellation would use Q̇ for the flow of goods, emphasizing that it is a rate, and
make MV the “left velocity of money”, as its dimensions would then be an amount of money
per unit time. However, the terminology is established, and to avoid further confusion we will
follow convention.
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less.”
“The question is” said Alice, “whether you can make words mean

so many di"erent things.”
“The question is” said Humpty Dumpty, “which is to be master,

– that’s all.”
. . .

“That is a great deal to make one word mean,” Alice said in a
thoughtful tone.

“When I make a word do a lot of work like that,” said Humpty
Dumpty, “I always pay it extra.”

Alice through the Looking Glass.

Although, more than one word, the equation of exchange qualifies under
Humpty Dumpty’s rubric. There are many di"erent combinations and variants
of the basic equation. There may be many asset quantities Qi with di"erent
prices Pi, that may have di"erent trade turn over rates Vi, and at the same time
there may be supplies of several di"erent monies which in di"erent measures
can mediate the various kinds of trade. The number of monies and near-monies
may not be constant through time.

7.9.1.1 The number of monies and near monies

At the time of writing this, in the United States the money supply is defined at
three levels, called M1, M2 and M3.

M1 has four components: (1) Currency,11 (2) Travelers checks, (3) deposits,
and (4) other checkable deposits such as NOW accounts. Thus at least we need
to consider four instruments in the aggregate description.

M2 includes M1 with the addition of: (1) money market funds, (2) retail
savings deposits, (3) thrift institutions, (4) small-time deposits.

M3 includes M2 and: (1) large-time deposits, (2) repurchase agreements, (3)
Eurodollars and (4) money market funds, for institutions only.

We note that the United States thus uses a 12-component definition of the
money supply. A crude statistic on the orders of magnitude involved is indicate
in Table 7.1, which shows the three money supplies and gross national product
for 1980, 1990 and 2000 measured in billions of dollars.

7.9.1.2 What causes flows?

Even these crude numbers raise deep problems in conceptualization and mea-
surement in economic theory and practice. In particular the turnover in the New
York Stock Exchange in 2002 was 10492/9603 or over 109% of total valuation,
and the NASDAQ was higher, yet the equilibrium models of economic theory
can at best account for only a fraction of such trade, and at the high level of
abstraction of general equilibrium theory without overlapping generations the
equilibrium may involve no transactions of shares at all.

11This component in M1 includes only currency outside of the Federal Reserve and Treasury.
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1980 1990 2000
GNP 2775 5832 9848
M1 408 824 1085
M2 1600 3277 4927
M3 1996 4152 7090

Table 7.1: Gross national product (GNP) and money supplies M1, M2, and M3,
for the United States in the years shown, in billions of dollars.

The gap between financial reality and the economic theory of rational in-
vestor behavior is so large that a new emphasis on physically accurately defined
process models, examined for both equilibrium and disequilibrium behavior, is
called for. It must provide at least a conceptual framework and some crude
estimates of how much of the actual trade could be accounted for by models
invoking “rational expectations”, and how much would require some form of
disequilibrium solution concept involving a yet-to-be-determined blend of be-
havioral factors involving growth, innovation and inductive behavior. At this
point in the development of economics as a science we are far from having an
adequate theory of economic dynamics, but with care it appears to be feasible
to demonstrate the extreme limitations of equilibrium analysis in the financial
markets. Doing so, however, requires not only the utilization of the methods of
physics and game theory, but the recognition that the very essence of the finan-
cial system is that of a delicate fast acting multi-agent perception and control
mechanism over an economy in perpetual disequilibrium. This is reconsidered
in Chapters 8 and 9.

7.9.1.3 The dimensions of PQ = MV

We begin with the dimensional analysis of the simplest model we can construct,
a one commodity, one money world. Let:

M = the amount of money in circulation. Call its dimension {M};
Q = the flow of aggregate commodity through the market. Call its dimension

>

QT!1
?

;
P = the average price of the goods. It has a dimension of

>

MQ!1
?

;
V has been commonly called the velocity of money. But as Newcomb more

precisely observed its dimensionality is forced by the other terms in the equation
of exchange. Given

PQ = MV we obtain
>

MQ!1
?>

QT!1
?

= {M} {V } or
>

T!1
?

= {V }

If the dimensions are to match then V must be considered as the turnover rate
of money, and MV is the properly-designated “velocity”.
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In accounting usage turnover refers to the number of times an asset is re-
placed during a specified period.

In basic analysis of retail establishments this relationship between the stock
of inventory and how fast it flows out is often utilized as an indicator of the
health of the firm.

In financial markets the turnover analysis of the number of shares traded
per period as a percentage of total issue is an important measure of activity
and is probably best interpreted as a function of di"erences in estimation and
perception rather than as an equilibrium measurement.

7.9.1.4 PQ - MV as an accounting identity

The equation can be interpreted as an accounting identity that merely states
that at the end of some specified period – for example, a year – that the product
of observed prices and quantities sold in a world that uses a fixed stock of a
single currency – gold, barley or fiat), or records where each has a fixed line of
personal credit denominated in the o!cial unit of account – observing P , Q and
M one can then calculate V and interpret it as the scalar measure of the average
number of times the money supply had to turn over to support the volume of
trade noted by PQ.

If the interval is say, [0, T ] and we divide it into k equal segments where
(t = T/k is the smallest unit of time recognized in the system, then we might
rewrite the basic identity as an average if the sequence has temporal structure:

1

k

T!#t
$

t=0

PtQt - MV.

If we wish to consider time as continuous, the same average becomes

1

T

; T

t=0
dt P (t)Q(t) - MV

In either of these forms, or even embellished to include many real goods
and monies explicitly, in general no equations of motion are provided explicitly,
although Dubey, Sahi and Shubik [94] have provided the analysis of a strategic
market game model where turnover can be made arbitrarily large.

Many of the various discussions leave open the possibility that the equation
of exchange needs to be formally structured as part of a larger closed system
where both the supply and demand for money and near monies are accounted
for. Other views are that it should be reserved for open model building. A
statement by Friedman emphasizes this point of view.

7.9.1.5 The quantity theory and the demand for money

The Cambridge equation version of the original equation of exchange can can
be specified as

m = kPQ
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In contrast with the original form that stresses overall transaction, this version
is an equation for the demand for money by the individual, where k is the
percentage of total purchases that an individual wishes to retain in cash, m is
the amount of money this will amount to and PQ is defined as before. Note, by
comparison to the previous dimensional analysis, that this “equation” cannot
be dimensionally consistent without further commentary. If m is regarded as
a fraction of income, then it, like PQ, has dimensions of (money/time). If,
instead, m is regarded as a pure quantity (such as the balance maintained in a
demand-deposit account or in cash), then k must have units of a characteristic
timescale, if we are to keep the measurement of Q as a measure of quantity
traded per unit time.

In the book of essays edited by Friedman [139] on Studies in the Quantity
Theory of Money, Friedman states:

The purpose is rather to set down a particular “model” of a quan-
tity theory in an attempt to convey the flavor of the oral tradition
which nurtured the remaining essays in this volume.

1. The quantity theory is in the first instance a theory of the
demand for money. It is not a theory of output, or of money income,
or of the price level. Any statement about these variables requires
combining the quantity theory with some specifications about the
conditions of supply of money and perhaps other variables as well.

2. . . .
3. The analysis of the demand for money on the part of the ulti-

mate wealth-owning units in the society can be made formally with
that of the demand for a consumption service . . . . The substan-
tive di"erences from the analysis of the demand for a consumption
service are the necessity of taking account of intertemporal rates of
substitution . . . and of casting the budget constraint in terms of
wealth.

Friedman goes on to consider the di"erences between the consumer and pro-
ducer demands for money; however the theorist concerned with a fully defined
formal model is left to induce just what is the precise point. The article is about
an assertion being made that with a sketch of an open theory of monetary de-
mand based on classical demand theory informally modified to take care of the
infinite horizon, demand will be h(0) for a fiat money. This is with no treatment
of uncertainty. In the fascinating essays on inflation and hyperinflation that fol-
low the stories are replete with exogenous uncertainty, default and bankruptcy
that play no role in Friedman’s sketch of theory. Wicksell’s observations from
the 1930s, quoted above, still seem to hold.

We believe that as long as a reasonable host of simplifications are made to
the modeling a case can be made out for a set of institutionally oversimplified
well-defined mathematical models that both display the h(0) property. These
models include some of formal dynamic programming models of cash-in-advance
economies by Lucas [227] and associates and some of the strategic market models
of Karatzas, Sudderth and Shubik [195].
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7.9.2 Keynes and a complete model of the economy

Patinkin in his survey of Keynes’ Monetary Thought [282] (p18) observed that

“Indeed there are many who see Keynes’ trilogy as The Saga of
Man’s Struggle for Freedom from the Quantity Theory.”

Although Keynes was originally involved in the Cambridge Equation in his
three books on money [198, 199], he finally escaped from the tyranny of old ideas
and attempted, with a minimum of formal mathematics to formulate a dynamic
monetary structure for an overall economy using to some extent what could
be classified as ad hoc and in some instances what, in modern terms would, be
labeled as behavioral assumptions such as the consumption function or liquidity
preference that implicitly bypassed assumptions concerning the individual and
aggregate utility functions and how individuals forecast.

“It is better to be roughly right than precisely wrong.”

John Maynard Keynes

Even a brief glance at The General Theory shows a great clash between
Keynes the theorist and Keynes the great practitioner and man of the world
using every ad hoc simplification and characterization of a world filled with un-
certainty, inept and obtuse politicians, bureaucrats and towering bureaucracies
in order to move mountains here and now.

The level of organizational complexity Keynes was advocating was and to
a great extent still is beyond comfortable mathematical characterization and
analysis. To the modern theorist interested in spelling out dynamic models that
encompass uncertainty, prediction, coordination and control Keynes o"ers the
insights associated with a loosely coupled dynamic control system with critical
time lags and frictions. He does not o"er a relevant model for these times,
but more important, Keynes the theorist pointed the way of escape from the
tightly coupled equilibrium systems opening up a new view of how to model
disequilibrium dynamics.

“I have interpreted the General Theory not as a static theory of
unemployment, but as a dynamic theory of unemployment disequi-
librium.”

In our view the Keynes books represented an attempt, albeit primarily verbal
to sketch out a full set of equations of motion, where the stress was on interde-
pendent fates, but also independent behaviors and the disequilibrium process.
The emphasis was more on process than equilibrium. The General Theory, in
particular, provided an explicit emphasis on the coordination problem that is one
of central problems in the aiding of the performance of a decentralized system.
This problem is one the most basic items that underlies much of the research in
modern noncooperative dynamic game theory and mechanism design.
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7.10 The new Quantity Theory? Cash-in ad-
vance and strategic market games

Robert Lucas utilizing cash-in-advance models and Karatzas, Shubik and Sud-
derth (KSS) [195] using strategic market game models both employed dynamic
programming models with somewhat di"erent goals. Lucas and associates were
primarily interested in macroeconomic theory and eventually policy problems;
their school has had significant, even if controversial, impact on macroeconomic
thought in the late 20th and early 21st centuries. KSS were concerned with
basic microeconomic theory and possible testing using experimental gaming. It
is argued here that the simple versions of these models directly conform with
the quantity theory, but this may not hold true as the models are made more
complicated.

For expository reasons we select the simplest sell-all strategic market game
model (see Chapter 4) to illustrate the connection with the quantity theory.

7.10.1 A simple sell all economy without banking

The cash-in-advance assumption employed by Lucas et al enables the modeler
to hook in money into a one aggregate commodity model in a reasonably natural
way especially in an economy where all or almost all trade is monetized. The
sell-all assumption does this is well, but with a somewhat di"erent modeling
motivation. It calls for both money and goods in advance as it requires a price
formation mechanism where price is formed by strategic action.

The macro-models have tended to utilize a price-taking representative agent,
whereas the strategic market games models have frequently utilized the individ-
ual agent. When there is no exogenous uncertainty present the representative
agent (RA) solution and the type-symmetric NE individual agent formulations,
in essence, yield the same equilibrium.12

We first consider an extremely simple infinite horizon model with a contin-
uum of agents bidding for a single perishable commodity every period while
attempting to maximize

&
$

t=1

1t!12(x%
t ) ,

where 1 with 0 < 1 < 1 is the discount factor and x%
t is the consumption of

a small agent ' at time t. All agents ' are endowed at the beginning of every
period with an amount Q%

t = Q. Each starts each period with the ownership
claim to the quantity Q. It furnishes the most convenient notation to write d'
for the measure over agents, with

8

% d' - 1, so that Qd' is a density, and Q is
both the quantity held by each agent, and the aggregate amount in the society:

;

%
d'Q%

t = Q.

12This is false when default conditions are relevant, or when numbers are few or when the
law of one price is not assumed.
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Each also has at the start of the first period M%
t = M units of money, where

;

%
d'M%

t = M.

By “sell-all” we mean that all individual owners are required to put up their
individual stock of Q for sale. They will obtain the income from its sale after
the market clears, and as there is no further market making in the period and
no banking this is e"ectively the same as cash-in-advance.13

A strategy by an individual ' is a vector (b%1 , b
%
2 , ..., b

%
t , . . .) where b

%
t is the

amount of money bid by ' in period t for goods.

Equations of motion:

Price formation is given by

pt =

8

d' b%t
Q

,

and the resulting consumption levels are x%
t = b%t /pt.

Wealth update is given by

m%
t = m%

t!1 $ b%t + ptQ

for t > 1 and m%
1 = M.

Optimization:

max
0*b!t *m!

t

&
$

t=1

1t!12(x%
t )

or if W (m) stands for the value of the dynamic program, we may write

W (m) = max
0*b*m

B

2

6

b

Q

7

+ 1W (m$ b+ pQ)

C

.

The solution yields m = M , and as there is only one market session per
period, if V is the turnover of capital per period then

V =

8

d'm%

M
=

M

M
= 1

thus PQ = MV or the equation of exchange emerges with a velocity of one in
this instance.

7.10.1.1 The addition of uncertainty

If we complicate the model and add uncertainty to the amount of the perishable
supplied to each individual each period, then the representative agent and the
individual agent models diverge (see also Bewley [31]). The Lucas asset model

13See Quint and Shubik [293] in Chapter 6 for details on a finer division of the single period.
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had the market price absorb all of the randomization, all money is utilized,
V = 1 always and hence as quantity varies, price varies. In contrast in KSS as
the random term is i.i.d. for each individual the solution yields a constant price
with an overall fixed wealth distribution, where the uncertainty is reflected in
the variability of the individual wealth distribution. Once more the Equation of
Exchange emerges and can be interpreted in Cambridge form in the sense that,
although the bid b% is the independent move of ' that helps to determine price,
the optimal policy is how much to save, which is a function of the individual’s
wealth.14 The system is h(0).

The Bellman equation becomes

W (m, q) = max
0*b*m

B

2

6

b

Q

7

+ 1W (m$ b+ pQ,Q+ y)

C

where y is a random variable such that $Q & y.

7.10.2 The addition of an outside bank and default laws

The two models above had no banking system. Hence the interest rate is only
implicit as no borrowing or lending takes place. Individuals save by hoarding.
In considering a role for a rate of interest and in keeping with simplicity, we can
add a central bank or a commercial bank or a money market. If we wish to vary
the money supply without invoking a fractional reserve commercial banking
system we can do so by limiting ourselves to introducing a central bank. In our
first model, in this simple stationary state economy the addition of any of these
institutions makes no di"erence. There is no need to vary the money supply that
is given initially as M . In the second model the individuals who are hoarding
would be delighted to have a banking system paying a positive money rate of
interest and lending money if need be. But in such a system if the bank is the
controller of the money supply the rate of interest is one of its control variables.
If a constant price level is one of its goals, then in an economy with exogenous
uncertainty the Fisher equation emerges with & determined by 1 + & = 1/&.
When uncertainty holds the Fisher equation is no longer true and has to be
replaced by a somewhat more complex relationship to provide an expectation
of zero inflation [148].

As soon as borrowing or lending takes place the logic of being able to com-
pletely define the state space for the class of models with lending require that
default and bankruptcy laws be specified in order to cover the states where
an individual is unable to meet his or her obligations. The Bellman equation
becomes:

W (m, q) = max
0*b*m+ĉ

B

2

6

b

Q

7

+ !1W ((m$ b) (1 + &) + pQ,Q+ y)

+ (1$ !)1W (0, Q+ y)

C

,

14Explicit examples are provided in [195].
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where & 7 0 is the exogenously set money interest rate selected by the outside
bank, 2 must now be defined for negative values and ! has the value of 1 if
(m$ b) . 0 and 0 otherwise.

The key element to note is that the perception of the lender has appeared
in the term ĉ; it represents the lending limit that the central bank is willing to
extend to a borrower. It is here where bank evaluation and “haircuts” enter.

The details of the solution are given elsewhere, but the important features
to note in terms of this monetary model is that the economy is no longer h(0)
on prices. If the price level drops too much strategic bankruptcy becomes prof-
itable. 15 In essence the bankruptcy laws have become a public good controlling
the level of default that the country can live with. Neither the fixed level of
credit called for by the banking school nor the flexible credit called for by the
real bills extension of credit will achieve optimality even in an economy using
fiat, if strategic bankruptcy is attractive even without exogenous uncertainty
but the extra flexibility of real bills will enable a higher “second-best”16 to be
obtained. In order to adequately model the spirit of 100% reserves lending with
fiat money, one had to impose a reserve level B on the central bank. If these
reserves are specified as relatively low relative to the bankruptcy conditions
they can yield a worse second-best solution than is achieved by relaxing this
constraint. This is demonstrated in Chapters 11 and 12 of [350].

7.10.2.1 The role of bankruptcy

It is worth noting Newcomb (p.332) was aware that bankruptcy could play a
role. He recast his equation (identity) as

K * P = V *R+B,

where the B is the loss from bankruptcy. In modern symbolism we prefer to
stress this as an identity or

K * P - V *R+B.

7.10.3 Real capital: the next level of needed complication

In the development of a viable theory of money and financial institutions the
sine qua non (almost all the Latin we remember) is the introduction of durable
capital. This is not only a fact of modern economic life, it contrasts starkly
the di"erence between the liquidity to the individual of long term physical and
financial assets. The importance of di"erent financing of long term assets has
already been illustrated in Chapter 6. Here we note the critical new proper-
ties that are emerging. The explicit di"erentials in the time structure of real

15The bankruptcy law connects fiat with preferences. Consider just two types. If the
amount and distribution of fiat is low there are instances when one type will be motivated to
go bankrupt and the other will not. If we increase the amount of money by a factor of k to
all, at some point it will not be optimal to go bankrupt.

16A dreadfully sloppy, but occasionally useful imprecise phrase used to indicate a constrained
optimum.
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and financial assets are going to play a major role in the duration of transient
behavior of the system for virtually any dynamic model of the economy. In
the increasing di"erentiation of the division of labor called for by the growth
of the complexity of the financial sector the di"erentiaton among the financiers
and investment bankers and the remainder of the population is that their key
roles are as evaluators or perception devices who direct the transient flows of
financial capital to the private sector. The central banks are the perceptors and
evaluators for the economy as a whole. Who controls the perceptors is a choice
jointly arrived at by the polity as a whole.

Keynes noted in the Tract on Monetary Reform [200] (p.xx)

The long run is a misleading guide to current a"airs. In the long
run we are all dead.

When long run real assets are considered, the need to deal with transients comes
further to the fore.

7.11 Models built around PQ = MV matter more
than money

How much money matters appears to be heavily determined by place, time and
specific politico-economic structure. All of these items are vastly di"erent from
when Wicksell, Keynes and their contemporaries were writing. They are also
di"erent from when Friedman, Tobin and other more modern macroeconomists
were writing. Given financial innovation and political change, “Here and Now”
probably does not have a time span of as much as twenty years. If this is the
case what are the invariants in economic theory and practice? We suggest here
that the ability to build and analyze a vast array of basic models consistent
with an underlying theory of economic motivation, and connect them with the
world of here and now is what is called for. This suggests that although there
may be a basic microeconomic theory for all seasons, at a relatively high level of
abstraction; however its instantiations in macroeconomics and finance are not
invariant.

The interpretations of PQ = MV have been quintessentially macroeco-
nomic. To the microeconomist the equation is either an accounting identity
or one equation in an incompletely built model. There are many ways of con-
structing a complete closed model incorporating it within a variety of causal
patterns. Depending on these constructions the importance of causality and
the weapons of control can go in any direction the modeler desires. The vari-
ants can yield a pure quantity theory, or Wicksellian or Keynesian models as
well as other variants adding the embellishments to the appropriately Delphic
utterance of PQ = MV .

The empirical demonstration of which of these models best fits the current
economy has to overcome the critique that these extremely low dimensional
models suppressing so many factors cannot claim to be more than unverified
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theory and do not o"er more to policy than the essay form of writings such as
those of Hyman Minsky [258]. The encyclopedic book of Woodru" [422] o"ers
broad coverage on the construction of policy rules based on modifications of a
Wicksellian model. It is not our purpose to enter into the debate on the policy
advice based on modern macroeconomics, as currently important as that may
be. Instead, we seek to connect with these macroeconomic models from a strictly
strategic microeconomic viewpoint in order to be able to better understand at
what points in the construction of minimal complexity models more complexity
must be added to cover new phenomena not manifested in the simpler models.

7.12 Comments on income distribution and com-
plexity

7.12.1 Income distributions and the role of constraint

Empirical observation suggests that the equal income condition implicit with a
representative agent, rational expectations model, rarely if ever applies to dy-
namical economies. The distribution of wealth and income in previous economies
and current industrialized nations around the world [51] is nonsymmetric. It
has been known since Pareto [280] that a significant fraction of the wealth in
these economies is held by a small number of individuals (or families). The
income accruing primarily from ownership of wealth (as capital) appears to
obey a power-law, and the income for wage-earners may be exponentially or
log-normally distributed [270, 389]. Although many examples of such distribu-
tion are known, there still is no fully conceptual and quantitatively adequate
explanation. A remarkable feature of all these distributions is that they maxi-
mize the Shannon entropy [58] of the wealth or income distribution, subject to
constraints [86, 255] on some function of wealth or income (its value, variance,
or logarithm, for the various cases).

It may be a qualitatively robust result [270, 389] that the two distinct regions
of wealth and income distribution are associated with additive and multiplicative
randomization, suggesting a correspondence with wage versus capital dynamics.
If this is so, there is persistent competition between the accumulation of wealth
as capital, driven at least in part by innovation, and its distribution in the
less flexible domain of wage labor. As long as such competition persists, the
national economy by definition never has “enough money”, and the shadow
price of money from constraints on trade is always nonzero.

7.12.2 Steady-state economies?

In suggesting the universality of power-law distributions and wealth constraints,
however, it is important to remember that all the economies studied have existed
within the industrial age, a period of continual real earnings growth, roughly
matched in physical terms by growth in per capita energy consumption [281, 411]
(see also U. S. Department of Energy Report “Internal Energy Outlook 2005,
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Report # DOE/EIA-0484(2005), available at http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/ieo).
Some intriguing studies originating in biological allometric scaling [263] suggest
that, despite the structural di"erences between economies and biological or-
ganisms, biological reproduction may respect universal constraints related to
energy consumption, even when that energy is consumed industrially and me-
diated economically.

An interesting possibility is that economic growth is essentially an energetic
phenomenon, in which case it cannot persist indefinitely on earth.17 It may
be that the competition between capital investment and wages would persist
in a steady-state economy, as a result of a “red-queen e"ect” of persistent in-
novation [400]. Alternatively, it may be that the wealth constraints exhibited
by industrial economies now are only reflections of innovation made possible
by energetic growth, and would disappear in steady-state economies, leading
to characteristic exponential wealth distributions associated with simple opti-
mizing trade under uncertainty [195]. Predictions about the future of wealth
distributions are thus good (and falsifiable) tests of our understanding of the
dynamics and constraints of money and capital.

7.12.3 Indexing the complexity of an economy

A crude analogy can be made between the development of the one-celled or-
ganism to the progressively more complicated multicellular animal, and that
of simple hunter-gatherer economies to the complex economies of today. New
connections are established and new functions appear. In particular with the
growth of the division of labor, of separate functions for many di"erent types of
corporation and partnerships, and the proliferation of anonymous mass markets,
the need for coordination and evaluation has grown enormously. The standard-
ization and utilization of many financial instruments over the last century has
brought the role of finance to the fore as the control, organizing and perception
device over the economy as a whole.

This process of innovation is clearly structured, and at some stages it is
hierarchical. Markets and monies to some extent co-evolve, but the transition
from commodity monies toward pure fiat monies and to government debt has
only occurred in the context of sophisticated markets, and what we would regard
as modern frameworks for enforcing laws. Corporations and stocks and bonds
are only required when large-scale production is combined with autonomy of
capital ownership from the state, and successive layers of ownership paper and
derivatives arise to disaggregate ever finer components of risk, as the cost of
producing and monitoring such instruments comes down.

The financial sector of a modern economy is invariably its highest-velocity
sector, and the one most susceptible to fluctuations in usage patterns. Presum-
ably this is because the value added by financial instruments comes primarily
from information, while the cost of financial transactions is small. Small in-
formation value may be gained per transaction, but a small commitment of

17In recent times it has become increasingly common to call for economic attention to
non-growth scenarios [63, 62].
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credit su!ces to cover a large transaction volume because of the high financial-
market velocity. A certain technological sophistication is required to handle
such large-volume, large-value-in-trade, small-value-added transactions at ac-
ceptable cost. We may thus ask whether, among the many measures of com-
plexity posited [151], the position of an economy in the hierarchy of financial
control is an index to its complexity.

7.12.4 Simplicity, complexity, the quantity theory, and
dynamics

Much of this chapter has been devoted to a reconsideration of the quantity
theory of money in its old and new versions. Until the 1940s the useful math-
ematization of economic dynamics was essentially out of the question. At the
cost of great simplifications starting with von Neumann’s seminal structure the
interest in growth models has flourished.18 The introduction over the last forty
years of dynamic programming methods has brought the possibility of precision
but at the cost of the curse of extremely low dimensional models. Even with this
disadvantage the underlying validity of the quantity theory emerges in the most
stripped down models. However as state and decision variables are added and
introduce new complexities the quantity theory is of highly diminished worth.
There is need for ad hoc dynamic modeling that reflects the many di"erent rel-
evant time lags and exploits the roles of durable assets and di"erential expertise
in evaluation and control in an economy with many financial agents.

7.13 Appendix: A particular class of dynami-
cal models: event-driven depreciation and
time-driven depreciation

We have noted that durable goods depreciate, with the implication that capital
goods – serving the role of catalysts – will not generally be ideally preserved
factors of production. At the simplest level, capital goods may depreciate in
two qualitatively distinct ways. Their depreciation may be driven simply by
temporal aging, or it may be driven only in proportion to the level at which
they are employed. The two important distinctions between these forms of
depreciation are these:

1. Usage levels are discretionary and thus potentially subject to economic
control, whereas the passage of time is a law of nature not subject to
control.

2. Because usage levels are discretionary, they may be loosely (or not at all)
correlated among distinct goods, subject only to constraints on availability
in the form illustrated by the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers in Eq. (7.2). In

18For a brief review see[353].
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contrast, the passage of time is uniform and may thus lead to correlations
in the depreciation or other properties of durable goods including capital.

7.13.1 A more detailed treatment of a subset of cases in
the original paradigm of the transformation matrix

To incorporate features such as depreciation within the von Neumann formu-
lation of the linear production space, it may be necessary to enlarge the goods
space considerably. Goods must be distinguished not only by major qualitative
features, but also by measures of age which advance to represent depreciation.
This enlargement is not arbitrary because the age structure and lifecycle of
goods places a topology on the space. One way to e!ciently use this topology
is to represent transition matrices in terms of typical joint transformations in-
volving inputs or outputs, and aging that may be coupled either to time or to
usage level.

Here we consider two examples of durable goods, to illustrate the di"erent
contingency structures typical of durable consumables versus capital goods that
enable production. Following the distinction of stocks from flows in Ch 5, we
are particularly concerned with the scaling properties of short-time limits of the
transformation process. We argue below that two simplifying features emerge
in utility-maximization problems that have well-defined continuous-time limits:
linear-separable goods and (at least short-term) exponential discounting.

7.13.1.1 Storable consumable goods

Durable or storable consumables persist through time unless they are con-
sumed, whether this consumption is represented in an argument of utility or
as an input to production. They may reflect the passage of time both through
their own aging, and – important for the contingency structure of intertemporal
dynamics – because they may require continuous inputs of services in order to
persist.

We continue to represent a vector of goods xt in any period t as a set of scalars
{xi,t} multiplying basis vectors indexed by goods-type i and period t. Rather
than write these basis vectors as columns with a single entry of 1 at index i, we
give them explicit names which refer to continuous ranges of age. For a capital
good, we may label the basis vector )(X, "),19 in which for convenience we
include not only the age " as part of the label, but also a lable X corresponding
to the name of some service that may be required for this good to persist.20

In a world where we distinguish stocks from flows, X is itself the name for a
basis vector corresponding to a specific rate of flow of a specific service or other
input. Calling X a flow translates into the requirement that, in a period model
with length (t, the stock basis element associated with one period’s-worth of
consumption of X has label X(t.

19' is for Consumable.
20A stone doorstop might be left unguarded in sun, rain, or snow, whereas ice cream must

be kept refrigerated and gold must be guarded.
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Then the action of the transformation matrix on any state that contains
scalar multiples of good ) and service X(t may be written

X(t+ )(X, ") ( )(X, " +(t) . (7.9)

The entries X(t and ) (X, ") represent index positions in the columns of the
input matrix A, while ) (X, " +(t) is the index mapped to in the corresponding
column of the output matrix B. In the discrete-period model, a good whose
aging rate does not depend on its level of use is converted to the “adjacent”
good of age " +(t.

7.13.1.2 Capital goods that age in relation to time

A large category, viewed from the mechanical perspective of the von Neumann
economy, subsumes those capital goods that convert inputs to outputs and that
age proportionally to time, together with natural persons. Let 5(X,Y, ")21

stand for the basis vector for such a good which takes flows of input X and
converts them to flows of output Y . Then in a discrete-period model with
period length (t the action of the transformation matrix becomes

X(t+ 5(X,Y, ") ( Y(t+ 5(X,Y, " +(t) , (7.10)

reproduced as Eq. (7.8) in the main text.
A capital good may be incompletely utilized or completely utilized. We may

represent this freedom by including a continuous class of production technologies
in the same spirit as we have introduced a continuously indexed space of goods.
A capital good that may be utilized at any of a range of levels without changing
its e!ciency or the amount of the good itself required for production, and which
ages in proportion to time irrespective of its level of use, is defined by the family
of production functions represented as

/X(t+ 5(X,Y, ") ( /Y(t+ 5(X,Y, " +(t) . (7.11)

Here / is the one-parameter index of the family. The scale-independence of
e!ciency requires that X and Y both be homogeneous of order one in the same
scale factor, whereas 5 itself is homogeneous of order zero.

Capital goods with limited output capacity will generally impose a range
/ % [0, C] for some capacity limit C. Natural persons (in the simplest case) are
capital goods with a specific requirementC, reflecting their needs (food, shelter),
and their outputs (labor/leisure), which are more or less tightly coupled to the
passage of time, and cannot be varied either up or down by large factors.

7.13.1.3 Capital goods that age in proportion to use

We may handle the age structure of goods that depreciate in proportion to use
simply by altering the transformation rule on their indices. Under a rescaling

21) is for Capital.
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of X and Y by /, instead of Eq. (7.11), we require that the class of production
technologies satisfy the scaling

/X(t+ 5(X,Y, ") ( /Y(t+ 5(X,Y, " + /(t) . (7.12)

Note that these scaling relations among members of a family of production
functions define independent columns in the matrices A and B, and do not
correspond to simply changing the level of utilization of these production tech-
nologies.22

7.13.2 Continuous-time limits in utility

We consider next the consequence of well-defined flow variables and continuous-
time limits for the structure of utilities and of discounting. Two strong assump-
tions that simplify utility analyses for both general equilibrium and strategic
market games are the assumption of a linear-separable good, and of geometric
discounting. The assumptions lead to powerful simplifications such as strong
aggregatability and time-stationarity, but they are commonly regarded as re-
strictive and not-general. We note here that the existence of continuous-time
limits for utilities of flow variables implies linear separability as well as a limited
form of geometric discounting. We interpret the existence of such limits, not
as properties that may automatically be assumed for individuals or firms, but
as properties brought into existence by the creation of one-price, continuously-
available markets. Whether or not a continuous utility of flows was an inherent
property of agents in the pre-institutional society, any model of optimization in
the presence of continuously-available markets forces upon us the question of
what constitutes rational, consistent valuation of the stocks and flows traded in
such markets.

7.13.2.1 The general form of linear-separability for debt service

In the models of Ch 5, where we were chiefly concerned with continuous pro-
duction and consumption, we considered utilities that depended only on rates
of consumption of flows. Letting (x0, x1, . . .) stand generically for the (scalar
or vector) scales of these rates of consumption, and X(t be the corresponding
(one-component or many-component) basis vectors, the intertemporal utility
could generally be written

U(x0, x1, . . .) =
&
$

t=0

Ut(xtX(t) . (7.13)

22By contrasting Eq. (7.12) with Eq. (7.11) we wish to capture the distinction between the
head of an axe and the hull of a ship. For its essential purpose, the axe head degrades in
proportion to the number of trees chopped. The hull of a ship, in contrast, reflecting to an
equal degree the nature of its main function, corrodes with the passage of time, whether it is at
anchor or under weigh. Natural persons share the property of inelastic time-requirements for
consumption, but we wish to emphasize that they are not the only elements in a von Neumann
economy which could have this property.
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Here we do not assume any particular form of discounting, so that discount
factors are absorbed in the definition of the one-period utility functions Ut.

We wish to consider the possibility that utilities depend not only on rates of
consumption of flows, but potentially also on stocks of goods held in each period.
Let a sequence (g0, g1, . . .) represent the amounts held of a bundle of stocks, and
G their corresponding basis vectors, which for convenience we suppose to be the
same at each time. Then the most general utility that depends only on spot
levels of consumption and on goods held takes the form

U(x0, x1, . . . ; g0, g1, . . .) =
&
$

t=0

Ut(xtX(t; gtG) . (7.14)

We now ask what functional forms for the period utilities Ut are consistent
with the existence of a continuum limit (t ( 0 representing the same pref-
erences and consumption levels. The existence of such a limit first rules out
non-convergent expansions in (t, so we may suppose that Ut converges to its
Taylor’s series expansion. Exponents of xtX(t less than unity lead to a diver-
gence of U as(t ( 0, while exponents larger than unity vanish in the expansion.
Therefore we are left only with the forms

U(x0, x1, . . . ; g0, g1, . . .) =
&
$

t=0

xtX(tut(gtG)

= (t
&
$

t=0

xtXut(gtG)

(
; &

t=0
dt xtXut(gtG) ,

(7.15)

for some functions ut depending only on the stocks held.
The continuum-limit utility is now linear in each of the service-rate levels

xt, though potentially still nonlinear in the stock variables {gt}. For problems
that depend only on ordinal utility, however, we may remove any single coef-
ficient of the vector Xut(gtG) by a monotone transformation of U , leaving the
corresponding component of xt linear-separable for all agents.

7.13.2.2 The particular case of intertemporal loan markets

Suppose that among the markets in the system, one is an intertemporal loan
market for money, and suppose that it is both liquid and available in every
period. That is, unpaid interest can be covered with revolving loans, and agents
have the freedom to repay principle and all outstanding debt service in any
period. What is a consistent utilitarian valuation of this debt service, if we
require that the utility have a regular continuum limit?

Let the linear-separable good xj
i,t in each agent’s utility be the one-period
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debt service,23 which we may write xj
i,t = &i,tPi,t for outstanding principle Pi,t

held by agent i in period t, on the assumption of one-price markets. Pi,t is a
stock variable (hence one of the goods), and because xi,t is linear-separable, the
interest rate &t that determines the amount of debt service owed must equal the
marginal utility of Pi,t to each agent i. Note that Pi,t can, through constraint
terms, a"ect the utility over many periods, so this marginal utility could be
quite complicated.

If the functions {ui,t(gi,tG)} converge continuously in gi,t as (t ( 0, then
the monotone transformation that makes any successive-period’s debt service
xi,t, xi,t+1, . . . linear-separable varies smoothly in t in the continuum limit, and
if the sum Ui has continuous first derivative under a shift t ( t+(t as (t ( 0,
then the interest rate &t will be smoothly varying in t as well. Therefore dis-
counting is locally exponential in time over su!ciently short intervals, although
the interest rate itself may be smoothly varying.

7.13.2.3 An example from Markowitz portfolio theory

It is common in mathematical economics to construct models that illustrate a
particular relation without requiring that they be consistent with other models
selected to illustrate di"erent points. Many models chosen to illustrate the
relation of money to constraints (including many in our own chapters) adopt
utilities in which money is the linear-separable good. Yet in the preceding
section, we have argued that embedding economic decisions consistently in a
material world which imposes topologies such as continuity of time may render
some other quantity as linear-separable – and may argue specifically against this
role for money. The linear-separable quantity may even be a flow such as debt
service rather than a stock. To show that such utilities already arise commonly
in widely used economic models, we consider an example from finance.

The dividend-discount model of Markowitz portfolio theory is a standard
model for quasilinear utility, which illustrates many aspects of scaling, and in
which debt service arises naturally as the unique linear-separable quantity. This
model illustrates that not all variables must be smooth to admit continuous-time
limits in which the scaling arguments of the previous section apply, and in which
debt service converges to a well-defined flow variable. In particular, the dividend
stream may be given the limiting form of a Weiner process (the continuous-
time limit of a discrete random walk), and the foregoing arguments all apply.
(The moments of the Wiener process become the the smooth arguments of an
expected utility.)

The basic quantities in the model are shares of some stochastic dividend-
paying asset, and money. We suppose contracts are defined so that, for any
exchange, the change !M in money, !N in shares owned, and !D in debt service
owed, are related as

!M = $pN!N +
1

r!t
!D. (7.16)

23Following the index conventions of Ch. 5, subscript i indicates the agent, and superscript
j refers to a particular good, which is debt service in the intertemporal money market.
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Here pN and r!t are prices that apply at the moment of exchange. Although we
have written r!t as a product of an interest rate with the period length, since
we permit r to change with time in a way that we have not yet specified, no
specific scaling with !t is implied by this notation (yet).

The dynamics of the system that includes the dividend process and con-
tractual obligations, in each of a sequence of periods t, changes the agent’s
money-wealth as

((W )t - Ndt $Dt + 6t[Mt] . (7.17)

dt is the payout of the dividend process in the period, Dt is the debt service
owed (whose repayment we supposed to be enforced by mechanisms that we do
not digress to formalize within this example), and 6t[Mt] is all other contributes
to wealth within the period that result from holding money Mt.

The wealth changes ((W )t have the property of flow variables insofar as the
cumulative wealth change in a sequence of periods is a sum of ((W )t values
within the periods. Therefore we may use

!

t ((W )t as an ordinal utility that
respects this additive property. A monotone transform of the wealth change,
suited to the average over Gaussian fluctuations that was the original Constant
Absolute Risk Aversion (CARA) model of Markowitz portfolio theory, yields
the exponential form

ucard - $ exp

N

$
$

t

((W )t/(

O

, (7.18)

in which ( is a measure of an agent’s risk tolerance.24

A deterministic utility for general equilibrium modeling is formed by aver-
aging ucard over the multivariate distribution for fluctuations of the dividend
process, here for convenience assumed independent in di"erent periods. The
result is the certainty equivalent of wealth, which general equilibrium uses only
for its property as an ordinal utility

uord = $ exp

N

$
$

t

B

Ntd̄t

6

1$
Ntd̄t
2(

$2
t

7

$Dt + 6t[Mt]

C

/(

O

. (7.19)

Here d̄t is the mean dividend yield in period t and the variance is written
P

"

dt $ d̄t
#2
Q

- d̄2t$
2
t .

7.13.3 Markets and monies

The cultural and legal concept that creates an economy from people and physi-
cal goods and processes is a system of ownership rights. Private ownership is the
simplest system to formalize, because it associates with every good or process
an agent with rights to dispose of it. However, the nominal simplicity of private
ownership rights displaces the complexity of social coordination onto the system

24For simplicity, we will suppose here that $ does not depend either on t or on the period
length !t.
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of contracts that enables agents to transfer ownership. The two most severely
violated assumptions of general equilibrium economics are of the existence of
complete and costlessly formable and enforceable contracts. The failure of com-
plete contracts leads to the economic notion of “externalities”, consequences of
economic activity that are not part of the bargaining process during contract
formation. The task of providing and enforcing contracts at acceptable cost
is served by economic and legal institutions. We will consider only two here:
markets and monies.

Trade is intrinsically a joint strategic act by two or more agents, or a sin-
gle agent against an anonymous market. If the agents are asymmetric, like
a government in relation to one of its citizens, the joint act of trading may
be consistent with the notion of agency, because the government may act uni-
laterally, while the citizen’s act is contingent. Voluntary trade among equals
involves a breach of the notion of individual agency, because each agent’s action
is contingent on the other’s. Markets work around this breach by disaggregat-
ing the joint action into independently performed individual actions, such as
bidding and o"ering. Agents unilaterally relinquish either ownership or control
to markets, and in exchange markets implement pre-specified algorithms for
converting bids and o"ers into clearing contracts among two or more agents, to
which the agents are then bound by law or custom. The unique restriction on
markets is that they fulfill the pre-specified algorithm for any possible instance
of agent bids and o"ers, making possible the rational evaluation of unilateral
action by agents. We return in Sec. 7.7 to the formalization of these strategic
disaggregation mechanisms.

The one element common to all market functions is the submission of bids [350],
and with these the notion of “money-ness” as a new, quintessentially economic,
dimension arises. Markets per se only overcome the problem of creating joint
strategies; they potentially leave unaddressed the problems of search for suitable
trading partners, overlap of the o"ered and desired goods of buyers and sellers
(known as the “double-coincidence of wants” [191]), and exchange ratios defin-
ing acceptable prices to both parties. The goods that historically have become
monies overcome these problems.

As a type (not yet implying dimensionality), a money is accepted as a bid in
most or all markets in an economy, giving a star-like shape to a graph of goods
in trade. Near-monies, such as bank credit, may be acceptable in a large subset
of markets. Universal acceptance simplifies problems of search, and overcomes
the failure of the double-coincidence of wants. A formal type specification of a
money or near-money might include as arguments the set of markets in which
it is accepted for bids.

The other general features of monies are divisibility and interconvertibility.
Salt, tea, gold, and government-issued paper monies are all by their nature
arbitrarily divisible, and all have served as monies at various times. Those that
qualify as monies in an economy are also substitutable in some ratio as bids, in
all markets that accept them. The operation of bidding at market, together with
divisibility, operationalizes “money” as a dimension, while the conversion rate
permits the specification of each type as a particular unit of money (e.g. ounces
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of gold or U. S. dollars as types). As the regulatory problems of bimetallism
illustrate, exchange rates between units of money must generally be determined
by the dynamics of an economy, so in a formal system the only requirement is
that the operations of subdivision and unit conversion commute at any instant
of time. Thus, the price (conversion rate) for ounces of gold to dollars must be
independent of the amount converted if both are to qualify as units of money.

The criteria of money-ness are often only approximately fulfilled, as are
the recognized functions of money as medium of exchange, store of value, or
numéraire in exchange. Thus only one good may qualify as an ideal money in
a model economy, with other goods inheriting approximate function as monies
through divisibility and market-determined conversion rates (as in the “money-
markets” for short-term debt obligations).

7.13.4 Bonds and stocks

Intertemporal loans may be secured with collateral or debt obligations, a purely
legal form of contingent constraint on the future strategy set of the borrower.
Such loans make possible a limited transfer of wealth, whether because default
penalties have limited severity, or because the transfer of ownership of complete
goods between agents limits liquidity. They are thus often suited to small-
scale borrowing by individuals, but not to the large-scale aggregations of wealth
needed to create firms. Bonds and stocks are introduced to overcome these
limitations, as well as to separate certain divisible rights of ownership from the
decision-making that controls the use of capital, and to separate components of
risk in di"erent kinds of contingent claims.

General dynamical modeling of bonds and stocks requires the introduction
of the corporation as a type of agent, di"erent from the utilitarian individual.
Corporations have agency in order to own and dispose of property, but they dif-
fer from natural persons in that corporations are owned by other agents. Rather
than having open-ended strategies only circumscribed by law (the most that is
realistic in the modeling of natural persons), or utility functions, corporations
must be supplied with explicitly defined strategic options, and a process that
converts strategic acts of the owners into strategic acts of the corporation (sim-
ilar to “methods” in object-oriented programming [36]). It is natural to let the
strategy-generating process be a game played by the owner-agents, but we do
not pursue further formalization here.

Stocks are a type of contract that assigns ownership rights of a corporation
to a collection of agents. The sale of stocks bestowes on the buyers new strategic
choices created by the game that controls the corporation, among which may
be the liquidation of the corporation and sale of its assets in some pre-defined
market. Stocks generally also assign a contingent claim to proceeds in the event
of liquidation, though these may be contingent not only on the context of the
liquidation, but also on the payment of debts.

Bonds are a di"erent type of contract for a contingent claim, without own-
ership rights. They may also promise interest as a service, and repayment of a
principle or “face value”, and introduce default on either obligation as a con-
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dition requiring liquidation. Because bond obligations are limited, while the
liquidation value of stock is not, bonds obtain their value by assigning first
priority to repayment of their obligations in the event of liquidation.

Bonds thus minimize down-side risk while limiting up-side reward, while
stocks do the complement. Both of these instruments are readily formally spec-
ified as types, though the specification is more complex than those we present
here. An important property of bonds is that the principle and interest obliga-
tions of a bond issue, which are generally denominated in money, are essentially
arbitrarily divisible.25 Short-term bonds, whose face value is a stock variable
like money itself, readily take on properties of monies, and are key components
in money markets. Longer-term bonds, whose interest streams (flows) must
be valued against their purchase prices (stocks), may qualify as near-monies in
non-stochastic environments, but progressively lose this association as interest
rate fluctuations cause the value of a determined interest stream to vary.

We have omitted the treatment of risk in this minimal survey of types,
which is a subject in itself, both for physical quantities and for utilities. We
note, however, that the legal definition of economic rights is based on realized
outcomes, and therefore contingent though not generally predictive.

7.13.5 Applications of a physically structured economics:
some examples

A modern capitalist economy is often referred to as a “market economy” but
a market and the existence of e!cient prices associated with it is a creation of
humans. The simplest markets were for fungible chattels such as food, clothing,
and individual tools. As economies have become more complex, new markets
evolved or were consciously invented for real estate, shares in corporations,
futures and trading in rights such as pollution rights.

The “natural” ability of a market to produce a globally e!cient outcome
is not a general property in a complex highly interconnected world with many
public goods and externalities. Markets, voting and taxation, and subsidies
are socially created devices aimed at defining and achieving social optima in a
manner that is as decentralized and as e!cient as possible.

In a modern economy with externalities such as pollution of many kinds and
public goods such as roads, space exploration, government bureaucracies, mu-
seums, research establishments, laws, and law enforcement, even an elementary
investigation calls for a sorting of factors and a dimensional analysis that re-
quires a basic understanding of both the societal and physical properties of the
system. The description, nature, and measurability of the interlinked factors
are critical.

Examples of the type of problem that require a physics and operations
research-like investigation before society can devise markets, voting and other
transfer mechanisms to measure social e!ciency and to provide optimal mech-

25Sometimes mutual funds that invest in bonds are required for very small-scale aggregation
and disaggregation.
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anisms includes problems such as devising an optimal energy policy, devising
policies for the control of global warming, the coordination of a space program,
or promotion of the level and direction of innovation. All of these have in com-
mon that they are large complex societal problems involving complex relation-
ships among many factors which do not fit with any comfort into conventional
markets. They call for the creation of optimal combinations of old and new
markets, and also of voting and transfer procedures. There are only a handful
of basic ways in which resources can be transferred among individuals [344].
When one imposes the desideratum of a broad level of freedom of individual
choice together with some limiting criteria on e!ciency and degree of equity or
symmetry in the outcomes, the need for a detailed understanding of the physical
structure and its measurement becomes a necessary preliminary to the human
shaping of the incentive and distribution mechanisms.

An example of a case in which significantly structured physical process mod-
els might provide a better coarse-grained foundation for economic analysis than
anything that presently exists is the seemingly ordinary – but currently un-
solved – economic problem of estimating the demand elasticities for energy and
consumables that depend on energy under new stresses that can be predicted
to arise within the next century. A collision of commitments and investments
in human demographics and habits that has accumulated over the past 250
years in a context of low-cost fossil energies and externalized environmental im-
pacts, with tightening constraints on both, will force a restructuring of energy
generation and use systems that will be di!cult to execute smoothly.

The complexity of the problem, and the di!culty of solving it within current
economic methodology, stems from the pervasive role of energy use in creating
the material capital and social development of societies. Entrenched patterns
of population distribution, manufacturing, and agriculture, as well as special-
ization of talents and tastes of individuals, have formed around low-cost trans-
portation, materials extraction and conversion, and agro-ecological intervention
with pesticides, fertilizers, and machinery. Society has developed in forms that
are fragile to both environmental and energy shocks, at the same time as cli-
mate stresses from energy use are increasing the frequency and severity of such
shocks, as the costs of energy conventionally used to cope with them are increas-
ing, and as population growth further stresses production systems and reduces
the margin of safety for fluctuations in their output.

A standard economic approach to predicting paths of change is a cost-benefit
analysis for replacement of infrastructure associated with energy generation and
use (of which a good example is the Stern report, available at http://www.hm-
treasury.gov.uk/independent reviews/stern review economics climate change/sternreview index.cfm).
Elasticities of demand are hoped to be estimable from current prices, on the as-
sumption that markets have e!ciently incorporated producer constraints and
consumer preferences. However, it is an elementary result of neoclassical theory
that the current externalization of environmental impacts produces price sys-
tems that are not on the e!cient frontier [129]. To the extent that discounting
of the future, as reflected in the interest rate, does not capture the real structure
of cognitive and social discounting more fully represented in law and regulation
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as well as the price system, the value and depreciation of physical infrastructure
built from irreplaceable low-cost carbon energy will also not be correctly priced.
Hence a cost-benefit analysis based on prices generated by current markets will
systematically fail to di"erentiate demand elasticities governed by physical con-
straints from those governed by social history and habit.

An underpinning of physical constraints in economic models should not be
expected to provide all the unknown factors influencing production and demand
aggregation, which are implicitly treated as a black box by methods that as-
sume current market prices. Rather, it should be expected to impose those
constraints that are well understood, within a larger domain of substantial ig-
norance about other factors, and to permit partial disaggregation of the price
system into the components governed by di"erent classes of constraints. Such
disaggregation is particularly appropriate for the analysis of energy systems,
because energy consumption is a fundamental physical constraint in the pro-
duction, maintenance, and disposal of systems for energy capture, often limited
by established and relatively inelastic technologies and sometimes by physical
laws. These constraints may be contrasted to more flexible patterns in popula-
tion distribution or in the distribution over agricultural practices, and the role
of the price system in coupling the sectors may be partially understood without
making all the assumptions of aggregation entailed in taking current prices as
given.
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Chapter 8

Uncertainty and Velocity

8.1 On Time, Dynamics and Uncertainty

For the element of Time, which is the center of the chief di!culty
of almost every economic problem, is itself absolutely continuous:
Nature knows no absolute partition of time into long periods and
short; but the two shade into one another by imperceptible grada-
tions, and what is a short period for one problem, is a long period
for another.

Alfred Marshall, Preface to first edition (1890) of Principles of
Economics.

Marshall wrote before the understanding of quantum mechanics, and in par-
ticular before the full broad appreciation of the central role of risk in much
of economic practice and theory. His magisterial sweep blending the short and
long run is undoubtedly true and challenges those who try to generalize on “how
short is short”; but as he well knew the art of economic analysis lies in carving
out good ad hoc models that can be claimed as having application to reason-
ably broad topics. Those who indulge in simulations know that even if time
is deemed to be continuous, it well may be compressible or expandable. The
common phrases such as “the day seemed like an eternity” during a panic or
“the two weeks went like a flash” after a successful vacation may have meaning
and there are some phenomena more fruitfully studied with event time rather
than clock time.

In this chapter the two features of uncertainty and the variability of velocity
are considered. Both of these are fundamental to considering the more subtle
features of a monetary economy. They are interlinked, and both add further
complex features to the information, perception and control mechanism of the
modern monetary systems

301
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8.2 The central role of risk

There has been an explosive development in the study of both the qualitative
and quantitative properties of risk. The power of careful modeling and sophis-
ticated stochastic analysis has already shown itself in the context of the stock
market and other financial markets, but as the various qualitative aspects of
risk are being uncovered and well-defined, the scope of a useful econo-physics
stretches far beyond the confines of the dynamics of paper traded on paper in
the stockmarket, to starting to unravel the structures at the interface between
where the neural system and broad control mechanism of the economy as a
whole meets the physical entities over which various agents battle for control.
Conventional micro-economic theory has stressed production and consumption;
applied macroeconomics has implicitly assumed a control role for government
through fiscal and monetary policies, but the change that is in the making is in
the development of a general disequilibrium microeconomics with the intertwin-
ing of production, consumption and finance in ways that may even exceed the
envisions of writers such as Simmel [365], Schumpeter [319], von Mises [405],
Hayek [177] or Keynes [231]. In particular the advent of world wide cheap al-
most instant communication combined with the computational powers of the
computer systems and the growth of a cadre of mathematicians, physicists and
probability theorists may have provided the weaponry to destroy the powers of
many of the activities of any central bank and much of the power of current
economic regulation and tax laws. The nature of the dynamics of competition
is that every measure invokes a counter-measure.

8.2.1 Exogenous and endogenous risk

8.2.1.1 Risk exogenous to the economy

Physical Risk

In the economy we are confronted with many aspects of political risk such as
war, revolution, social unrest, and change in regime.

Natural disasters such as floods, famines, earthquakes, fires are ever present.

Medical risks including plagues, pollution, epidemics and a host of personal
health inflictions befall all of us.

Robbery, assault, terrorism are present in one form or the other.

Most of the items noted above can be insured and special insurance industries
have the appropriate statistics to be able to do a reasonably good job of assessing
risk and assigning more or less appropriate premia. Items such as the risk of
death by auto accident have specific probability models associated with them ,
with causal models developed.

Some risks are deemed to be uninsurable by private means; but if the disaster
is big enough even the government may not be able to provide much relief.
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8.2.1.2 Endogenous risk

Many risks are encountered and identified in the financial structure of a modern
economy. A brief list is noted.

Financial Risk

Interest change risk

Foreign exchange (FX) risk

Default risk

Redemption risk

Inflation risk

Market risk

In the world of derivative instruments there is a veritable fancy butcher
shop activity in defining di"erent types of risk, cutting them out of the origi-
nal instruments and institutions and packaging and treating them separately.
Thus an industry concerned with adding adjectives to the noun risk, has been
constructed.

As finer and finer distinctions are made concerning the multiple functions
of financial instruments the di"erent functions of a single instrument can be
stripped from it and sold or insured separately from the actual instrument. The
purposes in doing so may be to enhance the credit rating of the instrument, to
avoid taxes or other legislation or partition the liquidity of the original instru-
ment.

8.2.2 Behavior and risk distributions

Fire or automobile insurance are based to a good first order approximation on
mass statistics on individual habitual behavior and can be regarded as provid-
ing reasonably solid predictions of behavior. The same cannot be said for the
economy as a whole and the financial markets in particular. Measures have
been constructed such as Value at Risk (VaR) [192] and methods for predicting
the value of options such as the Black Scholes formula [33] have been developed,
utilizing a lognormal distribution in price movements. Yet empirical evidence in
stock and commodity markets seems to indicate the presence of power laws and
“fat tailed” distributions. Economic theory does not provide a clean theoretical
basis for the presence of the endogenous risk, but empirically the evidence that
the change in variation of price is not lognormal is there. When more than five
or six events are observed whose probability is predicted as a 20$ occurrence by
the reigning theory, one has to worry about the reigning theory (see [237], p93).

The interface of science, habit, law and politics cannot be ignored. Mere
observation is not going to immediately overthrow a procedure accepted by
practitioners, with routines designed to be used easily by them and with the
blessings of a court system that will accept the application of a procedure such
as the Black-Scholes calculations as proof that a guardian of other people’s
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money had fulfilled his or her fiduciary responsibilities. It takes a few disasters
or other blatant failures before an entrenched procedure is replaced.

8.2.2.1 Aggregation and index construction as a form of endogenous
risk

A natural endogenous form of risk enters the economy in the act of aggregating
or consolidating information for use.

All aggregations and indices represent compression of information and this
loss of detail creates uncertainty. In essence any index has a certain level of
fineness or graining. Those who see more perceptively or who understand what
dimensions have been left out may gain from their insight. But society as a
whole and the economy in particular is required to estimate, digest, classify and
simplify the enormous flow of information that would otherwise overwhelm its
operation.

8.2.2.2 Why is index theory so important

Few humans handle high dimensions or uncertainty with any ease in their
decision-making. As populations increase and society grows more complex the
need to provide compact descriptions grows. One dimensional measures such as
the inflation rate, unemployment rate or the consumer price index (CPI) or the
growth rate provide examples. The indices are useful and needed.

A simple example of the potential for the politics of index choice is given
when adjustments in pension payouts are linked with the CPI. A change in
the index may call for billions to be spent in extra pension payments. An
opportunity to adjust the bundle of goods on which the index is based, or to
modify the method of calculation o"ers a way to change the outcome.

The selection of indices that are consistent with the basic theory of con-
sumer choice through time poses a mathematical problem. The early textbooks
devoted considerable time to examining the virtues and failing of popular in-
dices such as the Paasche and Laspeyres indexes. Sidney Afriat produced an
elegant analysis [4] providing the basic mathematical properties required for an
adequate index consistent with the strong law of revealed preferences.

8.2.2.3 Strategic uncertainty

Above we have noted endogenous uncertainty generated by aggregation. We
must also cover game theoretic uncertainty caused by the independent actions
of many individual in situations whose outcomes are dependent on the actions
of all. This problem in the social sciences may be regarded as worse than the
classical n-body problem in physics. At best solutions of the equations of motion
are to be expected only for special cases.
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8.2.2.4 Individuals, risk and three roles

In a complex developed economy, for all individuals there are probably three
di"erent styles of behavior present in each individual. The individual may be
a more or less regular reasonably rational consumer, reasonably well informed
except about new complex or rarely acquired items; the individual as a worker
in an economic society is more or less competent, understands his or her oc-
cupation and in a cultural setting of a market economy that justifies more or
less conscious economic behavior. When the individual has to deal with aspects
of life other than more or less regular consumption and production the infor-
mational and behavioral bases for decision change considerably. Behavior in
regard to religious, societal and political beliefs does not fit so easily into the
economic rubric. Neither do long run economic decisions which may be made
infrequently and with a low basis of professional knowledge. It is here that the
fiduciary role of those who control the financial system is central to the economy.
Most members of a society have neither the interest nor the ability to become
even semiprofessional financiers. Yet what to do with savings is a problem faced
by all but the poor. The innovative work of Robert Schiller has been addressed
both to scholarship on and advocacy for new financial instruments to tackle
long term societal problems [335]. The problems in implementation are more
political, legal, bureaucratic and social than due to the lack of theory.

8.2.3 Matching and random sequence markets

Lucas and colleagues, Karatzas, Shubik and Sudderth [195] and others have all
used variants of the standard Bellman equation set up with a fixed clock that
tends to play down and make it di!cult to study the di"erences in velocity and
flexibility of financial instruments in a model economy. In order to do so the
micro-micro-economic details of trade in minutes or even micro-seconds is called
for.

The work of Doyne Farmer [117, 187, 64, 373, 122, 123, 221, 222, 120, 156,
119, 121] and associates provide examples of the stock market viewed as a con-
tinuous double auction market. Bak Paczuski Shubik [22] constructed simple
models of a stock market, and suggested that the large variations may be due to
a crowd e"ect, where agents imitate each other’s behavior. The variations over
di"erent time scales can be related to each other in a systematic way, similar
to the Levy stable distribution proposed by Mandelbrot to describe real market
indices. In the simplest least realistic case, exact results for the statistics of the
variations are derived by mapping onto a model of di"using and annihilating
particles. When the relative number of rational traders is small, “bubbles” often
occur, where the market price moves outside the range justified by fundamental
market analysis as was noted first in a somewhat di"erent model of De Long,
et al. [72, 71]. When the number of rational traders is larger, the market price
is generally locked within the price range they define.

Separate from the new financial literature on near-instant trading is a large
economic literature on search and matching. Although the mathematical struc-
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ture of the binary search and matching and allocation models is clean and well
defined there are at least two underlying themes. One might be regarded as
being close to economic anthropology. Instead of taking markets as a primi-
tive concept the economist can view the stochastic search and binary matching
models as possibly casting light on the emergence of formal markets. Other
models such as the variants of the assignment games, the Böhm Bawerk Horse
Market [332], the marriage matching problem [144] provide a cooperative game
theoretic analysis.

8.3 Uncertainty and a Loosely Coupled System

Probably the key function of a modern financial system is to provide for loosely
coupled dynamics in an uncertain environment. In a world with random events
constantly bombarding the economy, even if the system as a whole were tending
towards some equilibrium it will be incessantly knocked o" course.

The existence of liquid money earning no interest fits in with Keynes’ com-
ments on precautionary and speculative calls for cash. They both appear nat-
urally in process models involving random variables and expectations.

In a complex evolving economy is the concept of equilibrium operationally
worth embellishing? The purely formalistic control theorist with no interest
whatsoever in application can announce broad expansions of the application
of the concept of equilibrium by enlarging the state space over which action
takes place, thereby including more and more history into the decision process.
Unless accompanied with empirical justification such an approach is not partic-
ularly operationally helpful. Each dimensional enlargement without empirical
justification may easily add spurious generality.

8.4 Bubbles and Socio-economic Dynamics?

A loosely coupled system provides the opportunity for a dynamics exhibiting
great instabilities. Is there or will there be a general economic theory of bubbles
and panics?

An informal, plausible, but debatable, verbal sketch of a possible dynam-
ics su!cient to produce a housing bubble such as one experienced in 2008 in
the United States is suggested, prior to a formal model below. The dynamics
could depend on di"erentials in expertise, the spread of raw data in the sys-
tem, the di"erences in the ability of the various agents to decode the data into
operationally useful information and the perverse incentives in the system.

We consider as the initial conditions a housing market with prices that have
been rising su!ciently for a few periods that the purchasers of houses include
not only those who intend to live in them or professional traders and brokers,
but also amateurs willing to buy and flip houses.

The supply of new housing comes from builders and professional speculators
helping to finance them.
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The banking system together with minimal guarantees from the government
lends liberally and fails to perform the level of due diligence it might have done
in a previous more conservative era where it might have retained and serviced
the mortgages booked, using permanent salaried employees to do so.

The banking system changes involve the shift caused by being able to quickly
sell the mortgages to investment bankers capable of packaging them into tranches
of mortgage backed securities. This change provides a “hot potato” incentive
for the banks. By being able to pass through the mortgages quickly the banks
cut exposure to local adverse consequences. It therefore pays to increase the
volume of mortgages booked and flowed through. The task of maximizing the
volume of mortgages sold is more suited to commission-paid sales people than
to a more conservative strictly salaried personnel.

The banks generate a higher volume of riskier mortgages where there is
a perverse incentive in sales commissions, and as they can be flowed though
quickly the due diligence constraint on the bank is lessened.

The tranches cut up by the financial institutions creating the mortgage
backed securities can even be enhanced in credit rating by financial reinsur-
ance. With a su!ciently high rating the instrument is attractive to pension
funds and to investment o!cers with large positive cash flows who are not at
the same level of sophistication as producers and raters of the mortgaged back
security. After enough weak mortgages have been written and the market is
more or less saturated with the high risk mortgages the price growth diminishes
and the weaker mortgages of both the poor and the amateur speculators default
triggering a decrease in demand and a downward spiral. The key elements are:

• Perverse incentives in selling mortgages

• Liberal support encouraging home ownership among the less well o" and
less financially educated

• Lowering of due diligence by the banks who flow through risk

• The ability to package and enhance the ratings of the mortgage tranches

• The presence of a high demand by portfolio managers such as pension
funds where the pressure on employees of lesser skill than the sellers, to
“beat the market average” are large

• Finally saturation is followed by bankruptcies and an overall change in
expectations.

The foregoing elements emphasize preference and incentive in a structured
environment. However, merely mechanical aspects of market function should
not be overlooked, as they may create inherent instabilities or limit the options
agents have to respond in their own interest, even when their appraisal of risk
becomes realistic. We consider such mechanical aspects, and also the influence of
the selection process on the multiplicity of dynamical trajectories and equilibria,
in the next subsection.
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8.4.1 Multiple equilibria and self-fulfilling prophesies in
unstable markets with limited buyers and sellers

We formalize only a small part of this complex problem, emphasizing the role
of dynamics in determining the meaning, multiplicity, and determinacy of equi-
libria, and addressing the central question: in what sense can it be rational for
agents to enter a market attempting to profit, when the market is susceptible
to correlated-failure mechanics, and when agents create failure somewhat inde-
pendently of fundamentals, by trying to mitigate the risk of that very failure?

8.4.1.1 A mechanism assembled from heterogeneous, coarse-grained
abstractions at many scales

A formal model of dynamics as complex as the failure of markets for mortgage-
backed securities, and their influence in both real-estate markets and wider
credit markets, would require intermediate abstractions of a range of heteroge-
neous sub-processes. The acknowledgment of their heterogeneity is an admission
that a market failure is not a simple game, but an output from a mechanism
assembled from a sub-structure of game-theoretically di"erent choices and con-
straints. Yet intermediate levels of abstraction are possible because the sub-
choices are not an idiosyncratic tangle: for example, REPO markets require
basic rules for lending, rules for collateral valuation, and procedures to deter-
mine haircuts, each of these arising from its own context of legal and accounting
practices as well as its contribution to the market’s function. These abstrac-
tions can be characterized coarsely in terms of function, and the need for the
basic functions would persist even though they might be realized through dif-
ferent micro-mechanisms. Such categories of sub-processes are thus abstracted
in much the same way we have proposed for minimal institutions. A fully-
developed formal model is an operations research problem that goes beyond the
scope of this discussion, but we note some intermediate elements that have been
recognized in literature, before formalizing a single one of them.

• Timescales and the term structure of liabilities: Working capital
for intermediaries such as dealer banks [100] can be obtained from combi-
nations of stocks, long-term bonds, and short-term debt instruments such
as overnight loans (uncollateralized) or repurchase agreements (collater-
alized). The portfolio of liabilities issued by an intermediary such as a
dealer bank, or the portfolio held by an intermediary higher in the chain
such as a commercial or investment bank, can have large consequences for
the feedbacks and stability properties of asset and credit markets. Cúrdia
and Woodford [61] have suggested that the composition of even the central
bank balance sheet, as well as interest rates, or aggregate reserve require-
ments on commercial banks, be examined as an instrument of regulatory
policy.

• Recursive rules that mechanistically generate stability or insta-
bility: Widespread adoption of uniform rules such as mark-to-market
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collateral valuation can create correlated and destabilizing positive feed-
backs when they are part of loops of debt-financed purchases [225], as
when dealer banks use repurchase agreements (repos) to pass ownership
of mortgage-backed securities through to investment or commercial banks.
The use of a collateral-valuation rule based on a publicly available signal
such as market price may seem desirable by criteria of uniformity and
responsiveness to market conditions (and legal defensibility). However,
transient dealer-bank demand funded with borrowed money can increase
market price and, through mark-to-market valuation, the value of the col-
lateral for existing repos, increasing available funds and further inflating
prices. The complement positive feedback operates in periods of price de-
cline, and if it becomes su!ciently rapid can lead to fire sales [314]. If
positive feedback-inducing rules are updated overnight in markets with
slowly-changing sets of buyers and sellers, the aggregate e"ect can be ex-
ponential amplification of supply or demand excesses, which may either
be abstracted as generic null models for time-series, or further coarse-
grained and treated as aggregate instantaneous correlated o"ers to buy
or sell. Highly homogeneous conventions such as mark-to-market backed
by legal precedent can combine with (and be exacerbated by) uncodified
but still widespread conventions for updating haircuts or other reserve
requirements [146] in response to changes in perceived risk of default.

• Liquidity in relation to stability: A second role for abstraction of
destabilizing elements is found in the formalization of liquidity. A market
might be called liquid if it can absorb the e"ects of any single correlated
destabilizing feedback loop such as collateral or haircut responses without
entering a self-reinforcing trajectory of price increase or decrease.

• Inherent partitioning of roles between small and large players:
Minsky has argued [258] that a general pattern of business cycles achieves
both undesirable features – inflationary pressures and also excess indebt-
edness and a failure to regulate loan quality – because the activity and
roles of players are partitioned in time over the cycle. While leverage
is increased during expansionary phases, large numbers of “innovative”
loans are distributed through the economy, with innovation driven partly
by the provision of new services and partly by an incentive to evade regu-
lation. Since these small loans cannot be recalled during the contracting
phase when reserves must be restored and markets stabilized against fire-
sale conditions, only the government or a similar large oligopolistic player
(such as banks in the federal reserve system under central-bank pressure)
can move the required large amounts of money in the required short times,
although at the expense of borrowing or printing currency. The reserves
infused into the system from government debt during the contraction fund
inflation during the subsequent expansion, but the support (or feasibility)
of regulation that might be created by recessions and bailouts does not
propagate to the subsequent booms to meaningfully keep pace with mar-
ket “innovation”. The aggregate e"ect might be called a decision ratchet,
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in that the non-interchangeable roles of small agents during the expansion
and the government or centrally-coordinated banks during the recession
leads to a one-way flow of money from centrally-acquired debt to broadly
distributed inflationary pressure.

• Number and determinacy of equilibria: A final, outermost level of
coarse-graining concerns the number and determinacy of equilibria, and
whether the full employment of a market sector is advantageous to in-
vestors. The disbursement of investor capital deposited in commercial
banks, to interest-bearing loans such as mortgages, involves all the prob-
lems of “creation of liquidity” that arise when the use of money requires
commitment on a longer term than the the fluctuating demands for cur-
rency by the depositors can accommodate directly. The incentive to keep
money fully utilized, and the way in which doing so links contracts that
provide liquidity to risks of failure by bank runs, were clearly described by
Bagehot [20] during the rise of fractional-reserve banking in England in the
19th century. The new element introduced in modern complex financial
markets is the layer of credit instruments – mortgage-backed securities, re-
purchase agreements – interposed between depositors and borrowers, and
the way these credit instruments seek to provide some degree of liquidity
to intermediaries such as dealer banks, whose nominal service is evalua-
tion of the quality of loans and loan-backed portfolios. When markets are
fully utilized and valuation of the loans and intermediate instruments is
maintained by stable market prices, these ensure full utilization of money.
However, when valuation rules lead to value collapses and market failures,
the ultimate distribution of capital that results may be Pareto-inferior to
having remained out of the markets, and the layer of intermediate credit
instruments may be destroyed. In a formal model we consider the problem
of identifying the number and stability of equilibria when stabilizing and
destabilizing elements are both at work in the sector, and indirectly, what
this problem implies about the concept of equilibrium.

Problems of multiple equilibria and correlated dynamics that select – poten-
tially arbitrarily – among them arise in many contexts, and no single model will
provide a literal representation of more than a few closely related cases. We have
discussed the case of collateral and leverage cycles at greatest length because it
illustrates many other important points about dynamics and mechanism besides
ambiguity of equilibrium. Other cases that are equally diverse, but have been
considered to reflect similar economic phenomena, include bank runs [79, 78]
and currency attacks [262]. The classic papers on these problems have used a
much higher level of abstraction, without intermediate layers of mechanism, as
direct non-cooperative strategic choices among many parallel agents. However,
their solutions, expressed in terms of rule-bound representative agents perhaps
distinguished only in having di"erent values of noisy signals, are equally well-
suited to correlated behavior mediated by institutional rules that lead to herding
behavior. Parallels between classic individual-initiated bank runs, and modern
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financial crises in which banks or firms may run on other banks or firms, and
in which the annihilation of credit may involve instruments circulating mostly
within the banking sector, are explained in Ref. [164].

We therefore switch now to a canonical model of bank runs, which is among
the simplest, oldest, and best-known models in this class. For the solution
method we present below – exploration among related rules with adoption pro-
portional to their success – the interpretation of herding behavior mediated by a
cluster of similar but non-identical trading and lending rules, remains sensible.

8.4.1.2 Why problems of multiple/indeterminate equilibria arise nat-
urally from the “creation” of liquidity

The classic formal model capturing (a subset of) Bagehot’s insights [20] about
the problem of “creating liquidity” is the bank-run model of Diamond and Dy-
bvig [78]. The premise of the model is that an investment opportunity requires
commitment of capital which becomes unavailable to meet short-term demands
for cash (to meet needs arising from outside the model). For whatever reason,1 a
complete set of Arrow-Debreu securities does not exist to cover short-term, un-
foreseen and idiosyncratic demands of would-be investors for cash. The resulting
investment program is sub-optimal, in that investors with sudden needs for cash
forfeit a large return from investment, even though in principle a price system
exists at which other agents would sell claims on portions of their investment
(at lower marginal utilities of return) to insure the idiosyncratic demand.

In this model, a bank demand-deposit contract with a positive rate of return
fills the function left un-covered by Arrow-Debreu securities, but the deposit
contract introduces a new risk (bank runs). Stated abstractly the demand-
deposit contract creates liquidity contingent on conditions. Since, in aggregate,
the long term of commitment to investment cannot be “converted” to the short-
term of available money, the demand-deposit contract uses aggregation scale
and the law of large numbers – under the crucial assumption that individual
depositors are small and that their demands are uncorrelated – to distribute
demands in the same manner as an insurance contract would. The liquidity
“created” in the part of the state space with uncorrelated demands, however, is
more-than-lost in the part of the space with totally-correlated demands, where
all returns from investment are lost and money is re-allocated in an uneven
distribution that is Pareto inferior to the original allocation. The risk of loss
can lead to a Nash equilibrium in precisely this part of the state space, which
is the bank run. The equilibrium condition selects correlated demand behavior
among the agents even if there is no exogenous source of correlation.

Although Ref. [78] is a general-equilibrium exposition and accepts many
of the interpretations of that framework, its institutional model serves much
more broadly to capture conceptual relations between timescales, liquidity, and
risk among multiple indeterminate equilibria. In reality Arrow-Debreu securities

1In the general-equilibrium framework of Ref. [78] the parable of “private information” is
adopted.
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may be unavailable for a wide range of reasons,2 while demand-deposit contracts
are flexible and widely-used alternatives. The essential observation – that a
mismatch of timescales and uncertainty about future needs for cash cannot
be eliminated, but can at most be moved from one part of the state space to
another by aggregation – creates the link between an incentive to keep money
fully utilized, and the risk of self-fulfilling correlated sub-optimal equilibria. This
is the essential similarity that links bank runs to other kinds of market failure
such as collapse of credit markets coupled to correlated selling of assets.

An important feature of the Diamond-Dybvig model is that the bank-run
equilibrium need not occur. It is essentially arbitrary whether, in a given in-
stance, agents settle on correlated withdrawals and su"er a bank run, or with-
draw only if they have real needs, and benefit from the Pareto-superior insured
equilibrium. This essential uncertainty also a"ects the timing of market col-
lapses in situations such as the 2008 mortgage-backed-securities markets. Pre-
cisely because it was not clear when (or to some parties, whether) markets would
collapse, some investors judged it rational to continue to hold mortgage-backed
securities, while others continued to carry the debt obligation from repurchase
agreements on these. Both such parties su"er losses when valuations collapse,
credit is withdrawn but currency is not su!cient to repay loans, and markets
become highly illiquid.

8.4.1.3 Mechanism-induced sources of coordination in multiscale het-
erogeneous economies such as loan markets

In classic bank-run models (and in many historical cases), the decision to run
is an individual strategic choice. Depositors see lines outside the bank door,
and follow suit. In the 2008 failure of mortgage-backed-securities markets the
correlated sell-o" was at least partly an outcome of correlated collateral deval-
uation, mediated by institutional rules, and e"ectively amplifying small fluctu-
ations over short times. The important point of similarity with a classic bank
run is that, although the saturation of natural buyers and the resulting mar-
ket fragility may be fundamental features, the small fluctuations amplified by
the unstable collateral/short-term loan feedbacks are essentially arbitrary and
unpredictable. Although they are endogenously generated, their origin is su!-
ciently cryptic that they can present a significant uncertainty to dealer banks
or commercial banks attempting to keep money fully utilized, and so needing
to decide when to exit or to remain in markets.

A further di"erence is the way in which the creation or destruction of credit
is coupled to the distribution of primary monies in modern markets. A pure
fractional-reserve banking system can lend gold or government fiat while o"ering
demand deposits as long as only a subset of depositors need money at any
time (or as long as central-bank lending can bu"er excess fluctuations, as the

2These may include concepts such as private information, or prohibitive costs in a frame-
work such as our Ch. 5 where economic services compete with production. Other causes may
include time delays for clearing, undersupply or mal-distribution of currency, or refusal to
extend credit for any number of reasons.
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Bank of England did for London banks in the 1800s [20]). In a more complex
system, bank or business credit (cheques or other negotiable instruments) may
be issued against reserves, expanding e"ective money supply, but the extra
instruments may become valueless if the bank fails, together with whatever
distribution of fiat results. In a modern complex securities market, not only
may government fiat be redistributed to mortgage borrowers from depositors
(or from the central bank or treasury), but large sectors of securities or loan
contracts may be brought into existence and then made valueless or nullified if
markets collapse. We consider the consequences of this distinction for velocity
below.

8.4.1.4 Measures of liquidity in inherently unstable systems

For many purposes, liquidity is treated as almost a dimension along which
markets may vary continuously. This is certainly common when using mar-
ket impact, price di"usion, or mean regression of midpoint prices in financial
markets [64, 187, 373, 221, 120, 156, 121]. Bubbles, panics, bank runs of vari-
ous sorts, and other problems in the control of money and credit supply o"er
another formulation in which liquidity may be thought of as a property that
is either present or absent, and identified in terms of a computable threshold.
The essential observation is that markets will generally be subject to both sta-
bilizing and destabilizing forces, the former often due to uncorrelated stochastic
elements, the latter often due to correlation among participants created by op-
timizing behavior. A market is liquid if the stabilizing forces are su!ciently
stronger than the destabilizing forces to produce a basin of attraction, in which
prices can fluctuate dynamically without spiraling outward to a market failure
or other boundary solution.

An example of a destabilizing mechanism which may be identified in rules of
practice (so that one need not speculate on rules of behavior) is the interaction
of mark-to-market collateral pricing with the financing of new acquisitions by
repurchase agreements (REPOs). Mark-to-market may be adopted as a stan-
dard collateral-valuation rule for a class of securities such as mortgage-backed
securities, because it provides predictability to dealer banks and a standard of
legal defensibility for fair lending practices by the investment banks that lend
to them. REPO-based financing – putting aside for the moment the dynam-
ics of haircuts, and considering only the dependence on collateral levels during
times when haircuts are stable – delivers a pool of cash for new purchases that
defines the leverage of dealer banks’ initial investment capital. Increases in the
available cash pool have an inflationary e"ect on new purchases of securities,
but under mark-to-market valuation, this price increase feeds back to increase
the amount that can be borrowed against existing securities transferred through
REPOs. The converse happens during contractions of available cash, which de-
flate prices, increase collateral requirements, and further reduce available cash.
The two rules, one adopted for uniformity and the other as a mechanism to
expand credit, therefore jointly form a self-amplifying or positive-feedback loop,
which acting alone will drive prices into inflating or deflating spirals.
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The internal dynamics of mark-to-market and REPO financing do not gen-
erally act alone, but interact with the production of new securities and the
entry and exit of traders in the markets. To the extent that the latter processes
are uncorrelated or responsive to constraints outside the markets, they should
stabilize prices and returns on invested capital.

The distinction between liquid and illiquid securities markets is then defined
according to whether the stabilizing e"ects of entry, exit, and supply variations
are larger or smaller than the self-amplifying e"ects of mark-to-market valua-
tion and REPO financing. In a minimal model (which we do not develop here),
stabilizing influences could take the form of a mean-regressing random walk in
inventory and available capital. The characteristic decay time from this e"ect
would create a quantitative threshold above which the feedback of internal fi-
nancing (the strength of which is determined by haircuts) becomes destabilizing,
and the markets illiquid.

8.4.1.5 On multiple equilibria associated with liquidity failure

An important feature of catastrophic market failures as distinct from mere re-
evaluations of over-supplied securities is that insolvency can be driven by liquid-
ity failures in which prices diverge widely from measures of “value” of underlying
securities, such as expected discounted future interest payments. A liquidity
failure requires only that a large fraction of participants take the sell side of
markets. The idea that doing so can be rational even though all sellers accept
lowered prices involves elements of either time or incomplete information in an
essential way; sitting out a fire sale is only a genuine risk if a seller cannot wait
for future opportunities to sell the security at a better price, or if long-term
estimates of fundamental values are likely to be revised. Fire-sale conditions
thus have the same element of self-fulfilling prophesy as bank runs: they may
do real economic damage even though they are not inevitable, and even though
the coordinating signal needed to generate the fire sale is the attempt by agents
to escape precisely the damage that they collectively create.

Self-fulfilling prophesy creates the two fundamental questions that define
bank runs and structurally similar market failures:

• If all agents act rationally at each time given their present information,
how many equilibria can the market system have? Can a high-yielding
equilibrium with full investment coexist, under the same incentives and
information, with a low-yielding equilibrium created by self-fulfilling be-
liefs by agents that they may lose value in a fire sale?

• If two such equilibria can exist, can it ever then be rational for agents to
enter the markets in the first place, and how does a rational expectation of
gain from a good equilibrium relate to the fact that it is only the agents’
own actions that may generate a bad equilibrium, which they did not
judge “likely” at the time they entered the markets?

Two opposite answers to these questions have been given for a class of mod-
els of bank runs, currency attacks, and similar coordination problems. The
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first, a general-equilibrium analysis by Diamond and Dybvig [79, 78], argued
for the presence of two Nash equilibria, representing a high-yield coordinated
equilibrium and a bank run, respectively. The essential features of the Diamond-
Dybvig model are that agents have an investment opportunity that yields a pay-
o" R > 1 per unit input, only if they leave the money invested for two periods.
this condition represents inherent illiquidity of the investment. Some agents
learn, however, after the initial opportunity to invest, that they must withdraw
at the first period, in which case the investment returns only the original input
value (so no strict loss is assumed for early withdrawal). The signal that agents
must withdraw early is “private information” available only to them, and not in-
surable with contingent contracts. Therefore agents who invest individually and
then learn that they must withdraw early lose the entire excess return (R$ 1).

Diamond and Dybvig then add to this single-agent problem a bank that
o"ers demand deposits, and acts as a proxy investor for the agents’ aggregate
deposits. The demand-deposit contract o"ers a return r > 1 for withdrawals
at the first period, subject to availability of funds. The bank withdraws from
investment whatever funds are demanded to pay depositors, at unit return,
leaving the remainder (if any) invested to yield return R. The return R on the
deposits that are not withdrawn is then paid out to depositors who withdraw
after the second period. Because first-period demanders withdraw a multiple
r > 1 of the amount they deposited, the return to those who wait through the
second period is less than R times their own deposits; this is the price they pay
to insure the ex ante risk of having needed to withdraw early themselves.

The optimal value r" for r is self-consistent if only the agents who must
withdraw in the first period do so. All agents have the option to withdraw
early, however, and since a multiplier r > 1 of the maximum available funds
in the first period has been promised, not everyone can be paid in an early
withdrawal. If the demands to withdraw exceed the total available funds, a
random ordering of agents is generated, and the first agents in the queue are
paid the promised amount r; later agents are paid nothing. If such a run occurs
which exhausts all funds, agents who wait until the second period are assured
zero payout; hence they are better o" participating in the run and receiving a
probability 1/r to be paid than to wait, making the run a Nash equilibrium.
The e!ciency of the high-yielding outcome is monotone increasing in r on the
interval 0 & r < r", while the e!ciency of the bank run is monotone decreasing
at all r, so the creation of liquidity is inherently linked to the risk of bank runs.

The main results of the Diamond-Dybvig analysis are

1. under General-Equilibrium assumptions that all agents respond identically
taking prices as given, that the high-yielding equilibrium could achieve
the same e!ciency as a complete set of Arrow-Debreu securities without
requiring the publicly verifiable information implicit in the GE insurance
contracts;

2. that agents may be rational to enter demand-deposit contracts that promise
to pay more than the quantity of their reserves and so are subject to runs,
if the probability of a bank run is su!ciently small, though Diamond and
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Dybvig did not address the way this probability is determined or estimated
by agents;

3. that adding insurance to bank deposits (backed by a central bank or gov-
ernment) could stabilize the high-yielding equilibrium and eliminate the
bank-run equilibrium.

A second analysis, by Morris and Shin [262] retained the two stage structure
of Diamond and Dybvig, but embedded it in a larger extensive-form game for
which they sought a correlated non-cooperative equilibrium. Agents were given
a signal about the number of individuals who must withdraw early, with the
crucial feature that each agent receives an independent signal with some error
from the actual population state. Morris and Shin showed that, for a small
error distribution, no strategy dominates a simple threshold strategy, in which
an agent withdraws early if his idiosyncratic signal exceeds the threshold, and
waits if the signal is below the threshold. Thus the two equilibria of Diamond
and Dybvig disappear, even without exogenous deposit insurance. A curious
feature of the Morris-Shin correlated equilibrium is that it remains the unique
equilibrium for any nonzero noise, no matter how small, but that the solution is
undefined at zero noise (exact signals of the population state), so noise is a sin-
gular perturbation about the noise-free model. The singularity of the noise-free
model is reminiscent of the removable singularity encountered in our discussion
of the Hahn paradox in Ch. 5. In deterministic multiperiod models, any salvage
value stabilizes the trade-value of fiat money over an arbitrarily long time, but
a strictly zero salvage value renders the trade value undefined.

The sensitive dependence of the outcomes of the Diamond-Dybvig andMorris-
Shin analysis on what seem like small details of information conditions, and the
singular-perturbation nature of noise in the Morris-Shin equilibrium, suggest
that neither model is a robust analysis of the number and determinacy of equi-
libria. We argue that a more empirically appropriate interpretation of problems
in this category requires a notion of fragility of correlated equilibria. In cer-
tain (typically large-noise) regimes of the signal about the population state,
the Morris-Shin equilibrium is unique and is robust against small changes in
assumptions of the model. However, in an open interval about zero noise, the
regulating role of the signal is fragile, and this is the content of the apparently
removable singularity at zero noise. In the fragile regime, fluctuations may
become more important than the regulator, and the multiple, indeterminate
equilibria of Diamond and Dybvig may be restored. The analog for the Hahn
paradox is that a final salvage value stabilizes the exchange rate for fiat over
su!ciently short terms, but that over long but still finite terms in models with
stochasticity, exchange value is determined by fluctuations in the recent past, as
in the model of Ref. [21]. A similar result for evolutionary updating in repeated
games is derived in Ref. [372, 376].
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8.4.1.6 Formalization

A full analysis of the following formalization of these ideas is provided in [382].
Here we present the structure of the game and summarize the key features of an
adaptive solution concept that captures the transition between robust unique
equilibria, and multiple equilibria with endogenous uncertainty of bank runs.

A three-stage extensive-form game linking liquidity creation to risk of coordi-
nation failure is shown in Fig. 8.1. A large number of identical agents, which we
model as a continuum indexed on the unit interval, are each given an endowment
of one unit of a capital good. In banking models, these are savers who own gold
or government fiat money. In real-estate security markets they may be dealer
banks with their initial capital. In the first move of the game, they deposit with
an institution that invests on their behalf and agrees to return an amount r > 1
in the event of withdrawal after one period. In the original Diamond-Dybvig
model this represents demand deposits in a bank; in the real-estate securities
context it may represent in aggregate the set of investment banks that accept
mortgage-backed securities as collateral, while agreeing to charge interest rates
that provide a rate of return r to the dealer banks, which is the spread between
the payment stream from the underlying securities and interest charged by the
investment banks, multiplied by the leverage (determined, in turn, by the hair-
cut). The securities have a long amortization period, and since the loans cannot
be recalled or the properties repossessed without significant loss, the securities
are of low value to any agents not able to wait for the full repayment stream.
Under an attempt to sell a large fraction of them short of maturity, the price
drop may nullify the payment stream from interest rate spreads. Here we give
this the most-conservative representation, following Ref. [79], as a return of the
initial capital; a loss of capital could also be modeled but is not necessary to
the result below.

In the second (continuous-valued) stage, nature selects a random subset of
agents with measure % % [0, 1] who become Type-1 agents that must withdraw
in the first period. The remainder, called Type-2, have the option to remain
invested until the second period. Type-1 agents may be dealer banks who, by
their own choice or under constraint from their investment-bank lenders, do
not renew repurchase agreements or default on them, leading to the sale of the
collateral securities (by either party) to recover the loan amounts. If the market
is liquid, this sale may be performed without devaluing the remaining securities
(e. g., through mark-to-market feedbacks), which return their full payo" R. If,
however, enough agents choose to sell short of maturity, the loss of principal
negates any received interest payments, and the late sellers receive nothing. In
the third (discrete) move, the type-2 agents decide whether to withdraw from
the investment in the first period, potentially contributing to a run, or to wait
until maturity.

To study correlated equilibria of this game, after the second move, we per-
mit each Type-2 agent to poll K randomly-selected individuals, who honestly
report their type. The fraction k/K of Type-1 agents in the poll becomes a
sample estimator %̃ for the actual fraction % of Type-1 agents in the popula-
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Figure 8.1: An extensive form game for bank runs. In the first ply, the agents
move, declaring a payout for early withdrawals r % [1, R]. In the second ply,
nature moves, selecting a fraction of Type-1 agents % % [0, 1], and randomly
assigning agents within the two groups. (Filled wedges indicate continuous
decision variables.) In the third ply, which is the sub-game, agents of Type-2
make a binary decision to run or wait.

tion. The binomially-distributed sample estimators become Morris and Shin’s
idiosyncratic, noisy signal about the population state.

Ref. [262] shows, for a uniform distribution p(%), that no strategy domi-
nates a simple threshold strategy in which all agents choose the same optimal
threshold %" and withdraw early if their sample estimators %̃ exceed %". This
equilibrium remains unique even if the variance in the conditional distribution

p
%

%̃ | %
&

goes to zero, corresponding in the model above to K ( 1. However,

at %̃ - %, the strategy becomes undefined.

In Ref. [382], we analyze an alternative, local and exploratory solution algo-
rithm, based on evolutionary updating. Instead of a homogeneous population
that pre-computes solutions with self-consistent expectations, the population
consists of sub-populations. All agents use threshold strategies, but the agents
in each sub-population di"er in the values of their threshold parameters %".
Under repeated play, sub-populations are rewarded in proportion to their ex-
pected payo", and their numbers (either of individuals or of invested capital)
increase or decrease by this amount, thus changing the average threshold in

the population. For the binomially-distributed sample estimators
%

%̃ | %
&

and

a suitable distribution of sub-populations, the aggregate population response
may be made arbitrarily similar to the response of a homogeneous population
using the mean threshold strategy with a slightly wider distribution of sample
estimators.
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By the fundamental theorem of evolutionary game theory [183] the Nash equi-
libria of the non-cooperative game are also rest points of the replicator dynamic,
as the mutation rate (responsible for dispersion of the population strategy) is
taken to zero. Away from rest points, the mean threshold has a nonzero ve-
locity, because thresholds slightly higher or lower are superior responses to the
aggregate population behavior. The signs of the resulting velocities of the mean
d+%", /dt as a function of the promised payout r and the instantaneous mean
+%",, in the replicator dynamic for three prior distributions p(%) are shown in
Fig. 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Signs of the evolutionary velocity d+%", /dt for the three prior dis-
tributions described in the main text. Red is positive velocity; blue is negative.
Left panel: the uniform distribution in which each r has a unique stable fixed
point %". Middle panel: Gaussian &(%) with standard deviation # 0.152 which
is the critical value for onset of bistability. Right panel: Gaussian &(%) with
standard deviation = 0.1 showing two stable fixed points and one unstable fixed
point over the range r % [1.12, 1.24].

The first plot of d+%", /dt as a function of +%", and the return r is for a
uniform density p(%). The second is for a Gaussian density with mean +%, = 0.5
and standard deviation 0.152, and the third is for a Gaussian with mean +%, =
0.5 and standard deviation 0.1. For any value of r negotiated in the first move of
the extensive-form game, the rest point is the boundary between blue (negative
velocity) and red (positive velocity). Stable rest points are those with blue to
the right of red. The figure shows that, for the uniform density p(%) at any r,
a unique stable rest point %" exists. This is the Morris-Shin threshold strategy.
However, for Gaussian p(%) with standard deviation 0.152, a threshold value
r # 1.225 leads to neutral stability of this rest point, and for Gaussian p(%) with
standard deviation 0.1 a bistable regime develops. The upper and lower stable
rest points are the two equilibria of Diamond and Dybvig, and the intermediate
rest point is repelling. Optimizing the ex ante expected payo" along any of
these (r, %") fixed-point contours then selects the correlated-equilibrium value
for r.

In Ref. [262] we also show that a stochastic replicator dynamic creates a
probability for rare transitions between the stable and unstable rest points,
allowing us to estimate within the model the likelihood of the bank-run equi-
librium, along with its properties. In the example shown here, the bank-run
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equilibrium may indeed be made su!ciently rare under indefinitely repeated
play that it is rational for agents to invest in this market.

8.4.1.7 Key points from the model

The interpretations of the model that we believe are general across a range of
coordination problems are the following:

• The Diamond-Dybvig intuition from General Equilibrium – that multi-
ple ex post Nash equilibria including a Pareto-inferior equilibrium can be
self-induced by agents who ex ante expect returns superior to remaining
outside the markets – is consistent with a range of local and constructive
solutions. When multiple equilibria exist, they may be metastable, mean-
ing that rare constellations of agent choices may move a population from
one equilibrium to another.

• The Morris-Shin insight also applies: that a source of dispersion that
distributes population responses brings into existence a class of unique,
stable threshold strategies. The need for dispersion, however, keeps even
the Morris-Shin equilibrium that corresponds to the good (correlated)
Diamond-Dybvig equilibrium from achieving the e!ciency of Arrow-Debreu
insurance. The need to distribute the population response in order to sta-
bilize the threshold strategy requires both the mean threshold and the
returns to agents in the conservative tail to produce sub-optimal payo"s.

• The same need for dispersion that causes threshold solutions to fall short
of General Equilibrium e!ciency also limits the range of situations over
which they can provide stability. For highly disperse signals, all of the prior
densities p(%) in our example have unique stable threshold solutions at each
r. In the range of very narrow sample-estimator distributions p(%" | %),
however – in this case, narrow compared to the standard deviation of the
prior density p(%) – the transition from unique stability to multi-valued
and metastable equilibria emerges.

• In the domain of unique equilibria, the properties of almost-all repeats of
the game are determined by the population structure and payo"s in small
neighborhoods of the rest point. When multiple equilibria emerge, not
only neighborhoods of both rest points, but also a neighborhood around
the least-improbable transition trajectory between them, determine the
distribution of population outcomes. A new class of relevant questions
about this distribution, including the characteristic persistence times in
each equilibrium, emerges. We characterize this as the regime where the
dispersion of the sample estimators has become a “fragile regulator”, and
the late-time properties of the outcome are determined by the sampling,
exploration, and reward dynamics of the population.
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8.5 The Role of Velocity

A conventional macroeconomic definition of the velocity of money is: Velocity
is a ratio of nominal GDP to a measure of the money supply (M1,M2 or M3).
As noted in Chapter 7, it can be thought of as the rate of turnover in the money
supply – that is, the number of times one dollar is used to purchase final goods
and services included in GDP. How good is this definition of velocity of money
and how useful a concept is the velocity of money, and for what? This section
is devoted to these considerations.

The intermix of lags in technology, habits, bureaucracy, law and custom
impose time lags in decision-making (try filling in tax forms, completing probate,
getting a passport or visa). Strategic decision-making has to adjust to these facts
of life and the resulting time lags may control much of the dynamics and account
for the growth of financial, legal, accounting and other intermediaries. Much
of two party trade involves at least five parties: the two principles, two brokers
or traders and as a fifth an actual institution providing the market mechanism
(such as a stockmarket) with or without a separated clearing facility. With the
growth of financial intermediaries and government and industrial bureaucracies
the time lags are a far cry from face to face exchange. The time lags involving
money delivery, the delivery of other financial instruments and their creation
and destruction as well as timing of delivery of physical goods and services
contribute considerably to the guidance of economic dynamics.

8.5.1 Technological, Habitual and Strategic Velocities

We suggest that empirical models of the transaction velocities call for at least
seven sources of supply and demand if one wishes to disaggregate su!ciently
to see the highly di"erent time lags and exposure to – or lack of – fungibility,
marketability, and liquidity of physical and financial assets in the early twenty
first century in the United States and elsewhere. The major functions of credit
generating, insurance and risk assessment remain invariant in time and place in
any economy, but the institutional agents delivering the instruments to perform
the functions are in continuous flux.

In the United States at the time of this writing it is desirable to know the
demand for and supply of money and near monies for:

1. Individual natural legal persons;

2. Business and industry;

3. Government without the central bank;

4. The central bank;3

5. Commercial banks;

6. Other saving institutions;

3In the United States this should include the Treasury.
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7. Investment Banking and venture capital.

We believe that the proportions of behavior dominated by habit, technology
and strategic optimization varies considerably among all. Given tastes, habits
and technology as relatively fixed in a period of a year or less the interesting
economic analysis devolves on the strategic leeways in the supply and demand
for the means of payment. In a closed economy utilizing gold only as a means
of payment (as shown in Chapter 5) the models are precise and clear. They are
less so in a fiat money world with many near monies and high levels of commu-
nication that provide the possibility for the formation of payment subsystems
ranging down to organized barter swaps.

A brief heuristic overview of the seven types of agent is noted:

1. For the natural person agents their strategy space is relatively passive.
Much of daily life is still dominated by habit. They can save in a bank or
under the mattress, venture into a mutual or pension fund, shift the dates
of some payments and withdraw deposits, or in some instances opt for
default; but in essence, for the most part, they do not have the knowledge
or the time to be active investors. House and consumer durable owners
may have a considerable percentage of their wealth tied up in durables.
They are more or less passive players stirred into action by items such as
panics or job loss or windfalls. When faced with massive economic failure,
they may take to the streets and political cures are sought, be they riots,
dictatorships or peaceful change in government.

2. The non-financial firms own considerable assets that must be financed
by stocks, bonds and other loans. They are, for the most part, conscious
(primarily fiduciary) economic agents, often limited in speed of manoeu-
vre by their bureaucracy. If they succeed their financing problems must
include where to park their cash. This may involve building up their
own war chests, paying dividends, lowering other debt or shrinking shares
outstanding. They have no choice but to be active economic agents. The
small innovators have to look to themselves, their own families and friends
or to the venture capitalists for financing or attempt innovative finance
such as crowd funding.

3. The major money players in the new economies are the governments
and financial institutions. The governments (central and local), rel-
ative to the individuals, are oligopolistic agents. Depending on how one
aggregates, the government sectors may account for around anywhere be-
tween 15$ 50% of GDP. The sources of funds are primarily taxation with
some earning from the central bank, other government monopolies and
some sales such as leases or land.

4. The commercial banks are more or less profit maximizers whose main
function is to run the transactions technology with considerable service to
natural persons and short term financing for firms; but with the growth
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of financial supermarkets the name of the function and the institution
providing the function may vary considerably such as having a broker
acting as a retail consumer bank.

5. Other savings institutions are insurance companies, pension funds, mu-
tual funds, and money market funds where all the managements have as
their sources of capital relatively uninformed individuals with neither the
time nor ability to handle their own investments directly. The manage-
ments either are or present themselves as experts in the selection of savings
with the appropriate risk profiles. They are faced with the classical match-
ing book problem [387, 336] when one lends for times longer than the time
lengths for which one has borrowed.

6. The investment bankers and venture capitalists in much of the twen-
tieth century were partnerships essentially with both many rich active and
sleeping partners with much of their own money at risk. In corporate form
their sources of funds are the issue of stock and borrowing (other people’s
money). Their uses of funds are in evaluation, communication and deal-
making leading to private placements where they eventually guide the few
successes to initial public o"erings. All of their activities are disequilib-
rium activities.

8.5.2 A comment on the need for precision?

An apparently quite reasonable answer to a question such as: “what is Say’s
Law?” is: “Supply creates its own demand”. When one tries to translate
this simple observation into mathematics the subtlety and the vagueness of
language emerges. Questions of time lags and causality emerge in profusion. In
economics, almost always a fully mathematized model is too simple for some
of its users; but the precision provides clarification. It helps one identify where
the basic di"erences in perception of the modelers lie.

Our stress is that the paradigm shift proposed by Keynes was clearly set
up to capture the shift from a tightly coupled system yielding to analysis, to
a far more analytically complex loosely coupled system. Unfortunately the
analysis of such systems even today is highly restricted. An ingenious article
by Hicks [181] simultaneously was a masterpiece of exposition, and aided the
acceptance of Keynes’ work yet it virtually assassinated the central theme of
Keynes’ escape into disequilibrium. It did so by bringing it back to a structure
where equilibrium analysis could be managed and loose couplings and transients
were conveniently down-played.

Since the 1930s, however the understanding of the economies as control
and perception systems has changed enormously. Especially given that the
economies are much larger and more complex than before by any measure, the
full melding of information, communication, computation, money and finance is
critical to understanding control. This calls for the interaction of essay, mathe-
matical model, and ad hoc simulation and operational gaming in the generation
of operational advice on economic control.
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8.6 The Meanings of Liquidity

Before we consider velocity further a reconsideration of the meaning of liquidity
in terms of our methodology is called for. From current use and colloquial
comment we know that prior to considering an item’s liquidity we need to check
its marketability.

For an item to be marketable there must be no legal or other societal in-
stitutions that block bringing it to a market, if such a market exists. It has
been well known since at least Edgeworth [104] that a market is not a single
locale but a thick enough interconnected network of professional traders set up
to trade some su!ciently standardized form of contract or fungible commodity
that quality validation and nonstandard boilerplate legal considerations are not
required for a trade.

The colloquial definition of “liquidity” understood by most practitioners is:
An item is liquid if there exists a market in which it can be sold more or less
immediately at a price more or less the same as the price of the last sale of a
similar item. As noted in Sec. 8.4.1.4, this may be a matter of degree or it may
be a discrete criterion for the stability of markets and their ability to remain
within bounded trading domains.

In order to make this item precise we suggest that liquidity is generally
defined with respect to the following conditions and parameters:

Players: buyers with a means of payment and sellers with a positive supply
of some item such that there is an active supply and demand over a common
range.

Expectations: The change in expectations between periods has minor influ-
ence on the size of supply and demand between t an t+1. Furthermore individual
expectations are not heavily correlated.

Parameters: Martin: Note that this bullet has been given no asso-

ciated text.

The necessary accounting time units and size of (t = ti $ ti!1 (relative to an
integer index i over events) are specified.

A second time parameter k may be called for subdividing the (t into minimal
transactions time segments. For example, what is the minimum time required
to buy, then sell the asset and be in a position to reuse the funds?

The size of the minimal tradeable quantity Q is specified.

The populations n1 and n2 of traders are large enough to constitute a thick
market.

Some of the problems that arise in constructing these type of models are
illustrated below considering the financing of a play of roulette, a repo, and
financing a consumer good.
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The mechanism and intermediaries: The market mechanism such as a
continuous double auction market operates within the (t required to describe
a one-shot bid-o"er game. When more “realistic” market mechanisms are de-
scribed a host of small changes and special details appear, and in those changes
a wedge of a few basis points here or there provides a comfortable living for an
intermediary.

8.7 The turnover of money in various transac-
tions

Ever since the emergence of a formal financial system in renaissance Florence,
the velocity of money in interbank trade has been systematically higher than
that in the real-goods sector.4 A narrative can be told to the e"ect that this
would be expected: The concentration of money under decision-making power
in banks is larger than it is for most private traders; the exchange of money for
debt contracts or the clearance of money among accounts can be faster than
exchanges involving real goods which must be delivered. More subtly, because
one role of banks is as perceptors and aggregators of information from many
complex trading sectors, banks experience more frequent demands to rebalance
accounts, to provide liquidity, or to hedge against future fluctuations in supply
or demand for credit.

The narrative, however, does not provide a way to address many quantitative
questions, which would provide tests of its validity: The velocity in interbank
and various other financial trade is neither equal to, nor infinitely larger than,
velocity in various real-goods sectors, but rather is larger by a considerable fac-
tor. What institutional or social/behavioral conditions determine this factor?
Money trade in financial markets is often regarded as a signal of estimates of
valuation by traders informed in di"ering degrees about a variety of securities;
the market aggregates this information to supposedly generate a price signal
that is more reliable when averaged over market trade, than the information
available to any individual trader. From a mechanism-design perspective, then,
what determines the cost of such signals? Is it correct to assign a price to
information in the same manner as one assigns a price to goods (perhaps us-
ing a game-theoretic construction similar to the one in Ch. 5 that generates a
money-metric value of market clearing rules), and how then is the price formed?
What is the predicted velocity required to carry a certain rate of information
about valuations? How is information itself to be measured? If traders act
under budget or credit constraints, what are the consequent informational in-
e!ciencies of financial markets? How much of financial velocity is determined

4See Ref. [276], Ch. 5. At the beginning of mercantile banking in Tuscany, families were
the analogues of banks. Often, marriages served as the equivalent of quick inter-bank com-
munication, essentially calling forth the flow of bills of exchange with inter-family monetary
settlement. While not referred to as velocity directly, this chapter implicitly shows the high
velocity made possible by the bill-of-exchange mechanism, which required only a netting in
cash periodically.
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by technological advances that reduce clearing time and transaction costs, and
how much is determined by behavioral limits? For each of these questions, the
quantitative answer will likely di"er among financial sectors as it does among
real-goods exchange sectors. These di"erences and the sector weights therefore
enter into any prediction or estimate for average velocity.

Formulation of these questions for actual markets, in a way that can be
econometrically calibrated, is a complex problem of operations research. Here
we consider three economic activities, to suggest elements of the game theory,
institutional finance, and material constraints that a"ect velocity.

8.7.1 The Turnover of Money Playing Roulette

The turnover in the financial markets appears to be far faster than in the in-
dustrial or consumer markets, and in general more complex than the turnover
of money at a roulette table, however the operations research formulation of
the turnover of money or chips at a Roulette table is instructive in laying out
many of the problems in defining and measuring the turnover of money for any
financial instrument.

The financial instrument
A single play at one turn of the roulette may be regarded as the purchase and

immediate execution of a lottery ticket. This has a minimal time k associated
with it.

The market institution
The institution is the table generally run by one croupier set in the gambling

hall of a casino or hotel-casino. The croupier is supplemented by general su-
pervision and service sta" watching for cheats and drunks and bringing drinks
to the table. Financially these provide the information for assigning the over-
heads and variable cost to running the table where the accounting unit may be
(t = one day.

Financing the play
In general the tables do not use cash. The individual player buys chips and

pays for them in cash, by check, by credit card or sometimes by personal IOU.
After play if the player has finished gambling she cashes out her terminal supply
of chips and otherwise is required to settle accounts.

House reserves
In general there is no formal statement of the size of the house reserves. It

is implicitly assumed by all players that the house has su!cient cash or bank
credit to honor any redemption with cash or check.

Upper bound on turnover
How fast can the chips turn over? One full spin of the wheel also involves

time for individuals to place their bets and to have the winners paid. Including
breaks, this appears to be in the range of 25 to 60 times an hour.
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Goals of the players
In spite of a house take with 0 and 00 of over 5% the roulette tables flourish

and the economists and psychologists have their hands full in trying to explain
the motivations to play roulette. If an individual plays for 2 hours for entertain-
ment and has a maximum amount of investment of say $300 worth of chips and
is playing at a $5 minimum bet table with 30 games an hour her expected loss
for the two hours of entertainment is $15.789, not much di"erent from a movie.

Velocity of chips or money?
If the house permitted only cash at the table it is clear that we are discussing

the velocity of a component of M1. But in the two hour interval the player plays,
her money has become part of the reserves of the casino. The turn-over of the
chips does reflect the “action” at the table but not the turnover of money. In
a like manner intra-corporate trade is recorded in accounting transfers but no
cash flows are noted.

8.7.2 The turnover of money buying repos

A repurchase agreement (repo) is a form of collateralized loan in which an
instrument such as a Treasury note is sold to a bank overnight with a contract
to repurchase it next day. The market for repos in the U.S. has been estimated
at a turnover of $2, 194 billion per diem in face value in 2013.5

It appears that the repo has been a key instrument in obtaining leverage in
recent years although in its elemental form the repo is noted in a parliamentary
interchange reported by Bagehot [20] (appendix) on “repos” in 1858

1171. But you sometimes lend money upon bills deposited with
you by bill-brokers? – Yes.

1172. And you occasionally call in that money and re-deliver
these securities? – Yes; but that we do to a very small extent.

1173. Is not that the equivalent to the rediscount of bills? – No,
the discount of a bill and the lending money on bills are very di"erent
things. When we discount a bill, that bill becomes our property; it
is in our control and we keep it and lock it up until it falls due;
but when brokers come to us and want to borrow, say 50, 000l. on
a deposit of bills, and we let them have the money and afterwards
return those bills to them and we get back our money, surely that
is not a rediscount?

Evidence given by Mr. Alderman Salomons 1858.

The essential structure and financial function of the repo are independent of
the underlying instrument used as security as any bond will do; but depending
on the bonds sold the “haircut” that they are given will di"er. Thus a treasury
gets a 2 1

2% haircut. If you put up a middle tranche mortgage backed security it
might get a 25% haircut. But even then (leaving out trading costs) an individual

5reported by ICAPhttp://www.icap.com/investor-relations/monthly-volume-data.aspx
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with $1,000 with an account at a bank could with a single phone call buy $4,000
of a mortgage backed security whose ownership under the repurchase agreement
would be assigned to the bank for “overnight” until on the next day the repo
is closed out. The repo may be renewed by the bank indefinitely on a daily
basis. The key features are the ability of the bank to assess the safety level of
the haircut and the ability of the seller to evaluate the risk-reward aspects of
the security. The seller of the repo may be a dealer in government securities, or
a hedge fund and the buyer a large bank of a still larger holding company where
legal and other constraints forbid the bank to make such a investment directly
by itself. If the borrower goes bankrupt as the security pledged is owned by the
creditor it does not appear in the settlement proceedings of the bankruptcy and
is now owned completely by the bank.

In practice institutional features such as the accounting and bankruptcy
seniority rules also enter.

Specifically, the six shared characteristics of repo market and secured lending
trades that are required at the agent level are:

1. principal amount,

2. interest rate,

3. collateral type,

4. size of haircut,

5. tenor, and

6. nature of the counterparty.

Gorton [164] and Gorton and Metrick [163] provide a discussion and analysis
of the 2008 housing bubble covering the crucial role of the repo market.

8.7.3 The turnover of money in consumer goods

In contrast with a pure gambling scenario, followed by trading of paper for
money and money for paper the third example involves the exchange of real
goods for money, although there maybe cash, checks, credit cards, debit cards
and food stamps involved. The features considered are:

The nature of the final good;

The market institutions involved;

Financing the transaction;

Reserves requirements;

The upper bound on turnover;

The goals of the players[145].

The variants here are legion, including a purchase of bread once a day in the
morning for cash in a French town, or a weekly purchase of a longlasting loaf
paying by credit card in much of the United States.
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8.7.4 Velocity and change in velocity

If we could measure velocity and changes in velocity accurately why should we
care about it and what would we learn?

It appears that financial velocity is much faster than the velocity encountered
when finished goods are traded. The fundamental di"erence appears to be that
in ultimate purchase of a final short lived consumer good the evaluation problem
is solved with the purchase and the good does not return to the market; with
longer-term goods such as automobiles and houses future resale prices may be
of some concern. However in the exchange of financial instruments there is a
constant readjustment of valuation and a redistribution of ownership claims and
bets as the system is meant to be the immediate evaluator and re-evaluator of
all exogenous and endogenous forces impinging on the economy

8.7.5 An aside on velocity, bankruptcy and the creation
and destruction of money

It is often not appreciated that in bankruptcy fiat money is not destroyed,
it is reallocated. Credit is destroyed; but if one calls credit “money”, then
definitional problems in the concept of the velocity of money appear. The nature
of short term credit is such that it is, in general, a contract that is used once. It
may be replaced in a roll-over by a similar, but nevertheless di"erent contract.
It is meaningful to talk of the turnover of a long term marketable bond that may
be sold and resold many times with no contractual change in the instrument. A
repo “dies after dawn” and is replaced, frequently automatically, but with the
chance that the replacement is not forthcoming.

8.8 A heuristic discussion of firms, financial as-
sets and real assets

Many mathematical economists have wondered about the plethora of degrees
of freedom which seems to appear when one tries to introduce money into a
general equilibrium structure. As is usually the case a paradox is no paradox
when examined from the appropriate point of view. In attempting to describe
the general equilibrium structure as a playable game with a monetary economy
the immediate critique on anyone who constructs a playable strategic market
game is that it is so special and the construction could have been done in
an astronomically large number of ways. That criticism is completely correct
and completely misses the positive message that is being sent. The message
provides the link between static economics on one side and economic dynamics
and biology on the other side. The plethora of degrees of freedom is there so
that it is feasible to construct hosts of ad hoc micro-micro-economic models that
fit special niches and are able to adjust with varying flexibility to the micro and
the macro dynamics to which they are exposed. A good industry specialist
trying to forecast the dynamics of the firm and its viability will investigate real
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and financial assets and liabilities as well as management and software. A check
list includes:

1. Labor,

2. Land,

3. Buildings,

4. Machinery,

5. Raw materials,

6. Goods in process,

7. O!ce supplies,

8. Cash and receivables,

9. Short term debt,

10. Long term debt and,

11. Financial assets,

12. Software, and o"-balance sheet assets such as derivatives,

13. Management.

Each of these items may have a time profile attached to it such as the ages
and length of service of management and the age structure of machinery.

Cautious accounting calls for leaving the asset attribution to management
and organization as o" the balance sheets; but one of the key tasks of a good
analyst is to attach estimates to the worth of this o" balance sheet asset.

Given this listing a little contemplation of the description in these terms of
a family restaurant, an automobile rental firm, a large oil company, a bank, a
hedge fund or a funeral parlor immediately calls for a taxonomy of dynamic
models at least as diverse as an animal kingdom stretching from whales to ants
or mites.

The sizes in terms of both personnel and assets, the flexibility of the insti-
tution and their complexity di"er so considerably that it is unlikely that “one
shoe fits all” when one is trying to develop an economic dynamics. This is not
counter to general economic theory. It merely places two sets of empirical con-
straints on it. It implicitly suggests that the understanding of the dynamics of
a specific firm in the steel industry requires that one knows considerable phys-
ical and financial facts about both the firm and its industry. Yet that alone
is not su!cient to describe the dynamics. The description of structure of the
game requires the appropriate representation of the institutions; but in order to
attempt to describe their dynamics of play one also requires the description of
the management, its goals and its decision-making procedures. In general the
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larger institutions are all run by committees of fiduciaries using “Other People’s
Money” (OPM) and buried in a Byzantine mixture of tax laws, regulation and
accounting conventions that place considerable constraints on the manifestation
of economic behavior.

Among the smaller firms there are many individually or family owned es-
tablishments, where to some extent as a function of specific skills, knowledge
and education the management resembles the individually owned one-aggregate-
product firm of many economic textbooks since Marshall.

Significant in numbers but not in total revenue terms there are firms with a
single or few employees such as many restaurants or art galleries or small spe-
cialty retail stores. Here before the dynamics can be considered is the domain
in which behavioral economics may have a chance to flourish. The model of
homo oeconomicus that might fit the managers and large active stockholders
of middling and large firms hardly applies. The experience and professional
training levels and motivation for the family restaurant or small art gallery or
gift shop call for a di"erent dynamics than that of the major corporation. The
failure rates within the first two years indicate that the population of owners
is far closer to nonprofessional consumers than to professional managers. This
ranges from the retirees who dream of their own little restaurant to the multi-
millionaire’s wife who runs her art gallery for pleasure.

The basic theme here is not that the economic paradigm is of no value, but
that its value depends on social, political, technological and economic facts that
provide the structure of economic dynamics. These need to be supplemented
by a behavioral understanding that there are many plausible models of the
human decision-maker whose e!cacies vary in context. In the attempts to unify
macro- and micro-economics it is equally easy to be overwhelmed by detail or
to ruthlessly abstract away all detail to the point that key questions cannot be
answered in the oversimplification; for example the representative agent models
rule out questions concerning any motion in wealth distribution.

Utilizing as an approximation an expected discounted profit optimizing fidu-
ciary management one can at least obtain an answer to a question such as how
likely is a firm going to be a candidate for a take over? This is in essence the
answer as to how liquid is the firm in the market for corporations. It is clear that
this relates immediately to the possibility that the firm is worth more broken up
than it is as an entity. This represents an arbitrage possibility among di"erent
markets, the market for corporations, the stock market and the market for real
assets.

Other questions of macro significance in a fragile economy are the leverage
of debts in the structure of the earnings and its implication in the probability
of bankruptcy and inadequate reserves. Bagehot’s great book in the nineteenth
century already spelled out the profits to be had and the risks generated by
leverage.

Except more or less as parables, low dimensional dynamic programming
solutions are of little help in providing applied advice for the running of a
financially controlled dynamic economy. The very instruments, markets and
institutions that supply the financial community with its critical role of analysis
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and information generation as well as evaluation and control are not present
in the limited mathematical representation that is not designed to handle the
cascades of inequalities and boundary conditions that characterize much of the
motion in a financially sophisticated economy.

8.9 The concept of “enough money”

In discussion of the economics of production and exchange the topic of “does
the economy have ‘enough money’ ” is frequently asked. This concept can be
made mathematically precise for an equilibrium model; but the answer to the
question splits into three pieces, one of which is purely mathematical and the
other two of which are heavily institutional. The first covers GE statics and
the other two dynamics and exogenous uncertainty. They depend on the way
in which the economy has been modeled as a set of rules designed to be explicit
about the price formation processes.

8.9.1 Enough money with complete markets

In essence the general equilibrium system with its focus on the wealth constraints
on all individuals calls for the mathematics of the equations of wealth, whereas
the strategic market games with their specification of cash flow constraints call
for the mathematics of inequalities. Without going into the full technical detail,
the heuristic argument is as follows. In a mass anonymous market with a single
universally acceptable means of payment a jointly recognizable and accepted
money may be utilized as a substitute for trust. However, if cash payments
are required, unless credit or clearing arrangements are considered the cash
payments impose cash-flow constraints on the optimization. These take the form
of inequalities. The concept of “enough money well distributed” [350] is that
none of these inequalities are binding on any agent in the economy. The analysis
of enough money is completely well defined mathematically, but requires the full
specification of the price formation mechanism and the individual strategy sets.

8.9.2 How much money is enough for an economy?

In an economy without innovation or any other uncertainty and an omniscient
passive central bank that issues central bank money against IOU notes that at
equilibrium it knows can and will be paid back,6 enough money is an amount
required to obtain an interior solution [339]. This is made formally precise in
context in the two sections below. In a living dynamic economy with uncertainty
the concept of the correct amount of money needs to be associated with the use
of reserves of the government money, the laws of bankruptcy and default and
the public’s willingness to accept a positive default as the cost of innovation.

6If an individual has the strategic freedom to decide whether or not to honor her IOU an
enforcement mechanism is required. That is why the bankruptcy laws and their enforcement
must be supplied in any economy that uses credit regardless of whether the recognized means
of payment is government fiat or gold.
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The overall question, which although conceptually definable is, how much
money is required in an economy for all goods transactions, has been under
consideration since Sir William Petty, as has been noted by Marshall [242] (p.
47) who states:

Petty thought that the money “su!cient for the nation is so
much as will pay half a year’s rent for all the lands of England and
a quarter’s rent of the Housing, for a week’s expense of all the peo-
ple, and about a quarter of the value of all exported commodities”
. . . . Locke estimated that “one fifth of wages and one fourth of the
landowner’s income and one twentieth part of the broker’s yearly
returns in ready money will be enough to drive the trade of any
country.” Cantillon (A.D. 1775) after a long and subtle study, con-
cludes that the value needed is a ninth of the total produce of the
country, or, what he takes to be the same thing, a third of the rent
of land. Adam Smith has more of the skepticism of the modern age
and says: “it is impossible to determine the proportion” though “it
has been computed by various authors at a fifth, at a tenth, at a
twentieth and at a thirtieth part of the whole value of the annual
product.”

In essence although enough money is precisely defined in some extremely
impoverished models; in application it is enormously di!cult to define and
approximate given the proliferation of near monies.

8.10 It is not the velocity of money, it is the cre-
ation and destruction of near-monies that
counts

The discourse on the velocity of money may be conceptually misleading to our
understanding if it concentrates primarily on the turn-over of government cur-
rency. Given that M is a multidimensional measure with many short term
instruments, the change is less in the velocity of individual instruments than it
is in the quickened destruction and creation of new instruments, and it is the
quantity of credit in the aggregate that grows or shrinks.

The variation in the turnover of government money diverts attention from
the enormous swings in the creation and destruction of other means for trans-
acting and settling trade. The magic of the creation and destruction of billions
in the nominal unit of currency is almost always not in the currency itself, but
in the near monies. As computational and communication methods improve so
do the opportunities for subgroups to invent, use and police much of their own
means of payment.

The term velocity in financial a"airs is an unfortunate term. The analogy
with physics does not hold for debt instrument near monies. In physics regard-
less of the speed with which a ball is thrown, it remains a ball. In finance the
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process involves recontracting for a variety of legally new, even if apparently
identical instruments.[387].



Chapter 9

Innovation and breaking
the circular flow

9.1 Preamble

This chapter has a basic theme that even the simplest venture into innovation
takes us into the realms of disequilibrium where the study of behavior in tran-
sient states of any length is unavoidable, even if one sticks to the mantra of the
rational economic agent.

If one is to solve and perform a sensitivity analysis on the models we build,
the explosion of complexity that occurs on going to high dimensions forces us to
utilize low dimensional models. It is our belief that a low dimensional model that
is presented as a representation of an actual economy, must be viewed as dealing
with parable and metaphor intermixed with applied macroeconomics. For this
reason although our approach overlaps in some techniques with models in the
Lucas school, our goals are somewhat di"erent. They are devoted to studying
process mechanisms and showing the unavoidable consequences of extending
the general equilibrium paradigm to dynamics. This involves, step by step the
invention of a variety of minimal financial, legal and governmental institutions to
perform the myriads of needed functions to guide a dynamic economy. Even with
the gross behavioral simplifications of rational expectations these models can
provide answers or at least raise precise questions in economic theory such, as
noted in Chapter 8 to the mysteries of “Bills only” or to the many interpretations
of “Says Law”. They can do so because precision is provided in specifying
conditions on degrees of freedom, unit size, symmetry and laws of conservation.
These are all critical to understanding the relationship between money and
credit and innovation.

The cost of the precision we advocate is that even the simplest of illustrative
examples may involve fine micro-micro-economic distinctions and considerable
tedious calculations as is seen below.

The possibly most important item we illustrate is to show that innovation,

335
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even at its simplest, when there are many individuals in a monetary economy, in
general requires the breaking of the circular flow of capital. This, further-
more, raises ownership problems. Who controls and supplies the financial
capital to fund the innovation?

In order to appreciate fully the role of finance in innovation it is highly
instructive to understand first the problems faced by Robinson Crusoe where
all items are physical and money and credit do not exist. This contrasts with the
multiagent economy with financial institutions where the availability of money
and credit not only adds to e!ciency but provides a mechanism for financial
control of physical processes.

9.1.1 A Caveat on closed dynamic general equilibrium
models

Our stress on using closed models is heavily directed towards the unification of
physical and financial economics and to understanding at the most elemental
level the conceptual di!culties in modeling production, destruction and control
of various forms of money and credit. Direct applications to economic history
we believe to be highly speculative, especially if the low dimensional models
are representative agent and hardly model the financial sector. The perceptive
review of Peter Temin [395] is in accord with our view on the limits of the
application of the rational expectations low dimensional representative agents
models.

9.2 The last modification from equilibrium to
disequilibrium

Schumpeter and Keynes dealt with dynamics and disequilibrium. In order to
understand fully how either of them relate with General Equilibrium a complete
closed model that also specifies equations of motion must be constructed.

In this and several related publications [350, 351, 353, 293] a progressively
more complex cascade of models has been examined. The underlying thesis is
that the general equilibrium model in all of its austere abstract unreality has
provided a critically basic useful model for much of economic analysis. Its very
assumptions usefully highlighted and clarified the nature of the enormous gap
between reality and the ideal price decentralized world of the perfect markets
with bloodless isolated maximizers. This world is blessed with no public goods,
no fully defined institutions and no need for government. Once one tries to set
up such models as full process models the institutions of the economy emerge
as carriers of process. There is a multitude of institutions that can be designed
to provide any function. Selecting among them often calls for reaching into
the micro-micro-economic and/or socio-psychological aspects of design (such as
perception or cognition). Many of the plethora of models are plausible and viable
variations abound. Yet understanding the potential dynamics of a monetary
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system depends far less on the myriads of models than on getting at least one
coherent, consistent and fully closed system right so that the cash flows, the
creation and destruction of the moneys involved, the mechanisms of the markets
and payment systems, the time lags and unit sizes, are all spelled out. Even
though the model may be a metaphor, the physics of its equations of motion
may be made complete without having to resort to helicopters or handwaves.
The very unreality of such a model aids in highlighting where the realities lie.

Until this point the critical role of innovation has been completely left out.
Chapter 8 was a needed preliminary to being able to tackle innovation, finally
considering uncertainty with incomplete markets and clearing some of the under-
brush involving near monies, liquidity and the velocity of financial instruments
and physical resources.

The specific “value-added” to the topics of innovation, control and owner-
ship attempted here is to start to bridge the mathematical gap between general
equilibrium theory and Schumpeter’s writings on innovation. This calls for intro-
ducing finance. In the past twenty to thirty years there have been considerable
writing and empirical work on innovation and the economic and behavioral ques-
tions it raises, see for example Arthur [16], Dosi et al. [85], Bechtel et al. [25],
Baumol [24], Lamoreaux and Sololo" [294], Day, Eliasson and Wihlborg [68],
Nelson [267], Nelson and Winter [268], Shubik (2008) [352] and in particular
the essay of Day [68]. Other micro innovation treatments are exemplified by
Aghion [5], Boldrin and Levine [34], and a useful coverage of recent literature
is given by Thompson [396].

The work here in Chapters 9 and 10 is meant to be complementary with
these but aimed specifically at trying to characterize mathematically via dy-
namic programming and other formulations of strategic market games, the mon-
etary aspects of innovation eventually including ownership and financial control
and coordination features of a market economy within a society represented
minimally by the presence of a governmental agent and a commercial banking
system. Allied with this approach to the specifics of “breaking the circular flow
of capital” has been the recent works of Dosi et al. [84, 83] and Ciaini et al. [45].
They present somewhat richer models than we do; but are highly complementary
with those here. They use simulation methods and a macro-economic approach
showing the relationship with both Keynes [231] and Minsky [258].

9.2.1 Types of innovation

The study of innovation cannot be approached monolithically. There are at
least four distinct types of innovation, namely:

• radically new product innovation;

• engineering variation of current product;

• distribution, network, information and communication innovation;

• organization, cost reduction or other process innovation influencing e!-
ciency.
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In terms of uncertainty they are highly di"erent. The most di!cult to han-
dle by conventional economic analysis are radical product and network inno-
vations. Both the production procedures and the demand acceptance are un-
known. There is often little, if any, precedence. The subjective probabilities
for success, if any, may be cooked up by stretched analogy with other products
and networks that have succeeded or failed; and only can be quantified for the
purpose of the construction of imaginary or pro forma financial statements used
to persuade potential investors. They are also often subject to “winner take all
increasing returns”, as suggested by the insightful work of Arthur.

More or less standard product variation fits reasonably well into the current
theory of oligopolistic competition. The large firms selling, say, refrigerators
have products that are close to being identical. It is the job of marketing and the
production engineers to have a spice shelf full of technically known modifications
or additions that can help to di"erentiate the product. Costs and demand can
be reasonably estimated for such innovations. Innovation can also fit into a
modified model of a competitive market, as has been shown by Boldrin and
Levine [34]. The cost innovation discussed here can be considered in competitive
markets, especially when one takes into account that the appropriation by others
of new ideas, industrial secrets and expertise is by no means instantaneous.

By far the most prevalent form of innovation in many economies is process
innovation involving organization and frequently reducing costs of production
by orders of magnitude. New inventions call for expensive prototypes. Even if
the market for the new product is clearly present, over the first few years, espe-
cially with mass market possibilities, there is a considerable focus on unit cost
reduction. The prototype is highly expensive and the first batch for sale, though
cheaper than the prototype, is usually produced at nowhere near the intended
cost. The possibility to quantify a gaming experiment with cost innovation and
to provide a reasonable scenario appears to be far easier than trying to construct
an experimental game to illustrate radical product innovation. Here we restrict
our concern to cost reduction innovation in a competitive environment.

9.2.2 Some behavioral considerations

Much of the work in mathematical economics and in game theory has been
based explicitly or implicitly on an abstract homo economicus or von Neumann
man. This individual has perfect recall and an ability to compute everything. In
actuality there are many di"erent behavioral types that are worth considering.
(See [352] for a discussion.)

Here for simplicity we will restrict attention to the von Neumann player.1

1As this is easly formulated as an experimental game with innovation one could test the
divergence in performance between human (non-experts) with the “rational” non-cooperative
players of our theory.
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9.2.3 Property rights, information and appropriation

The modeling and analysis of innovation is replete with di!culties. In much
of the mythology of purely competitive markets adjustments usually take place
immediately. In fact, in a dynamic system profits are made by innovators having
the lead ahead of the myriads of time lags in the di"usion of information and
expertise. The time it takes for an industrial secret to leak, and the delays and
barriers caused by legal, accounting and tax considerations, are all considerable.

Virtually everything is permeable at some point. Thus patent protection,
must be looked at as a time delay device and other barriers to entry as delay
devices. Law cases are often brought merely as time delay instruments.

In Crusoe’s world none of these details exist. At the level of abstraction
here, these items, often critical to any serious deal, are abstracted away. We
also avoid the introduction of taxes and subsidies that are a part of everyday
life. In finance many of the profits lie in the taking care of the details that arise
out of equilibrium.

9.2.4 Physical and financial assets, innovation and equi-
librium?

We address specifically cost innovation and the breaking of the circular flow of
funds. Considered also are some of the inevitable problems of the interaction
between ownership and control. The models here are based directly on several
essays, one dealing with equilibrium in a closed monetary economy without in-
novation [196] the second concerned with the physical good aspects of innovation
in a Robinson Crusoe Economy [359] a third, an essay of Shubik and Sudderth
on innovation in a monetary economy and further work [360]. In Sec. 9.8 the
basic structure of the monetary economy and its dynamic equilibria without
innovation are noted. In particular the role of the money interest rate as a con-
trol variable emerges in this relatively simple financial setting. We then present
a more or less straight exercise in operations research where in a non-market,
non-monetary setting Robinson Crusoe has to evaluate how to give up physical
assets needed to be consumed in a risky innovation.

In our deconstruction of the investment decision there are five features that
merit individual analysis; they are:

1. Equilibrium in a closed monetary economy prior to the knowledge that
innovation is feasible;

2. Innovation in a Robinson Crusoe setting, involving only physical assets;

3. Innovation in a closed competitive monetary economy with only short
term assets available, investigating the need for the expansion of money
and credit;

4. The roles of long term capital assets, locus of control, evaluation and
funding for innovation; and
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5. The implications of continuing innovation for the distribution of firm size
and investment.

We immediately comment on the first two items but limit our analysis here
to the third and fourth items in order to make explicit the monetary flows and
their control. We comment on the last two features of innovation in Sec.s 9.8
and 9.9. They are dealt with somewhat in Chapter 10 but we recognize that
there is far more to be done to deal with the central aspects of control and
valuation in a competitive innovating economy.2

9.3 Robinson Crusoe without markets or money

The study of Robinson Crusoe deciding whether or not to innovate enables
us to see clearly how, when we switch from an isolated technical problem to
innovation in a monetary economy, the role of finance and evaluation by those
who control resources becomes central.

9.4 Robinson Crusoe in a nonmonetary econ-
omy

The examples provided here originally appeared in [359]. Consider a model
in which a single agent, Robinson Crusoe, produces a good for his personal
consumption.3 Suppose he begins with q . 0 units of the good, puts i units
into production, and consumes the remaining x = q$i thereby receiving u(q $ i)
in utility. The agent begins the next period with f(i) units of the good and the
game continues. (Both the utility function u and the production function f are
assumed to be concave and nondecreasing on [0,1), with f(0) = 0.) The value
of the game V (q) to Robinson Crusoe is the supremum over all strategies of the
payo" function

&
$

n=1

1n!1u(xn) ,

where xn is the amount of the good consumed in period n and 1 % (0, 1) is a
discount factor. For this model without the possibility of innovation, the value
function V satisfies the Bellman equation

V (q) = sup
0*i*q

[u(q $ i) + 1V (f(i))] .

Assume that there is an input i1 such that f $(i1) = 1/1. (This is certainly the
case if f $(0) = 1 and limi+& f $(i) = 0, as is often assumed.) Let q1 = f(i1).

2One of our goals is to provide some su"ciently tractable examples that they can serve as
a basis for experimental games.

3The examples provided here originally appeared in [360].
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Theorem 1. (Karatzas et al. [196]) If the initial value of the good is q1, then
an optimal strategy is to input i1 in every period. Consequently,

V (q1) =
1

1$ 1
· u(q1 $ i1) .

9.4.1 Innovation by Robinson Crusoe

Assume now that our single agent with goods q is allowed to input i for pro-
duction and invest j in innovation, where 0 & i & q, 0 & j & q $ i. The agent
consumes the remainder q$ i$ j. The innovation is successful with probability
3(j) resulting in an improved production function g = (1 + %) f , where % > 0.
The innovation fails and the production function is unchanged with probability
1$ 3(j). Let V1 be the value function for the game with production function f
without innovation as in the previous section and let V2 be the value function
for the game with the improved production function g. Then the value function
V of the game with innovation satisfies

V (q) = sup
0*i*q

0*j*q!i

[u(q $ i$ j) + 1 {3(j)V2(f(i)) + (1$ 3(j))V1(f(i))}] .

Let 7(i, j) be the function of i and j occurring inside the supremum. For an
interior optimum we must have the Euler equations:

+7

+i
=
+7

+j
= 0.

To find a solution to Crusoe’s innovation problem, we must calculate the
values of V1 and V2 where the quantity of goods is the amount f(i) yet to be
determined. Theorem 1 only gives an expression for the value at one equilibrium
point, which is di"erent for the two production functions f and g. This situation
is a mathematical reflection of Schumpeter’s insight that the circular flow must
be broken.

The next two sections treat special cases where the value function can be
found for all values of q and the innovation problem can then be solved explicitly.

9.4.2 A risk-neutral Crusoe

If the agent is risk-neutral, then there is a simple description of the optimal
strategy at every value of q.

Theorem 2. Assume that u(x) = x for all x. Then an optimal strategy is to
input q if q & i1 and to input i1 if q > i1. For q . i1, the value of the game is

V (q) = q $ i1 +
1

1$ 1
· (q1 $ i1) .
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Proof. A player with goods q > q$ . 0 can always consume q$ q$ and then play
from q$. Hence,

V (q) . q $ q$ + V (q$) .

Consider now q & i1, and a strategy that inputs i < q. The best possible
return from such a strategy is

q $ i+ 1V (f(i)).

But an input of q gives a best return of

1V (f(q)) . 1 · [f(q)$ f(i) + V (f(i))]

. 1 · [f $(q) (q $ i) + V (f(i))]

. q $ i+ 1 · V (f(i))

since f $(q) . f $ (i1) = 1/1. So it is optimal to input q when q & i1.
Now suppose that q > i1. Since u$ = 1, the Euler equation reduces to

f $(i) = 1/1 or i = i1. The appropriate transversality condition is trivially
satisfied since qn = q1 for all n . 1. It is easy to check that the strategy is
interior and therefore optimal.

Consider next the innovation problem of the previous section for our risk-
neutral agent with u(x) = x.

Assume that f $(i1) = 1/1 and g$(i2) = 1/1. Then by Theorem 2, V $
1(q) =

V $
2(q) = 1 for q . max {i1, i2}. Thus if f(i) . max {i1, i2}, we have

+7(i, j)

+i
= $1 + 1 {3(j) f $(i) + (1$ 3(j)) f $(i)}

= $1 + 1f $(i) ,

+7(i, j)

+j
= $1 + 13$(j) {V2(f(i))$ V1(f(i))} .

Hence, in this case, the solutions to the Euler equations are

i" = (f $)
!1

(1/1) = i1 and j" = (3$)
!1

(1/1 [V2(f(i
"))$ V1(f(i

"))]) .

To illustrate the solution, we calculate it below for a very simple example.
We will revisit essentially the same example for several other models.

9.4.2.1 A numerical example

Assume that the initial production function is f(i) = 2
'
i and % = .1 so that,

after a successful innovation, the production function is g = 2.2
'
i. Set 1 = .95.

Solve
f $(i1) = 1/1 and g$(i2) = 1/1

to get
i1 = .9025, i2 = 1.092
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and
q1 = f(i1) = 1.9, q2 = g(i2) = 2.299.

For q . i2 > i1, it follows from Theorem 2 that

V2(q)$ V1(q) =
i1 $ i2
1$ 1

+
1

1$ 1
(q2 $ q1) = 3.791.

Assume now that the probability of successful innovation from investing j
is 3(j) = j/ (1 + j). As noted above, the first Euler equation has the solution
i" = i1 = .9025 so that f(i") = f(i1) = q1 = 1.9. Since 1.9 > i2 > i1,

V2(f(i
"))$ V1(f(i

")) = 3.791

and the solution to the second Euler equation is j" = (3$)!1 (1/ (.95) (3.791)) =
.8977. Thus 3(j") = .8977/1.8977 = .473 is the probability that the innovation
is successful.

We can use the formula from Theorem 2 to calculate

V2(f(i
")) = V2(1.9) = 23.741,

and
V1(f(i

")) = V1(1.9) = 19.95.

These values together with the values for i" and j" can be substituted in the
formula for the value of the game with innovation to get V (q) = q + 18.86 for
q . i" + j". The value of the game without innovation can also be calculated
as V1(q) = q + 18.05, which shows the value of the possibility of innovation in
this instance.

9.4.3 A risk-averse Robinson Crusoe with proportional
production

Many of the interesting features of investment call for the consideration of risk-
averse individuals. In general, it is not possible to achieve the sort of instant
adjustment to a stationary state that can be obtained with a risk-neutral Robin-
son Crusoe. However, analytic solutions are available when the utility function
has constant elasticity and production is directly proportional to the input.

In this section we take u(x) = log x and f(i) = 'i, where ' is a positive
constant. (The full class of constant elasticity utilities is considered in a nice
article of Levhari and Srinivasan [215].) Thus the Bellman equation is

V (q) = sup
0*i*q

[log (q $ i) + 1V ('i)] .

The Euler equation for an interior solution i = i(q) takes the form

1

q $ i(q)
=

1'

'i(q)$ i('i(q))
.
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The solution is i(q) = 1q and does not depend on '. Thus the optimal plan is
for Crusoe to input 1q for production whenever he holds q units of the good.
Under this plan Crusoe’s successive positions are

q1 = q, q2 = ('1) q, . . . , qn = ('1)n!1q, . . . ,

and the optimal return is

V (q) =
&
$

n=1

1n!1 log (qn $ 1qn) =
&
$

n=1

1n!1 log
%

('1)n!1 (1$ 1) q
&

.

Using properties of the log function and geometric series, we can rewrite the
return as

V (q) =
log q

1$ 1
+

log(1$ 1)

1$ 1
+

1

(1$ 1)2
[log'+ log 1] .

9.4.3.1 Innovation by a risk-averse Robinson Crusoe

Consider now the situation of an agent who begins with the utility u(x) = log x
and production function f(i) = 'i as in the previous section, and contemplates
the possibility of an innovation leading to an improved production function
g(i) = (1 + %)'i. As in Sec. 9.4.1, let V1 and V2 be the original value function
and that after a successful innovation. Then the value function V1(q) is given
by the formula of the previous section and V2(q) is given by the same formula
with the constant ' multiplied by 1 + %. Thus

V2(q) = V1(q) +
1

(1$ 1)2
log (1 + %) ,

and the final term above represents the value to Crusoe of having the improved
production function. The value function V for the game with innovation can
now be written as

V (q) = sup
0*i*q

0*j*q!i

[log (q $ i $ j) + 1 {3(j)V2('i) + (1$ 3(j))V1('i)}]

= sup
0*i*q

0*j*q!i

@

log (q $ i$ j) + 1

N

V1('i) + 3(j)
1

(1$ 1)2
log (1 + %)

OA

.

The Euler equations for an interior solution i = i(q) , j = j(q) can be obtained
by letting 7(i, j) be the function inside the supremum and setting its two partial
derivatives equal to zero. Here is the result:

1

q $ i$ j
=

1

(1$ 1)

1

i
=

12

(1$ 1)2
log (1 + %) 3$(j) .

The first equation can be solved for i to get

i = 1 (q $ j) .
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This expression for i can then be substituted back in to obtain

3$(j) =
1$ 1

12 log (1 + %)
·

1

q $ j
.

This equation can be solved explicitly if, as in Sec. 9.4.2.1, 3(j) = j/ (j + 1). In
this case, the equation above for j becomes a quadratic. Using 1 = .95, % = .1 as
in Sec. 9.4.2.1 and setting q = 2, the positive root of this quadratic equation is
j" = .57 and, for this value, the chance of a successful innovation is .57/1.57 =
.36.

9.4.4 A comment on saving and assets

We have so far modeled Crusoe without durable assets. Prior to introducing
money, this is done to illustrate the simple point that without durables Crusoe’s
wealth is limited by immediate production. Hence his ability to innovate calls for
his cutting back on immediate consumption. If he is able to store durables, there
may be no need to diminish consumption. An ideal durable may be regarded as
a catalyst with zero storage costs such that xt ( xt+1. The concept of utility
or end use consumption involves flows rather than stocks. Durable assets may
provide a flow of consumption or production services over time. If Crusoe’s
island contains a deserted town he might derive little if any direct consumption
value from its presence, but it could supply assets for innovation.

In the model of the next section, Crusoe has both a durable and a nondurable
asset. The consumption value of the durable asset is represented by a parameter
4, which may be extremely small. However, the asset can be used to increase
the probability of success of the innovation.

In a modern economy the predominant form of real asset is a production
asset such as a steel plant or bank or computer center that yields no direct con-
sumption value. Furthermore consumer assets such as houses, automobiles and
appliances yield a stream of daily services that are relatively small in comparison
with their asset value in a multistage dynamic economy.

9.4.5 Crusoe innovates using a long term asset

Suppose that in addition to his holdings of q units of a nondurable good, Crusoe
also has r units of a durable good that yield a utility of 4r in each period, where
4 is a positive constant.

If only the nondurable good is used for production then his optimal reward
V1(q, r) will satisfy

V1(q, r) = sup
0*i*q

[u(q $ i) + 4r + 1V1(f(i) , r)]

= V1(q) +
4r

1$ 1
.

Here V1(q) is the value of the previous sections in which Crusoe held only one
good and had production function f .
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Likewise if Crusoe has a production function g(i) = (1 + %) f(i), then his
optimal reward is

V2(q, r) = V2(q) +
4r

1$ 1
,

where V2(q) is the corresponding value when he holds only q.
Now assume that Crusoe can invest any quantity j % [0, r] of the durable

good in an attempt at innovation. As in Sec. 9.4.1 the investment of j is suc-
cessful with the probability 3(j) resulting in the improved production function
g(i) = (1 + %) f(i). With probability 1 $ 3(j) the innovation fails and the pro-
duction function is unchanged. The optimal reward will take the form

V (q, r) = sup
0*i*q
0*j*r

[u(q $ i) + 4 (r $ j) + 1 {3(j)V2(f(i) , r $ j) + (1$ 3(j))V1(f(i) , r $ j)}] .

Let 7(i, j) denote the expression occurring inside the supremum. It can be
rewritten as

7(i, j) = u(q $ i) +
4 (r $ j)

1$ 1
+ 1 {3(j) [V2(f(i))$ V1(f(i))] + V1(f(i))} .

9.4.5.1 A numerical example with a long-term asset

As in the example of Sec. 9.4.2, let u(x) = x, f(i) = 2
'
i, % = .1, 1 = .95 and

3(j) = j/ (j + 1). Also set 4 = .1. It follows from the calculation in Sec. 9.4.2.1
that, for q, f(i) and r su!ciently large,

7(i, j) = q $ i+ 2 (r $ j) + .95
2

3(j) (3.791) + V1

%

2
'
i
&3

.

Setting
+7

+i
=
+7

+j
= 0,

we find that the optimal values are

i" = i1 = .9025, j" = 3$
!1

(2/(.95)(3.791)) = .34

with the success probability 3(.34) = .34/1.34 = .25.

9.4.5.2 A comment on continuous time

It is well known that it is di!cult to obtain closed form solutions to dynamic
programming models. Approximations are called for. There are two reasons
that make the consideration of continuous time models attractive. The first,
important to economic theory is that it lays emphasis on the distinctions be-
tween stocks and flows, and the second is that the recursive di"erence structure
my be reduced to di"erential equations that may be more easily solved or have
solutions approximated.4

4In a separate publication [358] we have considered this approach.
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9.5 Real assets, monies and terminal conditions

Before discussing explicit models some general observations are made on basic
distinctions that need to be made in both the real goods and the financial
economy.

In all instances we may wish to construct a model that is a playable game. If
this criterion is used, as experiments must terminate we need to specify terminal
conditions. There is no need to specify terminal conditions for perishables as
they are not left over; but salvage values are required for reproducibles and
durables.

9.5.1 Tomatoes, barley, gold and fiat

Taxonomies are influenced by the selection of scale thus with the time unit for
trade set at a week a ripe tomato is a perishable and unsuited for use as a
transactions money. Barley, gold and fiat all are suitable; but their physical
properties make a di"erence. All are durables and require that a salvage value
be assigned to each at the end of the game. Table 9.1 shows these di"erences.

MOP Depreciation Consumption value
Barley Yes Yes If asset eaten
Gold Yes No Service stream
Fiat Yes None None

Table 9.1: Aging and utilitarian value of durable goods a"ects their roles as
means of payment.

MOP stands for means of payment. Barley being a storable perishable can
be consumed, providing a counterexample to the proposition that one cannot
eat money. However the individual has the strategic choice to eat it or not,
depending on the salvage value attached to it. In contrast gold is not edible and
the society as a whole will be forced to having it left over. Gold can provide a
stream of consumption services services; but at any point in time can provide
only consumption or MOP services, not both. Fiat, in contrast, as paper gold
provides no consumption services, but does provide MOP services.

The physical economy has perishables, storable consumables; and depreciat-
ing and non-depreciating durables. There are many variants of dynamic models
that can be formed from these ingredients. We select only a few of the simplest
that are su!cient to illustrate the basic aspects of innovation.

9.6 The closed economy as a sensing, evaluating
and control mechanism

Prior to considering the formal closed models with innovation, several general
items that supply context are covered. A detailed sketch of the whole closed
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system is presented in Figure 9.1; it is somewhat simplified in Figure 9.2 prior
to the formal analysis.

Figure 9.1 shows di"erentiated economic units with some enforcement and
evaluation included. The figure diagrams the way credit evaluation, clearing
houses, the banks, central bank and law courts fit into the information and
enforcement structure. Institutional reality has many variations and it is easy
to argue with the particular “wiring” presented here; but the purpose of this
diagram is to give a fingerspitzengefühl or an intuitive feeling of what the many
realities look like.

Compared with the abstracted Figure 9.2, additional institutions appear.
They are the clearinghouse, the credit evaluation agency (implicitly including
the accountants) and the court house. In much of economic theory expertise is
ignored primarily because it is too hard to deal with. In old fashioned securities
analysis and accounting, in application due diligence and expertise are central,
but they are often ignored because in much of economic and finance theory
it is implicitly assumed that the risky economic instruments being dealt with
can be regarded as lottery tickets that have already been correctly evaluated.
We follow this extreme approximation because it is good enough for our prime
purpose which is consideration of the breaking of the circular flow of capital.
Even at this level of abstraction the phenomenon may still occur.

9.6.1 On money, credit, banks and central banks

In institutional fact the definition and measurement of the money supply is
di!cult at best as noted in Chapter 8. Here we utilize a ruthless simplification
in order to highlight the distinction between money and credit and to be able
to stress an upper bound on economic control via government money. Consider
money to be paper gold, or some form of blue chip in which payments are made.
Credit is a contract between two entities A and B, in which individual A delivers
money at time t1 in return for an IOU or a promise from B to repay an amount
of money to A at time t2. Either individual A or B may be a natural person
or a legal person such as a firm, a bill broker, a bank, a credit granting clearing
house or a central bank.

9.6.2 Where Does the Money Go?

Drive for show, but putt for dough!

A golf saying

We may consider several ways to vary the money supply. The first and
simplest is that the central bank is permitted to print money. We utilize this
simplistic mechanism here in our simplest model.

Another way to vary the money supply is to have all individuals accept the
IOU notes of commercial banks as money. Say they are red chips, in contrast
with the central bank’s blue chips and the consumers’ IOUs that are nonnego-
tiable.
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Figure 9.1: The overall closed control mechanism.

As we wish to maintain as high a level of simplification as possible in this
chapter in order to illustrate the breaking of the circular flow for the first model
we select a minimalistic structure for the banking system. It is considered as
one and is called the central bank. It has funds above its reserves5 that it can
lend.6 The commercial banking system is considered in Chapter 10.

9.6.3 An aside on accounting

Before considering the formal models an accounting problem must be noted.
Much of microeconomic theory does not define short term profits and accounting
timing di"erences do not matter in a stationary equilibrium. Unfortunately

5Central bank reserves in a fiat money economy are are a creation of law and possibly
economic theology. Mathematically they are just societal rules of the game or an algorithm
stating how the central bank can create money. They specify its strategy set. In actuality the
strategy set is also bounded by political pressures.

6In general central banks do not accept deposits from natural persons, but for modeling
simplicity here we permit them to do so.
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when one is concerned with disequilibrium conditions in a dynamic economic
process the accounting conventions must be selected.

We have to enlarge the notation used for Robinson Crusoe to take into
account the introduction of a money and markets.

If we use cash accounting the firm’s profits for periods n and n + 1 di"er
from matching accounting where the full carrying costs of inputs are charged
against their associated outputs.

Furthermore accounting conventions concerning the distinctions between as-
sets and flows and the amortizing of assets become relevant.

9.7 The Separation of Management and Owner-
ship

The next level of complexity beyond the owner-manager firm utilizes two types of
agents, managers of the firms and stockholder-owners. In our simplest example
the economy can be interpreted as a fully defined game of strategy where there
are many independent small firms; by assuming that we limit the solution to
a TSNE (type symmetric noncooperative equilibrium) all agents of any type,
even though independent, will employ a strategy common to their type. In
illustrating some of the basic aspects of financing and control of innovation, the
individual agent models show microeconomic uncertainty where innovation is
individual choice. After attempting to innovate these firms will divide into two
classes – the successful or failed agents – at which point the system will not be
in a stationary equilibrium. It requires proof to establish that a type symmetric
stationary equilibrium will eventually emerge.

The individual agent model is su!cient to illustrate the wealth distribution
aspects of microeconomic uncertainty. We utilize the individual agent model
observing that both it and the representative agent models are extreme cases of
a better (and more complex) model where the exogeneous uncertainty can be
correlate generally among the agents.

9.7.1 Managerial Optimization

Unfortunately the comfort in having conditions such that consumer optimization
and firm profit maximization coincide lose their generality once the separating
hyperplane theorem fails. Instead of a pristine mathematical economic theorem
establishing perfect decentralization by static price signals other conditions must
be found.

There is a vast literature approaching the goals and strategies of management
from many angles. This includes agency theory, industrial organization studies
involving asymmetric information, socio-psychological and sociological studies
of group behavior, as well as legal and historical views of management behavior.

Among the suggested goals of management have been the maximization of
expected long term profit; the maximization of short term profit; the maximiza-
tion of EBITA or a company’s earnings before the deduction of interest, tax and
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amortization expenses; the maximization of sales or market share subject to an
earnings constraint. In considering any of this ad hoc listing there is no generally
accepted justification for the discount factor utilized by the firm’s controllers
and little justification of the time horizon involved beyond the convenience of
a good enough heuristic approximation that includes risk estimate, insurance
and time discount in one package. A 5 year payback period for almost any
investment decision and a horizon of at maximum between 5 to 10 years for any
numerical form of long range planning appear to set the scope for pro forma
calculations.

In the twenty first century management control of most of the corporations
with over a thousand employees appears to be the rule in the United States.
Here, and more so elsewhere there are some large family controlled firms.

We suspect that management behavior is directed towards taking care of
an admixture of many constituencies including workers, unions, low, middle
and upper management, suppliers, customers, politicians, stockholders, short
and long term debt holders. In many instances the maximization of profits of
stockholders are well down on the list of priorities of a controlling management,
even if presented as high in the rhetoric.

For our prime purpose, in illustrating the breaking of the circular flow of
money during innovation we need a behavioral condition for management. We
cut the Gordian knot involved in selecting one among the many competing
descriptions by selecting expected profit maximization.7

9.8 A closed economy prior to innovation: the
circular flow of money illustrated

The model presented here is based on work by Karatzas, Shubik and Sud-
derth [196] on an economy with money, credit and an outside bank in a world
initially without innovation; this is then extended to the economy with inno-
vation and the disequilibrium aspects of innovation on the money supply are
considered.

9.8.1 A closed economy with producers, consumers, monied
individuals and a central bank

In the remainder of this chapter the focus turns to monetary and financial
control in a closed economy.

The underlying model is that of a “cash-in-advance” market economy with
a continuum of firms 6 % J = [0, 1] that produce goods all of which must be put
up for sale, and a continuum of stockholder agents ' % I = [0, 1] who own the
firms and purchase these goods for consumption. The agents hold cash and bid

7The optimization may or may not be corrected for any inflation discount beyond selecting
1 + % = 1/( in order to stack our assumptions in favor of rational expectation models. When
the payo! function is linear, producer durables are either short lived or with no depreciation
and taxes are simple inflation correction may not make a di!erence to behavior.
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for the goods in each of a countable number of periods n = 1, 2, . . .. The firms
hold no cash and must borrow from a single outside bank to purchase goods
as input for production in every period. The bank is modeled as a strategic
dummy that accepts deposits and o"ers loans at a fixed interest rate &.8

The initial period begins with the sale of goods that have been produced
previously. Their quantity is a given in the initial conditions. There is a contin-
uum of agents ' % I = [0, 1], each of whom holds cash and bids in every period
to buy goods for consumption may save by depositing in the bank. There is
a continuum of firms 6 % J = [0, 1], each of which produces goods for sale in
the market. The firms hold no cash, and must borrow from a central bank to
purchase goods as input for production; they are owned by the above agents,
who hold equal shares in all the firms and receive as income the profits earned
by the firms in each period. For this reason we call these agents owner agents.

In addition to the owner agents, there may be a continuum of saver or
monied agents 4 % K = [0, 1], each of whom holds cash, bids in every period to
buy goods for consumption, and subsists entirely on her savings.

These agents can be thought of as “retirees” or private capitalists.9 We
return to a more detailed interpretation of these agents later. Figure 9.2 shows
the structure of the economy with firms, owners, savers and a central bank. In
our first innovation model we leave out independent savers; they are implicitly
aggregated into a single owner-consumer-saver agent.

Firms

Stockholders
Consumers

Financiers

Savers
(Passive)

Bankers

Central
Bank

$G

$

$

$

$

$

G

Figure 9.2: Who controls what? ‘G’ stands for the flow of goods, $ for the flow
of money.

8We may regard the bank as an aggregate abstraction of the commercial and central bank-
ing system with the profits made being either held in reserve (+ or -) or spent on buying
resources to support the bureaucracy; or paid out as a subsidy to some part of the popula-
tion.

9In a less Draconian abstraction the di!erence between retirees and capitalists is not merely
age, but expertise. The role of competence in finance involving record keeping, calculation,
perception and evaluation cannot be overly stressed.
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The six boxes portray an economy giving a simple intuitive insight into the
spreading out of ownership and control in a modern enterprise economy. The
firms are in general corporate, they do not own themselves. They have (at some
ultimate level) natural persons stockholders who are also consumers. Directly
or indirectly they depend on at least four sets of decision-makers for debt (and
some equity or options) financing. They are the passive savers, the financiers,
the commercial banks and the central bank. Without having to elaborate further
it should be evident that in any dynamic setting the coordination problem is
considerable. In the mathematics and first innovation model below we grossly
simplify the financial sector, ignoring the financiers, collapsing the commercial
banks and central bank into one and having the passive savers save in the
aggregate bank, while the firms borrow only from this bank.

Each firm 6 begins every period n with goods q)n that are to be sold in the
market. The total amount of goods o"ered for sale is thus

Qn =

;

d6 q)n .

Each firm 6 also borrows cash bfirm,)
n from a central bank, with 0 & bfirm,)

n &
"

pnq)n
#

/ (1 + &), where pn is the price of the good in period n (as defined below)
and & > 0 is the interest rate. The firm spends the cash bfirm,)

n to purchase the
amount of goods

i)n =
bfirm,)
n

pn

as input for production, and begins the next period with an amount of goods

q)n+1 = f
"

i)n
#

+ y.

Here f(·) is a production function which satisfies the usual assumptions, and
y . 0 is a constant, deterministic endowment. During period n each firm 6
earns the (net) profit

))
n = pnq

)
n $ (1 + &) bfirm,)

n ,

since it must pay back its loan with interest. The goal of the firm is to maximize
its total discounted profits 10

&
$

n=1

6

1

1 + &

7n!1

))
n.

In a given period n,the total amount of goods o"ered for sale by all the firms,
and the total profits generated by all the firms, are

Qn =

;

d6 q)n and 'n =

;

d6))
n ,

10In institutional fact the large firm has a considerable constituency of customers, employees,
the government and others as well as the owners.
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respectively. The profits 'n are distributed to the owner agents in equal shares
at the end of the period.

The owner agents are now considered. A typical owner agent ' holds
money mown,%

n at the beginning of period n. The agent bids an amount of
money bown,%

n with 0 & bown,%
n & mown,%

n + 'n/ (1 + &), which buys him an
amount cown,%

n = bown,%
n /pn of goods. Any extra money an owner agent has is

deposited and earns an interest of &. The agent begins the next period with
cash

mown,%
n+1 = (1 + &) (mown,%

n $ bown,%
n ) +'n.

Each agent ' seeks to maximize his total discounted utility

&
$

n=1

1n!1u(cown,%
n ) ,

where 0 < 1 < 1 is a given discount factor.
Also considered is a typical saver agent 4, who holds msave,*

n in cash at the
start of period n. The saver bids an amount bsave,*n of cash with 0 & bsave,*n &
msave,*

n , which buys him a quantity csave,*n = bsave,*n /pn of goods, and starts the
next period with

msave,*
n+1 = (1 + &) (msave,*

n $ bsave,*n )

in cash. If v(·) is his utility function, with the same properties as u(·), the saver
agent’s objective is to maximize the total discounted utility

&
$

n=1

1n!1v(csave,*n ) .

The total amounts of money bid in period n by the owner agents, the firms,
and the saver agents, are

Bown
n =

;

d' bown,%
n , Bfirm

n =

;

d6 bfirm,)
n , and Bsave

n =

;

d4 bsave,*n ,

respectively. The price pn is formed as the total bid over the total production

pn =
Bown

n +Bfirm
n +Bsave

n

Qn
. pn =

An +Bn + *n

Qn
.

An equilibrium is constructed as follows. Suppose that all owner agents
begin with cash Mown

1 = mown > 0, all saver agents begin with cash M save
1 =

msave . 0, and all firms begin with goods Q1 = q > 0. Thus, the total amount
of cash M1 = Mown

1 +M save
1 across agents, is equal to

m = mown +msave,

and the proportion of money held by the saver agents is

( =
msave

m
=

msave

msave +msave
, with 0 & ( < 1.
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Suppose that the bids of the agents and firms are

bown
1 = bownm, bfirm1 = bfirmm, bsave1 = bsavem,

that is, proportional to the total amount of cash, so that the price is also pro-
portional to this amount:

p1 = p(m) =

"

bown + bfirm + bsave
#

m

q
.

Then the profit of each firm is

'1 = p1q $ (1 + &) bfirm1 = (bown + bsave $ &bown)m,

the cash of each owner agent at the beginning of the next period is

Mown
2 = (1 + &) (mown $ bownm) +'1,

and the cash held by each saver agent is

M save
2 = (1 + &) (msave $ bsavem) .

Thus, the total amount of cash held by all agents at the beginning of the next
period is

M2 = Mown
2 +M save

2 =
"

1 + &$ &
"

bown + bfirm + bsave
##

m = "m,

introducing the notation

" = 1 + &$ &
"

bown + bfirm + bsave
#

.

Define

r =
(1 + &) (1$ 1)

&
. (9.1)

The following theorem has been established.

Theorem 3. There are two cases.

1. Suppose that f $(0+) < (1 + &) /1. Then there is an equilibrium for which, in
every period: each firm bids bfirm" = 0, inputs 0, and produces y; each owner
agent bids the proportion bown" = r $ (1$ 1) ( of the total money supply and

consumes
%

1$ $+
1+$

&

y; whereas each saver agent bids the proportion bsave" =

(1$ 1) ( of the total money supply and consumes
%

$+
1+$

&

y.

2. Suppose that f $(0+) . (1 + &) /1 so that there exists i4 with f $(i4) = (1 + &) /1.
Then there is an equilibrium for which, in every period: each firm inputs i4, pro-
duces q4 = f(i4) + y, and bids the amount bfirmn = bfirm"Mn; each owner agent
bids bown

n = bown"Mn; and each saver agent bids bsaven = bsave"Mn. Here

bown" + bfirm" + bsave" = r, bfirm" =
r

q4
· i4, bsave" = (1$ 1) ( (9.2)
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and Mn = Mown
n +M save

n is the amount of cash held across agents in period n.

Furthermore, in each period n: every owner agent consumes the amount

cown" =
%

1$ $+
1+$

&

q4 $ i4; every saver agent consumes the amount csave" =
%

$+
1+$

&

q4; whereas every firm makes )"Mn in profits, with )" = r $ (1 + &) b".

The proof is given in [196]. It is shown that the consumption and total
discounted utility of the owner agents are decreasing functions of & in case 2 of
the theorem; such agents prefer as low an interest rate as possible. Similarly, the
firms also prefer an interest rate as close to zero as possible, in order to maximize
their profits. But the situation of the saver agents is subtler: under certain
configurations of the various parameters of the model (endowment variable,
discount factor, production function) they prefer as high an interest rate as
possible; whereas under other configurations they settle on an interest rate
&" % (0,1) that uniquely maximizes their welfare. Let

"" = 1 + &$ &
"

bown" + bfirm" + bsave"
#

.

Given the passive or dummy central bank the money and prices inflate (or
deflate) at rate "" in the equilibrium of Theorem 3. Also, in both cases we have
bown" + bfirm" + bsave" = r, so that the Fisher equation "" = 1 (1 + &) when
there is no exogenous uncertainty. This is not true when there is exogenous
uncertainty, as has been established elsewhere [149].

Remark 4. We observe that formally setting ( = 0 in Theorem 3, we obtain an
economy with only producer firms and owner/consumer agents.11 This is useful
in illustrating the basic problems with the circular flow and money supply with
innovation in a simplest context.

9.8.2 Money, politics, the interest rate and pensioners

Although in the work on innovation we omit including pensioners as a separate
group, it is important to note that in a monetary economy the presence of a
group living o" their savings appears naturally and depending on the parameters
of the system. There is no natural rate of interest, it must reflect a political
decision to decide whose ox is gored.

9.9 Innovation in an asset poor economy

In the model in Sec. 9.8 all goods are aggregated into a single perishable consum-
able that is utilized in consumption or production or consumed in innovation.
There is no capital stock, such as steel mills. There is no “fat” in the economy;
innovation resources come directly out of consumption resources.

11Of course, the proportion $ has to be strictly less than one; for otherwise there is no one
to engage in productive activity, own the firms or receive their profits, and the model unravels.
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9.9.1 The meaning of an asset poor economy

In actuality any advanced economy is rich with real durable assets with a time
profile of durables of many ages that are consumed in production. Gross Do-
mestic Product may be split into consumption and investment. If we consider
around 70% in consumption and 30% gross investment, 5 $ 15% depreciation,
then we note that at market prices the value of real assets such as steel mills, au-
tomobile factories, houses, automobiles, machinery, other consumer durables12

are priced probably between 4 to 10 times the value of the consumption stream,
considering depreciation schedules. None of these items are meaningfully placed
directly in the (consumption) utility functions of the individuals. Furthermore it
is the services of consumer durables that are ultimately valued not the durables
themselves. This is even truer of items such as steel mills. In our models here
so far we have not reflected the presence of this large mass of assets owned by
individuals such that the loss or exchange of a small percentage of these assets
while pursuing innovation will hardly change the consumption of the owners of
large amounts of real assets. We return to this point in Chapter 10.

In a poor country the amount of available assets relative to consumption
will be much smaller than in a rich economy. Here we consider the extreme
simplifying case where innovation must come directly out of consumption. This
makes it easier to be specific about the breaking of the circular flow of capital
and to observe the match between real assets and money.

In essence innovation is nothing other than the execution of an idea for a
new process to rearrange and employ existing assets in a di"erent manner.13

It is a breaking of equilibrium that in a rich country calls for an alternative
use for productive assets but does not directly cut down heavily on current
consumption. In contrast in an asset poor economy, immediate consumption
sacrifice is required.

9.9.2 Innovation in an asset poor economy: breaking the
circular flow

In [359, 360] the general equations used in determining innovation together
with the general existence proof is presented for the case represented below in
Eq (9.10). Although general existence proofs provide the critical first step in
understanding the models, the ability to actually solve the equations describing
a specific model in full detail and to provide a basic economic interpretation is
highly desirable. For this reason we present some simple examples.

In the following examples we represent innovation as replacing the produc-
tion function f of a static one-good economy with some other function con-
verting the same good from an input to an output, but at lower cost or with
less-constrained capacity. When innovation becomes possible, even in the sim-

12Depreciation times are given in Ref. [350]. Here we exclude the capital value of gold and
land, which legally are non-depreciating assets.

13Bankruptcy in a basic way is similar to innovation in the sense that it may involve a
nonequilibrium redeployment of assets.
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plest case of a single producer/consumer without money or markets, a shock
to the system causing a disequilibrium between investment and consumption
is generally introduced, which may take an extended time to recover to a new
equilibrium. This disequilibrium will generally extend to money, prices, and
savings in more complex economies. We demonstrate and contrast two ap-
proaches to obtaining tractable models in the presence of such disequilibria.
One approach, well suited to intertemporal models in which periods represent
extended time intervals, is to consider capacity constraints thereby making pro-
duction a threshold function with corner solutions. The dynamic programming
solution to models of this variety can in general have transients of any dura-
tion. The inelasticity of output at corner solutions, with their corresponding
flexibility of shadow prices, has the e"ect of separating consumption decisions
in di"erent periods. By choosing the following simple example, we limit the
transient to one period. Suppose i is the input to production at the beginning
of the period, and f(i) the output which may be consumed or carried forward.
A linear production function with an upper output capacity C is14

f(i) =

J

3i ; i & C
3C ; i > C . (9.3)

An alternative approach is to retain di"erentiable production functions and
accept the multiperiod Bellman equations that result, but to use a continuous-
time limit to reduce these potentially complicated di"erence equations to tractable
ordinary di"erential equations. Examples of games with similar structure to the
discrete-period games presented here, but in which the extended-time relaxation
structure is explicitly solved, are developed in a separate publication as noted
above [358]. Details of the response to innovation will depend on which ap-
proach is taken, but many broad features of the breaking and recovery of the
circular flow can be recognized to coincide among the diverse models.

9.9.3 Innovation for cost e!ciency: Robinson Crusoe re-
visited

As a benchmark we consider Robinson Crusoe as an innovator. In all discrete-
period models we suppose that Crusoe’s valuation for a consumption level c
is

u(c) - 100c$
1

2
c2. (9.4)

We consider “cost innovation”, in which the successful innovator replaces
the pre-innovation production function (9.3) with a more e!cient production
function

f̃ (cost)(i) =

J

3i (1 + %) ; i & C/ (1 + %)
3C ; i > C/ (1 + %)

. (9.5)

The meaning is that capacity for the number of units stays the same, but unit
cost of output drops in terms of input.

14In numerically explicit examples we will take the capacity threshold C = 25.
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Let V (!) be the value function for a stock s of goods carried into the next
period if innovation fails, and V (cost) the corresponding value function if it
succeeds. These satisfy the Bellman equations without uncertainty (the oppor-
tunity to innovate occurs only in a single period and never again):

V (!)(s) = sup
0*i*s

2

u(s$ i) + 1V (!)(f(i))
3

V (cost)(s) = sup
0*i*s

2

u(s$ i) + 1V (cost)
%

f̃ (cost)(i)
&3

. (9.6)

To solve Bellman equations with piecewise-linear production functions it is
convenient to write the derivatives of f and f̃ (cost) as variables $ and $̃(cost),
which undergo all their change at the corner values (i = C or , i = C/ (1 + %), re-
spectively), in the same manner as we have handled piecewise-linear bankruptcy
constraints in previous chapters. With this convention,

df(i)

di
- $, where $ % [0, 3] , (9.7)

df̃ (cost)(i)

di
- $̃(cost), where $̃(cost) % [0, 3 (1 + %)] . (9.8)

At corner solutions, the derivatives du(s$ i) /ds determining dV/ds in Eq. (9.6),
and $du(s$ i) /di determining the argument i of the supremum, are the same
value. It follows that at the supremum for a steady-state solution, $ = 1/1
or $̃(cost) = 1/1 respectively, so Equations (9.7,9.8) give the admissible range
of 1 for such solutions. The steady-state corner solutions have s = f(C) = 3C
or s = f̃ (cost)(C/ (1 + %)) = 3C respectively, and the resulting gradients of the
value functions are given by

V !$
(3C) = u$(2C)

V (cost)$(3C) = u$(3C $ C/ (1 + %)) . (9.9)

Suppose now that the opportunity to innovate can be represented by a bi-
nary lottery ticket that can be obtained by utilizing j units of input material.
The ticket is such that with probability 3(j) the innovation succeeds and with
probability 1 $ 3(j) it fails.15 Failure leaves the innovator with the original
production function f . In the examples below we will use j = 5, C = 25, and
3(j) = 1/2.

Consider the value function V in the current period when the choice whether
or not to innovate is made. If innovation is selected, V satisfies the Bellman
equation

V (s) = sup
0*i*s

0*j*s!i

2

u(s$ i$ j) + 1
9

(1$ 3(j))V (!)(f(i)) + 3(j)V (cost)
%

f̃ (cost)(i)
&:3

.

(9.10)

15We make *(j) a function of j to reflect the possible dependence of the outcome on in-
vestment level while leaving the form of the outcome the same for simplicity. If a continuous
range of j values were admitted, a first-order condition for investment level would be required.
In examples here we permit only j = 0 or one non-zero value to avoid complexity.
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The first-order condition that identifies the supremum is

u$(s$ i$ j) = 1
9

(1$ 3(j))V !$
(f(i))$+ 3(j)V (cost)$

%

f̃ (cost)(i)
&

$̃(cost)
:

.

(9.11)
We suppose finally that prior to the period of innovation, Crusoe is at the

steady-state corner solution with consumption c = 2C, investment i = C, and
hence output coming into the focal period s = 3C. For su!ciently small 1/1,
corner solutions again exist with i = C, even though a fraction %/ (1 + %) of the
investment is “wasted” in the event that innovation succeeds.

If Crusoe chooses not to innovate, his value remains the same as V !, given
by

V !(3C) =
u(2C)
1$ 1

= 21* u(50)

= 21* 3750 = 78750. (9.12)

If we set the e!ciency gain % = 1 and the discount factor 1 = 1/1.05, the
value (9.10) from choosing to attempt innovation evaluates to

V (3C) = u(2C $ j) +
1

1$ 1

B

(1$ 3(j))u(2C) + 3(j)u

6

3C $
C

1 + %

7C

= V !(3C)$ [u(2C)$ u(2C $ j)] +
1

1$ 1
3(j)

B

u

6

3C $
C

1 + %

7

$ u(2C)
C

( V !(3C)$ [u(50)$ u(45)] + 10 [u(62.5)$ u(50)]

= V !(3C)$ 262.50 + 10* 546.875

= V !(3C) + 5206.25

= 83956.25. (9.13)

The fourth line of Eq. (9.13) separates the cost and benefit terms of innova-
tion. The cost term is always a one-period e"ect, whereas the benefit term is
the discounted geometric sum weighted by 3(j). We observe that with these
parameters it pays the “uni-cell” non-monetary Crusoe to innovate. Increase
of cost j, decrease of 1, or decrease of 3(j), by su!cient factors, could make
innovation unfavorable.

9.9.4 Consumer/owners and firms in a monetary economy

We now replace our fantasy of Robinson Crusoe by another fantasy, a small
firm that maximizes expected profits with the owner/manager as the sole power
in a competitive money utilizing economy. The real resource base per capita
is somewhat di"erent from Crusoe and the small firms are in an economy that
uses fiat money.

We may consider several variants of this basic model. The most natural for
the ideal small business economy is that the owner maximizes her utility and
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the actions of the firm appear merely as a constraint on her optimization. This
may hold reasonably for firms with less than 20 or 30 employees.

Even in a small-firm economy we may consider a separation of ownership and
management. Firms of the size of 100-1,000 employees may have professional
managers and stockholders. With size the structure becomes more impersonal.
An extreme simplification that reflects this separation has a manager-run firm
that maximizes expected profits and pays out the profits to the owners who
maximize their individual preferences. Firms with over 100,000 employees have
to have some layers of professional management, although there are many in-
stitutional instances where the founding entrepreneur or family still occupy the
top and control the firm, such as the Mars Company in the United States.

In a mass economy such as the United States in the early 21st century we
may envision the existence of a set of mutual funds basically acting as admin-
istrative pass-through devices providing passive owners with some insurance
obtained by diversification, professional bookkeeping and accounting, but at
the implicit cost of removing much of operationally anonymous ownership even
further from interacting with the firms they own by an intermediary whose ag-
gregated portfolio is such that many of its clients do not even know which firms
they own in part.

If the firm acts as a fiduciary for its stockholders it may be considered as
risk neutral, but the owners may be risk averse. Decisions will depend on the
locus of control and will, in general, have outcomes varying with this locus.

The firm that has control over its own policy may regard the owners, or
stockholders as merely a boundary condition.

The basic structure of this model is that the owner-managed firms borrow
to finance their production and choose an investment level of goods in order to
maximize discounted profits, which are then turned over, via a set of passive
flow-through mutual funds, as income to the consumers in their role as owners.

In addition to exhibiting the breaks in the circular flow of money and goods,
a fundamental question for the minimal model is whether a central bank (or
some other controller or creator of credit) is required to stand ready to vary the
money supply, or else innovation is precluded, or whether the necessity of such
a role depends on the utility functions for money and goods. The latter appears
to be true.

Prior to considering this in detail some points in infinite horizon modeling
are considered.

9.9.4.1 The “bite one’s tail” and the cash-consuming economy and
a comment on transversality conditions

There are several ways in which we can consider how a finite model of an econ-
omy approaches the infinite horizon model. Basically the transversality con-
ditions needed in the study of multistage models state that the books must
balance at the end. We concentrate on two,16 that can be named colloqially

16Some variations include the following:
Suppose individual i starts with mi and the firm with 0 units of money.
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as the “bite-one’s-tail” and the “cash-consuming economy”. Heuristically we
may look at the presence of fiat money as an asset in a simple production and
exchange economy of finite length. We keep to the analogy of an experimental
game, first with only one period of strategic play, T = 1, then we consider the
game with arbitrary length as T ( 1. If the quantities are bounded di"er-
ent finite terminal conditions such as the two noted here will lead to the same
physical infinite horizon equilibrium treatment as eventually the factor 1T will
reduce any bounded term to insignificance.

9.9.4.2 Bite-one’s-tail

The initial conditions have the firms with an initial endowment of i0 = the
amount of goods in process that will yield q1 = f(i0) for sale in a “sell-all”
game.

The firms also start with a debt of (1 + &0) a0 that they have to pay back at
the start of period T = 1 after selling their goods q1.

The firms then pay out their period 1 profits to the owners

'1 = p1q1 $ (1 + &0) a0

= p1f

6

a0
p0

7

$ (1 + &0) a0.

The firms have no money and must finance any future production by bor-
rowing from a central bank or a money market.

The consumers begin activity at T = 1 holding m1 = (1 + &)m0 units
of money that have been paid to them by the referee (government or central
bank). The consumers each have no goods initially but must buy consumption
goods from the market. The consumers have preferences represented by a utility
function of the form

U(x1,m2) = u(x1) + 1v(m2)

The game ends at T and all accounts are settled at T + 1.

Case 1a: Money has no value at T + 1. By backward induction a no trade equilibrium is
obtained. If goods in process delivered as goods at T +1 have some positive salvage in money
the referee has a definitional problem. Does this increase the firm’s payo! at the detriment of
the owners?

Case 1b: Money has no value at T + 1 but an outside bank o!ers to lend at fixed interest
rate % > 0 (or possibly % = %(T ) and as T , # then %(T ) , 0 on the open set. All debt
must be paid back by T + 1 or a penalty in proportion to debt is su!ered.

Case 2a: Money has a specific value at the end (say the marginal value at the first period)
discounted by (T .

Case 2b: Money has a specific value, but first all must return their initial bundle to the
government then anything left over (±) obtains the terminal valuation.

Now we go to the limit as T , #.
When does the value of the limit games = the value of games at the limit? And how are

these distinctions reflected in the economics?
We note that the presence of overlapping generations kills the “natural discount” story and
possibly brings out the importance of inheritance.
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The last term is not an assumed general utility for money, but the valuation
attached only to the final settlement day at T + 1 to the salvage value of any
assets left over at T + 1. The 1 may be regarded as a natural discount factor.

A strategy by a firm in this game is to optimize ' by borrowing su!ciently
to make an optimal bid a1. A strategy by a consumer is to o"er a bid b1 and an
amount g1 to deposit in savings or lend directly. If the latter, then there would
be a money market and

1 + &1 =

8

a1
8

g1
.

The price of the good would be

p1 =

8

a1 +
8

b1
8

q1
.

If instead of a money market there is a single outside central bank then it
announces the rate &1 at which it will borrow or lend. The firms borrow a1 each
and the consumer-owners deposit g1 each and bid b1. The price of the good, as
before would be

p1 =

8

a1 +
8

b1
8

f(i0)
,

and the amount of the good bought by the consumers for consumption and the
firms for production will be

x1 =

8

% b%1
p1

and i1 =

8

% a%1
p1

,

where ' is an infinitesimal agent.17

Turning to period T = 2 which is the day of settlement, we note that

m2 = (m1 $ b1) (1 + &) +'1

where '1 = p1q1 $ (1 + &) a0.

For completeness we require the existence of a salvage value for left over money
and goods.

We need to consider what goods should have a salvage value. One convention
might be all durables. Another is only durables that need not be carried forward;
another has all items that can reach T + 1 have value.

In the models above the only item that must be carried forward is fiat money,
but a salvage value for left over inventory will prompt manufacture.

If we permit firms and individuals to roll over their loans until T + 1 then
the final day of reckoning is the only time at which the settlement involving
default is called for. It is not su!cient to attach a value to left over money, but
one also requires a specification of the the negative worth of an unpaid debt.
For simplicity we can attach a separate term with a parameter µ". A simple
example illustrates the structure.

17We do not carry the extra index + as its presence should be clear from context.
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Let f(i) = 2i with a capacity constraint at 2 and u(x) = 2
'
x, with initial

values of a0 = 1, m1 = 2, and terminal salvage values for a unit of goods is p0
while the terminal value for a unit money is given by

v(mT+1) = µ"mT+1.

We observe that for the parameter values m = 2, 1 = .5, & = 1, µ" = 1 we have
pt = it = xt = at = bt = 1 and qt = 2.

The firm optimizes

' =
&
$

t=1

1t!1 [2it!1pt $ (1 + &) it!1pt!1] ,

where in the infinite horizon the terminal term in the T period final horizon
game is irrelevant to the optimization.

The consumer-owners in the finite horizon approach the infinite economy as

U = lim
T+&

T
$

t=1

2

M

bt
pt

+ 1Tµperson (m2 + p2f(i1)) ,

but with the terminal conditions equal to the initial conditions they are station-
ary for any T .

9.9.4.3 The cash-consuming economy

In the cash consuming economy we consider that all of the aspects of the model
are the same except for the terminal conditions and the role of the central bank.
We consider that the central bank announces a fixed rate of interest at which it
will lend or accept deposits

1 + & =
1

1
+ #(T )

For the model with T = 1 we have

m1 = 2

m2 = (m1 $ b1 +'1) (1 + &) +'2

where '1 = p1q1 $ (1 + &) a0.

Because money is valueless at the end it pays any small individual to borrow
from the central bank so that her net indebtedness at settlement time T + 1 is
zero. Borrowing is a negative operator through time as it enables one to buy
now and pay later.

Utilizing a modified version of the example we note: that with f(i) = 2i and
u(x) = 2

'
x, the firm optimizes

' = 2

6

a

p

7

p$ (1 + &) ap

2 = (1 + &) a or

a =
2

1 + &
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for our example of a stationary economy

a =
2

2 + #(T )

and the owners optimize

U = 2

M

b1
p1

+ 1µperson (m2 + p2f(i1)) .

Suppose & = 1 + #(T ) and m = 2 then p = 1, µ" = 1.
As T ( 1 we may have #(T ) ( 0 on an open set but the physical steady

state is maintained although prices are in constant motion. For a small enough
# for any finite length T the two solutions appear to be identical but the second
better reflects the financial dynamics.

The salvage conditions have two parameters (µ", p"2) that can be interpreted
as the common expectations by the agents of the future worth of money and
the good. Thus the full optimization for the firms and consumer owners are for
the firms

sup
a1

('1 + 1firm'2) ,

and the consumers
sup
b1,g1

[u(x1) + 1v(m2)] .

9.9.5 OLG or Dynasty?

Here utilizing a dynasty model of the population the limit interest rate for a fully
stationary state is 1 + & = 1/1; but had we considered overlapping generations
the stationary state rate of interest would be zero and for many purposes (such
as the study of the life cycle) the OLG model may be deemed to be better than
the dynasty model.

9.10 An experimental game example of innova-
tion financing

An extremely simple example is constructed in order to well-define a model with
innovation and the breaking of the circular flow of money. It is best to consider
this example as an experimental game because it poses the problem of fully
defining all the rules needed to present the model as a playable game.

Our concern is with the integration of a monetary control mechanism over
a mutating economy. We are concerned with minimally complex models that
can illustrate a given phenomenon in a closed monetary economy. In an at-
tempt to conform with the modeling requirements of consistency, completeness,
conservation, dimensional analysis and scaling we are required to specify many
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institutional features that are easy to overlook but whose functions appear as
logical necessities.

The nature of institutions performing the same necessary function may di"er
giving us many choices of a su!cient structure. In essence logical consistency
must be satisfied along with technological adequacy.

Although in the highly simplified model below because we limit our investiga-
tion to only one random variable and are able to consider an eventual stationary
equilibrium state we believe and expect to show that with additional considera-
tions such as an opportunity to innovate each period in a monetarily controlled
evolving economy paths are historic, the transients are eternal and equilibrium
in a conventional sense does not exist.18

9.10.1 Innovation with central bank finance and fiat money
only

The model presented here is simplified as much as possible in favor of monetary
control as all trade is monetized and must be paid for in fiat. There are only
three agents, government and firms who are corporate entities, and ultimate
owner consumers who are natural persons.

Consider an example where the only source for extra money to finance in-
novation is a central bank.

9.10.1.1 The central bank

Before we consider the creation of credit by commercial banks or financiers we
may restrict ourselves to a “cash-on-the barrelhead” economy with one form of
money, gold or fiat. We select fiat as the central bank money. We consider the
central bank as the only agent with the power to supply and remove money from
the economy. However to start with we consider the central bank as passive.

&1 = 1 is the central bank rate of interest on the deposits of the consumers or
firms.19

&2 = 1 is the central bank rate of interest for loans to the consumers or firm.
The bank makes loans or accepts deposits at the will of the firms and consumers.
µ" = the bankruptcy penalty per unit of unpaid debt.

9.10.1.2 The consumer owners savers

Let

u(x) = 100x$ .5x2,

be the one period utility function for the consumer where 0 & x & 100.

18At best we can hope for a stochastic definition such as a fixed point in a function space.
19The interest rate of % = 1 is picked on purpose to kill the pre-inovation equilibrium profits

of the firm and to raise problems with the treatment of bankruptcy. Any lower rate would
yield profits to the firms.
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The full game payo" for a consumer is

U(m1) =
T
$

t=1

1t!1
"

100xt $ .5x2
t + µ"m!

t

#

+ v(mT+1) ,

where m!
t signifies a negative monetary balance at the start of time t and µ"

is society’s (or the bankruptcy court’s) evaluation of the marginal utility of
negative money.20

If mt < 0 at the start of time t and no roll over of debt is permitted then
a penalty of size µ"mt is levied and mt is reset to mt = 0 and the agent may
borrow again.

v(mT+1) = the worth of fiat or debt at the final settlement day

v(mT+1) =

J

1Tµ"mT+1 if mT+1 < 0
1Tµ""mT+1 if mT+1 . 0.

At the end of the game, for full specification we must specify how any positive
amounts of fiat left over are to be evaluated in the payo". There are several
conventions possible; however we select the following rule. The amount of fiat
handed out to any agent at the start must be returned by the agent at final
settlement. This may be interpreted as though the central bank had given the
consumers an interest free loan of size m1 that must be returned at settlement.
Any shortfall results in a deduction of score, while any positive residual is re-
warded as is indicated above.

The range µ" $ µ"" may be regarded as a collar on the valuation of money
where µ" may be regarded as the highest marginal value of money to be expected
and the µ"" is the lowest marginal value to be expected. In an experimental
game these can be clearly enunciated by the referee. In an economy the first
can be regarded as a bankruptcy penalty announced by government and the
second as an expectation of the future worth, or purchasing power or an intu-
itively selected aggregate measure that the individual may wish to select such
as Friedman’s “permanent income” valuation.

mt = the amount of money at the start of period t after the clearinghouse has
settled all accounts.
m̄t = the amount of money at the end of period t.

Thus generally mt = m̄t!1 + dividends + interest earned-interest owed and
m̄t = mt -bids - deposits + loans.

Consider initial conditions for the quadratic example that the initial station-
ary state has the consumer at say x = 40 and p = 60.

Let m1 = 4, 800 be the amount of money held by the consumers at the start
of Period 1. (Initial holdings of fiat money may be considered as including div-
idend and interest payments from all sources from last period’s earnings paid

20For simplicity we may consider a linear default penalty but it could be replaced by a more
complex rule as long as the penaly remains high enough.
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immediately at the start of the new period via a completely e!cient clearing-
house).

We consider:

1 = 1/2 as the utility discount.
pt = the market price of the input/output good at time t.
b%t = the monetary bid of the consumer ' at time t for consumption goods.
x%
t = the amount consumed by the consumer ' at time t.21

9.10.1.3 The firms

For simplicity in both exposition and computation we employ a simple linear
production function with a limited capacity. Let the measure of all firms be 1.

i = the input of goods for production. Production takes one period.

f(i) =

J

2i if i & 40
80 if i > 40

, where each firm’s profits is measured independently.

') = the firm 6’s per period profit at time t. It is given by ptqt $ at!1 (1 + &).
at!1 = the monetary bid of the firms for input goods in the previous period and

it =
at
pt

and qt = f(it!1) = 2it!1,

where

pt =

8

a)t +
8

b%t
8

q)t
.

We observe that without innovation we can avoid intricate computation for
the optimization problem of the firm and replace it with either

i =

J

i = 0 if expected profit is negative
i = 40 if expected profit is non-negative.

This follows from the linearity of the profit function that is linear until until it
hits the capacity constraint.

The initial holdings of a firm are (0, 40). It has no money and 40 units of
goods in process.

By inspection one may verify that the steady state solution for the system
is as follows:

b = 40* 60 = 2400.
a = 2400.
p = 60.
q = 80.
i = 40.

In particular a firm’s profit for Period 1 and all subsequent periods is

'1 = pq $ pi (1 + &)

= 60* 80$ 60* 40* 2 = 0.

21When it is clear from context we omit individual agent superscripts.
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. The firms earn 0 and the consumers gain

U(4800) =

6

1$ 1T+1

1$ 1

7

(100* 40$ .5* 1600)

=

<

1$
"

1
2

#T+1

1
2

=

3200 as T ( 1

this gives 6400.

9.10.2 Breaking the flow

Innovation has not yet been discussed. It calls for a diversion of resources in
at least one period and possibly more later. For simplicity we assume that
innovation takes one period and requires j units of input.

j = the amount of input needed for innovation. jp1 may be viewed as the cost
of a lottery ticket.
Suppose j = 2. Further consider that the probability of success is
3 = 1/2 and for failure is (1$ 3) = 1/2.

A successful invention cuts the input needs by 75% or to 1/4. Thus after
innovation half of the population of firms has had a considerable cost improve-
ment and the other is as before, but both have paid for their lottery ticket.
Initially 40 units were available to the consumers and the firms made no profit.
Hence the value to the firms of the steady state is 0 to each.

We assume the firms have the single choice to innovate or not in the first
period. They will need to borrow 2p1 to do so and they will start to make
payments on the loan in period 2.

If the firms decide to innovate, after the random move 1/2 of the firms
succeed and 1/2 fail hence 80 units go to market and the firms together need 25
for the next input and the price falls to 45 with the consumers buying 55. All
the firms lose and make negative profits in Period 2 of

45* 80$ 62* 40 (1 + &)$ Z2

= $17* 80$ Z2 = $1360$ Z2

as although the sale price has dropped with matching accounting the cost of
input from last period is at its highest. Then in period 3 full stationarity gives

45 [80$ 10 (1 + &)]$ Zt

= 3600$ 900$ Zt

= 2700$ Zt

per period where Zt is the payment in period t for the financing of the innovation
loan to buy 2 units of the good for innovation purposes.
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9.10.2.1 A problem in accrual and amortization

Our key concern is with the dynamics of the money supply during and after
innovation. This is where the comments on breaking the circular flow of capital
need to be operationalized. Schumpeter ([320] p.111) verbalized the problem of
innovation as

If innovation is financed by credit creation, the shifting of factors
is e"ected not by the withdrawal of funds – ‘canceling the old order’
– from the old firms, but by the reduction of the purchasing power
of existing funds . . . .

In our model here the purchasing power of the consumers has gone down.
The central bank has increased the money supply to the firms enough to enable
them to displace consumer demand by 2 units. The amount of extra money
required is p2*j = 62*2 = 124. At this point a problem in accounting and loan
structure must be addressed. Should the loan appear on the income or capital
account or in part on both? At the extremes we have Z2 = 2p2 (1 + &) and
Zt = 0 for all t > 2. This treats all of the investment as a short term immediately
to be paid back loan. At the other extreme we may have all Zt = 2&pt for all
t . 2; the loan is amortized by a stream of interest payments. It is as though
firms have a perpetual loan where they need only service the debt each period.
Reality usually lies between the short term loan and the perpetuity with finite
amortization.

For specificity we assume that the loan requires the constant interest pay-
ment each period after the first, or Zt = 2&pt = 124 for all t . 2.

At the first period there will be 38 units of good available for the consumers
and 42 for the firms The price will be 62 and the upper bound on the profits
for all firms together in period 1 will be

'1 = [80* 62$ 40* 60* 2]

= 4960$ 4800 = 160.

In period 2 the firms will know the outcome of their attempt at innovation
and as is noted above all will lose money in Period 2 due to lower prices and
high input costs. From Period 3 onwards profits are made thus total profits are:

' =
1

2

@

160 +
1

2
($1360) +

6

1

2

72

(2700* 2)

A

+
1

2

@

160 +
1

2
($1360) +

6

1

2

72

(0)

A

$
&
$

t=2

Zt

= 160$ 680 + 675$
1

2
* 2* 2* 62 = 31.

Several modeling issues remain. They concern limited liability, bankruptcy
and conservation of money.
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9.10.2.2 A problem with limited liability

If a firm fails to innovate after trying it is forced to go bankrupt as it is unable
to pay back or even service its loan. This di!culty can be cured by unlimited
liability which is manifested in having the firms flow though the negative as well
as positive profits. Paradoxically the consumers can pay back the debt for many
periods and this keeps useful capacity in production.

9.10.2.3 Bankruptcy and DIP

An alternative solution to the problem of bankruptcy is to allow limited liability
of the owners, permit bankruptcy at time t and to reset mt = 0 wiping out
the debt leaving all unsuccessful firms making zero profits but providing the
appropriate capacity. This reflects the Marshallian concept of the marginal firm
in production that obtains no rents thus it makes no profits as all income is paid
out for factors of production. In bankruptcy this leaves the debtor in possession
(DIP). The firm continues as a legal entity.

9.10.2.4 The central bank and cash flows

If the loan is serviced then there is a cash flow of 124 every period out of
the private economy to the central bank; but this implies that in a stationary
physical state, given a fixed velocity and in spite of 1 + & = 1/1 unless there
is a counter flow the price level must be falling. However if the consumers save
enough this could be reversed.

In considering the debt to the bank of 124 units of money we must distinguish
between debt service and repayment of capital.

The solution values from the model are summarized in Table 9.2, where Inc
is sales income and Int is loan interest payments. The '1 is the profit of a
successful firm. Thus a winner has a steady income of 2576 per period and a
loser loses $124. The firms as a group earn 1226 per period.

t '1 '2 Inc Exp Int p Profit x i+j
0 0 0 4800 2400 0 60 0 40 40
1 160 160 4960 2480 0 62 160 38 42
2 -1360 -1360 3600 4960 124 45 -1360 55 25
3 2576 -124 3600 1125 124 45 2700 55 25
4 2576 -124 3600 1125 124 45 2700 55 25

Table 9.2: Exchange properties of the circular flow model

9.10.2.5 A final stationary state?

The money supply has gone from a start at 4, 800 to 4, 924 in period 1, but
at the price of 45 in Period 2 only 3, 600 is needed and the consumers could
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deposit 1, 324 in the bank causing an influx of fiat. Suppose that they roll over
this deposit until T + 1; then at settlement we have

µ""1TmT+1 = 1*
6

1

2

7T
4

2T!2 * 1324 + k
5

as T ( 1 this approaches 1324/4 = 331,

where k is anything else left over without an exponential growth.22

Paradoxically with µ" = µ"" = 1 we have a solution following the contours
with a bonus of 331 to the players at the end. The cash flow is:

Period 1 2 3 4 5
Cash 4800 4924 3600 3600 3600

Table 9.3: Cash flow time series.

Rather than presenting the depositors with the windfall it could all or in
part be taxed away.

9.10.3 An aside on measurable utility

In our examples above, if we imagine that when the managers are the decision-
makers the owners all hold one big mutual fund then from a decision-making
point of view they face no uncertainty at all. They are presented with the old
stationary economy if the managers choose not to innovate and a single well
defined di"erent economy if they do; thus the demand function reflects only
marginal utilities not risk.23 When this is the situation the shape of the utility
function is limited to any concavity preserving function independent of lotteries.
Unless we believe in an axiom linking risk aversion with changes in marginal
utility [329, 292], the full range of risk aversion functions is consistent with the
riskless demand.

Without carrying out any elaborate calculations it follows immediately that
we can display a robust set of examples where the owners would always reject in-
novation were they in control even though their expected consumption increases
when the firm forces innovation on them.

9.10.3.1 Stockholders or debt owners?

With only one aggregte consumer owner. The natural person is also the direct or
ultimate24 debt holder and we can cook up examples where the firms debt/equity

22The k = m0 + 2p1% or the initial money supplied plus the capital for investment retired.
23The utility function u(x) = 100x + .5x2 could have equally well been written as ,(u(x))

where , is a concavity preserving transformation. u(x) likwise is defines only up to , unless
v(m) is linear. If so , is defined up to a linear transformation. In the two examples with
T , #, the first has v(m) linear, the second does not.

24If he is a depositor in the central bank or other intermediary that flows through his deposit
as a loan, he is a indirect holder of the firms’ debts.
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ratios can be varied with no change in the investor-bondholder’s earnings con-
stistant with Modigliani Miller’s observations as long as the bankruptcy condi-
tions needed to fully define the game out of equilibrium do not become active.
As long as behavior takes place away from the bankruptcy constraint one cannot
distinguish debt from equity. This provides a nice example on pitfalls in the
trade-o" between verbal description and mathematical formulation.

9.10.4 An aside on gold or fiat

In Chapter 4 we showed in detail basic control di"erences in the utilization of
gold or fiat as a money. Concerning the di!culties in the properties of matter,
to a good first approximation, both fiat and gold can be used for transactions,
but although fiat has no alternative use, gold does. In a stationary equilibrium
with complete markets fiat is more e!cient as it releases gold for alternative
use.

9.11 The important role of experimental gaming

We have suggested that we have doubts concerning the value of low dimensional
representative agent models in applied economics; but we believe that they are
of considerable importance in developing a scientifically sound economic theory.

There is a basic clash between the in vitro aspects of experimental gaming
in contrast with the contextual richness of the in vivo problems they are meant
to represent.

The appropriate questions concerning the workhorse model of the economic
agent is to ask how much it explains experimentally in very simple reasonably
controlled situations and all of our models provide such a test bed. In particular
these comments on innovation generate many testable hypothesis concerning
complexity and terminal conditions.

9.11.1 Long or short term finance for innovation?

A modeling decision is required concerning how to finance innovation. At this
point it is natural to introduce the long term loan. In general, even though the
expected future discounted flow of profits may be su!cient to repay the loan
with interest it is often unlikely that this will be feasible in the one period of a
short term loan. We could consider a sequence of roll-overs of one period loans,
as, in a more sophisticated manner has occurred with the with use of repos [164]
or other instruments; but this will depend on the micro-micro economics of risk
sharing. Above we considered the instance where the costs of innovation are
charged to the capital account and only the servicing of the loan is attributed
to the income account. The easiest long term loan to handle is the perpetuity
loan of infinite duration that permits payments involving just the servicing of
the loan. Finite amortization may influence the decision-making.
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Even without adding the complexity of a di"erent profile for the time prefer-
ence among consumers the need for financing of innovation is su!cient to justify
the need for long term loans. The reason is simple. Although an investment
needed to cover a profitable risky innovation will more than repay the investor
when adding the discounted cash flows associated with it, the profile of the
profits may be such that it is not possible to repay the loan in the single period
required by a one period non-rollover loan under all circumstances. At the very
least we must assume that a loan rollover is always available. If there is un-
certainty intervening each period then the interaction between possible default
and loan length becomes of concern.

9.11.2 Finite amortization

We utilize the infinite horizon here for loans because our point is to show that
there is some tractable model with long term financing and a “consol” style loan
can be handled conventionally. Finite amortization in discrete-period models
can readily be defined, but it can rapidly become complicated to solve. In gen-
eral, if a loan spans more than one period, it will take on a natural repayment
term that depends on the parameters of production and consumption, as these
interact with the discrete-period structure. If periods are defined which model
repeated, equal intervals of real time, the repayment schedule may lead to a com-
plex cascade of di"erence equations to be solved self-consistently with matching
conditions in the period when the loan is fully repaid. If a type-symmetric
model has only solutions in which agents partition into multiple types which
use di"erent strategies, the combination of multiple di"erence equations with
matching conditions as the di"erent loans are repaid can rapidly lead to collec-
tion of cases that is opaque at best and intractable in general.25 We suggest
that finite term structure of long term debt is better handled with continuous
time [358]. However with discret time we do handle the upper and lower bounds

25An alternative approach with discrete periods, when type-non-symmetric solutions arise,
would be to let period lengths vary in such a way that one full repayment occurs within each
period, so that repayment and matching conditions are handled at period boundaries as in the
model of Sec. 9.9.4. The number of periods required would then equal the number of distinct
combinations of repayment states taken by players in the economy. While possible in principle,
defining the correct length-dependent production functions and consumption utilities raises a
di!erent set of technical di"culties, suggesting that in application to an operational problem
an ad hoc approach is called for.

Our approach to minimizing technical overhead and distractions, while illustrating the
essential problem of rational optimization in type-non-symmetric solutions with amortized
repayment, is to make the period length arbitrarily short compared to amortization sched-
ules, scaling production functions and consumption utilities appropriately so that a consistent
continuous-time limit is defined.

In the dynamics of innovation one should consider both e"ciency and capacity increased.
The more e"cient firms may wish to enlarge capacity to take advantage of cost e!ectiveness.
A model similar to a combination of cost- and capacity-innovation, with these properties, is
defined and solved elsewhere [358]. The absence of an intrinsic timescale removes much of
the complexity of di!erence equations, and leaves matching conditions only at the repayment
events defined by the repayment timescales that emerge from the dynamics of di!erent kinds
of agents interacting strategically through a common price system.
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on amortization. They are given by the perpetuity and the one period loans.

9.12 An observation on government control and
its degrees of freedom

In introducing the role of government in a monetary economy considerable care
needs to be taken in counting and accounting for the number of degrees of
freedom being introduced into the set of strategies that are attributable to gov-
ernmental power. A brief listing of some of the potential weapons of government
control includes taxation, subsidies, the fixing of interest rates at which it might
borrow or lend; manipulation of the money supply, reserve ratios, bankruptcy
and default laws and routines, limits on national debt and the issue of bonds
and notes. All of these provide many dimensions for government action and
when approached without context provided, they supply the extra degrees of
freedom that enable government as a player to do almost anything. In fact
sociopolitical reality provides bounds and trade-o"s on all of them and thus re-
stricts the powers of government. Several policies that appear to be equivalent
from the viewpoint of economics may be di"erentiated on the basis of political
acceptability.

Here, so far, we have explicitly limited government participation to a passive
role in borrowing or lending on request or on flowing through funds.

9.12.1 A comment on consumer created credit

The understanding of money and financial institutions calls for a delicate mix
of abstract theory combined with institutional understanding. At a high level
of abstraction the concept of every individual issuing her own currency cannot
be dismissed. There is a literature on the idea of everyone being a banker [32,
305, 388] – i.e. an economy where every agent writes his or her own IOU notes
and they are accepted as a universal means of exchange. While this is logically
feasible, nevertheless with highly implausible information, communication and
enforcement conditions together with free perfect memory accounting one can
actually construct and run an experimental game where all players create their
own currency and verify that under these stringent conditions the generation of
individual currency can produce e!cient trade [185]. As a model of reality it
leaves much to be desired. It can be beaten onto a Bed of Procrustes to produce
this explanation if one’s goal is to exhibit a logical possibility regardless of any
sense of context and transaction costs. We omit this model here, but note
that in a limited context individuals can and do produce their own means of
payment, especially when bank lending is tight, and thereby weaken the power
of both the commercial banks and a central bank. In particular with modern
technology if two or three large corporations have a considerable amount of
trade among themselves over many periods it may be in their self interest to
establish a computerized netting system to settle gross trades.
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9.13 Ongoing innovation opportunities

In this consideration of the financing of innovation we have confined our ob-
servations to one simple random event at the start. There is no di!culty in
extending the Robinson Crusoe model directly. No more conceptual di!culties
of basic importance appear. When a monetary economy is considered this is
not so.

Even when we utilize gross simplifications, the conditions needed to establish
the convergence of both real resources and financial arrangements from nonequi-
librium initial conditions to an equilibrium do not exist in any generality. With
an innovation choice in each period influenced by chance the turbulence will
increase considerably and the characterization of even the simplest market with
innovation with a random element in each period will lead to a path dependent
non-symmetric distribution of firm size and stochastic increasing returns of the
variety indicated by Brian Arthur [14].

Under serial innovation opportunities, individual trajectories will generally
become unpredictable simply due to stochasticity. This alone does not imply
that predictability is lost in the system, only that if it remains it shifts to other
properties such as moments of distributions over trajectories. The most impor-
tant factor determining whether an increase in the number of goods and the
number of serial innovation opportunities increases or decreases predictability
is the correlation between the current state of a player and the opportunities
available to him. If the two are largely uncorrelated, distributions over trajecto-
ries may converge rapidly to highly-reproducible forms (whether stationary or
time-dependent). In that case, while an individual’s fate may vary over instan-
tiations of the innovation-outcome process, if the individual’s decisions depend
only on instruments that diversify over the trajectories of others, the economy
as a whole may remain stable and amenable to rational expectations. If states
and opportunities are highly correlated, the economy as a whole may take on
unpredictable trajectories.

9.13.1 A comment on prices of long term assets

In an actual economy there is a time profile of assets whose prices will be influ-
enced at various levels up to being completely obsoleted. Thus wide fluctuations
in individual wealth are to be expected.

9.13.2 An aside on continuous time

A continuous time model developed in a separate publication [358] employs a
stopping rule: if Crusoe does not possess enough stock to invest in innovation, he
passes the round and does not attempt it. This feature, combined with the fact
that any nonzero production rate permits a recovery to the asymptotic produc-
tion level, allows the number of agents who would ever achieve zero production
and become stuck there to approach measure zero in the continuous-time limit.
Therefore a lower bound of goods at which production approaches zero is a
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reflecting boundary, near which individuals may be unable to innovate, but in
which they do not become trapped. A di"erent class of processes with states
from which individuals cannot escape may also be considered. The latter are
known as absorbing states,26 and the class of statistics that can be computed for
them include distributions of absorption times or measures of agents who absorb
in each state if more than one exists [114]. Stochastic population processes with
many similar properties to those of a random portfolio a"ected by innovation
have been developed in mathematical population genetics [211, 113, 124].

9.14 Summary remarks

Our basic goal was to produce an adequate mathematical model that could
reflect formally the meaning of Schumpeter’s breaking of the circular flow of
capital in a closed economy; and to show not only is the variation of the money
and/or credit supply a necessary (but insu!cient) requirement, but that there
are several other basic features that static or even dynamic conventional equi-
librium models cannot capture. In particular nine other items are noted. The
first three have been covered in this chapter and the remaining six are addressed
in Chapter 10. The items are:

1. The concept of innovation and comparative statics;

2. Robinson Crusoe and the parallel worlds of goods and finance;

3. The problems posed concerning convergence that are critical even with
only one random event;

4. Financing and control of innovation;

5. Financing and two way causality;

6. Bankruptcy as the delimiter of risk in a loosely coupled system;

7. Bankruptcy and the money supply as public goods controlling mutation;

8. Failure involves the destruction of credit not government money;

9. The locus of innovation finance may be public or private.

Innovation utilizes existing resources. It involves developing and employing
a process that previously was unknown or not deemed to be feasible. This is
modeled here by considering an economy, essentially in a stationary state, where
in each period there is a small # probability that a new process is seen su!ciently
clearly that it is deemed to be worth considering as a candidate for investment.
Thus it is possible that for many periods the contemplation of an innovation
remains below a threshold for consideration. Once there is a realization of the
* probability event the perceptual conditions for innovation are met and the

26See [337] for an early example of an absorbing state associated with bankruptcy.
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stationary equilibrium may be broken. Perhaps a better term for the initial
stationary equilibrium is a “1/*-stationary equilibrium”. This indicates that
the expected time the stationary state may last unchallenged is 1/*.

An understanding of Robinson Crusoe’s innovation opportunities provides
a clear preliminary way to understand the roles of real resources and owner-
ship control prior to seeing the strategic decoupling o"ered by money and the
financial system in a complex economy [196].

Even if the system were in equilibrium originally, innovation has to disturb
the equilibrium and even with only one shock to the system the time to attain
a new equilibrium is ad hoc depending on the specific structure of production
and consumption.

We reiterate:

• Innovation is a physical process; it may take place without involving fi-
nance.

• When there is a financial system present in an economy, two sets of adjust-
ment processes are set in motion. Even under relatively simple circum-
stances (such as only one commodity and money), even if the existence of
an adjustment process can be proved (see [360] for proof), the adjustment
to equilibrium may be of arbitrary length.

• In general, conservation of money rules out the ability of profit maximiz-
ing firms to increase profits with innovation unless the money supply is
increased.

• The ability to increase the money supply confers power over the decision
to innovate.

• In particular it is easy to construct instances where a firm that is maxi-
mizing expected profits will not act in the best interests of the stockhold-
ers even if an open stockmarket exists. In practice the highly imperfect
management decision-making with managers or dominant stockholders in
control and the law court’s availability appear to be an evolving economy’s
“good enough” solution.



Chapter 10

Innovation and evolution:
growth and control

10.1 Preamble

In connecting Walras and modern General Equilibrium theory with Keynes and
Schumpeter we have confined ourselves to one-ply games with a government and
a central bank and initial and terminal conditions specified. One can take the
fundamental first step in going from no process to full process models with only
one strategic move per player and minimal information. A case can be made
for considering the noncooperative equilibrium as a reasonable solution concept.
With a few reasonable restrictions there are not that many behavioral solutions
that can be suggested for a one shot game. Pandora’s Box is opened at 2-ply
or more. Then the whole world of learning, teaching signalling,non-symmetric
information and habit, herd and rule-of-thumb behavior must all be specified in
order to be able to take the description of the institutional carriers of process1

and add behavioral rules that lead to specifying the equations of motion.
In Chapter 9 although we have broad misgivings about the use of the ra-

tional expectations solution concept in application to growth models with even
a reasonable amount of complexity we solved several examples, in part to be
able to formulate fully experimental games that could be used to test the be-
havioral validity of rational expectations, but even more importantly to show
that a one shot Schumpeterian breaking of the circular flow of capital could be
completely mathematized within an initial and terminal equilibrium framework;
and acheived with minimal control by the government.

Disequilibrium and the full force of evolution emerges with period by pe-
riod strategic ability to innovate (see Sec. 9.13). Here our concern is more with
government guidance, the mechanisms, instruments and institutions and their
control functions rather than with the computation of another rational expec-
tations solution.

1Including the specification of initial conditions.

379
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There is such a plethora of reasonable, but complex models that can be spec-
ified and so few hard facts on behavior that the full development and analysis of
a completely specified dynamic model is heavily dependent upon both context
and specific questions to be answered.

The era of the large macro-economic many equation structural model of the
economy with many parameters re-estimated frequently appears to have passed,
but technology has changed, and economic knowledge and computational and
simulation ability have increased. The early advocates of the large mechanistic
simulation such as Jay Forester of MIT [130] or the vast data bank organizing
simulation such as Guy Orcutt of Yale [274] advocated have gone and are, for the
most part, forgotten but the data gathering and processing and the feasibility
for the manipulation of large models has completely changed in the last 40
years. We have reserved most of our comments, recommendations and obiter
dicta concerning practice and the intersection between theory and practice to
Chapter 13, here we make an exception concerning simulation and experimental
gaming.

10.1.1 Science, policy and truth in packaging

Neither these authors nor anyone else has the dynamic theory of economic be-
havior; but it is well worth the theorist’s time to simplify assumptions about
both structure and behavior to obtain as low a context and parameter free a
representation of structure and behavior as she deems plausible and to analyze
the implications of such a model. One may then wish to switch roles and behave
as an advisor or advocate claiming that the low dimensional analysis provides
the best advice available. The politics and sociology of the melding of science
and policy advice may be such that this is about all that is feasible; however we
suggest a politically naive alternative.

The coordination problem is central to many aspects of a complex economy
as it is to any complex evolving organism. The government as a whole as well
as the central bank in particular must provide much of the coordination and
conflict resolution over the economy. We propose the creation of an operational
gaming section in any national central bank. This would be done in concert with
the economics research departments of the universities and policy and research
institutions. Several economic models varying in size from large such as the Ray
Fair macroeconomic model [115] down to smaller specialized models devised to
answer only one or two specific questions, would be utilized and reformulated as
parts of an overall playable game open to modification during the game. This
provides a structured debate aimed at examining jointly political, bureaucratic
and economic feasibility of proposed policies.

A large war game may use small formal operations research models such as a
damage exchange model between submarines and destroyers to predict tactical
outcomes that feed back to the strategic game. An economic game might use a
formal small model to calculate the first order outcomes of a change in taxation.

In a central bank hosted Econo-Political Exercise (EPE) the players would
consist of bank and other government bureaucrats, selected politicians and busi-
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ness executives. There would be three playing teams and the referee team. The
playing teams would be the central bank; an aggregate of other government
agents concerned with fiscal problems and the private business sector. The con-
sumers’ demand and many other aspects of the overall economy would be parts
of the simulation. The largest model and the smaller ones would bear a similar
relationship to each other as do the special operations research models bear to
the overall game in a major war game such as those employed in the politico-
military exercises at the Naval War College in the United States and in other
military establishments. There the key aspects of the game are decisions of the
teams, possibly rejected by the referee team as implausible, then modified and
accepted in joint discussion and utilized as inputs into the overall simulation.
Thus the game combines an operational debate evaluating intangibles with a
period by period formal simulation where it is not just the technical parameters
being updated but the assumptions and concepts behind the game being chal-
lenged. The design calls for the utilization of financial historians much in the
same way that the military gaming scenarios employed military historians [77].

The gaming facility responsible for producing these operational “war games”
would provide a link between operational applications and research in the sense
that as a product incidental to the operational purpose there is an implicit or ex-
plicit ongoing critique of the formal economic models and simulations involved.

A major weakness with this proposal is its political feasibility. It is not
axiomatic that a political stakeholder welcomes operational clarification.

10.2 Aspects of an innovating economy

The last chapter on innovation stressed the breaking of the circular flow of funds
and an attempt to vary the money supply via a passive central bank. This
chapter notes some of the problems that appear with innovation in a financial
system that has commercial banks, a national debt and other loci of control.

In particular items to be covered are:

1. Utility and/or wealth optimization;

2. The role of many assets and side-payments;

3. Financing and control of innovation;

4. Financing and two way causality;

5. Bankruptcy as the delimiter of risk in a loosely coupled system;

6. Bankruptcy and the money supply as public goods controlling mutation;

7. Failure involves the destruction of credit not government money;

8. The locus of financing of innovation finance may be public or private.
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10.2.1 Utility and/or wealth optimization

The utility function was devised, developed and replaced by the map of pref-
erences in the study of consumption under certainty. One of the earlier and
elegant developments of mathematical economics was the theory of consumer
choice. This was glued together with a theory of production, cleverly closed,
and produced general equilibrium theory. The utility function was out of fash-
ion with theorists who observed that consumer choice under certainty utilized
only ordinal properties of preference. This apparent great generality dies with
dealing with decision-making under uncertainty.

The axiomatization of measurable utility introduced by von Neumann and
Morgenstern in 1944 [408] was first not well received by the profession as is
evinced in the commentary by Baumol [39], but in the next two decades, es-
pecially with the development of a theory of finance it became a center piece.
Interest was renewed in the work of Bernoulli and Menger [253] considered prob-
lems with and solutions to the Bernoulli paradox and the utility of money, and
some open questions remain to this day.

The utilization of the measurement of the utility of money in finance took
place within the development of a set of partial equilibrium models in an open
economy with no concern with the details of consumer choice. Since the 1970s
there has been a development both in macro and micro-economics of the use
of dynamic programming and rational expectations. Bewley [30], Lucas [228],
Shubik and Whitt [361], Stokey and Lucas [391] and Karatzas, Shubik and
Sudderth [195] provide examples. In both the macro and micro economic appli-
cations noted, essentially for mathematical tractability the commodity set was
aggregated into a single aggregate commodity thereby obliterating the structure
as one suitable for the study of any of the details of consumption, but stressing
its use for the study of income and wealth measured in terms of money.

We suggest that the picture of the consumer painted in Hicks [180] or in De-
breu [74] is a mathematical picture of consumers who have to ration their wealth
over consumption goods and certainly not descriptive of the entrepreneurs or
financiers with plutomania whose mantra may be “the player who dies with the
most chips wins”; or the many fiduciaries whose performances are measured in
money returns.

At the level of abstraction adhered to in this book the assumption that the
natural persons within a society all have the same preferences is a useful approxi-
mation. It is reasonable to consider several di"erent segments of a wealth-utility
function that determine behavior as a function of wealth. Table 10.1 based on
the study of Edward Nathan Wol" [419] displays the distribution of income and
wealth in the United States in 2010.

Those with incomes in the bottom two quintiles have essentially a hand-
to-mouth existence.2 As the income flows in it is spent on consumption. The
net wealth of households at a level of around $30,000 or less a year, such as
it is, is in real consumer goods such as clothing, furniture, consumer durables,

2For details on wealth and income in the United States see Edward N. Wol! [418].
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W or I M Inc (2009) M N W M F W
Top1 % $1,318,200 $16,439.400 $15,171,600
Top 20% $226,200 $2,061,600 $1,719,800
Bottom 80% $72,000 $216,900 $100,700
Bottom 60% $41,000 $61,000 $12,200
Bottom 40% $17,300 -$10,600 -$14,800

Table 10.1: Wealth and Income in the United States 2010. W or I = Wealth or
Income; M Inc = Mean Income; M N W = Mean Net Wealth; M F W = Mean
Financial Wealth.

automobiles, and housing. The financial wealth of these families is negligible,
and for many negative.3

As the family’s income rises its utilization for subsistence consumption starts
to weaken. More goods and better quality goods may enter into consumption
and the holding of real consumption assets grows. The rented apartment may be
replaced by the house. As income continues to rise financial saving in the form
of savings accounts and holdings in money market or mutual funds starts to ap-
pear. Somewhere between incomes of say $1,000,000–20,000,000 the disconnect
between marginal income and consumption becomes more or less complete.4

The extra money is no longer consumption-money, but is primarily investment-
money (after status- and ego-money uses have been accounted for). At the lower
end of the income scale we have the poorer consumers who devote their total
income and time to consumption. At the upper end of the scale some extra
income may be spent to aid in the mechanics of consumption; it is delegated
to interior decorators, caterers, chau"eurs, servants and others; but the bulk is
primarily for investment.

In order to formalize this heuristic sketch we need to take into account the
considerations noted below.

10.2.1.1 Goods, services, financial instruments and wealth

As we sweep over income levels the consumers are concerned with:

• consumables and services;

• + consumer durables.

• Simple financial instrument such as mutual fund shares, land, possibly
gold;

3Even with the poor, social custom clashes with utilitarian economics. Among the nearly
destitute, weddings and funerals provide an opportunity for conspicuous consumption that
the individuals can ill-a!ord from the viewpoint of mere economics.

4There are some special consumption sinks for the centimillionaire or billionaire such as
high end art collection or running one’s own space program, buying a major sports team or
becoming a philanthropist. Buying political o"ce or satisfying ones revenge in the style of
the Count of Monte Cristo can be sinks for conspicuous consumption.
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• + more complex financial assets and structures.

• political and social power and prestige.

10.2.1.2 The economics of pure consumer choice without uncertainty

Pure consumer choice à la Hicks [180] has the economic agent purchase the
services of perishables and consumer durables subject to an income constraint.
In the presentation the distinction between stocks and flows is hardly made.
Suppose:

M1 = is a set of consumables.

|M1| = m1 is the number of consumables.

M2 be a set of consumer durables.

|M2| = m2 is the number of consumer durables.

u(x1, . . . , xm1 ; . . . , ẏ1, . . . ẏm2) is the utility of consumption.

(a1, ldots, am1 ; b1, . . . , bm2) are initial resources.

(p1, . . . , pm1) are prices of consumables.

(p̂1, . . . , p̂m2) are prices of services of consumer durables.

(p̃1, . . . , p̃m2) are prices of consumer durables.

xj is the consumption of a consumable j.

ẏj = is the consumption of the services of a durable j.

The consumer optimization is given by

maxu(x1, . . . , xm1 ; ẏ1, . . . , ẏm2) subject to
m1
$

i=1

pi (ai $ xi) +
m2
$

j=1

(p̃jbj $ p̂jyj) & 0. (10.1)

One of the crowning joys of the 1930s–40s exposition of consumer choice was
to observe that the optimization subject to wealth constraint did not need to
involve a utility function.

The statement often was that the utility function could be defined up to an
arbitrary ordinal transformation. However if one were to enlarge the domain of
choice to include contingent commodities then under the von Neumann axioms
it can be defined only up to an arbitrary linear transformation.

Even without the extra axiom on gambles, if convexity of the utility function
were lost the market would endogenously introduce gambling.
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10.2.1.3 Finance and the von Neumann utility

Uncertainty is the key to the von Neumann treatment of utility. He enlarged
the choice set and added one extra axiom beyond the axioms for a preference
ordering to give a utility function defined up to a linear transformation. The
axiom was the existence of a certainty outcome equivalence to a lottery ticket.
Given a 8 b 8 c then there exists a probability , such that ,a+ (1$ ,) c ) b.
Given this condition the utility function u is determined up to two parameters
such that 'u + 1 will also serve as a representation of the utility function.5

If there is a natural zero point, such as the worth of no trade the modeler
may select 1 = 0 and the utility is defined up to an a!ne transformation. If
interpersonal comparisons are possible then the ' may be fixed.6

An individual is deemed to be risk neutral if

,a+ (1$ ,) c = b then

,u(a) + (1$ ,)u(c) = u(b) . (10.2)

The development of much of finance such as portfolio theory, the analysis
of options and the construction of derivatives has taken place in a world where
lottery tickets are the primary reality. Implicitly in studying any market the
economic reality of the actual corporation together with its management and
physical product is replaced by a lottery ticket measured in money. Due dili-
gence, securities evaluation and other aspects of evaluation, are abstracted away
from the financial analysis. Depending on the question being asked this may be
deemed to be an excellent or highly inadequate abstraction.

In finance the stress is on the utility of wealth of the individual measured
essentially in terms of money. Thus ‘how much is X worth’ is answered by adding
up all assets deemed to be liquid then adding the other assets with estimates or
guesstimates of the orderly liquidation worth of the other assets with “haircuts”
given to reflect any market imperfections.

In utilizing the overall utility function for wealth one must take care to avoid
a post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy, confusing the induced valuation of producer
assets at an equilibrium solution with the intrinsic valuation by individual con-
sumers who can neither eat nor evaluate steel mills. Investment bankers and
deal makers may do this evaluation as part of the ongoing money game. The ma-
jor study of finance is within the development of an open and not full feedback
model thus in those models the influence of the government on the utility for

5As von Neumann himself stressed axioms such as this must have their basis in observations
on the physical world, hence they should be testable. Although intuitively attractive the whole
concept of the existence of an individual utility function is fraught with di"culties and has
not yielded much in the way of satisfactory experimental results.

6There is a completely di!erent way to approach measurable utility that was proposed
by Lloyd Shapley. The measure is developed utilizing axioms describing individual ability
to perceive preference di!erences among pairs of objects. An individual can state that her
preference for item a over b is greater than, less than, or equal to her preferences for c over d.
The two scales are clearly di!erent and require a further axiom in order to match that is, in
all probability, empirically false [292].
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money may be regarded as exogenously given and previous prices are hard evi-
dence but not su!cient alone to provide the behavioral basis for the formation
of expectations.

The rich consumer-investor At the lower end of the wealth scale consumer
choice is concerned with hand-to-mouth existence with finance appearing as a
more or less tight constraint on the procurement of consumption goods and
services. This contrasts with the richer individuals where consumption goods
and services are merely part of the real goods allocation and monetary wealth.
By conservation, all goods have to be somewhere. The steel plants, the industrial
farms, hotels, the buildings and factories have owners who do not derive direct
utility from the vast array of large durable assets.

In a modern society the government may own anywhere between 10–50% of
the physical infrastructure such as roads, land, public buildings. Few individuals
own large assets in a direct manner. They own the public or private shares of
the institutions who own the assets.

10.2.2 The utility-wealth function

Nowadays people know the price of everything and the value of noth-
ing.

– Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray

Wilde’s rhetoric is closer to the basic problems in finance than he conceived.
In a complex society the evaluation of the worth of many assets and their prices
may require considerable skill and perception.

If we view the utility-wealth function that the individual is meant to optimize
as the sum over all expected consumption streams until death then at any
point we are forced to include current valuations of his long term physical and
financial assets. The discussion presented here is related to but di"erent in
detail and emphasis from the Friedman permanent income hypothesis (see [140]
and others).

The study of finance is about equities, debt and hybrid instruments such
as corporate shares, bonds and derivatives and how they connect with real
means of production, durable assets, and other financial instruments and are
evaluated in money. In contrast consumption theory is usually discussed over a
high dimensional commodity space and the mapping into one dimension which
is meant to represent a utility function is of little interest in the study of most
questions in consumer choice. Finance theory tends to deal just with a single
good “money” and complex lottery tickets involving valuations of institutions
and processes in terms of money bets.

If we look at a rich individual both consuming and investing it is reasonable
to deal with two representations, the first dealing with consumption preferences
emphasising choice among consumption goods and services subject to an invest-
ment decision constraint which may easily be lower than either the wealth or
the income constraint. The second representation deals with a utility of wealth
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function for investment that has, in essence allocated consumption to a separate
anaylsis connected to it by the lower bound reflected in the implicit or explicit
decision on what to spend this year.7 The financial decision payo" function is
reasonably represented buy a one-dimensional utility for wealth.

For many operational questions in finance and consumption theory it is most
convenient to use the two di"erent representations.

The individual herself or the family is at least two agents and this unit
illustrates the roles of aggregation, disaggregation and money faced by a single
decision maker. Depending on the aggregation used, the goods and services
space may vary from a few dozen to a few thousand dimensions. When running
a house, going to a movie or buying groceries, several alternative goods and
services are considered. When buying a major consumer durable such as a new
car or a house the problem may be framed as: Can we a"ord it or do we have
enough money? The investment and ownership side of the family is primarily
represented in money.

If we try to model the behavior of the rich we need to consider context
and usually select a di"erent representation for production and consumption,
with a money representation dominating production and the acquisition of the
ownership of direct or indirect production assets.

A way to investigate some of the implications of an asset rich economy is
to consider as a first order approximation that most individuals have a utility-
wealth function that consists of a concave function up to some level of wealth
followed by an unbounded linear utility function where the concave segment
represents the level of wealth at which one is still concerned about consumption.
Beyond that point the additional wealth is for chips at the investment table.

10.2.3 Fiduciary behavior and utility

We know that the vast majority of financial decisions are made by fiducia-
ries. The fiduciaries are legal but not natural persons. They are for the most
part clearly owned by natural persons.8 The social-psychology of formal group
decision-making is a topic that is not completely terra incognita, but even with
agency theory, what the firm maximizes has many answers. Minimal complex-
ity and ease in analysis calls for expected discounted profits as a goal, or the
“utility function” of the firm. There are some questions for which this may be
a reasonable approximation, but as has already been noted in Chapter 5 large
bureaucracies may have many other goals.

7The bound may well be loose in the sense of some decision rule such as stay within
10% of last year’s budget; but unless the question being asked of the theory requires that
details of consumption are relevant to investment there is no need to provide them to consider
investment.

8Although the ownership of government, the religious bodies, educational institutions and
other social institutions require considerable legal consideration to define what is the opera-
tional meaning of such ownership.
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10.2.4 Risk neutral? rich and fiduciaries and the risk
averse others

Even if all natural persons were considered as having the same preferences in
an economy with considerable uncertainty the rich and the fiduciaries may be
expected in aggregate to assume, or take on most of the investment risk and
to earn accordingly. However in a complex economy with an information pro-
cessing division of labor in finance as well as an industrial division of labor this
nonsymmetry could be even larger. Those not in the financial world may be
unaware of many of the risks that are there. Furthermore there are many risks
they may be aware of, but do not understand. The nonprofessional does not
have the training, skills, perceptions or time to perceive and evaluate risk. The
rich professionals not only buy and sell the risky assets, but expend much of
their energy in minimizing the risk to themselves by selling o" the parts they
deem to be too dangerous to those who may be less perceptive than themselves.
This is all part of the politico-economic valuation process.

10.2.5 An aside on quasi-sidepayment cooperative games

Sidepayment cooperative game theory o"ers a way to study phenomena such
as cartels or mergers and acquisitions among oligopolistic players. The use of
the characteristic function to consider oligopolistic structures and solutions such
as the core was first considered [340] as early as 1956. No further analysis to
this approach is given here;9 but the central observation is made that in an
economy with innovation, a nonsymmetric, oligopolistic form of industry is to
be expected from the dynamics. This combined with the presence of many non-
consumption real assets and their financial instrument representations leads
naturally to a quasi-cooperative structure in deal-making in the oligopolistic
“market” for firms.

10.3 Innovation in an asset rich economy

In Chapter 9 we treated innovation in an asset poor economy. Like many of
the studies employing dynamic programming we utilized a single aggregate con-
sumption/production good. A far more felicitous but more di!cult model re-
quires the presence of producer durables to reflect the real wealth of a developed
economy.

10.3.1 A discussion on an asset rich economy

We could extend the example provided of the asset poor economy in Chapter 9
by adding extra durable commodities in the form of land and producer goods as
part of production. Rather than provide an extra calculated example a verbal
sketch is given to stress the new feature and why it is worth considering.

9Chapter 20 of [353] was devoted to considering this possibility.
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In the previous model Crusoe had to expose himself to considerable loss in
consumption in order to risk innovation. There was only one real commodity
that served both as the input of the production processes and the only output
available for both production and consumption in the society. A richer array of
assets could change his risk.

Embellishing the classical land, labor and capital trinity we assume the ex-
istence of

• A consumption good C;

• Labor E (which splits into labor leisure);

• Land L that is an infinitely lived nonreproducible asset that plays a cat-
alyst role in production;

• Reproducible capital goods10 that do not appear in the utility function di-
rectly. Depending on ownership and use, they are more or less categorized
as (a) producer durables and (b) consumer durables. For the purposes of
illustrating the point just the addition of land and labor is su!cient

10.3.1.1 Consumption

We assume that Crusoe has preferences u
"

c, ė, l̄
#

for the consumption good and
the services of leisure and land, where:

c is the consumption of an individual,

e is the amount of leisure, and

l̄ is the value derived from consumption use of land.

Historically in the opening up of new terrain, the new land was primarily owned
by the emperor, monarch, nobility or other forms of government and eventually
was awarded or sold to the public.

Even if Crusoe were deemed to own his island, except for the land in immedi-
ate use such as his hut and cultivated area it is di!cult to attribute consumption
worth to his non-direct utilization of the other land.11

Crusoe being his own monarch with unutilized land may attribute no direct
worth to it, but if it along with other productive assets that may be present
on the island, serve as the prime inputs to his new activities they then assume
production worth and may require that he risk few, if any consumption assets
beyond his own labor.12

If we go beyond Crusoe, to the competitive economy, the presence of many
producer assets and land and other basic resources employed in active processes
justifies a positive price for them. Governments such as the United States

10The tension between physical production economics and financial and ownership eco-
nomics is illustrated in the di!erent uses of the word “capital”.

11Other than the possibly real joys of looking at an undeveloped uninhabited landscape.
12Leaving out Man Friday.
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may still hold a substantial amount of the land and natural resources as the
monopolist, referee and participant in the economy.

As the implementation of an innovation is, in essence, the utilization of a
new process with the existing resources, the resources required are culled out
of the economy to be put to a higher expected utilization. In a rich economy
almost all of the resource reallocation can fall on production goods and labor
services and not current consumption. In economic activity, the context of the
polity is always present; thus, for example, in virtually any society in wartime
the political conditions and the financing possibilities may be more favorable to
production and innovation than in peacetime. The choice is made decisively for
“Guns and weapons innovation rather than butter”.

10.3.2 Financing and control of innovation

The need to finance innovation may not only require borrowing but may involve
elements of control and valuation. In Figure 9.2 of Chapter 9 an economy with
six actors was shown:

• non-financial firms

• stockholders

• savers

• commercial bankers

• financiers or financial firms

• the central bank and government.

In an economy with a given configuration of physical resources the financing
of an innovation can take place in many di"erent ways depending not merely
on the physical and financial resources available but on the structure of their
control.

The large corporation, such as a General Electric is in a su!ciently powerful
position to be self-financing. A more or less unknown startup, depending on the
nature of the innovation involved may have its principals borrow from friends
and family or try to obtain financing from a venture capitalist or other financial
institution. Depending on the nature of the innovation government funding may
be available.

The key observation is that the financing of new businesses and innovation
requires not merely the availability of funds but the availability of a group or
institution with the requisite knowledge and evaluation abilities. The nature of
the market involved is far di"erent from the ideal exchange of the stockmarket

In the stockmarket anonymity is, in essence, the rule and the two evaluations
involved in a trade are independent and have been performed (if at all) before
coming to the market. The existence of a previous market price permits the
institution of the stockmarket to serve at any instant, as an exchange device,
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not as a microeconomic evaluator. At best it can be regarded as outputting a
consensus evaluation of the average opinion with the time series of price changes
conveying information on the dynamics. With every improvement in technology,
the stockmarket as a clearing device becomes less expensive to operate.

In contrast there are always at least two and possibly several parties face-
to-face in an essentially quasi-cooperative game involved in the financing of a
non-self-financed innovation where evaluation is of essence and transaction costs
are, of necessity, high. The distinction is not unlike that between a marketable
derivative where all the boilerplate has been standardized and all units agreed
on and the hand-tailored derivatives that are personalized contracts with little
or no marketability.

10.3.3 Financing and two way causality

The availability of a perceived to be worthwhile new process to be developed
may bring forth a demand for extra credit or money; however the financing of
innovation may also be generated by the availability of extra money or credit,
looking for an opportunity to sponsor a desired innovation, thus causality may
go in both directions. The history of innovation during wartime and the bubble
behavior in Silicon Valley provide examples. Consider margarine, aircraft, radar,
the atomic bomb, the computer.

10.3.4 Bankruptcy as the delimiter of risk in a loosely
coupled system

In general in any loosely coupled economy we have already noted that bankruptcy
laws are a logical necessity needed to account for the possibility of failure. If
innovation fails and individuals are bankrupted their remaining resources may
be redistributed to cover fully or in part their contractual obligations.

As has been observed elsewhere [350] bankruptcy settlements by the very
nature of their role are neither a pure market phenomenon nor are they unique.
They are a joint product of their societies and polities as well as their economies;
but they are even far more. They are a key factor in the dynamic ecology of an
ongoing socio-economy, as is indicated immediately below.

10.3.5 Bankruptcy and the money supply as public goods
controlling mutation

As soon as exogenous uncertainty is present in an economy then there is a
confounding of the phenomenon of strategic bankruptcy with misfortune.

The concept of an optimal bankruptcy code under exogenous uncertainty
must contain within it a consideration of the willingness of a society as a whole
to absorb the losses caused by what ex post turned out to be a misallocation of
resources. In essence, given uncertainty the severity of the bankruptcy penalties
influence the willingness for individuals to take risk thus it is a control factor of
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the intensity of economic mutation. From the viewpoint of society as a whole
the bankruptcy laws are a public good.

In general optimal bankruptcy laws will not be unique as has been noted in
Chapter 12 of [350]. The pressures of the political and social structure in any
specific society may favor the debtors or the creditors as a matter of social and
political choice.

10.3.6 Failure involves the destruction of credit not gov-
ernment money

In many uses in every day life the distinction between bank money and fiat or
government money comes only at the level of details a"ecting the individual such
as portability, divisibility, cognizability, anonymity, speed of transfer and other
aspects of a transactions technology that may be of considerable importance in
some contexts, but are often not of high conscious import in much of everyday
life.

Especially in times of politico-economic uncertainty the possibility of default
becomes non-trivial. A key distinction can be made between what happens to
credit instruments and government money under (non-sovereign) bankruptcy.
In a default it is only credit instruments that are destroyed. Neither real goods
nor government money are destroyed, they get redistributed. The distinction
between bank money and government money becomes painfully clear.

It is in extremis under hyperinflation or revolution that the context changes
to the point that fiat money may be wiped out and the virtues of gold reappear.

10.3.7 The locus of innovation finance may be public or
private.

Necessity is the mother of invention

(origin unknown)

Historically both private and public resources have been involved in inno-
vation. Items such as global exploration then space exploration were heavily
government enterprises to start with and the private sector followed. This is
also true for items such as the Internet.

Although it may fly against the sensibilities of many, war appears to provide
a considerable impetus to invention. In the United States in spite of the cotton
gin being held up as an example of great individual enterprise it appears to
be one of the earliest candidates for government subsidy. Another important
innovation emerging from the Civil War is the standardization of manufactured
parts so that it became considerably easier to repair items such as damaged
rifles [184]. Later in the United States the roles of the O!ce of Naval Research
(ONR) and the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) were considerable.
Over the years basic research has been sponsored by emperors and governments.
In modern times in parts of Europe and the United States, development and
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implementation is claimed to be primarily the domain of private industry. How-
ever in spite of the existence of the individual inventor in his garage the sources
for the financing of innovation basic research, especially in times of war involve
government sponsorship; and as is indicated by the work of Richard Day, Gun-
nar Eliasson, and Clas Wihlborg a government may play the role of both the
initial direct sponsor and the architect of the privatization of the industry [68].

10.4 Increasing returns and innovation

Our prime concern is with the financing of innovation, not with the specific
details of innovation itself. But innovation is closely interlinked with both in-
creasing returns as well as disequilibrium. This brief section merely notes a few
of the developments involving increasing returns. Marshall describes what may
be considered as increasing returns via scope [243] as the infrastructure builds
up so do districts with many competitors in the same trade. For the treatment
of corporate scale and scope see Panzar and Willig [278, 279] and Chandler [50].
Arrow [11] describes a di"erent form of increasing returns from learning. The
elementary textbooks from at least the 1940s on came complete with graphs
of U-shaped average cost curves that essentially signaled the presence of set-up
costs that were spread over increasing production.

The Phelps [285] and Solow [386] growth models utilizing a production func-
tion of the form ax%y1!% for multistage macroeconomic models added an ex-
ogenous growth term kt to reflect the increasing productivity of labor.

The work of Arthur [14] treats stochastic increasing returns and the possibil-
ity of path dependence as characteristic of an innovating economy. In oligopolis-
tic competition that characterizes much of mass production, stochastic increas-
ing returns of the variety indicated by Brian Arthur [14] appears to be highly
relevant.

With a random event occurring each period the turbulence may be large
and the characterization of even the simplest market with innovation with a
random element in each period will lead to a path dependent non-symmetric
distribution of firm size.

More recently Paul Krugman [283] has considered trade and geography and
o"ered a view of trade theory blending a macroeconomic theory of an intertwined
industrial and occupational distribution characterized by economies of scale in
production and a preference for diversity in consumption. Paul Romer [301]
o"ers a long run competitive growth model where the driver of innovation is the
endogenous growth of intellectual capital stock in a multiplicative manner.

These models appear to assume implicitly that the financing of development
is more or less of a minor side issue to economic growth. We believe that in
context, all of the work noted briefly above represent di"erent relevant contribu-
tions to understanding increasing returns; but in all instances an understanding
of the battle for the allocation for funds, both private and public is needed. It
is key to the appreciation of the locus of the sources for control, perception and
evaluation that are critical in a"ecting innovation.
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10.5 Unpacking the commercial and investment
banks: context and control

In Chapter 9 the many functions and three banking institutions are packed
into one: they are the central bank, the commercial banks and the investment
banks.13

The devil is in the details

(Origin unclear)

10.5.1 A sketch of an approach

In the packing together of functions in Chapter 9 there was only one means of
payment, the “blue chips” of the central bank.

We now add the “red chips” of the commercial banks as a means of pay-
ment14,15

The understanding of institutional detail in financial structure is critical in
application but only merits explicit mathematical modeling with the appro-
priate detail if there is a specific important question that cannot be answered
adequately otherwise. The speed of change in institutions and instruments is
such that form is ephemeral,16 but basic functions remain, and as complexity
increases, new functions are added. Here we discuss some of the basic questions
about the relationship between central and commercial banking as well as com-
menting on investment banking and we discuss the building blocks for a formal
model for illustration.

We advocate treating di"erent financial instruments as though they are dif-
ferent colors of Poker chips in order to give them a simple physical reality. The
red chips and the white chips are created together in pairs. The blue chips
are “paper gold” mined, issued or hoarded in central banks and treasuries in
many di"erent institutional ways blessed by the various laws of the nations. In
treating di"erent monies and credit this way and encountering the di!culties
in trying to do so it becomes easier to see what is left out in dealing with the
proliferation of credit in a complex economy.

By splitting banking into two pieces, the central bank and the commercial
banking system we are able to describe in a fairly natural way the earnings from
lending and describe the various control mechanisms between the commercial
banks and the central bank that provide flexibility in the money supply in

13In Chapters 8 and 9 of [353] a long list of functions of these institutions was given. The set
of functions re-enforce each other, yet a central minimal function of two of these institutions is
the variation of the money supply. In the ideal world of complete markets run by the perfect
clearing house this disappears. How close to this ideal can a modern economy approach is not
evident. But even the slightest friction makes the limit unattainable.

14We could further divide a commercial bank’s money into banknotes or checks or pure
ciphers, but at this point we stay with “red chips”.

15This could include the signed, legalized IOU notes of the borrowers as “white chips” that
may serve as a local or global money depending on the size of the acceptance network.

16Although names for highly changed institutions may remain the same, such as “bank”,
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return for being able to earn commercial bank profits. This is in contrast with
an alternative of a monolithic central bank with owned outlets and the attendant
bureaucratic costs.

Among the functions handled by a commercial banking system are the provi-
sion of consumer transactions and producer working capital needs, information
gathering, and evaluation services over an area on which to base lending deci-
sions as well as providing the host of bookkeeping and managerial services that
accompany these activities.17 The system provides an alternative to having a
centralized central banking system’s branches provide the services.

Given the changes in transactions and clearance technology and law, the
delivery of the functions associated with commercial banks is in a state of flux.

The commercial banking system poses many ad hoc problems in mechanism
design. The control of variation in money supply alone is su!cient to illustrate
why competition in the commercial banking system is not a simple problem in
enterprise economics such as competition among restaurants or shoe stores or
even supermarkets.

10.5.2 National debt and taxes

We note below in Sections 10.8 and 10.9 that in modern biology much con-
sideration is given to the concepts of modularity, flexibility and robustness in
an uncertain environment. These have their analogues in the financial control
system.

In Chapter 9 a minimal model of government influence on the money supply
was sketched in the construction of a playable game. Throughout this volume
our approach has tended to introduce new features one item at a time and to
consider increasing complexity.

For this sketch of a system with commercial banks we introduce several new
instruments and institutions in order not only to consider the variation of the
money supply but to illustrate the links between monetary and fiscal problems
and to illustrate that from the viewpoint of mechanism design the additional
complexity in adding fiscal instruments may make the monetary control problem
considerably easier.

The presence of both taxation and a national debt provide a mechanism to
construct a capacitance in a monetary flow system of any size as taxes provide
a flow of money from the private or essentially non-government sector, to the
government while the payments on the national debt provide a flow in the
opposite direction. Adjustment of net flows change the money supply. In his
advocacy for a central bank Alexander Hamilton [250] (pp,40–44) understood
the control aspects of both the bank and a national debt.

In actuality the time structure of a national debt provides flexibility in ad-
justing a whole profile of maturity dependent interest rates thus increasing flex-
ibility in the fine tuning of time dependent rates while also imposing new inflex-

17Any good modern text on financial institutions such as Ang [9] or Elton et al. [106]
provides a listing. A discussion is also given in [353] Chapter 8 p.217.
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ibility in creating a need for retirement or refinancing of bonds due for repay-
ment. For simplicity in analysis or the construction of a game we may suppose
the national debt were in perpetuities with a single interest rate based on a
perpetuity’s face value. All have the opportunity buy or sell the perpetuities
that constitute the national debt.

At the level of detail required to fully define a playable game we have a
modeling choice: Are bonds bought and sold for blue chips, red chips or both
or are there special conditions that the central bank rules may apply. As one of
the roles of the central bank here is to enable the banking system to adjust the
money supply smoothly a natural policy for the central bank is to permit the
purchase and sale of the national debt in blue or red chips, using the mix of its
payments as a factor in the control over the reserve money.
Let:

x%
t = bid for consols by consumers;

xK
t = bid for consols by banks;

xCB
t = bid for consols by the central bank.

Let:

y%t = o"er of consols by consumers;

yKt = o"er of consols by banks;

yCB
t = o"er of consols by the central bank.

The price of consols will be

p"t =
x%
t + xK

t + xCB
t

y%t + yKt + yCB
t

.

Moving the price of consols moves their e"ective yield to

&"t = &"
p"

p"t
.

The ability to move this interest rate depends on the relative size of government
purchases and sales in comparison to the others who individually may be small.

10.5.2.1 A reprise on a continuum of agents

We have used the technical term “a continuum of agents” to remind us that from
the viewpoint of strictly formal modeling if we wish to prove that the agents
are small enough to become (posted, previous) price takers we require that
each agent be of measure zero. At this level of modeling this level of precision
is usually not required. There are many ways in which one can consider white
noise, or many other market imperfections such that for all intents and purposes
the assumption that all agents are price takers is reasonable without a discourse
on measure theory. In much experimental gaming the presence of around 10
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to 20 agents appears to be adequate for the players to ignore their individual
influence on price.

If measures are used it is probably desirable to note that the relative mea-
sures of the di"erent agents are considerably di"erent. In the United States
currently there is only 1 central bank; 5 $ 6, 000 commercial banks; around
340, 000 manufacturing establishments and a population of around 318 million.
The sizes of the banks and manufacturing establishments are heavily skewed as
are the incomes of individuals.

10.5.3 Why commercial banks?

In any process model where consumers have no direct utility for money but
are given both a per period and terminal boundary condition penalizing any
individual for default and there is a final settlement at t = T + 1, the terminal
conditions will determine a range on a price of money at t = T + 1. Any point
in the range will provide a basis for a backward induction that together with
the per period default conditions su!ce to determine the relationship between
the ratios of price to marginal utility of consumption u$(c) across periods. In a
competitive equilibrium the path of the dynamics is interior; it presses neither
the bounding conditions of default nor the money supply in any period. In
disequilibrium the money supply and the courts provide the (porous)18 barriers
that permit the value of money to fluctuate.

The importance of the boundary conditions is signalled in their shadow prices
and two vital roles of the commercial banks are to sense the pressures and act
to relieve them.

Consider a structure with a single central bank and many (say k) commercial
banks. We introduce two kinds of money. One kind of money (the “blue chips”)
is exchanged only between the central bank and the commercial banks.19 This
is “heavy money” , and we think of it as the central bank’s currency. Neither
commercial banks nor firms and consumers can either create or destroy it. The
central bank is an outside bank with respect to this model but with a larger set
of instruments comprising its given strategy than in the models of Sec. 9.9.4.
These include the existence of taxes and a national debt.

A second kind of money (the “red chips”) is exchanged between the com-
mercial banks and the firms and consumers. We think of this as the commercial
banks’ money. For additional simplicity we may assume only red chips circulate
outside the banks. In attempting to promote our red chip analogy we may con-
sider that in the game the banks all issue their own banknotes that circulate.
Immediately we are faced with operational and historical detail. In the United
States in the 19th century many banks issued their own notes and depending on
the distance from the point of circulation and the evaluation of the reputation

18We use the adjective porous to indicate that depending on the time scale the boundary
conditions may change as part of “the games within the game” where the rules for financial
motion are set by political control and those, in turn, may be subjected to social pressure.

19This provides a considerable simplification that was also utilized in Chapter 3 of Volume 1
of Schumpeters’ discussion of business cycles [320].
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of the specific bank an array of discounts appeared. With the growth of the
use of checks the pattern of payments changed considerably. With better inter-
bank communication and accounting more and more of bank money becomes a
virtual money existing only as a set of cyphers in a network of bank accounts
moved electronically.

In a game stressing the physical existence of bank money, given that all banks
are required to have blue chip reserves we may assume that all individually issued
red chips are identical in value; but if a red chip is identified with and can only
be destroyed by the bank that issued it there are k di"erent bank monies. These
can only be regarded as one money if there is a set of rules and an enforcement
mechanism over the commercial banking system that enforces fungilility among
all red chips. This requires both bank failure and consumer insurance laws.
Suppose that one of the many ways of selecting this structure were in place.
Our acheivemnt over the models in Chapter 9 has been to separate out the
consumer transactions and producer short term circulating capital functions
assigning them to the commercial banks. The central bank may retain its role
as an investment bank. In order to separate out private invesment bankers yet
another complication would be required.

The commercial banks may be considered to be owned by the consumers in
equal shares, and they distribute their profits to the consumer/owners in red
chips.

A sketch of model structure and behavior: The boundary conditions and
the terminal settlement condition lead to a shadow price and extraction of all
money (both blue and red chips) from the economy at a definite time t = T +1.

In essence the terminal conditions are exogenous. The rational expectations
assumption provides a behavioral assertion that apparently endogenizes them
and links (in a not necessarily unique manner) initial and terminal conditions
for a stationary state, but even this “proof by assumption” is not su!cient to
provide equations of motion that lead to an equilibrium.

The model employs a separation of ownership from control. Commercial
banks are profit-maximizing institutions that flow profits back to their owners
much as firms do. The banks are controlled by the central bank’s rules on
reserve requirements and other constraints specified below.

Consumers and firms optimize their purchases subject to no-default condi-
tions within each period. The shadow price of default therefore creates a flexible
relation between price levels and marginal utilities of consumption u$(c), leading
to price dynamics like those created by a threshold utility of money in Sec. 9.9.4.

Commercial banks do not break the circular flow of funds in response to
innovation or other shocks. Borrowing for innovation requires a separate en-
tity willing to lend long. This could be an investment bank or a development
bank. For simplicity here we may consider a development bank that is part of
government.
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10.5.3.1 The structure of a class of models

Prior to sketching a solution the main features of a class of models, and some
variables associated with each, are the following:

1. Time is discrete with periods t = 0, 1, . . . T . A terminal period t = T + 1
is used to provide a modified “bite your tail” boundary condition where
all initial monetary endowments must be returned.

2. Each commercial bank maintains a quantity of blue chips r" with the
central bank which are required reserves. Below this amount the bank
is not permitted to function. The reserves held at the beginning of period
t are denoted rKt . Reserves held with the central bank neither earn nor
pay interest.20 A commercial bank may have paid in capital of r"" . r".

3. At the beginning of any period, a commercial bank may deposit in or
borrow blue chips from the central bank to increase its reserves, or it may
draw down any reserves above its required minimum reserves; it may re-
turn capital or buy government bonds. Central bank loans accrue interest
at a rate &CB, which is time independent. We denote by dKt the quantity
of blue chips borrowed by a commercial bank at the beginning of period
t (dKt < 0 is a deposit in the central bank). The bank’s reserves entering
period t are then rt+dKt , which are required to be at least r". The reserve
ratio determined by the central bank is 6 permitting a commercial bank
to issue 6 units of red chips for 1 unit of blue chips held in reserve.

4. All red chips available for payments at the beginning of each period are
held by consumers, and the central bank. We denote their quantities by
n%
t and nCB

t .

5. The interest on red-chip loans between the commercial banks and the
firms and consumers, which we denote by &Kt , is dynamically determined.
We establish an interest rate by introducing a buy-sell trading post be-
tween red chips and firms’ or consumers’ IOU notes in the morning. Either
commercial banks or consumers may o"er red chips, and banks, firms, and
consumers may bid in IOU notes payable in red or blue chips, but denomi-
nated in blue chips at the end of the period. The trading post clears using
the standard quantity price-formation rule. (Notation is provided below.)

6. Consumers may carry red chips from one period to the next, but firms
(which deliver all their remaining red chips as profits to the consumer/owners
at the end of each period) must borrow red chips in order to purchase in-
puts to production. Once the morning trading post for red chips has
cleared, firms and consumers bid for the firms’ previous-period output of
consumable goods f(it!1) in a sell-all trading post as in Sec. 9.9.4. Firms
purchase inputs to production denoted it in period t, and consumers pur-
chase quantities ct of goods for consumption.

20These are societal rules and there is no logical reason to rule out interest payments.
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7. After the goods-market has cleared, firms pay their debts of IOU notes
(in red chips) to the commercial banks, and then distribute their profits
to the consumer/owners. Firms are pure pass-through entities, meaning
that any unpaid IOU notes are also passed to consumer/owners.

8. Once manufacturing firms’ and banks’ profits have been distributed, con-
sumers pay their debts of IOU notes (in red chips, including any unpaid
IOU notes from the firms) to the commercial banks. A default penalty is
imposed for any IOU notes in excess of the chips they have to pay.

9. At the start of next period there is trade in national debt and the natural
persons pay an income tax. There is no tax paid by the firms or banks.

10. At settlement day the commercial banks are liquidated. r" must be re-
turned and an addition to or subtraction from the final payo" is based on
the amount rT+1. $ r".

A diagram with the structure of the trading day for this model is shown in
Fig. 10.1.
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Figure 10.1: Structure of exchanges within a single period of the cen-
tral/commercial banking system model. Flows of blue and red chips are in-
dicated with blue and red arrows, respectively. IOU notes (all of which are
bids) are in black. Consumable goods flows are in green. Each box indicates
the clearing of one market. Quantities indicated where repayment is required
are those that involve no default (to simplify notation) in type-symmetric non-
cooperative equilibria. The arrow on blue chip flows indicates the direction if
dK > 0, but deposits with dK < 0 and flow in the opposite sense are also
possible.

10.5.3.2 The trading post for red chips and IOUs

We note that by utilizing unlimited liability this model rules out both bankruptcy
of the firms and bank failure and hence is not suitable to consider panic or runs
as was done in the model in Chapter 8.

The following list defines the bid and o"er variables, and which agents control
them.
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b%t = the bid for bank money by a consumer ';

b)t = the bid for bank money by a firm 6;

qKt = the o"er of bank money by a bank K.

The interest rate &t for red-chip loans in period t is then formed as

"

1 + &Kt
#

-
b%t + b)t
qKt

. (10.3)

In a type-symmetric solution, the quantities of red chips received by each
group in the beginning of the period are:21

bdt / (1 + &t): by the firms;

bgt / (1 + &t)$ qgt : by the consumers.

The quantities of red chips paid out by each type of agent at the period’s
end is22

bKt $ qKt (1 + &t): by the commercial bank;

bdt : by the firms;

bgt $ qgt (1 + &t): by the consumers.

10.5.3.3 Initial and terminal conditions

As initial conditions, we provide each firm with a quantity i0 of goods in pro-
duction, and nothing else. Each consumer begins with a quantity m%

0 of red
chips, and equal ownership claims to the firms and banks held in a mutual fund
that flows through all profits. Each commercial bank begins with a quantity
rK0 = r"" . r" of blue chips held as its capital.

The only terminal condition is the default penalty for rKT+1 < 0. Commer-
cial banks are defined to maximize discounted profits, which they can do by
increasing the size of loans or buying government bonds. Therefore they have
an incentive to increase their reserves by borrowing from the central bank, or
to draw down their reserves to avoid paying interest on borrowings. A nonzero
shadow price therefore forms at t = T + 1, setting rKT+1 = 0.

10.5.3.4 Commercial bank profits and changing the money supply

In this model, commercial banks choose their bids or o"ers in the red-chip
markets to maximize discounted profits. The three quantities that control profit
maximization under reserve ratio restrictions are the amount of reserves held,
given by

rt + dKt , (10.4)

21We rule out wash selling by consumers as it can be shown that with a continuum of agents
it will not occur. Examples were derived in Chapter 4.

22Some entries in these lists can of course be negative. The entries indicated are gross
“receipts” or “payments” when they are positive. If they are negative, then the converse.
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the net quantity of red chips in circulation in the period, given by

nt + qKt $
bKt

1 + &t
, (10.5)

and the net income at period’s end, if no agents default, given by

&t

6

qKt $
bKt

1 + &t

7

. (10.6)

Commercial banks either pay or accrue interest if they borrow or deposit
blue chips at the central bank, so their reserves between periods update as

rt+1 = rt $ dKt &
C . (10.7)

One needs to specify whether the central bank will permit a commercial bank
to pay the interest due to the central bank on its borrowing of reserves using only
blue chips or earned profits in red chips. If only the former, then by conservation
the banks may eventually run out of blue chips unless borrowing is unbounded.
It is details such as this that makes the full definition of a closed complete model
hardly worth doing unless the model is to be used as an experimental game or as
a representation of an explicit empirical system. An economic historian might
argue with much justification that custom and the opaque aspects of the law
overrules trying to incorporate this level of micro-detail into a general model.

10.5.3.5 Properties of solutions

If all agents other than the central bank are optimizers then no-arbitrage con-
ditions require that

&"t = &Kt .
&CB

6
The central bank interest rate and reserve ratio are control parameters and
the other two rates are determined in part by competition. By the device of
having the national debt in position the central bank has an easy way to flood
the economy with commercial bank credit by buying some of its debt. Again
more micro-detail is required. The central bank’s loan facility, by the rules of
the game permits the commercial banks to borrow to increase their reserves.
They cannot borrow to buy bonds. If this were not so, at least temporarily a
Widow’s Cruise would be opened. The central bank could permit, at least for
some period, the commercial banks to purchase bonds with red chips thereby
immediately giving them an instant profit of

&"

6
$ &CB

t

per unit of bond sold. The pressures would be for the interest rates to eventually
equalize, however if the central bank/treasury is also issuing bonds at the same
time it controls both an input and output variable and can thereby have con-
siderable influence on the adjustment speeds of the interest rates. Furthermore
if the level of income taxes can be changed another opportunity is provided for
control of profit levels.
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Distribution of profits: As the profits of the banking system are flowed
through this device for a speedy injection of purchasing power per se creates no
questions of equity. In the models sketched above all consumers were lumped
into a symmetric ownership of all sources of income. The question of equity
might arise via a skewed ownership structure.

Exogenous uncertainty and wealth shares: Ignoring obvious di"erences
in talent and specialization among the population the presence of uninsured not
fully correlated uncertainty is su!cient to produce a considerable skewing of
wealth [195]. The income distribution feature is obliterated in a representative
agent model unless there are many representative agents.

The development bank: The class of models sketched above need a speci-
fication as to who lends long in a situation involving risk. Once more there are
several di"erent institutions that are su!cient to perform the necessary task.
An easy to select and historically justified institution is the development bank,
another is the independent investment banker. In either instance the determi-
nation of the price of the loan depends on the perception and assessment of
the risk interest rate and the structure of the market that appears to be both
oligopolistic in structure and possibly subject to increasing returns to scale.
A potential for instability exists in the use of leveraged short term borrowing
instruments such as repos, as has been noted in Sec. 8.4.1.1.

Other behavior: It cannot be overstressed that all through this volume we
have utilized a variant of noncooperative equilibrium behavior not because we
believe in it, but because it provides a useful connection to much of the generally
accepted literature. It gains some appeal when the role of many small agents
is made clear; but even then many open questions remain. From our point
of view there are many highly di"erent solution concepts all of which, in the
appropriate context are able to complete the equations of motion for specialized
models. We do not believe that one behavioral solution concept fits all contexts.
Much investigation in comparing di"erent solution concepts on several testbeds
reflecting di"erent contexts remains to be done.

10.5.4 Investment banks

Critical to innovation are the investment banks, but these unlike the commercial
banks are consumers and distributors, not producers23 of the means of payment.
They may create new instruments such as a whole cascade of common and
preferred stock and other mezzanine financial instruments thus their various
methods of financing may influence liquidity and, for example the repo, in the
United States may add briefly (and sometimes violently) to the M2 money

23Even here the clash between law, custom and reputation appears. If an individual’s IOU
is accepted endorsed to others at face value she has, for practical purposes created a near
money.
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supply. Even so, to some extent the nomenclature of investment bank rather
than a term such as investment house is misleading.

Although we do not develop formal models of investment banking here we
note that they are critical to the control aspects of innovation and they along
with direct government actions provide much of the direct control of the forces
of innovation.

Public mythology and the understanding of causal factors in innovation are
only loosely connected. The symbolism of Silicon Valley with gunslinger en-
trepreneurs, wild West individualists and garage inventors is far more congenial
to the ethos of a country such as the United States than are its beliefs in ONR,
ARPA and Los Alamos, let alone the sponsorship of invention under empires
and dictatorship and the universal stimulus of war.

10.6 A comment on monied Individuals: Re-
tirees or active capitalists?

In Sec. 9.8.1 we considered a class of individuals whose only asset was money.
Because the solution supported the fiat as both a means of payment and a store
of value these individuals were able live o" their money. In our example above in
Sec. 9.9.4 looking only at central bank financing we omitted them for simplicity.

The introduction of a class of agents living o" money provides for a basic
reconsideration of the role of finance in the economy. In particular their interest
in influencing a government set rate of interest may be diametrically opposed
to the desires of the producers.

Is a retired surgeon with $10,000,000 the economic equivalent of a profes-
sional money lender or investment banker or hedge fund operator with $10,000,000?
Almost always the answer is no. Information, evaluation and expertise and spe-
cialization of the financial functions are in essence an evolutionary aspect of the
overall body economic. The essential di"erence between a merely rich amateur
investor and a professional is perception, expertise, knowledge and a network of
professional connections. The professional investor is part of the perception and
general sensory system of the economy dealing in the perception and evaluation
of risk in an economy in motion. The rich retiree is better o" investing indirectly
though a professional investor be it a bank, investment bank or other financial
professional unless she has a network of connections of her own that enable her
to invest directly in a family’s or friend’s business.

The remarks above imply that at least we should split the savers in into
two parts, passive savers and active financiers. The first deposit only in the
commercial banks, pension funds or mutual funds, while the second are involved
in evaluation and deal directly with the firms and the markets for firms and their
stocks.

Finance is micro-micro-economics. It deals with information, perception
and evaluation as well as the retail and wholesale aspects of the transactions,
saving and investment technologies. The level of aggregation of institutional
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structure employed in formal models depends heavily on the basic questions
being answered. Aggregations such as monied individuals, or a banking system
cover many functions. In our models the stress is on breaking out some of the
basic functions attributed to the institution.

A natural model that we do not develop here, but merits, at least, noting
would involve both investment bankers and the savers in our society. In par-
ticular the retirees and pension funds whose fiduciaries supply the funds to the
investment bankers as part of the needed division of labor in the perceptual and
due diligence part of the investment process in a complex economy.

10.7 A comment on monetary and fiscal policy

It has been customary in applied macroeconomics to make a distinction between
monetary and fiscal policy. Tobin [397], Okun [272], Nordhaus [271] and many
others have observed that both are a part of the policy of the same player. From
the pure economic viewpoint this is clear, and policy coordination is called for
but any apparent schizophrenia that could have occurred may be justified by
the history of political and bureaucratic happenstance. It is relatively easy to
list an array of governmental policy weapons, but in the context of day by day
political and bureaucratic behavior the boundary constraints on them are such
that they do not o"er independent choice.

The ongoing debate for many decades on the level of political freedom that
should be bestowed on a central bank represents a concern as to how to design
a powerful bureaucracy that has the strategic freedom to function under less
political pressure on a far longer time horizon than those concerned with fiscal
policy answerable to their political masters on a day by day basis. The answers
to the problems posed here are given in the process of an ongoing political-legal-
societal-economic debate that is somewhat institutionally di"erent in various so-
cieties. Pure economic methodology provides no direct answers to socio-political
questions; at best it can give economic advice to the all constituencies. This
provides some boundary conditions, but little more.

10.7.1 Money as a flexible measure

In the earlier parts of this book we have stressed the relationship between some
of the methods of physics and economics. Here as we stress aspects of innova-
tion and a complex financial control structure we appear to be veering towards
connections with biology. A critical feature where a di"erence occurs in the
role of measurement in overall economics as compared with much of physics is
that its central measure is money and unlike the standard meter that for most
purposes is a fixed measure, all participants in the economy know that their
central measure is in motion relative to preferences, but hopefully by “not too
much”. It is designed to provide measurement in a loosely coupled system where
virtually any construction links money to preferences via ever moving prices and
more slowly shifting default laws and depreciating assets.
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The miracle, in our estimation, is not how bad and sloppy the money mea-
sure is; but given the complexity of the system, how well it appears to have
worked. Bewley [29], (p. 284) terms the constant marginal utility of money as
the formalization of the “permanent income hypothesis” of Friedman.

The breaking of the circular flow calls for violation of the constant utility
of money for a transient of indefinite length; and with intermittent innovation
the system has to be in perpetual irregular motion. This sets the context for a
central bank’s attempt to preserve a purchasing power or marginal value for its
money within bounds.

10.7.2 Many monies and the weakening of control

In spite of the di!culties and complexity we have suggested that, at least in
principle it is possible to specify a full mathematical model of the control prob-
lem of a government in a simplified economy containing only one source of
government money and one source of credit; but with the advances in commu-
nication and computation the monetary system becomes ever more porous and
the clear control mechanisms of yesterday become museum specimens of today.
The era of the powerful central bank is undergoing a sea change. The era of the
powerful national central bank is over and the economic guidance and control
mechanisms are undergoing a sea change.

10.8 A discourse on complexity, biology and eco-
nomics

In the remainder of this chapter we sketch some analogical connections among
biology, ecology and economics. The more one views the economic system as a
dynamic evolving entity the more it appears that in the proliferation of forms
designed to cope with viability in an uncertain environment the more the analo-
gies to biology appear to be relevant. An omission by the reader of this section
will not destroy the continuity in the overall work, but will miss some of the
signposts concerning future interdisciplinary developments.

10.9 Fluctuation, uncertainty, and robustness

We have shown in Chapter 9 how deterministic models can su"er large struc-
tural instabilities when even single instances of innovation are introduced as
new elements that the economy must absorb. A simple extrapolation of this
result might suggest that economies undergoing constant innovation would be
structurally chaotic, or worse, that our models would produce such chaos when
in fact we do not see it as a property of actual economies most of the time.

There are two reasons, learned from experience in evolutionary biology, to
believe that real instability in economies will not be continuous but rather punc-
tuated [165], and that at least in principle we understand the origin of this
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phenomenon and have some tools with which to model it. First, selection for
robustness will often produce modular and bu"ered systems which concentrate
change within rare large events against backgrounds of quiescence. Second, the
presence of noise, which provides a constant signal on which selection for robust-
ness can act, may produce systems whose bu"ering also lends stability against
the disrupting e"ect of innovations.

10.9.1 Fluctuations, modularity, robustness, and canaliza-
tion

The economy, like the polity, society and biosphere within which it occupies
a nested hierarchy, is a loosely-coupled system of components, each experienc-
ing continual stochastic shocks and disturbances. The response of a multi-
component system to stochastic perturbation may be either unstable or stable,
depending on details of the component interactions (which may not be appar-
ent). However, if the system is to function reliably, we expect that only architec-
tures that remain stable enough of the time will emerge from filters that select
for reliability as the institutions we observe.24 Modeling the process of selec-
tion for robustness, and characterizing robust architectures, is still a frontier of
theory in evolutionary dynamics, and will likely remain technically challenging
for economics as well. However, a number of general principles relating robust
architecture to perturbations and selection are widely used by evolutionary the-
orists.

Herbert Simon, who studied robust organization in a range of economic,
social, biological, and engineered systems, put forth a well-known argument
[367, 368] that hierarchical, complex organizations may only be robust if their
architecture is modular.25 Modular architectures are those in which components
or processes are partitioned into sub-systems (the “modules”), with dense or
strong linkage among components within each module, and less-dense or weaker
linkage among components in di"erent modules. The dynamics within modules
is largely autonomous, and in a stochastic setting is responsible for identifying
and eliminating many errors without reliance on signals from the environment.
The weaker coupling between modules limits propagation of errors, but for the
same reason limits the flow of controlling information, requiring autonomous
stability of most intra-modular processes. Conventional examples in Simon’s
writing include the assembly of complex multi-component instruments such as
(old-fashioned mechanical) wristwatches, or the Alexandrian empire.

Modularity may be a “found” property of the material or social substrate,
along which an evolving system naturally aligns because this makes its error-
correction problem easiest, as has been argued for metabolism [42]. However,
modularity may also be actively evolved through selection both for robustness

24Selection for robustness, of course, may co-occur with selection for other properties such
as adaptability, and the two forces may or may not be aligned. We discuss the particular
interaction between robustness and adaptability further below.

25In a somewhat di!erent way in his work on The Society of Mind, the work of Marvin
Minsky [259] can be interpreted as stressing modularity.
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and (perhaps surprisingly) for adaptability. A theory in biology known as fa-
cilitated variation [154, 155] asserts that biological systems often show modular
architecture, in which the weak links across module boundaries have evolved
to become standardized interfaces for control or coordination. Thus, not only
do they erect barriers against error propagation, they provide predictable sig-
naling systems which may be used to change intermodular interactions without
disrupting intra-modular stability and functions. In systems showing facilitated
variation, modular stability enhances robustness, at the same time as standard-
ized interfaces support adaptation. Interface standardization may also ease the
prediction problem for systems that depend on internal models for their regu-
latory functions [55], because viable evolutionary change is concentrated at the
few links on module boundaries. Examples of deliberate engineering for modu-
larity, in the spirit of facilitated variation, are widespread in computer science,
and include the separation of hardware from operating-system layers, the trans-
fer control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP), and the widespread shift from
procedural to object-oriented programming languages.26

A particular evolutionary process recognized by biologists, in which external
cues become anticipated and incorporated into internal regulatory systems, is
known as canalization [409]. Canalization is one process by which systems can
become more modular and less sensitive to their environments, though canal-
ization produces a form of robustness that does not necessarily serve greater
adaptability unless specific sensors are added at the interface to the environ-
ment.

A system that has evolved robustness, whether through canalization or by
exploiting some other (pre-existing or actively evolved) form of modularity, be-
comes a capacitor for shocks [209, 210]. Because it can absorb more error than
a system not similarly selected for robustness, it can also fail to express changes
in function which might otherwise provide feedback enabling selection to elim-
inate the errors.27 Therefore such systems may show long-term steady-state
behavior punctuated by rare but large transitions, not necessarily triggered by
out-sized causes. Such punctuated intervals need not be equilibria in either
the mechanical-physicists’ or the neoclassical-economists’ sense; they may be
internally active dynamical steady states.

26The first high-level languages in wide industrial use were all procedural. These included
FORTRAN and C. Procedural languages act directly on memory stores in the form of variables
with assigned values, in a way that o!ers only limited protection against the procedures in
one section of code’s interfering with structures of data or even assigned values that other
sections of code depend on having preserved. In object-oriented languages (of which almost
all heavily used modern programming languages are instances), both data and procedures
are encapsulated into structures termed objects, which provide defined input/output services
through defined interfaces. An object’s internal mechanism for providing these services is
permitted to change freely, and as long as it supports the defined function through defined
interfaces, its interaction with other objects in higher-level architectures is undisturbed. For
an introduction to concepts and applications, see [35].

27Whether bu!ering or amplifying the exposure of errors is an advantage can depend on
population size. Krakauer and Plotkin [210] show in models that either behavior can itself
be selected, and they argue for a range of mechanisms observed in biology that they actively
provide either bu!ering or amplification.
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10.9.2 Evolution designs using the robust components

When we observe evolved natural systems, whether molecular, organismal, so-
cial, or institutional, we may fall into the illusion of a collection of inherently
rigid mechanical components assembled into a Newtonian clockwork. This illu-
sion is harmless as long as we can take for granted that both the natural system
and our designed interventions draw from a common stock of devices already
filtered by selection for robustness.

The risk in using deterministic models to describe evolved natural systems
is that the model interactions may not respect the actual structure of perturba-
tions or the selection that has happened in response to them, making it di!cult
to distinguish model instabilities that reflect inappropriate model choice from
those that predict instabilities in real systems.

In molecular biology, some progress has been made toward showing the
explicit role of stochasticity in selecting system components. In some cases
stochasticity is a negative e"ect, away from which selection directs the system,
as in the case of “kinetic funnels” or chaperones28 in protein folding [273, 197].
In other cases, stochasticity may be actively employed as part of system func-
tion. Examples include stochastic resonance (first proposed as a mechanism for
sensitivity enhancement in auditory systems) [27, 193], or the employment of
large spaces of correlated fluctuations to increase discriminatory resolution and
reliability (proposed for optimal molecular recognition) [317, 318].

10.9.3 Robustness evolved to absorb fluctuations may also
absorb innovations

The same mechanisms that may insulate the components of a system evolved
for robustness from random shocks, may also enable them to absorb e"ects of
innovation without structural instability – up to a point. Examples in biology
include developmental regulatory networks apparently evolved for robustness
against environmental noise, which secondarily produce phenotypes that are
robust against many mutations causing large changes in the coupling parameters
between the regulatory components themselves [404].

28The folding of a polypeptide chain into a 3-dimensional functional protein is a complex
process of packing in space subject to a network of interlocking constraints of molecular a"nity
both within the chain and with molecules (water or lipids) in the embedding environment.
The search for a most-stable fold is a combinatorially hard optimization problem, and the fast
and reliable folding of polypeptides is not a generic property. One method of fast and reliable
folding starts with collapse of local regions into three-dimensional structures that will remain
in the final folded state, and subsequent accretion of other parts of the sequence onto these
kernels. Such folding avoids traps of locally stable but globally unstable (termed metastable)
folds, so that the free energy landscape on which the polypeptide passes from the unfolded
state to its final state resembles a funnel with mostly-smooth walls, rather than a jagged
surface with many local minima in which the folding process can lodge in a non-functional
state. Some proteins that do not fold in such kinetic funnels may be aided by so-called
“chaperones”. These are helper proteins that sense signatures of mis-folding (such as amino
acids at the surface of a fold that are incompatible with the solvent), and either unfold the
mis-folded chain or in some other manner help guide it to the stable functional final state.
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Ultimately, su!cient change in system components (whether through shocks
or through innovation) must change system function. In systems bu"ered as a
result of selection for robustness, these changes appear as destabilizing tran-
sitions or tipping points [312]. As for noise-induced structural changes, insta-
bilities triggered by innovation may not indicate that the triggering events are
especially large. They may simply reflect watershed events that result from
saturation of underlying bu"ers.

A pattern that is widely recognized in both engineered and natural sys-
tems [46] is the tuning of bu"ers to actively compensate for certain classes of
shocks, in which the active compensation renders them more sensitive to shocks
for which they are not designed.29 The resulting “robust, yet fragile” system
performance has been argued to reflect a principle that the absolute capacity of
a system’s components to absorb external change is fixed; only the distribution
of that capacity over the spectrum of events may be altered by design or natural
selection.

The concept of a fixed capacity to respond to variation has been quantified
for some classes of combinatorial search and optimization problems in a set of
“no free lunch” theorems [420, 421]. These theorems apply to discrete prob-
lems such as search for Boolean variable assignments simultaneously satisfying
complex networks of constraints, in which the problem instances are related by
elements within some permutation group. A solution algorithm, which must be
defined for all instances in the problem set, may be viewed as an active system
designed to identify and remove the permutation degrees of freedom by which
instances di"er, as it reduces each problem instance to a standard solution form
such as a satisfying variable assignment. The no-free-lunch theorems show that,
under a uniform probability measure to sample problem instances over the per-
mutation group, no algorithm can have performance better than the average on
all problem instances. That is, the best that can be achieved is to match the
properties of the solution method to a known class of problem instances, at the
cost that the method will perform worse than the average on instances outside
the class.

10.9.4 Liquidity as an example

Liquidity may furnish an example in the economy, of a property adopted to
handle uncertainty but also capable of enabling innovation. We derived in
Chapter 9 an example of Schumpeter’s problem of “breaking the circular flow
of funds” created by the introduction of new methods in production. In an

29The paradigmatic examples of this phenomenon are active, negative-feedback control loops
in amplifier design. Characteristics such as the response time or amplitude range in the set-
point of a controller create frequency bands of shocks that it can actively compensate. Outside
this band, the active response of the controller can amplify rather than suppress shocks, leading
to control-loop failure. The “swing-angle” (phase) in AC electric power distribution systems
is such a variable controlled by phase adjustments among power plants driving a transmission-
line system. Failure of the swing-angle control system can lead some power plants to drain
the transmission line while others drive it, a situation that requires system shut-down to avoid
catastrophic overload and destruction of the system components.
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optimal deterministic system, all money is fully utilized, and the adoption of
new production methods creates a transient problem of re-allocating money (or
providing new money) to new sectors whose solution is undefined within the
equilibrium paradigm. As Keynes suggested, in a monetary economy there may
be both precautionary and speculative reasons for holding money. As is shown
in inventory theory [31, 311], agents may keep stocks of money untouched, to
cope with ordinary uncertainties such as clearing or unforeseen demand shocks,
and they may also hold stocks of money for targets of opportunity these stocks
provide a source for expenditure on new products or methods of production. To
the extent that we model liquidity as a deliberate under-utilization of money,
we explicitly acknowledge that economic process falls outside the paradigm of
equilibrium under perfect knowledge and complete contracts. (A system with
complete contracts would by assumption contain correctly-priced insurance to
enable transactions under all states of the world.) It may not be surprising,
then, that attempts to characterize liquidity within equilibrium demand mod-
els such as Hicks’s IS/LM model [181] fail to capture dissimilarities between
liquidity and ordinary goods or services, at the same time as non-cooperative
equilibrium models with incomplete markets may show instability under inno-
vation that would be absorbed in non-equilibrium models requiring liquidity as
a bu"er.

A note on mark-to-market The characterization of liquidity as a bu"er
for market “noise” is only one approach to formalization or operationalization
that we might pursue. The adoption of mark-to-market rules to define collat-
eral value creates a new functional role for liquidity as the concept applies to
market clearing. A practical measure of the liquidity of a market (which may
be contingent on the degree of leverage of the associated securities), is that
ordinary fluctuations in demand for securities do not lead to price fluctuations
large enough to feed back through the collateral valuation to create self-fulfilling
price spirals.

10.10 How many derived layers will a produc-
tion and exchange economy support?

Innovation in finance, as in production, is a perpetual feature of capitalist
economies, and a pressure toward it appears to be a constant in human society,
at least in the industrial era. Commentators such as Minsky have argued [258]
that financial innovation is inherently destabilizing, and it certainly gives the
appearance in current society of generating an evolutionary arms race between
bankers and regulators. We are therefore led to ask, is there a natural limit to
the number of layers of derivative complexity, or of regulatory complexity, that
may evolve on top of a given production and exchange economy? We do not
propose that we (or anyone else) can provide a definitive answer to this question
for economies, but we may find precedents for it in the evolution of biological
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complexity.

10.10.1 Metabolic primary production as an analogue to
production and exchange

The rough analogue to production and exchange in the economy is metabolism
in biology. Like the extraction of consumer’s surplus from aggregate produc-
tion technologies and scarce resources, metabolic primary production is the
aggregate output of a network of processes balanced both within organisms
and among organisms within ecosystems. A remarkable fact is that innovations
in the core process of primary production – carbon fixation – appear to have
occurred entirely within the first 1.5 billion years of life, before the rise of biolog-
ically produced oxygen [378, 41, 42]. Over this entire interval, life was not only
unicellular, but composed exclusively of bacteria and archaea – that is, even
the composite eukaryotic cell architecture shared by one-celled protists and all
plants and animals had not yet evolved. The most complex aggregates under
the control of single genotypes were colonies of unicells, and the most complex
ecosystems were microbial communities. The history of innovation in carbon
fixation therefore played out entirely within an era of comparatively low, and
slowly-changing, regulation.

10.10.2 The major transitions in evolution and the dis-
tinctive separation of productive from regulatory
innovation

The second-largest transition in evolution, after the emergence of cellular life,
came with the saturation of the earth’s chemical bu"ers with biotically-produced
oxygen [212]. In rapid succession, eukaryotic cells and then multicellular organ-
isms emerged, land was colonized by colonial unicells, animals and plants, and
major cycles of carbon, water, and continental weathering were altered. It is
di!cult to make precise estimates of the change in primary production through
this period [249, 288], but the estimated increase in power density of cells en-
abled by molecular oxygen is at least ten-fold. The change enabled by this
increase in power density [212] was reflected in innovations in both organism
and ecosystem architecture, but more fundamentally it introduced an era of
innovation in regulation, which continues into the present.

We are careful to emphasize that innovations in regulation – manifested as
developmental complexity and diversification in organisms [66, 109, 110, 108,
111] and network complexity in trophic ecosystems [101] – were largely driven
by increases in the magnitude of primary production. Indeed, a strong argu-
ment can be made [112] that the best-known elaboration of regulatory systems
– the early-Cambrian radiation of taxonomic groups – was tightly coupled to in-
creases in available energy as the oxidation state of the ocean and benthic muds
shifted rapidly through a period of disequilibrium. However, these changes in
magnitude were not due to innovations in mechanisms of core processes such
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as carbon fixation.30 Rather, the rise of oxygen seems to have marked (more
likely, to have actively created) a boundary, dividing an earlier period of inno-
vation in the most fundamental mechanisms of primary production from a later
period where increases in production rate generated more complex regulatory
systems within organisms, and more complex lifecycles, predations, digestive,
fermentative, and respiratory metabolisms, symbioses, and other protocols that
coordinate the interactions between organisms within ecosystems.

Thus, in at least one realized example, innovations in both the extent and
mechanisms of regulation did not require parallel innovations in the diversifica-
tion of primary production, though they almost-certainly required increases in
its rate.

10.10.3 The importance of friction in setting limits of com-
plexity

The completion of the first-round human genome project [56] and other re-
lated projects brought several surprises – the protein-coding parts of human
and chimp genomes (the “gene” parts of the genomes) are roughly 99% iden-
tical [324],31 several vegetables as well as some mollusks have more genes than
humans (rice est. 28,236; tomato: est. 31,760 [57]; maize: 32,000[316]; sea
urchin est. 23,300, pu"erfish est. 27,918) – and similar violations of expecta-
tions. It is now widely appreciated that the manifest di"erences in organisms
long-characterized as “genetic” are largely di"erences in developmental regula-
tion [82]. As is apparent for human and chimp, these regulatory changes appear
to depend on no absolute increase in metabolic power.

At the level of ecosystems a similar observation may be made. It is di!cult
to compare net primary productivity (NPP) for ancient and modern systems,
but for some isolated systems such as reefs attempts have been made [277, 105].
Whereas the species inhabitants of paleo-reefs may di"er widely from the current
inhabitants, NPP values for the two are estimated to be broadly similar.

Two further figures bearing on the relation between primary production and
regulation may be worth noting. First, in general, the genomes of bacteria and
archaea consist mostly of sequences coding for proteins, the directly-functional
machinery of the cell. Some of these proteins are regulatory in nature, but
the amount of genetic material used for regulation at the expense of protein
synthesis remains small across the range of bacterial genome sizes. With eu-

30We mention carbon fixation because its innovations involve the most complex network
changes and continued to arise for the longest time. For some other equally fundamental
processes in primary production, the same assertion is true in even simpler form. The two
primary mechanisms to produce energetic phosphates were likely in place by the formation of
the first cells [69, 244, 284]. Nitrogen fixation appears to have evolved a single time, deep in
the pre-oxygenic period [298, 40], and to have retained its core mechanisms for the remainder
of history.

31This comparison refers to the estimate of 1.06% fixed di!erences in single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs), for which such a numerical comparison may readily be made. Other
changes include insertions, deletions, and chromosomal re-arrangements, but these do not
qualitatively alter the degree of similarity claimed from SNPs.
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karyotes – the protists, animals, plants, and fungi that emerged following the
rise of oxygen – this basic relation changes. Genome size increases in direct
proportion to cell size, while the part used for protein coding increases much
more slowly.32 For reference, in humans, roughly 1.5% of the genome codes for
protein [56]. How much of the remainder will eventually be found to participate
either directly or indirectly in regulation is currently unknown, but many di-
verse and extensively-used classes of regulatory domains within the non-coding
regions are already recognized [82]. Second, among the protein-coding part of
the genome, estimates are that a fully self-su!cient metabolism could be sup-
ported by about 700 genes [158]. The smallest free-living self-su!cient bacteria
possess about 1500 genes [75]. Moreover, if we kept only those genes within
an ecosystem that contribute to the core reactions of primary production, they
would be largely the same gene set. For comparison, the common intestinal
bacterium E. coli has about 5000 genes, and a human has about 23,000.33 Es-
sentially all of this excess, and the great majority of the gene inventory in the
biosphere, contributes to development, complex physiology, specializations or
plasticity of organism phenotype that enable coupling to ecological neighbors,
lifecycle complexity, or direct active regulation. A further allotment of genetic
material to regulatory functions arises through control loci or the production of
RNA outside the protein-coding regions [82]. By any measure, the vast majority
of genomes and genetic activity in the biosphere serve some form of develop-
mental complexity or regulation not directly within the chemical pathways of
primary production.

Thus, while structurally major changes to very low-level developmental and
physiological regulatory networks appear to have required increases in power
density, many of the di"erences in regulation that have been the focus of evolu-
tionary biologists from Darwin into the early 20th century appear to have been
energetically nearly “free of additional cost”. If such an observation generalizes
to the economy, it would suggest that incremental limits to economic complexity
may come from dynamic instability in the arms race between financial innova-
tion and regulatory control, but the underlying production mechanisms impose
no obvious limits to complexity as long as the costs of regulatory mechanisms
may be kept su!ciently small.

At the same time, a word of caution is in order. Whether before the rise of
oxygen, in the early Cambrian, or in the present, the biosphere has never con-
tained all carbon on earth. Even in the modern age of photosynthesis, natural
systems only alter the conversion rate of energy from sunlight to heat by about
0.1% of the planetary ambient rate. Some problem of balancing growth against

32An existing estimate from Woodru! et al. is that the protein-coding footprint continues to
scale as the 1/4-power of cell size found for whole-genome scaling in bacteria [363]. However,
these data still are not published, and I do not know how much current work by Brown et
al. may alter the claims.

33The tiny numbers and overall universality of core genes genes that are metabolically
essential to create a self-su"cient living ecosystem contrasts with the enormous number and
variability of gene variants and regulatory strategies used in ecosystems. Shotgun sequencing
of genes from the Sargasso sea by Venter et al. [402] was interpreted as identifying more than
1.2 million previously unidentified genes.
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decay appears to limit NPP across all these periods, and at the same time as
this limit has not strongly constrained the innovation of regulatory strategies,
it also has not been much shifted by them, at least since the Cambrian and the
subsequent colonization of continents. Therefore, while the fraction of biologi-
cal activity devoted to regulation can apparently exceed the fraction in primary
production by a large factor, it does not follow that the total magnitude of ei-
ther system can expand without limit. Since the economy is a part within the
biosphere on a finite planet, it seems that such limits are inevitable.

It appears that in the economy the presence of transaction costs and other
frictions are at least as severe as in biology.

10.11 Body economic or ecology economic?

The participants in an economy are heterogeneous, partly autonomous but also
coordinated, limited in the flexibility of their roles, and constantly subject to
constraints from both institutional rules and the collective e"ects of behavior
by other participants. While we conventionally model economic action with
severely simplified games involving a few categories of agents and one or a
few atomic players representing firms or the government, a richer description
could attempt to posit an extensive-form game involving anywhere from 10s to
hundreds of millions of agents, with complex information conditions and a mix
of non-cooperative and coalitional-form solution concepts. The play of such a
game at many points is hierarchically ordered with tight constraints on player
strategies, and suggests a coarse-graining into large aggregates subsuming many
individuals’ autonomy.

The temptation to digress even further into the opening vistas in biology and
ecology are considerable, but as our prime concern in this book is economics,
we resist going too far astray and limit ourselves to noting briefly a few further
germane items:

• Professions of economic actors may resemble cell types in a multicellular
organism in the sense that both are specialized for a range of functions.
The body versions include:

1. Perception and evaluation: These include sense organs, the so-
matosensory nervous system, the brain and central nervous system.
The human brain accounts for about 2% of body mass, but consumes
20% of whole-body O2).

2. Maintenance of the internal chemical environment: The high-
est energy demand comes from the liver. It is comparable to metabolic
demand from the brain in humans, and two or more times larger than
the brain in other mammals. (In other mammals, the brain is smaller
in proportion to body size, whereas the liver is comparable.)

3. Transport: This includes blood circulation, breathing, peristalsis
in the gut, etc. The heart consumes about 10% of whole-body O2

consumption.
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4. Motion and mechanical action on the environment: In hu-
mans, this comes primarily from skeletal muscles, which collectively
account for about 20% of whole-body O2 consumption.

There is probably considerable freedom and ambiguity as to how one as-
signs function to a particular tissue type as we go further down the list.

• Cells in an organism are, for the most part, subject to tighter control than
most agents in an economy. The very limited “autonomy” that many cells
have as their developmental programs become set defines one sense in
which the organism provides a less apt analogy for the economy than an
ecological community would provide.

• Importantly, most cells in an organism (the “soma”) do not reproduce
beyond a certain stage in development, and therefore are not directly
subject to Darwinian selection as a population. Because mathematically
selection is equivalent to Bayesian updating [325], one might say that
these cell populations do not “learn” over generational time, in the same
parallel sense that populations of organisms do “learn” (as a synonym for
adaptation), when all individuals have the opportunity to reproduce.34

• The Darwinian character of competition among agents in an economy has
been heavily emphasized (for instance by Friedman 35), and may act either

34The role played by selection in development as well as in population evolution is carefully
discussed in developmental biology [44, 179]. Selection does not cease to function within
development, but the emergence of organism-level organization changes the mechanisms that
generate variation [154] and the selective context, thereby subsuming the “learning” aspect of
selective dynamics within cell di!erentiation in the frame of single generations. Aligning the
consequences of selection on cell populations within an organism’s lifetime with the population-
level selective forces that make the organism fit in its ecological context is one of the major
problems that development solves, in ways that researchers still actively seek to understand.

Three widely-recognized contexts in which selection grants significant autonomy to cell
populations within a single organism include the function of the adaptive immune system,
the perfusion and pruning of neuronal synapses in brain development, and the pathological
proliferation of cells in cancers. Here the behavior of cell populations retains more of the
manifest character of autonomy usually associated with organisms in ecological contexts.

35We find Friedman’s characterization here, like much of “social Darwinism”, to leave much
to be desired. R. A. Fisher famously opened The genetical theory of natural selection [126]
with the statement “Natural selection is not evolution”. Serious evolutionary studies [165, 154]
are sensitive throughout to the structure in the mechanisms that generate variation, the
units and levels of development and selection, the requirements for stability that limit viable
developmental programs, and the co-evolutionary dynamics in ecosystems that determine
which ways of life can survive together. Darwin was, in the best of his tradition of natural
history, a student of relations and system dynamics [65]. It can be cogent to argue that agents
need not be rational in strategizing and planning if ex post selection can filter populations
for strategies so that the survivors function “as if” they had chosen rationally. However,
characterizing established power structures as “fit” simply by virtue of their prevalence is
at best a statistical tautology if the assumptions underlying Fisherian fitness as a summary
statistic are met [136], and at worst an analogy with no formal status if Fisherian fitness is not
defined for the class of actors or strategies being described. Some analyses of recent banking
failures [390, 164, 163] seem to us good examples of the kind of economic “ecological” depth
that could support a serious application of evolutionary ideas.
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on the agents as repositories of information or skills, or on their portfolios
which are e"ectively a di"erent class of entities within the economy. To
the extent that economies as wholes are made up of competing agents,
but are not themselves vertically oriented entities undergoing competitive
selection and replication, economies resemble ecosystems more than they
resemble organisms. Firms are perhaps better analogues to organisms,
in the sense that their status as entities is legally defined, they may be
formed, may divest branches, or may close at discrete events, and their
internal vertical integration through lines of command and control is (at
least in stylized accounts) put up as an alternative to the negotiated-
contract interaction protocols of markets.

• The way that selection can act at multiple levels to produce both stabil-
ity and adaptedness has sometimes led to blurring of distinctions between
organisms and ecosystems. Ecosystems, like organisms, can sometimes
actively maintain homeostasis against external perturbations, functioning
analogously to the way the body acts to maintain a stable internal state,
though not necessarily employing analogous regulatory architectures to do
so. Observations of this kind have led to characterizations of ecosystems
as “super-organisms”, in e"orts to capture their status as elementary en-
tities [226]. We regard this as an error though one that must be stated
carefully. The fundamental distinction between ecosystems and organisms
is that organisms instantiate forms of individuality in their architecture
and dynamics where ecosystems employ less hierarchical and more parallel
threads of co-evolutionary and community dynamics. Although individ-
uality is a complex concept instantiated in multiple forms and possibly
at multiple levels within a single system [179], it is nonetheless a distinc-
tive shift in regulatory architecture from that of a community. The wish
to emphasize the status of ecosystems as primitive entities in their own
right is not to be criticized in the Gaia approach. It should be properly
addressed by a shift in thinking in evolutionary biology, which takes indi-
viduality less for granted and acknowledges its complexity as a constructed
mode of organization, and at the same time recognizes the fundamental
and integrated status of other levels of organization such as ecosystems as
well. An interesting case in which the distinction between organism and
ecosystem may genuinely blur concepts is the case of eusocial insects, in
which colonies possess many but not all features of organism-level organi-
zation [223].

• The in-principle formalization of economies as 108–1010-player games al-
lows us to make contact with both organism and ecosystem organization
at two points. Gathered together in References [372, 376] are a variety
of standard observations that general fitness functions for evolutionary
dynamics can be expanded in hierarchies of k-player normal-form games,
for k % 1, . . . ,1. It can further be argued that the general framework
provided by this game expansion should be understood as formalizing de-
velopment in its most general sense (thus including processes such as niche
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construction) [372, 376]. The use of games to describe the way the fitness
function is generated, both for selection within organismal development,
and among organisms in a population, is fairly common, and can pro-
vide a disciplined way to think about social evolution [135]. The further
refinement from normal-form to extensive-form games gives a process-
underpinning to the way the fitness function is constructed from more
elementary moves [60, 372], including such functions as message-passing
to coordinate multi-stage developmental processes. The refinement from
normal-form to extensive-form games provides an important general mech-
anism to characterize lateral or oblique transmission (in parallel with the
“vertical” transmission by descent).

The use of extensive-form games to characterize the interplay of develop-
ment and ecological interactions with reproduction and selection dynamics
begins to capture the complexity of serious evolutionary thinking, and the
diversity of cases that are worth distinguishing. It demands explicit de-
scriptions of processes, either the unfolding of events and interactions that
take place between events of reproduction, or the processes of matching
and change in population composition that change the information con-
tent between generations. The ambiguity in what concept an “agent” or
“player” represents, which admits interpretations both as an individual
within an ecosystem, or a component such as a chromosome within an
individual, and the ambiguity that the extensive-form game admits, be-
tween processes that occur within ontogeny, and complex interactions that
take place in populations, are valid reflections of the re-use of mechanisms
in real systems, which tend to cross-cut categories and sharpen the needs
for conceptual clarity in their use.

10.11.1 Envoie

We have obviously been in the near “poetic” area around ecology, biology, eco-
nomics and organization theory. Much is in a high state of flux, definitions
are incomplete, taxonomies are shaky and analogies and metaphors abound.
We had been considered toying with the representative of a human as: “The
portrait of the Artist as a 242 person game” with the actors being the human
cells and organs institutions; but decided to provide a somewhat more sober
overview indicating that the time is drawing close to when these highly diverse
disciplines have much to contribute to a joint understanding.36

36It is worth noting that quantitative di!erences often are linked with qualitative di!erences
in understanding the nature of the dynamics. A few frivolous orders of magnitude are observed
here.

The number of people on earth is under 1010 and the number of ants is possibly 1015. The
number of stars in the Milky Way possibly as high as 4-10114 with the universe around 1013

or 1014 galaxies. The number of atoms in the galaxy may be around 1068 or 1069. In contrast
the number of firms in the US in 1992 was 23 - 106 with only 5.7 - 106 with a payroll. An
oligopolistic industry has around 2-20 firms.



Chapter 11

Mathematical institutional
economics and the theory of
money and financial
institutions

11.1 Mathematical institutional economics

There is no royal road and no magic Philosophers’ Stone that is going to pro-
vide for an all encompassing economic dynamics at the same level that general
equilibrium answered the highly restricted but extremely pertinent questions it
posed about the conditions required for the existence of a set of one or more
e!cient market clearing prices.

The dynamics of a mass economy with government and laws poses a host of
problems far more complex than the existence proof of an e!cient price system
in equilibrium in a pre-institutional economy with no public goods and either
a utopian state of trust or an implicit referee or government that consumes no
resources.

We noted the quote by F. Y. Edgeworth in Chapter 6 concerning the partic-
ular character of each real economic problem in its context. One might regard
Edgeworth’s comments as an observation of extreme pessimism however it con-
tains a basic nub of truth when directed at application to economics. When
dealing with application there is no substitute for knowing your business. The
basic reason why applied economics is split into so many fields is that in ap-
plication, each of these specializations requires that relevant special details be
added. The structure, mappings, functional forms and parameters are ad hoc
and require knowledge and expertise pertaining to the questions at hand.

419
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11.2 What is a theory?

What is a theory? Di"erent disciplines utilize the word theory di"erently. Fur-
thermore model and theory appear on occasion to be used interchangeably.
Several suggestions are noted below.

A conventional way to approach this question might be to go to the dictio-
nary for aid, and it is useful to do so providing that one recognizes the weaknesses
of dictionary construction. Another way is to seek currently institutionalized
scientific authorities. The National Academy of Sciences of the United States
suggests:

A plausible or scientifically acceptable, well-substantiated expla-
nation of some aspect of the natural world; an organized system of
accepted knowledge that applies in a variety of circumstances to ex-
plain a specific set of phenomena and predict the characteristics of
as yet unobserved phenomena.

It also defines a fact as:

In science, a “fact” typically refers to an observation, measure-
ment, or other form of evidence that can be expected to occur the
same way under similar circumstances. However, scientists also use
the term “fact” to refer to a scientific explanation that has been
tested and confirmed so many times that there is no longer a com-
pelling reason to keep testing it or looking for additional examples
(pace Black Swans.)

Aristotle contrasted theory to “practice”. Praxis, the Greek term for “do-
ing”, is concerned with application; while pure theory is not concerned with
immediate application. An often used example comes from medicine. Medi-
cal research may be concerned with attempting to understand the causes for a
disease without being immediately concerned with practice. In contrast good
practitioners are more concerned with curing patients of a disease, and if they
find a cure but not a deep explanation they are reasonably content (as are the
patients). Central bankers may have the same view of the current financial sys-
tem. Unfortunately, as yet, their level of success appears to be far from that in
medicine.

A mathematical view of a theory is deductive. A theory’s (possibly full
sensory or empirical) content is given by basic axioms and a formal logic develops
the theory. The logical consequences of the axioms are presented as theorems.

A semantic view of theories, is as models providing a logical framework con-
nected with some aspect of observation. They are abstractions or simplifications
of some aspects of the real world.

In economics there are many subdivisions that tend to intermix theory and
practice. Possibly the major rift is between micro- and macro-economics.

There are many subdivisions of microeconomics (including the often not
recognized applied field of operations research) where practitioners and theorists
are highly intermixed.
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A distinction often made to sort out the pure theorists as contrasted with
those highly involved with immediate empirical matters is between those de-
voted primarily to normative concerns “what should be” as contrasted with
those more inclined to positive economics stressing “what is”. Recently in fi-
nance and macro-economics the term “engineer” has been used to indicate those
involved with problems at hand. This may even include retreaded PhD physi-
cists or top probability theorists devising complex derivatives or algorithms to
take advantage of local correlations in time series in stock trading.

Small purist areas are the bastion of some game theorists and general equilib-
rium theorists devoted to exploring classical logical positivistic axiomatic and
mathematical methods. Thus models abound varying the axioms on formal
concepts of fair division, bargaining and the mathematics of preference theory.
The use of these models in experimental economics and social psychology is
increasing.

11.2.1 Let a thousand specializations blossom!

Beyond the major divisions of micro- and macro-economics not only are there
many economic theories with adjectives attached such as international eco-
nomics, welfare economics, labor economics, health economics and so forth;
there are also divisions such as behavioral economics where the assumptions on
behavior, including individual optimization and the standard models of utilitar-
ian economic agents are challenged. For example, some results in experimental
gaming have indicated that the double auction market is reasonably e!cient
even when operated by agents with limited intelligence.

The main thrust of macroeconomics is clearly operational. It deals with the
dynamics of the whole economy encompassing features such as inflation, eco-
nomic cycles and growth, unemployment, and monetary and fiscal policy. An
honorable employment for the macroeconomist is to give operational quantita-
tive and qualitative advice to governments.

The political economists, economic historians and historians of economic
thought still provide broad insights utilizing the essay form as their way to deal
with the imponderables.

Especially in application the closely related disciplines of finance, account-
ing, and law intertwine with many economic investigations. The disciplines of
sociology, social psychology and psychology serve to challenge the behavioral ax-
ioms underlying many economic models. And recently the disciplines of physics,
ecology and biology have been considered as potential contributors to economic
understanding of growth, innovation and evolution.

As admirers of formal theories with clean axioms, interesting theorems and
proofs and concerned with invariant properties we suggest that the strategic
market game approach has o"ered a general modeling device which, when com-
bined with expertise in understanding context and institutions, takes needed
steps towards a mathematical institutional economics. This is suitable to pro-
vide better insight in understanding the financial control of the overall economy
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that is called for by the complexity and evolution of the sociopolitical environ-
ment in which all economies must function.

11.3 Abstract theory beyond general equilibrium

In this book our underlying goal has been to provide a basic theory of money and
financial institutions and to link it with mathematical institutional economics in
application. In following this goal there are several closely related, but di"erent
subgoals. These must be dealt with in order to understand and to portray the
way the control and evaluation system of a society is manifested in the private
and public financial institutions of the socio-political economy.

Subgoal 1: One of our main goals has been to show that the natural prelim-
inary step before dynamics is to transform and bring the observations derived
from general equilibrium theory into a process model. This is provided in the
structure of a game in strategic form. Such a game can be solved in many ways
and the connection with and di"erences from the CEs established. In doing so
a basic theory of money emerges with money playing an important role in the
emergence of an exchange mechanism. Utilizing the material in Chapters 2–4
we are at the jumping o" point for dynamics.

Subgoal 2: A second goal has been to provide a formal analytical model of a
process linking innovation and the breaking the circular flow of money described
by Schumpeter. This, as is also noted in Chapters 9 and 10 is aided by an
understanding of both various forms of increasing returns and the nonsymmetric
distribution of agent size, power, ownership and wealth in the economy.

Subgoal 3: A third goal has been to devise a general model-building methodol-
ogy with stress on a fully defined state space and the utilization of the methods
of physics in examining features such as dimensionality, conservation, symmetry
and scaling, This is noted in Chapter 7. In particular the emergence of money
appears to be related to the concept of symmetry breaking.

Tied in with this, as a constant theme has been the call for the construction
of models as playable games that can meet the test of operational specificity
required for experimental gaming. Unfortunately there is a di!culty posed
here. The pull between synthesis and analysis is ever present in political econ-
omy. The trade-o" must be made between concretion and abstraction. The
more the “political-economy” needs to reflect context the less formal will be
the mathematical model and the more the description and analysis will depend
on the essay and the free form type of game rather than one with rigid rules.1

This is where the mixed scientific-art form of mathematical institutional eco-
nomics enters. The ad hoc mixture of model building guided by context must
be reflected in the modeling that precedes the analysis.

1A summary of much of the work on, the Political-Military-Exercise is provided by a RAND
study [43].
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Subgoal 4: A fourth sub-goal has been to frame problems of economic opti-
mization in a way that naturally incorporates structure from the material world,
whether physical, biological, cognitive, social, or institutional. The abstraction
of costless and complete contracts covering all contingent circumstances [13] ren-
ders the relations within classes of goods, or even of the same good at di"erent
times, moot, and optimization against simple linear budget sets can be used.
An economy operating within material reality faces constraints ranging from
the topology of space and time, to distinctions between discrete and continu-
ous classes of objects, to problems of concurrency and unavoidable by-products
(such as waste streams), the finiteness of planetary resources, and limitations
in human-social communication and computation. Each of these has rich struc-
ture, the study of which is most of the content of some dedicated science. The
integration of what is known about these structures into any theory of decision
making is essential for the theory to attain more than superficial validity.

11.4 Strategic market games and the Theory of
Money

The simplest basic model of exchange is the one period exchange economy.
Chapters 2–4 were devoted to constructing minimal process models of a one
period exchange economy. We recap several of our comments from there and
set them in a more general and basic context involving markets, prices and
money.

There are only a few ways to construct minimal process models associated
with the basic general equilibrium (GE) model. They are the highly decentral-
ized trading post model that has formed the basis for several strategic market
games [346, 333, 330] and the windows or clearinghouse evaluation model that
leads to a game representation or a closed economy with a centralized clearing
and price formation agency for the whole economy [305].

In 2003 Dubey and Sahi [93] were able to establish that both the trading
post and windows models could be regarded as extreme members of a large class
of mechanisms providing the basic structure of mass trade. They showed that
these conclusions arise from 4 simple basic axioms underlying the structure of
trade. These are noted below in Section 11.5.3. Prior to discussing them and
the strategic market games basic modeling problems concerning the General
Equilibrium model are reiterated.2

11.4.1 Modeling a basic closed dynamic system

In going from the static, pre-institutional [207] highly abstracted formulations
of general equilibrium by Arrow, Arrow and Debreu [12] Debreu and McKenzie
to a fully defined process model care must be taken both of the modeling and

2Many details concerning the literature on strategic market games that are not covered
here are given in the comprehensive survey of Giraud [157].
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its interpretation. In this discussion for expository convenience references are
made primarily to the Debreu 1959 book [74].

The formulation of modern general equilibrium price theory was achieved
with an admirable and ruthless abstraction devoted to providing as lean and
abstract a structure as possible, su!cient to catch the basic features of a price
system and provide a mathematically tractable problem to prove the existence
of an equilibrium.

The primitive concepts utilized were sets of price-taking consumer/traders;
profit maximizing firms; non voting shares in ownership of the firms; consump-
tion/production goods; and their prices as well as the preferences of the con-
sumer/traders. The existence of costless markets, clearing arrangements (clear-
inghouses, the commercial code and accounting) and the rule of law were all
implicitly assumed. Two ingenious assumptions concerning time and uncer-
tainty were made that were su!cient to extend the mathematical analysis to
include any finite number of time periods and any finite number of states of
the system generated by stochastic events. Complications in common knowl-
edge and information conditions were also implicitly abstracted away from the
analysis.

Debreu stressed his use of the axiomatic method and mathematical rigor in
his approach to the price system ([74] p. viii). The axioms require, as he noted,
a selection from the observable world.

The concern here is with the economy as a fully defined game of strategy
in strategic form. This involves a re-examination of the primitive concepts
used in non-process equilibrium oriented models and appropriate additions to
the assumptions. In particular attention is paid to the information processing
conditions and the concept of the emergence of a market structure and to price-
formation mechanisms that precede the full formulation of a strategic market
game.

11.4.1.1 The strategic and extensive forms

The economic structure presented in Debreu’s book is closer to that of a game
in strategic form rather than one in extensive form. A game in extensive form
displays the details of all moves and information conditions from the initial node
of the game to all terminal positions. The simplest game in the potentially
enormous set that will arise when information conditions are included is the
game where all players have a single information set.3

11.4.2 Price-taking and an NCE solution

The GE formulation assumes price taking. All individuals regard themselves
as without influence on price. A way to make this precise is to consider the
consumer/trader agents as being composed of a continuum of small agents and
demonstrate that the lack of influence on price is true. We may then show that

3This gives many players imperfect recall, but the agents still face a well defined (but
generally implausible) game of strategy.
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with some additional modeling the GE and the SMG solutions can be linked
(see [92]).

11.4.2.1 Minimal mechanisms and multiple functions

The basic axioms, or assumptions made in economic modeling may be regarded
as minimal in one context, but not another, for example, Debreu’s consumer is
a consumer, trader, saver, investor and worker all wrapped into one (as well as,
implicitly, a socio-political animal). She has multiple functions.

A profit maximizing firm may be, and is treated as a primitive concept in
the Debreu analysis; but in other analyses the firm is far from a primitive con-
cept, but is a complex, multi-person, multi-purpose organism (see for example
Williams [414] or Padgett and Powell [276]).

If we use a mechanism approach to institutions and agents we may try to
create a serviceable, useful definition of “minimal”, by defining the list of func-
tions that the institution or agent is meant to provide and consider that any
mathematical representation of an institution or agent is minimal if the removal
of any part of the mechanism results in its inability to perform at least one of
its functions.

It is in the spirit of considering the need for the addition of extra modeling
assumptions or axioms to the basic GE model of exchange that we consider how
to convert the GE model into a playable game

11.5 Market structures and SMGs

In the various publications on strategic market games there are 2 basically
di"erent types of exchange structures that have been considered leading to the
formation of price. They are:

• The trading post structure

• The window structure

Dubey and Sahi [93] have shown that these two items can be studied as
pure mechanisms for handling information even without having to formulate a
full strategic game that explicitly involves players and preferences. By means
of the four axioms noted below they show that the trading post and windows
mechanisms for price formation can be regarded as extreme cases of a general
message model. The first has local clearing at each trading post. The second has
an economy-wide clearing system and has no separate markets, instead it has
a central message gathering system that processes all messages and calculates
prices as part of a centralized system that announces universal clearing prices.

11.5.1 Two stages to dynamics: structure and behavior

Setting economic dynamics on a sound basis requires the understanding that
there is an interweave between the modeling and the mathematics. It calls
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for opening a methodology for model building of a Mathematical Institutional
Economics that permits the natural construction of the mechanisms of trade,
followed by the specification of individual agents with ownership claims and
goals that enable the modeler to define fully the strategy and payo" sets of each
individual.

A fully defined SMG does not provide for actual dynamics. In order to ob-
tain the equations of motion in any economy portrayed by a SMG the concept
of solution must be supplied. It is well known that no universal solution con-
cept exists. Much work both in micro and macroeconomics utilizes variants of
the noncooperative equilibrium; but there are a host of other solution concepts
involving learning, teaching and various level of communication. What these ob-
servations suggest is that from the viewpoint of application there is no substitute
“for knowing your business” and in the non-pejorative meaning of the term ad
hoc modeling is called for. Relevant micro-economic, technical, behavioral and
contextual details must be supplied to account for the di"erences between the
steel industry and growing cabbages prior to supplying the equations of motion.

11.5.2 The minimal trading model

We limit ourselves to considering a one period mass trading economy E with
m goods and n consumer/traders. We consider how many ways it may be
remodeled as a set of strategic market games.

The exchange economy can be described as follows. Let In = {1, 2, . . . , n} be
the set of traders and Im = {1, 2, . . . ,m} be the set of goods; and {p1, p2, . . . , pm} *R+

m

be the set of market prices for the goods.
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and the set of prices that clears all markets e!ciently is shown to exist.
Even at this level of abstraction either there have to be rules preventing

the sellers of contracts from being unable to deliver or there must be failure
to deliver settlement laws. In Debreu these are implicit in the strict budget
constraints.

In contrast with the above every strategic market game requires that the
trading system be made explicit. For precision and in order to link our obser-
vations to an easily understood graph we restate several of the comments in
Chapter 4 somewhat di"erently. We represent a commodity 4 by a point. The

4The item could be a service or a financial instrument.
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existence of a direct exchange mechanism between two commodities is an arc
directly connecting any two points representing commodities i and j.

An exchange structure of an economy is the configuration of a set of markets.
In considering market structures there are 2 cases to be noted:

• Structures where the the graph on the m points consists of 2 or more
separate connected components. It is not feasible to trade some goods for
some others.

• Structures where there is at least one path connecting any i to another j.
If the graph is fully connected an exchange of one commodity for another is
always feasible, but not necessarily in one round of trade.5 When there is
at least one configuration in the form of a star a distinguished commodity
j may be defined as a money. It has arcs connected directly to all the
other m$ 1 commodities. Dubey, Sahi and Shubik [99] show that this has
special minimal properties as is noted below.

In the early development of SMGs the concentration of modeling and anal-
ysis was on games with m$ 1 markets and a single money.6 The usage was to
call this “The trading post model” because a direct physical analogue could be
made directly between a market and a physical entity where the messages and
the goods were directly delivered and trade between a single good and money
balanced locally. A market could be regarded as a trading post that accepts
messages directly and provides local aggregation, computation,and disaggrega-
tion services that produce reallocations and prices.

At the other extreme “the windows trading model” informally suggested by
Shapley and developed by Sahi and Yao [305] made use of a central computa-
tion and clearing-house that reviews all messages and provides an algorithm to
announce a set of consistent prices that clear all o"ers and bids.7

In the literature on SMG Sahi and Yao require a global solution given by a
set of linear equations to guarantee global consistency of prices; in contrast Amir
et al. [8] (ASSY) treated all markets as trading posts leading to the possibility
of TSNEs that were not CEs.

The work of Dubey and Sahi [93] provides axioms that can be applied to
any mechanism based on the network of trading posts.

The axioms are directed towards the definition and characterization of the
properties of a class of mechanisms and not directly towards the games that can
be constructed using these mechanisms.

Clower [53] incorrectly described the structure in which m2 trading posts ex-
ist as “barter”. But this misses the important functions of aggregation of many

5We regard the arc between i and j if undirectional as defining two exchange mechanisms,
the one where i is exchanged for j and the other j for i giving m2 exchange structures in total.
If the arc is regarded as bidirectional then the upper bound on m commodities is m (m+ 1) /2.

6With the money being either a commodity or fiat.
7Note the di!erence between bids and o!ers which are strategic concepts, and supply and

demand, which are nonstrategic specifications of constraints imposed by preferences imposed
on resources at any give price.
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anonymous bids and o"ers to form prices; calculation and then the disaggrega-
tion to produce the reassignment of ownership of the objects traded. When all
trading posts exist with an aggregating and disaggregating price forming device
at each then all commodities could be selected to act as a money. The complete
graph can be descried as the union of m trees with m$ 1 arcs or branches each.

Both in practice and theory the volume or broadness of a market as an
aggregating device is critical in determining its viability and stability.

Although much of the analysis of strategic market games has utilized a finite
number of agents, when considering large numbers of traders it is more conve-
nient to regard an economy with n types of agent with a continuum of each,
so that each agent views her influence on the aggregate aspects of exchange as
negligible.

11.5.3 Trading Post or Other Models?

Dubey and Sahi [93] utilized 4 axioms to establish the nature of trade in a broad
class of mechanisms, entitled G-mechanisms that provide structure not present
in GE.8

A G-mechanism is defined as follows: “each trader ' sends a signal which
consists of non-negative numbers a%ij for each arc (i, j) in G where a%ij indicates
the amount of commodity i that he is o"ering in exchange for commodity j.
The prices and returns are given by the formulas for the windows mechanism,
where we understand a%ij to be zero for nonexisting arcs.”

The axioms are:

1. Aggregation,

2. Invariance,

3. Price mediation, and

4. Accessibility.

The set of all G-mechanisms may be regarded as consisting of the set of
all connected graphs that can be constructed on m points. Figure 11.1a shows
the complete graph for 5 goods where any good may be regarded as having the
transactions property of a money. Figure 11.1b shows an irreducible graph with
one money only.

Axiom 1 indicates that if a player pretends to be more than one player by
splitting his signals this has no influence on prices or returns.9

8An exchange involves both the message sending and the shipment of goods; but at this
level of abstraction we assume no transportation costs and no other physical features of goods
delivery but concentrate on message and computational features of the trading mechanism
prior to considering specific SMGs.

9In fact in actual market manoeuvres in situations such as takeover fights this is a relatively
standard action in accumulating a position.
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a) b)

Figure 11.1: Graphs among goods. a) a complete graph. b) an irreducible graph
with only one money.

Axiom 2 indicates invariance with respect to the scaling of units of measurement
for the goods.

Axiom 3 indicates that returns to a player depend only on his signal and prices.
Price consistency is assumed.

Axiom 4 describes the closed feasible set attainable by an individual given any
configuration of the action of others.

The trading post and the windows models are at the information processing
extremes in the set of all G-mechanisms. A natural question to raise is are there
any further considerations that would suggest that an economy would select the
trading post model over the windows model or vice-versa?

In a further investigation Dubey, Sahi and Shubik [99] with somewhat dif-
ferent axioms noted here also define two measures of complexity; the first is the
number of exchanges required to complete a trade and the second, the complex-
ity in the messages required to guide the trade.

The axioms are:

1. Invariance,

2. Aggregation,

3. Anonymity,

4. Non-dissipation, and

5. Flexibility.

The first two axioms are essentially as before. Axiom 3 says that the mechanism
depends only on the message of the individual. Axiom 4 rules out that goods
that have been bid or o"ered vanish from the system, and Axiom 5 indicates
that if i is connected to j by any path, then any amount of i can be converted
eventually completely into j.

Let M(m) stand for the set of mechanisms that satisfy the axioms. For any
mechanism we ask what is the minimum number of trades required to convert
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a commodity i into j. We denote by "ij(M) the time complexity for this
conversion.

A further complexity defined as informational or more intuitively, as price
complexity is also considered. Having shown that prices will emerge Dubey et
al. [99] consider price complexity )(M) to be the minimal number of compo-
nents of the aggregate o"er that are needed to compute exchange rates.

The axioms above are su!cient to show that not only do markets and prices
emerge as a consequence but that given the two complexity measures, time and
price complexity, the trading post model mechanism emerges as the optimal
mechanism when there are many commodities for trade. Table 11.1 shows the
complexity levels for the two extreme cases, the star and the complete graph
mechanisms and between them the cycle mechanism where every commodity i
has two neighbors (a circular arrangement).

Star Cycle Full
)(M) 4 2 m(m$ 1)
"(M) 2 m$ 1 1

Table 11.1: Time and space complexities associated with markets in m goods.

We observe that asm becomes large the star mechanism, or a single money is
dominated slightly by one component of the other two, but it dominates them in
the other component by an arbitrarily large amount. The mechanism simplicity
indicates little, if anything, about the complexity of individual strategies in an
optimization as it deals only with mechanisms and messages, not individuals
and optimization.

In Physics the concept of “symmetry breaking” is well known. The emer-
gence of a money in a situation where intrinsically there appears to be complete
symmetry among all commodities is an exemplar of this phenomenon.

The proof of the formal theorem establishing the emergence of markets,
prices and the star mechanism of the single money as the structure with minimal
complexity calls for some somewhat complex combinatorics and the formal proof
is presented in the study noted [99].

11.6 From Mechanisms to Games

Given any mechanism, in order to flesh out a fully playable game players, endow-
ments and preferences (or some other behavioral condition) must be introduced
explicitly.

The institutions of an economy provide a su!cient set of rules to support
the processes the society requires. There are many institutional details that
may exist only to accommodate the particular habits and customs of a specific
society. Even though the general class of G-games may appear to be generally
applicable to the abstractions of GE they cover only a small part of the general
socio-economics processes of price-formation. Many of these are embedded in
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time in such a way that our limitation to one period exchange cannot do them
full justice.

There is a literature on price formation in marketing (see for example [80,
423]) that apparently only weakly intersects the work of economic theorists. In
economics recently the (unpublished) work of Bewley has been concerned with
the intricacies of price formation.

A few of the natural divisions in price formation methods are noted.

11.6.1 A comment on general price formation

A rough categorization of di"erent price formation mechanisms in a complex
economy requires di"erentiating the mechanisms and institutions found in:

finance where private financial instruments involve primarily two or a few par-
ties and may be hand-tailored by investment bankers, lawyers and accountants
over many months. In contrast there are mass markets for standardized instru-
ment such as stocks, puts, calls, and standard derivatives where round the clock
over-the-counter trading or double auction markets exist. In these markets the
expertise of principals and, brokers, consultants and experts may be high, but
when the professionals play each other the game is close to constant sum. As
evaluation of the issues of well known companies improves there are diminishing
returns to expertise (see for example [235]). The individual direct stockholder
is becoming a less common species.

Even better than in a Poker game where the professionals live o" the am-
ateurs, in many of the markets many of the professionals not only have the
opportunity to live o" the errors and “animal spirits” of the amateurs, they also
obtain “something o" the top” in fees from running retirement funds, mutual
funds or hedge funds.

Then there are price formation mechanisms for: Consumer goods where
small fungible consumer items such as food, clothing, household consumables
are for the most part sold in stores and supermarkets with prices posted and
moved by the seller. The sellers may use simple cost plus mark up pricing,
or algorithms based on sales. There are large consumer items such as auto-
mobiles and housing where there may be a posted price but there is leeway
in bargaining and active middlemen and the Web play a role. Furthermore
there is considerable legal work involving binary contracts. Overlaid on all con-
sumer markets is an array of marketing messages where there is an admixture
of product information combined with an array of messages designed to have
socio-psychological influence on the preferences and behavior of the purchasers.
This is hardly the rubric for the customer as a simple rational optimizer of a
fixed set of preferences.

Luxury items not only are subject to considerable taste-moulding marketing
they include non-fungible items such as art that call for specialized dealers with
high expertise and sales ability as well as auctions preceded by valuations.

Wages and salaries fall into a special category. They may be paid hourly,
daily, weekly, monthly or annually and represent a complex process involv-
ing technical, sociological and economic factors with many shading involving
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perquisites, bonuses and many variants on the simple price (such as working at
home, seniority, health and retirement conditions).

Producer goods reflect their institutional specifics including in some in-
stances cost plus pricing and in many instances oligopolistic pricing that depends
on technological specifics such as indivisibilities and capacity constraints. They
also involve long term supply contracts.

Government procurement provides yet another category and especially,
when size is large, political and bureaucratic considerations are di!cult to avoid.
Thus even the use of sealed simultaneous bids poses considerable policing di!-
culties and given the complexity in technological evaluation may even involve a
multistage process where the first round is devoted to establishing the techno-
logical and institutional capabilities needed to be permitted to be a bidder in a
final bidding process.

This brief overview of pricing is given to indicate that even the most ab-
stract of theorists needs to acknowledge that the ad hoc aspects of economic
dynamics cannot be avoided. This is why we observe that even to establish
consistency between general equilibrium theorizing and the process models of
economic dynamics requires at least a study of minimal process models.

11.6.1.1 On the complexity and simplicity of strategies

Returning to the market mechanisms of Dubey and Sahi in order to construct
fully playable games of strategy, player preferences and endowments must be
introduced.

Looking for the simplest set of SMG that cover the GE trading model we
may ask, given a market structure what is the minimal size of the strategy set
of a player that can be utilized? It is one without contingencies permitted. In
a one period game without contingencies a message and the physical act it calls
for can be regarded as the same; thus we may consider a strategy as shipping
commodities and a commodity money or fiat to a trading post.10 The message
and the medium may coincide!

Quantity strategies: The message sent by a minimal strategy to a single
simple market or trading post has to be one of two forms (b) , (b, q). Continuing
our observations from Chapter 2, we define the first as sell-all, where all goods
are up for sale and the individual bids money to buy each, and the second as
buy-sell. They have been studied for m trading posts as has been shown for
bid-all and buy-sell in [333] and [97].11

When there are m2 trading posts any good can serve as a money. In the
DSS [99] analysis all goods are intrinsically symmetric hence there is no reason

10Although a level of “cheap talk” might accompany the message.
11There is a strange, but definable third basic game that can be defined. It can be called

“bid-all”. The bid-all model simply requires that each individual is required to spend any
commodity money or fiat that he has thus the bid-all is strategically close to the buy-sell
where each has a strategy of length 2m but the bid-all has the constraint that all money must
be spent whereas the buy-sell does not have this constraint.
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to select among them. Extra conditions, such as physical and legal properties
as noted below may serve to select a single money.

The debate on the use of the price system in a centralized economy versus the
emergence of price in a decentralized economy was argued with vigor through
the 1930s 40s and 50s and was unresolved with the advent of general equilibrium
theory. The Debreu book gives the existence proof for price that could equally
well fit a centralized or decentralized economy.

The ideal centralized Soviet economy could be regarded as one utilizing even
more than the windows mechanism with the government claiming full knowledge
of the rules of the game including all preferences and ownership claims and
attempting an optimization to set prices and order allocations based on these
prices. In actuality the information conditions were asymmetric and the truth
revelation games played primarily within a large bureaucracy may well have
damaged the Soviet economy.

11.6.1.2 One basic and two modified price formation mechanisms

The sell-all and buy-sell mechanisms may be associated with Cournot and with
non-contingent pure strategies involving quantities.

In the buy-sell models individual traders are assumed to be endowed with
goods and some form of money (it could be a special good, fiat money, or
personal IOU notes).

In essence the basic buy-sell message covers the generality of one move price
formation without contingencies. It is the Cournot style price formation mech-
anism.

11.6.2 On di"erent monies

A money has been defined as a commodity that in an economy with m com-
modities is the center of a star or the root of a tree that directly connects it
with trading posts to all the m$ 1 other commodities. In describing the mech-
anism we made no distinction among commodities or any tradeable financial
instrument.

In constructing an actual SMG the nature of the instrument that serves as
a money may make a di"erence.

There are two basic instruments that serve as a money in the construction
of SMG models of trade (see Ch 5). They are :

• Commodity money.12

12An interesting hybrid that has recently been manifested is Bitcoin (see: New York Times,
April12, 2013, P.1) in which skilled programmers and mathematicians can “mine” bitcoins
turning the currency into something between a super-hacker computer game and an potential
international currency whose locations and transactions are independently highly protected.
It is reputed to have generated a worth of the order a billion US dollars and could possibly
serve as means of transfer of funds for illegal operations, but as a universally accepted currency
requires both acceptance by custom and legal enforcement by government if the long term
success of this enterprise is unlikely unless adopted by a world government.
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• Fiat money.

They serve somewhat di"erent roles in the game construction as is indicated
below.

A commodity money is a tradeable instrument whose node is connected
directly to all other nodes. The amount of money in an economy sums to a
positive number. Furthermore it, or its services have a consumption value.

A fiat money is a tradeable instrument whose node is connected directly
to all other nodes. It is placed into circulation by a government who may be
modeled directly as an atomic player usually assumed to be large in comparison
with other players. The amount of fiat in an economy sums to a positive amount.
It has no consumption value.13

There are two near-monies or credit instruments that serve as a means of
payment or account for payments and are either explicit or implicit contracts.
They are:

• Individual IOU notes issued by a natural person.

• Debt issued by a non-natural legal person.

Each of them nets to zero.14,15

There is also an abstract or “ghost” money. It is an abstract accounting
money. It is an implicit contract in the settlement of trade that nets to zero. It
does not appear directly as part of a strategy. It is calculated (modulo selecting
a free scaling parameter.16) by an algorithm for the purchases and sales of each
individual. Windows uses an accounting money.

An individual agent IOU money is an instrument whose issue is under control
of the issuing agent and is part of the agent’s strategy. It is a promise to pay and
in settlement can be calculated to net to zero by introducing and calculating
exchange rates [388].17

A non-natural legal agent other than government may issue its IOU notes
as money, either by law or custom but it in general requires the opportunity for
the holder to redeem the note in fiat.

13As is often the case when an argument over whether explanation A or B is the correct
explanation it turns out that both may provide the answer. So it is with the cartelist versus
intrinsic value arguments concerning money. If the government is strong enough to provide
the laws of the use of fiat money including its ability to tax and enforce acceptance of fiat in
the discharge of debts, then because it needs a bureaucracy to provide the enforcement, but
it pays the bureaucracy in fiat, it has created a utilitarian value for the fiat.

14The addition of a credit instrument could conceivably be recorded as a pair of points with
a + and a - attached to them. In actual economies, one, both or neither of the instruments
need be marketable prior to liquidation.

15There is a grey area where, for example, the IOUs of a merchant banker may circulate as
notes of a trusted individual real person or as a legal person with unlimited liability. These
depend on the institutional arrangements of a society’s laws.

16We stress that unlike the CE model, the SMG model with a bankruptcy condition does
not have a scaling factor on the set (0,#) but on the set [p#,#) where p# is a lower level of
prices at which strategic bankruptcy becomes profitable.

17When legal persons such as commercial banks are introduced and may issue credit lever-
aged against reserves this adds an extra level of complexity.
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In common usage in macro-economics private bank debt is regarded as a
major part of a country’s money supply; but like all other financial instruments
except for fiat it is issued with a counterparty instrument such that it balances
to zero.

11.6.3 New institutions, instruments and desired proper-
ties

In filling in the black (or grey) boxes in the GE formulation that enable us to
formulate process models and eventually formulate equations of motion we may
wish to impose extra specific properties suggested by modeling considerations
such that markets are costly and one may wish to minimize the number needed
to obtain e!cient trade. A commodity money in an economy with onlym simple
markets may not be in su!cient supply for e!ciency. Switching to fiat money
and loans that are policed may provide the simplest cure for such ine!ciency.

11.6.3.1 Some properties in the design of a minimal SMG

Some properties guiding the construction of basic SMGs are noted:

• Size limits for strategies.

• Information sets for each agent.

• Contingencies permitted in any strategy.

• Assurance that an e!cient outcome for the associated exchange economy
lies within the feasible set of the game.

• There is a minimal market structure for e!ciency.18

In trying to categorize all financial instruments and institutions one needs
a full linguistic or onomastics study that, as yet, has not been fully developed
(see [356]).

Many more complex instruments exist to handle problems that exist only
beyond the general equilibrium abstraction. They provide fine shadings in risk
distribution (for example marine insurance); others provide for the financing
of more or less indivisible items, such as expensive complex machines or large
buildings or large industrial firms. Still others exist to enable the purchasing of
expertise and the pooling of investment risk, such as mutual funds. All of these
are ghosts without substance in a complete markets GE formulation.

The approach here is to strip as many complications away as possible in the
construction of SMG models to provide minimal process representations of the
GE and GEI (GE with incomplete markets) models. At even a highly abstracted
level the agents, institutions and instruments required are

18Ideally we might try to seek a measure that minimizes information flows while still pro-
viding for economic e"ciency.
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• Traders: possibly buyers and sellers or both.

• Goods and services: possibly limited to fungibility and marketability.

• Money and/or credit: in forms noted above.

• Markets.

• Market prices and individual prices.

• Bankruptcy: reorganization, or more neutrally, inconsistency resolution
rules.

• Clearing-houses: They exist primarily for settlement after trade. At the
simplest level they provide the service of the clearing of agreed upon con-
tracts for trade. In fact they also need to deal with “fail conditions” and
with information concerning delivery conditions.

• Goods delivery institutions: One may abstract this away by assuming that
when a strategy involves quantities, the quantities are presumed to be
physically delivered. In historical and technological fact the lags between
financial and physical clearance have been di"erent, calling forth a whole
body of law, primarily the commercial code.

• Government: Even at the level of high abstraction the government is the
issuer of fiat and the enforcer of laws such as the commercial code. It is
the largest player in the game and has always been such since the existence
of an organized society with an economy.

• The law courts: The presence of the law courts are implicit in the resolu-
tion of repayment inconsistencies and in enforcement of contract.

11.7 The basic set of one period strategic mar-
ket games

The basic building blocks utilized in reviewing and constructing the SMG rep-
resentations of the GE trading model are given below (with a number in paren-
theses indicating case distinctions):

• the trading post or windows models (2)

• natural and other legal persons (2)

• a one period model with quantity (Cournot) noncontingent or double-
auction contingent (Edgeworth-Bertrand) strategies (2)

• two types of asset or outside money19 (2)

19We deem both a commodity and a fiat money to be outside monies in the sense that they
are assets with no counterparty operationally relevant. This does not conform wth common
usage.
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• and three types of inside money or credit (3)

An upper bound on the di"erent models covering these four features could
run to 24 * 3 = 48.20 Fortunately there are good reasons to cut them down
considerably. In particular there are strong reasons to favor the trading post
SMGs over the windows model as is shown below and proved in [99]. We never-
theless note that if we wish to have to model as few extra institutional factors as
possible the windows SMGs based on central clearing and allocation is the most
congenial. The reason is that when all allocations are made centrally involving
the central knowledge of all supplies directly there are (in an economy with a
perfect, frictionless, honest bureaucracy) no liquidity problems.

Accounting money used in windows appears only as an accounting ghost
because while omnipresent it does not serve any strategic purpose. It occurs
in settlement where it balances the books and hence always nets to zero. In
contrast the m$ 1 markets trading post models where all trades in each com-
modity are aggregated against one money liquidity problems often arise and one
is forced to invent credit institutions.

11.7.1 SMGs with the windows mechanism

The SMGs that require the least addition of extra instruments or institutions
utilize the windows mechanism. It is an ideal mechanism with perfect costless,
instant clearing and centralized price calculation. The basic SMG is given by
the work of Sahi and Yao [305].

11.7.1.1 The Sahi Yao SMG

Sahi and Yao [305] considered the game where a trader ' submits a matrix B% of
bids subject to the constraints that all bids are non-negative and do not violate
their resource constraints. Prices are not formed in individual markets as all
the messages concerning bids and o"ers are sent to a single location for price
formation. Final settlement and price consistency requires both a centralized
final price calculation and a settlement or clearing house institution.

The price calculation requires solving m linear equations
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to obtain m prices that balance sales and purchases where a%ij are sales of i for
j and a%ji are purchases.

Any attempt to construct a playable game with this market structure and
pricing mechanism requires giving institutional meaning to an agency that cen-
tralizes messages and calculates prices. In essence the role of price formation

20We encounter a problem in taxonomy here. The number 48 was derivided by picking one
instance from each of the catagories. We could have argued that there are minimal models
involving none or all of the features in each category. In this instance we would arrive at
44 - 8 = 2, 048 models, many of which are vacuous. The point to stress is that even though
this number is large, the bumber of minimal forms is not overwhelming.
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is delegated to a centralized agency that aims at consistency of supply and de-
mand, not optimality. The price formation in individual markets is no longer
relevant.

11.7.1.2 The Sorin individual currency model

Sorin [388] permits his agents to send individual IOU notes of any size to the
central clearing house. It does a computation somewhat di"erent from Sahi
and Yao. It assumes the existence of m markets where instead of the balance
conditions of
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because each individual is utilizing his own IOUs this condition is modified to
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where the t% are a vector of exchange rates and the budget constraints become
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No bankruptcy is needed in this model as it is avoided with the use of the
clearing-house and implicit enforcement of contract. It could also be called “The
FX model” in the sense that all individuals are permitted to write their own
IOUs to use as a money (i.e. there are n monies if there are n types of traders;
more appropriately one could imagine n countries trading in m commodities
but utilizing their own IOUs (currencies) and requiring a central mechanism to
determining exchange rates. The concept of a tradeable personal IOU note
is added as an extra primitive concept.

Angerer, Huber, Shubik and Sunder [10] utilized this model as an exper-
imental game. The key result was to show experimentally that the economy
can be run utilizing only individual credit. But that the control conditions on
clearing and delivery are highly stringent and unrealistic. A second set of exper-
iments illustrated that relaxing delivery conditions causes considerable losses in
e!ciency or requires a strong default punishment mechanism.

11.7.1.3 The socialized pricing economy: non-symmetric informa-
tion

Because the GE analysis provides only an existence theorem for an e!cient price
system an immediate game theoretic interpretation of the Debreu book is that
it describes the dissemination of a set of prices to be utilized by all agents in an
economy where the markets or trading posts are not really markets but merely
information gathering aggregation devices.
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If we accept as a primitive (Soviet style) the existence of a central government
with knowledge of all preferences and production possibilities the government
takes all of this information and utilizes a computational process such as that
of Lemke-Howson [213] and Scarf [310] and the e"orts of Kantorovitch [194]
to announce its calculated prices; then all individuals utilize these prices to
optimize individually. Within the appropriate axioms this logic is impeccable.
Unfortunately, as the late Soviet Union found out that the idealization of the
knowledge and information conditions together with a smooth honest costless
e!cient bureaucracy were a poor match for economic reality with a central
agency calculating what it claims to be a socially optimal set of prices consistent
with the Debreu book. The key to understanding the di"erence between a
competitive and central government price system lies in the dynamics, and in
particular in the information conditions as has been observed by Hayek [176],
Makowski and Ostroy [234] and others. At a formal level we need to consider
a game with n + 1 players. The first n as before; are the traders. The extra
player is orders of magnitude bigger and better known than the others and is
the government. If all agents other than the government were negligibly small
one could establish that truth relevation is consistent with individual behavior
in an equilibrium; but the bureaucratic reality is far from the small agent ideal.

11.7.2 SMGs with the trading post mechanism

The earliest basic SMG models are given in [346, 330], and [333], a commodity
money is utilized, lending and borrowing among the n natural persons who are
players is feasible. A default rule is required to make it undesirable to default.

11.7.2.1 Sell-all and buy-sell trading post models with m markets
and commodity or fiat money

The Shapley-Shubik analysis utilizes the sell-all market to simplify strategies.
It indicates that borrowing and lending are needed to enlarge the feasible set.
But even this may not be enough to have the CEs lie in the feasible set of the
outcomes to the SMG.

Dubey and Shubik [97] studied the buy-sell game with n individuals m+ 1
commodities and m markets where the m+1 st commodity is used as a money.

They showed the existence of an NE and the convergence of the TSNE to
a GE price-taking model if the appropriate interiority conditions were met. In
essence this amounts to there being enough money that is well distributed in the
system. This is easily illustrated if the monetary commodity enters the utility
function as a linearly separable term. Then “enough money” requires that the
amount be
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or it may be regarded as the value of economic activity or national product in
the period (see [350])
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The state of “not enough money” can be cured by the introduction of fiat
money where each individual is supplied with an endowment of government
money to act as the means of exchange; but this requires the existence of gov-
ernment and an axiom that the government money is accepted in trade. At
this point the Knapp [206] proponents clash with the “Hahn paradox”. This is
far more a problem in modeling, evidence and belief than it is in mathematics.
We argue in Chapter 12 that both are right in context. Formally in a Knapp
formulation we may regard its required acceptance as money in trade with no
other means of payment as an axiom.21

Unfortunately the introduction of fiat money is insu!cient to produce a set
of SMG that cover all of the GE exchange models. The distribution of fiat
matters and the “well distributed” condition is not automatically satisfied for
all models. For this to happen requires the addition of an added complexity in
the form of a money market [350].

11.7.2.2 Trade with fiat, lending and bankruptcy

Papers by Shubik and Wilson [339], Dubey and Shubik [96] Shubik [347], and
Dubey and Geanakoplos [91] all have considered m markets with inside and
outside or fiat money and borrowing from a passive (strategic dummy) outside
or central bank with some variations. Rather than discuss the details of these
various papers, a simple example involving the initial conditions, the quantities
of fiat and inside money, the money interest rate and the bankruptcy penalty
illustrates the basic structure and the support of fiat. A transparently simple
example is selected.

A simple SMG modeled from a general equilibrium model There are
two types of individual, traders of type 1 and type 2 di"erentiated only by their
initial assets. All have the same utility function of form z =

'
xy. Their initial

endowments are (2a, 0) and (0, 2a). The unique competitive equilibrium has
p1 = p2 = p where 0 < p < 1 indicates that the price system is homogeneous
of order 0. The final distribution of goods is (a, a) and (a, a).

The SMG with inside money only: Fixed money supply We now con-
sider a SMG with an outside bank that is a strategic dummy and has M units of
bank money to lend. The unit selected by the bank serves as numéraire. Initial
endowments can be described as (2a, 0, 0), (0, 2a, 0), and (0, 0,M). A strategy

21If we require terminal holdings to equal or exceed initial holdings of fiat we are required
to introduce a penalty akin to a default penalty if terminal holdings are less than initial. At
this point a distinction between accounting money and fiat money may be made. The total
sum of accounting money nets to zero; but the sum of all government money holdings held
by traders is

M =
n"

"=1

m" > 0

which is positive.
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by a trader ' of type 1 is a triad (q%1 , b
%
2 , d

%); similarly for type 2. Prices are
formed as:

p1 =

8

b,1
8

q%1
and p2 =

8

b%2
8

q,2
,

and the money rate of interest is given by

1 + & =

8 "

d% + d,
#

M

We must modify the utility function to account for a default penalty against
any individual who has a bigger overdraft of his IOUs than he can redeem in
government denominated credit. The modified form for ' of type 1 is:
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where µ" can be interpreted as the marginal disutility of default,22 and similarly
for type 2. If the penalty is high enough individuals will avoid defaulting so that
after the markets close no agent has fewer (or more) credits than she can pay
back.

It is straightforward to check that a NCE of this game yields a money rate of
interest of & = 0 and a distribution of goods and credit of (a, a, 0) , (a, a, 0) , (0, 0,M).
Price however is no longer given by 0 < p1 = p2 = p < 1 as in the CE, but
the introduction of M and the penalty µ" < M have placed bounds on the
equilibrium prices so that

p %
B

µ",
M

2a

C

.

The SMG with inside and outside money: Fixed money supply The
previous model is modified in two ways. First we consider that the initial
endowments are (2a, 0,m), (0, 2a,m), and (0, 0,M $ 2m). The rate of interest
becomes

1 + & =
M

M $ 2m
for 0 & m <

M

2

In essence the economy has become “cash consuming” the 2m is fiat money
owned with no o"setting debt against it; but the act of borrowing is a backward
operator on time such that one can “buy now and pay later”. As cipher or paper
money has no value at the end of the game the players might as well borrow
to the point that any fiat money left over at the end of the game is utilized to
payo" debt outstanding (see [347, 91]). The final holdings are:(a, a, 0), (a, a, 0),
(0, 0,M).

This first simple example had the amount of fiat issued in proportion to the
valuations of the individuals initial holdings at the CE prices. Suppose this

22The justification for this form has been discussed elsewhere indicating that there is no
loss of generality. See [350] Chapter 11 or [97].
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were not so. We consider the SMG where the initial holdings are (2a, 0,m%),
"

0, 2a,m,
#

, and
"

0, 0,M $m% $m,
#

. We now observe that the fiat can be used
to extract real resources from the economy. If m% +m, = 2m and m% > m,

there is the same interest as before

1 + & =
M

M $m% $m,

but now the final distribution of resources becomes
6
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there is a skewing of real income.

The SMG with inside and outside money: Fixed rate of interest The
examples above were considered with a fixed money supply. Instead we could
have frozen the interest rate and let the market forces pull in as much govern-
ment money as is called for. Now initial conditions are (2a, 0,m), (0, 2a,m),
and (0, 0,1) with & = &". The traders will each borrow m%/ (1 + &") and
m,/ (1 + &") respectively and the price of each good will be

p =

6
8

m% +
8

m,

2a

7

(2 + &")

(1 + &")

Trade with m (m$ 1) /2 markets

The paper of Amir,Sahi, Shubik and Yao [8] considered complete markets where,
nevertheless the information processing is all done at the trading posts. As with
the windows model of Sahi and Yao [305] the bid by an individual ' is a matrix
B% but as there are many more trading posts the price formation becomes

pij =

N
!

! b!ij!
! b!ji

if
!

% b%ji 2= 0

0 if
!

% b%ji = 0

At this level of decentralization even with a continuum of agents there are
TSNE that do not coincide with the CE. They give two examples. The first
(and simpler) is noted here.

Consider trade involving 3 commodities and 4 traders types with the utility
functions and initial endowments given by

u0(x, y, z) = (xyz)
1
3 and (1, 1, 1)

u1(x, y, z) =
"

yz2
#

1
3 and (0, 3, 0)

u2(x, y, z) =
"

xy2
#

1
3 and (3, 0, 0)

u3(x, y, z) =
"

x2z
#

1
3 and (0, 0, 3) .
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There is a unique CE at p1 = p2 = p3 = 1 with final holdings of (1, 1, 1),
(0, 1, 2), (1, 2, 0) and (2, 0, 1). The CE is an NE; but there also is an NE at at
p1 = p2 = p3 = 2 with final holdings of (2, 2, 2), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0), and (1, 0, 1).

11.7.3 A deconstruction of trading post or windows mod-
els

Before considering the windows models further a comparison between the trad-
ing posts and windows, disaggregating somewhat further than we do in our
formal models is noted here. There are physical acts of exchange where some
amount of chattel A is actually given directly in exchange for some amount of
chattel B, say 6 apples for 3 oranges. In the trading post models the goods
delivered at the posts are the message. Bids and o"ers in two commodities, one
of which can be regarded as the money come in to the post. They are aggre-
gated and an exchange rate at that post is calculated. This is used to determine
shipments and the good and money are shipped to n destinations. m2 exchange
rates are formed and as consistent prices is not an assumption, it requires proof
that in equilibrium they are reduced to m consistent equilibrium prices.

In contrast with the simple trading post model, when a window receives
all messages the trading posts no longer form price. In essence the market
posts are irrelevant to the windows model. Symbolically it may appear that

exactly the same strategy
%

bijk, q
i
kj

&

is being used, but now instead of this

being interpreted as a shipment of goods all bids and o"ers are messages used
to calculate m consistent prices at a central agency and a message is sent to
each of the messages received 23 concerning goods shipments. The prices are
denominated in an accounting money that has no physical existence. A full
specification of price requires that a num’eraire be set. The central calculation
determines that all budgets are balanced globally hence there is no need for
default rules.

In both models the markets calculate prices, with no reference to utility or
optimality. Whether windows is better or worse than trading posts depends on
transaction features such a message costs and complexity as well as shipping
costs. In a full multistage dynamics the speed of convergence to some specified
outcome may be relevant.

11.7.4 A summary of trading post models

A summary of the properties of seven trading post models is given in Table 11.2.
The number 1 lists the basic aspects of the three early papers on SMG [346,
333, 330]. 2 covers the buy-sell model with fiat [97]. 3 deals explicitly with fiat
lending and bankruptcy. 4 considers all trading posts as generating decentralized
prices [8]. 5 considers the bid-o"er or double auction mechanism.

23A trader may send more than one message. The message can be of any length the syntax
supports.
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1 2 3 4 5

Markets m$ 1 m m m(m!1)
2 m

Agents n n n+ 1 n n
Money com/f com/f fiat/acct com fiat
Strategy (b) (b, q) (b, q, d) B% (p, q; p̃, q̃)
Loans yes no yes no no
$mkt implicit no implicit no no
CentB. no no yes no no
Default not def. no yes no no

r/i 0 no 0 no no

Table 11.2: com = commodity; f = fiat = outside money; Govt = government

A few comments on Table 11.2 are called for. The first three papers all
are based directly on a commodity money and all comment that the monetary
commodity could be reinterpreted as a fiat. In doing so a justification for the
acceptability of the fiat needs to be given. There are many ways to do this (for
a listing see [293] chapter 7). Among them are law, taxation and the presence
of an outside banking system.

11.8 The treatment of Bertrand, Edgeworth mod-
els

The discourse so far has been limited to mechanisms and games based only on
the Cournot or quantity bidding mechanisms. Except for the last column in
Table 11.2 the Bertrand-Edgeworth or double auction mechanisms have been
left out. Dubey [90] provided a full formal proof of the relationship between NEs
and CEs.24 In his treatment the strategies were enlarged for each commodity
from 2 to 4 dimensions. This is tantamount to adding a contingent statement
(in the form of a buy or sell price). Thus the windows model which was not dealt
with by Dubey or Sahi can be extended by considering the strategy for a trader
' to involve two matrices, the first being the conventional quantity (Cournot)
strategy and the extra matrix involving exchange rated in the m2 markets. This
is a bid o"er equivalent of the Sahi-Yao model, however an open question that
has not yet been answered is, is there a natural extension of the Cournot-style
results for a Bertrand-Edgeworth type of mechanism with an arbitrary number
of contingencies? Mertens [254] has discussed many of the di!culties faced.

Given the existence of markets and money the Dubey paper shows that the
bid o"er method of clearance can lead to a strategic market game with e!cient
noncooperative equilibria [90]. However an open problem remains; can one
extend these results to bid o"er games with strategies with contingences such
as: I will buy A bushells of wheat at or below p1 if a ton of cement closes at above

24A preliminary heuristic treatment was given by Dubey and Shubik [98].
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p2 and a barrel of oil is below p3. We conjecture, but have not proved that there
is no general mechanism such that agents are permitted to utilize contingent
bids involving money and more than one commodity and the market mechanism
used must utilize all information from the messages received to produce a set
of prices and allocations under all circumstances that are consistent with all
contingencies specified and active trade.25 Empirically beyond limit bids in the
stock market and commodities markets we have been unable to confirm the
existence of any successful mass markets where this type of bid exists.

11.8.1 An important modelling distinction: Simultaneous
sealed bid and double auction

We have described the mechanism above where two histograms are created and
trade takes place at their intersection or midway between a marginal pair of
bids and o"ers as a double auction market mechanism. More precisely we need
to distinguish between a double auction market mechanism and a simultaneous
sealed bid market mechanism. The distinction depends delicately on information
conditions and the treatment of time and dynamics. We return to this point
immediately at the beginning of Chapter 12.

We have described the mechanism above where two histograms are created
and trade takes place at their intersection or at midway between a marginal pair
of bids and o"ers. Dubey, using a game theory description entitled his work:
“price-quantity strategic market games”. In terms of auctions, we may call his
model a simultaneous sealed bid market mechanism. We need to distinguish
it from the more dynamic double auction market mechanism. The distinction
depends delicately on information conditions and the treatment of time and
dynamics. We return to this point immediately at the beginning of Chapter 12.

11.9 Concluding Comments

The General equilibrium model has frequently been looked at as the ultimate
abstraction of the Walrasian description of a closed enterprise economy. It is an
admirable abstractions that is both pre-dynamic and pre-institutional.

The basic question it asked and answered is what are necessary and su!cient
conditions on agents, preferences and commodities for the existence of a set of
prices that e!ciently enable all individual agents to optimize with these prices
as signals.

Not asked with any generality is how the prices form and more generally can
we describe equations of motion.

25Mertens [254] in a paper of over 100 pages explored a closely relate problem without
success.
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11.9.1 Quantity competition based SMGs and one Soviet
SMG

In order to approach dynamics with the same level of rigor as GE theory we
have utilized the SMG as a natural extension. We have noted four features in
the construction of minimally complex SMGs.26

11.9.1.1 Basic, minimal Strategic Market Games

Prior to o"ering our final classification of the games we have discussed, we
reiterate what we mean by a basic, minimal strategic market game.

A SMG game provides a basic representation of a general equilibrium ex-
change economy if it is a playable game with at least one NCE that is associ-
ated27 with a CE of the exchange economy.

The game is minimal if it is basic as noted above and any simplification of
the game would destroy its abilities to perform some subset of the functions for
which it is designed.

There are many features of the actual institutions of the economy that when
considered from the viewpoint of dynamics call for parsimony or economy in
design. The exchange and valuation mechanisms of an economy have many
design problems involving microeconomic, technical and cultural di"erences. In
practice the specific institutional details matter, such as the important physical
properties of gold as a money, or the cost structure of a local open air market,
or a supermarket or a wholesale (professionals only) trade fair.

Even without going into the institutional detail we can consider as axiomatic
that in many contexts it is reasonable to minimize the number of trading posts,
or to minimize the complexity of messages sent or the number of turns of trade
needed to complete a transaction converting some of commodity i to j, or to
minimize the bookkeeping or accounting or other aspects of the drudgery that
goes with completing various transactions.

Confining ourselves to the simplest step towards dynamics we add a solution
concept to the one period exchange economies we have constructed as minimal
SMGs. The noncooperative equilibrium solution is considered.

Given the constraint of one period trade28 there appears to be a relatively
small number of models; but even they require the invention of basic financial
instruments and institutions designed to provide the functions (such as price
formation and borrowing) required in guiding process. These are utilized in the
games described below.

We begin with three centralized computation models

26Conditions on symmetric or asymmetric knowledge can be introduced formally in the one
period model; but they are more appropriate to multiperiod analysis. Furthermore we have
also abstracted away common knowledge problems.

27Association by an appropriate limit process or by the assumption of a continuum of agents.
28The strategic form of the game is taken as the primitive concept, not derived from an

extensive form.
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11.9.1.2 The 3 windows based quantity strategy models

The basic models are

1. The Sahi-Yao model treated by windows (accounting money).

2. The Sorin individual currency model.

3. A fully centralized or Soviet pricing modeled regarded as a 1-person game.29.

We then consider competitive decentralized market models.

11.9.1.3 The 4 trading post models

The basic models

1. The (b, q) trading post model [89] with a commodity money modified for
inside money credit arrangements (see also [95]).

2. The (b, q) trading post model modified for inside money only.

3. The (b, q) trading post model modified for inside and outside money.

4. The Amir, Sahi, Shubik, Yao model with decentralized price formation
with a strategy by trader ' a matrix B%.

We observe the structural di"erences in the games

The basic windows games: The direct opportunity for all binary exchanges
obviates the need for a loan market. All games are run with accounting scores
that net to zero at settlement. Beyond the existence of a clearinghouse with
additional abilities to do basic calculations and, (implicitly as in Debreu), a
government to enforce the commercial code) no further institutions are required.
This is emphatically not the case with the trading post basic models where new
institutions are required to balance accounts.

The basic trading post games: The cure to the limits on the feasible set
of outcomes attainable by trading post games requires the introduction of a
loan market. The loan market for one period could take the form of either a
money market or a central bank. If we were to consider more than one period
the money market would be insu!cient. Functionally the outside bank is more
general than a money market. The former can change the total of the supply of
the money and influence its redistribution, while the latter can only influence
the redistribution.

29If we wished to consider nonsymmetric information a natural extra model would be a
fully centralized or Soviet pricing model where the power of the individuals is manifested in
control over disclosure of information in an (n+ 1)-person game
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11.9.1.4 The simultaneous price-quantity model

The price-quantity model of Dubey is the simultaneous sealed bid low informa-
tion version of the double auction mechanism. This relates to the open models
suggested by both Bertrand [28] and Edgeworth [103].30

In this section we have argued that the basis for the theory of money and
financial institutions lies in the first step into dynamics.

The preinstitutional economic world was a world without time, uncertainty
or space. With the reality of time process is called for.

Taking as a minimal interval, the economic day, we can construct a minimal
dynamic economic model playable in a gaming laboratory with two inactive
and one active period. History (the initial conditions) the single simultaneous
move game and the future (the terminal conditions or algorithms). Even at this
level of simplification a multitude of games can be built; but within this set one
can be more restrictive and limit ourselves to the one period simultaneous move
exchange economy where history is fully encompassed in initial endowments and
the future is fully described in the valuation of terminal endowments.

With these stringent limitations basic financial institutions and instruments
emerge. They burst into prolific numbers as soon as the realities of many time
periods and uncertainty are added.

Fortunately the relationship between the simultaneous sealed bid price-quantity
game and the dynamic double auction game can be studied; and it provides us
with both an empirically important market structure and a natural introduc-
tion to the dynamics of mass financial and commodity markets, as is noted in
Chapter 12.

30In terms of formal game theory these two pre-game theory models with a finite number
of players, may have mixed strategy solutions, but a convergence to a pure strategy as the
number of players becomes large may occur [341]. Alternatively the presence of uncertainty
may remove the mixed strategies.



Chapter 12

Process, strategy and
behavior

12.1 Process models and dynamic behavior

Chapters 2–4 and 11 have been devoted to the development of the basic set
of minimal games to provide the elemental structure of money, markets, credit
and other financial instruments and institutions that are required as carriers of
process in a loosely coupled dynamic economy.

Chapters 5–10 have been devoted to the first steps in providing proof in prin-
ciple of how to utilize the basic procedures of building process models beyond
the minimal structure of the one simultaneous move process model. The hyper-
astronomical explosion of special cases is to be welcomed as indicating that the
initial timeless tight system when converted to a loosely coupled process model
calls for both the specification of ad hoc questions and the supply of ad hoc
model building of the detail needed to make it feasible to provide useful answers
in any application.

We chose five di"erent examples to illustrate the natural requirement for
detail and the emergence of complexity in economic control. They are:

1. The endogenous introduction of gold or fiat into an economy;

2. Production and exchange in a small multigenerational economy with the
lives of capital, labor and finance on di"erent timescales;

3. Bubbles, banking and socioeconomic dynamics;

4. Innovation and the breaking of the circular flow of capital; and finally

5. the variation of the money supply utilizing a central bank with or without
commercial banks, national debt and taxation.

449
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The first, developed in Chapter 5 involves how to endogenize the use of a
money and to contrast an economy with the private production of gold with
an economy with a government monopoly on fiat with a bureaucratic distribu-
tion and enforcement system. This bureaucratic system provides the guidance,
support and the needed enforcement of the dynamics of the utilization of a fiat
money system. Once the system is running the dynamics provides, in part, its
own bootstrapping to provide the expectations of enough acceptance, helped by
potential enforcement, to maintain the volume of trade.

The basic new phenomena are the stress on the di"erence in timescales
between every day trade and selecting one’s profession. Furthermore in the
division of labor, once in motion the recruitment of the bureaucracy that is
paid in fiat also provides a means to help enforce the acceptance of the use and
valuation of the fiat.1

The second, in Chapter 6, may be regarded as an essay in the mathemati-
zation of a slice of economic history, the need to finance a joint capital good in
a relatively isolated farming community and the call for alternative methods of
financing. Here much of the important economic detail depends of di"erences
in time scale and the role of finance comes in alleviating the disadvantages of
these timing di"erences.

The third example, in Chapter 8, deals with the dynamics of financial bub-
bles and extends the basic models of Diamond and Dybvig and Morris and Shin.
In particular it develops the dynamics involved in the creation of the bubble.

The fourth example is in Chapter 9 and provides a mathematization that
demonstrates the financial problems called forth by innovation where generi-
cally even under favorable circumstances the disequilibrium adjustment to an
equilibrium state is highly dependent on the model structure and parameters.
Furthermore, as is indicated in Chapter 10, the financing of innovation raises
basic questions about the need for enlarging and varying the money supply and
opens up fundamental questions concerning the problems involving economic
and financial power, ownership and control in the investment process as well
as questions concerning perception and expertise in the provision of financial
support of innovation.

The fifth example, discussed in Chapters 9 and 10, involves considering the
construction of feasible and socially acceptable devices for providing mechanisms
for changing the money supply in an appropriate manner.

We stress that each of these models requires one or more clear questions
followed by considerable hand-tailored modeling to provide a process model, to
which must be added a behavioral assumption or solution concept in order to
yield equations of motion, or other (such as essay) descriptions of the behavior
of the individuals and institutions.

1A slight modification to this model, adding a stochastic item to reflect the probability that
the bureuacracy might be too corrupt, harsh or greedy in its administration of the laws could
produce a class of models reflecting the expected length for a politico bureaucratic structure
to remain stable. We reiterate our observations from Chapter 5 that the characterization of
the bureaucratic output and connections with the political environment is a vital topic for
empirical investigation.
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12.2 Double auction and dynamics

In Chapter 11 we observed that the double auction mechanism was not cen-
tral to the even more basic aspects of trade that called forth the emergence of
markets, prices and a money. Even a casual glance into economic history and
anthropology shows that in the evolution of economy with a society trade has
existed for many thousands of years. Payment by weight in one or two special
commodities such as barley or silver has existed for over 4, 000 years, economic
contracts, banking and bankruptcy laws, date back to pre-1, 800 BC (see [350]
for a brief summary), coinage sponsored by a king, to at least 520 BC and one-
sided auctions in some form for around 4, 000 years, if the Herodotus [239] “wife
auction” is to be believed and at least more than 2, 000 if not. In spite of the
early existence of all of these mechanisms for the promotion and protection of
trade when we search for the origins of the double auction mechanism it appears
that it was preceded by the existence and growth of trade in the stock markets
and commodity markets that did not emerge until the 17th century with the
Amsterdam stock exchange moving into the specially constructed building for
trading in 1611. The building of the Amsterdam Exchange can be reasonably
accurately dated, but the growth of trade is more or less organic and explicit
dating is lost in social growth. The formalization of a London Stock Exchange
may be dated from 1698 when John Castaing began publishing a simple list of
stock and commodity prices used by the traders gathered at Jonathan’s Co"ee-
house.

The Bourse in Antwerp founded in 1531 may be regarded as an earlier pre-
cursor of stockmarkets. It did not deal in stocks but in debt.

In New York the first formal agreement was on May 17 1792 where 24 brokers
signed an agreement under a buttonwood tree that stood at the current location
of 68 Wall Street. Prior to that time trading had no formal home. Some trade
remained on the street giving rise to the Curb Market that eventually became
the American Exchange.

When the exchanges opened they did not utilize the double auction as we
know it; for instance in the New York Stock Exchange the sequential calling out
of bids and o"ers su!ced when there was light trading and the call market was
used in 1817 until 1871 by when it was judged that the volume was too large
to be handled this way and a continuous market with specialists replaced it. A
brief review of the build up of trade is shown in table 12.1.

There was a shift to the double auction market in 1871. Since then many
modifications have been made to the rules of trade and the mechanism for the
execution of the double auction. The growth has been evolutionary adjusting
to the forces of growth in volume and technology and influenced by politics,
custom and law.

During the 20th and into the early 21st century the importance of the double-
auction mechanism has grown until now it has a major role in the financial
markets of the world, but as with other instruments and financial institutions
although their names may stay fixed their functions may mutate. With the
oligopolistic growth in size of major financial institutions and improvements in
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Date Volume Comment
March 16 1830 31 lowest day

Dec 15 1886 1,200.000 first above 10e6
Oct 29 1929 16,410,000 Black Friday

August 18 1982 132,681,000 first above 10e8
0ct 28 1997 1,201,346,000 first above 10e9
Oct 10 2008 7,341,505,000 Record up to 2010

Table 12.1: The buildup of trade. Trade volumes larger than 100,000,000 have
been rounded to the nearest thousand.

technology it could be that the double auction as we know it, is nearing or even
may have passed its peak usefulness as special market networks to dispose of
large blocks of stock have appeared and interaction with the control market for
shares has influenced the nature of its functioning.

Our basic concern is what makes the double auction market so special in its
role in economic theory in providing a natural minimalist link between statics
and dynamics. We suggest that it depends delicately on the specification of the
units of time involved. The work described in Chapter 11 had essentially only
one period. In terms of a stock market we might call it a trading day. Given
this the distinction can be made between the bid-o"er model2 and the double
auction in terms of information, the number of moves and the details on price
formation. We first give a loose, heuristic discussion and then present formal
definitions. For ease and clarity in exposition suppose that within a trading
period each of n individuals is permitted to make one bid and o"er. A single
price is formed by drawing histogram summaries of all bids and o"ers and the
single market price is formed by the marginal pair.

If as is certainly the case for stockmarket trading the bids and o"ers or
reserve prices and quantities arrive in the market at random times during the
trading day, then if a single price and amount traded is to emerge the individual
actions must be summed over the whole interval. A simple example illustrates
the mechanisms and the distinctions among the markets. We consider a market
with 6 players, 3 sellers owning 1 unit of a good with reserve prices of 1, 2,
and 3 dollars respectively. There are 3 buyers all of whom wish to buy 1 unit
of the good at most. They have reservation prices of 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
One simple formulation treating only trader time as limiting is given. Suppose
that the interval of length 1 for the trading day is divided into 6 subintervals of
length (t = 1/6 where the interval is the time required for the mechanism to
record one bid or o"er, hence there are no ties in a time interval.

Figure 12.1 shows the sequenced bid and o"er valuations. These have been
drawn with the reservation prices on bids going up and those on o"ers going
down. They could have been drawn with both histograms going in the same

2This model is essentially identical with the double sided sealed bid and o!er. Although
well-defined we do not know of any major actual use of the double-sided sealed bid.
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direction or more generally they could have been drawn in the order received
as shown in Figure 12.2. The dashed line shows bid reservation prices and the
solid line shows o"er reservation prices.
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Figure 12.1: Sequenced bid and o"er valuations

It is well known from any elementary economics text that competitive equi-
librium will be given where the cumulative supply and demand curves intersect.
If the individuals truthfully bid their reservation prices and the mechanism ag-
gregates all bids and o"ers then a competitive equilibrium would exist with price
p = $2, and 2 units would be traded with the surplus of $2 split between the
bidder with a reservation price of $3 and the o"erer with a selling reservation
price of $1.

The mechanism could be designed by the exchange to maximize trade rather
than to maximize surplus, in which instance it should match the pair with the
highest o"er and bid reservation prices and continue until trade is exhausted.
Here there will be a trade volume of 3 with the pairs (3, 3), (2, 2), and (1, 1)
matched and there is no surplus to be split. In both of these instances the
full histograms of the arrivals of traders in the whole interval is considered. In
Figure 12.2 the dynamics of arrival is portrayed but in the previous clearance
no consideration is given to arrival time and the dynamics has no influence on
price formation. In Figure 12.2 the arrival priority is displayed, but not the
clock time. In actual trade especially in financial instruments the length of time
for possible execution is down to microseconds. The double auction mechanism
in contrast with the sealed bid is highly dependent on the arrival times.

The double auction is designed to dispense with trades as quickly as possible.
In order to do this instead of summing bids and o"ers over the whole interval it
keeps creating two histograms until a trading pair is encountered and continues
to do so after that trade has been satisfied. In the example in Figure 12.2 the
first pair is a pair that can trade, but the dynamics requires that a means for
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Figure 12.2: Time sequence of order arrivals.

establishing a price between the bid and o"er must be established. A reasonable
convention is that they split the di"erence. In this instance it would be p = $2.
There will be no further trade until the bid to buy at p = $2 or less comes in as
the sixth entry it can be matched with the o"er to sell at p = $2 or more that
came in as the third entry thus two prices are formed in the full interval, in this
instance they both were p = $2 but they could have been anywhere fromp = $1
to p = $3 and there could be up to 3 di"erent prices. This suggests that there
are four criteria whereby two trading methods can be compared. They are:

• Amount of time required for trade3

• expected number of prices formed in the interval

• surplus generated in trade

• volume of trade generated

Before we consider the di"erent criteria for measuring the performance of a
mechanism we present formal definitions of the double sided sealed bid and the
double auction mechanisms.

12.2.1 Comparative specification of three clearing mech-
anisms

The three mechanisms are:

3In this heuriistic description this s not tightly defined as it does not distinguish between
the time taken by a trader as contrasted with the tme taken by the mechanism. This is
clariified in the more formal model.
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1. Simultaneous sealed bids

2. Random encounter

3. Double auction

In general, each of these models may introduce a unique parameter which
limits capacity or e!ciency in delivering surplus value to the traders. In order
to make comparisons among models, we will set some of these parameters equal,
in models where they are arbitrary, to the values in other models where they
are fixed.

Timescales

There are three timescales that may be relevant to some or all of the exchange
mechanisms.

1. The calendar day: This is the clearing interval for the simultaneous
sealed bid, and for the random encounter if any trader is permitted to
enter the market only once per day. The calendar day may also be an
interval to clear the books on the double auction, depending on the minute
details of the model specified.4

2. An individual-response time (tI : This interval could be given many
distinct meanings depending on the market context in which it is to be
used. We will identify it with the time it takes individuals to perform one
full cycle of the random encounter when they are permitted to enter the
market repeatedly. A cycle consists of finding a partner, either executing a
trade or determining that no trade is possible, and returning, to be ready
to find the next partner.5

3. A mechanism-response time (tM : This interval could also be given
many distinct meanings in terms of computational complexity or execution
time for clearing algorithms. Here we will operationalize it by supposing
that the double auction receives orders serially at intervals which can only
be integer multiples of (tM , and that with the receipt of each order, it
updates the book by either queuing or clearing orders immediately. The
important consequence of serial order receipt is that, per trading day,

4A practcal example of how minute details emerge as operational problems is given by
problems involved in announcing the closing price at the end of the New York trading day of
a mutual fund based in New York that holds an internatinal portfolio.

5Other operational definitions of an individual timescale might come from the time it takes
a trader to respond to information and place an order in a double auction, but to use such a
timescale we would need to consider the role of the auction as a source of feedback signals, and
the information-based responses of traders to those signals. That requires additional choices
beyond those we will make in a minimal model. Note that, although plausible individual
timescales for random encounter or the double auction are all slow compared to seconds or
even microseconds, they might otherwise be much less than or much greater than a trading
day, depending on the context modeled.
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the number of traders that the double auction can serve is no more than
Nmax = 1/(tM . For the sake of comparing markets, we will suppose that
the capacity constraint Nmax of the simultaneous sealed bid is set to the
same value as that for the double auction.

Realistically in modern securities markets where the double auction is most-
widely used, (tM 6 (tI . Whether the two come into direct comparison will
depend on whether traders can or cannot re-enter the market for random en-
counters, and on the way the order books are updated in the double auction.

A simplifying assumption: one entry per trader

It is a structural limitation of the simultaneous sealed bid that, if any trader
is limited to placing a single order, no trader can be served more than once in
a trading day. For simplicity and for the sake of comparison, without burying
ourselves in highly complex computations we impose the same restriction on the
double auction.

Another simplifying assumption: unit quantities bought and sold

In general all three of the mechanisms above can accept price/quantity inputs,
and the random-encounter could naturally accept fully-specified price/demand
curves. To avoid the complexity of the resulting clearing rules, and to make the
systems more directly comparable, we suppose that each trader comes to the
market with a single unit to sell, or a demand to buy a single unit, of a single
kind of good. The traders di"er only in their sign (buy or sell) and in their
reservation price, above or below which (respectively) they will not engage in a
trade.

Simple models can be produced by declaring that there exist a minimum
price pmin and a maximum price pmax, and that both buyers and sellers are
uniformly distributed on the interval p % [pmin, pmax]. For the simultaneous
sealed bid and random encounter, it is easier to take the price space to be
continuous-valued, because with probability-one all orders have a unique price,
and priority rules do not need to be invoked for clearing. For the double auction,
depending on how the book updating is handled, there may be advantages to
using a discrete price space. If that is the case, however, tick size (size of
the price increment) will become a quantitatively important parameter in the
solutions.

12.2.2 Descriptions of clearing rules

12.2.2.1 Simultaneous sealed bid

A set of traders, randomly selected and fewer than or equal to Nmax in number,
submit limit-priced bids or o"ers. The market queues all orders, and then clears
them once per trading day using a supply/demand crossing rule. Orders that
can be cleared are cleared at the crossing price, and all uncleared orders are
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canceled, so that the book starts empty on the following day. If there is always
a surplus of traders beyond the market capacity, the number who enter will
always be Nmax. We suppose they are accepted first-come/first-served, and the
remainder are turned away.

With a large number of traders, the expected number on both the buy side
and the sell side will be Nmax/2.

The expected number of either buyers or sellers with reservation prices in
an interval [p, p+(p] will be (pNmax/2 (pmax $ pmin), for p in the allowed
interval.

The cumulative distribution of eligible buyers at any clearing price p (those
with bid prices at or above p) will therefore be

+SSB,bid =
Nmax

2

(pmax $ p)

(pmax $ pmin)
. (12.1)

The cumulative distribution of eligible sellers at any clearing price p (those with
ask prices at or below p) will be

+SSB,ask =
Nmax

2

(p$ pmin)

(pmax $ pmin)
. (12.2)

The bid and ask curves will cross (in expectation) at pclear = (pmax + pmin) /2.
The total number of units of goods to change hands will be Nmax/4, and one
half of the Nmax/2 buyers and one half of the Nmax/2 sellers will have trades
executed.

A measure of the e!ciency of the market to any trader who succeeds in
executing a trade is the di"erence (in absolute value) of the trader’s reservation
price from the clearing price. The aggregate of these values over the full set of
traders is an instance of consumer’s surplus. The consumer’s surplus for the set
of buyers is

; pmax

pclear

dp
Nmax

2 (pmax $ pmin)
(p$ pclear) =

Nmax (pmax $ pmin)

16
, (12.3)

and a similar surplus is captured in aggregate by sellers. The total over both
buyers and sellers is therefore Nmax (pmax $ pmin) /8, and the average per suc-
cessful trader is therefore (pmax $ pmin) /4.

The simultaneous sealed bid has the property that the probability to have
an order filled (in expectation) is scale-independent. It equals 1/2 independent
of the number Nmax.

12.2.2.2 Random encounter

Random encounter can be carried out either forbidding or permitting any agent
to attempt trade with more than one counterparty (in series) within the span
of a day. In the former case, the individual-response interval (tI does not enter
the solution, and the probability to have an order filled is scale-independent, as
in the simultaneous sealed bid. In the latter case, the probability to have an
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order filled depends on the number of times a trader can enter the market in
a trading day, which is limited by 1/(tI . In either case the expected surplus
captured by the trader is scale-independent.

Random encounter admits a simple clearing model. Two agents are ran-
domly selected and paired. If the reservation price of the seller is at or below
the reservation price of the buyer, they trade at the average of the two prices,
and the surplus to each is half the di"erence in their prices.6 If the bid and ask
prices to not cross, they do not trade and are returned to the pool. If traders
cannot re-enter the market, the one-time probability to have a trade filled is
the final probability. If traders can re-enter, a trader with an unfilled order
may seek another partner after an interval (tI . Traders whose orders are filled
do not re-enter. Since re-entry is a conditional event, it leads to more com-
plex probabilities to have orders filled, and (depending on other assumptions)
more complex relations between the probability to have an order filled, and the
number of individuals served.

Properties of a single encounter: The state space from which traders are
sampled is a square. The probability of a successful trade is given by the measure
of pairs for which pbid . pask:

; pmax

pmin

dpask
1

(pmax $ pmin)

; pmax

pask

dpbid
1

(pmax $ pmin)
=

1

2
, (12.4)

the same as the probability per trader for the simultaneous sealed bid.
The total surplus extracted by any successful pair of traders is given by

; pmax

pmin

dpask
1

(pmax $ pmin)

; pmax

pask

dpbid
(pbid $ pask)

(pmax $ pmin)
=

(pmax $ pmin)

6
. (12.5)

Since only half of the sampled trading pairs successfully execute a trade, the
surplus per trade is then (pmax $ pmin) /3. Since it is split between the two
traders, the surplus per trader per trade is (pmax $ pmin) /6, lower than that of
the simultaneous sealed bid.7

Re-entry of the market by unsuccessful traders: If re-entry is permitted,
several further assumptions must be made to define the probability space. In

6More complex models of the wealth exchanged by traders who may have di!erent values
such as a wealth-dependent risk aversion were considered in a fully stochastic model by Smith,
Foley, and Good [375].

7In terms of the performance measure of per-trade expected surplus, these minimal instanti-
ations of the simultaneous sealed bid and the random encounter are quite similar. Most trades
are completed between counter-parties that have prices far apart, and in that sense there is
not a wide diversity between the mechanisms. In contrast, as is shown in Sec. 12.2.2.3, the
double auction admits instantaneous matching rules that range from distant-price clearing to
adjacent-price clearing, and therefore permits a much wider diversity of mechanisms. Among
rule sets of comparable complexity to one another, the double auction can thus produce values
of per-trade expected surplus outside the (quite narrow) range spanned by the simultaneous
sealed bid and the random encounter.
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general, the assumptions that isolate the dependence of the market performance
on individual parameters also preclude natural comparisons between random
encounter and the other markets (as they should, because in most respects these
clearing mechanisms are incommensurable without further ad hoc conditions).

The only case that is analytically simple is the assumption of a very-large
pool of traders on both the buy and the sell side, where “very large” is defined
to mean that the exit of traders who carry out successful trades does not alter
the price distribution of eligible trading partners over the course of the day. In
this case, the probability to have an order filled for any trader becomes

1/#tI
$

k=1

1

2k
= 1$

1

2#tI
. (12.6)

Since the reservation price of the agent under consideration is sampled ex
ante from a uniform distribution, independent of whether the agent enters the
market once or repeatedly, and since the reservation price of the counterparty
in each entry to the market is sampled independently from a large, uniformly
distributed pool, the expected surplus per successful trade is independent of
how many times the same trader may have entered the market previously, given
the trader’s already-specified reservation price. Therefore the ex ante expected
surplus per trader who successfully completes a trade is the same as in the
single-entry case.

Both the expected surplus received by a trader, and the number of times
the trader enters the market, are however dependent on the trader’s reserva-
tion price, and therefore those two outcome-properties are correlated with one
another. Traders with reservation prices that are easy to meet receive a large
surplus from most trades (they enter the market willing to buy higher or sell
lower than the clearing prices they can arrive at with most counterparties), and
they are also likely to execute successful trades within a few attempts. Traders
with reservation prices that are di!cult to meet will find fewer counterparties
with whom a trade can be completed, and the counterparties are more likely to
have reservation prices near their own, meaning that a smaller surplus will be
split between the two.8

8This correlation illustrates a property of surplus that can be counterintuitive. Traders who
have di"cult-to-meet reservation prices are wealthier as a result of trade if they can complete
the trade successfully, because they buy lower or sell higher than those with easier-to-meet
reservation prices. If the same good is repeatedly traded by agents who have no interest
in actually owning the good, as is the case for the majority of trade in securities markets,
greater wealth is achieved at the cost of more market entries and greater patience, which is
an intuitive cost-benefit trade-o!. The notion of a reservation price as an ex ante property
of a trader is a qualitatively di!erent assumption that is a poor fit to the securities model
of repeated exchange: it assumes that in absolute terms agents place more or less value on
owning the good itself, and therefore declare more or less benefit from buying or selling it.
The complex relation between wealth and surplus value can be captured to some extent in
securities markets for multiple goods, in which the relative worth of owning one good versus
another may depend on the trader’s ability to acquire or dispose of the di!erent goods in
di!erent markets in which he trades from a fixed budget.
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Note that, under the large-pool assumption, there is no natural way to as-
sign a capacity constraint to random encounter without introducing a further
independent capacity parameter. In the very-large pool of traders, random
encounter occurs in parallel, and the number of traders is not assumed to be
limiting.

If the pool of traders is assumed to be finite, then a trade-o" can be in-
troduced between the number of times a single trader enters the market as a
partner, and the number of possible partners who can be matched against a
given counterparty. However, in this case, the expected reservation prices of
traders change through the course of the day, as those with prices that are
harder to fill accumulate to become a larger fraction of traders re-entering the
market repeatedly. This property of accumulation of di!cult-to-fill orders per-
mits a more direct comparison with the double auction, where the same process
inevitably occurs, but it is analytically more complicated; we do not pursue it
here.

12.2.2.3 Double auction

There is a reason the double auction boasts a large literature, with long, and
often tedious papers, each devoted to the development and analysis of some
particular model, and a variety of one-o" cases. It requires several assumptions
to specify, and almost no matter how these are made, the resulting models are
analytically intractable. They provide grist for a mill devoted to experimenting
with di"erent applied behavioral ways of beating the market. The strategic
treatment of interperiod information is the key.

The reason the analysis of the double auction is generically a hard prob-
lem is that it possesses properties of the random-encounter model with re-
peated entry and an always-limited, but generally time-dependent, number of
possible counterparties. The conditional probabilities of reservation prices are
highly correlated with the history of both the order queues and the particular
trader, and most clearing events and surpluses are conditioned on these. The
mechanism has a property common to many computationally complex prob-
lems in number theory: that it is simple to implement (if one has the memory
capacity for storage and accounting) but di!cult to analyze because realiza-
tions of the process depend on the long memory made possible by a large state
space [220, 221, 222, 120, 156].

Some of the important choices, and the consequences of each, are summarized
here:

Daily reset or inter-day carry-forward: The double auction could be run
starting each day with empty bid and o"er books and accumulating orders
through the day, or it could be run continuously, so that the uncleared parts
of the queues at the end of each day pass to the next day. In the former case,
the order books are non-stationary at all times, but the density is assured to
remain bounded at all prices. In the latter case, the order queues may or may
not settle to stationary distributions over long times, and the densities may or
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may not remain finite at all prices. Each of these depends on the way further
choices about the model are made.

Discrete or continuous price grid: Many versions of the double auction
with order books cleared at the end of each day will possess a regular continuum
limit for the price grid, and in that sense whether prices are made discrete or
continuous may be regarded as a non-essential feature of the group of models.
In double auctions with order books that roll over across days, a discrete price
grid permits a larger fraction of order clearing than a continuous space (because
orders may not accumulate within arbitrarily small neighborhoods of the bound-
ary prices pmin and pmax), but the properties of the density then depend on grid
size. There may not be a bounded density if the price grid is taken toward
its continuum limit. In that sense, discreteness becomes an essential property
of the group of models. (In general, priority rules must also be introduced to
specify an order of clearing, such as first-in/first-out, within a given price bin.)

Clearing only, or also spontaneous cancellation of orders: Both the
simultaneous sealed bid and the random encounter can be analyzed with clearing
or daily cancellation as the only mechanism by which demands, once introduced,
are removed. It will not generally be the case that the double auction, with
queues rolled over across days, possesses a stationary distribution if clearing is
the only mechanism of order removal.9 The problem of densities that are non-
stationary (growing without bound) can be overcome by introducing a further
process of spontaneous order expiration into the double auction with roll-over,
as was done in [64, 187, 373]. If a discrete price grid is also assumed (or if
the price space is extended indefinitely), this can produce a stationary expected
density for the order queues in the long term.10 Spontaneous expiration requires
specification of an additional parameter, which is the typical lifetime of unfilled
orders before they expire.

Favoring order completion or favoring surplus: One of the most impor-
tant choices that can be made, and also one of the most directly relevant to a
performance trade-o" between capacity and e!ciency, concerns the way crossing
orders are chosen for clearing. The two limiting cases are a minimum-surplus
clearing rule, and a best-price clearing rule. The two are defined as follows:

The minimum-surplus clearing rule is one in which any new buy or sell
order entering the book is cleared with the closest feasible counterparty in the
book. (If there is no counterparty against which it can clear, it is queued.)
This rule maximizes the number of executed trades and minimizes the accumu-
lation of unfilled orders. We believe that it may be possible to show that this

9A requirement of stationarity, which is only possible at all in cases where queues are rolled
over, further limits the set of clearing rules that are admitted.

10References [64, 187, 373] also introduced market orders, which cancel against the best
price no matter where that price is found, so this constitutes a further model elaboration
beyond those discussed here.
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rule leads to stationary queues even with a continuous price space and with-
out requiring spontaneous order cancellation. However, it also minimizes the
surplus per trade.11 It di"ers from mechanisms such as “fill-or-kill” order place-
ment (which also produce bounded queues), in that a double-auction with only
fill-or-kill orders e"ectively recapitulates the random encounter, whereas a dou-
ble auction with minimum-surplus clearing generates a qualitatively di"erent
trade-o" between capacity and per-trade surplus.

The alternative, best-price clearing rule, matches any new buy or sell or-
der with the best available counter-party’s order. Under best-price clearing,
orders placed near pmin and pmax are only cleared in rare cases where the book
empties far enough to expose them. Since the events of such large excursions
are exponentially rare in the number of orders in the queue, and since the rate
of order addition per price increment (p is constant in time, we expect that
best-price clearing leads to the unbounded accumulation of orders and a non-
stationary book, unless it is augmented by some other removal mechanism such
as spontaneous cancellation.

12.2.2.4 Formal considerations

With either clearing rule, the price space in the double auction divides into three
intervals with respect to any (instantaneous) state of the order book:

1. The interval between pmin and the highest bid, pbest!bid: The o"er
book is empty in this region. Arriving o"ers within this interval thin the
bid queue, and arriving bids add to the queue. Where the thinning occurs,
however, depends on the clearing rule.

2. The interval between the highest bid (pbest!bid) and the lowest
o!er or ask (pbest!ask); also called the spread : Both bid and o"er
books are empty in this interval. Either an arriving bid or an arriving
o"er adds to its respective queue, reducing the spread and changing either
pbest!bid or pbest!ask.

3. The interval between pbest!ask and pmax: The bid book is empty in
this region. Arriving bids within this interval thin the o"er queue, and
arriving o"ers add to the queue. Again, where the thinning occurs depends
on the clearing rule.

We will refer to the average of the best-bid and best-ask prices as the mid-
price. It is not a price at which any event happens, but it provides a general

11Whether the minimum-surplus rule is a pathological case, included only for game-theoretic
completeness, or a potentially useful mechanism, depends on the application domain and
interpretation. We have treated the number of orders filled, and the consmer’s surplus per
order, as independent dimensions to acknowledge that there is no unique way to value a surplus
computed from a reservation price against the value of completing versus not completing a
trade. Minimum-surplus is a form of optimal sorting rule to maximize market accessibility
under mechanism capacity constraints, and may be viewed as loosely analogous to the zero-
profit horizon for e"cient production in General Equilibrium, or the Gale-Shapley optimal
matching algorithms from cooperative game theory [144].
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reference point for regions of the distribution near or far from the best-bid and
best-ask.

The di"erence between the two clearing rules is that under the minimum-
surplus rule, crossing orders thin the existing queue at interior locations, unless
they fall between the best- and next-best bid or ask, in which case they clear that
best bid or ask and move the mid-price. In the case where Nmax is large, the or-
der density will be high, and both the spread and the inter-order spacing within
the queues will be small. Therefore most clearing under the minimum-surplus
rule will thin the queues locally where the crossing order arrives. Movements of
the midprice will be rare, but only in proportion to the smallness of the spread
and the best/next-best price intervals, both of which should scale as ) 1/Nmax.
Thus di"usion of the mid-price will slow only polynomially in the number of
traders.12

Under the best-price rule, all crossing orders hit the best-bid or best-ask,
and move the mid-price. Therefore almost all e"ects on the queue are non-local
from the price of the crossing order.

An argument that the bid and o!er queues under the two clearing
rules have opposite asymptotic curvatures: With the assumption that
both buy and sell orders arrive randomly and uniformly distributed in price,
under the minimum-surplus rule the rates of queuing and clearing of both bids
and o"ers at prices far from the mid-price balance in expectation. Therefore
order cancellation creates no tendency for the density of the order book either to
systematically increase or to systematically decrease. Such balance is consistent
with a uniform density of the order book, and with density fluctuations that
vary in the manner of a Poisson process. At every time, however, the bid
and o"er books are exactly empty, respectively above and below the spread.
Connecting these two distinct behaviors for each book on either side of the
mid-price leads to the prediction that typical configurations of both queues are
concave away from the spread, and that in expectation they approach constant
densities asymptotically (although they undergo large fluctuations about this
expected profile). The values those constant asymptotes take likely require the
solution of a highly nonlocal equation; since order arrival and cancellation are
consistent with any constant value, it can only be the gradual propagation of
interactions between the mid-price and the boundaries that sets its profile.

In contrast, we expect that under the best-price clearing rule the late-time
profiles of the order books are strongly convex (curving away from zero) far
from the mid-price. Queuing orders arrive with uniform density at all prices,
but crossing orders all thin the books at the best-bid or best-ask. The likelihood
for thinning to occur decreases by a fixed factor with each price increment (p,
whereas order arrival is constant in each such interval. Therefore the rate of
accumulation of orders, even at a fixed density, would increase exponentially
with distance from the mid-price. As the density itself increases, the exponent

12This stands in contrast to the best-price rule, where slowing of movements in the mid-price
will be exponential in Nmax; see the discussion of this point immediately below.
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for the decay of the probability of thinning becomes an increasing function of
distance from the mid-price, and the rate of accumulation should increase faster
than exponentially. Even an intuitive approximation of the behavior of queues
in this model is di!cult to estimate, however.

12.2.2.5 Analytic solution requires a master equation

In order to obtain any analytical results many approximations are usually re-
quired, to truncate the depth of memory that the variable inventory keeps. In
previous joint work [373] one of us found that most of the di!culty was in ob-
taining approximations that drastically reduced the dimensionality of the state
space for the limit-order queues, and that could be checked against simulations
not to deviate too far for the observables being calculated. Writing a simulator
can in some cases yield scaling behaviors of interest more directly, but obtaining
reliable sample points as a function of scale, and then fitting them to an approx-
imate functional dependence, still requires care in the elimination of spurious
model artifacts.

Gross scaling arguments or dimensional arguments can sometimes be used
to estimate the fraction cleared, and the surplus extracted. We suspect, but do
not have a proof, that the following broad behaviors will be true.

Minimum-surplus clearing rule: The simplest case will be to take the
continuum limit for prices, and to roll the book over from one day to the next.
We conjecture that this clearing rule produces an asymptotically finite density
on the queues (or one that grows much more slowly than linear with time), which
implies that asymptotically the same number of orders enter the book as leave
the book within each day. Thus, the fraction of orders cleared approaches unity.
The density of the book must scale as some monotone-increasing (probably
linear) function of the number of agents Nmax, so the typical price interval
between orders will scale (up to constant factors) as ) (pmax $ pmin) /Nmax.
Since arriving orders are cleared with the nearest feasible entry in the queue,
the surplus shared by the buyer and seller is no larger than the inter-order
interval on the queue, and thus also scales as ) (pmax $ pmin) /Nmax. Therefore
the e!ciency multiplied by the capacity approaches a constant at large Nmax.

Fraction cleared and queue accumulation rate under the best-price
clearing rule: Continuing to consider the case where orders are rolled over
across days, an upper bound can be placed on the fraction of orders cleared
under the best-price clearing rule. Since all orders not cleared add to the queue,
this is also a lower bound on the rate of accumulation of orders in the queue
and thus on the slowing-down of fluctuations that expose orders near pmax or
pmin.

The greatest clearing occurs when the spread is minimized. At an expected
spread that goes to zero at largeNmax or late times, the sum of the price interval
above the best-ask, where bids come in and clear, plus the interval below the
best-bid, where asks come in and clear, goes to the full interval (pmax $ pmin).
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Since the density of the order rate for either bids or asks is Nmax/2 (pmax $ pmin)
per trading day, the number of orders per day that clear approaches Nmax/2
in this limit. Any non-zero spread that persists at large Nmax or late times
reduces the number per day that clear, as either bids or o"ers entering within
the spread add to their respective queues – although this addition is transient,
by the assumption that a nonzero spread remains open. Therefore a lower bound
on the number of orders that must add to the queue is Nmax/2 per day. The
limiting fraction (1/2) of orders filled is that of the simultaneous sealed bid.

12.2.3 The double auction market, econo-physics and game
theory

The double auction mechanism and stockmarket rules provide just about as
close a fully formulated formal game as one can find in economics. It is a
natural hunting ground for econ-physics methods and an investigation of formal
game theory solutions. Furthermore many of the di!culties encountered show
how fast and naturally deep modeling problems are introduced by what appear
to be minor parameters in the system such as buying or selling large blocks, or
placing limit orders. In spite of the stock market’s being just about the richest
source of detailed computerized numerical data in the whole of economics, the
models quickly become intractable when the clearance system is intrinsically
historical depending on the formation of two stochastic queues and the many
combinations of individual knowledge of previous prices during the trading day,
together with the state of the book invoke complex strategic behavior even for
queues of length two.

12.2.4 Comments on trading mechanisms.

In the future, how will the double auction market change or be displaced? An
evolutionary change in the mechanisms certainly takes place when a trading
capacity is reached and whenever a technological advance in computation and
communication is made.

A reasonably full discussion of interesting and relevant variations of formal
double auction models would require a separate volume. As this is not feasible
we limit our remarks to a few salient features.

Even casual observation tells us that the individual does not know the reser-
vation prices of all others. A complicated game theoretic inference problem is
posed in the double auction where the strategy of an individual agent’s bid or
o"er for sale of a quantity at a selected reservation price is made at a time
depending on the previous history of prices. A further complication impinging
on the market in process is the arrival of exogenous random events such as a
strike against a particular company or a natural disaster such as an earthquake.
There is a highly practical question concerning how quickly and by what paths
is this new information absorbed by the market. This indicates that a basic
purpose of the market is as a perception device. The double auction is not only
essentially to be considered in terms of dynamics, but an important part of its
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vital function is to incorporate new exogenous information. How e!cient it is,
is still open to debate and calls for both new formal models and empirical work.

As game theoretic models involving incomplete information and a high de-
pendence on history fast become intractable, there is a great temptation to
utilize simulation. We feel that this is essentially ad hoc and needs to be ap-
proached with caution unless there is a well defined question with a theoretical
basis to justify its merit as well as an empirical basis for justification. A more
cautious approach, consistent with, but di"erent from a behavioral approach
is to concentrate on the mechanism per se leaving out the description of the
players and their goals and abilities per se, but representing them as a set of
messages to be processed. This concentrates more on mechanism design without
emphasis on strategic detail.

The literature on auctions (primarily one-sided), is enormous. An excel-
lent and voluminous coverage up until around 2000 is provided by Paul Klem-
perer [204, 205]. As is observed in much of this literature many of the problems
lie with nonsymmetric and incomplete information (as is evinced by the work
of Robert Wilson [417].

There are basic concerns about the dynamics of markets as indicated in
the work of Mandelbrot [236, 237] challenging the random walk dynamics go-
ing back to Bachelier [19] and underlying much of modern finance theory (see
for example CAPM theory [240, 399, 334, 224, 264] and Black-Scholes options
evaluation [33]).

In the last two decades there has been a considerable growth in an econo-
physics approached to the study of finance and the stockmarket in particular
stimulated by the double auction mechanism of the stockmarket. An early
article by Doyne Farmer [117] provides an excellent exemplar of how quickly
special cases and detailed complexities crowd in. Originally his work led o" with
an attempt to derive equations of motion based on a concept of stockmarket
pressure in terms of monetary profits and losses. However Farmer stressed the
viewpoint of behavior in terms of ecology and evolution stressing the role of
di"erent time scales and adjustments in liquidity.

The work on The Santa Fe Institute Stock Market Model of Arthur et al. [17]
provided an important demonstration of the ecological behavior of a large class
of rules of stock market behavior. The work on value and herd investors by
DeLong et al. [72] also provides an ecological example that casts light on why
value investing can be destabilized.

A related and possibly more economist-friendly coverage was presented by
Farmer and Geanakoplos entitled On the Virtues and Vices of Equilibrium and
the Future of Financial Economics [119]. A broad presentation of the General
Equilibrium approach together with the concept of e!ciency was given, includ-
ing the linkage to finance via General Equilibrium with incomplete markets.
The distinction was made between the competitive equilibrium condition and
the no-arbitrage condition which derives from game theory and is far more gen-
eral than the competitive equilibrium condition. They then turned to notes on
disequilibrium and the inconvenient lack of match with economic theory of the
power laws found by Mandelbrot and others. This paper was followed by an
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essay of Fabrizio Lillo [219] laying out the physicist approach to finance. For
example does the series of price changes pick up correlations of behavior.

The di!cult problems in sorting out the di"erence between individual and
market valuations is posed. In actual market operations there has always been
a tug between so called fundamental analysis and the attitude that the market
tells all.

This and subsequent work is consistent with the basic theme of this book
that the key problem in reaching economic dynamics from equilibrium theory
is to recast the preinstitutional structure as a carrier of process. The subtle
and often overlooked distinction between the simultaneous double sealed bid
of Dubey [90] and the dynamics of the double auction in the stock market il-
lustrates that carriers of process can be provided by the one period market
game, but even the double auction requires two or more periods to illustrate
the complexity of information and it is here that along with complex informa-
tion conditions the possibilities for behavior proliferate without bound and the
comforting sparseness of the dynamic laws in physics are replaced by an ecolog-
ical and evolutionary richness. The game of Arthur et al. was only a precursor
of simulations and agent based models as is indicated by recent publications
such as that of John Geanakoplos, Robert Axtell et al. [147] on an agent based
model of the housing market.

12.3 Behavior, Innovation and Process

12.3.1 The future of economic dynamics

The exhaustive treatment of the set of one move13 minimal strategic market
games, as provided in this book, o"ers the first step towards dynamics by pro-
viding the construction of fully defined process models at a level of rigor at
least as strong as that of general equilibrium theory while reinstating time and
information explicitly. We purposely have only dealt in basic theory with what
we term as the one period minimal exchange models in order to stress that the
problem of providing a process model is di"erent from providing a process. Lim-
iting ourselves to one shot games places considerable limits on the complexity
of behavior we can postulate. Our stress is on structure more than on behavior.
There are not many behavioral assumptions one can make for how to play a
one shot game once. Furthermore if one wishes to consider the noncooperative
equilibrium for the one-shot game there are few embellishments that can be
made beyond providing context. The considerable number of di"erent behav-
ioral assumptions appear as soon as a few periods and many information sets
are considered.

When we proceed from the mechanism of the trading post models to the
windows the paradox of the distinction between the competition based and the
centralized socialist computed price systems being the same, is resolved. In a
model without process (such as Arrow-Debreu) they cannot be distinguished.

13Essentially one information set for each player.
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Social reality distinguishes them when one contrasts the requirements of a cum-
brous centralized bureaucracy with great inducements to conceal information
with decentralized group of competitors the system requirements lie with the
calculus of administrative costs and not the existence of identical prices deter-
mined by fixed point calculations ignoring context.

Because of the limitation to one period models most of the questions con-
cerning what constitutes a solution concept adequate for playing a multi-stage
game have been avoided. Our stress has been on structure, not behavior, except
for the radically simple one period competitive equilibrium and noncooperative
equilibrium solutions.

By placing stringent restrictions on the class of SMG we obtain only a reason-
ably small number of fully defined process models of SMGs or playable games.14

Limiting enquiry to applying the noncooperative equilibrium solutions to the
class of SMG in strategic form noted above one may obtain all well known
general equilibrium results and more; but once information, time periods and
uncertainty are added it is evident that the proliferation of feasible new struc-
tures indicate not merely a quantitative, but a qualitative change. As more
detail is added and the resource consumption aspects of financial instruments
and institutions are considered e!ciency considerations call for the invention of
new instruments and institutions. Transaction costs emerge as a logical require-
ment in attributing production costs to the information processing, distribution
and control mechanisms of the institutions needed to run economic process.

The need for new instruments and institutions cannot be taken out of con-
text of the customs and behavior of the political-economy and society in which
they are embedded. The type of instruments and laws designed for motivated
sophisticated professional economic agents may need to be di"erent from those
whose main utilization will be by the average individual unschooled in economics
or finance.

A process oriented theory of money and financial institutions cannot avoid
inventing instruments and institutions as they are the carriers of process. This
does not mean that there is no room for considering a mathematical structure.
A mathematical institutional economics suggests that sound links between pro-
cess models and the GE structure need to be and can be established via the
methodology involved in the construction of SMG. The economic principle still
remains within the context of all the economic institutions, but its application
requires an ad hoc recognition and description of the institution involved

The building of the simpler SMGs already shows the critical roles of the
various forms of money and credit.15

Unlike the laws of physics when applied to planetary motion the laws of eco-
nomic behavior when applied to a world of mutating institutions, at best face the

14We have not added the minimal exchange and production models as they are somewhat
more complicated but we conjecture that a case can be made for a minimal set of SMGs being
only somewhat bigger than the exchange economies.

15Much further structure is required to reflect the roles of public goods and to connect with
not directly economic features of individual, social and political behavior that provide the
economy with its evolutionary impetus.
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intractable prediction problems of the weather forecaster. The best predictions
are both ad hoc and of short duration combined with a highly parameterized
description.16

This game theoretic approach to money and financial institutions is devoted
to building a loosely coupled system at a level of rigor equal to or higher than
that of general equilibrium theory. The loose coupling opens the structure to
the myriad of parameters and institutional details that empirically oriented ad
hoc dynamics must acknowledge; but it does so in a manner that provides for
the construction of complete, consistent control models. The approach to devel-
oping a theory of money and financial institutions via strategic market games
stresses the control, information transmission, reception, computational and val-
uational aspects of financial control of a mass modern economy. The explosion
of di"erent models is due considerably to the information and perception con-
ditions that are reflected in the activities of granting credit that involve search,
negotiation, evaluation and control in the context of the many societies and
polities that exist. Any attempt to provide a full formal game theoretic model
of the double auction illustrates the amazing complexity and flexibility that
occurs when even the simplest of models is considered in multistage situations
involving information.

12.3.2 Solutions, structure and behavior

There is a groundswell of discontent with many economists brought up in the
tradition of economic man. Economic man was further idealized in the last 60
or 70 years by the divorce of much mathematical economics and theory from
political-economy. There has been a proliferation of courses and seminars on
behavioral economics and behavioral finance. While we applaud much of this
e"ort we believe that, to a great extent, a straw man has been set up, but
possibly this is needed.17 The distinction between the economic and behavioral
actors is a misleading and unfortunate distinction. One of the great services of
game theory was to illustrate that the concept of the individual isolated rational
actor could at best be extended only to two person constant sum games in
strategic form. This is a minute segment of social reality.

Even for two person nonconstant games in strategic form there is no unique
acceptable solution. The noncooperative equilibrium solution has little to rec-
ommend it beyond consistency of expectations. In general, properties such
as uniqueness, symmetry and e!ciency are not necessarily consistent with the
noncooperative equilibrium solution.

As soon as multistage games are considered, unless one imposes strong con-
ditions such as the existence of the representative agent, symmetric agents or a

16For better or for worse the parametric and functional form updating of large macroeco-
nomic models can serve as an exemplar of application and experimentation consistent with the
development of a science providing the assumptions and structure were kept transparent and
attempts made to develop theory and a justification for the forms and assumptions employed.

17It has been suggested that “Any stigma will do to beat a dogma.” This is attributed
to Philip Guedalla. Possibly one needs an overreaction to challenge the overuse of the super
rational economic agent.
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continuum of agents, it can be argued that many learning or teaching theories
can be constructed which may find adherents by groups of theorists and other
groups of experimentalists. But there is no universal theory. Which dynamic
solution concepts appear to fit specific context is an open empirical question.
There is a tug between normative and positive theories of strategic behavior.

Possibly one might wish to axiomatize best response. Having done so, the
empirical question is in what domain does behavior match with the theory?

The cooperative game theory solutions of core, value and other solutions
(such as the nucleolus [315]) and the noncooperative equilibrium can all be
axiomatized. But the cooperative solutions are not mathematically congenial
with dynamics without considerably more modeling assumptions added.

In June 2013 a Forum on Bounded Rationality versus Behavioral Optimiza-
tion was presented in The Journal of Economic Literature by Harstad and Sel-
ten [174], Crawford [59] and Rabin [295]. The first paper notes that alternate
models have o"ered limited challenge to the more or less standard paradigm
even though we are all aware from both psychology and marketing that a multi-
dimensional utility function is not what Mrs. Jones computes with at the super-
market. Rabin’s comment on Harstad and Selten calls for the addition of both
greater realism and inputs from psychology as embellishments to the economic
optimization. Crawford focuses more on strategic behavior and behavioral game
theory. The three articles together provide a useful basic bibliography on ex-
perimental gaming in economics and signal the growing awareness and support
for experimentation in the testing of economic theory; a sentiment with which
we are in complete accord. Yet there are two items that we believe need far
more attention than is given currently both in economic theory and in experi-
mentation. They are the role of fiduciary decision making and the controlling
power of context. In Chapter 10 we have already noted that the predominant
form of decision making in society is fiduciary, be it CEOs with other people’s
money or politicians, or generals with other people’s lives.

In political economy the challenge is to modify conventionally entitled models
of rational economic behavior to reflect a contextualized rationality that includes
the limits imposed by age, habit, perception, memory and other factors of human
behavior.

12.4 Dynamics and Complexity

The work in the previous chapters has presented a set of increasingly complex
models as the size of the economy grows, specialization increases; and functions
are di"erentiated.

Let n be the number of natural agents; m the number of real resources
available; and " be number of time periods involved.

1. The simplest model is the 1-period Robinson Crusoe straight maximiza-
tion (n,m, ") = (1,m, 1) no distinction between natural and other legal
persons is needed as Robinson is also is his own government,
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2. The many period Robinson Crusoe model poses a straight forward one per-
son dynamic programming problem involving production and consumption
where bookkeeping and accounting may be useful as external memory.

3. The one period, two person, one commodity exchange economy (n,m, ") =
(2, 1, 1) extends the concept of individual rationality to a two person game
of pure opposition. All outcomes are by definition Pareto Optimal. This
two person situation is not a society as interests are completely opposed.
There is no potential gain from cooperation. The maxmin solution involves
no trade.

4. The basic economic problem starts at (n,m, ") = (2, 2, 1); this yields the
Edgeworth-Bowley box diagram and the first non-trivial General Equilib-
rium model. Already implicit in this is the assumption that government
exists and the commercial codes and contract laws are obeyed. The full
mathematical apparatus of GE theory will produce e!cient prices. A
cooperative game version produces the contract curve or the core. The
model can also be recast as a strategic market game that yields ine!cient
noncooperative equilibria.

5. The fundamental GE and SMG models emerge when (n,m, ") = (n,m, 1)
where n . 2, m . 2. The quantitative and qualitative di"erence between
model 5 and 4 begin to show as n,m or both become large. Whether
these numbers are large or small makes no di"erence to the GE model
as no process model is given. The axiom that covers behavior is that
individuals are price takers. The same economy modeled as a strategic
market game requires considerable elaboration of detail to provide the
minimal mechanisms.

Without going into detail we summarize our approach to economic dynamics
as involving a progressive di"erentiation of functions, instruments and institu-
tions. The numbers that count among the natural agents are 1, 2, few, many
and 1. The numbers among the non-natural legal persons are 0, 1, 2, few,
many and 1.18

The one person economy is still an economy, but with no basic need for
institutions or financial instruments beyond an aide-memoire in bookkeeping
and accounting.

Consumption and production are defined and a reasonable case can be made
out for welfare optimization by the single individual. Dynamics is reasonably
well defined and is computationally tractable, if not analytically tractable.19

The two person economy is where the economics of exchange starts.20 The
key feature of an economy is that there are joint gains available. But even with

18Local institutions such as town governments and school districts add up to many thou-
sands of institutions.

19The expected length of life of a solitary individual in multistage model must be specified.
20In the set of all two person games there is only a small subset of games of pure oppo-

sition; from the view point of economics they have autarchic solutions as no gains from trade
are available.
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just two players in a non-constant sum game a host of new phenomena and
problems appear. The laws and customs of needed institutions are called for.
The need for rules-for-trade are called for to prevent kicking, gouging, cheating,
fraud, theft at the point of exchange. Thus when modeling even a two person
exchange, ownership conditions, a commercial code and contract laws are all,
at least implicit, if not explicit in the formulation. With just two persons the
Edgeworth box presents a most attractive way for looking at the economics.
But it can be misleading for the study of mass exchange. It portrays face-to-
face exchange. No price formation mechanism is presented, no intermediary is
present. Furthermore, Edgeworth, well before the formal invention of the theory
of games [104] presented the contract curve solution that is far di"erent from
the GE price solution.

The full complexity of a mass economy first appears when looking at the
Edgeworth model with two goods and two types of agent, but many agent of
each type. A natural question for the economist to ask is how can the models
reflect the mass data processing and anonymity aspects of trade with thousands
or millions of participants? It is here that the challenge is involved in modeling
specific mechanisms to provide relevant detail. In Sec. 11.7 we have argued that
the underlying one period general equilibrium model of exchange is associated
with a set of strategic market games of order of magnitude of 50. This number
was arrived at by considering distinctions among agents, market structures, price
formation mechanisms, monies, and credit instruments. The argument is, that
although the number of SMGs associated with the basic GE model for one period
trade is moderately large, its size is not astronomical and it suggests that there
are only a limited number of ways to convert the one period general equilibrium
model into a set of minimal process models. But these process models require
the addition of a financial system to carry the processes. The constraint on the
models to only one active period gives very little room for complex dynamics,
yet is su!cient to enable one to see how to graft a complete financial control
system on the general equilibrium structure. In doing so not only do many
financial instruments and institutions emerge as logical necessities, but the role
of the government and financial structure as a control and evaluation mechanism
emerges and suggests that the appropriate paradigm for studying the economy
as a whole requires that government appear as a large agent in the game.

The cash flow constraints may be manifested in di"erent ways depending
on market structure; yet no matter how they appear they serve as perception
devices that signal the pressure points in the dynamics via their shadow prices.

Once one proceeds beyond the single simultaneous economy and permits
eminently realistic items such as nonsymmetric information, there takes place
the hyperastronomical proliferation of games that are associated with the gen-
eral equilibrium system involving several time periods; but this proliferation is
consistent with a flexible evolving dynamical system. This suggests that there
are two stages in proceeding from GE to dynamics. The first is the conversion
of the basic exchange model to a process model. This can be done exhaustively
with the same, if not a higher level of rigor than the GE.

The equilibrium results of GE can be obtained, but because the financial
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system is now reflected in the process model parametric investigations can be
performed to answer questions concerning the amount and distribution of money
and credit in the system. The system has been opened up to be able to include
parametrically a level of microeconomic detail not included in GE.

A further critical feature in the one period process models is that the num-
ber of solution concepts that apply to the models have not proliferated. The
competitive equilibrium, the noncooperative equilibrium, best response and en-
tropic player are reasonably plausible and easy to define and apply, and a few
others may be considered.

When we go beyond one period, leaving aside structural problems, behav-
ioral considerations proliferate. Learning, teaching and signaling all become
important and although one can limit oneself to the investigation of solutions
such as the set of trembling hand subgame perfect equilibria the justification
for the selection of a solution criterion becomes far more ad hoc. The phrase
ad hoc utilized here is not necessarily pejorative. What it says, as already had
been noted in Chapter 11 is that because of the overwhelming number of possi-
ble models and solution concepts in developing economic dynamics, there is no
substitute for knowing your business. When constructing an economic model
and selecting a solution concept the selection must be made both in terms of
logical consistency and empirical relevance.

Our conclusion is that there is no general abstract economic dynamics on
par with the motion of the planets. If there is an overall economic dynamic
prediction model it is more like a weather forecasting model than the equations
of motion of the planets.

In the last 80-90 years there has been a considerable proliferation of low di-
mensional growth models ranging from Harrod to Solow, Phelps, Romer and Lu-
cas and company. The theory behind each of them is relatively straightforward
their success as highly low dimensional devices capturing a high dimensional
dynamics is up to debate on an individual basis. The 1950s and 60s saw the
growth of large Keynesian or neo-Keynesian models with dozens up to hundreds
of equations and parameters that required refitting every quarter. These models
have almost disappeared. Yet from the view point of economic theory the ad
hoc justification of such a model is at least as good, if not better than a one
dimensional representative agent dynamic programming model of an economy
if one is to proceed beyond parable.

Theory in direct application when applied to a dynamic economy for predic-
tion requires a detailed ad hoc model. It may be checked for its logic, but it is
validated by its predictive power.

Theory when applied to problems in control, has an easier task because it
does not have to deal with the details of specific time paths, but in the possibility
of influencing boundary conditions in such a manner that certain dynamic paths
are prevented from occurring.

Summarizing:

• General equilibrium theory provided considerable insight into the equilib-
rium conditions for the existence of an e!cient price system; but it is in
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essence without time and uncertainty.

• Limiting ourselves to the one period game theoretic model a class of strate-
gic market games converts the general equilibrium model into a process
model with minimal institutional clothing. It specifies a financial control
system where the need is to provide mechanisms to supply a set of basic
functions, such as price formation or lending. This requires the invention
of a set of basic institutions and instruments. This structure is consistent
with the general equilibrium system and in essence both covers any anal-
ysis that could be done with the general equilibrium, and opens it up to
the investigation of dynamics.

• Beyond a single period the proliferation of extra models is so immense
that in application ad hoc modeling is not only unavoidable but is to
be welcomed in the spirit that any good practitioner knows there is no
substitute for knowing your business.

12.5 A False Dichotomy; The “Rational” or “Be-
havioral Agents”

In the analysis developed here, our prime concern has been in the structure of
politico-economies whose institutions support the dynamics generated by eco-
nomic agents. Our concern has been to formalize the properties of the institu-
tions and to link their relevance to a dynamic extension of the general equilib-
rium structure. As such we have utilized as a “good enough approximation” to
help define equations of motion the neo-Benthamite gross simplification of indi-
vidualistic human economic behavior referred to in the last one to two hundred
years as: “Homo oeconomicus”; then “Economic man” (to get rid of the Latin);
then “economic individual” or agent (to get rid of sex bias).

This mythical individual complete with well-defined preferences (taken on
faith) and combined with further approximations concerning individual mo-
tivation in mass markets; added to with technical considerations concerning
uniqueness of equilibrium enable one to utilize the non-cooperative equilibrium
concept of solution to solve for equilibria in games in strategic form.

If one is investigating multiperiod economies. The simple definition of the
non-cooperative equilibrium solution is not enough to provide equations of mo-
tion, as is indicated by the studies of Fudenberg [143], Mailath and Samuel-
son [233], and others. The unqualified concept of the Nash NCE solution to a
game in strategic form is not able to provide fully defined laws of motion both
from the viewpoints of the logic of n-person game theory and from the many
observations of human behavior in the social sciences.

All the solution theories including the noncooperative and cooperative game
theory solutions as well as simple response mechanisms are behavioral theo-
ries. We have to avoid being trapped in a false dichotomy caused by a facile
binary distinction. The noncooperative equilibrium solution concept or the ra-
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tional expectations solution concept are both behavioral. They call for action
based on expectation. The implicit assumption is that the coordination de-
vices, learning and teaching are needed to attain the equilibrium advocated is
implicitly subsumed.

12.5.1 The evidence from experimental gaming

The evidence from experimental gaming as can be seen from the early work of
Chamberlin [49], Siegel and Fouraker [364], also with Shubik [132], Smith [383],
Plott [287], Shubik [343], Selten [323], Gode and Sunder [160], Roth [107], Hu-
ber, Shubik and Sunder [186], Bossaerts, Plott and Zame [37] and many others
shows a mixed bag of results. On the whole if the market mechanism is framed
to call for mass market behavior, the individualistic view of competition in a
simple, single market suggests that the rational expectations (or NCE) hypoth-
esis is reasonably consistent with a substantial amount of the evidence.

Simple market models with a textbook economic story attached can be val-
idated for simple noncooperative behavior especially when there are many indi-
viduals and a unique equilibrium point.

Depending on context and complexity the “economic principle” of individual
isolated optimization does not provide an adequate account of behavior. The
two game and simulation examples of Brian Arthur on the El Farol [17] restau-
rant seating problem and the simulated stockmarket [15] provide examples on
the basic di!culties with mass coordination and self generated fluctuations.

12.5.2 The evidence from stockmarket studies

Possibly one of the best areas to test the power of rational expectations is the
stockmarket. A modern stockmarket is a human construct more or less set up
and constructed as a formal game with explicit rules of play. Because millions of
individuals and thousands of their fiduciaries are participating with substantial
sums of money at stake the economic incentives to gather and analyze volumes
of information is considerable. The stockmarket is possibly the best source of
mass numerical information in the study of economics. It is a natural hunt-
ing ground for probability theorists, physicists and mathematicians. The work
of Mandelbrot [236, 237], Taleb [394], Farmer [117] and others as well as the
imaginative simulation by Arthur et al., and the work of Shiller [335], provide
an impressive answer that the rational expectations model is inadequate for the
description of financial dynamics

12.6 Context relevance and Economic Theory

We believe that across many contexts and, in varying strength the economic
principle of optimizing money earned is more or less consistent with observa-
tions. It remains as an important explanatory variable in many situations. The
fact that most of us go for “good enough” or “satisfice” is not at odds with
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the optimization. It merely reflects that the world is a highly complex place
and lack of common knowledge, information conditions, limitation on analyt-
ical ability, social, economic and political pressures, in various strengths must
be considered in application.

The statement above is not meant as a pious avoidance of analysis, claiming
that everything is involved, hence one can do nothing. On the contrary it
says context relevance determines the hand tailoring needed, in most instances
such as funding religion, defending abortion clinics, supporting casino gambling,
checking on bank charges, arguing for minimal wage legislation are all highly
context sensitive in the basic model building.

12.6.1 Our use of the NCE or rational expectations

For most of our questions and models at a level of abstraction close to GE the
use of the NCE provides us with a way to demonstrate the basic way to convert
the general equilibrium system static structure into a set of process models and
to argue that in models where all agents are constrained to strategies that are
single moves there are only relatively few such process models. Thus a fairly
natural first step can be taken in bridging the gap between the basic timeless
structure and it process relatives.

The insistence on games with the normal form and strategic form equivalence
is utilized in order to be able to produce full, process models while avoiding
having to discuss immediately the many alternative solution possibilities that
are called forth when confronting multistage games.

In our work we carefully select a few multistage games and still stick to the
investigation of subgame perfect NCEs because for the questions we address
this, frequently unsatisfactory solution is su!cient to illustrate an item such as
the breaking of the cash flow in Schumpeterian innovation and to point to the
control problems raised.

12.6.2 Evolution and other solutions

The concept of a universal economic dynamics at the level of application is a pipe
dream. Let a thousand question-specific models blossom utilizing essay, math-
ematized equilibrium models, full process models or other ad hoc constructs.
The low dimensional dynamic programming models or the evolutionary game
models provide, at best, some insights into context specific questions; otherwise
they provide metaphor, and allegory on the nature of process. The revolution in
models of the “satisficing” agent led by Herbert Simon [369] together with the
spectacular growth of Artificial Intelligence and simulation methods promised
a great breakthrough in the study of human and other behavior. The Carnegie
School promised a sea change in the understanding of management and the
growth of organization. Paradoxically the revolution took place, but not in the
way its early advocates had expected. A Hydra-headed explosion of new di!-
culties and new needed subdisciplines appeared in computer science, economics,
sociology, psychology, biology and elsewhere. Apparently trifling problems such
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as teaching a computer how to recognize and pick up a building block took many
years. Early advocates of the relevance of biology to economics such as Mar-
shall [241] and Kenneth Boulding [38] were early voices in the wilderness and
the topic has called forth a dubious Sociobiology with Edward Wilson [415] as
well the intersection of game theory and biology contributions of Dawkins [67],
Lewontin [217] Maynard Smith [247] and collaborations between biologists and
game theorists such as Hammerstein and Selten [171].

Programs in the characterization and the study of complexity have grown in
the last 30 years as is evinced in the interdisciplinary work encouraged at the
Santa Fe Institute and the journal Complexity; yet close connections between
economics and biology have not yet been achieved. This is perhaps not surpris-
ing, and not to be regarded as a defect but rather as the acknowledgment that
many relevant levels of structure exist. If one leaves aside the political struggles
and sociology of the acceptance of evolutionary theory, one of the main points
that has come to be understood within the syntheses of the 20th century [291] is
that the Darwinian dynamic of selection acting on heritable variations is an ex-
tremely general algorithm to produce order in dynamical systems, but by virtue
of its very generality it contains almost no information about the solution to any
particular problem. Evolution can act in parallel at many scales within each
system [169, 170, 165, 134], and di"erent levels of selection are all constructed
ordered forms, [127] maintained by evolution interacting within structures of
constraints. Many levels already act within the sphere generally termed “bi-
ology”, and a scope wide enough to include both biology and economics must
span more levels in behavior, cognition, communication, sociology, and culture,
each with inherent evolutionary contributions. Sometimes projections onto one
or a few levels can e"ectively be modeled separately, and in these cases a sub-
discipline grows to encode its own principles of order. However, the interaction
across evolutionary levels tends to be denser and more complex than the rela-
tively clean separations of scale to which scientists have grown accustomed in
the physical sciences.

12.6.3 A comment on markets and monies

The cultural and legal concept that creates an economy from people and physi-
cal goods and processes is a system of ownership rights. Private ownership is the
simplest system to formalize, because it associates with every good or process
an agent with rights to dispose of it. However, the nominal simplicity of private
ownership rights displaces the complexity of social coordination onto the system
of contracts that enables agents to transfer ownership. The two most severely
violated assumptions of general equilibrium economics are of the existence of
complete and costlessly formable and enforceable contracts. The failure of com-
plete contracts leads to the economic notion of “externalities”, consequences of
economic activity that are not part of the bargaining process during contract
formation. The task of providing and enforcing contracts at acceptable cost is
served by economic and legal institutions. We consider only two here: markets
and monies.
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Trade is intrinsically a joint strategic act by two or more agents, or a single
agent against an anonymous market. If the agents are asymmetric, like a govern-
ment in relation to one of its citizens, the joint act of trading may be consistent
with the notion of agency, because the government may act unilaterally, while
the citizen’s act is contingent. Voluntary trade among equals involves a breach
of the notion of individual agency, because each agent’s action is contingent on
the other’s. Markets work around this breach by disaggregating the joint action
into independently performed individual actions, such as bidding and o"ering.
Agents unilaterally relinquish either ownership or control to markets, and in
exchange markets implement pre-specified algorithms for converting bids and
o"ers into clearing contracts among two or more agents, to which the agents are
then bound by law or custom. The unique restriction on markets is that they
fulfill the pre-specified algorithm for any possible instance of agent bids and
o"ers, making possible the rational evaluation of unilateral action by agents.21

The one element common to all market functions is the submission of bids [350],
and with these the notion of “money-ness” as a new, quintessentially economic,
dimension arises. Markets per se only overcome the problem of creating joint
strategies; they potentially leave unaddressed the problems of search for suitable
trading partners, overlap of the o"ered and desired goods of buyers and sellers
(known as the “double-coincidence of wants” [191]), and exchange ratios defin-
ing acceptable prices to both parties. The goods that historically have become
monies overcome these problems.

As a type (not yet implying dimensionality), a money is accepted as a bid
in most or all markets in an economy, giving a star-like shape to a graph of
goods in trade [379]. Near-monies, such as bank credit, may be acceptable in
a large subset of markets. Universal acceptance simplifies problems of search,
and overcomes the failure of the double-coincidence of wants. A formal type
specification of a money or near-money might include as arguments the set of
markets in which it is accepted for bids.

The other general features of monies are divisibility and interconvertibility.
Salt, tea, gold, and government-issued paper monies are all by their nature
arbitrarily divisible, and all have served as monies at various times. Those
that qualify as monies in an economy are also substitutable in some ratio as
bids, in all markets that accept them. The operation of bidding at market,
together with divisibility, operationalizes “money” as a dimension, while the
conversion rate permits the specification of each type as a particular unit of
money (e.g. ounces of gold or U. S. dollars). As the regulatory problems
of bimetallism illustrate, exchange rates between units of money must generally
be determined by the dynamics of an economy, so in a formal system the only
requirement is that the operations of subdivision and unit conversion commute
at any instant of time. Thus, the price (conversion rate) for ounces of gold to
dollars must be independent of the amount converted if both are to qualify as
units of money.

The criteria of money-ness are often only approximately fulfilled, as are

21Some of these strategic disaggregation mechanisms were formalized in Sec. 7.7.
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the recognized functions of money as medium of exchange, store of value, or
numéraire in exchange. Thus only one good may qualify as an ideal money in
a model economy, with other goods inheriting approximate function as monies
through divisibility and market-determined conversion rates (as in the “money-
markets” for short-term debt obligations).

12.7 The pure theory of money

In the chapters above a common theme at a high level of abstraction has emerged
and although it is of no immediate application to the many problems of the day,
it has an import comment to make.

GE was essentially timeless. The clever trick of Arrow and Debreu killed
time, uncertainty and space. Our problem has been how to reintroduce them.
In doing so the introduction of money is central. Many properties of money
can be identified, but the most important appears to be its role as a means of
payment.

We observe from [99] that considerations of e!ciency in the trading mech-
anism call for a commodity money to emerge in an exchange economy. This
involves breaking a symmetry in an otherwise essentially symmetric structure.
Fiat money can be substituted for the commodity money, but a complex of
institutional factors and the dynamics of trade are required to give worth to a
intrinsically worthless commodity.

The economic process is ordered in time and time is a distinguished dimen-
sion. The processes of production and exchange are carried out utilizing one or
more monies and markets. The presence of fiat money in an economy provides
for a mathematically sound construction of a limiting process that enables us
to consider an economy of arbitrary length that approaches the infinite horizon
smoothly and that does not unravel with a backward induction. The economy
is “cash consuming” in the sense that if it ends in any arbitrary finite time it
will have consumed all of the initial fiat money if loans are permitted.22 This is
because borrowing provides a time shift in consumption and cash flow, thus all
agents may plan to have precisely the amount left over at the end of the terminal
active period T to be able to settle their debts at the day of settlement at time
T + 1. The monetary system will always be in motion and the rate of interest
& must be greater than zero. If & = 0 then there is an essential discontinuity in
the system and the model blows up. When & > 0 the society’s price system is
always in motion and the initial injection plus any extra borrowing is extracted
by the presence of a positive rate of interest.

The understanding of government as a combination of the major monetary
player and the referee requires that we describe the uses of institutions such as
a public debt, stock markets, commodity markets, risk markets, public goods,
taxes and subsidies. These are most easily understood abstractly utilizing more

22If there is uncertainty present and imperfect insurance at the last move there will be some
money left over.
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or less context free mathematical models concentrating primarily on their basic
functions.

Unfortunately still lurking in the background are the powers of tradition
and custom as contrasted with any immutable law. Added to these are the
forces of technological change, especially in communication and computation.
When these are considered, as the axioms for transactions money [99] suggest
there are the possibilities for many monies having domains in subnetworks. The
basic reliance on state money in the society is consistent with Knapp’s views. It
belongs to the biggest recognized and most highly policed network in the state
and that is the government. However the other monies include the banks, and
also any other subnet that can go into business for itself.

At the highest level of abstraction a theory of the emergence of a trans-
actions money is available. This together with institutional and technological
reality indicate that the power of the central banks and the commercial bank-
ing system is in transition. The names of institutions called central bank and
commercial banks will probably stay unchanged but their functions and powers
must change to adjust to a heavily mutating payments system. The theory deals
with identifying and considering the basic functions of a money in an economy.
The application to the current problems of the economy require a hand-tailoring
and parameterization of the ad hoc problems at hand.



Chapter 13

The guidance of an
enterprise economy

13.1 The prediction or guidance of an enterprise
economy

The Grail is in the seeking, not the cup.

The stock flow distinction is at the core of understanding much of economic
dynamics. The untrammeled flow determines the stock; but its guidance may
produce stocks that minimize the damage caused by fluctuations.

The prediction of the motion of an enterprise economy appears to be at least
as di!cult, if not more di!cult than the prediction of the weather. This does
not rule out the possibility that by adjusting constraints a government may be
able to deflect the path of the economy from attaining less desirable states.

13.2 Theory of money and dynamics

In chapters 1 – 7 our major thrust was to develop process models of exchange
in a minimalist manner, avoiding as much as possible the specification and
elaboration of special institutions, picking up only one or two of their essential
functions. In chapters 8, 9, and 10 our concern was to take our first steps into
dealing with disequilibrium and the breaking of the circular flow of capital. In
all instances the models presented have been elementary with the assumptions
concerning parameters and behavior kept at a minimum.

Our intent throughout this volume has been to avoid, when possible, the
vagueness in the verbal treatment of money and banking and fiscal behavior
in order to concentrate on central physical and organizational aspects of the
system. Given our ability to translate the static GE model into a process model,
can we construct a guidance model for the economy that indicates the nature
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of the power and e!ciency that the system has to constrain the behavior of the
private sector in accord with actions by the government sector.

We are not attempting to give immediately relevant direct operational advice
to be applied to any specific ongoing economy. That is the job of the macro-
economist, whose central task is that of a practitioner dealing with the ad hoc
institutions and other realities of an economy as it is.

Our more modest task is to consider basic abstractions such as “if there
were an economy with all transactions paid in government money and/or bank
credit where both the money and credit influence cash flow constraints, how
well could these institutions control or guide growth and fluctuations?” Even
this question is di!cult to make precise and requires a host of explicit and often
counterfactual constraints (such as the assumptions that there are no other
sources of credit beyond the central and commercial banks).

As is indicated in the analysis in Chapters 9, 10, and 11 the di"erences in
the control features of a commodity money such as gold as contrasted with fiat
money are considerable. The introduction of commercial bank money (debt)
introduces further complications in information processing and evaluation and
control.1

13.3 Why unify macro- and micro-economics?

A suggestion that often appears in the discourse on modern economics calls for
the unification of macro- and micro-economics into a satisfying whole. It is on
par with a suggestion to unify physics with engineering. There are many sub-
theories in physics such as the theory of electricity, sound, quantum mechanics,
relativity theory and many others directed towards subfields of physics where
special detail and structure must be considered. All of these theories are re-
lated to and manifested in the many engineering applications that are used in
our societies. The understanding of the theories of electricity, sound and light is
manifested in the engineering that has produced items such as radios, television
and iPhones. The design of interplanetary rockets calls for an employment of
many physical theories together with considerable engineering. The professors
of physics and engineering recognize their symbiotic relationship and understand
the gap between theory and practice. So it is with the many theories prevalent
in economics.

There may be many subtheories, even in macroeconomics, but the economist
as theorist should not be confused with the economist as engineer, consultant
and advocate. Unification per se is not a goal in economic theory.

1These do not take into account the many other near monies and submonies and other
arrangements for transferring wealth [344, 354].
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13.4 Theories in economics

A good theory is capable of bringing out the commonality that underlies the
many models that can be grouped under that theory. The nature of the ques-
tions to be asked determines much of the detail of the model constructed to
answer the question at hand. The questions at hand may be aimed at problems
requiring direct immediately applied advice in running an economy or they may
be devoted purely to theory; asking of the postulated theory questions such as
“is it logically possible that under the basic axioms of this theory an equilibrium
could exist with a constant flow of bankruptcies?”

Utilizing strategic market games and experimental gaming together with
consideration of the methods of physics concerning scaling, conservation and
dimensional analysis we have endeavored to construct a methodology aimed at
building or joining models and theories in the broad subject of political economy
with its many branches and ramifications. As matters stand today there is a
broad collection of specialized theories many of which share at least the common
assumptions of the presence of economic agents and institutions, and implicitly,
the existence of a modicum of law and order.

For most questions asked of the many sub-theories and models that abound
there is no need to unify the theories utilized in the sub-disciplines. The sub-
disciplines supply the special substructure, detail and context needed to answer
pertinent questions.

There are however, questions that arise that may fall between two or among
several of the subdivisions in political economy. For these one has to stitch to-
gether essentially diverse bodies of work and to try to reconcile di"erent gestalts.

Our concrete concern has been with a viable theory of money and financial
institutions that involves at least three large sub-disciplines of political econ-
omy; they are general equilibrium microeconomic theory, macroeconomics and
finance; as well as four allied disciplines. They are game theory, experimental
gaming, econophysics and accounting and less directly economic history; and
oligopoly theory. There are many questions in trying to construct a viable the-
ory of money and financial institutions that cannot be answered adequately
without taking into account inputs from these diverse sources. A good example
is the old chestnut going back to Adam Smith, the doctrine of “Bills only” that
has been a source of controversy for nearly 250 years with verbal comments and
debates by many individuals such as Bagehot [20] and more recently [230] and
Sargent [309]. This topic cannot be resolved without paying attention to the
specific details required to construct a playable experimental game with strict
care taken in showing the di"erent time scales assumed for the interactions of all
parties and instruments, as well as the rules preserving or breaking conservation;
and the common knowledge and information conditions assumed.2

In Chapter 11 we concerned ourselves with the meaning and usage of “the-
ory” in economics. In essence the predominant usage appears to be the semantic

2Even there, the sterility of the laboratory may miss the informal network of trust existing
among local social and trade groups.
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view of theories, as a class of models providing a logical framework connected
with some aspect of observation. Thus there are dozens of theories in economics
such as banking theory; the theory of international trade; oligopoly theory; wel-
fare theory. In application of these theories it makes sense to hand-tailor ad
hoc models to the problem at hand. The economist as the doctor, consultant or
engineer [238] is called for. This is a role far di"erent from that of the pure the-
orist. The economic theorist, the economic historian, the historian of economic
thought and the econometrician are a support team to the practitioner, advisor
and social engineer concerned with specific substance here and now rather than
invariant properties, history and technique.

13.4.1 Beyond general equilibrium

The theorist looks for invariant properties of systems. We believe that in eco-
nomics there are invariants, but at a level far from immediate application. GE
theory provided a basic starting point. The next level calls for process, and
even at its most abstract, process calls for mechanisms that provide the basic
shaping of institutions. The new level of abstract questions call for the search
for invariant properties in the aggregation and disaggregation of information
and of entities. A specific example is the emergence of markets and price noted
in Chapter 11.

General equilibrium theory should be looked at as providing the understand-
ing of some broad basic idealized economic principles in a frictionless static pre-
institutional world. It serves as a natural starting point for the development of
dynamic models and theories to cover much but by no means all of every day
economic life. It provides only a narrow window on one aspect of human goals;
it does little to cover sociopolitical life or provide insight into innovation, tech-
nology, individualities, and many public goods. The presence of bureaucracy
and incentive systems are key to both the e!cacy and cost of governance. As
complexity increases so do loci of governance.

13.4.2 On principles versus rules: regulation and its fea-
sibility

With the enormous growth of population, advances in communication and com-
putation and the need for the supervision of many institutions involving thou-
sands, hundreds of thousands or even millions of employees, bureaucratic struc-
tures, whether government or private have burgeoned. The problems of gover-
nance within these structures involves incentive systems and has been the study
not only of sociologists [276], economists [414] and game theorists [175] but is
showing up in accounting where a shift in the treatment of Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP) from principles to rules and regulations can be
seen. How much should professionals be held to a non-detailed and only par-
tially written code of ethics and how much should the presumption be that they
are required only to operate within the written rules? What is the optimal level
of detail that needs to be present in the Commercial Code? These are ongoing
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questions that depend heavily on relevant ad hoc detail of a living mutating
society. There are many case distinctions that emerge, and answers to the basic
questions cannot be supplied without context. What is a bribe in one context
is a present in another. One forgets at one’s peril that custom trumps law. The
economic theorist must simultaneously be aware of constraint and context and
be honest enough to avoid presenting the economics as a theory of everything.

13.4.2.1 An aside on taxation

One of the aspects of a mass anonymous society with a faceless bureaucratic
system is that the payment of taxes is, for most members of the society converted
into a game of pure opposition. A delicate question in causality and culture is
posed. Is the cooperative societal concept of the citizen recognizing and willing
to shoulder her contribution to taxes part of pure mythology? Or is it “good
economics” to destroy such a societal attitude as it may be easier and cheaper to
operate in a purely adversarial environment for a tax management system that
may not have su!cient resources, incentives, organization and accountability
for prompt and cooperative redress of tax payers mishandled by the system?

The proposition that the long term economic forces do not produce dys-
functional organizations that may last for many decades, if not longer remains
unestablished and may be false. The long term choice is probably not between
smooth evolution and revolution, but both in context.

13.4.3 Optimality, e!ciency and context

Unfortunately, as is often the case, complex problems are complex. In a multi
agent society only in the narrow band width of easily decentralizable struc-
tures can individual and social measures of optimality coexist unless one regards
money as a su!ciently close approximation to a transferable utility.

The comfortable attractive umbrella of Pareto optimality holds only for a
handful of the basic questions. Both the competitive equilibrium and the nonco-
operative equilibrium share the attractive property of no-arbitrage; but although
the competitive equilibrium has both the properties of no arbitrage and Pareto
optimality, as is well known to careful theorists, the non-cooperative equilibrium
does not.

The concept of optimality in a mutating dynamic society can hardly be
defined out of context. There is a danger in accepting a no arbitrage condition as
a surrogate for optimality. This may or may not be a reasonable approximation
in an economy without innovation, as is noted in our discussion of the cost of
government
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13.5 Data, information, the society and econ-
omy and Big Brother

In almost all of the work in this book we have used the convenient simplification
of the more or less intelligent economic agent because it appears to provide
reasonable answers to many pertinent questions in the existence of markets
and prices; but this approximation to economic behavior is only justified in a
context that it appears to fit moderately well. At best it may have only a partial
explanatory power. Few economists doubt that other behavioral considerations
are called for in many contexts. The buying of lottery tickets, the role of sloth,
addiction, crowd behavior, the madness of crowds can all be skillfully beaten on
to the same Bed of Procrustes3 by some economists, but it maybe that other
behavioral interpretations o"er a better explanation consistent with the context.

13.5.1 Intelligence, structure and behavior

The Navy is a master plan designed by geniuses for execution by
idiots. If you are not an idiot, but find yourself in the Navy, you can
only operate well by pretending to be one. All the shortcuts and
economies and common-sense changes that your native intelligence
suggests to you are mistakes. Learn to quash them. Constantly ask
yourself, “How would I do this if I were a fool?” Throttle down your
mind to a crawl. Then you will never go wrong.

– Herman Wouk, The Caine Mutiny

Wouk possibly takes some poetic license concerning the ship in which James
Tobin is reputed to have served; but a reasonable intelligent design by skilled
operations researchers and economists on how to amuse those standing in a
Disney World queue or American teenagers at a popular concert or Brazilian
or British masses at a football game can hardly be described as candidates for
guiding rational economic behavior.

Many economists do not give up utilizing their assumption of the rational
economic agent because it appears to be almost miraculous that with such a
simplistic view of the agent so much analysis can be done that appears to have
some power of explanation. The model itself is behavioral, but of a personality
poor, simplistic agent in a mass market world. Constructing richer models of the
socio-political-economic agents is considerably harder than using the simplistic
optimizer.

13.5.2 On the biological virtue of “bad guys”

When we view the economy as an ongoing ecology, up to a point the credit card
thieves, the counterfeiters, the hackers, and other assorted scoundrels help to
keep the body economic healthy and stimulate the production of social antibod-
ies in improving codes, and destroying weaknesses.

3Many a reader born after 1950 may need to look this up.
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In essence the healthy economic system is not error free. A stasis, if any, is
dynamic; a good example is provided by the legal battles rising in oligopolistic
competition or in labor negotiations. A set of institutions such as the firms
and labor unions, or firms and consumer representatives are in a reasonably
healthy relationship if there is always a backlog of legal cases against the firms
with a supply of counter-cases where both sides win some and lose some and
replenish the inventory with new cases. Di"erent societies may be able to thrive
with di"erent numbers of lawyers, but the basic process is the same. Discovery,
clarification and change aid in the guidance of the dynamics.

A society requires an error correction capacity and an auto-immune system
to react to invasion by foreign bodies.

13.5.3 The battle on information sources and sinks

The product of a modern society tends to be more and more information inten-
sive. The basic problems involving individual consumption and production of
information are still growing. How large should be the rights of appropriation
and protection of revenues from patents and copyrights? What is reasonable in-
formational transparency of the corporation? Where do patents and industrial
secrets fit? How is disclosure of personal records as well as surveillance to be
limited? In a world with massive international trade and other communication
the boundaries among economic, political and societal activities are faint. Fur-
thermore given the di"erence among political, bureaucratic and judicial tenures
the world over the nature of the locus and deciphering of the data gathered
raises questions about the distribution of political and bureaucratic power.

Raw data are not necessarily information. Overwhelming the opposition
with low level disclosure reminds us that much critical information may be hid-
den in plain sight where the recipients do not have the talent, time or resources
to mine the raw data.

13.6 Simecs, Ithaca Hours, Bitcoins and Berk-
shares

The current rage at this time of writing is an attempt to establish a broad base of
acceptance for an individualistic virtual currency called Bitcoin. It comes with
the attendant science fiction hype of a mystery Japanese super-programmer,
mystical and unbreakable codes and the promise of a libertarian’s dream. The
ultimate denial of interference by any government in individual economic a"airs
appears to be part of its aim.

Bitcoin must be distinguished from other individually or grassroots gener-
ated private currency. Over the centuries there have been thousands of individ-
ually generated currencies.

An object or symbol has a critical property of a money if it serves as a
means of payment among a set of individuals. The set does not have to con-
stitute everyone in a nation state. It may be limited to a small subset. Three
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fairly recent examples noted are the Simecs [393] from a town in Italy; Ithaca
Hours in Ithaca and the Berkshare [385], in the Berkshires around Stockbridge
(http://www.berkshares.org/). Possibly the most interesting of the three is the
Simec. It gave employment and enjoyment to Giacinto Auriti, a retired law
professor who issued some of his Simecs in year 2000 as a currency in his home
town of Guardiagrele. The Italian financial police impounded some of his Simecs
and he won the court case in Cheiti on the argument that printing of one’s own
money was not tantamount to counterfeiting the national currency. Auriti died
in 2006, but his currency predeceased him.

Ithaca Hours were started by Paul Glover in 1991, evidently inspired by the
notes issued by Robert Owen to his workers based on an hour of labor. The
notes were accepted and circulated in some stores in Ithaca and were given in
exchange for labor. By 2011 according to a local publication [202] only a few
were still in circulation. The objective had been to stimulate trade in the local
economy in a socially and ecologically responsible manner.

The Berkshare was first launched in September 2006 with the goal of stimu-
lating the local economy and encouraging local trade. According to Berkshares,
Inc:

BerkShares are a local currency designed for use in the Berkshire
region of Massachusetts and issued by BerkShares, Inc., a non-profit
organization working in collaboration with participating local banks,
businesses, and non-profit organizations.

The exchange rate of the Berkshare currently is fixed at 95 cents of a U.S.
Dollar, thus one might regard the scheme as a local five percent discount de-
vice. As of an interview in 2013 [385] there were around 130,000 Berkshares in
circulation, which is a financial drop in the bucket, but with its organizational
structure with Berkshares Inc it still thrives as a small hardy perennial.

Many monies have thrived on local information, trust and power in company
towns. Merchant bankers emerge from merchants with a reputation for trust.
Walmart provides the latest example. But in spite of the dreams of glory of
Professor Auriti the local currency generators have been for local regions and/or
special circumstances to satisfy modest needs such as those generated in prisoner
of war or concentration camps or in cities under siege. When we move closer
to the world of 2010-2030 quaint minor size paradoxes turn into new problems
involving billions and potentially trillions in payments. All of the examples
above involved physical representations of means of payment, but that is hardly
what the ever growing more abstract payment system is about.

The fundamental di"erence between the Bitcoin and the previous currencies
is that this is the first high technology computerized attempt to aim for the
globe, as contrasted with the others that have been heavily local.

The basic problems with and opportunities for Bitcoin are based on subtle
points in the theory of money illustrated in part in Chapter 11 and in [99] and
unsubtle points in the economic reality of world trade, law and sovereignty. The
great danger is that Bitcoin provides a natural device for illegal trade in drugs,
weapons, tax evasion and other aspects of an underworld economy. World Gross
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Product in terms of the United States dollar has been estimated (by IBISWorld
http://clients.ibisworld.com) for the year 2014 at $45.83 trillion and world trade
at $24.2 trillion. Figures such as these are fun to play with to utilize, more in
metaphor than measurement, constructs that help us phrase and rephrase ques-
tions that are hard to nail down. These numbers suggest that if we were to
“guesstimate” the overall size of illegal world trade at as anywhere between
.5-5% of world legitimate trade, a virtually anonymous computerized transfer
system could profit considerably on illegal trade alone. It could be regarded as
an improvement of the Hawala traditional Islamic payment system that was sup-
ported in part by the power of custom to enable it to provide a global payment
system. As big as clandestine trade may be, the bigger prize that is coming into
sight is the gains to be had in the improvements in the legitimate payment sys-
tems of the world economy. Currently a reasonable estimate for the exchange
and settlement processes are around 2-4% of World Gross Product. An esti-
mate depends heavily on how the service charges of many lawyers, accountants,
auditors, insurers, bookkeepers, IT specialists and other bureaucratic and su-
pervisory personnel are included in the system, as well as FX costs and the
services of Paypal, Mastercard, Visa, American Express and other expediters of
the payments system.

It is desirable to separate out, as much as possible the exchange transaction
costs from the pure transfer settlements as run through an institution such
as the Clearing House Interbank Payments System (CHIPS). The changes in
technology of both communication and computation make the assault on current
payment systems highly likely.

13.6.1 On many monies and local information and trust

Any a!liation net if large enough and strong enough can invent its own sub-
money. We use the prefix “sub” to indicate that the sub-money has its domain
of operation over a sub-network consisting of individuals or institutions known
to each other and/or with a su!ciently large set of common interests for gains
among themselves together with joint expectations (and possibly some form of
enforcement mechanism) that violation of implicit (or explicit) contract among
the group is low. The number in the special net may be as small as 2. For
instance two international firms who regularly do considerable business with
each other would have employed two banks in the 1950s. Today their treasury
departments could be in direct contact netting out payment in an agreed upon
fashion and settling up a more or less optimal settlement period by themselves.
The sub-net could also involve millions. A recent development in transfer bank-
ing has taken place with Walmart. It has (in 2014) around 10,000 brick and
mortar establishments around the world. It has a reasonably faithful lower and
middle class clientele with many relatives elsewhere. Its entry into the money
transfer banking business captures great hidden assets, provides a basic public
service in a high transactions fee business and can easily conform to all laws
with respect to information disclosure and regulation. The computer net has
o"ered a new way to cash in on both reputation and bricks and mortar.
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The Walmarts, Starbucks, Disney dollars, Monte Carlo chips, Bitcoins and
Simecs will continue to grow in numbers and special purposes, each being a
money in the context of its sub-net. Concerning the world community whether
Bitcoin per se survives is of little concern to others than investors and supporters
of Bitcoin. The key messages are that large changes in the role of settlement
technology may be in the o!ng, less so with the contracting and transaction
technology.

The message is clear. Given the various improvements that must and will
come from schemes such as Bitcoin they must be made consistent with govern-
ment concerns for tax evasion and illegal trade. The price for realizing these
gains is to modify the libertarian dreams and to work out the appropriate ac-
commodations with all states involved that still enables new schemes for pay-
ment to improve the economy as a whole while conforming with the legitimate
requirements of the state for taxation and the policing of illegal activities.

Good practice and good theory will and should remain apart, but they should
never be far from each other. The new world of the electronic means of payment
forces us to realize that the two theories of money encompassing both custom
and the evolution of trade with law and the legitimate power of organized society
are both consistent and necessary as the future history of some LegitCoin will
show; and an example such as Walmart shows that a net of trust can be built
with people and bricks and mortar used for other purposes.

The opening era of the growth of the computer strengthened the potential
power of the central banks; however the growth of communication and the In-
ternet has had the opposite e"ect; the subnets made feasible by the combination
of political, social and economic subgroups with the new technologies weakens
some aspects of the control of the central banks.

13.7 More on money matters

Several other views of money are called for.

13.7.1 Money, finance and language

Both money and language are phenomena associated with dynamics, communi-
cation and evolution. Money along with financial instruments and markets are
less complex than human languages, but provide a language for economic life.

The analogies between the two systems are not close in all respects, but
language like money admits two levels of description: the first as an ensemble
in which information is statistically contained in the instances of language pro-
duction, the other as an embedded ensemble that is a component within a larger
complex dynamic coordination process.

An adequate formalization of the information in individual locutions from
among the possible constructions in a language was provided by Claude Shan-
non’s theory of the information in symbol systems [326]. It is not possible to say
that the information in a locution is inherent in its structure without further
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specification of context, but it is possible to assign information to fragments of
language with a minimal representation of context by a probability distribution
over all possible expressions. Claude Shannon, in an e"ort to clarify the sense
of information in his formalization, labeled it as syntactic information, which he
contrasted with semantic information, referring to meanings of locutions out-
side the scope of simple ensemble representations of their likelihoods. Many
commentators have misunderstood or misrepresented Shannon’s disclaimer as
an assertion that information theory cannot reflect meaning; an accurate state-
ment4 would be that the meaning in sentences resides in joint probabilities of
their production along with events in the extra-linguistic world. The represen-
tation of such joint distributions is a considerably more complex problem than
mere estimation of the likelihood of a given utterance, averaged over contexts.

This view of language is not exactly “static”, but it does project onto a
timeless ensemble the full scope of dynamics behind actual speech in context.
The view of information as an attribute of a locution is distantly analogous to
the view of a trade equilibrium as an inherent property, prior to institutional
context, of the preferences and technologies of agents considered to compose
an economy. Shannon’s construction, like General Equilibrium Theory, pro-
vided an enormous advance in the precise characterization of structure, and
is a fundamental tool of analysis throughout communication and computation
theory [58, 403].

Not displacing the Shannon formulation, but considering independently those
aspects of context that it does not address, are approaches to language as a sys-
tem of tokens for coordinating loosely-coupled systems. In these approaches,
the emphasis is not on the structure of the tokens – it is taken for granted that
many structures could be chosen and that many systems could be designed to
use them for purposes of di"erentiation – but instead on the problem of coor-
dination among partly-autonomous processes. A formal theory of computation
based on coordination is the “)-calculus” created as a language for concurrency
theory [308].5

Even the production and recognition of linguistic acts decomposes into a
coordination phenomenon among multiple loosely-coupled systems. The most
nearly-formal statement of this position comes from Ray Jackendo" [188], who
proposes that we understand phonological (including prosodic and phonetic),
syntactic, and semantic dimensions of language as all being handled by partly-
autonomous processes, which are kept in loose synchrony during the process
of producing or comprehending linguistic elements which have structure in all
these dimensions.

Linguistic patterns straddle a boundary between inherited capabilities and
culturally carried and evolved systems. The basic competence to understand

4Christoph Adami’s writings [2, 3], though mostly dedicated to sequence information in
biological structures, reflects such an understanding.

5Although this section mostly deals with human language as both a cognitive and a social
phenomenon, we are willing to draw from examples in formal language theory that were
derived mostly for engineering applications, where these furnish the best exemplars of patterns
common to the engineered and the biological notions of language.
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and produce language has been attributed to specific (usually left-brain) areas6

distinctive to humans for more than a century.7 At the same time, the seem-
ingly open-ended variability of language systems argues for a component that is
culturally constructed out of more primitive human-social skills. It must be ap-
preciated, however, that language as a construct within the social environment
is an essential sca"old for the normal structure of the linguistic dimensions of
human-cognitive development. That is, it is a structure carried by the speech
community, which the developmental program of humans has “o,oaded” from
strict genetic scripting, to a much more complex but still highly stereotypical
gene/environment interaction. The explicit role of developmental windows in
language acquisition attests to a larger “instinctive” dimension within language
than in most other social constructs, though the importance of developmental
sca"olding for many social norms should not be underestimated.

Because each human language has an intrinsically culturally-carried compo-
nent, language evolution occurs across two or more widely-separated timescales [47].
The structure (syntax, morphology, lexicon, phonology) of each particular lan-
guage is carried by a pattern of cultural norms that evolve on multiple timescales
intrinsic to the processes, which also vary widely but are all faster than the
timescales of genetic change in the speaker populations.

As we noted in Section 7.3 a language that is both su!ciently rich and
precise to cover economic and financial activity is far from developed.

13.7.2 Big Brother and anonymity

Anonymity in one context is not anonymity in another context. The computer
age brings with it not merely new possibilities for freedom but for governmental
control. The tracing of money flows is high on the list of means to trace indi-
vidual activity. But the money flows are usually credit of some form, not cash.
Cash is far harder to trace.

13.7.3 On money and measurement: a reprise

Can and should we attempt to monetize everything? Money is associated with
economic measurement.

6These are the Broca and Wernicke area in the frontal and temporal cerebral cortex of
the dominant brain hemisphere. It should be appreciated, however, that refining very general
associations in terms either of function or location has proved di"cult and inconclusive. It is
not contested within mainstream neuroscience that H. sapiens has brain area specialization
for language comprehension and production. How much of language draws uniquely on these
specialized areas, and how much expresses more general cognitive functions, however, remains
uncertain.

7This attribution also has an information theoretic dimension, most strongly associated
with arguments by Noam Chomsky [52]. The argument is that the set of linguistic events ex-
perienced by children is insu"cient to define the rules of their language by exclusion. Therefore
part of the knowledge of how languages should function must be an inherited character shared
by each new generation of language learners.
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13.7.3.1 Money and happiness?

“What it happiness; can it buy money?” The answer, except for the misers and
some Poker game motivated money-makers, appears to be no. “What is money;
can it buy happiness?” Sometimes the answer is yes. The procurement of an
income su!ciently high to be above a poverty level does influence happiness.

13.7.3.2 Money and power

The relationship between money ad power is complex and causality often goes
in both directions. Money may buy power, and vice-versa. But the mechanisms
connecting money with power have many variants as is shown in plutocracies,
kleptocracies, and left or right wing dictatorships.

The struggle for corporate control raises problems in the relationship between
votes and money. The idea that corporate democracy is preserved by attaching
votes to shares, operationally is part of mythology rather than economic reality.
In essence the voting rights of a small passive stockholder are of zero worth
to the stockholder.8 Formally this can be seen in analyzing weighted majority
voting schemes. Although depending on the country or state the direct sale
of votes may be forbidden, there are many ways arrangements can be made to
solicit blocks of votes from fiduciary holders. Considerable mechanism design
is called for to change the power structure in corporate governance to beyond
self controlled managements occasionally deposed and replaced by corporate
raiders.

13.7.4 Utility or money as the measure?

For macroeconomics, finance; industrial organization theory, insurance and many
topics involving fiduciary decision making the money measure serves as a better
and empirically measurable alternative for the utility function.

The theory of consumer choice was elegantly developed using the utility
function and was incorporated in general equilibrium theory but marketing,
experimental gaming and psychology raise questions as to its use in application.

Even the axioms utilized by von Neumann hardly have a solid empirical basis,
as is argued by Friedman et al. [137]; but in finance it is used predominantly.

13.7.5 An aside on NCE and the cost of government

Prior to resuming our discussion on government guidance of an economy a gen-
eral question may be asked as to how large an expenditure should independent
decision makers be willing to make for government? This problem has been
posed in a limited context in Computer Science as “The cost of Anarchy”. In
essence the question is asked, if one has a money measure of the worth of play-
ing a game in strategic form what is the monetary di"erence between the worth

8They may be of negative worth if disposal costs are included. These include answering
the calls of vote solicitors and reading or even just throwing away the proxy material.
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Left Right
Up 3,3 1,4
Down 4,1 2,2

Table 13.1: A Prisoner’s Dilemma Game.

of the cooperative solution minus the worth of the noncooperative equilibrium
solution.9

We know that generically the NCE are ine!cient, a reasonable question
to ask is by how much? This requires the construction of a measure and we
propose a monetary measure as a crude, reasonable first approximation in many
instances.

In a separate study Powers and Shubik [290] have considered the set of all
144 ordinally, strategically di"erent 2* 2 matrix games. Although this number
is large it is associated with the only set of k * kgames that can be studied
exhaustively.10 We produce a crude measure of ine!ciency applied to any game
with cardinal payo"s in one of the 144 ordinal categories. They naturally fall
into three broad categories: games with natural coordination; mixed motive
games and games of pure opposition.

Cardinalizing the games we propose an E!ciency Loss Index (ELI),

ELI = E

B

Max. Joint Payo"$ Joint Payo" from Noncooperative Equil.

Max. Joint Payo"

C

as a measure of the potential value of government. For example the Prisoner’s
Dilemma game shown in Table 13.1 has a joint maximum given by the payo"
pair [3, 3], and the single pure-strategy NCE is [2, 2].

Consequently,

ELI = 1$
2 + 2

6
=

1

3
,

indicating that fully one-third of the joint wealth attainable can be spent on
modifying the game or coordinating play.

A key question in the design of institutions is what are the trade-o"s be-
tween individual independence and supervision and coordination. The strategy
of higher echelon decision-making is devoted to environment setting for and
delegation to the lower echelons; but the overheads of this governance may be
costly.

The measure above is not satisfactory for several reasons. The two priciple
ones are it does not reflect fairness or symmetry considerations nor does it solve

9One has to be concerned with the possibility of multiple equilibria. This is discussed in
the paper noted.

10Any game smaller than the 2 - 2 is too small to illustrate a 2 person stratgic situation
with both sides with strategic freedom. Even the 3 - 3 game has too many case distinc-
tions for an exhaustive search. The number of strategically di!erent instances is given by
(9!- 9!) / (3!- 3!) = 3, 657, 830, 400.
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the problem of irrational threats. For these reasons we regard this as a tentative
crude measure.

13.7.6 Refinancing sovereign and municipal debt

Virtually all of our mathematical models are parsimonious and low dimensional
relative to operational reality. Furthermore the solutions considered have tended
to portray the behavior of mass market individual low communication agents.
They would have been of little value to Alexander Hamilton in trying to consol-
idate the debts of the various States of the Union and trying to preserve some
worth to the Continental dollars issued to the troops and others during the
United States War of Independence. They would have been of no direct value
in refinancing the debt of the City of Detroit. The study of debt renegotiation
calls for a quasi-cooperative dynamic game.

A comment often made by the unwary is that when one reviews international
and national economies the incidence of sovereign or municipal debt defaults is
surprisingly low, and hence bankruptcy is not very important. This misses the
key point in refinancing with or without bankruptcy. From the viewpoint of the
financiers refinancing with or without formal bankruptcy are formally the same
in the sense that they both entail a change in the previously agreed on allocation
of resources. However in the larger socio-political game that is going on, the
forms and euphemisms entailed in renegotiation without formal bankruptcy are
directed towards preserving public confidence among those indirectly influenced
but not active in the renegotiation. The illusion of stability o"ered by a rene-
gotiation today may provide the reality of tomorrow when further borrowing is
called for.

13.8 Towards a theory of organization

We regard our work here as a way station or small contribution to the far larger
problem of the eventual construction of a satisfactory theory of organization.
The underlying economic principle appears to pertain to all organized systems
as do the features of trade-o" between local and global organization. In Sec-
tions 10.8–10.10 we have presented a brief biological viewpoint. In chapter 3 the
stress was on basic physics. The core investigations of these three disciplines
will continue to stay apart; but the time has arrived when the cross fertilization
among them is going beyond analogy and rhetoric. An economic principle of
minimization in the guidance of growth lies within all three. The common fea-
tures of a developing economy proliferating new organizations the organization
of a galaxy or the emergence of organs in a complex biological organisms are
part of the progression towards a general theory of organization.
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13.8.1 Economic dynamics and new organizational ques-
tions

More explicitly than the above remarkes we note the economics of ad hoc prob-
lems brings a need for increasingly many parameters. Some of these arise from
the more complex structure of optimization within the economic framework it-
self, and they may show convergence with problems of organization in other
sciences. Other parameters result from the need for increasingly detailed in-
tegration of the economic decision process with dynamics in the physical or
biological world, in which case relations to the other sciences become necessary
to specify the structure of the state space.

The expansion of economics in the dynamical realm is not only one of pa-
rameter number and complexity. Economics also takes on new problems of
understanding organization and comes to incorporate new principles. These
can include problems of an increased role for sample variance, path dependence,
or the extraction of robust phenomena from stochastic micro-dynamics. Some
of these have counterparts in other sciences, and cross-fertilizations may be
possible.

The problem of formally modeling organization is one that exists in biology
and physics as broad disciplines, and in more specific forms in a variety of
narrower application domains. Here we note some of the specific contributions
of other domains to an understanding of organization, and the relation to either
concepts or applications of economic dynamics.

13.8.2 The economic principle in relation to the biology
of population processes

The most immediate and apparent expansion of economic analysis leads to a
coalescence with biological thought, as recognized already by Marshall [243]. To
characterize the correspondence or convergence, it is helpful to identify levels
of abstract description that are comparable in the two domains. The common
character of economic models may be captured in an “economic principle”, at a
comparable level of abstraction to the abstraction of biological evolution, which
is framed in terms of the dynamics of populations.

13.8.2.1 The economic principle

The economic principle is a unifying abstraction that is more general than any
specific case or model, but which unifies the problems and modes of description
that are the domain of economics. It is not a theory but rather a common
architecture shared by economic theories. It identifies economic problems as
those which concern individual optimization in a context of optimization by
other individuals. The application of the principle is heavily contextualized.
Context specifies the nature of agent identities, agents’ roles, their available
choices, the structure of the interaction, and the generators of behavior and
choice.
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13.8.2.2 Evolutionary population processes

The set of abstractions that in biology are comparable to the economic principle
are those of evolutionary dynamics. The key abstractions in an evolutionary
formulation of biological dynamics are individuals and populations [248, 216,
114].

Individuality is a complex concept [44], which entails a granular partitioning
of the components of living systems into units (the individuals) that structure
the growth and interaction of the components, a discrete generational organi-
zation in time that governs their replication, and shared hereditary trajectories
for the components that jointly make up a viable individual.11 Preconditions
to formulating a biological phenomenon in terms of a population process are
an identification of the levels of individuality that are possible and a typology
of the forms that viable individuals can take. The evolutionary concept of the
individual is similar in many respects to the economic concept of the agent, or
the game-theoretic concept of a player, and for many systems the same entity
may fulfill each of these related, but conceptually distinct, roles.

The structural inputs needed to specify a theory for a particular biological
population process are the mechanisms that generate individual variation and
fitness [154]. The inputs that govern the types and mechanisms of variation of
individuals are the domain of development (broadly construed), and the inputs
that govern interaction and thereby reflect the structure at the population level
are the domain of ecology.

Some questions that most evolutionary theories seek to answer are how se-
lection acts in the contexts produced by variation and di"erential fitness, and
what determines population dynamics when the space of possible configura-
tions is much larger than can be sampled by actual populations. In such cases
unpredictability and path dependence are routinely rather than only occasion-
ally important, and evolutionary and ecological dynamics can be “open-ended”
with respect to the generation of novel configurations not previously encountered
and di!cult to predict [165]. A major problem of understanding innovation in
open-ended evolution is the ex ante description of the space of possible states.
Configurations that are for practical purposes unpredictable nonetheless have
important consequences for future trajectories.

Organizational problems about which some understanding has been gained
and distilled to clarifying concepts include the roles of modularity and bu"er-
ing [367, 368, 369], the nature of hierarchical organization and its role in con-
trol [55], and the mechanisms by which redundancy can enable error correc-
tion [327].

11This may be referred to as a dynamic of “shared fate” for the traits that are co-present
in an individual. They may be lost together if the individual dies – even if the death is only
due to one of the traits – or jointly passed on from a parent to its o!spring if reproduction is
successful.
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13.8.3 Biology as superset or as constraint on the economy

The dynamics of aggregate behavior by agents in the economy in some ways
simply recapitulates problems of biological evolution and calls for the same con-
ceptual organization. In other respects, it is necessary to understand the econ-
omy as a sub-system within the larger biological world which has organizational
constraints of its own nature, not all of which are economic, but which constrain
economic activity. The following examples illustrate each kind of relation.

13.8.3.1 Economic dynamics as natural selection

The dynamics of the persistence, variation, and repeated interaction of eco-
nomic optimizers often clearly calls for a formulation in terms of natural selec-
tion. This may take the form merely of financial Darwinism, as propounded by
Friedman [138], or it may make much richer contact with evolutionary concepts
by analyzing the role of state-space structure in determining evolutionary ascen-
dency or extinction, or the complex persistent nonlinear dynamics of population
states.

In biology selection acts on the variants that are produced by development
acting on mutations, and it is selection that can concentrate actual populations
within very small regions of the configuration space compared to the unfiltered
output of random variations. When real markets are observed, they must be
understood as the output of (often-stringent) selective competition that has fil-
tered a set of prior candidates for utility and reliability. From an evolutionary
perspective, the interesting questions become what structure economic context
gives to random inventions, how e"ectively filtering for utility and reliability
works, and when it can be a"orded given the monitoring and regulatory capa-
bilities of the polity. It is essential in framing this question to recognize that
the problem of concern is the aggregate outcome of selection acting on many
agents of di"erent types, to produce a restricted structure of interactions that
results in stability rather than chaos.

An adequate theory that combines an understanding of the mechanisms of
variation and of selection should account for the combination of regularity and
complexity or chaos seen in actual economic dynamics.

13.8.3.2 Material biology and physics as boundary conditions for
economic optimization

In the foregoing discourse the economy serves as an instantiation of principles
of biological organization, and in that sense as an instance of a (hierarchically
elaborate and highly institutional) biological phenomenon. A di"erent interac-
tion between economics and biology can arise when economic organization is
distinct, but acts within a framework of constraint established by the biological
or physical laws of the material world of which the economy is a part.

Fisheries, soils, and natural ecosystems are subject to a range of constraints
ranging from input-output relations to stock/flow constraints. Economic op-
timization, regarding human consumption of inputs and production of wastes,
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energy flows, and impacts on both biological and physical natural capital, must
occur within the set of realizable configurations [116], which may be far from a
simple linear constraint.

Other constraints of behavioral origin similarly a"ect economic optimization
as boundary conditions. Much of economic decision making is not guided by
contract negotiation and optimization of well-defined utilities, but by informal
social norms or habits [178]. It is arguable that laws work well when they
shape habit to such an extent that most of the time they are do not need to
be actively exercised – this is not as a result of the deliberative calculation
of threat, but rather through the establishment of habits of behavior, often
during key developmental windows in the human lifecourse. More institutional
dimensions of the reliance of the economy on non-economic organizations might
include the role of the organizations of civil society, to establish reputation,
to identify and prioritize tasks which are of shared interest, as reservoirs of
know-how or non-contractual insurance, or sources of reputation.

13.8.4 Other frameworks of organization

13.8.4.1 Convergence of core concepts from economics and physics

The attempt to extend the robust existence theorems of general equilibrium
to dynamics in general, and stochastic dynamics in particular, leads to conver-
gences of the needed core economic concepts with those that have arisen to fill
similar needs in statistical physics. Here we note two examples.

One of the authors invented the strategic market games as a way to formal-
ize the symmetry of strategic roles in economics at allocations away from the
competitive equilibrium. This led to the basic role and nature of money as an
additional quantity in the economy. The general origin of money as a result
of spontaneous breaking of symmetries has now been axiomatized in the treat-
ment of Ch. 11. Symmetry breaking is a core concept in physics,12 because it
allows a similar axiomatization of the origin of order that is not imposed exter-
nally, in systems where many fine-scale parameters are inessential to the origin
of order and may even change depending on the scale at which the system is
observed [377].

A second example of the overlap of economics with core concepts in mod-
ern physics was provided in the analysis of multiple equilibria in Sec. 8.4.1.1.
Processes such as rare escapes from domains of attraction, although stochastic,
may nonetheless have robust, generic properties that relate to the sizes of the
basins and the intensity of attraction. The problem of extracting these general
aspects of dynamics, from methods in the theory of large deviations [398] that
directly extend the study of robust equilibrium states, has been a forefront area
of development in modern statistical physics [371].

12Indeed, it underlies the entire modern theory of the hierarchy of matter [412, 54].
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13.8.4.2 Learning to change the question

The early generation of work on nonlinear dynamics, chaos, and path depen-
dence in the economy is summarized by Beinhocker [26]. It grew out of math-
ematical and physical study of complex systems which showed that trajectory
prediction could be degraded in many systems to a point where it was lost
rapidly, either on the approach to the infinite horizon, or even over finite hori-
zons. However, the lesson from non-linear dynamics was not that the failure of
prediction for trajectories was the end of science; rather it was that the useful
questions changed, to concern features that could be predicted and were infor-
mative. These included the geometries of attractors or the action of iterated
maps on distributions over these attractors.13

In a similar fashion in both economics and biology, the domain of complexity
will combine Operations Research over the short term to produce time-local,
adaptive management solutions, with possibly di"erent questions about long-
term or asymptotic constraints on the state space or the performance of control
systems.

13.9 Nostradamus and the Economic Future

Much of the material in this book so far has dealt with economic theory and
methodology intermixed, in an austere, abstract world with a minimum of the
institutional richness that we confront in the everyday economy. Here we take
the liberty of dusting o" our crystal ball and devoting the next sections to
general commentary with few footnotes and references.

13.9.1 On prediction and reading the tea leaves

Looking forward to the next 200 years there are many ways the world society
and its apparent continuity could be wiped out. Meteors, deadly disease, inhos-
pitable climate change, massive nuclear, chemical or biological war are among
the candidates. The problem that besets economic forecasters and social com-
mentators in general is that betting odds need to be supplied for many of these
phenomena in order to help determine how to allocate funds. Some years ago
Las Vegas had Jimmy Snyder (Dimetrios Georgios Synodinos), better known as
“Jimmy the Greek”. He managed to create a public aura intimating that he
would set odds on any conceivable event. Much like in parts of academia or in
news reporting, when one wishes to put forth a shaky proposition, a safe way
to do it is to find “an authority” to quote. It is comforting to the public that
there should be an expert, or authority, or father figure, or holder of the light
to see into the pervading darkness. Country presidents search for their “Jimmy
the Greek” and the political process is such that when the stakes are extremely

13Similar ideas have been applied to the study of income and wealth distributions, with
the assertion that the trajectories of portfolio wealth are poorly predictable and not the
observables that enable the identification of correct theories; the relevant observables are
instead distributions [128, 86, 88, 375].
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high and the probabilities for success may appear to be low and are hard to
measure, experts may be found whose predictions o"er support for any view.
Currently global weather change provides a prime example. The political pro-
cess of believing and acting on the odds is far from the socio-scientific process
of calculating them.

A Cassandra by many measures is successful if she is able to trigger the social
reactions that negate her prediction. The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, in
this spirit has set its Doomsday Clock since 1947, when it began with a reading
of 7 minutes to midnight. It reached a low of 2 minutes to midnight in 1953
and a high of 17 in 1991. In 2013 it was at 5 minutes to midnight. Now it is
no longer devoted solely to nuclear war but includes a consideration of global
warming and other potential disasters.

13.9.1.1 War or a space race or another correlating device?

In Chapter 10 we commented on war and innovation. We wish to reiterate that
the societal coordination aspects of war may be of great economic importance
and they still need to be considered analytically. The influence on technology,
innovation and social structure of the American civil war and the subsequent
two World Wars was considerable.

Possibly a highly competitive space race aimed at establishing property
rights and even weapon bases on the moon and Mars based on individual na-
tional occupation might yield more benefits in employment and innovation than
would an international space cooperation program that would enable all parties
to do little jointly.

The often used phrase “A war on . . . ” indicates that an important use of
war is as a high correlating device. Yet in a democracy the cohesion that can
be generated for a patriotic war is di!cult to achieve for a war on poverty or
unemployment, Richard Nelson’s discourse on the moon and the ghetto [266]
provides an apposite example.

13.9.1.2 Population estimates and sociopolitical reality

Population estimates have been notoriously di!cult to project for more than a
few years into the future. A favorite topic for the futurists is on what is the
upper bound for world population. Is it 10 or 20 billion or more? Why just
live on the surface? Why not have more cities underground? This is especially
pertinent given the problems generated by climate change. How is the standard
of living incorporated in these estimates? What is the new Malthus bound?

The more relevant aspects of population for the basic development and use of
microeconomic analysis concerns at what level must the various time periods be
taken into account. For today’s markets items such as “mark-to-market” yield
reasonable approximations for some purposes such as approximately what price
will I get for 100 AT&T sold today?. Yet the same measure may be deadly
and misleading for many other relevant questions such as how do changes in
ephemeral current prices trigger a violation of reserve requirements of a bank?
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For an economic theory in which population plays a role, a host of physical,
biological and societal process times are required to do justice to the dynamics
if one is to provide equations of motion that are more than mere metaphor.

13.9.1.3 Length of life and retirement age

The socially accepted parameters of one era may be where the policy variables
for the next era lie. For example, discourse on the bankruptcy of a social security
system may depend on an implicitly accepted computation based on a socioeco-
nomic parameter such as a retirement age of 65 long after life expectancies and
work patterns have clearly changed. Challenging yesterday’s rules, parameters
and totemic facts is a necessity in order to avoid solving a current problem with
inappropriate constraints; although the constraints may be politically popular
due to social acceptance.

Many of the problems posed by life in a geriatric state are still unanswered,
but the answers depend deeply on basic assumptions concerning what percent-
age of the population of those over 65 can be added, at least in some aspects, to
the work force. Henry Aron has raised the basic question in “Longer life spans:
boon or burden?” [1] but he did not deal with potential productivity in a world
with a healthy enough population to move the retirement age from 65 and to
replace the whole concept of retirement with a far more flexible procedure of
gradual retirements up until any age based on the viability of the individual.

A further set of problems exist for an extremely youth dominated society.
These involve the religious, social and political aspects of birth control and
education. Philanthropic improvements in child mortality in nations with lim-
ited administrative infrastructure may have the perverse e"ect of increasing the
supply of child recruits for the army of the local dictator.

13.9.2 World government, law and the economy

As communication, transportation and computation have increased along with
population, the world’s economies are becoming an evermore enmeshed unified
system. The world’s polities have no choice but to accept this set of circum-
stances. Yet each nation state has its own set of laws, now intermixed more
and more with the growth of international economic and financial institutions
and laws with varying levels of standardization and enforcement. The academic
economist or lawyer leaving the halls of academe for the “real world” finds that
a good living can be made in arbitraging the di"erences between legal codes,
currencies, reputations and customs.

As the boundaries of the nation state become evermore porous the fight be-
tween political and economic independence becomes more complex. Currency
unions, willingness to abide by the rulings of an international bank such as
the Bank for International Settlement or the International Monetary Fund both
confound and meld economic and political purpose and the euphemisms of diplo-
matic and political purpose are bolstered by the utilization of economists and
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lawyers to provide rationalizations for sociopolitical purpose under the rubric of
sound economics.

The basic purpose of our discourse would be defeated by adopting a par-
ticular political view point. As observers, however some general points can be
made.

The power of the central bank as an institution possibly reached its peak
fairly soon after the end of the second World War.

Institutions as multicelled organisms share their powers and functions with
their subdivisions, thus for example the Federal Reserve system of the United
States already involves at least three levels, the central bank in Washington, its
regional Federal Reserve banks and its client commercial banks. The system may
eventually attain six, if not more levels with a world central bank; continental
or other regional central banks, then the national banks and their subdivisions.
The number of layers of institutions and their shape will be determined by
allometric considerations involving the application of scaling laws.

Within the century the nature of the nation state may be due for considerable
evolution. The states become more and more porous to certain activities, such
as international legal and illegal trade, new epidemics, toxic waste disposal,
immigration, finance and terrorism. Size increases the pressure for codification
and aggregation of many rules that in turn lead to the anonymous treatment
of the individuals where there is an on-going battle between the fine-graining
needs for individual justice and the coarse-grained economy of mass treatment.

13.9.3 Entitlements and responsibilities

Welfare economics, philosophy and religion all provide norms for what the citi-
zens owe their state and vice-versa. It is however the sociopolitical process that
provides the current state of the ongoing process of assigning citizen entitle-
ments and responsibilities. The fact that we have our own citizen beliefs as well
as varying professional abilities helps us more in phrasing appropriate questions
concerning the system, than it does in providing more than temporary answers.

Among the questions pertaining to entitlements we still need to make op-
erationally meaningful such political slogans as the much quoted phrase of
Marx: [245] “From each according to his ability, to each according to his need”.14

• How safe should a safety net be?

• What is an adequate definition of unemployment?

• Is there an optimal level of unemployment?

• What percentage of active bankruptcy is optimal for our society?

• How is innovation to be measured?

• What is the optimal rate of innovation?

14As this Marxist slogan is so central, the original German should accompany its English
translation: Jeder nach seinen Fähigkeiten, jedem nach seinen Bedürfnissen!
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• How is error generation and correction in a bureaucracy related to indi-
vidual responsibility and incentives?

These are all questions that need first to be formalized adequately and then
to be asked at least annually. They have no final answers. They all dwell in
the penumbra of change. It is the dynamics of a societal process that calls for
groups of lawyers, economists and other expert witnesses to be in every shadowy
spot trying to provide answers for the current time and jurisdiction.

It has been said, partially in jest, that Economics is the only semi-science
where the questions remain the same from year to year, but the answers change.
This may be less jest than it is a description of process.

13.9.4 Technology, science and futurism

Most of our book has been devoted to relatively mundane examination of highly
stripped down models derived from basic microeconomic theory and game the-
ory. As soon as dynamics is considered we are forced to acknowledge the inter-
action of processes on many di"erent time scales. These time scales open the
economic processes to the influence of the many social and political processes
that interact with the economics, but on di"erent and often longer time scales.

The next hundred years o"ers a myriad of paths to be taken. The futurist
can at best o"er vision and questions unconstrained by the realities of fund
raising, resource finding and organizing. In some ways the job of the futurist is
like that of the visionary architect involving the laying out of many plans that
remain unbuilt, but nevertheless provide the genetic code for a yet unrealized
future. They are often o"ered with little or no concern for either cost or comfort.

We take massive highways loaded with cars and trucks as a granted part of
modern life, yet what we recognize as the automobile has hardly been around
for much more than 140 years. The automobile highway started to grow in the
1920s, the superhighways in the 1930s in Nazi Germany in preparation for war
and as a cure for unemployment. Is the argument for the prevalence of the
current automobile and road system in 2015 much stronger than that for the
horse and cart in 1850? When will the automobile die or transform to a new
form of ground transportation? What is the future of the highway system?

We o"er implicit, if not explicit assumptions about what we believe to be the
longevity of the physical instruments and institutions of today; the rules con-
cerning pensions, insurance, savings, markets and the current arbitrage between
law and custom.

A question concerning the need for more or less government in the world that
faces us is probably the wrong question. It is not merely the size of governance
that is in mutation, it is its nature. As the post nation state world approaches
many functions of government, law, order, defense health, education and econ-
omy may be provided by consortia of globally dispersed institutions, with further
overlapping of jurisdictions. The counter-cries of “small is beautiful” are consis-
tent with global is beautiful when function, domain and context are considered
case by case. The future of the nation state is not an either/or proposition.
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The name, language and social identity of a particular country may persist for
decades or centuries after many of its current functions have been absorbed into
various levels of international structures.

The function of futurism is a blend of imagination, hortation, advocacy and
the appreciation of practicality. It is most potent when spiced with a feeling
for the concatenation of the possibilities for organizing, resources, technology,
socio-political and economic will.

13.9.5 Goals before guidance?

We reiterate in discussing guidance one also has to consider the goals behind
the guidance. It is here where the whole array of considerations of fiscal and
monetary policy enter and the conflicting and symbiotic roles of the central
banks and the rest of the government must be considered.

This is not the place to argue priorities and how they should be split. The
central bank is fairly clearly the locus for the control of the government monetary
mechanism. However the government as a whole has an array of potentially
conflicting goals.

An opening of a book (or set of files) such as the Statistical Abstract of the
United States provides a reasonably good listing of the laws, services, needs and
responsibilities that a set of citizens constituting themselves as a modern nation
state requires that they be provided by the central or local governments or by
private institutions. A brief listing includes:

• Health, education and welfare,

• Defense or military power,

• Law administration and enforcement,

• Employment,

• Guidance of the financial sector, including banking and insurance,

• Transportation and communication,

• Business enterprises,

• Science and technology,

• International relations and trade,

• Arts, recreation and travel.

Guidance concerning war, population control, health control, the atmosphere
and common problems involving the planet and outer space call for layers of
international government that hardly exist.
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13.9.6 Forecasting and guidance

An integral part of guidance, even if goals are well understood is the level of
forecasting that is supplied and called for. It is here that an understanding is
needed as to when quantitative di"erences intermix with qualitative di"erences.

In an institution of any size most forecasting for the next week to three
months falls in the domain of routinized bureaucratic behavior, possibly flavored
with a little operations research and other quantitative management where most
imponderables can be set aside; routines are considered and the parameters
bounding the system are taken as given.

Forecasting up to a year already calls for the re-evaluation of parameters
and consideration of imponderables and sources with potential surprise.

Once corporate planning ventures out to three to five years with a few ex-
ceptions [342, 349] due to the compounding of plausible contingencies the limits
of operations research and economic long range planning have been reached15;
technique and statistics are preceded by moral imperatives and may be used
only to bolster argument. Beyond five years there is little hard forecasting but
there are statements of belief and intent.

13.9.7 The systems of a modern society

An economy operates within many smoothly operating systems. When they
function well, we do not even notice their existence, but when they fail, we feel
their absence acutely. In our society, 10 to 20 social, political and economic
systems cover much of our welfare. In this book we have limited our concern
primarily to the monetary and financial aspects of the political economy; but
the dynamics involved in overall guidance and protection of the systems of a
society have certain basic similarities.

They all require: (1) the early detection of major instabilities in real time,
be they a crash in a financial system or a terrorist attack on the power network;
(2) e"ective public communications and relations at the onset and during any
disaster is called for; and (3) an administratively feasible preplanned policy that
facilitates swift flexible recovery from the disaster is a critical goal that is rarely
met.

The world we live in is composed of a variety of interlocking systems. Among
the social systems, there are religious, educational, recreational and fraternal
systems. The technical and administrative support systems for a complex soci-
ety include communications such as the telephone system, television, the Web,
roads, rail, air transport and shipping. Energy delivery comes through the
electrical grid, gas pipelines, petroleum and coal distribution networks. Direct
consumer support calls for water and food supply networks, health care and dis-
posal systems. The choreography of all of these systems requires sophisticated
bookkeeping, accounting and financial systems employing millions. All of these

15The number of formal alternative long range plans prepared rarely, if ever exceeds Miller’s
“Magic Number 7± 2” [256].
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systems operate seamlessly under most circumstances. However, when disrup-
tions occur, we become conscious of the coordination needed and the potential
damage caused by coordination failure.

When a system fails, the damage that its failure causes to society depends
considerably on both recovery time and the overall state of the society at the
time of failure. Relatively pedestrian factors, such as the time of the year and
direction of the wind, may make enormous di"erences on the damage inflicted
by a systems failure.

Systems damage must be considered from both the viewpoints of individual
citizens and of the productive capacity of the society. For example, when consid-
ering the electrical grid’s vulnerabilities, we need to determine how individuals,
private firms, and the public institutions are influenced by electrical outages of
two minutes, two hours, two days, two weeks, or more. In many situations,
costs grow exponentially. A failure of two minutes, or even two hours for an
individual at home on an early summer day can have negligible costs. That
same individual on a lung machine in a hospital with a faulty power back up
system might view the outage di"erently. In summer time, after a few days,
the damage to individual food inventories is considerable, and a day of electri-
cal failure damages virtually all manufacturing establishments without back-up
systems. In some systems, the cost of back-up sources is relatively cheap; in
other systems it is highly expensive.16

Each system has its own detailed technical properties, but all have in com-
mon basic possibilities such as decentralization, production of excess capacity,
and identification of substitutes. Current technology, science and economics
allow us to create reasonably good estimates of the social and economic conse-
quences for di"erent recuperation times in the event of many disasters.

In a brief survey [362] considering defense problems with terrorist attacks
on basic systems, sketches of the requirements called for in recovery in several
basic systems have been presented. They stressed and we stress here the need to
bridge the gap between systems analysis and policy programs. The need calls
for considerable dialogue between policy-makers and systems experts. In the
section below we provide a suggestion for national policy concerning the levels
of unemployment in the United States and suggest, as has been suggested in
this section that the operations research, economic theory, body of technical
knowledge and economic practitioners are all at hand; but the problem of un-
employment policy lies far more in political will, the coordination of policy and
the administration of bureaucracy than it is in the economics. The prediction
of future economic disasters still has many problems that are not understood by
any theory of dynamics involving economic process; but we suggest that steps
to alleviate much of the damage from the disaster of unemployment are avail-
able by building a speedy reaction system based on political and bureaucratic
coordination assisted by economic knowledge. Such a system for the United
States is sketched below. The principles for any country in the world are the

16The costs of backup resources are often highly dependent on mass production. Thus
if a society wishes to decentralize the temporary supply of electricity mass produced small
generators will have a unit cost far smaller than the same generator with small production.
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same, but the institutional considerations may di"er.

13.10 A Federal Employment Reserve Agency:
a practical proposal

E!cient production and full employment must be central goals of any successful
economy. A healthy economy is one that does not waste the real resources of
goods and labor. These goals may not be su!cient for a great society, but they
are necessary.

Enterprise is fostered by understood and accepted rules of the game, and the
rules do not appear by magic or markets. They require the development and
enforcement of items such as an accounting system, bankruptcy and default
laws, a commercial code and contract law. When the system is under stress
fail-safe measures must be available for swift adaptation to new circumstances.

In the reality of a dynamic economy the formulation, legislation and the
enforcement of rules to set the environment for the functioning of a successful
enterprise economy are critical. The process is a di!cult ongoing evolutionary
process produced by fallible and self centered human beings.

The idealogues of both the right and left imagine Utopian scenarios either
with no government or with an ideal government. Neither of these states has,
nor ever will exist, except in political rhetoric aimed at entrapping the unwary.
Reality and “good enough” economic e!ciency resides not only in building the
institutions and laws that provide the rules of the game but in answering the
question: “Can they be implemented successfully at a reasonable cost?”

One of the more successful governmental economic institutions in the United
States has been the Federal Reserve. It has manifested an interesting blend of
public and private forces. It is clearly sensitive to both local and global concerns
in the country. Unfortunately it and the Treasury are not enough. There are
occasions where the financial control mechanisms of a society are not su!cient
to stop serious damage to the underlying basic economy they are meant to
protect. When this happens the system requires a “fail-safe mechanism” that
comes into play when the financial brakes do not work. Such a mechanism in
the form of a Federal Reserve Employment Authority is discussed below.

Our financial institutions and instruments are part of a delicate overall guid-
ance and control system for the political-economy. The structure has to match
the supply of public goods and taxation with the demands of the electorate.
This calls for a blend of economic, political, bureaucratic and social forces.
The 1913 Act created the Federal Reserve System. This institution has been
evolving and adjusting over a century and continues to do so. The overall orga-
nization structure is laden with checks and balances and with diverse interests
represented.

The Board of Governors is appointed by the President and requires confir-
mation by the Senate. Like the Supreme Court the Board of Governors is the
product of the interplay of political, economic and legal forces. The number of
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governors reflects judgment calls on the balancing of powers and the ability of
the institution to function.

It is suggested here that for the goal of keeping an appropriate socially
acceptable index of unemployment below some specified level, a government
agency similar in power and structure to the Federal Reserve System would be
appropriate. Such an institution, The Federal Employment Reserve Authority
(FERA) would require considerable hand-tailoring to provide the appropriate
control details needed. But it could provide a permanent institution that would
be an improvement over a last minute disaster crash program such as the tem-
porary WPA program utilized by the Roosevelt administration during the Great
Depression.

In the design of an institution aimed at ameliorating the level of unemploy-
ment it is highly probable that we need to hand-tailor a control structure with
governance numbers di"erent from either the Supreme Court or the Federal
Reserve in order to fit the United States of the twenty first century.

NAIRU or the Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment is a prod-
uct of the institutions, laws, customs and technology of each society at a particu-
lar time. An institution such as a Federal Employment Reserve Authority would
be devoted to monitoring the “natural rate of unemployment” which is natural
in the sense that it is dependent on the current institutions, laws, customs and
technology.

A sketch of a few features of such an establishment is noted. The Federal Re-
serve System has of the order of 25,000 employees and 12 district banks. Instead
of 12 district banks and a central bank, this institution most naturally calls for
a central or controlling authority in Washington and 50 branches, one in each
state. A first cut at bounds on its size would be of the order of 6,000-11,000 em-
ployees, and a board of governors split among business and labor representatives
from the state as well as academics and Federal and State representatives.

Each authority would monitor unemployment in its state. It would also
maintain a listing of potential public good or desirable infrastructure projects
with priorities and potential revenue generation possibilities. The stress in pri-
orities would be on self liquidating projects where some portion of the revenues
would flow back to the state and/or the federal government.

A new Joint Assessment Financing Board (JAFB) would be required among
the Federal Reserve System, the Treasury and the Federal Employment Reserve
Authority.

The duties of this board would be to monitor constantly the listing, evalua-
tion, financing and projected paybacks of projects-in-reserve proposed by each
regional branch so that the structure of the financing can be set in place as soon
as the employment level in any region passes the trigger value. A further duty
of this board would be to determine how the unemployment in the state breaks
down into recession unemployment or technological unemployment.

It is important to stress that constant monitoring and the ability to act
quickly and deliberately is required. This will require that legislation be passed
in advance to provide flexibility in emergency financing without having to go to
Congress or state legislatures to trigger action.
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Technological unemployment should not call for Agency action except via
an Educational Retraining Board (ERB) acting in concert with the educational
resources of the state and the Federal Department of Education.

The governors of the regional branches of the FERA would be selected from
state government, the public,the universities and top local employers and unions
in the region who are subscribers.

The Board of Governors would be responsible for developing State and Fed-
eral taxation and funding guidelines in concert with the Federal Reserve System
via the Joint Assessment Financing Board (JAFB).

The Regional Authority and member firms would be responsible for the gen-
eration and maintenance of micro information on the state of unemployment,
the valuation of local projects worthy of sponsorship in a high unemployment
environment, and the distinction between recession and technological unemploy-
ment.

There are several basic principles that should be adhered to by the Authority.
It should never own assets that it does not have the in-house capability to

evaluate. It should avoid supervision of projects where it does not have in-house
expertise.

Its role is to coordinate and stimulate activities promoting employment, not
to employ individuals directly. Only under conditions of deep depression a direct
WPA employment approach might be permitted as an act of last resort.

The Authority must stress transparency in the availability of its information
sources, evaluation of the regional economic and employment status as well as
the projects to be implemented and the bidding and procurement procedures
employed.

Once unemployment goes above a fixed level, say 5 or 6% (to be adjusted by
circumstances) the Authority would put out bids for projects in coordination
with Federal and State funding authorities for the means for financing.

The above comments are to be interpreted as a rough sketch pointing the
way, not as a detailed blue print. There are many details to be worked out. The
drafting of institutional rules is an evolutionary process. But this is o"ered as a
start at building and institutionalizing a fail safe system for the economy when
the financial control structure fails the real economy. It stresses guidance and
pre-planned coordination, not prediction.

13.11 An observation on money and voting in a
democratic state

It is not su!cient that the markets be provided with central guidance to protect
against excesses; the political system also requires rules and guidance. There
are many deep questions concerning the relationship between the existence of
an enterprise economy and the presence of a democratic state. Although we
incline to believe that a reasonable case can be made out for the existence of
a symbiotic relationship, in spite of much work in political science it remains a
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topic that still has neither been adequately defined nor answered. Even were
we to accept this proposition, the nature of what constitutes a democratic state
has enough ambiguities that the support of such a state merits some thought. A
democracy may be changed into a kleptocracy or a plutocracy without changing
its name. In a similar way that it is di!cult to maintain the functioning of a
competitive price system in a market structure, it is di!cult to maintain an
unbiased vote in the political system. Unrestricted campaign contributions can
bias a voting system towards a plutocracy.

We have argued that money is an important measure in economics. It would
be technically feasible to design a system that utilizes it fruitfully as a measure
in voting. At this time of writing practically such a scheme has little legal
or political chance of becoming law nevertheless it merits noting in spite of
the di!culties that might be encountered in the United States with The First
Amendment.

We subscribe to the belief that if individuals feel passionately about the
political system, as information and communication is critical to the democratic
process citizens should be encouraged to give; but there is a distinction between
giving in order to control candidates and giving in order to help the democratic
process as a whole. The United States is used as an example. We may consider
a system where giving in support of an election process is unrestricted, but
concentrates more on supporting the democratic process rather than buying
candidates.

We can easily arrange that the disparity in funding of the top two parties
never di"ers by more than some percentage we choose. Consider a system where
giving in support of an election process is unrestricted, and to be encouraged,
but giving to specific parties and candidates is limited only to a percentage
of the contribution, for example say 10 percent. The giving is directed to a
trustee who takes all contributions and splits them into the party fund and the
common fund. It then gives the 10 percent directly to the designated candidates
and takes the remaining 90% and allocates them evenly to the top two parties
determined by the previous election.

At the very (and highly implausible) worst, the largest spread in the funding
is 10 percent. If one party raises no money whatsoever it would obtain 45 percent
of the contributions and the other would get 55 percent. If we set the percentage
to 100% to go to individual candidates we are back to the system we have now.
If we set it 10% the playing field is more or less leveled. The introduction of
a single parameter is su!cient to provide the modification needed to fine tune
social choice.

If there are more parties we sum the percentage of the vote obtained by the
top two parties – say it equals 2 k, and there are n minor parties. The minor
parties received 100 $ 2 k percent of the vote. Together they will be awarded
that percent of the money collected, split in proportion to their previous vote.
Suppose, for example, the major parties had 90% of the previous vote and there
is a billion to be split in the common fund; the minor parties obtain 10% split in
proportion to their previous vote. A new party is given nothing. This prevents
frivolous entry just to collect the allocation. However this does not prevent an
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individual or set of incorporating individuals17 to put in their own money for
the founding of a new party. After its seasoning by a vote it becomes eligible
for sharing in the funds.

If previous third parties no longer exist their allocation is split evenly among
all participating parties.

The size of the overall contributions will be a measure of the public interest
in funding the process directly rather than in buying candidates. The structure
favors a two party system, but is designed to prevent any party from being
bought directly.

In keeping with promoting political participation any individual will be able
to contibute any amount of personal time working directly for the party of his
or her choice, but the purchase of the services of others to serve in the place of
those who choose not to spend their own time is not permitted.

As has been noted in Sec. 6.2.2 Balinski and Laraki have suggested that
a grading scheme be substituted for current party voting. The scheme sug-
gested here is complementary with their suggestions to view voting in terms
of measurement as best we can. They concentrate on changing the nature of
the vote to a grading or evaluation scheme. We suggest changing the role of
monetary contributions in removing the bias in influencing the vote, a di"erent
but relevant part of designing a democratic process.

In the light of current politics this proposition may be deemed to be utterly
impractical, but as any review of a segment of history shows, context changes
and the crackpot schemes of yesterday become the realities of today as the
nation as a whole starts to appreciate the dangers of having political power for
sale to the highest bidder.

13.12 Static theory and dynamic reality

The mixture of philosophy of Hume and Smith and insightful ad hoc nuanced
observations of Smith provided the foundations for a formal economics. The ap-
proximations of Marshall providing for the insightful use of comparative statics
along with “good enough” definitions of firm and industry with some glimmer-
ings of mathematization in the appendices provided economic insights that not
only continued the British tradition of economic thought providing policy ad-
vice, but vastly expanded the popularity of economics as a topic for study. The
works of Cournot, Jevons, Walras, Menger, Pareto and Edgeworth provided
much of the basis for the development of marginal analysis and mathematical
economics. The formal development was oriented heavily towards equilibrium
theory. Micro-economic advice and application was heavily based on marginal-
ism and comparative statics.

The great influence of Keynes and of Schumpeter took o" in other directions.
The former led to the formal development of the applied field of macroeconomics;
while the latter called forth the development of, and the view that innovation,

17Limited say to 100 individuals, or some other number determined by experience and ad
hoc circumstances after a few years of operation starting with 100.
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rather than price is the major driving force in an enterprise economy. Both in
highly di"erent ways were concerned with money, finance, process, dynamics
and disequilibrium.

The position developed in this book is that the basic sociopolitical and eco-
nomic realities are such that there is no general dynamic economic theory at
the level of the well developed static theory of general equilibrium. The closest
approach to a parameter free dynamic theory for a highly limited set of models
was provided by von Neumann’s fixed proportions technology model and the
work of David Gale.

The belief that there is a basic need to reconcile micro and macro economics
stresses the wrong question and provides answers that are at best metaphors for
a complex world based on the behavior of grossly aggregated low dimensional
models. Their level of abstraction is su!ciently high that they may serve for
experimental gaming or, at best, as a checking device to help to verify that
more complex ad hoc models aimed at answering specific questions concerning
the macro-economy are logically consistent and complete.

As soon as one considers an economy with more than a few periods the
need for parametric models explodes. In the explosion many of the parame-
ters required are time lags in the bureaucracy and in the speed and clarity of
the politico-economic process. These considerations reduce the ability of the
economic advisor to predict, at best, the trajectory of well-researched and sup-
ported ad hoc models. The lower dimensional models may serve as a basis for
qualitative advice and help to provide a link between a well developed static
theory and the underlying structure and behavior encountered in economic dy-
namics.

This book, utilizing political economy in touch with both physics and bi-
ology, has been devoted to providing a reasonably solid scientific basis toward
constructing the basic links between static economic models and the welter of
behavioral dynamic models of the economy, stressing that utilizing the device
of minimal institutions and minimal information conditions such a link can be
constructed, with considerable abstraction. However the application of a given
process model to any part of the economy requires the addition of the appropri-
ate parameters of structure and the specification of the context driven varieties
of behavior cannot be avoided in application.

Mathematical Institutional Economics and Econophysics are no oxymorons.
Given the complexity of the political economy an underlying appreciation of
the logic and combinatorics of organization is required. In application this
knowledge is manifested in the specific structure of the institutions that are the
carriers of socio-politico-economic purpose. Furthermore in the study of the
key role of money and financial institutions the consideration of conservation,
the rules of scaling, the derivation of measures, the selection of coarse or fine
graining and the roles for symmetry, coordination and symmetry-breaking that
appear in physics appear as the natural properties of a monetary system.
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